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1.1.1 It’s January 2013 & The ”Highfields Curfew” Is Still In Place!
(2013-01-04 18:37)

There is a say which goes like this: give the devil a finger he will take a hand, give him a hand he will
take the whole arm and so forth. This is what happens with the now infamous favoured mass population
conditioning-technique used previously by dictators and today mostly by ”democracies” of the west, the
”mission creep”, or just ”the creep”!

Anyway it has been at least four months now and our neighbourhood in Leicester, Highfields (which is
predominantly Muslim 60 per cent and others non-Muslims non-natives making up the 25 per cent, and
the final 5 per cent is of the local British Natives), is still under the ”night time curfew” as placed by
local police (again, we will say, welcome to Britain).

Anyway, we just thought we might keep you updated on the status of the ”curfew”, which was
promised to be lifted last month, December 2012, mmm!

Anyway, a selection of good week-end readings for you from various newspaper across the world
(part of the ’Muslim in the News’):

[1]Muslim parents sue school over hijab [2]French weekly publishes ’Life of Mohammed’ cartoons
[3]French magazine sparks another controversy over Mohammed cartoonsA French satire magazine has
published a special issue containing cartoons on the life of Islam’s Prophet Mohammed. Similar images,
which are deemed blasphemous by Muslims, have sparked international protest in the past. 5 [4]New
York woman shoved a man in front of subway because she hated Muslims since 9/11 [5]Woman charged
with hate-crime subway murder [6]Companies pay MPs in lobbying free-for-all [7]Obama authorizes five
more years of warrantless wiretappingFederal detectives won’t need a warrant to eavesdrop on the emails
and phone calls of Americans for another five years. President Obama reauthorized an intelligence gath-
ering bill on Sunday that puts national security over constitutional rights. 2 [8]Amy Davidson: Lessons
From the Intelligence Cliff [9]White House wins fight to keep drone killings of Americans secretA fed-
eral judge issued a 75-page ruling on Wednesday that declares that the US Justice Department does not
have a legal obligation to explain the rationale behind killing Americans with targeted drone strikes. 1
[10]20m now have online medical records, many without knowledge [11]From Internet Uprisings to John
McAfee: The Year in Privacy and Security | Threat Level | Wired.com [12]The best writing on global
economics in 2012 [13]The Best Books of 2012 on Political and Legal Subjects | Foreign Affairs [14]In-
sight: How Colombian drug traffickers used HSBC to launder money | Reuters [15]a new report for
The Greenwall Foundation [16]Analysis: U.S. arms sales to Asia set to boom on Pacific pivot | Reuters
[17]Nicolas Sarkozy ’took £40m from Colonel Gaddafi to fund 2007 election campaign’ [18]Gaddafi mil-
lions: French judge hears shady details of Sarkozy’s campaign funding [19]Obama signs NDAA 2013
without objecting to indefinite detention of AmericansPresident Barack Obama signed the National De-
fense Authorization Act of 2013 on Wednesday, giving his stamp of approval to a Pentagon spending
bill that will keep Guantanamo Bay open and make indefinite detention for US citizens as likely as ever.
1 [20]How Obama Decides Your Fate If He Thinks You’re a Terrorist [21]Bush-Era Wiretapping Case
Killed Before Reaching Supreme Court And this is a bit of culture for yourselves, masterpieces from the
world of fine art, enjoy (more to come in future):
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[22] [23]

[24] [25] [26]

1. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/9775970/Muslim-parents-sue-primary-schoo
l-over-ban-on-hijab.html
2. http://www.france24.com/en/20130102-french-satire-publishes-life-mohammed-cartoon-charlie-h
ebdo
3. http://rt.com/news/france-mohammed-muslim-cartoon-224/
4. http://rt.com/usa/news/new-york-man-train-145/
5. http://www.france24.com/en/20121231-usa-murder-fatal-subway-pushing-new-york-hate-crime-mur
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der
6. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/politics/article3645567.ece
7. http://rt.com/usa/news/obama-fisa-faa-signed-143/
8. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/closeread/2012/12/as-the-fiscal-cliff-deadline-approa
ches-lessons-from-the-intelligence-cliff.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/news/drone-kill-mcmahon-obama-245/
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/9760563/One-in-three-have-online-medical-recor
d-many-without-knowledge.html
11. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2012/12/2012-year-in-review/all/
12. http://drezner.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2012/12/28/announcing_the_2012_albies
13. http://www.foreignaffairs.com/features/collections/the-best-books-of-2012-on-political-and-
legal-subjects
14. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/01/us-hsbc-idUSBRE90002Q20130101
15. http://ethics.calpoly.edu/Greenwall_report.pdf
16. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/01/us-usa-asia-arms-sales-idUSBRE90005D20130101
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2256205/Nicolas-Sarkozy-took-40m-Colonel-Gaddafi-fu
nd-2007-election-campaign.html
18. http://rt.com/news/sarcozy-campaign-gaddafi-millions-evidence-250/
19. http://rt.com/usa/news/obama-ndaa-detention-president-288/
20. http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/01/how-obama-decides-your-fate-if-he-
thinks-youre-a-terrorist/266419/
21. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/01/bush-wiretapping-case-killed/
22. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/vermeer1.jpg
23. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/monet1.jpg
24. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/masterpieces-of-art1.jpg
25. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/seurat1.jpg
26. http://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/firefox_wallpaper.png
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1.1.2 New Updates On Mahdi Hashi (Daily Mail) & Leicester’s Thurnby Lodge
Drama (Leicester Mercury) (2013-01-06 11:21)

Article One: Thurnby Lodge Drama (via Leicester Mercury):

Leicester Mayor Peter Soulsby gives his decision in Thurnby Lodge scout hut row

Saturday, January 05, 2013

[1] [2]Leicester Mercury

[3] Follow

By Ciaran Fagan

City mayor Sir Peter Soulsby has resolved a bitter dispute over the future of a disused Scout hut.

Demonstrations – some involving hundreds of people and a heavy police presence – have been
taking place in Thurnby Lodge, Leicester, for the past six months over plans by a Muslim charity to turn
the hut into a community centre.
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1.  

City mayor Sir Peter Soulsby

But yesterday, Sir Peter announced a plan which appears to have satisfied both sides in the dispute. The
protesters, who have formed a group called the Forgotten Estates Committee, will be given the lease on
the Scout hut for two and a half years rent-free.

The group has told Leicester City Council it will develop it as a community centre.

The Muslim charity, the As-Salaam Trust, has been told it can have the lease to another city council-
owned building, the Raven Centre, which is next to the Thurnby Lodge Community Centre, where the
charity has been meeting for prayers for the past three years.

Sir Peter said a "small number" of groups which use the Raven Centre will transfer to Thurnby
Lodge Community Centre, or other local council buildings.

Mohamed Lockhat, As-Salaam Trust’s imam, said: "We are happy a solution has been found. Some
people have felt very passionately about the Scout hut, but everyone will be able to work together for
the good of the community."

Maxine Williams, licensee of the estate’s Stirrup Cup pub and a founding member of the Forgot-
ten Estates Committee, said: "Everybody I have spoken to so far about Peter Soulsby’s decision has
been ecstatic.

"When we first heard that As-Salaam wanted the Scout hut we knew it was the wrong place be-
cause of problems with traffic and noise.
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"The Raven Centre is in the community centre complex, so car parking is available for As-Salaam’s
members."

The Forgotten Estates Committee has collected thousands of pounds for its plan to turn the Scout
hut into a community centre.

It followed a public consultation in which questionnaires were sent to 7,000 households in Thurnby
Lodge and neighbouring Netherhall.

Some 1,400 responses were returned to the council – a turnout of about 20 per cent.

Most backed the plan unveiled by Sir Peter yesterday, which was one of two options on the questionnaire.

"This option meets everyone’s needs, and I am therefore offering both groups the opportunity to
make this happen," said Sir Peter. "I think both groups recognise we have worked very hard with them
to find a solution which meets everyone’s hopes and needs. Both recognise there is a need to move
forward in a constructive way and I’ve been encouraged by the responses both have given.”

The protests began in August and were held outside Thurnby Lodge Community Centre when As-
Salaam members met for prayers.

A police operation was launched to make sure the protests remained peaceful after complaints that
worshippers felt intimidated.

Two months after the protests started, the Mercury reported the cost of policing them had reached
£200,000.

The final total is unknown.

On Boxing Day, a pig’s head was found outside the centre.

A 23-year-old man has been charged in connection with the incident and is due to appear in court
later this month.

Article Two: On Mahdi Hashi (via The Daily Mail):

[4]
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Briton, 23, accused of working with terror group secretly quizzed by CIA for three months in African
prison

• Mahdi Hashi, who vanished last summer in Somalia, turned up in a New York courtroom just before
Christmas, charged with terrorism offences

By [5]Robert Verkaik

PUBLISHED: 00:39, 6 January 2013 | UPDATED: 00:39, 6 January 2013

A British man controversially stripped of his citizenship last year by the Home Secretary has spent three
months being interrogated by US agents in an African prison.

Mahdi Hashi, 23, from London, who vanished last summer in Somalia, turned up in a New York
courtroom just before Christmas, charged with terrorism offences.

His sudden appearance in America five months after his family had reported him missing has prompted
claims that he is the victim of international kidnap or ‘rendition’.
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Charged: Mahdi Hashi, 23, from London, who vanished last summer in Somalia, turned up in a New
York courtroom just before Christmas, charged with terrorism offences

Now it has emerged that between August and the middle of November he was being questioned by teams
of agents from the CIA and FBI while being held by the secret intelligence service of Djibouti, a small
African state that borders Somalia.

The former care worker lost contact with his family while staying in Somalia last year. When
they began looking for him, they were told by Foreign Office officials that the British Government could
not provide assistance because the Home Secretary Theresa May had issued an order depriving him of
his UK citizenship over allegations of Islamic extremism.
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A Mail on Sunday report after Hashi, who came to Britain
from Somalia when he was five, appeared in court

A few weeks later he was detained by Djibouti’s secret police, who it is claimed raided a house in which
he was staying in the capital, Djibouti City.

A source close to the case said Mr Hashi was taken to the intelligence service headquarters, where he
spent nearly four months before being sent to America for trial.

‘He was sojourning in Djibouti when he was picked up by Djibouti’s secret intelligence officers
and thrown in a cell in solitary confinement,’ said the source.

‘Soon after he was visited and interrogated by FBI officers and then later by the CIA.’

The American interrogations were continuous and all the time the Djibouti security officers were
present, said the source.

‘It was as if they were telling him that if he didn’t fully co-operate with the Americans, he would
be left to the special interrogation skills of the Djiboutis,’ the source added.

On November 15, he was shackled and put on a plane for the US.

His case has been picked up by the US media as evidence of President Obama’s new rendition
programme, where suspects who are deemed to pose a threat to the country are secretly held in African
states allied to America.

Mr Hashi, who came to Britain from Somalia when he was five, is accused of working with the
terrorist group al-Shabaab, which is at war with the government of Somalia. If convicted, he faces a life
sentence.

His family deny that he has ever been involved in terrorist activities and say he was planning to
return to London to complete his education.

He left Britain in 2009, firstly for Somalia where he married a local woman. He has a grandmother in
Djibouti. Mr Hashi is now being held in solitary confinement in a top-security prison in New York.
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Few more articles for your Sunday readings:

[6]Cameron admits having Christmas chat with Rebekah Brooks but he insists it was ’not a big deal’
[7]Quarter of mothers forced to turn their heating off to afford food for their children: Survey warns of
increase in ’fuel poverty’

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
3. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Leicester-Mayor-Peter-Soulsby-gives-decision/story-17
758985-detail/story.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Robert+Verkaik
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2257106/David-Cameron-admits-having-Christmas-chat-
Rebekah-Brooks-insists-big-deal.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2257849/Quarter-mothers-forced-turn-heating-afford-
food-children-Survey-warns-increase-fuel-poverty.html
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1.1.3 Looking Into The Future of Voting Behaviour in UK: What Might Happen
When The British-Minorities Voters Grow? (2013-01-07 16:29)

The paper to be reprinted here is from the New Yorker, which means it examines US affairs in terms
of voting behaviour. However, the issue discussed here, and has been for a while on this particular
excellent medium (the New Yorker), is the systematic attempts by Americans conservative sections
of the country (and political classes) to disenfranchise (that is to put it mildly, as the truth is, it is the
attempt to bar) American growing ethnic minorities from having the decisive voice and impact upon the
character of the US political leadership.

In other words, the issue discussed surrounds the controversial law (of 1965) that ’placed quotas’
or other ”innovative measures” to control the numbers of voters from non-whites Americans, that Blacks,
Asians, Hispanics etc in undertaking their constitutional rights to vote!

The issue is important to relate here because as the British ethnic minorities of all colours, races
and cultures start to expand (as seen recently during the 2011 census results), the political (-security)
elites will introduce (or attempt) in various approaches, measures (to be made into laws of the nation) to
control how much say, sway and impact your [ethnic] votes might have; this we can promise. During the
Cold War era, when the Labour Party was still under the suspected gaze of the nation’s security and polit-
ical elites (that Intelligence, Police and Conservatives, plus the usual mandarins, the real puppet-masters
of the nation power structures and systems), they tried to [a] force a vetting on nominations (still in
place to this date, to remove undesirables from all parties: ”democracy”, right. They really do not need
to ’rig openly’ elections like non-developed third countries, our electoral fraud is much sophisticated
to the point of unnoticeable passing. We do it masterful, via ”opinion polls, media-polls and support,
pre-candidacy nominations and so forth), [b] create smear-tactics, such as the ”leak” of the ”letter” that
was really contrived by MI5 to deny Harold Wilson (Labour) a chance to power (see scour the internet
for the stories), to assassinations and so forth.

Anyway, there is no doubt they wont desperately attempt to do the same in future against new
threats to their monopoly in power (well, our message to them— we are coming– will be smoking
shishas at No. 10 or House of Parliaments, Haha!!!!- by the way, not a good thing, stop it if you are one
of those who enjoy the thing, even if on social gatherings only).

Anyhow, to the article:

Casting Votes

by [1]Jeffrey Toobin January 14, 2013
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Here’s a safe prediction for 2013: few people will pine for the Presidential campaign of 2012. Even
Barack Obama’s most ardent supporters acknowledge that his victory provided little of the euphoria of
four years ago. Not many Republicans have longed to hear from Mitt Romney since his swift journey
to political oblivion. Anyone miss the barrage of Super PAC ads? (Those, alas, will probably be back
in four years.) The pseudo-candidacy of Donald Trump? (Ditto.) But in last year’s spirited competition
for the nadir of our political life the lowest blow may have been the Republicans’ systematic attempts to
disenfranchise Democrats.

To review: after the 2010 midterm elections, nineteen states passed laws that put up barriers to
voting, including new photo-I.D. and proof-of-citizenship requirements, and restrictions on early and
absentee voting. In most of those states, Republicans controlled the governorship and the legislature.
The purported justification for the changes was to limit in-person voter fraud, but that claim was
fraudulent itself, since voter fraud is essentially nonexistent. Mike Turzai, the Republican leader of the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives, revealed the true intent behind most of the laws last June, when,
after the House passed such a measure, he boasted, in a rare moment of candor, “Voter I.D., which is
going to allow Governor Romney to win the state of Pennsylvania: Done.” Turzai’s prediction was
wrong, but that doesn’t mean that the Pennsylvania law and others like it weren’t pernicious. Obama won
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in Florida, too, but a recent study by Theodore Allen, an associate professor at Ohio State University,
found that, in central Florida alone, long lines, exacerbated by a law that reduced the number of days for
early voting, discouraged about fifty thousand people, most of them Democrats, from casting ballots.

It is against this backdrop that, next month, the Supreme Court will take up a challenge to the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, the most effective law of its kind in the history of the United States. A cen-
tury after the Civil War, the act, in abolishing many forms of discrimination employed by the Southern
states, such as poll taxes and literacy tests, finally turned the legal right for African-Americans in those
states to vote into an actual right to vote. Bipartisan congressional majorities have reauthorized the law
four times, most recently in 2006. (It passed the House overwhelmingly and the Senate unanimously,
and was signed into law by George W. Bush.) The question now is whether the Supreme Court will
strike down the Voting Rights Act as a violation of states’ rights.

The case under review, Shelby County, Alabama v. Holder, represents an attack on what has be-
come the most important part of the law, known as Section Five. Section Five applies to most counties
in nine Southern states and a handful of counties in the rest of the country, all of which have histories
of discriminatory voting practices. The law says that these places must receive prior approval, known
as “pre-clearance,” from the Department of Justice or from a federal court before they can make any
change in their electoral rules, regarding everything from the drawing of district lines to the location of
polling places. The case will determine whether Shelby County, or any other county or state, still has to
comply with the pre-clearance requirement.

In the months before Election Day last year, courts across the nation played an admirable role in
dismantling the most excessive of the new voting laws. A court in Pennsylvania curtailed Turzai’s
law. The Department of Justice and the federal courts used Section Five to block initiatives in Florida,
South Carolina, and Texas. Had the courts failed to take such action, according to the Brennan Center
for Justice, as many as five million votes might have been lost, which was, as it happens, almost
exactly Obama’s popular-vote margin over Romney. It is nothing short of perverse—or, perhaps,
predictable—that the Supreme Court has chosen this moment to consider undoing any mechanism that
helped to defeat voter suppression.

The Roberts Court, and especially the Chief Justice, has shown a marked animosity toward the
Voting Rights Act. The gist of John Roberts’s complaint about the law is that 1965 was a long time ago,
and, as he wrote in a 2009 opinion, “things have changed in the South.” In the oral argument of that
case, he tossed a series of barbed questions at the lawyers defending the law, all aimed at proving that
the Voting Rights Act represented a kind of legal smallpox vaccine—a cure for a disease that no longer
exists. As the Chief Justice asked at one point, “Is it your position that today Southerners are more likely
to discriminate than Northerners?”

Yet the events leading up to the 2012 election show that the disease of voter suppression has not
been cured; rather, it has moved on and mutated. Last year, Judge David Tatel’s opinion in Shelby
County v. Holder, for the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, ratified the congressional judgment
that Section Five remains an important bulwark for protecting the right to vote. Tatel found that the
statute, far from being obsolete, “continues to single out the jurisdictions in which discrimination is
concentrated.”

In one significant respect, though, the act itself has come to serve as a kind of road map for new
forms of discrimination. It established a principle that voting-district lines must be drawn so that
African-American politicians have some chance of winning federal and state office. But, in the South in
recent years, the Republican Party, which is dominant and, for the most part, white, has benefitted from
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increasing concentrations of black voters in just a handful of districts. African-American candidates
stand to win in those districts but have little chance of building the cross-racial coalitions they need in
order to exercise real statewide power. The motives today are more political than strictly racial, as they
were before 1965, but the result is similar: the political ghettoization of African-Americans.

This illustrates the paradox of contemporary voting rights. In a way, Chief Justice Roberts has a
point; the South is no longer all that different from the rest of the country. But that’s not so much because
the South is now better—the open racism of the years before 1965 is gone—as because the rest of the
country is now worse. It would be a sad irony if the Supreme Court struck down the Voting Rights Act
because it regulates too much in too many places, when the truth is that it regulates too little in too few.
♦

Further article of interests:

CIA new adventures in Latin America: see [2]here, [3]here and Middle East [4]here.

Corrupt Modern UK Police: see [5]here and [6]here. And equivalent corrupt political elites in
UK, see [7]here.

Finally. another round of another painful reimbursed paid victims of torture in the hands of British
Government which ”does not do torture” (Northern Ireland) [8]here and an excellent moral-dilemma
article on the future of ”new breed of bio-engineered-soldiers”, already under way: the [9]mutant armies
of the future.

1. http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/bios/jeffrey_toobin/search?contributorName=jeffrey%20toob
in
2. http://rt.com/news/ecuado-correa-cia-attack-429/
3. http://rt.com/news/morales-us-plot-bolivia-483/
4. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/01/06/282130/history-of-americas-terror-squads/
5. http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2013/01/07/world/europe/ap-eu-britain-phone-hacking.html?hp
6. http://bigstory.ap.org/article/uk-detective-trial-over-phone-hacking-leak
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2258173/Bumper-year-Blair-Profits-triple-3-6m-PMs-f
irms.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/05/lottery-win-belfast-torture-victim
9. http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/01/could-human-enhancement-turn-soldiers
-into-weapons-that-violate-international-law-yes/266732/

The Independent: How The British MI5 Coerce British-Somalis to Spy On Their Own Communities | Highfields
Muslim Community Office (2013-01-07 18:47:31)
[...] ← Looking Into The Future of Voting Behaviour in UK: What Might Happen When The British-Minorit... [...]
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Minority Vote: How We Correctly Foresaw The Trend, and Why The Next Trend Is Much Strategically Important!
| Jerusalem Group (2013-08-12 11:20:05)
[…] one of our old posts (click the link: http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/07/looking-into-the-
future-of-v oting-behaviour-in-uk-w…) we made a note on how the observed dynamic trend from the 2012 US
Presidential election which saw […]
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1.1.4 The Independent: How The British MI5 Coerce British-Somalis to Spy On
Their Own Communities (2013-01-07 18:47)

Previously we did look at this[1] see this post for example, which also briefly outlines the experiences of
one of our own who was twice ”approached” into spying for local MI5 Station in Leicester (via Enderby,
the Headquarter of The Leicestershire Police).

Today, we have an article from the Independent [a British Newspaper owned by a Russian] and
another of similar source but via PressTV [Iranian Channel, recently banned in UK, US and Canada],
and also you might want to have a glimpse at the next post [2]below (as posted today also).

Article I via The Independent:

’We’re happy to help MI5 – but coercing us to spy is unacceptable’: British Somalis say intelligence
agents asking for too much

It’s not just Mo Farah who gets stopped at the airport – but, as prominent Somalis tell Jerome
Taylor, the security services’ ’use of threats’ is alienating the whole community

Jerome Taylor

Sunday, 6 January 2013

Whenever Aar Maanta travels abroad he keeps an eye out for the men in suits. For most trav-
ellers, the worst inconvenience might be a cancelled flight or an over-zealous security check. But
Maanta is a prominent British Somali singer and when he leaves or returns to Britain, he claims he is
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often taken aside by these mysterious officials asking unusual questions.

In an interview last week the London Olympics hero Mo Farah angrily explained how he was stopped
at an airport in Oregon on suspicion of being a terrorist. "I couldn’t believe it," he said. "Because of my
Somali origin I get detained every time I come through US Customs."

But in Maanta’s case, it isn’t usually customs or security people who want a word. "You can tell
it’s not the immigration people," recalls the softly spoken singer, who fled civil war in his homeland in
the late 1980s. "It’s like there’s a note on the computer and they make you sit in a side room. Then the
guys in suits come along. Their general approach is, ’we can help you if you help us’."

For many of Britain’s estimated 400,000 Somalis, such experiences are depressingly familiar and
there is growing anger about how they are treated at Britain’s ports. Top of their list of complaints is
the allegation that pressure is being put on young Somali men in particular to spy on their own community.

Mohammed Elmi, the head of Somali Diaspora UK, told The Independent that the problem of co-
ercive spying had become so bad that Somali elders in London felt compelled to hold a gathering shortly
before Christmas to discuss the issue. Out of the 33 boroughs represented, 17 said they had community
members who felt pressured to spy.

"The community is very keen to cooperate with the UK Government and security. What is unac-
ceptable is any form of coercion or pressure."

The Independent first revealed concerns about such tactics being used by the security services in
2009, when five east African Muslim men said they were harangued by MI5 officers who wanted them
to work as informants, and were threatened with sanctions if they refused to co-operate. Three of the
five were approached after returning from family holidays. One of the men, Mahdi Hashi, had his
citizenship revoked late last year by the Home Office and was suddenly rendered from a jail in Djibouti
to the United States – an incident which has caused consternation among many British Somalis.

Airports have long been fertile territory for Britain’s security services looking to make first con-
tact with potential sources, because airlines keep detailed records of passengers, enabling our spies to
keep a close eye on who is coming in and out of the country.

The cultivation of sources is key for national security, and many Somalis work with MI5 and MI6
to combat militant groups such a al-Shabaab. But there are fears that stories of coercion are starting to
backfire on the intelligence-gathering community.

Jamal Osman, a British filmmaker who has won awards for his reports from his war-torn home-
land, says he has often been approached by security officials at airports. And he regularly hears reports
that Somalis are threatened with having their passports taken away if they don’t co-operate – something
he believes works against the intelligence community because it will dissuade Somalis from coming
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forward when they do have information.

Mr Osman said: "When they say, ’We gave this to you, we can take it away from you whenever
we want’, it sends a terrible signal. It shows Somalis they’ll never be part of the nation. You might have
been born here, you might have been brought up here, but we can take it all away from you."

Maanta, whose songs of longing for his homeland and struggling to fit in resonate with young So-
mali immigrants, got so fed up with the regular checks that for his single Deeqa he made a music video
in which he re-enacts being questioned at Heathrow. "The problem is you risk alienating young British
Somalis," he says. "Anyone with common sense would go to the authorities if they knew something bad
was going on. It’s your duty to do that. But they shouldn’t be forcing people to spy."

The security services do not usually comment on intelligence matters and declined to respond to
The Independent last night, but MI5 has previously denied on its website that Muslims are harassed by
its officers.

Article II via The PressTV:

British Somalis feel compelled by MI5 to spy on own community

Mon Jan 7, 2013 1:15PM GMT

British spying agencies, MI5 in particular, are accused of putting pressure on British Somalis to spy on
their own community in the UK, local media reported.

There is growing anger among many of Britain’s 400,000 Somalis about how they treated at Britain’s
ports, many of them complaining that they are being pressured to spy on their fellows with Somali
nationalities, the Independent reported.

Somali elders in London held a gathering before Christmas to discuss the issue of coercive spying,
which many young Somalis are depressingly familiar with, said Mohammed Elmi, the head of Somali
Diaspora UK.

“Out of the 33 boroughs represented, 17 said they had community members who felt pressured to
spy,” Elmi stated.

“The community is very keen to cooperate with the UK government and security. What is unac-
ceptable is any form of coercion or pressure,” he said.

Growing concerns about such tactics being used by the British spying apparatus were first revealed by
the Independent in 2009, when it said in a report that security services had threatened five east African
Muslim men with sanctions unless they accepted to work for them as informant.
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“Three of the five were approached after returning from family holidays. One of the men, Mahdi
Hashi, had his citizenship revoked late last year by the Home Office and was suddenly rendered from a
jail in Djibouti to the United States - an incident which has caused consternation among many British
Somalis,” according to the report.

Such stories of coercion may backfire on the intelligence-gathering community, the report says.

Jamal Osman, a British filmmaker from Somalia who has won awards for his reports from his
war-torn homeland, says he has often been approached by security officials at airports.

He recalls that Somalis are regularly threatened with having their passports taken away if they
don’t co-operate - something he believes works against the intelligence community because it will
dissuade Somalis from coming forward when they do have information.

“When they say, ‘We gave this to you, we can take it away from you whenever we want,’ it sends
a terrible signal. It shows Somalis they’ll never be part of the nation. You might have been born here,
you might have been brought up here, but we can take it all away from you,” Osman said.

MOL/HSN/HE

This article is also interesting, the news of a spitfire that crashed in the midlands:[3] Here Why interesting?
Because it is one of the spies planes, high probability even though most will not tend to be announced
but unavoidable when the crash occurred on a civilian air-field, perhaps as a result of a forced landing as
these usually tend to have their own little private fields or pay for local rural areas fields, that undertake
the many ”sorties”; sorties is a military word for ”operational trips”, in this reference, spying operational
fly-bys.

Aldi spying on it’s workers: [4]here.

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/24/unmissable-readings-evidence-from-newspape
rs/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/07/looking-into-the-future-of-voting-behaviou
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r-in-uk-what-might-happen-when-the-british-minorities-voters-grow/
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/spitfire-crash-lands-at-east-midlands-airpor
t-8441691.html
4. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/the-lives-of-other-workers-store-detective-s
ays-aldi-wanted-him-to-spy-on-staff-8440225.html
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1.1.5 For Your Self-Enlightement: Articles From This Week Newspapers
(2013-01-11 12:50)

Before moving to the articles here is a nice little documentary from 2008, entitled Secrecy: A Very Good
Watch.

[1]Video Link [Youtube]

Now to the articles.

Today it is a long list but worth every single word-read and your time-spent reading these, very
informative. The list is arranged in terms of most related to you to international news with ”a hint of
relation to you”.

Enjoy

The Articles:

[2]One in five Britons will describe themselves as ’non-white by 2050’ as minority groups grow in
prosperity and status [3]U.K. Crown Prosecution Service Guidelines for Prosecuting Social Media Com-
munications [4]Police in post offices as stations close [5]Stephen Lawrence’s brother sues Met over
race discrimination [6]Police have stopped me 25 times... just because I’m black: Stephen Lawrence’s
teacher brother launches damning race case against the Met [7]’This is a very serious matter’: Shock
police racism allegations by Stephen Lawrence’s brother referred to force watchdog [8]IPCC looks into
Lawrence complaint [9]Hacking: corrupt Yard officer tried to sell information to NotW [10]Guilty: Se-
nior counter-terrorism detective April Casburn was today found guilty of trying to sell information to the
News of the World. Casburn is pictured leaving court today [11]Black teenager punches woman after she
calls him a ’smelly Nigerian’ in latest shocking racist footage filmed on the Tube [12]EU demands access
to details of all UK drivers: ’Orwellian’ move to hand out personal information to foreign police forces
[13]Cloud surfing: US surveilance act ‘grave threat’ to EU sovereigntyAn intelligence bill has put the
frighteners on EU citizens as it allows the US access to their personal data stored in internet clouds like
those used on Facebook and Google. The law is a ‘grave risk’ to the rights of EU citizens, says an EU
report. 2 [14]The torturers roam free while the whistleblower goes to jail — War in Context [15]Nom-
ination Ignores War Crimes [16]Nick Turse: A war victim’s question only you can answer [17]Torture
claim reveals secret courts danger, say critics [18]Defense contractor awards Abu Ghraib torture victims
meager $5 million settlement [19]’Scottish independence will unite UK’ [20]NYC court rules ’stop and
frisk’ policy unconstitutional [21]Everything You Need to Know About the Crazy Plan to Save the Econ-
omy With a Trillion-Dollar Coin - Matthew O’Brien - The Atlantic [22]Can A Single Coin Solve the
Debt Ceiling?by Amy Davidson [23]Kurdish activists shot dead in Paris [24]Obama’s ‘light footprint’
masks a war fueling deep hatred of the U.S. [25]The U.S. intelligence community’s new year’s wish - Le
Monde diplomatique - English edition [26]Nicolas Sarkozy to be investigated on corruption charges over
’Karachi Affair’ arms deals to Pakistan [27]Ex-president Sarkozy faces fresh criminal probe

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6fKWIVx3Y0
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259299/One-Britons-non-white-2050-minority-groups-
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grow-prosperity-status.html
3. http://publicintelligence.net/uk-cps-social-media-guidelines/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/09/met-detectives-move-community-policing
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9789506/Stephen-Lawrences-brother-sues-Met-ove
r-race-discrimination.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259271/Stuart-Lawrence-Police-stopped-25-times--ju
st-Im-black-says-brother-Steven.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259818/Stuart-Lawrence-Shock-police-racism-allegat
ions-Stephens-brother-referred-IPCC.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/09/stuart-lawrence-racism-complaint-police
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/phone-hacking/9793372/Hacking-corrupt-Yard-officer-f
ound-guilty-of-trying-to-sell-information-to-NotW.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260219/Yard-detective-faces-jail-bid-sell-phone-ha
cking-tip-Terror-officer-tried-strike-cash-deal-paper.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260124/Black-teen-punches-woman-calls-smelly-Niger
ian-shocking-racist-video-filmed-Tube.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2259319/EU-demands-access-details-UK-drivers-Orwell
ian-hand-personal-information-foreign-police-forces.html
13. http://rt.com/news/fisa-spy-eu-cloud-619/
14. http://warincontext.org/2013/01/06/the-torturers-roam-free-while-the-whistleblower-goes-to-
jail/
15. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/01/07/the-right-or-wrong-experience-for-the-job/b
y-nominating-john-brennan-obama-is-ignoring-war-crimes
16. http://warincontext.org/2013/01/08/nick-turse-a-war-victims-question-only-you-can-answer/
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2013/jan/10/suppression-torture-allegations-secret-courts
18. http://rt.com/usa/news/million-settlement-ghraib-torture-655/
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/jan/10/scottish-independence-british-irvine-welsh
20. http://rt.com/usa/news/nyc-stop-frisk-unconstitutional-600/
21. http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/01/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-c
razy-plan-to-save-the-economy-with-a-trillion-dollar-coin/266839/
22. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/01/a-platinum-coin-as-big-as-the-ritz.ht
ml
23. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jan/10/kurdish-activists-shot-dead-paris
24. http://warincontext.org/2013/01/09/obamas-light-footprint-masks-a-war-fueling-deep-hatred-o
f-the-u-s/
25. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-u-s-intelligence-community-s-new-year-s-wish
26. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260305/Nicolas-Sarkozy-investigated-corruption-cha
rges-Karachi-Affair-arms-deals-Pakistan.html
27. http://www.france24.com/en/20130110-france-sarkozy-investigation-karachigate-scandal-law-co
rruption
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1.1.6 Spinney Hills LPU: A Militarized Police Station Inside The ”Local Terror-
ists Hotbed”!!!!! (2013-01-12 16:17)

So there we were in the Cold [remember the Cold reference] mid-afternoon walking down the East
Park Road at 1445hrs on Saturday [today] 12th Jan 2013 and as we were coming around the corner and
near in clear visibility to, that just five minutes away from, the Spinney Hills Police Station [LP: Local
Policing Unit], we had our first visual of a Hindu family.

A point of Importance: there were three and all brown-skinned, made up of a mother with two
young children, the children were approximately 5 and 9 years old, respectively, though well-wrapped
seemed still to be feeling the chill (you know what we are talking about if you were out today, or even
in you would have felt the chill), especially in a static position (they were standing, and not moving),
and the ”hitter” is the mother was leaning talking INTO the intercom, not a person/police officer—
- lets repeat for the necessity of getting the point through—- she was leaning, and the children were
freezing to bones, TALKING TO [ & THROUGH] INTERCOM not a face to face human at the other end.

You get the seriousness of the point. The Question for the police is, What is it? or Why? Was
she exhibiting or perhaps ”looking like a terrorists?” (after all we are all ”terrorists” around here, right?),
is this is why rather than opening the door and afford access you let her and her children freezing out
there; while those living in non-majority Muslim communities have free-access police stations? These
are serious questions, which need answer through actions– break-down your militarized-stations and
show a sense of some much lauded ”trust need”.

For the seriousness of all, lets repeat the point which we all should not miss; Have you observed
how fortified Spinney Hills Station looked in contrary to others? If you have not just go on the internet
and do a little research on the architectural aspects of our Leicestershire Police across the region. It does
appears that only those situated within majority Muslim neighbourhoods are ”Militarized” into barracks,
namely Spinney Hills LPU, and not public-free-access friendly nature and necessity of police stations
(civic service) located in other ”less terrorists suspected areas”.

This is the important point.

How can they go around preaching the need for inter-trusts when even their police stations are
seemingly ”purpose-built” for security and not access?????

Where is the Trust?

Finally, the usual few good reading articles for you the readers:

This [1]one examines the census 2012 and Leicester designated as more ethnic than any other city.
This [2]one directs you to excellent reading materials and information. And [3]this is the continuation
of the UK Police Racism in the case of Stephen Lawrence’s brother. Finally an [4]interesting statement
from Jackie Chan on the US.

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2260067/White-Britons-minority-Leicester-Luton-Slou
gh-Birmingham-set-follow-end-decade.html?printingPage=true
2. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-visible-government
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2261038/I-white-fiancee-My-son-drives-toy-police-ca
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r-But-20-years-brothers-murder-I-live-racisms-shadow-Exclusive-interview-Stephen-Lawrences-b
rother.html
4. http://www.france24.com/en/20130112-jackie-chan-calls-us-most-corrupt-country-world
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1.1.7 Glenn Greenwald (The Guardian): In 4-Years, The West Have Bombed
& Invaded 8 Muslim Nations (Is This not a ’War on Islam’?, he asks)
(2013-01-15 11:48)

Assalam Aleikum,

It has been a while. Please have a look at an excellent article below written by Glenn Greenwald
of the Guardian UK Newspaper, on how in just 4-year period the west, namely, US, France and UK
(acting as a ”coalition of terror”, via NATO or new EU security framework, ”authorized” by western-
dominated UNSC), have conducted illegal military operations and covert political operations with the
goal for regime changes on 8 major Islamic Nations: asking correctly, ’is this not a declaration of ”war
on Islam”, and not so-called ”war on terrorism”?’.

Before reprinting the article here also check out the Saturday published post on ”Spinney Hills Po-
lice Station” incident with a local Asian Woman and her children.

[1]

[2]
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The bombing of Mali highlights all the lessons of western intervention

The west African nation becomes the eighth country in the last four years alone where Muslims are
killed by the west

• [3]

• – [4]Glenn Greenwald
– [5]guardian.co.uk, Monday 14 January 2013 13.45 GMT

French troops board a transport plane in N’Djamena, Chad, bound for Mali. Photograph: Hand-
out/REUTERS
40 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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As [6]French war planes bomb Mali, there is one simple statistic that provides the key context:
this west African nation of 15 million people is [7]the eighth country in which western powers - over
the last four years alone - have bombed and killed Muslims - after Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen,
[8]Libya, Somalia and [9]the Phillipines (that does not count the [10]numerous lethal tyrannies propped
up by the west in that region). For obvious reasons, the rhetoric that the west is not at war with the
Islamic world grows increasingly hollow with each new expansion of this militarism. But within this
new massive bombing campaign, one finds most of the vital lessons about western intervention that,
typically, are steadfastly ignored.

First, as [11]the New York Times’ background account from this morning makes clear, much of
the instability in [12]Mali is the direct result of Nato’s intervention in Libya. Specifically, "heavily
armed, battle-hardened Islamist fighters returned from combat in Libya" and "the big weaponry coming
out of Libya and the different, more Islamic fighters who came back" played the precipitating role in the
collapse of the US-supported central government. As Owen Jones wrote in [13]an excellent column this
morning in the Independent:

"This intervention is itself the consequence of another. The Libyan war is frequently touted
as a success story for liberal interventionism. Yet the toppling of Muammar Gaddafi’s dic-
tatorship had consequences that Western intelligence services probably never even bothered
to imagine. Tuaregs – who traditionally hailed from northern Mali – made up a large por-
tion of his army. When Gaddafi was ejected from power, they returned to their homeland:
sometimes forcibly so as black Africans came under attack in post-Gaddafi Libya, an uncom-
fortable fact largely ignored by the Western media. . . . [T]he Libyan war was seen as a
success . . . and here we are now engaging with its catastrophic blowback."

Over and over, western intervention ends up - whether by ineptitude or design - sowing the seeds of
further intervention. Given the [14]massive instability still plaguing Libya as well as enduring anger
over the Benghazi attack, how long will it be before we hear that bombing and invasions in that country
are - once again - necessary to combat the empowered "Islamist" forces there: forces empowered as a
result of the Nato overthrow of that country’s government?

Second, the overthrow of the Malian government was enabled by US-trained-and-armed soldiers
who defected. From the NYT: "commanders of this nation’s elite army units, the fruit of years of
careful American training, defected when they were needed most — taking troops, guns, trucks and their
newfound skills to the enemy in the heat of battle, according to senior Malian military officials." And
then: "an American-trained officer overthrew Mali’s elected government, setting the stage for more than
half of the country to fall into the hands of Islamic extremists."

In other words, the west is once again at war with the very forces that it trained, funded and armed.
Nobody is better at creating its own enemies, and thus ensuring a posture of endless war, than the US
and its allies. Where the US cannot find enemies to fight against it, it simply empowers them.
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Third, western bombing of Muslims in yet another country will obviously provoke even more
anti-western sentiment, the fuel of terrorism. Already, as [15]the Guardian reports, French fighter jets in
Mali have killed "at least 11 civilians including three children". France’s long history of colonialization
in Mali only exacerbates the inevitable anger. Back in December, after the UN Security Council
authorized the intervention in Mali, Amnesty International’s researcher on West Africa, Salvatore
Saguès, [16]warned: "An international armed intervention is likely to increase the scale of human rights
violations we are already seeing in this conflict."

As always, western governments are well aware of this consequence and yet proceed anyway. The NYT
notes that the French bombing campaign was launched "in the face of longstanding American warnings
that a Western assault on the Islamist stronghold could rally jihadists around the world and prompt
terrorist attacks as far away as Europe." Indeed, at the same time that the French are now killing civilians
in Mali, a joint French-US raid in Somalia [17]caused the deaths of "at least eight civilians, including
two women and two children".

To believe that the US and its allies can just continue to go around the world, in country after
country, and bomb and kill innocent people - Muslims - and not be targeted with "terrorist" attacks is,
for obvious reasons, lunacy. As Bradford University professor Paul Rogers told Jones, the bombing of
Mali "will be portrayed as ’one more example of an assault on Islam’". Whatever hopes that may exist
for an end to the "war on terror" are systematically destroyed by ongoing aggression.

Fourth, for all the self-flattering rhetoric that western democracies love to apply to themselves, it
is extraordinary how these wars are waged without any pretense of democratic process. Writing about
the participation of the British government in the military assault on Mali, Jones notes that "it is
disturbing – to say the least – how Cameron has led Britain into Mali’s conflict without even a pretence
at consultation." Identically, the Washington Post this morning [18]reports that President Obama has
acknowledged after the fact that US fighter jets entered Somali air space as part of the French operation
there; the Post called that "a rare public acknowledgment of American combat operations in the Horn
of Africa" and described the anti-democratic secrecy that typically surrounds US war actions in the region:

"The US military has based a growing number of armed Predator drones as well as F-15
fighter jets at Camp Lemonnier, which has grown into a key installation for secret countert-
errorism operations in Somalia and Yemen. The defense official declined to identify the
aircraft used in the rescue attempt but said they were fighter jets, not drones. . . . .

"It was unclear, however, why Obama felt compelled to reveal this particular opera-
tion when he has remained silent about other specific US combat missions in Somalia.
Spokesmen from the White House and the Pentagon declined to elaborate or answer
questions Sunday night."

The Obama administration has, of course, draped its entire drone and global assassination campaign in an
impenetrable cloth of secrecy, ensuring it remains beyond the scrutinizing reach of media outlets, courts,
and its own citizens. The US and its western allies do not merely wage endless war aimed invariably at
Muslims. They do so in virtually complete secrecy, without any transparency or accountability. Meet
the western "democracies".
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Finally, the propaganda used to justify all of this is depressingly common yet wildly effective.
Any western government that wants to bomb Muslims simply slaps the label of "terrorists" on them, and
any real debate or critical assessment instantly ends before it can even begin. "The president is totally
determined that we must eradicate these terrorists who threaten the security of Mali, our own country
and Europe," proclaimed French defense minister Jean-Yves Le Drian.

As usual, this simplistic cartoon script distorts reality more than it describes it. There is no doubt
that the Malian rebels have engaged in all sorts of heinous atrocities ("[19]amputations, flogging, and
stoning to death for those who oppose their interpretation of Islam"), but so, too, have Malian government
forces - including, as [20]Amnesty chronicled, "arresting, torturing and killing Tuareg people apparently
only on ethnic ground." As Jones aptly warns: "don’t fall for a narrative so often pushed by the Western
media: a perverse oversimplification of good fighting evil, just as we have seen imposed on Syria’s
brutal civil war."

The French bombing of Mali, perhaps to include some form of US participation, illustrates every
lesson of western intervention. The "war on terror" is a self-perpetuating war precisely because it
endlessly engenders its own enemies and provides the fuel to ensure that the fire rages without end. But
the sloganeering propaganda used to justify this is so cheap and easy - we must kill the Terrorists! -
that it’s hard to see what will finally cause this to end. The blinding fear - not just of violence, but of
Otherness - that has been successfully implanted in the minds of many western citizens is such that
this single, empty word (Terrorists), standing alone, is sufficient to generate unquestioning support for
whatever their governments do in its name, no matter how secret or unaccompanied by evidence it may be.

© 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Other unmissable (highly recommended) readings for you:

muslim [21]’Mosque buster’ claims he can stop ’tide of Islam’ by giving free advice on how to block
building plans for new places of worship [22]Only half of police would report a colleague for beating
a suspect who tried to escape [23]Keller: Invasion of the Data Snatchers [24]‘Red October’: Global
cyber-spy network uncovered by Russian expertsA sophisticated cyber-espionage network targeting the
world’s diplomatic, government and research agencies has been uncovered by the Kaspersky Lab, whose
experts say the malware’s complexity could rival that of the notorious Flame virus. 3 [25]He’s taken
millions from dictators and cosied up to warlords. As its reported ’Teflon Tony’ is plotting an alliance
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with a super-rich financier, a devastating critique of the... Man who turned amorality into an art form
[26]The US - alongside Saudi Arabia - fights for freedom and democracy in the Middle East [27]Aaron
Swartz, Internet Activist, Dies at 26 - NYTimes.com [28]Goldman Sachs bankers to reward themselves
a staggering £8.3billion in bonuses [29]Moneybox junction: The West London traffic light ’trap’ that
rakes in £2.7m a year [30]Network Rail executives in line for £900,000 bonuses as fares soar [31]How
to Protect Workers From the Rise of Robots
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1.1.8 St.Phillips Centre: Your ”Friendly” Inter-Faith Society or A
Church/Diocese With A Secret? (Doubling as a Counter-Terrorism &
”Re-Education” Centre) (2013-01-19 10:29)

We have known about [1]St.Phillips Centre for a while, but a recent email exchange with the local
police was able to remind us of the centre and it’s important role vis-a-vis local Muslim communities
in Leicester, as a ”counter-terrorism and re-education” centre (to ”counter-radicalization” and ”prevent”
terrorism); a role similar to FMO (see this blog for our in-depth discussions on FMO, federation of
Muslim Organizations; [2]here and [3]here).

Below is a biography (also available [4]here directly at their website) of the person in-charge of
over-seeing the ”counter-terror” efforts in Leicester;

[5] .

Will Baldet is the Prevent Co-ordinator for Leicester, a post which aims to strengthen city communities
and stop people from being drawn towards radical beliefs. Will was formerly Northamptonshire Police’s
Prevent Engagement Officer working in the East Midlands as the interface between community groups,
partner organisations and the police. His role is to help meet the threat from extremism and radicalising
influences, an issue he knows is all too real. Tried and tested in some challenging situations, he has been
at the forefront of helping safeguard communities and has come up withideas and practical solutions to
build resilience and strengthen community life.

His appointment by St Philip’s Centre was funded by the Home Office and is designed to co-ordinate the
preventative strand of the Government’s counter-terrorism strategy CONTEST in Leicester. The aim of
Prevent is to help communities develop the resilience to counter the national threat in all its forms. The
post, based at St Philip’s Centre, reflects Leicester’s determination to empower the community itself
with the support of partner agencies to address these difficult challenges.

Revd Canon Dr John Hall, the Director of the St Philip’s Centre says, ‘The Home Office and the
city council agreed to the St Philip’s Centre hosting the post because of its excellent track record of work
on community cohesion and with different faith communities. It is really important this works well for
everyone in Leicester and we are determined that it will.’

Cllr. Manjula Sood, assistant city mayor for community involvement and chair of the Leicester
Council of Faiths said: “I welcome the appointment of Mr Baldet to the post of Prevent Coordinator.
The St Philip’s Centre has a national reputation for its excellent work in bringing together different faiths
and different communities. The Centre has already provided training for more than 600 public workers
in Leicestershire on building good inter-faith relations. We are very confident that the new Prevent
Co-ordinator will have excellent support from the Centre to build on the good work already going on in
Leicester.”

The St Philip’s Centre is based at Stoughton Drive North. It provides training for public, private,
voluntary and faith sector groups and organisations to learn about different faiths and their role in society.
It also helps people of all faiths to learn from one and other.
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St. Phillips Centre is a part of the Church of Leicester, or Diocese of Leicester.

Further Important News:

Changing Architecture of the Mosques (The Economist) [6]Holy architecture Architects are rethinking
mosque design. Just not too big, please Police Spies In UK, recent Court-Hearing (The Guardian and
Daily Mail) [7]A load of Thunderballs: James Bond is fiction, not a police instruction manual [8]007’s
promiscuity could have caused lasting damage to Bond girls says judge in compensation case brought by
women who unwittingly had relationships with police spies The Power of The Queen (Foreign Policy)
[9]Queen Elizabeth may have more power than we thought Everything you need to know about EU
Data Protection Law (Der Spiegel) [10]Data Protection: All You Need to Know about the EU Privacy
Debate The Corrupt Modern British Institutions (The Guardian) [11]Journalist and two officers arrested
[12]Gas price whistleblower sacked [13]An MP calls Commons staff ’servants’ – what a pantomime our
parliament is [14]Revealed: Dirty Larry, the multi-millionaire behind firm sneaking horsemeat into your
supermarket A Global Web of Cyber-Surveillance Busted-Out (Wired) [15]Cybersleuths Uncover 5-Year
Spy Operation Targeting Governments, Others [16]The FBI’s counterfeit-terrorism program — War in
Context [17]Police chief ’blocked Stobart fraud probe while taking helicopter rides’ [18]A Window Into
Infiltration: The FBI Informant File of Sheila Louise O’Connor [19]’Aaron was killed by the government’
- Robert Swartz on his son’s death The father of information activist Aaron Swartz blames US prosecutors
for his son’s death, RT’s Andrew Blake reports from an emotional Tuesday morning funeral outside of
Chicago. 4 [20]Surveillance Strategy Is ‘Privileged and Confidential,’ FBI Says [21]A Senator’s Lonely
Crusade to Learn CIA Secrets [22]Feds taunt rights group with blacked-out docs on GPS tracking [23]Gay
spy ring: Cops bust Saakashvili’s undercover network [24]A Broken Foreign Policy Establishment Turns
to Mali - Conor Friedersdorf - The Atlantic [25]Secret Policemen [26]New Congress even wealthier
after millionaire freshmen join its ranks Thrunby Lodge UPDATE (Leicester Mercury): [27]Thurnby
Lodge Scout hut dispute: Muslim charity can’t afford rental terms | This is Leicestershire [28]‘Pentagon’s
hand behind French intervention in Mali’As French soldiers pour into Mali in the fight to push back the
advancing Islamist militants, questions have been raised as to the motives behind the intervention. Author
William Engdahl told RT the US was using France as a scapegoat to save face. 1 [29]US school boots
student who refused to wear ’Mark of the Beast’ tracking deviceA Texas high school banned a second-
year student from classes after she refused to wear an ID badge containing an RFID chip. The school
district uses the tags in order to game the attendance system for better funding. 4 Good Pictures on How
Russia Found Herself Under Snow (RT): [30]Snowpocalypse Russia: ’Snow tsunami’ swallows streets,
cars, buildings (PHOTOS) — RT
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Important Additional Information for Muslims & Counter-Terrorism (and those in Leicester on FMO) and A
Great Reading Collection from Public Intelligence | Highfields Muslim Community Office (2013-01-20 19:11:57)
[...] is what we were talking about in relation to St.Phillips Centre (see the post below or click here) and FMO
(see here and here); these two are part of Prevent Strategy (2nd above on the list: with [...]

Leicester Anti-Muslim Attacks: ‘First Officially Reported’ Local Cases of Anti-Islam Violence (Source:
Leicester Mercury) | Jerusalem Group (2013-06-13 11:35:41)
[…] of local Muslims. We have warned and informed you all repeatedly (see here, here and here and click here)
how this particular individual and his representative organization, FMO, is nothing […]
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1.1.9 The Daily Mail’s First Exclusive Interview With Mahdi Hashi in The New
York Jail: The Torture inDjibouti Ordeal In theHands of CIA (with British
Government ”Acquiescence”) (2013-01-20 10:36)

Reprinted below is a full article from The Daily Mail on Sunday on Mahdi Hashi Illegal Rendition
Ordeal with the Acquiescence of the British Government (see also this article [1]here on the new torture
cases against the British Forces in Iraq between 2003-2006). He account his torture in the hands of
CIA-Djiboutian Secret Police in brief details.

[2]

British man who ’vanished’ after being stripped of citizenship says he was tortured and forced to sign a
confession by the CIA

• First shocking interview with Mahdi Hashi from his New York cell

• Told how he was made to watch a Swedish detainee being beaten

• He was stripped and blindfolded, and told he would be sexually abused

• Was forced to sign a confession agreeing to waive his right to silence

By [3]Robert Verkaik

PUBLISHED: 23:13, 19 January 2013 | UPDATED: 02:31, 20 January 2013
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Abuse claims: Mahdi Hashi faces life in jail if found
guilty of terrorism charges

A British man who disappeared after being stripped of his citizenship claims he was tortured in an
African prison before being handed over to the CIA and forced to sign a confession.

Mahdi Hashi, who vanished last summer in Somalia, has described for the first time his ’horrific’
ordeal at the hands of the secret police in the neighbouring state of Djibouti, who he claims worked
closely with US interrogators.

The 23-year-old, who lived in London, alleges that he was stripped and repeatedly slapped before
being threatened with electrocution and sexual abuse by officers who were attached to Djibouti’s
intelligence service.

Speaking from a top security prison in New York, where his family tracked him down just before
Christmas, Mr Hashi claims he was so frightened by the threats of torture that he signed the confession
demanded by his American interrogators.

In a 35-minute conversation with his British lawyers last week, Mr Hashi also told how he was
made to watch as a Swedish detainee was beaten in front of him: ’[The man was] stripped to his
underwear and hung upside down.

’They beat the soles of his feet, poured cold water on him and said they would electrocute him.
There was screaming all around me and it was pretty horrific.’
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Mr Hashi claims that the next day he was taken out of his cell and warned that if he did not co-
operate he would be abused and beaten in the same way.

He says the Djibouti interrogators then stripped him to his underwear, blindfolded him and told
him he would be sexually abused.

During the first three weeks of his detention, Mr Hashi claims he was interrogated only by Dji-
bouti officers in a cell in the intelligence headquarters near the US Embassy in a downtown area of the
capital, Djibouti City.

Other detainees sharing his cell told how they had been tortured. He said many had been forced
to endure ’beatings, being sexually abused, being pinned down naked and their testicles beaten’.

Mr Hashi claims that he was then handed over to the Americans. He described how the first team
of two US interrogators ignored his pleas to alert the British authorities to his detention and torture.

Jails: Mahdi Hashi is in the Metropolitan Correction Center in New York where his family tracked him
down just before Christmas

He claims they knew that he had been badly treated, but let him believe that he faced far worse if he
refused to co-operate. A second team of three American interrogators – whom he says treated him better
– then persuaded him to sign a confession and ’disclaimer’ in which he agreed to waive his right to silence.

It was also believed at first that Mr Hashi was held for a time at America’s military base in Dji-
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bouti, Camp Lemonnier. Mr Hashi, a former care worker, lost contact with his family while staying in
Somalia last year.

When they began looking for him, they were told by Foreign Office officials that the British Gov-
ernment could not provide assistance because Home Secretary Theresa May had issued an order
depriving him of his UK citizenship over allegations of Islamic extremism.

Now it has emerged that between August and the middle of November he was being questioned
by teams of agents from the CIA and FBI while being held in Djibouti.

Mr Hashi was picked up with two Swedish Somalis by Djibouti police after he travelled to the
country during the summer.

After his alleged four-month ordeal, Mr Hashi was shackled and put on a plane to the US, where
he is now to stand trial on charges of terrorism.

Critics have warned that Mr Hashi’s case raises serious concerns about America’s reliance on tor-
ture techniques and rendition programmes in the fight against terror.

Many of these have been highlighted in the Oscar-nominated film Zero Dark Thirty, which fo-
cuses on the hunt for Osama Bin Laden.

A US Marine at Camp Lemonnier in Djibouti City. Mr
Hashi claims US interrogators persuaded him to sign a confession

In the movie, which is released on Friday, a prisoner is waterboarded for information about future terror
attacks; later, the same prisoner gives up the code name of Osama Bin Laden’s courier.
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It is this information that eventually leads to his capture and death in an isolated Pakistani com-
pound on May 2, 2011.

Critics of Zero Dark Thirty, who include Senator John McCain and filmmaker Alex Gibney, say
the film is an endorsement of torture because it connects ’enhanced interrogation’ to successful and
accurate intelligence.

Mr Hashi’s UK lawyers, Faisal Saifee and Saghir Hussain, claim CIA interrogators fully exploited
the torture techniques of the secret police in Djibouti.

Mr Hussain said: ’These revelations will cast serious doubts on the credibility of the evidence
that is being used against Mahdi.

’The prosecuting authorities in the US should be compelled by the trial judge to explain the exact
circumstances in which this evidence was gathered.

’If Britain is involved in rendition to Djibouti or America, Government Ministers need to be re-
minded that the police have opened a criminal investigation against Jack Straw for the allegations of
complicity on the renditions of Gaddafi opponents to Libya.

’The events leading up to the kidnapping and rendition of Mahdi Hashi seem to indicate that while the
Government may have changed, old practices continue.’

Mr Straw, who was Home Secretary and then Foreign Secretary in Tony Blair’s Labour Govern-
ment, has always strenuously denied these allegations of complicity in rendition.

Asim Qureshi, a spokesman for human rights charity Cageprisoners, said: ’We believe that be-
cause of the problems that the UK Government has had with deportations and extraditions, it has been
easier for them to remove the citizenship of individuals, thus allowing them to be victims of rendition by
third-party countries.’

Last night it emerged that a British court will hear Mr Hashi’s case to restore his British passport.
It raises the prospect that his American trial could take place before his lawyers have the chance to
challenge the Home Secretary over her decision to strip him of his nationality rights.

The Special Immigration Appeals Commission in London dismissed Mrs May’s attempts to block
Mr Hashi’s claim and lifted an anonymity order stopping the media from reporting his case.

Documents have also been released by the US Attorney’s Office of the Eastern District of New
York, which reveal that Mr Hashi and two Swedish men were detained in Africa by ’local authorities’
in August before being handed over to the FBI on November 14 and flown to New York the following day.
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Detained: Mr Hashi was believed to be held for a time at America’s military base in Djibouti, Camp
Lemonnier (pictured)

They accuse the three men of providing material support to al-Shabaab, which is fighting a war against
the US-backed government in Somalia.

America claims Mr Hashi carried out weapons and explosive training with al-Shabaab and was
’deployed in combat operations to support military action in Somalia’.

It adds that he allegedly participated in ’an elite al-Shabaab suicide bomber programme’.

If convicted, he faces life in prison. Mr Hashi arrived in London at the age of five after his fam-
ily left Somalia.

Had he remained a British citizen, he would have been put on trial in the UK over allegations of
supporting international terrorism.

His family strongly deny that Mr Hashi has ever been involved in terrorism and insist that he was
planning to return to London to complete his education.

The case has led to allegations that the US and the UK governments may have conspired to kid-
nap him and then send him to Djibouti, where America has a counter- terrorism base.

His parents, Mohamed and Kaltun Hashi, first became concerned about their son’s safety after be-
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ing tipped off that he had been taken to a prison in Djibouti.

The information was passed to them by another prisoner after their son begged him to get a mes-
sage to his family. The note contained claims that he had been ’mistreated’ and was being interrogated
by men working ’for America’.

After the prisoner was released, he made his way back to Somalia where he contacted Mr Hashi’s
wife. Although his mother-in-law travelled from Mogadishu in Somalia to the Djibouti prison in a bid
to contact him, prison staff refused to say whether he was there.

The family also approached the US authorities, but were told that they had no information about
him. In October, The Mail on Sunday revealed that, even though Mr Hashi was not in the UK, the Home
Secretary had used a little-known power to deprive him of his rights as a British national.

Mrs May has issued at least nine of the deprivation of citizenship orders – which do not require a
court order – against British nationals, the majority of whom have been Muslim men.

The most public case was that of the Russian spy Anna Chapman, who was married to a UK na-
tional.

The order signed by Mrs May, and seen by The Mail on Sunday, states that Mr Hashi lost his
rights to live in the UK because of the ’public good’.

The letter adds: ’As Secretary of State, I hereby give notice... that I intend to have an order made
to deprive Mahdi Mohamed Hashi of your British citizenship.

’This is because I am satisfied that it would be conducive to the public good to do so. The reason
for this decision is that the Security Service assess that you have been involved in Islamicist extremism
and present a risk to the national security of the United Kingdom due to your extremist activities.’

Mr Hashi’s family say they only discovered the harsh terms of the order when they approached
the Foreign Office for help to find him.

On October 10 last year, the Foreign Office wrote back, saying: ’It is our understanding that Mr
Mahdi Mohamed Hashi is no longer a British national, and as such has no right to receive Consular
assistance.’

Further articles for past-time readings:

muslim [4]Mail on Sunday launches High Court bid to end the scandal of Secret Justice [5]Invasion of
the foreign supercops: Minister wants to hire U.S. crimebusters to take over British police [6]Exposed:
The regime of fear inside Barclays... and how the boss lied and shredded the evidence [7]Snakes and
Ladders: Investment Banking on the Brink [8]School Kicks Out Sophomore in RFID Student-ID Flap

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/19/british-troops-accused-iraq-torture
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Robert+Verkaik
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4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265209/Mail-Sunday-launches-High-Court-bid-end-sca
ndal-Secret-Justice.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265136/Invasion-foreign-supercops-Minister-wants-h
ire-U-S-crimebusters-British-police.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265253/Exposed-The-regime-fear-inside-Barclays--bo
ss-lied-shredded-evidence.html
7. http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/investment-banking-faces-massive-layoffs-and-i
dentity-crisis-a-877710.html
8. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/01/school-kicks-out-sophomore-in-rfid-student-id-flap/
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1.1.10 Important Additional Information for Muslims & Counter-Terrorism
(and those in Leicester on FMO) and A Great Reading Collection from
Public Intelligence (2013-01-20 19:11)

First, the Collection below comes from[1] the Public Intelligence, an independent open-source intelli-
gence resources site, where users can upload ”secret documents” (not for public eyes), as well as for
public eyes materials; on par with [2]wikileaks.We want to take this opportunity to thank them-Cheers!

We have collected the below for some interesting self-enlightenment reading links/articles, check
it out; especially take a look at the first-five relating to UK, and the second on the list in reference to
UK’s Contest,[3] a counter-terrorism strategy (this Home Office official website link will give you all
the information needed), known also as the 4-Ps:

The strategy

CONTEST is organised around four principal workstreams:

• Pursue: to stop terrorist attacks

• Prevent: to stop people from becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism

• Protect: to strengthen our protection against terrorist attack

• Prepare: where an attack cannot be stopped, to mitigate its impact

(Source: Home Office UK 2013).

This is what we were talking about in relation to St.Phillips Centre (see the post below or [4]click
here) and FMO (see [5]here and [6]here); these two are part of Prevent Strategy (2nd above on the list:
with intention to ”prevent radicalization”). Finally, to add further important supporting evidence, in
terms of FMO and it’s links to UK security services, when one reads the noted links above, one will
observe how Mr. [7]Suleman Nagdi (his site) is the head of FMO and has been looked after for his
loyalty towards the government very well, with the usual British government old mafioso-traditions of
cronyism and nepotism (with ”their own”), they even made his son a police officer, PC Yusuf Nagdi (see
below or [8]here directly from Leicestershire Police website):

PC Yusuf Nagdi
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Collar number: 2210

I joined Leicestershire Police in January 2005 and have worked both as a local police officer at
Spinney Hill police station and with the Domestic Violence unit at Mansfield House police station.

In April 2009 I took on the role as a Neighbourhood beat officer working in the North Evington
area. As part of the introduction of the new ward boundaries, my next role involved working within
the Coleman Neighbourhood. Following a 4 month attachment to a team designed to deal with vehicle
crime and theft offences, I returned in April 2012 to my Neighbourhood role as a Local Beat Officer
within the St Peters Estate. I look forward to working with the local community to identify and deal with
any issues and concerns people may have.

Now to the Collection from the Public Intelligence:

[9]UK MI5/MI6 “Top Secret” Policy for Gaining Intelligence From Detainees Subject to Torture | Pub-
lic Intelligence [10]United Kingdom “Contest” Strategy for Countering Terrorism July 2011 [11]NYPD
Using College Campuses to Infiltrate Muslim Student Groups [12]Libyan Intelligence Service CIA-
MI6 Extraordinary Rendition Documents [13]Documents Detail CIA, MI6 Relationship With Qaddafi
[14]Sworn Declaration of Whistleblower William Binney on NSA Domestic Surveillance Capabilities
[15]The Growth of Homeland Security’s Domestic Intelligence Enterprise [16]The FBI’s Vision for Do-
mestic Electronic Surveillance [17]Unravelling TrapWire: The CIA-Connected Global Suspicious Ac-
tivity Surveillance System [18]British Police Testing Non-Lethal Laser Rifle That Temporarily Blinds
Rioters [19]Milner Group Membership List | Public Intelligence [20]Wall Street and the Pentagon: De-
fense Budget and Defense Industry Finance [21]Transcript of 1968 Council on Foreign Relations Secret
Meeting on the Theory of CIA Covert Action | Public Intelligence [22]What Does Your Fusion Center
File Look Like? This one (below) is just interesting, have a look: [23]Stealth Wear: An Anti-Drone
Hoodie and Scarf - Alexis C. Madrigal - The Atlantic

1. http://publicintelligence.net/
2. http://www.wikileaks.org/
3. http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/counter-terrorism/
4. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/19/st-phillips-centre-your-friendly-inter-fai
th-society-or-a-churchdiocese-with-a-secret-doubling-as-a-counter-terrorism-re-education-cen
tre/
5. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/22/important-information-to-watch-out-for-lei
cestershire-police-commissioner-election-the-truth-about-federation-of-muslim-organisation-a
nd-the-secret-policing-of-uk-universities-islamic-societies/
6. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/how-to-recognize-other-government-funded-m
uslims-targeting-organizations-like-fmo/
7. http://www.nagdi.co.uk/
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8. http://www.leics.police.uk/local-policing/spinney-hills/team#yusuf-nagdi
9. http://publicintelligence.net/uk-mi5mi6-top-secret-policy-for-gaining-intelligence-from-det
ainees-subject-to-torture/
10. http://publicintelligence.net/united-kingdom-contest-strategy-for-countering-terrorism-july
-2011/
11. http://publicintelligence.net/nypd-using-college-campuses-to-infiltrate-muslim-student-grou
ps/
12. http://publicintelligence.net/libyan-intelligence-service-cia-mi6-extraordinary-rendition-d
ocuments/
13. http://publicintelligence.net/documents-detail-cia-mi6-relationship-with-qaddafi/
14. http://publicintelligence.net/binney-nsa-declaration/
15. http://publicintelligence.net/dhs-domestic-intelligence/
16. http://publicintelligence.net/fbi-vision-for-domestic-elsur/
17. http://publicintelligence.net/unravelling-trapwire/
18. http://publicintelligence.net/british-police-testing-non-lethal-laser-rifle-that-temporaril
y-blinds-rioters/
19. http://publicintelligence.net/milner-group-membership-list/
20. http://publicintelligence.net/wall-street-and-the-pentagon-defense-budget-and-defense-indus
try-finance/
21. http://publicintelligence.net/cia-covert-action-philosophy/
22. http://publicintelligence.net/what-does-your-fusion-center-file-look-like/
23. http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/01/stealth-wear-an-anti-drone-hoodie-and
-scarf/267330/

Our ADVICE To Muslims Youths [Incl. Students] & Sisters: How Not To Be Exploited & Turned Into An
Informer/Agent Against Your Innocent Fellow Muslims [Without Self-Awareness] | Jerusalem Group (2013-03-07
17:02:03)
[...] Counter-terrorism Strategy” like FMO (Federation of Muslim Organizations: see here, here and here) or
Student Rights dealing exclusively with ”Tackling Extremism On Campuses”: directly [...]
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1.1.11 AVery BadWeek ForHMPolice Forces&Other Headlines (2013-01-23 13:25)

This week appears to have been one of the dullest weeks for Her Majesty’s Police Forces in the UK.

First sign came when a notable pro-force newspaper, The Times published an article on ”A New
generation of top police on course to be ‘stubbornly white”’, noting sadly that, ”next generation of police
leaders is facing an absence of ethnic-minority officers among its ranks and a dearth of women”. This
was followed by a confessional report by the forces own Chief Constable that the police are abusing
their power, from getting sexual favours, to drugs and so forth: see [1]here (The Daily Mail) and [2]here
(The Daily Telegraph). And of course the reports of the old intention to turn an excellent police force
into ”shoot-out happy cowboys” by bringing in the Americans and others as new management ([3]here).

Few other headlines of interests:

[4]Teenage girl, 16, pulled hijab from Muslim woman’s head and punched mother-to-be in racist attack

[5]Britain breached international law by ’torturing and killing prisoners’ during Iraq War, claim 180 Iraqis

[6]Cattle class? I’d rather stay at home than fly in economy, says Tory MP

[7]Minister: poor families are likely to be obese

[8]Race hate mail is sent to brother of Stephen Lawrence

[9]Xenophobic attacks increasing on Somalis

[10]Town hall snoopers have the power to vet your pot plants and fridge: Officials have more than 1,400
powers to enter homes

[11]Privacy trampled, liberties breached

[12]Interview with George Church Can Neanderthals Be Brought Back from the Dead?

[13]Exposed! How the Billionaires Class Is Destroying Democracy

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2266621/Chief-constable-admits-police-officers-UK-u
sing-criminals-buy-steroids-abuse-power-sexual-gratification.html
2. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9819346/Sexual-exploitation-and-steroi
d-abuse-top-threats-to-police.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265667/Foreign-police-chief-constables-May-unveil-
radical-plans-week.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2266398/Teenage-girl-Paige-Bain-16-pulled-hijab-Mus
lim-womans-head-punched-mother-racist-attack.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265514/Britain-breached-international-law-torturin
g-killing-prisoners-Iraq-War-claim-180-Iraqis.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2265240/Cattle-class-Id-stay-home-fly-economy-says-
Tory-MP.html
7. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/9819607/Minister-poor-families-are-likely-to-be-ob
ese.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2266774/Race-hate-mail-sent-brother-Stephen-Lawrenc
e.html
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9. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/africa/groups-govt-order-has-increased-xenophobia-on-so
malis-living-in-kenya-increasing-attacks/2013/01/22/97087e42-64a2-11e2-889b-f23c246aa446_story
.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2266748/Town-hall-snoopers-power-vet-pot-plants-fri
dge-Officials-1-400-powers-enter-homes.html
11. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/jill-kelley-on-the-petraeus-scandal-and-the-loss-of-
privacy/2013/01/22/676f60c8-64b2-11e2-9e1b-07db1d2ccd5b_story.html
12. http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/george-church-explains-how-dna-will-be-constr
uction-material-of-the-future-a-877634.html
13. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14011-exposed-how-the-billionaires-class-is-destroying-de
mocracy
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1.1.12 This Week Headline Selections of Interests: Islamic Social Enterprise etc
(2013-01-25 16:25)

The collection below comes from this week headlines (of interest). Enjoy.

[1]Islamic finance and ethical capitalism

[2]UN concern over police spies scandal

[3]UK’s first Muslim executive mayor

[4]United Arab Emirates, fearful that the Arab uprisings might spread to the Gulf, paid Erik Prince

[5]Google Tells Cops to Get Warrants for User E-Mail, Cloud Data

[6]Mali: the fastest blowback yet in this disastrous war on terror | Seumas Milne | Comment is free | The
Guardian

[7]Enoch’s legacy is still tainting our party says Tory minister as he calls on Cameron to reach out to
ethnic minority voters

[8]Forget Europe – the markets hold the real unaccountable power

[9]Star Trek ’tractor beam’ becomes a reality

[10]The Unbearable Vanity of Davos

1. https://socialenterprise.guardian.co.uk/en/articles/social-enterprise-network/2013/jan/24/is
lamic-finance-ethical-capitalism-social-enterprise
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/23/un-official-undercover-police-scandal
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2013/jan/22/tower-hamlets-mayor-lutfur-rahman
4. http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/15/world/middleeast/15prince.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
5. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/01/google-says-get-a-warrant/
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jan/22/mali-fastest-blowback-war-on-terror
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2267764/Sajid-Javid-Tories-seen-party-Enoch-Powell.
html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jan/24/forget-europe-markets-power-finance-dem
ocracy
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/9825165/Miniature-Star-Trek-style-tractor-b
eam-built.html
10. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323539804578259813308538712.html?mod=rss_Opin
ion?mod=hp_opinion
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1.1.13 Leicestershire Police Statement On Thurnby Lodge’s Pig’s Head Incident
(LeicesterMercury) & ADetailed Torture Account of Mahdi Hashi In Dji-
bouti (RT) (2013-01-26 09:17)

Below reproduced in full is an article from the Leicester Mercury on the Local Leicestershire Police
statement on the recent Thurnby Lodge’s Pig’s Head Incident inside the Local Muslim Community’s
praying areas, and the second article comes from Russia Today presenting a more detailed report on
Mahdi Hashi’s rendition and torture.

Following the articles’ reprints we have a small list of few more interesting news headlines for
your reading pleasure for this weekend.

Leicester Mercury Leicestershire Police & Thurnby Lodge

Leicestershire Police: ’No tolerance for discrimination’

Saturday, January 26, 2013

[1] [2]Leicester Mercury

[3]

Police have warned that there is no tolerance in Leicester for discrimination.
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They spoke after Liam Ferrar (24) admitted religiously-aggravated harassment aimed at the Mus-
lim community.

1.  

The force said Ferrar was arrested and charged within three days of the incident, in which he left a
pig’s head outside a community centre in Thurnby Lodge, in the city, where a Muslim group held prayers.

Superintendent Mark Newcombe said: "This was clearly a religiously- motivated offence which
was directed at those using the community centre as a Muslim place of worship, who found the incident
extremely upsetting and shocking.

"We have no tolerance for discrimination in Leicester, of any kind, and the majority of people in
the area were left very upset by the incident."

He said he hoped that Thursday’s hearing at Leicester Magistrates’ Court would "send a clear message
to people like Ferrar, that all those in the criminal justice system will do all they can to bring you to
justice".

Judith Walker, of the Crown Prosecution Service, said: "Everyone has the right to practice their
faith without fear of harassment.

"There is no place in our community for this kind of action that deliberately targets people on the
64 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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grounds of their religion and the Crown Prosecution Service takes this kind of offending extremely
seriously.

"Liam Ferrar admitted that he had left the head at the community centre and, in charging the of-
fence, we were satisfied that his actions were motivated by hostility to cause shock and distress.

"Pigs hold a particular significance in the Muslim faith and this action was highly offensive to his
victims."

The court was told that on the evening of December 25 last year, Ferrar went to Thurnby Lodge
Community Centre, in Thurncourt Road, and placed the pig’s head by the locked doors.

The head was facing outwards, towards the worshippers from Muslim group As Salaam, who ar-
rived at the centre the following morning, Boxing Day.

The community centre has been the scene of regular protests since the summer over a former Scout hut
nearby, which Leicester City Council was going to allow As Salaam members to use for prayers instead
of the community centre.

The protesters wanted the Scout hut to be kept for use by the wider community.

RT & Mahdi Hashi Story

British man claims he was tortured and forced to sign confessions by CIA

British man claims he was tortured and forced to sign confessions by CIA

Published: 25 January, 2013, 22:48
Edited: 25 January, 2013, 22:48

A British man who was handed over to the CIA under the suspicion of being an Islamist terrorist
says he was severely tortured by collaborators of the intelligence agency and forced to sign a confession.

Mahdi Hashi, a 23-year-old from London with a Somali background, was stripped of his British
citizenship last year for being a suspected terrorist. After disappearing from England and spending
months in a prison in the African country of Djibouti, he has turned up in a New York City courtroom,
charged with terrorism offenses, the Daily Mail reports.

The young man told his British lawyers that he was severely abused and tortured while impris-
oned in Africa, where CIA interrogators questioned him between the months of August and November.
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Although secret police in Djibouti were responsible for much of the torture, he says they worked in
collaboration with US interrogators from the CIA and FBI.

Hashi says that Djibouti interrogators stripped him down to his underwear and threatened him
with rape and sexual abuse while he was blindfolded, threatened to beat and electrocute him, and forced
him to watch the torture that other prisoners endured.

Prisoners endured “beatings, being sexually abused, being pinned down naked and their testicles
beaten,” Hashi told his lawyers.

At one point during his detention, Hashi was forced to watch a Swedish detainee horrifically tor-
tured, which interrogators said would happen to him if he didn’t comply.

“They beat the soles of his feet, poured cold water on him and said they would electrocute him.
There was screaming all around me and it was pretty horrific,” Hashi said.

The young man says American interrogators treated him better, but still forced him to sign a con-
fession and a disclaimer waiving his right to silence and ignored his pleas to relay information about
his detention and torture to British authorities. Because of their refusal to let the UK know about his
whereabouts, the man remained ‘missing’ for four months, leaving his family in the dark about what
happened to him.

After spending four months in an African prison and being forced to confess, Hashi was flown to
the US, where he must now stand trial on charges of terrorism. His family discovered his whereabouts
just before Christmas.

The US claims Hashi was involved in weapons and explosive training with the terrorist group al-
Shabaab and was “deployed in combat operations to support military action in Somalia”. He currently
faces a maximum penalty of life in prison.

Even though American interrogators were not directly involved in Hashi’s torture, they collabo-
rated with the perpetrators and relied on information that was acquired via torture. If they did indeed
force Hashi into confessing, then their actions raise further questions about the veracity of other claims
they have made about suspected terrorists.

Hashi’s lawyers, Faisal Saifee and Saghir Hussain, believe that despite CIA claims that torture is
no longer a method to procure information, interrogators continue to exploit such techniques by relying
on others to do the dirty work – in this case, the secret police in Djibouti.

“These revelations will cast serious doubts on the credibility of the evidence that is being used
against Mahdi,” Hussain said. “The prosecuting authorities in the US should be compelled by the trial
judge to explain the exact circumstances in which this evidence was gathered.”

[4]Revealed: licences to fly drones in UK

[5]U.S. resists Europe on stronger digital privacy rules

[6]Homeland Security’s Napolitano invokes 9/11 to push for CISPA 2.0In an attempt to scare the public
with a looming cyber attack on US infrastructure, US Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano is
once again pushing Congress to pass legislation allowing the government to have greater control over the
66 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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Internet. 5

[7]Guess who? Japanese scientists launch face recognition-blocking glasses

[8]No, Actually, This Is What a Fascist Looks Like

[9]"Dirty Wars": Jeremy Scahill and Rick Rowley’s New Film Exposes Hidden Truths of Covert US
Warfare

[10]Central banking with ‘other people’s gold’: A $368bn treasure trove in Lower Manhattan (Op-Ed)

[11]Libya’s silence on oil deals a setback for transparency | Reuters

[12]Op-Ed Columnist: Rig the Vote

[13]Top Republican Distances Himself From GOP’s Election-Rigging Plan

[14]GOP, Thomas Hobbes Rig Elections

[15]Fat Chance: 11 common-sense tips to eat, live healthier - The Washington Post

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
3. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Leicestershire-Police-tolerance-discrimination/story-
17970945-detail/story.html
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jan/25/who-can-fly-drones-uk-airspace
5. http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/us-firms-officials-resisting-europes-push-fo
r-stronger-digital-privacy-rules/2013/01/24/1ae712e6-61ab-11e2-b05a-605528f6b712_story.html
6. http://rt.com/usa/news/napolitano-us-cyber-attack-761/
7. http://rt.com/news/glasses-block-face-recognition-544/
8. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14007-no-actually-this-is-what-a-fascist-looks-like
9. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14088-dirty-wars-jeremy-scahill-and-rick-rowleys-new-film-ex
poses-hidden-truths-of-covert-us-warfare
10. http://rt.com/news/gold-manhattan-new-york-594/
11. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/25/us-libya-oil-idUSBRE90O09F20130125
12. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/26/opinion/blow-rig-the-vote.html?hpw
13. http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2013/01/25/1498041/top-republican-distances-himself-from-g
ops-election-rigging-plan/
14. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14069-gop-thomas-hobbes-rig-elections
15. http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/fat-chance-11-common-sense-tips-to-ea
t-live-healthier/2013/01/25/2682dea0-65bb-11e2-9e1b-07db1d2ccd5b_gallery.html
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1.1.14 Guardian’s List of Drone Users In UK (half-truth and half-baked, though
still informative) (2013-01-27 11:39)

The [1]Guardian and [2]Daily Mail (and [3]this) this week both ”revealed” a list of over 130 UK users
of drones. However the list is partial of course and most importantly fails to explain the connections or
”inter-use”, as for example a West Midlands ”Fire Services” or Merseyside Police and drones, what are
the obvious connections????

West Midlands is where there located is the UK’s second most important Counter-Terrorism Unit
away from London-based services. see the connections? However of course this units prefer the more
powerful old civil planes transformed into ”new spy planes” (cheaper versions of U2 without recognition
and thus questions)

Anywhere here is the full article from the Guardian and below are some of the few Sunday’s read-
ing materials for your self-enlightenment. Enjoy.

Readings:

[4]http://www.cablegatesearch.net

[5]The Hunt for Red October Virus Hunters Try to Catch Diplomatic Time Bomb

[6]On the News With Thom Hartmann: CIA Whistleblower Gets 30 Months in Jail for Releasing Classi-
fied Information on Waterboarding, and More

[7]Court: WikiLeaks Suspects Denied List of Companies Who Received Orders for Records

[8]
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Revealed: who can fly drones in UK airspace

Missile manufacturer, police forces and golf video company among more than 130 groups licensed to
use technology

• [9]Nick Hopkins

• [10]The Guardian, Friday 25 January 2013 20.02 GMT

A surveillance drone used by Merseyside police, one of three forces that have permission to use UAVs.
Photograph: John Giles/PA
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Defence firms, [11]police forces and fire services are among more than 130 organisations that
have permission to fly small [12]drones in UK airspace, the Guardian can reveal.

The [13]Civil Aviation Authority list of companies and groups that have sought approval for the
use of the unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs, has not been published before – and it reflects the way the
technology is now being used. The BBC, the National Grid and several universities are now certified to
use them – as is [14]Video Golf Marketing, which provides fly-over videos of golf courses.

Including multiple or expired licences, the CAA has granted approval to fly small UAVs more
than 160 times.

"People are going to see more and more of these small vehicles operating around the country,"
said John Moreland, general secretary of the [15]Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Systems Association
(UAVS), a trade body with more than 100 members. "There are any number of uses for them, and the
technology is getting easier to use and cheaper all the time. These vehicles can operate anywhere in the
UK, within reason."

However, [16]privacy campaigners have grave concerns about the proliferation of the technology
and want an urgent review of regulations. "The increasing use of drones by private companies and
government bodies poses a unique set of problems," said Eric King, head of research at campaign group
Privacy International.

"The CAA considers health and safety issues when deciding whether or not to grant licences to
operate drone technology, but this is a very low bar. We need new regulation to ensure privacy and other
civil liberties are also taken into account during the decision-making process."

In the last two years the CAA has required anyone who wants to fly a small UAV in British airspace
to apply for permission. The aircraft must weigh less than 20kg and operators have to abide by certain
rules. These include not flying them higher than 122 metres (400ft), or further away from the operator
than 500 metres – this is deemed the pilot’s "line of sight".

The CAA list shows that three police forces, Merseyside, Staffordshire and Essex, have permis-
sion to use UAVs, as do three fire services, Dorset, West Midlands and Hampshire.

Some of Europe’s biggest defence companies can also fly them, including [17]BAE Systems, Qinetiq
and missile manufacturer [18]MBDA. A company that supplies UAVs and other equipment to the
Ministry of Defence, [19]Marlborough Communications, is also registered, along with crime-scene and
counter-terrorism specialist [20]GWR & Associates.

Shane Knight, a spokesman for Marlborough, said: "If you can put these systems up in the sky,
and they are safe, then they have many uses. If you are a police force, a fire or ambulance service,
and, for instance, you are responding to a large fire, then you have a choice of sending out your
people to do reconnaissance of an area, or you could use one of these small UAVs. Why put people in
danger when you can use one of these systems? These UAVs are getting much better, and much smaller."

The National Grid uses them to inspect power lines, while the Scottish Environment Protection
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Agency wants one to patrol and photograph remote areas, said Susan Stevens, a scientist in the agency’s
marine ecology department. "The UAV equipment is currently being trialled," she said.

"As an operational service it will have many uses, such as capturing aerial imagery of estuaries,
wetlands and riverbanks, and to provide a snapshot of the environment before and after development
work," she said.

Moreland said the unmanned systems suffered from the perception that they were all "killer robots"
flying in the sky, but he thought this would diminish as the public got used to seeing them.

"We are going to see all sorts of systems coming out over the years," he said. "The operating bub-
ble is going to expand like mad. Some of these systems will be able to look after themselves, and others
will rely on the quality of the operators.

"You don’t have to be a qualified pilot … The person could come from a modelling background,
or he may be a video game player. There are plenty of people you could imagine being able to control
these systems in a delicate way."

Gordon Slack, who owns Video Golf Marketing, said he had taught himself to use his UAV. "Once you
know how to operate it, it is not too complicated. We’ve done six videos for golf courses, with a few
more in the pipeline."

However, Chris Cole, the founder of the [21]Drone Wars UK website, also raised concerns about
privacy and civil liberties. "While companies and regulators are putting in place the technologies,
procedures and regulations that will see drones routinely fly over our heads, they appear to be washing
their hands of the consequent and obvious impact on privacy and civil liberties," he said.

"We are already under huge amounts of [22]surveillance when we are in public. Unless we are
vigilant, drones will see surveillance – by police and security agencies or simply by private companies –
spread into our private space."

King added: "The British government’s abject failure to recognise and address the human rights
issues involved in the increasing ubiquity of surveillance drones has created a huge potential for abuse."

Bigger UAVs can be flown only in restricted airspace. The [23]military has permission to fly
UAVs in certain areas, but otherwise, the testing of the larger systems takes place at the privately owned
West Wales airport, which says it is "the only site in Europe that can enable the flying of unmanned
aerial systems under regulated conditions … over land and sea".

Organisations seeking approval to fly small UAVs in UK airspace

(Owner ID number/Company name)

1 HoverCam

2 Meggitt Defence Systems

3 EagleEye (Aerial Photography) Ltd
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4 Remote Services Limited

5 High Spy RC Aerial Photography

6 Magsurvey Limited

7 Pi In The Sky

8 Qinetiq

9 Eye In The Sky

10 AngleCam

11 Helicam Ltd

12 Flying Minicameras Ltd

13 S & C Thermofluids Ltd

14 Remote Airworks (pty) Ltd

15 National Grid

16 Dragonfly Aerial Photography

17 BlueBear Systems Research

18 William Walker

19 European UAV Systems Centre Ltd

20 In-House Films Ltd

21 MBDA UK Ltd

22 European UAV Systems Centre

23 Dorset Fire & Rescue Service

24 Conocophillips Limited

25 Hampshire Fire & Rescue Service

26 West Midlands Fire Service

27 Advanced Ceramics Research

28 UA Systems Ltd (Swisscopter)
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29 Hybrid Air Vehicles Ltd

30 Flight Refuelling Limited

31 BAE Systems (Operations) Ltd

32 Lindstrand Technologies Ltd

33 Upper Cut Productions

34 Cranfield University

35 Peregrine Media Ltd

36 Horizon Aerial Photography

37 Rory Game

38 Alan Stevens

39 Helipix LLP

40 Re-use*

41 Mike Garner

42 Cyberhawk Innovations Ltd

43 Staffordshire Police TPU

44 Merseyside Police

45 Health and Safety Laboratory

46 David Hogg

47 MRL Ltd

48 MRL Ltd

49 Re-use*

50 Dominic Blundell

51 Re-use*

52 Re-use*

53 Skylens Aerial Photography
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54 Bonningtons Aerial Surveys

55 Small UAV Enterprises

56 British Technical Films

57 CARVEC Systems Ltd

58 Flying-Scots’Cam

59 Pulse Corporation Ltd (t/a Overshoot Photography)

60 Motor Bird Ltd

61 Advanced Aerial Imagery

62 AM-UAS Limited

63 Re-use*

64 Gatewing NV

65 Questuav Ltd

66 Advanced UAV Technology Ltd

67 Air 2 Air

68 MW Power Systems Limited

69 Re-use*

70 Roke Manor Research Ltd

71 Re-use*

72 NPIA

73 Pete Ulrick

74 Re-use*

75 SSE Power Distribution

76 University of Worcester

77 Re-use*

78 Rovision Ltd
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79 Callen-Lenz Associates Ltd (Gubua Group)

80 SKM Studio

81 GWR Associates

82 Phoenix Model Aviation

83 Copycat

84 HD Skycam

85 Re-use*

86 Gary White

87 Aerial Target Systems Ltd

88 Aerial Target Systems

89 Re-use*

90 Video Golf Marketing Ltd

91 Re-use*

92 Helivisuals Ltd

93 Essex Police

94 Marlborough Comms Ltd

95 Re-use*

96 Siemans Wind Power A/S

97 Altimeter UK Ltd t/a Visionair

98 T/A Remote Imaging

99 Re-use*

100 Daniel Baker

101 Sky Futures

102 Aerovironment Inc

103 Spherical Images Ltd
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104 Flying Camera Systems

105 Highviz Photography

106 ESDM Ltd

107 Flying Camera Systems Limited

108 Edward Martin

109 Digital Mapping and Survey Ltd

110 EDF NNB GenCo Ltd

111 EDF

112 Re-use*

113 AerialVue Ltd

114 Minerva NI Limited

115 Flying Fern Films Ltd

116 Out Filming Ltd

117 Hexcam Ltd

118 McKenzie Geospatial Surveys Ltd

119 Resource UAS

120 Plum Pictures

121 Jonathan Malory

122 Mas-UK Ltd

123 Bailey Balloons Ltd

124 David Bush

125 Southampton University

126 Helipov

127 Costain Ltd

128 Sky-Futures
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129 Jonathan Blaxill

130 Roke Manor Research Ltd

131 Colin Bailie

132 British Broadcasting Corp

133 Simon Hailey

134 Re-use*

135 Trimvale Aviation

136 PSH Skypower Ltd

137 Aerosight Ltd

171 Re-use*

173 Colin Bailie

174 Simon Field

175 Re-use*

176 Aerial Graphical Services

177 Think Aerial Photography

178 Hedge Air Limited

179 Scottish Environment Protection Agency

180 Skypower Limited

181 Elevation Images

182 Universal Sky Pictures

183 MBDA UK Ltd

184 Helicammedia

185 Oculus Systems Ltd

186 MASA Ltd

187 Doozee Aerial Systems Ltd
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188 Selex Galileo

189 Whisperdrone

190 Z-Axis

191 Rotarama Ltd

192 Re-use*

193 BBC (Natural History Unit)

194 Flying Camera Company

195 Flying Camera Company

Short-term approval that was granted, but now no longer applies

Source: CAA

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jan/25/who-can-fly-drones-uk-airspace/print
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2268664/Police-BBC-golf-business-130-organisations-
fly-drones-UK--experts-say-numbers-rise.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2134376/Is-drone-neighbourhood-Rise-killer-spy-plan
es-exposed-FAA-forced-reveal-63-launch-sites-U-S.html
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4. http://www.cablegatesearch.net/
5. http://www.spiegel.de/international/spiegel/how-russian-virus-hunters-tracked-down-a-global
-espionage-network-a-879467.html
6. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14150-on-the-news-with-thom-hartmann-cia-whistleblower-gets-
30-months-in-jail-for-releasing-classified-information-on-waterboarding-and-more
7. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/01/court-rules/
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/nickhopkins
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/police
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/drones
13. http://www.caa.co.uk/
14. http://videogolfmarketing.com/
15. http://www.uavs.org/
16. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/privacy
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/baesystems
18. http://www.mbda-systems.com/
19. http://www.marlboroughcomms.com/home.aspx
20. http://www.gwrassociates.com/about%20us.html
21. http://dronewarsuk.wordpress.com/
22. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/surveillance
23. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/military
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1.1.15 Our Role In The Making of A New Political Party: International Justice
& Peace Party (2013-01-28 11:54)

Below is the copy-and-pasted of the two key emails with all recipients addresses for your benefit, as
outlined in some details are the key constitutional principles of the party, mission statement and visions.
Hope you support us in time. Thanks.

The Emails reprinted in Full:

Dear Friends,

Yesterday I emailed you all concerning the desire for the formation/creation of a new united front political
party with an glocal (global-local) agenda and goals, to be called International Party (UK/US/KSA/KEN
etc). Please see the complete version of yesterday’s email below and the recipients addresses sent out to:
a mix of socialists, liberal, internationalists, green/environmentalists etc.

Today I would like to outline for your benefit the party’s intended mission statement and vision.

Mission Statement & Goal:

”To create a centralists united front political party with an global-local focused agenda based on the
goals of moving away from the old status quo’s inter-relations dynamics central within existing national
and international politics, which has been predominantly the root causes of violence, exploitation and
environmental issues.”
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The Vision:

”Is to architect a smooth transition among the many disparate political parties across the world of
all colours and political philosophies (away from ”conservatives” and dominant parties), especially the
Socialists, Liberals, Internationalists, Global Social Justice Movements, Green-Environmentalists, and
many others with the desire to see a peaceful, equal and justice-based world, from their own ideals and
bases into a unified political front/umbrella; this is the only chance we all have to challenge truly the
power of the big businesses, defence agendas and other ”old boys club” establishment”.

An Example:

Lets take the UK. In UK, already elected and sitting Members of Parliaments on the ticket of ei-
ther Green Party UK (Hon. Caroline Lucas MP) and Respect Party (Hon. George Galloway MP) can
both with others, make a joint press statement that they are coming together under the umbrella of
International Party (UK) to have a chance in implementing real changes in the country with positive
effect at global arena. In Germany, it will between Pirate Party, Green Party etc.

This approach, of already elected transitioning smoothly from old parties to International Party,
will assure us already some seats and a much vocal chance within respective national institutions, with
greater impact on foreign policies (security, political and developments).

Above is what I think will give us a chance to grow and expand as well as readily from set-go be
able to participate on making greater impact on national (with repercussions on International) policies
and behaviours. This will unsettle the existing dominant status quo establishments.

Alone and divided we all have no real chance to make a difference or even ascend to political
dominance. However together united and working for the global common welfare, peace and prosperity
we can achieve change: we adapt and grow, or we chose to remain inflexible and die off.

I, personally, do not want to contest any political seats, all I am happy with is behind-the-doors
strategic role of a Chairperson position. We will give young people nomination as prospective new
candidates under our party name.

Lets start now, and take advantage of the socio-political and economic milieu in contemporary
world which cries for real viable political (social and economic) alternatives.

A final point of importance, on what will unite us all?

The problem across the world or nation are largely not structural as stated yesterday, but inter-
relational among the powerful few sections of societies. This is what corrupt our democracy, and is
responsible for adventurous foreign policies of wars, colonial politics and dangerous environmental
policies. There is a say, ”Guns don’t kill people, People kill people”; in politics, ”Institutions do not
corrupt politics, people corrupt politics”!.

Your Friend,

The Chairman of IP.
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N.B. Please send some reply to see what you all might be thinking.

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: The Chairman <internationalistshq@yahoo.com>
To: "general@occupylsx.org" <general@occupylsx.org>; "general@occupywallst.org" <gen-
eral@occupywallst.org>; "press@occupylsx.org" <press@occupylsx.org>; "press@occupywallst.org"
<press@occupywallst.org>; "office@greenparty.org.uk" <office@greenparty.org.uk>; "of-
fice@respectparty.info" <office@respectparty.info>; "info@leicestersocialists.org.uk"
<info@leicestersocialists.org.uk>; "su-politics@le.ac.uk" <su-politics@le.ac.uk>
Cc: "contact@accoupytogether.org" <contact@accoupytogether.org>; "editor@peoples-
press.com" <editor@peoples-press.com>; "info@naomiwolf.org" <info@naomiwolf.org>;
"info@occupytogether.org" <info@occupytogether.org>; "magazine@newint.org" <maga-
zine@newint.org>; "internationalistgroup@msn.com" <internationalistgroup@msn.com>;
"info@socialistparty.org.uk" <info@socialistparty.org.uk>; "lwilliams@dmu.ac.uk"
<lwilliams@dmu.ac.uk>; "international@occupylondon.org.uk" <international@occupylondon.org.uk>
Sent: Friday, 25 January 2013, 12:51
Subject: Re: The Making of A United Front: International Party (please read)

Dear Friends,

I am coming to you today to present an offer for unity against a status quo socio-economic and political
orders (across the world) that has been corrupting our democracy, never ceasing to stop with aggressive
wars and exploiting dangerously our global resources and people.

Below I am going to outline in brief some of the key points for our unity, for the benefit of our children,
their next generations and our precious earth.

There has never really been a third options across our world political systems. The dominant two-systems
or parties have never sought to change not the institutions of our political systems but their behaviours.
Here lies the uniting point of differences between ourselves (friends here; socialists, communists, liber-
alists and so forth). We always looked to change the structures of our national governments, while the
real point of focus and target should have been the need to change the inter-relational dynamics among
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the people in government (politicians), the 0.05 per cent corporate magnates (corporate monopolies or
cartel), and the security-defence managers (spies, brasses and arms industrialists).

International Party will operate like Pirate or socialists, or communist parties, with Central Office setting
agenda on annual conferences, while national parties (that, International Party (UK) or (US) etc) will set
their own national agendas and manifestos within the greater set-out international manifesto. The aim is
to stop wars between nations (we are all same people), to dismantle surveillance/police states as well as
the real governments (the secret groups of ”military-corporate-political complex”).

So what are the key points?

1. We embrace all the people of the world as of one kinship and peacefully.

2. We see no place for wars, especially of any aggressive nature (of choices or ”Humanitarian” etc)
rather than self-defence.

3. We are to reform the relations within politics and not the structure especially in the west where
most of the democratic structures are sound/good.

4. We believe strongly in International Human Rights, Social Equality and Liberal Democratic Rule
of Law

5. We believe welfare state and capital state can co-exist without clashing as in China.

6. We believe the big corporate cartels and monopolies need to be broken up.

7. We believe in Liberty, Privacy and not intrusion on peaceful citizens, as such we believe there is
no place for surveillance/police state (and we promise to dismantle CCTV Culture, reduce police
powers as well as making these more accountable, completely close-down ”spying” services).

8. We believe private security and defence are a root cause of wars in the world, as such we will
support the need to nationalize arms industries (and set quotas on defensive weapon systems only,
not offensive), we will close down ”mercenaries” outfits, as both of these sectors in order to survive
requires demand, and most of the time they ”secretly” create demands by spreading chaos.

9. We will tax everyone at lowest rate, perhaps at 25 per cent, even corporations, after all they need
to have spending funds to support national economies.
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10. We will give these particular powerful industries, of banking, finance, energy, communications and
transport a choice [a] nationalisation or [b] state-economies, meaning, leaving a free-hand to the
state to set and regulate prices and rates for their services and products rather than leaving them the
freedom to maximize profit while hitting hard the people.

11. We will demand wage rises to living standards; as we believe of the average wages, an individual
should have one-third set aside for all bills, one-third for spending and final one-third for savings.

12. We will introduce mandatory voting and referendums participation bill.

13. We will regulate lobbying industry very strictly, and as such put a ban on the ’revolving door’
culture, where one hand washes the other.

14. We will support proportional representation across the governments, to have equal representation
for ethnics, women and others.

15. We will support Scottish, Welsh and Northern Ireland Independence in UK, and the dismantle of
old imperial-colonial practises of Commonwealth.

16. We will regulate and set rates for big pharmaceutical.

17. We will refuse to privatize Education and Health.

18. We will reduce retirement age to 62 years old.

19. We will set up an investment fund for each citizen, to support his or her retirement, and anticipate
the effect of robotics in workforce.

20. We will support ”employees share-sharing” schemes and more say in the companies.

21. We will balance Urban-Rural national character.

22. We will put environmental/green issues at the centre of our policy-thinking in everything, as well
as the general ethical behaviours.

23. We will dismantle foreign military bases, and stop interferences in foreign domestic affairs of other
nations.

24. We will reduce electoral candidacy to two-terms.

25. We will change the civil services culture.

26. We will privatize national media (e.g. BBC)

27. We will support national banking systems, parallel to private structures.

28. We will seek ways to ban all Nuclear weapons and source of energy.

29. We will not support fracking or any other environmental-damaging practises.
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and so forth. These are some of the key policies agendas that will be central within our international and
national manifestos and efforts to change the relations within the national and international politics for
the benefit of our children, our democracies and our world.

I now need help especially from those local in UK and in reach of Leicester in the midlands to set-up the
party offices. Please do not come out until we have made an official press announcement in the founding
of the movement/party.

We have a long and hard road ahead, as we are going head-to-head with the small but very powerful cabal
at the centre of our daily lives.

Please support to make an historical change.

Yours Sincerely,

International Party Founder.
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Republican Party Of England, Wales, Scotland & Northern Ireland: Our Rough (and Brief) Blueprint/Manifesto |
Jerusalem Group (2015-10-21 12:11:04)
[…] One might be interested in following this up with the reading of our old ‘International Party’ manifesto (click
here). […]
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1.1.16 Interesting Headlines From The Worldwide Media Sources This Week
(2013-01-30 16:30)

[1] On Muslims

[1]US high school allows Muslims time for prayer if they earn good gradesA high school near Washington
DC has taken a rare step of accommodating Muslim prayer during class hours. Parkdale High School
now allows a handful of its students to be excused to pray. The decision has made some Christian staffers
"unhappy". 5

[2]Islam and science: The road to renewal | The Economist

[3]France to expel radical imams to tackle ’global Islamic jihad’

[2] On UK Police ”Reforms” (watch out for ”positive discrimination” haha)

[4]Call for law to force police to tackle diversity crisis

[5]Police chief calls for positive discrimination - Telegraph

[6]Plan to fast-track police recruits

[7]Chief police officers damn recruitment reforms

[3] On Kafkasque Secret Court Drama (Just debating and thinking about it is a serious issue on democ-
racy)

[8]Secret court bill ’threatens centuries of open justice and will erode Britain’s moral standing in the
world’

[9]Secret court hearings ’will do more harm than good’, Tory MP says

[10]Climbdown on secret courts not as it seem, campaigners claims

[11]Clarke is forced into a secret justice U-turn after peers’ protests

[4] UK White-Families Unconsciously Starting a ”British-Style of National Segregation”

[12]Rise of ’white flight’: British families are ’self-segregating’ as more Caucasians abandon urban areas
for the countryside

[5] Usual Torture Debates

[13]Troops accused of mass abuse in Iraq

[14]CIA’s secret prison: ‘Poland dragging out investigation’A Polish investigation into secret CIA jails
is being suppressed because it will embarrass the top echelon of the country’s government, lawyers of
two men held illegally in one of the CIA’s ‘black sites’ in Poland tell media. 5

[15]Brennan had details of "enhanced interrogation"

[16]Secret Censor Revealed at Guantanamo Military Commissions

[6] On Privacy Concerns

[17]Google faces fresh UK privacy battle

[18]Government Appetite Growing for Twitter User Data

[19]FBI Militant Informant Tells All

[7] On Western Colonial [Still] Foreign Policy

[20]‘Responsibility to protect’ is a power play | StratRisks

[21]What if foreign policy officials suddenly told the truth? | Stephen M. Walt
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[8] Miscellaneous
[22]Canned fresh air for sale in China amid smog
[23]Scientists create bionic body using artificial limbs and organs | Mail Online
[24]Sarkozy son awarded teaching job... before finishing his own studies
[25]The modern office rewards narcissists and psychopaths, say scientists
[26]With or without Exxon, Kurds seek oil autonomy
[27]The Wolf Man

1. http://rt.com/usa/news/muslim-prayer-us-schools-060/
2. http://www.economist.com/news/international/21570677-after-centuries-stagnation-science-mak
ing-comeback-islamic-world-road
3. http://rt.com/news/france-expel-radical-imams-005/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/27/law-police-diversity
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9830754/Police-chief-calls-for-positive-discri
mination.html
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/30/may-proposes-fast-track-police-promotion
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22. http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/jan/29/canned-fresh-air-sale-china-amid-smog/
23. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2269824/Scientists-create-bionic-body-using-
artificial-limbs-organs.html
24. http://beyond.blogs.france24.com/article/2013/01/26/jean-sarkozy-university-law-professor-p
aris-twitter-france-0
25. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2269154/Horrible-bosses-New-study-shows-modern-offi
ces-reward-narcissism-psychopathic-behaviour.html
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1.2.1 From The Guardian [UK]: British Media & The Perpetuation of Islamo-
phobism (2013-02-01 16:22)

[1]

It’s Islamic? Don’t panic

Parts of the media seem to fear Islamisation above all. Their arguments are rooted in prejudice

• [2]

• – [3]David Shariatmadari

– [4]The Guardian, Thursday 31 January 2013 16.00 GMT
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The East London mosque branded young men harassing a person they believed was gay ‘utterly unac-
ceptable’ behaviour. Photograph: David Levene for the Guardian

Muslims. They’re everywhere. Muttering in foreign languages, obscuring their faces, and yet
somehow managing to shove their way of life down our throats. Patrols of youths [5]intimidate gay
people in the name of Allah. Even suburbia isn’t safe: [6]Arabic calligraphy on a house in Newport
has caused the kind of fuss your average leylandii could only dream of. At the same time, some find
Islam seductive. Just ask the female converts on BBC3’s [7]Make Me a Muslim. Others look at this
as all the evidence you need of a dangerous takeover: sharia’s back, and this time it knows where you live.

Certain newspapers emit a hum of panic when it comes to Islam. This week the Telegraph pub-
lished the lament of a "[8]reluctant racist". Its author pined for a lost England (a lost Acton, to be
precise) in which she did not feel like a stranger. She laid many pernicious developments at the door of
Islam, including the habit shopkeepers have of talking on their mobile phones while serving you. Panic,
of course, inhibits clear thinking. I don’t want to deny the tumult of our times: yes, it would be better if
we all had at least one language in common. Big cities, where we mix with people who dress differently
and have different customs, can be alienating places. Homophobic bullying is vile. But how much of
this is Islam’s fault?

For many people, Britain right now is an unpleasant place to live. Their income, their housing,
the local environment – all these may leave a lot to be desired. Inequality rides high. Suspicion of
strangers, while always present, does especially well under these conditions. It is easy to take out pent-up
frustrations on those who don’t seem to be like us. Muslims aren’t immune to the impulse. [9]Recent
footage of young men harassing a person they believed was gay, telling him to leave because "this is a
Muslim area", calling him a "fag" sent shivers down many spines, mine included.

There can be no excuse for this. And before you jump in, orthodox Islam certainly does not pro-
vide one. Like all three Abrahamic religions, it has a problem with homosexuality. But equally,
unprovoked threats, bullying and aggression are considered sinful. The East London mosque couldn’t
have been clearer when it branded such behaviour "[10]utterly unacceptable". For the Telegraph,
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however, this was "[11]a brazen lie". The logic being that the mosque’s leaders must secretly welcome
the deluge of terrible publicity and prospect of tit-for-tat harassment of local Muslims.

There I go, sweeping uncomfortable truths about Islam under the carpet. It’s clearly inimical to
the British way of life. Muslims don’t share our liberal attitudes towards gay people. But since when has
the British way of life made things easy for sexual minorities? Let’s pick a date. How about 2003, when
section 28 was [12]finally repealed? Not much of a tradition. And the oppression of women? Islam
comes in many different forms, and there are [13]Muslim feminists who can argue this point better than
I can. Suffice it to say that there is wide scope for interpretation and, even among conservatives, there is
the possibility that things will change – just as they might do, one day, in the Church of England.

At the level of our national media, at least, this debate isn’t really about wanting to protect gay
people (the Telegraph could only recently bring itself to use the word "gay" as opposed to "homosex-
ual"). It’s not even the beginning of a reasoned debate about the speed or volume of immigration –
something that may be impossible to get "right" if we also want to trade and move freely around the
world. It is about taste, or more bluntly, prejudice. The Britain of some editors’ dreams will always be
more Tunbridge Wells than Tower Hamlets.

Twitter: [14]@D _Shariatmadari

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Further Interesting Headlines:

[15]Your Rights and Mobile Fingerprinting

[16]Schedule 7 terror laws used to interrogate activists

[17]More than 200 police a year quit to avoid complaints: Misconduct allegations are not being properly
investigated
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[18]’US a police state, Obama consciously allows torture’ – CIA veteran John KiriakouTen years ago, the
idea of the US government spying on its citizens, intercepting their emails or killing them with drones
was unthinkable. But now it’s business as usual, says John Kiriakou, a former CIA agent and torture
whistleblower. 2

[19]UN criticises spycops, kettling and categorising protest as ‘domestic extremism’

[20]‘US can spy on Cloud documents without a warrant’

[21]Virgin Atlantic ’rejected me because of my African name but then offered me an interview when I
re-applied as Craig Owen’

[22]Former UK tax chief who ’lied to MPs’ to advise HSBC bank about honesty

[23]Men have big crashes... and women hit parked cars: Insurance firm reveals types of accidents each
sex is involved in

[24]“The Origins of the American Military Coup of 2012.”

[25]Barclays under investigation over claims it lent Qatar £6bn to buy its own shares and avoid a Gov-
ernment bailout at height of 2008 financial crisis

[26]Meet the Contractors Turning America’s Police Into a Paramilitary Force

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/davidshariatmadari
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/davidshariatmadari
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/24/muslim-patrol-gang-arrests-homophobic-video
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/9834299/Muslim-businessman-told-to-remove-sign-from-
home-proclaiming-Allah-is-the-only-god.html
7. http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01qfqz5
8. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/immigration/9831912/I-feel-like-a-stranger-where-I-l
ive.html
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2013/jan/22/homophobic-footage-prompts-police-enquiry
-video?intcmp=239
10. http://www.eastlondonmosque.org.uk/news/390
11. http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/andrewgilligan/100200020/east-london-mosque-condemns-homo
phobia-yet-advertised-four-anti-gay-speakers-last-month-alone/
12. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/3120924.stm
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2008/oct/31/religion-islam
14. https://twitter.com/D_Shariatmadari
15. http://netpol.org/2013/01/28/your-rights-and-mobile-fingerprinting/
16. http://netpol.org/2012/12/12/schedule-7-terror-laws-used-to-interrogate-activists/
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271697/More-200-police-year-quit-avoid-complaints-
Misconduct-allegations-properly-investigated.html
18. http://rt.com/usa/news/kiriakou-torture-whistleblower-prison-term-211/
19. http://netpol.org/2013/01/25/un-criticises-spycops-kettling-and-categorising-protest-as-dom
estic-extremism/
20. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/10596
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271304/Virgin-Atlantic-rejected-African-I-got-inte
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rview-I-applied-Craig-Owen.html
22. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2270813/Former-UK-tax-chief-Dave-Harnett-lied-MPs-a
dvise-HSBC-bank-honesty.html
23. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271025/Men-big-crashes--women-hit-parked-cars-Insu
rance-firm-reveals-types-accidents-sex-involved-in.html
24. http://www.carlisle.army.mil/usawc/parameters/Articles/2010winter/Dunlap_Jr.pdf
25. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271795/Barclays-investigation-claims-lent-Qatar-mo
ney-buy-shares-avoid-Government-bailout-height-2008-financial-crisis.html
26. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14276-meet-the-contractors-turning-americas-police-into-a-
paramilitary-force

From The Guardian UK: British Media & The Perpetuation of IslamophobismGay Norfolk (2013-02-01 17:15:07)
[...] Read this article: From The Guardian UK: British Media & The Perpetuation of Islamophobism [...]

White Leicester/Britain [Part II]: Senior Muslim Police Evidence & Others | Jerusalem Group (2013-02-21
11:42:16)
[...] work, apparently but living off the state ”while preparing to wage holy war” (the usual Islamophobia hysteria
within the British, and general western, [...]
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1.2.2 Sunday Evening Readings: Plenty to Keep You Well-Informed
(2013-02-03 15:36)

[1]The snoopers’ charter costs £400million before a single piece of data has been collected [2]Gore: US
democracy has been hacked [3]Welfare fraud is a drop in the ocean compared with tax avoidance [4]Blairs
paid £1.35m in cash for home number SEVEN: Splashed out on a four-storey Georgian townhouse for
son Nicky [5]German Activists Punch Out Big Brother’s Eyes [6]Data Protection Laws, an Ocean Apart
[7]The Real Invasion of Africa and Other Not-Made-for-Hollywood Holy Wars [8]Five reasons to leave
Britain | Victoria Coren | Comment is free | The Observer [9]Opinion: Why Police Lie Under Oath
[10]Divorce cases could be settled by Sharia and religious courts after landmark High Court ruling over
Jewish couple’s dispute [11]The Myths of America’s Shadow War - Loch K. Johnson - The Atlantic
[12]Scores of Harvard students suspended in cheating scandal

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2272136/The-snoopers-charter-costs-400million-singl
e-piece-data-collected.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/feb/03/al-gore-us-democracy-hacked
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/01/welfare-fraud-tax-avoidance
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2272239/Blairs-paid-1-35m-cash-home-number-SEVEN-Bo
ught-storey-Georgian-townhouse-son-Nicky.html
5. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/01/camover-targets-cctvs/
6. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/03/technology/consumer-data-protection-laws-an-ocean-apart.h
tml
7. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14254-the-real-invasion-of-africa-and-other-recent-not-ma
de-for-hollywood-holy-wars?tmpl=component&print=1
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/03/great-reasons-to-leave-britain
9. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/03/opinion/sunday/why-police-officers-lie-under-oath.html?hp
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271682/Divorce-cases-settled-Sharia-religious-cour
ts-landmark-High-Court-ruling.html
11. http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/01/the-myths-of-americas-shadow-war/2
72712/
12. http://www.france24.com/en/20130202-dozens-students-harvard-university-suspended-cheating-s
candal-usa
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http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14254-the-real-invasion-of-africa-and-other-recent-not-made-for-hollywood-holy-wars?tmpl=component&print=1
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/03/great-reasons-to-leave-britain
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/03/opinion/sunday/why-police-officers-lie-under-oath.html?hp
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271682/Divorce-cases-settled-Sharia-religious-courts-landmark-High-Court-ruling.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2271682/Divorce-cases-settled-Sharia-religious-courts-landmark-High-Court-ruling.html
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2013/01/the-myths-of-americas-shadow-war/272712/
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1.2.3 Associated Press: The Unspeakable Civil Rights Crimes Against The West-
ern Muslims Today (MUST READ!!) (2013-02-04 15:21)

The article to be re-printed here (source: [1]Associated Press/AP) is a must read not just for Muslims but
for all democracy-lovers, liberals, anti-surveillance, anti-tyranny and pro-civil rights (privacy, liberties
etc).

The Article:

Civil rights lawyers: NYPD spying violates rules

By [2]EILEEN SULLIVAN

— Feb. 4 8:10 AM EST

Civil rights lawyers: NYPD spying violates rules
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FILE - In this Aug. 18, 2011 file photo, people walk below a New York Police Department se-
curity camera, upper left, which was placed next to a mosque on Fulton Street in the Brooklyn
neighborhood of Bedford-Stuyvesant in New York. Civil rights lawyers are telling a judge that the New
York Police Department’s surveillance of Muslim communities violates federal guidelines established to
stop the NYPD from conducting political surveillance. (AP Photo/Bebeto Matthews, File)

WASHINGTON (AP) — The New York Police Department’s focus on Muslims has renewed the
political surveillance of the 1960s and ’70s that was banned under a landmark legal ruling, according to
a new court filing by civil rights lawyers. They are seeking an injunction against further surveillance of
Muslims without evidence of crimes and a new court-appointed auditor to oversee police activities.

Describing continuing surveillance of Muslims as "widespread and intense," the civil rights lawyers
complained that the NYPD has monitored public places where Muslims eat, shop and worship and has
kept records and notes about police observations despite any evidence of unlawful or terror-related
activities. The lawyers said the NYPD’s actions violate rules, known as the Handschu guidelines, that a
court had imposed as part of a 1985 landmark settlement with the NYPD to a lawsuit they filed.

"There is substantial persuasive evidence that the defendants are conducting investigations into or-
ganizations and individuals associated with the Muslim faith and the Muslim community in New York,
and have been doing so for years, using intrusive methods, without a reasonable indication of unlawful
activity, or a criminal predicate of any sort," the lawyers wrote in a motion to be filed Monday in the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District of New York. They said the NYPD’s actions were so "flagrant
and persistent" that an auditor should be appointed.

A spokesman for the NYPD did not respond to a phone message and email request for comment
from The Associated Press.

The NYPD and New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg have said the department follows the
Handschu guidelines and did not break any laws over the course of its surveillance of Muslim commu-
nities. NYPD Commissioner Raymond Kelly has said the department has plenty of oversight, including
five district attorneys, a committee that investigates police corruption, the NYPD’s own internal affairs
office and the court-imposed Handschu guidelines.

The spying was the subject of a series of stories by the AP that revealed the NYPD intelligence
division infiltrated dozens of mosques and Muslim student groups and investigated hundreds. The
NYPD is the largest police department in the nation, and Bloomberg has held up its counterterrorism
tactics as a model for the rest of the country. The new court motion by the civil rights lawyers refers
repeatedly to the AP’s reporting and includes some internal NYPD documents the AP had obtained and
published.

The motion focuses on a particular section of the NYPD’s intelligence division known initially as
the Demographics Unit and later renamed the Zone Assessment Unit. This unit is at the heart of the
NYPD’s spying program, built with help from the CIA. It assembled databases on where Muslims lived,
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shopped, worked and prayed. Police infiltrated Muslim student groups, put informants in mosques, mon-
itored sermons and catalogued every Muslim in New York who adopted new, Americanized surnames.

Supporters said the Demographics Unit was central to keeping the city safe, though a senior NYPD
official testified last year that the unit never generated any leads or triggered a terrorism investigation.

The Handschu guidelines came out of landmark lawsuit the lawyers filed and a subsequent 1985
court settlement that set strict time limits for investigations, imposed rules on the kinds of records police
could keep and created a three-person body to oversee such investigations.

The last time civil rights lawyers in the Handshu case filed a motion like this was in November
2005.

A similar MUST READ article 2, see here: [3]Stateless in the Age of Islamophobism ([4]The Truth-Out).

Others to read or check-out if one may wish to do so, for self-enlightenment;

[5]Senior Asian police officer quits [6]Senior Met Police chief quits with race crisis parting shot [7]Police
spies stole identities of dead children [8]‘Dead children’ spied for UK police for decades - reportFor over
four decades British police have been stealing the identities of dead children and using them as aliases
for their undercover operations, some of which lasted for as long as ten years. 2 [9]Police spies stole the
identities of 80 dead babies: Birth certificates were used for fake identities [10]Undercover police officers
who stole child identities ’lost their moral compasses’ [11]Greek Extremists ’Golden Dawn’ Fosters Ties
with German Neo-Nazis [12]Full Throttle Ahead US Tips Global Power Scales with Fracking [13]Is
France on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown?

1. http://bigstory.ap.org/
2. http://bigstory.ap.org/content/eileen-sullivan
3. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14191-stateless-in-the-age-of-islamophobia
4. http://truth-out.org/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/04/senior-asian-policeman-quits-met
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9846515/Senior-Met-Police-chief-quits-
with-race-crisis-parting-shot.html
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/03/police-spies-identities-dead-children
8. http://rt.com/news/uk-spies-dead-children-identities-362/
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2272978/Police-spies-stole-identities-80-dead-babie
s-Birth-certificates-used-fake-identities.html
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9846670/Undercover-police-officers-who
-stole-child-identities-lost-their-moral-compasses.html
11. http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/greek-far-right-party-has-made-contact-with-bava
rian-neo-nazis-a-881303.html
12. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/new-gas-extraction-methods-alter-global-balance-o
f-power-a-880546.html
13. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/02/01/france_on_the_verge_of_a_nervous_breakdown
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1.2.4 A Full-Packed Selection for Your Weekend Reading (2013-02-09 15:45)

[1]Civil liberties groups orders NYPD to stop spying on Muslims The New York Civil Liberties Union
filed a motion in a Manhattan courtroom on Monday that aims to stop police in the Big Apple from con-
tinuing surveillance that specifically targets practicing Muslims. 5 [2]NY police sued over spying on
Muslims [3]Techtivist Report: UK Warned - CIA Will Access All Government Data [4]UK spy agencies
to snoop on Brits [5]MI5 chief: internet means terrorists could be slipping through the net - Telegraph
[6]UK planning broad online domestic spying regime [7]Secret Surveillance Court Gets New Presid-
ing Judge [8]Nowhere to hide: New Facebook app to track offline users – report [9]More police stole
dead children’s IDs [10]MPs quiz officer on undercover police [11]Met shakes up gang violence panel
[12]Corrupt or just a scapegoat: Is top detective locked up over role in phone-hacking scandal just a
pawn in a political game? [13]Ex-PC charged over Sun leak claims [14]Police must signpost car surveil-
lance [15]Civil servants ’who deserve the sack are promoted instead’: Calls for ministers to appoint
own staff to overcome ’amateurism’ [16]2.3 million deprived kids absent from UK poverty data – report
[17]Students ’need £20k postgraduate degrees to get a job’ [18]’Legalised daylight robbery’: Rail firms
slammed as new figures show train fares soared three times faster than cost of living since privatisation
[19]US control is diminishing, but it still thinks it owns the world | Noam Chomsky | Comment is free |
guardian.co.uk [20]French troops protecting Niger mine: Fight for security in Africa or..? [21]How much
does it cost to become a US ambassador? [22]54 countries helped CIA to kidnap, detain and torture –
reportAt least 54 countries including Syria, Iran, Sweden, Iceland, and UK offered CIA “covert support”
to detain, transport, interrogate and torture suspects in the years following the 9/11 attacks, according
to a new report. 2 [23]Watch Richard III: The King in the Car Park [24]Arab Spring, global revolution
[25]Brennan nomination exposes criticism on targeted killings and secret Saudi base - The Washington
Post [26]The Truth About Dronesby Dexter Filkins [27]How Secrecy Corrodes Democracy [28]Living
in a Constitution-Free Zone: Drones, Surveillance Towers, and Malls of the Spy State [29]Glaxo vaccine
ingredient under scrutiny [30]Pakistani politician calls for forging unity among Ummah [31]Philadelphia
Courts Begin Using Computer Forecasts to Predict Future Criminal Behavior, Determine Jail Time [32]Is
The White House Telling The New York Times And The Washington Post What Stories To Publish When
It Comes To Drones? [33]Major US newspapers admit to honoring CIA demands [34]The new colonial-
ists [35]Russia not protecting Syria, but preventing attack on Iran – Zhirinovsky [36]How the GOP Plans
to Subvert, Buy and Obstruct the Vote in 2016

1. http://rt.com/usa/news/liberties-nypd-muslim-surveillance-522/
2. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/02/05/287455/ny-police-sued-over-spying-on-muslims/
3. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14436-techtivist-report-uk-warned-cia-will-access-all-govern
ment-data
4. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/02/06/287562/uk-spy-agencies-to-snoop-on-brits/
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/terrorism-in-the-uk/9849778/MI5-chief-internet-means
-terrorists-could-be-slipping-through-the-net.html
6. http://rt.com/news/uk-big-brother-online-533/
7. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/02/secret-spy-court-judge/
8. http://rt.com/news/facebook-app-track-location-510/
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/05/two-police-units-dead-children-ids
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/blog/2013/feb/05/met-undercover-police-mps-live
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/07/met-police-trident-race-relations
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12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2275964/Corrupt-just-scapegoat-Is-detective-locked-
role-phone-hacking-scandal-just-pawn-political-game.html
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/07/operation-elveden-police-officer-sun
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/07/police-car-surveillance-cameras-signs
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2273570/Civil-servants-deserve-sack-promoted-instea
d-Calls-ministers-appoint-staff-overcome-amateurism.html
16. http://rt.com/news/poverty-children-uk-data-777/
17. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/universityeducation/9852809/Students-need-20k-postgrad
uate-degrees-to-get-a-job.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2273400/Legalised-daylight-robbery-Rail-firms-slamm
ed-new-figures-train-fares-soared-times-faster-cost-living-privatisation.html
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/04/us-control-diminishing-own-world/print
20. http://rt.com/news/africa-resources-natural-intervention-437/
21. http://rt.com/usa/news/cost-us-ambassador-contributions-447/
22. http://rt.com/news/countries-helped-cia-render-472/
23. http://www.1channel.ch/watch-2737731-Richard-III-The-King-in-the-Car-Park
24. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/feb/05/arab-spring-global-revolution
25. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/brennan-nomination-opens-obama-to-cri
ticism-on-secret-targeted-killings/2013/02/05/8f3c94f0-6fb0-11e2-8b8d-e0b59a1b8e2a_story.html
26. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/02/john-brennan-and-the-truth-about-dron
es.html
27. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14407-how-secrecy-corrodes-democracy
28. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14422-living-in-a-constitution-free-zone-drones-surveillance
-towers-and-malls-of-the-spy-state
29. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/02/08/us-narcolepsy-vaccine-adjuvant-idUSBRE91708V20130
208
30. http://www.irna.com/en/News/80534878/General/Pakistani_politician_calls_for_forging_unity_a
mong_Ummah
31. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/10722
32. http://warnewsupdates.blogspot.co.uk/2013/02/is-white-house-telling-new-york-times.html
33. http://rt.com/usa/news/us-cia-drone-saudi-669/
34. http://warincontext.org/2013/02/07/the-new-colonialists/
35. http://rt.com/politics/russia-syria-nato-zhirinovsky-assad-574/
36. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14427-how-the-gop-plans-to-subvert-buy-and-obstruct-the
-vote-in-2016
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1.2.5 EU New Laws On Surveillance and Privacy: European Citizens & Visitors
ShouldHaveNone (Of Course, In TheName ofGreater Common Security!)
(2013-02-10 12:21)

[1]

EU super spies to get right to snoop on your emails, website visits, medical data and police records

By [2]Robert Verkaik

PUBLISHED: 00:03, 10 February 2013 | UPDATED: 00:03, 10 February 2013

A European super-spying agency is to be granted draconian powers to access a vast range of our
personal information, including medical data, criminal records, emails and website visits.

The controversial move, demanded by Brussels in an EU directive, will sweep aside British pri-
vacy laws that protect UK citizens from intrusion into their personal lives.

Last night MPs, academics and privacy-rights groups warned that the new powers represented a
great threat to individual security.
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Former Shadow Home Secretary David Davis has warned about plans European super-spying agency

Under current UK law, requests for electronic data have to be made through the Regulation of Investiga-
tory Powers Act 2000 on a case-by-case basis by a recognised authority.

But the Brussels plan to create a new ’Interpol’ to fight cyber crime will give agencies across Eu-
rope ’all necessary powers’ to order the disclosure of almost any online information.

Last night former shadow Home Secretary David Davis warned: ’This is yet another unwelcome
and surreptitious intrusion into the privacy of innocent citizens.’

Nick Pickles, director of privacy and civil liberties campaign group Big Brother Watch, said: ’This repre-
sents a dangerous escalation in the way that cyber security is being justified as a reason to monitor us all.’
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A spokesman for Britain’s Information Commissioner said: ’Any measures to improve cyber secu-
rity should not be at the unnecessary expense of people’s privacy.

’We will be looking at the recently announced directive and working with other EU data protec-
tion authorities to ensure measures are consistent with data-protection legislation.’

The controversial move, demanded by Brussels in an EU directive, will sweep aside British privacy laws
that protect UK citizens from intrusion into their personal lives

The controversial move comes as Britain’s own ’snooper’s charter’ for surveillance of UK citizens, the
Communications Data Bill, has ground to a halt in the face of fierce opposition.

But the new Brussels proposal could force internet companies and public bodies to disclose even
more personal data.

At the heart of the plan is the little-known European Network and Information Security Agency
(ENISA). It will co-ordinate a network of specially created security agencies in each EU member state
who will have unprecedented powers to demand data from public bodies and internet companies.

In the UK these will include NHS trusts, police forces, councils, Google and Facebook. This information
could then be shared with other European agencies but without the safeguards that protect British citizens.

The plans, published on Thursday and backed by Labour’s Baroness Cathie Ashton, the EU Rep-
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resentative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, make clear that the powers are being demanded in
the name of cyber security.

Under the proposals, agents working for the new cyber-crime agencies will be able to force disclo-
sure of personal data where they suspect a company or public authority has been the victim of or
is unable to prevent online hacking or any other cyber crime. Privacy groups say that such a broad
definition will cover almost every company or public authority in the UK.

They also argue that the powers will allow police to use cyber crime as a justification to ask the
super-spying agencies to make data orders to force companies or public bodies to disclose an individ-
ual’s private emails, social-network activity or even medical records.

Ross Anderson, professor of security engineering at Cambridge University and former adviser to
the Government on cyber security, said: ’The draft directive grants draconian powers to ENISA and to
member states, which would greatly exceed those granted under [existing EU law] and which now have
been challenged successfully in the constitutional courts of several member states.

’ENISA and the national agencies will have access to “sufficient information” from almost every-
one online. That is completely unacceptable as it would violate the constitutions of many member
states.’

Cecilia Malmström, EU Commissioner for Home Affairs, said: ’The strategy highlights our con-
crete actions to drastically reduce cyber crime.

’Many EU countries are lacking the necessary tools to track down and fight online organised crime.’

The cyber-crime directive will now go to the EU parliament for approval and is expected to begin
to be enacted into UK law before the next General Election.

A spokesman for the Government said: ’We are generally supportive of the objective but need to
study it in detail before making any final judgment.’

[3]Mosque to be built on Cameron’s doorstep despite residents’ concern over ’noise and parking’ [4]The
great British burkini boom ... and thanks to Nigella, it’s not just Muslim women buying them [5]Editorial:
Spying on Law-Abiding Muslims [6]CISPA’s back: Hacking, online espionage resurrect cybersecurity
billThe Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection act (CISPA) will be reintroduced before the US House
next week following a spate of cyber espionage and hacking attacks. Civil liberties advocates have
criticized the bill for violating privacy laws. 1 [7]No suspicion necessary: DHS can still seize belongings
without reason

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Robert+Verkaik
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276226/Mosque-built-Camerons-doorstep-despite-resi
dents-concern-noise-parking.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276313/The-great-British-burkini-boom---thanks-Nig
ella-just-Muslim-women-buying-them.html
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5. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/10/opinion/sunday/spying-on-law-abiding-muslim-citizens.html
?hp
6. http://rt.com/usa/news/cispa-congress-reintroduce-act-825/
7. http://rt.com/usa/news/dhs-search-border-electronics-784/

Surveillance in India and its Legalities : Legal India Admin :: Legal India : Laws of India (2013-06-04 07:50:36)
[…] Information available on http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/20 13/02/10/eu-new-laws-on-surveillance-
and-privacy-european-ci… and […]
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1.2.6 The New York Times Editorial: NYPD and Surveillance of Innocent Mus-
lims (reprinted in full) (2013-02-10 12:23)

Editorial

Spying on Law-Abiding Muslims

Published: February 9, 2013

Nearly 30 years ago, the federal courts had to place limits on New York City police surveillance to protect
law-abiding citizens who happened to be politically engaged on civil rights and other issues. Based on
new court filings in a longstanding suit challenging police surveillance techniques, the courts may need
to intervene to stop the New York Police Department from spying on law-abiding citizens once again,
this time Muslims.

The city’s police came under court scrutiny starting in 1971 for what civil rights lawyers described as
illegal surveillance by the department’s infamous Red Squad, including its surveillance of Black Panthers
who were acquitted on charges of conspiring to blow up police stations and department stores. The case,
named for a plaintiff, Barbara Handschu, became a class action, spreading to other politically active
groups, and was settled in 1985. The city agreed to follow court-ordered investigation guidelines that
were loosened after Sept. 11 to ensure that the police had ample flexibility to ferret out terrorist threats.

The revised agreement allowed police officers to attend political and religious events, but barred them
from retaining information unless it was related to potential terrorist acts or other unlawful activity. The
restrictions had two purposes: to prevent the department from unfairly targeting entire political or reli-
gious groups, and to make sure that records were kept only when the police found “reasonable indications”
of potential law breaking, not as an intrusion into the private affairs of innocent citizens.

A motion filed in federal court last week by the lawyers in the Handschu case makes a strong case that the
city has simply ignored those guidelines in its antiterrorism fight and is targeting Muslim groups because
of their religious affiliation, not because they present any risk.

In a particularly striking declaration, a Queens man who said the Police Department paid him to spy on
Muslims last year also said he was assigned to spy on a lecture at the Muslim Student Association at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice even though the police did not think the group was “doing anything
wrong.” He said his handler told him that the department considered “being a religious Muslim a terrorism
indicator.”

The man said he took pictures of those in the John Jay group and recorded their license plate numbers.
While visiting mosques, he photographed worshipers and recorded cellphone numbers of people who
attended Islamic instruction classes, forwarding all of it to his handler. At no point did his handler say he
was going too far.

The Police Department’s agent said he used what the police called the “create and capture” method. He
pretended “to be a devout Muslim and start an inflammatory conversation about jihad or terrorism and
then capture the response to send to the N.Y.P.D.”

According to court documents, the New York City police routinely selected Muslim groups for surveil-
lance and infiltration, even when they did not sponsor unlawful or terrorist acts and were not accused of
contributing to them. Rather, the motion says, “they were all under investigation by undercovers or other
infiltrators based on their theological views, status and association.”

Despite deploying an army of spies, the plaintiffs say, the Police Department never uncovered one of the
so-called “incubators” of radicalism they set out to find. The lawyers also say that commanding officers
criticized a detective for returning from spying expeditions without inflammatory information on the
people he had been watching. If true, that could easily lead officers to hype their findings so they remain
in good standing with their superiors.
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The motion charges the city with violating the Handschu agreement by systematically retaining records
of conversations in public places that do not pertain to “potential unlawful activity.”

Plaintiffs lawyers say they found scores of cases in which innocuous conversations recorded in public
places were maintained in police records. One such conversation involved two Bengali speakers, one of
whom spoke favorably of the United States government, discussing the president’s State of the Union
address.

The court documents offer more than ample reason to be concerned about possible overreach and
unconstitutional activity by the Police Department investigators. If the assertions by the Handschu
lawyers are borne out in court, the judge should consider appointing an independent monitor to review
department investigations.
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1.2.7 The Guardian Expose On A Surveillance State & Modern Technologies
(with a Video) (2013-02-11 07:47)

Today (Mon. Feb 11, 2013) The Guardian newspaper (UK-based) printed an expose on (though it is an
old news and technology, as it reputed to have came out during 2010, and as we all know the cycle of
innovation, for technologies, is shorter than any other products, which means there have probably been
more further advanced and sophisticated breakthoughs in products and services since then; and even the
so-called proliferated laws such as the ”snoopers charters” in UK or CISPA in US, or SOPA in EU are
initiated so only to legitimize and officially authorize acts already in action in secret) of how modern
information technologies revolutions have enabled with ease all sort of governments to conduct illegal
surveillance on their citizens and outsiders as well.

First below is the video link (courtesy of the Guardian) of the story (3mins), followed by two-
article links of same story and few others.

Enjoy (or rather be amazed and shock for the naive and uninitiated)!

The Video:

[1]How Raytheon software tracks you online - video | World news | guardian.co.uk

The Articles:

[2] Weapons maker creates social media spy software

[3]Warning over social networking ’snooping’ technology - Telegraph

Others:

[4]Is this the end of the email password? Google working on a security system where users put a USB
chip on smartphones or jewellery [5]Anger as MPs quietly water down safeguards on secret justice while
focus was on gay marriage debate (VERY IMPORTANT ON SECRET COURTS BEING SLOWLY
PASSED SECRETLY UNDER YOUR NOSES!!!) [6]Adultery website ’Out of Town Affairs’ received
52,000 hits in seven months from Parliament computers [7]Inequality on the rise as it’s revealed top 1 %
of earners now receive 10p in every pound [8]Follow the self-made road: Incredible machine that lays
out a carpet of bricks removing back-breaking hard work

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2013/feb/10/raytheon-software-tracks-online-video
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/feb/10/software-tracks-social-media-defence
3. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/9861155/Warning-over-social-networking-snooping-
technology.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276657/Google-plans-eliminate-email-password-new-U
SB-device-phones-jewellery.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276775/Anger-MPs-quietly-water-safeguards-secret-j
ustice-focus-gay-marriage-debate.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276344/Adultery-website-Out-Town-Affairs-received-
52-000-hits-seven-months-Parliament-computers.html
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7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276470/Top-1-earners-receive-10p-1-half-economy-ta
kes-18p.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2276585/Follow-self-road-Incredible-machine-lays-ca
rpet-bricks-removing-breaking-hard-work.html
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1.2.8 Victorian Minds: A Brief History of British Racial Attitudes Towards The
Coloured-Races (2013-02-11 18:11)

The Old Victorian System

The United Kingdom has never as yet in completeness overcome or left behind her old Victorian
system of attitudes and stereotypes towards the non-white races.

It has now only been 20 years since Britain as a nation really started to engage with seriousness
in the national discourse with a focus on multi-racial/culture future of Britain (that the question of Race
in Britain: as yet still to be answered question), and this discourse has generally been less-focused or
over-shadow frequently by other ”more pressing national debates”, and tends only to re-surfaces when
there arises the need to re-engage with such a serious debate again as a result of specific events; for
example take the recent events surrounding the UK Police and London Riots which originated as a result
of the unlawful, seemingly racially-motivated, police assault on a local neighbourhood black youth,
which again re-opened the debate throughout the media, the government official reports and academia.

A Brief History of The British Attitudes Towards Other-Races

The evolution and development (or history) of the British attitudes toward races (racism) in order
to appreciate these one need to start from the obvious Victorian Imperial-Colonialism, which generally
founded the idea of racial superiority of the ’white-race’ (of Anglo-Saxons), reinforced by, ”what was
called scientific and divine truth”, of sociological theories of evolutions (of Darwin, Herbert Spencer
and others) and church-men, as well as Government (John Enoch Powell MP & ”Sir”, CBE etc).

This British (white-men) attitude towards others, i.e. non-whites, races continued (and still exists
behind closed-doors of the majority) to the early 1990s, especially after a long period of the riotous
events (as more recent, as mentioned above) around the West Country regions of the past decade, and
most important catalyst factor to drive this new-founded need for the nation to be more tolerant of
other-races and colours was the Murder of Stephen Lawrence in 1993 by Five White Youths, and for
defining early ”Islamophobia” driving events was without a doubt the Oldham Riots of 2001.

For popular culture representation of this evidence just search for any television or radio, or even
newspaper articles, of the period after 1990s and observe the yet to be rid anti-minorism, or racism,
of the British nation and the establishment (for the latter watch perhaps the popular series of the time,
”[1]House of Cards”, and it’s follow-up, shown in 1990, 1993 and 1995 respectively).

Thus, the above mentioned new racial events across the nation brought, or rather forced, the mo-
ment of national truth and ”self-analysis” for the nation. And after the 1997, when [still politically-pure
with ideals of socialism based on equality and so forth] the Labour party came to power, that old national
discourse and self-critique found a new natural political champion who opened and forced (somehow)
the country to ”action” towards moving away from our ancient national Victorian attitudes towards other
races and religions.

With new actions, sadly, the revived discourses were again slowly re-buried under ”new normalcy” of
sound-biting concepts of ”Multiculturalism” and ”Equal Opportunities”. This was a period of [during]
which the nation fell into silent transition, i.e. still racially-divided but ”tolerable” (and still influenced
via inter-relations by those old Victorian attitudes), and the period saw the birth of a new defining racial
inter-relations lexicons of ”discriminate racism”, ”silent racism”, ”passive racism”, and so forth (or
most recent according to ”new police reforms”, of ”positive discrimination”, meaning stay with old race
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attitudes in recruiting new minorities).

In other words, there was for the country as a whole and not to mention the elite sections and institutions,
still a very long and hard road to go, and we are still moving on this path, and this is where we, the centre,
as others, come in with a strategic goal founded on long-term non-violence approach of knocking and
knocking on that door, of old prejudices, until slowly we are let in– but the hope is a mere long dream.......

1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0098825/

Great Articles For Your Weekend Intellectual Readings: Revealed- The Other Face of The British Politics &
Society | Jerusalem Group [est. 1432] (2013-05-12 10:49:38)
[…] The Traditions of British Victorian Racial Attitudes (click on the link to our old post), the story relates to
how the Conservatives Etonians-dominated […]
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1.2.9 Shariah: An Excellent Scholarly Explanation By Noah Feldman
(2013-02-13 07:44)

[1]

March 16, 2008

Why Shariah?

By NOAH FELDMAN

Last month, [2]Rowan Williams, the archbishop of Canterbury, gave a nuanced, scholarly lecture in
London about whether the British legal system should allow non-Christian courts to decide certain
matters of family law. Britain has no constitutional separation of church and state. The archbishop noted
that “the law of the Church of England is the law of the land” there; indeed, ecclesiastical courts that
once handled marriage and divorce are still integrated into the British legal system, deciding matters of
church property and doctrine. His tentative suggestion was that, subject to the agreement of all parties
and the strict requirement of protecting equal rights for women, it might be a good idea to consider
allowing Islamic and Orthodox Jewish courts to handle marriage and divorce.

Then all hell broke loose. From politicians across the spectrum to senior church figures and the
ubiquitous British tabloids came calls for the leader of the world’s second largest Christian denomination
to issue a retraction or even resign. Williams has spent the last couple of years trying to hold together
the global Anglican Communion in the face of continuing controversies about ordaining gay priests
and recognizing same-sex marriages. Yet little in that contentious battle subjected him to the kind of
outcry that his reference to religious courts unleashed. Needless to say, the outrage was not occasioned
by Williams’s mention of Orthodox Jewish law. For the purposes of public discussion, it was the word
“Shariah” that was radioactive.

In some sense, the outrage about according a degree of official status to Shariah in a Western
country should come as no surprise. No legal system has ever had worse press. To many, the word
“Shariah” conjures horrors of hands cut off, adulterers stoned and women oppressed. By contrast, who
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today remembers that the much-loved English common law called for execution as punishment for
hundreds of crimes, including theft of any object worth five shillings or more? How many know that
until the 18th century, the laws of most European countries authorized torture as an official component of
the criminal-justice system? As for sexism, the common law long denied married women any property
rights or indeed legal personality apart from their husbands. When the British applied their law to
Muslims in place of Shariah, as they did in some colonies, the result was to strip married women of the
property that Islamic law had always granted them — hardly progress toward equality of the sexes.

In fact, for most of its history, Islamic law offered the most liberal and humane legal principles
available anywhere in the world. Today, when we invoke the harsh punishments prescribed by Shariah
for a handful of offenses, we rarely acknowledge the high standards of proof necessary for their
implementation. Before an adultery conviction can typically be obtained, for example, the accused
must confess four times or four adult male witnesses of good character must testify that they directly
observed the sex act. The extremes of our own legal system — like life sentences for relatively minor
drug crimes, in some cases — are routinely ignored. We neglect to mention the recent vintage of our
tentative improvements in family law. It sometimes seems as if we need Shariah as Westerners have long
needed Islam: as a canvas on which to project our ideas of the horrible, and as a foil to make us look good.

In the Muslim world, on the other hand, the reputation of Shariah has undergone an extraordinary
revival in recent years. A century ago, forward-looking Muslims thought of Shariah as outdated, in
need of reform or maybe abandonment. Today, 66 percent of Egyptians, 60 percent of Pakistanis and 54
percent of Jordanians say that Shariah should be the only source of legislation in their countries. Islamist
political parties, like those associated with the transnational Muslim Brotherhood, make the adoption of
Shariah the most prominent plank in their political platforms. And the message resonates. Wherever
Islamists have been allowed to run for office in Arabic-speaking countries, they have tended to win
almost as many seats as the governments have let them contest. The Islamist movement in its various
incarnations — from moderate to radical — is easily the fastest growing and most vital in the Muslim
world; the return to Shariah is its calling card.

How is it that what so many Westerners see as the most unappealing and premodern aspect of Is-
lam is, to many Muslims, the vibrant, attractive core of a global movement of Islamic revival? The
explanation surely must go beyond the oversimplified assumption that Muslims want to use Shariah to
reverse feminism and control women — especially since large numbers of women support the Islamists
in general and the ideal of Shariah in particular.

Is Shariah the Rule of Law?

One reason for the divergence between Western and Muslim views of Shariah is that we are not
all using the word to mean the same thing. Although it is commonplace to use the word “Shariah” and
the phrase “Islamic law” interchangeably, this prosaic English translation does not capture the full set of
associations that the term “Shariah” conjures for the believer. Shariah, properly understood, is not just
a set of legal rules. To believing Muslims, it is something deeper and higher, infused with moral and
metaphysical purpose. At its core, Shariah represents the idea that all human beings — and all human
governments — are subject to justice under the law.

In fact, “Shariah” is not the word traditionally used in Arabic to refer to the processes of Islamic
legal reasoning or the rulings produced through it: that word is fiqh, meaning something like Islamic
jurisprudence. The word “Shariah” connotes a connection to the divine, a set of unchanging beliefs
and principles that order life in accordance with God’s will. Westerners typically imagine that Shariah
advocates simply want to use the Koran as their legal code. But the reality is much more complicated.
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Islamist politicians tend to be very vague about exactly what it would mean for Shariah to be the source
for the law of the land — and with good reason, because just adopting such a principle would not
determine how the legal system would actually operate.

Shariah is best understood as a kind of higher law, albeit one that includes some specific, worldly
commands. All Muslims would agree, for example, that it prohibits lending money at interest — though
not investments in which risks and returns are shared; and the ban on Muslims drinking alcohol is
an example of an unequivocal ritual prohibition, even for liberal interpreters of the faith. Some rules
associated with Shariah are undoubtedly old-fashioned and harsh. Men and women are treated unequally,
for example, by making it hard for women to initiate divorce without forfeiting alimony. The prohibition
on sodomy, though historically often unenforced, makes recognition of same-sex relationships difficult
to contemplate. But Shariah also prohibits bribery or special favors in court. It demands equal treatment
for rich and poor. It condemns the vigilante-style honor killings that still occur in some Middle Eastern
countries. And it protects everyone’s property — including women’s — from being taken from them.
Unlike in [3]Iran, where wearing a head scarf is legally mandated and enforced by special religious
police, the Islamist view in most other Muslim countries is that the head scarf is one way of implementing
the religious duty to dress modestly — a desirable social norm, not an enforceable legal rule. And
mandating capital punishment for apostasy is not on the agenda of most elected Islamists. For many
Muslims today, living in corrupt autocracies, the call for Shariah is not a call for sexism, obscurantism
or savage punishment but for an Islamic version of what the West considers its most prized principle of
political justice: the rule of law.

The Sway of the Scholars

To understand Shariah’s deep appeal, we need to ask a crucial question that is rarely addressed in
the West: What, in fact, is the system of Islamic law? In his lifetime, the Prophet Muhammad was both
the religious and the political leader of the community of Muslim believers. His revelation, the Koran,
contained some laws, pertaining especially to ritual matters and inheritance; but it was not primarily a
legal book and did not include a lengthy legal code of the kind that can be found in parts of the Hebrew
Bible. When the first generation of believers needed guidance on a subject that was not addressed by
revelation, they went directly to Muhammad. He either answered of his own accord or, if he was unsure,
awaited divine guidance in the form of a new revelation.

With the death of Muhammad, divine revelation to the Muslim community stopped. The role of
the political-religious leader passed to a series of caliphs (Arabic for “substitute”) who stood in the
prophet’s stead. That left the caliph in a tricky position when it came to resolving difficult legal matters.
The caliph possessed Muhammad’s authority but not his access to revelation. It also left the community
in something of a bind. If the Koran did not speak clearly to a particular question, how was the law to
be determined?

The answer that developed over the first couple of centuries of Islam was that the Koran could be
supplemented by reference to the prophet’s life — his sunna, his path. (The word “sunna” is the source
of the designation Sunni — one who follows the prophet’s path.) His actions and words were captured
in an oral tradition, beginning presumably with a person who witnessed the action or statement firsthand.
Accurate reports had to be distinguished from false ones. But of course even a trustworthy report on
a particular situation could not directly resolve most new legal problems that arose later. To address
such problems, it was necessary to reason by analogy from one situation to another. There was also the
possibility that a communal consensus existed on what to do under particular circumstances, and that,
too, was thought to have substantial weight.
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This fourfold combination — the Koran, the path of the prophet as captured in the collections of
reports, analogical reasoning and consensus — amounted to a basis for a legal system. But who would
be able to say how these four factors fit together? Indeed, who had the authority to say that these factors
and not others formed the sources of the law? The first four caliphs, who knew the prophet personally,
might have been able to make this claim for themselves. But after them, the caliphs were faced with
a growing group of specialists who asserted that they, collectively, could ascertain the law from the
available sources. This self-appointed group came to be known as the scholars — and over the course of
a few generations, they got the caliphs to acknowledge them as the guardians of the law. By interpreting
a law that originated with God, they gained control over the legal system as it actually existed. That
made them, and not the caliphs, into “the heirs of the prophets.”

Among the Sunnis, this model took effect very early and persisted until modern times. For the
Shiites, who believe that the succession of power followed the prophet’s lineage, the prophet had several
successors who claimed extraordinary divine authority. Once they were gone, however, the Shiite
scholars came to occupy a role not unlike that of their Sunni counterparts.

Under the constitutional theory that the scholars developed to explain the division of labor in the
Islamic state, the caliph had paramount responsibility to fulfill the divine injunction to “command the
right and prohibit the wrong.” But this was not a task he could accomplish on his own. It required him
to delegate responsibility to scholarly judges, who would apply God’s law as they interpreted it. The
caliph could promote or fire them as he wished, but he could not dictate legal results: judicial authority
came from the caliph, but the law came from the scholars.

The caliphs — and eventually the sultans who came to rule once the caliphate lost most of its
worldly influence — still had plenty of power. They handled foreign affairs more or less at their
discretion. And they could also issue what were effectively administrative regulations — provided these
regulations did not contradict what the scholars said Shariah required. The regulations addressed areas
where Shariah was silent. They also enabled the state to regulate social conduct without having to put
every case before the courts, where convictions would often be impossible to obtain because of the strict
standards of proof required for punishment. As a result of these regulations, many legal matters (perhaps
most) fell outside the rules given specifically by Shariah.

The upshot is that the system of Islamic law as it came to exist allowed a great deal of leeway.
That is why today’s advocates of Shariah as the source of law are not actually recommending the
adoption of a comprehensive legal code derived from or dictated by Shariah — because nothing so
comprehensive has ever existed in Islamic history. To the Islamist politicians who advocate it or for the
public that supports it, Shariah generally means something else. It means establishing a legal system in
which God’s law sets the ground rules, authorizing and validating everyday laws passed by an elected leg-
islature. In other words, for them, Shariah is expected to function as something like a modern constitution.

The Rights of Humans and the Rights of God

So in contemporary Islamic politics, the call for Shariah does not only or primarily mean mandat-
ing the veiling of women or the use of corporal punishment — it has an essential constitutional
dimension as well. But what is the particular appeal of placing Shariah above ordinary law?

The answer lies in a little-remarked feature of traditional Islamic government: that a state under
Shariah was, for more than a thousand years, subject to a version of the rule of law. And as a rule-of-law
government, the traditional Islamic state had an advantage that has been lost in the dictatorships and
autocratic monarchies that have governed so much of the Muslim world for the last century. Islamic
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government was legitimate, in the dual sense that it generally respected the individual legal rights of its
subjects and was seen by them as doing so. These individual legal rights, known as “the rights of humans”
(in contrast to “the rights of God” to such things as ritual obedience), included basic entitlements to life,
property and legal process — the protections from arbitrary government oppression sought by people all
over the world for centuries.

Of course, merely declaring the ruler subject to the law was not enough on its own; the ruler actu-
ally had to follow the law. For that, he needed incentives. And as it happened, the system of government
gave him a big one, in the form of a balance of power with the scholars. The ruler might be able to use
pressure once in a while to get the results he wanted in particular cases. But because the scholars were
in charge of the law, and he was not, the ruler could pervert the course of justice only at the high cost of
being seen to violate God’s law — thereby undermining the very basis of his rule.

In practice, the scholars’ leverage to demand respect for the law came from the fact that the caliphate
was not hereditary as of right. That afforded the scholars major influence at the transitional moments
when a caliph was being chosen or challenged. On taking office, a new ruler — even one designated
by his dead predecessor — had to fend off competing claimants. The first thing he would need was
affirmation of the legitimacy of his assumption of power. The scholars were prepared to offer just that,
in exchange for the ruler’s promise to follow the law.

Once in office, rulers faced the inevitable threat of invasion or a palace coup. The caliph would
need the scholars to declare a religious obligation to protect the state in a defensive jihad. Having the
scholars on his side in times of crisis was a tremendous asset for the ruler who could be said to follow
the law. Even if the ruler was not law-abiding, the scholars still did not spontaneously declare a sitting
caliph disqualified. This would have been foolish, especially in view of the fact that the scholars had
no armies at their disposal and the sitting caliph did. But their silence could easily be interpreted as an
invitation for a challenger to step forward and be validated.

The scholars’ insistence that the ruler obey Shariah was motivated largely by their belief that it
was God’s will. But it was God’s will as they interpreted it. As a confident, self-defined elite that con-
trolled and administered the law according to well-settled rules, the scholars were agents of stability and
predictability — crucial in societies where the transition from one ruler to the next could be disorderly
and even violent. And by controlling the law, the scholars could limit the ability of the executive to
expropriate the property of private citizens. This, in turn, induced the executive to rely on lawful taxation
to raise revenues, which itself forced the rulers to be responsive to their subjects’ concerns. The scholars
and their law were thus absolutely essential to the tremendous success that Islamic society enjoyed from
its inception into the 19th century. Without Shariah, there would have been no Haroun al-Rashid in
Baghdad, no golden age of Muslim Spain, no reign of Suleiman the Magnificent in Istanbul.

For generations, Western students of the traditional Islamic constitution have assumed that the
scholars could offer no meaningful check on the ruler. As one historian has recently put it, although
Shariah functioned as a constitution, “the constitution was not enforceable,” because neither scholars
nor subjects could “compel their ruler to observe the law in the exercise of government.” But almost no
constitution anywhere in the world enables judges or nongovernmental actors to “compel” the obedience
of an executive who controls the means of force. The Supreme Court of the United States has no
army behind it. Institutions that lack the power of the sword must use more subtle means to constrain
executives. Like the American constitutional balance of powers, the traditional Islamic balance was
maintained by words and ideas, and not just by forcible compulsion.

So today’s Muslims are not being completely fanciful when they act and speak as though Shariah
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can structure a constitutional state subject to the rule of law. One big reason that Islamist political parties
do so well running on a Shariah platform is that their constituents recognize that Shariah once augured a
balanced state in which legal rights were respected.

From Shariah to Despotism

But if Shariah is popular among many Muslims in large part because of its historical association
with the rule of law, can it actually do the same work today? Here there is reason for caution and skep-
ticism. The problem is that the traditional Islamic constitution rested on a balance of powers between a
ruler subject to law and a class of scholars who interpreted and administered that law. The governments
of most contemporary majority-Muslim states, however, have lost these features. Rulers govern as
if they were above the law, not subject to it, and the scholars who once wielded so much influence
are much reduced in status. If they have judicial posts at all, it is usually as judges in the family-law courts.

In only two important instances do scholars today exercise real power, and in both cases we can
see a deviation from their traditional role. The first is Iran, where Ayatollah Khomeini, himself a
distinguished scholar, assumed executive power and became supreme leader after the 1979 revolu-
tion. The result of this configuration, unique in the history of the Islamic world, is that the scholarly
ruler had no counterbalance and so became as unjust as any secular ruler with no check on his
authority. The other is [4]Saudi Arabia, where the scholars retain a certain degree of power. The
unfortunate outcome is that they can slow any government initiative for reform, however minor, but
cannot do much to keep the government responsive to its citizens. The oil-rich state does not need to
obtain tax revenues from its citizens to operate — and thus has little reason to keep their interests in mind.

How the scholars lost their exalted status as keepers of the law is a complex story, but it can be
summed up in the adage that partial reforms are sometimes worse than none at all. In the early 19th
century, the Ottoman empire responded to military setbacks with an internal reform movement. The most
important reform was the attempt to codify Shariah. This Westernizing process, foreign to the Islamic
legal tradition, sought to transform Shariah from a body of doctrines and principles to be discovered by
the human efforts of the scholars into a set of rules that could be looked up in a book.

Once the law existed in codified form, however, the law itself was able to replace the scholars as
the source of authority. Codification took from the scholars their all-important claim to have the
final say over the content of the law and transferred that power to the state. To placate the scholars,
the government kept the Shariah courts running but restricted them to handling family-law matters.
This strategy paralleled the British colonial approach of allowing religious courts to handle matters of
personal status. Today, in countries as far apart as Kenya and [5]Pakistan, Shariah courts still administer
family law — a small subset of their original historical jurisdiction.

Codification signaled the death knell for the scholarly class, but it did not destroy the balance of
powers on its own. Promulgated in 1876, the Ottoman constitution created a legislature composed of
two lawmaking bodies — one elected, one appointed by the sultan. This amounted to the first democratic
institution in the Muslim world; had it established itself, it might have popularized the notion that the
people represent the ultimate source of legal authority. Then the legislature could have replaced the
scholars as the institutional balance to the executive.

But that was not to be. Less than a year after the legislature first met, Sultan Abdulhamid II sus-
pended its operation — and for good measure, he suspended the constitution the following year. Yet
the sultan did not restore the scholars to the position they once occupied. With the scholars out of the
way and no legislature to replace them, the sultan found himself in the position of near-absolute ruler.
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This arrangement set the pattern for government in the Muslim world after the Ottoman empire fell.
Law became a tool of the ruler, not an authority over him. What followed, perhaps unsurprisingly, was
dictatorship and other forms of executive dominance — the state of affairs confronted by the Islamists
who seek to restore Shariah.

A Democratic Shariah?

The Islamists today, partly out of realism, partly because they are rarely scholars themselves, seem
to have little interest in restoring the scholars to their old role as the constitutional balance to the
executive. The Islamist movement, like other modern ideologies, seeks to capture the existing state and
then transform society through the tools of modern government. Its vision for bringing Shariah to bear
therefore incorporates two common features of modern government: the legislature and the constitution.

The mainstream Sunni Islamist position, found, for example, in the electoral platforms of the Mus-
lim Brotherhood in [6]Egypt and the Justice and Development Party in Morocco, is that an elected
legislature should draft and pass laws that are consistent with the spirit of Islamic law. On questions
where Islamic law does not provide clear direction, the democratically chosen legislature is supposed to
use its discretion to adopt laws infused by Islamic values.

The result is a profound change in the theoretical structure underlying Islamic law: Shariah is de-
mocratized in that its care is given to a popularly elected legislature. In [7]Iraq, for example, where the
constitution declares Shariah to be “the source of law,” it is in principle up to the National Assembly to
pass laws that reflect its spirit.

In case the assembly gets it wrong, however, the Islamists often recommend the judicial review of
legislative actions to guarantee that they do not violate Islamic law or values. What is sometimes called
a “repugnancy clause,” mandating that a judicial body overturn laws repugnant to Islam, has made
its way into several recent constitutions that seek to reconcile Islam and democracy. It may be found,
for example, in the Afghan Constitution of 2004 and the Iraqi Constitution of 2005. (I had a small
role advising the Iraqi drafters.) Islamic judicial review transforms the highest judicial body of the
state into a guarantor of conformity with Islamic law. The high court can then use this power to push
for a conservative vision of Islamic law, as in Afghanistan, or for a more moderate version, as in Pakistan.

Islamic judicial review puts the court in a position resembling the one that scholars once occupied.
Like the scholars, the judges of the reviewing court present their actions as interpretations of Islamic law.
But of course the judges engaged in Islamic judicial review are not the scholars but ordinary judges (as
in Iraq) or a mix of judges and scholars (as in Afghanistan). In contrast to the traditional arrangement,
the judges’ authority comes not from Shariah itself but from a written constitution that gives them the
power of judicial review.

The modern incarnation of Shariah is nostalgic in its invocation of the rule of law but forward-
looking in how it seeks to bring this result about. What the Islamists generally do not acknowledge,
though, is that such institutions on their own cannot deliver the rule of law. The executive authority also
has to develop a commitment to obeying legal and constitutional judgments. That will take real-world
incentives, not just a warm feeling for the values associated with Shariah.

How that happens — how an executive administration accustomed to overweening power can be
given incentives to subordinate itself to the rule of law — is one of the great mysteries of constitutional
development worldwide. Total revolution has an extremely bad track record in recent decades, at least in
majority-Muslim states. The revolution that replaced the shah in Iran created an oppressively top-heavy
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constitutional structure. And the equally revolutionary dreams some entertained for Iraq — dreams of a
liberal secular state or of a functioning Islamic democracy — still seem far from fruition.

Gradual change therefore increasingly looks like the best of some bad options. And most of to-
day’s political Islamists — the ones running for office in Morocco or [8]Jordan or Egypt and even Iraq
— are gradualists. They wish to adapt existing political institutions by infusing them with Islamic values
and some modicum of Islamic law. Of course, such parties are also generally hostile to the United States,
at least where we have worked against their interests. (Iraq is an obvious exception — many Shiite
Islamists there are our close allies.) But this is a separate question from whether they can become a force
for promoting the rule of law. It is possible to imagine the electoral success of Islamist parties putting
pressure on executives to satisfy the demand for law-based government embodied in Koranic law. This
might bring about a transformation of the judiciary, in which judges would come to think of themselves
as agents of the law rather than as agents of the state.

Something of the sort may slowly be happening in Turkey. The Islamists there are much more
liberal than anywhere else in the Muslim world; they do not even advocate the adoption of Shariah (a
position that would get their government closed down by the staunchly secular military). Yet their central
focus is the rule of law and the expansion of basic rights against the Turkish tradition of state-centered
secularism. The courts are under increasing pressure to go along with that vision.

Can Shariah provide the necessary resources for such a rethinking of the judicial role? In its essence,
Shariah aspires to be a law that applies equally to every human, great or small, ruler or ruled. No one is
above it, and everyone at all times is bound by it. But the history of Shariah also shows that the ideals of
the rule of law cannot be implemented in a vacuum. For that, a state needs actually effective institutions,
which must be reinforced by regular practice and by the recognition of actors within the system that they
have more to gain by remaining faithful to its dictates than by deviating from them.

The odds of success in the endeavor to deliver the rule of law are never high. Nothing is harder
than creating new institutions with the capacity to balance executive dominance — except perhaps
avoiding the temptation to overreach once in power. In Iran, the Islamists have discredited their faith
among many ordinary people, and a similar process may be under way in Iraq. Still, with all its risks
and dangers, the Islamists’ aspiration to renew old ideas of the rule of law while coming to terms
with contemporary circumstances is bold and noble — and may represent a path to just and legitimate
government in much of the Muslim world.

Noah Feldman, a contributing writer for the magazine, is a law professor at Harvard University
and an adjunct senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations. This essay is adapted from his book
“The Fall and Rise of the Islamic State,” which will be published later this month.

Further Readings:

[9]Riot to remain silent: US tech giant draws anger over behavior-predicting softwareUS defense giant
Raytheon has developed a controversial software that uses social networking sites to track your move-
ments, able to predict where a person will be and their future behavior. The program has drawn criticism
from civil rights groups. 5
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[10]CISPA’s back: Hacking, online espionage resurrect cybersecurity bill [11]Obama to ’bypass
Congress’ on CISPA with cybersecurity executive orderUnable to reach a deal with Congress, President
Obama plans to use his power to exert executive actions against the will of lawmakers. The president
will issue orders addressing controversial topics including cybersecurity. 2
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The List of Articles:

[1]Is your MP on the naughty list?

[2]Big Brother, Big Data and you

[3]Former Labour minister lands £300,000 BBC job: James Purnell faces accusations of bias

[4]PM ’risks ignoring lessons of Iraq’

[5]Litter police to punish spitting in the street with on-the-spot £80 fine

[6]Met officer arrested over alleged leak

[7]Top officer is held over ’unpaid tip to reporter’ as Elveden inquiry expands

[8]Welcome to Britain? Historic police alien registration cards describe migrants as ’dim-witted peasant’,
’self-opinionated Jew’ and ’unintelligent type’

[9]Nato airstrike kills 10 Afghan civilians, including 5 boys, as local government says it was kept in the
dark about attack plans

[10]Canada kills controversial internet surveillance bill

[11]The Shooting Gallery: Obama and the Vanishing Point of Democracy

[12]Zombie law: CISPA cyber bill resurrected from the dead The two US lawmakers responsible for
last year’s failed cybersecurity bill known as CISPA are reintroducing the act, and renewed interest from
Washington means it might have a fighting chance this time at being signed into law. 2

[13]Feds: No armed drones in US, but forget about privacy

[14]Pentagon inks deal for smartphone tool that scans your face, eyes, thumbs

[15]Lifting the Veil of Mirage Democracy in the United States

[16]Wear big handbags, fake tan and giant sunglasses...and breathe in! The tricks women use to look
thinner (and often all at once)

[17]A Court for Targeted Killings [18]

[19]US used ’Christian heavy metal’ to torture Iraqi militants

[20]If You Speak Out, You End Up Here: Hassan Karajeh at Ofer Prison

[21]Tom Engelhardt: A conspiracy of stupidity — War in Context

[22]Secret funds back climate lobby

[23]The Bureau and the Journalist: Victor Riesel’s Secret Relationship With the FBI

[24]The Hurt of Militarized Authoritarianism in Singapore, Afghanistan and the World

[25]The Hubris of the Drones

[26]US government accused of spying on 9/11 attorneysDetainees being held at the Guantanamo Bay
detention facility and their defense attorneys are accusing both the United States government and Gitmo
guards alike this week of infringing on the inmates’ rights by conducting illegal surveillance. 4

[27]I survived the bombing of Dresden – it was a war crime
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[28]FAA takes major step in expanding drone use in AmericaUS President Barack Obama has approved
legislation that is expected to immediately accelerate the use of domestic surveillance drones within the
United States. 4
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2278159/Nato-airstrike-kills-10-Afghan-civilians-including-5-boys-local-government-says-kept-dark-attack-plans.html
http://rt.com/news/canada-kills-surveillance-bill-992/
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http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14533-the-hurt-of-militarized-authoritarianism-in-singapore-afghanistan-and-the-world
http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14533-the-hurt-of-militarized-authoritarianism-in-singapore-afghanistan-and-the-world
http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/14525-the-hubris-of-the-drones
http://rt.com/usa/news/government-guantanamo-spy-gitmo-247/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/15/bombing-dresden-war-crime
http://rt.com/usa/news/faa-drone-aircraft-us-335/
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1.2.11 Sunday Readings: A Collection of News Headlines (2013-02-17 12:26)

Entrapment:

[1]FBI Celebrates Duping Another Mentally Ill Man Into Fake Terror Plot - BlackListedNews.com

Annie Machon’s (ex-MI5 Officer) New Piece:

[2]The End of Privacy and Freedom of Thought?

Civic Watchers On Modern Western Surveillance and Police States:

[3]EPIC Obtains Documents Detailing Data Collection on US Citizens for Counterterrorism Center

[4]EPIC Obtains New Documents About FBI Cellphone Tracking Technology [5]CCTVandalism:
’Camover’ game pokes Big Brother’s eye in Germany

Giving Drones A Humour Side:

[6]Brave New Drones

Unfit Overweight Police:

[7]5,300 police aren’t fit enough to walk the beat: Probe reveals appalling condition of officers... and
now they face stringent new tests and a pay cut if they fail

Modern Concentration Camps for ”Political Dissidents/Whistle-Blowers”:

[8]Ex-CIA Agent, Whistleblower John Kiriakou Sentenced to Prison While Torturers He Exposed Walk
Free

On Torture V. Drones (The New Yorker):

[9]Rationalizing America’s Warsby Jane Mayer

1. http://www.blacklistednews.com/FBI_Celebrates_Duping_Another_Mentally_Ill_Man_Into_Fake_Ter
ror_Plot/24237/0/38/38/Y/M.html
2. http://anniemachon.ch/annie_machon/2013/02/the-end-of-privacy-and-freedom-of-thought.html
3. http://epic.org/2013/02/epic-obtains-documents-detaili.html
4. http://epic.org/2013/02/epic-obtains-new-documents-abo.html
5. http://rt.com/news/cctv-cameras-vandalism-protest-371/
6. http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/02/17/opinion/sunday/opart-brave-new-drones.html?hp
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2279801/5-300-police-arent-fit-walk-beat-MoS-probe-
reveals-appalling-condition-officers--face-stringent-new-tests-pay-cut-fail.html
8. http://www.blacklistednews.com/Ex-CIA_Agent%2C_Whistleblower_John_Kiriakou_Sentenced_to_Pri
son_While_Torturers_He_Exposed_Walk_Free/24271/0/38/38/Y/M.html
9. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/newsdesk/2013/02/torture-and-obamas-drone-program.html
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1.2.12 Is The ”Black Standard” Being Embraced [With Ease] Today As The
Global Muslims/Ummah ”Union Flag/Jack”? (2013-02-17 12:43)

Everywhere one looks nowadays one just can not miss to observe the [proud] flying colours of black
and white flag (so-called ”the black standard”) of the Mujahedin (Muslims Insurgencies and Resistance
Forces), which seems to be slowly growing in popularity, even among the Greater Muslim Ummah
(Muslim public) as a ”rallying flag” for a new [long-term dreamed and desired] Muslim [Islamic] Union
(or to some Khilafah/Caliphate), and away from it’s western attempted representation as a symbol of
violence and ”terror”.

The questions are;

[1] are the long-dreams of Muslims unity finally found their symbolic representation, in this flag
and actors? and

[2] what about the Muslim-Seculars, do these also embrace such a flag with ”Shahada” (there is
no God But Allah, and his Prophet as true messenger) on it (antithetical, seemingly, to their positions)?

[1]

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/17/is-the-black-standard-being-embraced-with-
ease-today-as-the-global-muslimsummah-union-flagjack/islamic_state_of_iraq/#main
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1.2.13 Thurnby Lodge OffenderWalk Free From Court Sentencing (Source: Le-
icester Mercury) (2013-02-18 13:29)

Man avoids jail for placing pig’s head outside Thurnby Lodge community centre

Monday, February 18, 2013

[1]Tim _Healy27

A man who placed a pig’s head outside the front gates of a Thurnby Lodge community centre
used by Muslims has been given a suspended prison sentence.

Liam Ferrar (24) appeared at Leicester Magistrates’ Court today for sentence after he had pleaded
guilty to committing religiously aggravated harassment aimed at the Muslim community.
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1. Liam Ferrar

Ferrars went to Thurnby Lodge Community Centre, in Thurncourt Road, Leicester, in the early hours of
December 26 last year and placed the head by the locked doors.

The head was facing outwards, towards the worshippers from Muslim group As Salaam who ar-
rived at the centre later that morning.

District Judge John Temperley, sentencing Ferrar to 12 weeks in jail suspended for 12 months, he
said: "You were well aware of the significance of your actions.

"You knew that what you did would cause great distress, indeed that was your intention."

He added: "The pig’s head was positioned in such a way that it could not be avoided by all those,
including potentially young children, who had the misfortune to enter the building that morning."

He added: "It is easy to imagine the shock, distress and disgust they would have felt."

He said the harm that his actions caused, committed at a time of demonstrations over the lack of
community facilities, required a custodial sentence.

But Mr Temperley said Ferrar’s remorse, previous good character and work in the local commu-
nity had saved him from going to prison immediately.
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However Ferrar was ordered to complete 250 hours unpaid work.

The court was told that Ferrar had been drinking when he planted the head early on Boxing Day,
December 26.

The court heard that he had acquired it at a wedding barbecue the previous summer, and kept it in
a freezer at his Thurnby Lodge home.

After the hearing lawyer Stephen Morris, for Ferrar, of Brook Road, said: "My client wishes to
apologise to the As Salaam Trust for any distress his actions have caused them. He is deeply sorry for
what he did."

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Tim_Healy27/profile.html
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1.2.14 Our Fee-Based Services (For Fund-Raising Purposes Only) (2013-02-19 11:49)

Assalam Aleikum,

Please have a look at our new fund-raising efforts which are fee-based services rather than mere
direct solicitation (already Muslims are having bad financial days and we intend not to overburden but
to help and empower through our expertise and knowledge).

Please Check It Out and Let Others Know About These Services (we completely depend on these
for survival and growth).

We are providing Academic Support, Fitness Training, Counselling and Leadership Course: see
above page or click the link below for full details.

[1]http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/our-fee-based-services-for-fund- raising-purpose-only/

To get in touch for further enquiries or booking, please email or phone/text Saeed at 07843808545

Jazakallah.

1. file://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/our-fee-based-services-for-fund-raising-purpose-only/
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1.2.15 White Leicester: The Myth of A Multi-Culturally Representative Leices-
ter (Evidence: The Council & Police) (2013-02-20 19:20)

We have continuously stated, with obviousness, how not only Leicester, but also the Greater British
Society in general, is still backward in racial representation within her society’s key post such as the
government, police, judiciary and many other essential facets of running an effective and representative
society.

In this post we present two key evidence (very simple and basic, and directly extracted from the
sources’ own websites and available for public eyes).

[I] Evidence of Non-Representative Council:

First we have from Leicester City Council a document (5-pages pdf: [1]senior management struc-
ture V11) which outlines the structure of the Council’s Organizational Management and Key Staff in
chart-form.

Now what is it one can not fail to observe in studying such a document?

[a] The entire senior management structure of 24 people is completely filled up by white people
with zero ethnics (minus a ”city barrister” whose actual structural placement is ”Corporate Resources
and Support”, that bottom structure, Mr. Kamal Adatia).

[b] Every Outlined Key Departments, four of these (minus aforementioned senior management,
which makes it five), is headed by a senior white person with his or her senior white assistant (and third
person is where you find the ethnics, when one exists)!

[c] Out of 139 personnel identified on that document only 11 are ethnic (and only 3 of these are
Muslims)! Talk About Disproportionate Representation, or lack of it!

[d] Out of those 11 ethnics, these tend mostly to occupy the lower departments roles (with simi-
larly lower role within even these departments, meaning they have white people to answer to and not
vice versa even in these lowest of departments).

Summary of Key Statistics:

Senior Management: 24 Total (24 Whites, 0 Ethnics)

Education & Children’s Services: 18 T (16 Ws, 2 Es)

Adult Social Care, Health and Housing: 25 T (20 Ws, 5 Es)
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City Development and Neighbourhoods: 30 T (29 Ws, 1 E)

Corporate Resources & Support: 32 T (30 Ws, 2 Es)

[II] Evidence From The Police:

Now to the second piece of evidence, courtesy of Leicestershire Police ([2]a 22-pages document).

What does one get out of examining the structure of Our Local Police?

[a] You have to collect and research materials and piece these together from various points to see
the entire structure in fullest.

[b] When collected one will see the entire senior and lower management are completely white not
even a single effort of ’a tiny bit of representation’; for example, the top players, Chief Constable is
Simon Cole, followed by Deputy Simon Edens, and Asst. Ch. Const. Steph Morgan, and even senior
supporting staff are white, Alsion Naylor (HR) and Paul Dawkins (CFO).

[c] When one studies the document one fails to encounter a single reference of the lack of repre-
sentation, or even a mention of ”racial representation”; that, numbers of whites, black etc, Asian,
Muslim and so forth. The document is filled with pies and graphs, charts and so forth but not a single
one on this important aspect.

Now what do you think? Do you still feel ”Represented”? Or Are you coming around the sad re-
ality that you can have a British nationality, passport, birth and so forth, but you will never be ”counted”
or given a chance to be a British!

Now for a selection of this mid-week headlines for you:

[3]Office worker who left pig’s head outside Muslim community centre on Boxing Day is spared jail

[4]459 Leicester City Council staff on £50,000-...

[5]The ’Robocop’ headset that lets police see through walls and identify suspects just by LOOKING at
them

[6]Racism is hurting whites as well, says Doreen: Stephen Lawrence’s mother warns equality is going
’backwards’

[7]Hill staffers often travel on tabs of foreign countries

[8]Is someone scanning the Earth? The mystery of the barcodes painted on the ground across the world

[9]US drones killed more Afghan civilians in 2012 – UN
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[10]Nancy Pelosi says drone strikes on Americans can stay secret

[11]EU agencies to sanction Google over privacy violations

[12]US is major recipient of humanitarian aid from UAE

[13]Think there’s no alternative? Latin America has a few

[14]’Land Grabbing’ Foreign Investors Buy Up Third World Farmland

[15]E.ON lobbied for stiff sentences

[16]Advice for Making Friends Fast: Don’t Overshare

[17]Pull Back | Foreign Affairs

[18]After the Arab Spring: How Al-Jazeera Became A Propaganda Tool For Qatar’s Geopolitical Inter-
ests

[19]Files reveal how FBI tracked Swartz

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/20/white-leicester-the-myth-of-a-multi-cultur
ally-representative-leicester-evidence-the-council-police/senior-management-structure-v11/
2. http://www.leics.police.uk/media/uploads/pcc-gold-v8.pdf
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2280524/Liam-Ferrar-Office-worker-left-pigs-head-ou
tside-Muslim-community-centre-Boxing-Day-spared-jail.html
4. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/459-Leicester-City-Council-staff-50-000-plus/story-18
199844-detail/story.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2281020/The-robocop-headset-lets-police-roun
d-corners-theyve-beaten-Google-release-it.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2281445/Racism-hurting-whites-says-Doreen-Stephen-L
awrences-mother-warns-equality-going-backwards.html
7. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/congressional-staffers-often-travel-on-tabs-of-forei
gn-governments/2013/02/17/25e39938-7625-11e2-8f84-3e4b513b1a13_story.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2280445/The-mysterious-barcodes-painted-grou
nd-world-actually-used-calibrate-airborne-cameras.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/news/us-drones-afghan-casualties-631/
10. http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/feb/18/pelosi-obama-doesnt-have-confess-drone-kill
s/
11. http://www.france24.com/en/20130218-eu-take-action-google-privacy-violations-cnil
12. http://rt.com/usa/news/us-aid-uae-joplin-526/
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/19/no-alternative-latin-america-has-a-few
14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/foreign-investors-are-buying-up-farmland-in-third
-world-a-884306.html
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2013/feb/19/eon-lobbied-miliband-sentences-kingsnorth
16. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323495104578312063587168922.html?mod=WSJ_hp_E
urope_EditorsPicks
17. http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/138466/barry-r-posen/pull-back?page=show
18. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/10862
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/feb/19/aaron-swartz-fbi-tracked-classified-docume
nts
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Rise of Islamophobia In UK Soars & Soars: New VIDEO & PICS of a Broad-Day Assault On A Muslim-Sister
(16yo) In London (Punched & Left Unconscious) | Jerusalem Group (2015-09-08 06:41:19)
[…] and all that BS over 95 per cent on the list are whites. Check out our old post with evidence here and […]

[[UPDATED]] Rise of Islamophobia In UK Soars & Soars: New VIDEO & PICS of a Broad-Day Assault On A
Muslim-Sister (16yo) In London (Punched & Left Unconscious) | Jerusalem Group (2015-09-20 10:09:40)
[…] and all that BS over 95 per cent on the list are whites. Check out our old post with evidence here and […]

White Leicester/Britain [Part II]: Senior Muslim Police Evidence & Others | Jerusalem Group (2013-02-21
11:42:12)
[...] post is an extension of the last night’s (Weds 20th Feb 2013) post, which examined the myth of a ”propor-
tionally representative” multicultural [...]
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1.2.16 White Leicester/Britain [Part II]: Senior Muslim Police Evidence & Oth-
ers (2013-02-21 11:42)

This post is an extension of the last night’s (Weds 20th Feb 2013) [1]post, which examined the myth
of a ”proportionally representative” multicultural Leicester/Britain, by showing, supported with hard
evidence, that Britain is still ruled and run by white-majority in many sectors, especially those key to
running the nation (yesterday we provided the evidence for Leicester City Council and Police).

In short and to the point, this critical societal [and political] issue of misrepresentation does de-
feats two key critical issues at social, political, economic and cultural levels;

[1] The ever pronounced need for integration into a Greater British Society for non-whites.

The question here is:

How can one integrate into a society which bars one from really participating in the running and
effecting the workings and progress of such a society?

[2] The so-called ”dependency culture” of the minorities, especially, and recently the claims of
Muslims on ”[2]Jihad Seekers Allowance” (The Daily Telegraph), not wanting to work, apparently but
living off the state ”while preparing to wage holy war” (the usual [3]Islamophobia hysteria within the
British, and general western, media).

The question here is:

How can minorities get away from ”dependency” if they never get ”equal opportunity” to com-
pete and secure more ”dream jobs” (with affordability for living) at higher ends, and forced, with all
their over-educated degrees, to doing boring, manual, insecure, temporary, non-degree ”crap-jobs”?

Now before the interview is to be reprinted here we can point out also that every other key institu-
tions, not just in Leicester but in Greater Britain as well, are dominated totally (i.e. 100 per cent) by
whites. Take the Leicester Case for example, from local Media (Leicester Mercury and BBC Leicester),
to Emergency Services (Fire) to Health Services (NHS), to Schools, Colleges and Universities, Banking
and Financial, to even Sports (Leicester Tigers and Foxes), and to local Territorial Army outfits (III
Royal Anglians Ulverscroft-based and Yeomanry at South Wigston), all these are white-dominated
institutions!

The Interview (The Guardian):

[4]
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Senior Asian police officer retires after promotion snub over media skills

Chief superintendent Dal Babu walks out after 30 years service lamenting a failure ’to replicate the
communities we serve’

• [5]Sandra Laville, crime correspondent

• [6]The Guardian, Monday 4 February 2013

Met police chief superintendent Dal Babu said there was a lack of will to change within the police service.
Photograph: Martin Godwin

One of the most senior Asian policemen in the country is quitting the service on Monday after being
rejected for promotion to chief officer rank.

Chief Superintendent Dal Babu speaks four languages, has been awarded the OBE, holds a mas-
ter’s degree and is responsible for soaring public confidence ratings in the [7]London borough of Harrow
he runs, but was considered unsuitable to assume chief officer rank because his media interview skills
were not deemed good enough.

Babu, 49, has been a prominent and eloquent spokesman for Muslim [8]police officers with wide
public exposure, including being interviewed by John Humphrys on the Today programme.
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He was refused a place on the strategic command course for the next generation of chief consta-
bles despite repeated public pronouncements by the Association of Chief Police Officers (Acpo) about
the need to improve diversity in police leadership, of whom just 2.8 % are from black or minority ethnic
backgrounds.

This year there are no black or minority ethnic officers on the course and chief officers admit the
[9]service is in the grip of a diversity crisis.

Babu, who joined the Metropolitan police in 1983, warns in an interview with the Guardian that
the poor representation of ethnic minorities in the police service is going to get worse, particularly in
senior roles. He says the responsibility for improving diversity lies squarely with chiefs and reveals there
are pockets within the police that are still white male bastions – including specialist CID departments
and firearms units........ [10]CONTINUE HERE.

Finally the usual great articles:

Apparently, according to The Guardian today British Police ”[11]sides with EDF (NOT EDL) Our
Apologises”. Also, the [12]British PM unapologetic on British Imperial Crimes on visit to Indian site of
great British Holocaust/Massacre of locals. And lastly for the day, the usual British Racism as exhibited
by the highest family of the state, the [13]Royal Prince remarks towards a Filipino nurse.

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/20/white-leicester-the-myth-of-a-multi-cultur
ally-representative-leicester-evidence-the-council-police/
2. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/9875954/Muslim-preacher-urges-followers-to-claim-Jihad-Seek
ers-Allowance.html
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/01/from-the-guardian-uk-british-media-the-per
petuation-of-islamophobism/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/sandralaville
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/london
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/police
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jan/27/law-police-diversity
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/04/senior-asian-policeman-quits-met/print
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/feb/20/activists-police-edf-law-suit
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2281422/My-pride-British-Empire-says-David-Cameron-
India-But-PM-stops-short-giving-apology-1919-massacre-Amritsar.html
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2281771/The-Philippines-half--youre-running-NHS-Gaf
fe-prone-Duke-Edinburgh-cracks-nurse-joke-hospital-ceremony.html

Rise of Islamophobia In UK Soars & Soars: New VIDEO & PICS of a Broad-Day Assault On A Muslim-Sister
(16yo) In London (Punched & Left Unconscious) | Jerusalem Group (2015-09-08 06:41:21)
[…] Table of the highest paid Leicester City Council staff | Leicester Mercury : the single important observation
here is that in a city deemed a model of ”diversity and multicultural and equal opportunities’ and all that BS over
95 per cent on the list are whites. Check out our old post with evidence here and here. […]
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[[UPDATED]] Rise of Islamophobia In UK Soars & Soars: New VIDEO & PICS of a Broad-Day Assault On A
Muslim-Sister (16yo) In London (Punched & Left Unconscious) | Jerusalem Group (2015-09-20 10:09:43)
[…] Table of the highest paid Leicester City Council staff | Leicester Mercury : the single important observation
here is that in a city deemed a model of ”diversity and multicultural and equal opportunities’ and all that BS over
95 per cent on the list are whites. Check out our old post with evidence here and here. […]
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1.2.17 Our Published Paper: Do You Legitimize The Existence of A ”Jewish
State”? (2013-02-22 13:49)

A Foreword:

This paper is reprinted after the events surrounding Respect Party MP George Galloway’s refusal
to debate a Jew because he stood on his principles of not appearing to legitimize the existence (by
recognition) of a ”Jewish State” in Palestine.

The paper examines the almost two-third control of key western media and entertainment indus-
tries by Jews (with agenda to soften perceptions on ”Jewish State” Existence and Recognition), the
Hitler’s Fear and Warning.

We at Jerusalem Group/HMCO completely stand firm on our arguments (supported by evidence)
as presented on the paper (reprinted here).

The new published paper is an extension of an original post that appeared here (go here).

The Published Paper:

Do You Legitimize the existence of a ”Jewish State”?

There exist a little linguistic trap which I refer to as ”Wittgenstein’s Ontological Trap” (hereafter,
WOT), the name is in reference to a twentieth century Austrian philosopher, Ludwig Wittgenstein, who
inspired what was to be the ”Vienna School”.

In short, Wittgenstein argued that, words are meaningless unless individual words are paired in
reference to an object; in other words, humans give meaning to objects and ideas by naming them, and
accepting such given-names.

Are you following?

Lets try another approach.

Within the sub-branch of the field of philosophy there exist the branch of the ’philosophy of reli-
gion’, and within this field the hottest old-aged debate can be found in the epistemological question
surrounding the existence of god: Does God Exist? Those who claim in favour of the idea of the
existence of an-all-powerful and knowing being preferred to using an ontological-tautological approach
to logical-reasoning which essentially goes likes this, that God exists, and here is a point to follow,
because if he didn’t then humans would have not invented the name of ”God” (Jehovah, Allah, Holy
Father and so forth).

Premise One [P1]: I believe in God
Premise Two [P2]: I believe in Something Called God
Conclusion: Since I believe in God, and I have a Name for that which I call God, then God Must Exist!

Are you still following?

In other words, by giving something a NAME, we, humans, then legitimize that OBJECT’s exis-
tence and function. This is why we are all legitimises in the existence of a ”Jewish State” that is in reality
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only a myth, this is the point of the present article, which calls for an end to ”unconscious collective
legitimisation” of Palestine-Jews (which should be the primary reference) claims of a ”statehood”
in Palestine, called ”Israel” (Hereafter, it will never be repeated in full, but only represented by an
open-and-closed ”I”)

[Fact One for Readers]:

The earlier Jewish lobbyists, founded within the European-based Jewish Agency, actually wanted
to claim a piece of territory within the lands of Latin America, in particular closer to the borders of
Argentina as their own ”Holy Land”, and not Palestine, go and read the first manual written by Weissman,
seen as an important document by many Palestine-Jews.

Anyway, back to our troubling linguistic trap, of WOT, which throughout many studies has been
well-discussed in depth by many philosophers, theologians, psychologists and even communications
specialists (that, propagandists, public relations, advertising and marketing specialists who uses the
trap to sell or persuade, or change people perceptions of brands or other people or events). For those
interested with further readings, go out and find the works written by either Derrida, Foucault, Sartre,
Beaudriaulle or even by psychologists, especially in the fields of neuro-linguistics (Chomsky), or
cognitive psychology or general psycho-analysis.

[Fact Two For Readers]:

The field of psychology is a Cultic ”self-proclaimed scientific” field dominated by Jews, and to
understand the significance of this statement please continue reading, which one would see it is used to
unconsciously shape your ways of thinking about many things, this fact borders on conspiracy, but I will
give you an example that no one else dare to give you, but some few powerful people have done so, and
since they had pointed out a devious truth, they were finally not spoken of any more: as the truth can
not frequently be repeated as it might just find a receptive-ears, that supporters who will destroyed the
whole agenda.

Anyway back again to our linguistics and to the point.

You see, dear readers, by ever referring to modern ”Jewish State” by it’s signified-name [that ”I”],
and by constantly reprinting and displaying for all to see their ”statehood” symbols like their ”national”
flags, we all, sadly, have fallen unconsciously into depths of the ”Wittgenstein’s Ontological Trap”,
and we have all become the ”accidental legitimizing parties and apologists” for the existence of such a
”state” in Palestine (a land rightfully belong to the local Palestinian-Arabs, Palestinian-Jews, Palestinian-
Christians but not ’all Jews’), while at the same time finding ourselves challenging the same claims of a
”statehood”.

I hope now you are all following well my point of argument?

The point is simply that by accepting the ”signification” (as Derrida and others would state, in ref-
erence to what the object is called or referred to as by it’s signifier, that the person who gave it a name) as
”I”, that a natural ”Jewish State”, we are then unable to get ourselves out of own contradictory dilemma,
as on the one hand we fervently proclaim non-acceptance to the existence of ”I” (an ”Independent and
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Legitimate Jewish State” in Palestine), while on the other we unconsciously helping to ”brain-washing”,
and thus legitimising, the Jews claims of a ”state”, by replaying the ”symbols of statehood existence”.
This is why above I made the reference of a Jewish-dominated field of psychology, as well as mass
communications, for example, Freud, was the founder and cult leader of the field of psychology, in
a sense, and his little American-Cousin Edward Barnes, was equally an innovative founder himself
of another ”mass brain-washing practises” today known as either Public Relations, Advertisement,
Marketing or mere Mass Communications, and while Dr. Goebbel, another Jew, was a master-teacher
of propaganda.

[Fact Three For Readers]:

Adolf Hitler was right (even when many claim he was more paranoid than being real) when he
warned of the ”Great Jewish Global Agenda for Mastery” of souls and minds of the masses of the world.
He warned that the Jews had set out to control the instruments of ”mass communications” (of course on
top of Banking Structures, the instruments of financial and political power) for their own interests. And
as we can observe directly from psychology to entertainment industries, today the Jews dominate these
sectors of the economies.

Here is unavoidable and observable fact: in today’s US film and Television, as well as the general
news media/press industries, that almost completely at a 90 per cent dominance, these are owned by
Jews, even Rupert Murdoch, an International Media Mogul, recently was [1]caught out on a social
media, twitter, raising his concerns in open about this new trend (which started long time ago) of the
dominance of these key industries, that media and entertainment, with ease reach and ability to shape
and influence mass perceptions and thoughts (or brain-washing or social engineering), by the Jews. You
still want viable evidence. Go home and watch any program or films, or even news channels, you will
see yourself getting ”taught”, of course in an ”entertaining ways”, the key ”ways” of the Judaism cultural
characteristics and practises; with frequently repeated references to ”Bar Mitzvah, or ”Krav Maga”, or
their ”fun little pronunciations of gentile words”, like ”schtick”, etc.

This little ”fun way to teaching” secretly, or brainwashing, of the Jewish culture and beliefs into
global masses is based on the idea championed by Freud himself, in his work ”Civilisation”, stating that
through the use of ’Humour’ people can communicate unhindered their racial attitudes (all programmes
when examined, the Jews, writers or actors, make liberally fun of others races; in other words, they
get away with racism because it is in within the context of ”entertainment” and ”comedy” etc), their
aggressions and their hatred of others and so forth, a practise that is central to Jews, hence they have,
throughout history, dominated ”the entertainment industry” with comedians and writers, or in the old
age through court-jesters and so forth. A TV programme to watch for example, might be The Larry
David’s show, Curb Your Enthusiasm (for special episode on ”the take on Palestine-Jews question watch
Series 10 episode 4 or 5, with the ”[2]Palestinian Chicken Cafe”, and be amazed at what they can get
out of by claiming it is all for ”entertainment”!).

In short, we must all stop referring and re-legitimising a Jewish ”statehood” claims by accepting
their significations or symbolisms of ”a nation” name (”I”) or a ”national flags”, ”borders” and so
forth. The ”non-existence state” of Jews should not be given too much ”air time” or ”validification”,
by constant reference, but should be ”silenced across the media”, and only discussed when they did
something very naughty. The truth is the Palestine-Jews (what should be the most common reference,
rather than ”I”) themselves have always understood the truth of the nature of their affairs in Palestine, as
temporal leasing, that they are only there and surviving because of the fortune of their powerful masters
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in the west, the very same gentile they have always despised and hated, first through the ”good-will”
of the British, even after fighting against them, then since post-WWII it has been in the good favour
of the US, and now they are courting the ”good grace” of a rising new powers of EU and NATO
structures/alliances; even Henry Kissinger, vehemently Pro-Jew, the person most responsible in assuring
that the US took over ”protectorate role of Palestine-Jews” after the British power waned, recently, that
last year in October, was quoted to have said the [3]”Jewish
[4]State” has only a decade left in ”her existence as a state” in the region, that Palestine!

To sum, let us all stop legitimising the ”statehood” claims of the Palestine-Jews, and find ways to
re-intellectualise the discourse around the issue.

1. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11/17/rupert-murdoch-tweets-jewish-newspapers-israel_n_2
152490.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/tv-and-radio/tvandradioblog/2011/oct/02/curb-your-enthusiasm-seri
es-eight
3. http://www.worldtribune.com/2012/10/22/kissinger-on-israels-coming-demise-senile-prophetic-
or-merely-pragmatic/
4. http://www.worldtribune.com/2012/10/22/kissinger-on-israels-coming-demise-senile-prophetic-
or-merely-pragmatic/

Chris McGreal On The Guardian: On Pro-Jewish American/Western Media (MUST READ)!!! | Jerusalem Group
(2014-08-01 10:25:15)
[…] Before reading the original articles printed today on the Guardian online, please note we have changed all
wordings of ”claimed and named Jewish state” (starts with the I). For those who have followed this blog and our
politics will appreciate the reasoning behind this as we argue and see that by giving something a name it is a
means of legitimizing it’s existence and ‘claimed rights of statehood’ see this old post. […]

Seth MacFarlane (Creator of Family Guy..) On Oscars’ Night: Jews Control Hollywood! | Jerusalem Group
(2013-02-27 11:57:05)
[...] (news and communications included) industries, and we gave few evidences (see the post below or click here
to go [...]
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1.2.18 Weekend Readings: A Selection of Interesting Headlines (2013-02-23 15:46)

[1]Galloway shuns debate with Israeli

[2]George Galloway storms out of Oxford University: ’I don’t recognise Israel and I don’t debate with
Israelis’ | Mail Online

[3]Galloway shuns debate with Israeli

[4]Police secretly kept body parts of 90 children

[5]The ghetto families on 10p an hour making party gifts for Kate’s mum’s £30million business empire

[6]PIPES: When burqas become accessories to crime

[7]‘Land Grabbing’: Foreign Investors Buy Up Third World Farmland

[8]‘New race for colonies begins in Africa’

[9]Is Britain’s arms trade making a killing? | World news | The Guardian

[10]The Secret Rise of 21st Century Democracy

[11]DSK’s ex-lover brands him ’king of the pigs’ who would have turned Elysee Palace into a swingers’
club if elected president

[12]Dominique Strauss-Kahn: ‘Half man, half pig’?

[13]Is Ted Cruz the New McCarthy?by Jane Mayer

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/feb/21/george-galloway-debate-israeli-oxford
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2282261/George-Galloway-storms-Oxford-University-I-
dont-recognise-Israel-I-dont-debate-Israelis.html#socialLinks
3. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/02/22/290240/galloway-shuns-debate-with-israeli/
4. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9887514/Police-secretly-kept-body-part
s-of-90-children-and-babies.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2283104/Kate-Middletons-family-business-The-ghetto-
families-10p-hour-making-party-gifts-Carole-Middletons-30m-business-empire-Party-Pieces.html
6. http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/feb/21/when-burqas-become-accessories-to-crime/
7. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/10872
8. http://rt.com/op-edge/french-troops-colonies-africa-205/
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/feb/18/britains-arms-trade-making-killing?INTCMP=SRCH
10. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14649-the-secret-rise-of-21st-century-democracy
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2282716/DSKs-ex-lover-brands-king-pigs-turned-Elyse
e-Palace-swingers-club-elected-president.html
12. http://www.france24.com/en/20130221-strauss-kahn-pig-marcela-iacub-france-nouvel-observateu
r
13. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/02/ted-cruz-sees-red-not-crimson-at-harv
ard.html
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1.2.19 Seth MacFarlane (Creator of Family Guy..) On Oscars’ Night: Jews Con-
trol Hollywood! (2013-02-27 11:57)

Recently we wrote, a controversial seemingly to some who still prefer to bury their heads in the sands
rather than bravely tell the truth as it is, that the Jews do control key major, or rather very critical and
strategic sectors of global finances, banking and entertainment (news and communications included)
industries, and we gave few evidences (see the post below or [1]click here to go directly).

On recent Oscar nights (American Hollywood major award event) the host, Messr. Seth MacFar-
lane, ”hinted comically” (using the Jews favored tactic of hiding racism and other mischievous under
the veil of ”entertainment” as we argued on the aforementioned post above) how in order ”to work in
Hollywood today one must be a Jew”! See this newspaper article (and at the end a list of highly selected
and recommended readings for your educational purpose from world of newspapers and international
media):

The Article:

Who can talk about Jews controlling Hollywood?

by Paul Woodward on February 26, 2013 Source: [2]War In Context

Like most Iranians, I didn’t watch the Oscars and I haven’t seen the winner of Best Picture, [3]Argo.
And like the attendees of a recent conference in Tehran on “Hollywoodism”, I share the view that the
American film industry exerts political influence — it is not just part of the entertainment business.

A [4]New York Times report on the conference quoted Nader Talebzadeh, an Iranian-American
filmmaker:

To Mr. Talebzadeh, it was clear that “Argo” was part of a larger plan by the American
entertainment industry to remind a younger generation of the 1979 Iranian hostage crisis.
“It’s the only example of aggression they have against Iran,” he said. “ ‘Argo’ just tears open
the wounds in order to prepare the minds. This movie is no coincidence. Timing matters.”

Ben Affleck probably didn’t set out to demonize Iran and I don’t think Hollywood is quite as ideolog-
ically organized as Talebzadeh suggests. Even so, Argo’s producers could hardly have been oblivious
to the fact that at a time when Iran is being demonized, it would not be hard to find support for a
thriller in which Iranian revolutionaries threaten American lives. And it would not be unreasonable to
expect that such support would come from, among others, Zionists. And yet there remain strong taboos
around raising the topic of Jews and Hollywood as this year’s Academy Awards ceremony host, Seth
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MacFarlane, [5]found out.

Seth MacFarlane found himself at the centre of more scandal on Monday in the wake of his
controversial hosting of the Oscars.

The Family Guy comedian caused outrage among viewers when his Ted alter-ego took to
the stage at Sunday night’s ceremony with Mark Wahlberg, and told his co-star that if he
‘wants to work in this town’ he’s got to be Jewish.

MacFarlane’s Ted then added to Wahlberg: ‘I was born Theodore Shapiro and I would like
to donate to Israel and continue to work in Hollywood forever.’

But the gags, which came as the pair presented the award for Best Sound Mixing and
Best Sound Editing, weren’t received well by many Jewish rights groups, with the comedian
labelled ‘offensive, unfunny and inappropriate’.

Abraham Foxman, National Director of the Anti-Defamation League, said in a state-
ment: ‘While we have come to expect inappropriate “Jews control Hollywood” jokes from
Seth MacFarlane, what he did at the Oscars was offensive and not remotely funny.

‘It only reinforces stereotypes which legitimize anti-Semitism. It is sad and disheart-
ening that the Oscars awards show sought to use anti-Jewish stereotypes for laughs.’

The League’s Founder and Dean, Rabbi Marvin Hier, added: ‘The Oscars are trans-
mitted to every corner of the globe, even to such places where such hateful myths are
believed as fact.

‘Every comedian is entitled to wide latitude, but no one should get a free pass for
helping to promote anti-Semitism.’

[6]Mira Sucharov writes:

The old anti-Semitic canards about Jews controlling Hollywood, cavorting in secret cabals
and beset by dual loyalties are so shopworn as to no longer be funny. And the jokes are all
the more risky coming from someone who isn’t himself part of the given community…

But [7]J.J. Goldberg points out:

[O]bjecting to the myth that Jews control Hollywood raises serious questions of definition. If
anybody can genuinely be said to control Tinseltown, it’s probably the 25 people who run the
12 main film studios — that is, the chairman (in one case, two co-chairmen) and president of
each. Of those 25, 21 are Jewish, or 84 %. That’s simple math. You could define “control”
differently — throw in the top agents and producers, leading directors, most bankable stars
and so on — and the proportion of Jews would drop, but it probably wouldn’t get down
anywhere near the 50 % mark.
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[8]Philip Weiss says:

The issue in my mind is whether we’re all grownup enough to talk about these things without
having pogroms, and I think we are. I’ve written here before that Jewish kinship networks are
important professionally; most of my work in journalism has come from Jews with whom
I share culture and language (very much the way [9]Jodi Kantor got her job at the New
York Times). People have a right to discuss these matters in a critical manner: in the ’60s
sociologist E. Digby Baltzell, himself a WASP, helped break down Protestant discrimination
against Jews in board rooms and back rooms with a [10]book bewailing discrimination called
The Protestant Establishment: Aristocracy and Caste in America. Nick Lemann also ascribed
a religious character to that former establishment when he called it “the Episcopacy” [11]in
his book on the meritocracy. So — what’s good for the goose… Lately Ron Unz, a Jewish
meritocrat himself, [12]published a study, The Myth of the American Meritocracy, saying
that the Ivy Leagues, which he calls “the funnel” for the ruling elite, have student bodies that
are 25 percent Jewish in some large part because Jews in the college admissions are looking
for people like themselves. When he spoke at Yale in January, and a Southern Baptist in
the audience questioned him, Unz established that there were two Southern Baptists in the
audience, and said they ought to be better represented in the Ivy’s. He believes Jews are
empowered and secure enough in a diverse liberal society to have this conversation. So do
I.

Did MacFarlane stoke controversy just for alluding to the fact that Jews control Hollywood, or was the
line he crossed one that is laid down specifically for gentiles? If as Weiss says, Jews are ready to have
this conversation, is this supposed to be a conversation among Jews or can anyone join in?

Ironically, if people like Abe Foxman had a little more humor and sophistication and a lot less ap-
petite to gag their critics, they would have seized on the fact that MacFarlane was free to make his joke
— proof, arguably, that Jews don’t control Hollywood.

The List of Selected Articles:

[13]Accusations of bias against ethnic minority applicants

[14]MPs’ computers used to access porn sites, including foot and fat fetishism, more than 2,500 times

[15]Police officer ’sold seized drugs’

[16]Leicester mayor Sir Peter Soulsby accused of...

[17]Osborne hasn’t just failed – this is an economic disaster

[18]A World Without Work - NYTimes.com

[19]Study ties black-white wealth gap to stubborn disparities in real estate

[20]Is the US maintaining death squads and torture militias in Afghanistan? | Glenn Greenwald | Com-
ment is free | guardian.co.uk
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[21]Afghan government accuses US special forces of civilian death and torture | World news |
guardian.co.uk

[22]UK spends fortune on army ‘as if it still had Empire’ — RT Op-Edge

[23]Supreme Court shields warrantless eavesdropping law from constitutional challenge

[24]US Supreme Court refuses to let Americans challenge FISA eavesdropping law

[25]Room for Debate: Is the Voting Rights Act Dated?

[26]The Riddle of the Human Species - NYTimes.com

[27]US Internet providers start spy program to stop file-sharing — RT USA

[28]Women want to talk about their problems... men just want more sex: The truth about relationship
counselling

[29]Even if Iran gets the Bomb, it won’t be worth going to war

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/22/our-published-paper-do-you-legitimize-the-
existence-of-a-jewish-state/
2. http://warincontext.org/
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argo_%282012_film%29
4. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/19/world/middleeast/stung-by-argo-iran-backs-conference-decr
ying-hollywoodism.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2284590/Seth-MacFarlane-blasted-Jewish-groups-
offensive-inappropriate-Oscars-jokes.html
6. http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/02/25/why-oscars-ted-jokes-really-were-bad-for-j
ews.html
7. http://blogs.forward.com/forward-thinking/171900/-questions-for-the-oscars/
8. http://mondoweiss.net/2013/02/controversy-oscar-hollywood.html
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jodi_Kantor
10. http://www.amazon.com/Protestant-Establishment-Aristocracy-Caste-America/dp/0300038186
11. http://www.amazon.com/Big-Test-History-American-Meritocracy/dp/B009F7QH6K
12. http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/the-myth-of-american-meritocracy/
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2013/feb/26/oxford-university-ethnic-minority-applicant
s
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2283598/MPs-computers-used-access-porn-sites-includ
ing-foot-fat-fetishism-2-500-times.html
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/feb/26/police-officer-selling-seized-drugs
16. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Leicester-mayor-Sir-Peter-Soulsby-accused/story-18247
266-detail/story.html
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/26/george-osborne-has-not-just-failed
18. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/24/opinion/sunday/douthat-a-world-without-work.html?hp&_r=0
19. http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/study-ties-black-white-wealth-gap-to-stubbor
n-disparities-in-real-estate/2013/02/26/8b4b3f50-8035-11e2-b99e-6baf4ebe42df_story.html
20. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/26/afghanistan-death-squads-torture-milita
s
21. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/feb/24/afghanistan-us-special-forces-civilian-death
22. http://rt.com/op-edge/Britain-Afghanistan-military-money-271/
23. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/26/supreme-court-eavesdropping-law-doj-arg
ument
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24. http://rt.com/usa/scotus-FISA-FAA-surveillance-483/
25. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/02/24/is-the-voting-rights-act-still-needed
26. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/02/24/the-riddle-of-the-human-species/?hp
27. http://rt.com/usa/six-strikes-program-begins-434/
28. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2284118/Relate-report-Women-want-discuss-problems
-men-just-want-sex-Mend-relationship-thinking-like-partner.html
29. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/9892742/Even-if-Iran-gets-the-Bomb-it-wont-be-wort
h-going-to-war.html

Forced Out Of The Shadows: The Unplanned Unveiling of the Jews Hold [& Control] of The Hollywood (We
All Already Know About The Media, Politics & Money) | Jerusalem Group (2014-08-16 12:24:37)
[…] Seth MacFarlane during the Oscar speech mentioned – apparently originally intended to be more comical
‘though perhaps with essence of truth’ – that ”If you are not a Jew or does not know a Jew or support Jews then
your acting career has zero-chance”, so to speak (click this old post). […]
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1.2.20 ”....AndTheWarGoesOn”: OurChoice of February 2013Winning Photo
(2013-02-28 11:23)

[1]

Newspaper Articles of Interest:

[2]How snooping customs staff secretly search your luggage: Covert checks to look for excess alcohol
and tobacco

[3]Scrap ’dangerous and unnecessary’ secret justice bill, hundreds of lawyers and QCs urge the Govern-
ment

[4]The Stone: Dependents of the State

[5]‘Che dreamed of united Latin America standing strong against the US’ – Guevara’s daughter

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/28/the-war-goes-on-our-choice-of-february-201
3-winning-photo/alsharia/#main
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2285691/How-snooping-customs-staff-secretly-search-
luggage-Covert-checks-look-excess-alcohol-tobacco.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2285603/Scrap-dangerous-unnecessary-secret-justice-
hundreds-lawyers-QC-urge-Government.html
4. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/02/26/dependents-of-the-state/?hp
5. http://rt.com/op-edge/che-guevara-united-latin-america-464/
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1.3.1 [[UPDATED Saturday]] Hey Muslims, Is The Message Received?:
The Case of Loughborough ”Counter-Terror” ”Arrests” of Muslim
TEENAGERS (under 17s) & The Secret of Invisible Long-Arm of Law Ex-
plained (2013-03-01 12:52)

Loughborough ”Counter-Terror Arrests” Explained

The recent announced ”[1]counter-terror arrest” by Leicestershire Police supporting Manchester
”Counter-Terror” Unit in Loughborough of a three under 17’s young Muslims teenage-boys in Loughbor-
ough is something out of a comic book, though one with a consciously designed and specifically-targeted
desperate message which goes like this: we are still watching you Muslims-lot and your ”trouble-making”
perceived agendas. You got to toilet, we can smell the s**t; you fart we can smell the s**t; you ..............
(the myth of an all-seeing eye and invisibility of security services, demystified below in some details,
keep on reading).

The Objectives & Target-Specific Message/Signaling of the ”Arrests”:

In short, the ”arrests” was undoubtedly intended as a specific-group targeting message to [a] the
specific young Muslims civil activists, [b] the general Muslim communities in and around the Le-
icestershire regions, and [c] probably, though less important but extra added value, of the services
self-marketing value in just about time closer to budget and fiscal approximations, of the local Police
forces and their need to show that they still need the funds ”because even in and around the peaceful
Leicestershire ”terrorism” is an issue, apparently” (the modern version of ”cry reds threat and their
communists fifth estates” during the Cold War Era, and thus avoid suffering the harsh austerity mea-
sures/cuts already preplanned and approved by central government).

Our Advice to Innocent Leicestershire Muslims:

So the advice will be: Go on with your life and your activisms, or whatever. Don’t fear the ”in-
timidating messages and signals” (the normal psychological operations, as usual part of the package
when ”dealing” with ”criminal activities or resistance”; or in reality, when dealing with voices for
change against preexisting status quo) from your police and other security services, most of which are
”made up not real arrests”, as this one in Loughborough has all the characteristics of being of such a
nature, as already [a] ”suspects” are ”out on bail” (mmm?), and observe the so-reported ”operational
time-line” from ”sting to arrest”, too short for ”counter-terror” activities and so forth.

Summary:

To close off, the question is: Hey Muslims, Is the Message Received? Are you still well put in
your ”fear factor box” (being a good blindly obedient Muslim who live in Orwell’s world of ”Ignorance
is Knowledge, War is Peace and Freedom is Slavery”)? Or are you going to keep those two-fingers still
high (for up yours fascists and continue to tell it as it is against all odds)?

The Apparent Charges:

Possessing ”criminal reading materials”. Remember what are the characteristics of a Fascist State
are, one of principal one is banning or controlling reading materials. Followed by ”non-clarified” nature
of ”suspected materials”, etc.
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In other words, if a Muslim, brother or a sister, and just raised a ”red flag” of having downloaded
”anarchists cookbook” or any other materials ”deemed suspicious” for either [a] professional reasons, as
an expert or a student, researcher etc, on the subject, or [b] for general interests and curiosity, then you
will probably be ”charged” by undertaking such acts; which in itself begs the question: how did you
”know”, I am Muslim, living in specific address etc, just downloaded or acquired such a material? The
illegal and unlimited powers possessed by these actor before even the so-called ”Snoopers Charters”
is passed. Even the observations and readings of such legal precedents as ”RIPA” (Regulations on
Investigative Procedures Acts) is full of jargon which when summed up comes to an obvious point: the
power to decide right or wrong, what is suspect or not, what is legal or not, blah blah blah is down not
to rule of law (the over-sold cornerstone of democracy) but of state police and security services, which
means everyone, and especially Muslims are under, that living in a, Surveillance State (Welcome to the
Great Britain, Folks!).

How to Get The Truth?

Are the ”arrests” real, and how these happened? Wait for more details coming through via news-
paper and media channels, and then investigate these by following up on the names of the ”suspects”
released (usually they don’t when it is ”invented arrests”, they just suspect A or B etc), and then go to
Loughborough and find these or of similar names, etc......

Explaining The Secrets of the ”Invisible Long-Arm of Law”:

Let us take this opportunity to ”devalue” the myth of the invisibility of the ”long arm” of law
(and intelligence services).

These services live on such a myth of general invisibility, which means it keep you or the targeted
sections of community ”in their places”; quiet, obedient and well-controlled. The truth is these services
with all experiences (limited to force rather than wits) are totally made up of incompetent individuals
whose primary attractive characteristic on their recruitment is their ”unquestionable loyalty” to the state
(the existing establishment and it’s status quo order). Thus the simple point here is Don’t Be Fearful or
Scared of These Mythical Creatures!

However do not underestimate their ruthlessness, such as in inventing lies as truth, meaning ”ar-
resting innocents” just to ”send message”, or torturing or blackmailing, or their more favored approaches
in recruiting their communities ”eyes and ears”, that informers, this is how they get to [a] keep an eye
on the ”undesirables”, as well as [b] get insiders information in the workings of communities etc, with
the help from the communities’ weak personalities who can be either bought with promises of money
(we refused this after our time in the military as we were coming back into the community), or forced to
do their bidding as a result of blackmail (hence, our initial refusal led to harassment of all sort in the past).

Lets take as an example of how they might ”spy” on you.

They approach your neighbors (for example we ourselves might have some of these, but one on
our one of the two wing appear to be ”good people” not a kind to be easily manipulated or ”bought”
or intimidated, we have some respect for this one; the other one of the two, on the opposite wing, we
have more questions and little answers, still not important to us either way as we are all legit to the core:
and we have even dismantled our own equivalent ”vetting/surveillance” systems/processes on these
neighbors, no longer do we care who does what or when, it is our third year, almost, around these parts
so we are more comfortable on all local patterns of behaviors).
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Anyway back to neighbors, the forces/long-arm will tend to approach these and spread lies about
your status as a ”terrorists suspect”, and so they ask to put up listening devices and general post. Or they
ask these to act as your ”special watchers” recording your every movements, habits and relations;

[1] what time you go to school, work, training, shops, pick up children, leisure activities etc.

[2] who are your circles of networks and friends? Visitors, their photos, their car plates, how long
they visit you and so forth.

and many other we will leave out for next time.

These ”personal watchers” come from the old practices known as the ”block wardens”, where
someone will be given the responsibilities of similar to those outlined above but rather eclipsing an
entire neighborhoods or visible streets (today this ”block warden” role can be second responsibilities for
those also acting as your personal watchers).

Other things they keep tabs on are;

what are your shopping habits, dietary intake, training programmes and times, hobbies, medical is-
sues and drug intakes and so forth. They easily keep up with these in terms of how you pay, is it cash
or by cards (among the specialists field of ”counter-terrorism in US and here, apparently, Muslims who
tend to pay by cash might just be the wanted ”suspects”, with the latter, card payments, with all the
information being easily accessible while the former, cash, they have to wait either for your garbage day
collection and go through your rubbish for grocery and other receipts, bills, etc: you can know everything
about a person or household from their discarded rubbish (intelligence tradecraft: in countering this,
other spies or ”criminals” usually burn/DIY-recycle their rubbish, all).

Above outlined is the essence of so-called invisible intelligence and police ”long arm”! The other
one to follow is after the information (or investigation phase is done) is collected, they can now send in
their own ’terror squads’ to intimidate you or scare you, or even beat you up, and so forth.

How to deal with these?

All we can say is just stay on your legal path, do not engage in their ”favored games”, after all if
you do not engage then it is really not a game you just frustrated them, and they might try to induce you
more and more to come into the game just resist the urge to get roped into the game (they make the rules,
and they are professionals with generations of experiences, you wont win!).

The secret answer is XXXXXXX. we will no divulge here (top secret). But it is purely on a legal
non-violence model.

ADDED NOTE (Saturday, March 2nd 2013): Yes Your Local Neighborhood Watch is Your Local
”Block Warden” (with a less sinister name!): Like this one [2]St.Peters Neighborhood run by Your
Local Leicestershire Police taking ILLEGALLY innocent people pictures with high resolution cameras
(pretending to be doing a service for a community ”watching over litterers”, those throwing rubbish
everywhere?????: can you see yourself on their website, perhaps caught taking a damp on the side walk,
haha!— community spying at its best).

These neighborhood watch meet with police every month for ”debriefing” and reporting, at the
same time given confidential details of who to watch but not why. If they want it to be open and legal,
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they should (that the police and the neighborhood watch) put self-identifying stickers on their premises
and self, that we are ”neighborhood watch” not do it in secret behind windows and bushes.

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Counter-terrorism-raids-teenagers-arrested/story-1828
7014-detail/story.html
2. http://stpetersnm.co.uk/

Another Muslim Teenager Arrested: How UK Police Fight Austerity Cuts By Fighting Imagined ”Terror” &
”Enemy In The Midst” | Jerusalem Group (2013-03-12 12:14:18)
[...] we discussed in some details HERE (click the colored word ”here”) how the British Police seemed to have
found a useful [...]
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1.3.2 The Stripping of British-Muslim’s British Citizenship: Calling For An Ur-
gent United Front Against British Government’s Dangerously Unconstitu-
tional & Undemocratic Practice (2013-03-03 13:20)

Introduction: Explaining The Petition Letter & Calls

This post has been sent out to the following recipients (see the list below) calling for an urgent
and immediate action in [protesting and] petitioning of the British Government (and Home Office) on
perhaps the single most dangerous practice instituted since the passing of the Counter-Terrorism Act of
2000.

The Practice is potentially a direct threat to the well-being of Muslims and non-Muslim British
Citizens;

[a] psychologically: as it places fear on many (young) Muslims and their freedom of movement
and travels, as well as

[b] physical threat: as a result of the aftermath of the stripping of the citizenship leaving detained
Muslims (or non-Muslims) stripped of their protective constitutional and human rights (as protected by
our local national laws within the British legal statutes as well as transnational, e.g. EHRC, i.e. European
Human Rights Court and it’s assurance of the protection of all European citizens under the UN Charter
of Human Rights), which means the practice affords the illegal loop-hole to physical harm, threats and
actual torture by other nations (rendered to) or actors (private security contractors) of the victims of the
practice, innocent or not (they all must be accounted within their respective national courts, in secret or
in open, without the fears of physical or psychological harms).

The Letter for Urgent Direct Action:

Dear Recipients,

RE: Urgent Call For Action Against A Dangerous Practice

Today, Muslims and Non-Muslim residents of the United Kingdom are without a doubt faced with
perhaps the single most threatening and absolutely illegal practice initiated by Her Majesty’s British
Government (and in specific the Home Office), the unconstitutional and undemocratic practice of strip-
ping the [non-]Muslims of their legal status as citizens of the state of Britain, as a loophole to avoiding
accountability within our national and transnational judiciary systems of UK, EU and International
Courts.

We, national and international civil societies, need urgently to start the petitioning process against
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these practices before these ”creep” further into uncontrollable developmental advanced phases.

Recipients like FOSIS (The Federation of Students Islamic Societies), MCB and others can mo-
bilize their members, supporters and local communities to support a petition to force the British
Government to stop these illegal and highly dangerous unconstitutional and undemocratic practices.

For a detailed investigative reports and studies on these practices see the following links below di-
rectly from the internationally-respected London-Based [1]Bureau of Investigative Journalism:

The List of Highly Recommended Readings on the Issue (with graphics on the Muslims victims):

[2]When being born British isn’t enough

[3]Graphic detail: How UK government has used its powers of banishment

[4]‘Medieval Exile’: The 21 Britons stripped of their citizenship

[5]Former British citizens killed by drone strikes after passports revoked: The Bureau of Inves-
tigative Journalism

[6]Calls for rethink on law that allows Home Secretary to revoke British citizenship

Yours Sincerely,

Saeed,

Senior Officer at Jerusalem Group

[An Independent-Funded Center For Muslim’s Civil Rights]

For the usual readership interests ( a collection of highly recommended news headlines for this
week):

[7]New law needed for undercover police – MPs | UK news | The Guardian

[8]Whose luggage is it anyway?

[9]Policeman ’sold seized drugs to lavish gifts on wife’

[10]Lobbying’s Hidden Influence

[11]We cap benefits but not bonuses. How on earth are we ’all in this together’?

[12]Revealed: One in four of the UK’s top companies pay no tax while we give THEM millions in credits

[13]Hammond: cut welfare not troops

[14]Write to your MP about the Justice and Security Bill today
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[15]‘Tradition of bullying and hegemony’: Assad lashes at UK’s ‘shallow and immature rhetoric’ towards
Syria

[16]Whistleblower Mark Klein provided this photo of a secret room in a San Francisco AT &T switching
center, which he claimed housed data-mining equipment that enables the government to spy on electronic
communications.

[17]NATO 3 Case Challenges Constitutionality of State Terrorism Statutes

[18]Europe’s Fund For ‘Democracy’ Puts Its Money Openly Behind Regime Change

[19]NATO Forces Kill 2 Afghan Boys

[20]What Privacy Is For

1. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/
2. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/02/27/when-being-born-british-isnt-enough/
3. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/02/27/graphic-detail-how-uk-government-has-used-i
ts-powers-of-banishment/
4. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/02/26/medieval-exile-the-21-britons-stripped-of-t
heir-citizenship/
5. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/02/27/former-british-citizens-killed-by-drone-str
ikes-after-passports-revoked/
6. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/02/28/calls-for-rethink-on-law-that-allows-home-s
ecretary-to-revoke-british-citizenship/
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/01/law-undercover-police-mps/print
8. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/02/whose-luggage-is-it-anyway.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9900316/Policeman-sold-seized-drugs-and-spent-
money-on-wife-and-ex-fiancee.html
10. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/category/projects/lobbying-projects/
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/belief/2013/mar/01/benefits-bankers-bonuses-earth-a
ll-together
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2287216/Revealed-One-UKs-companies-pay-tax.html
13. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/defence/9903911/Philip-Hammond-cut-welfare-not-troop
s.html
14. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/write-to-your-mp-about-the-justice-and-secur
ity-bill-today.html
15. http://rt.com/news/assad-uk-policy-syria-rebels-738/
16. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/02/scotus-surveillance-challenge/
17. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14831-nato-3-case-challenges-constitutionality-of-state-terr
orism-statutes
18. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11041
19. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323478304578336400188882098.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_sections_world
20. http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2175406
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1.3.3 The UNHuman Rights to US&UKGovernments (Source: The Guardian):
Stand Up & Be Accounted For Your Crimes In The Name of ”Fighting
Terror” (It’s About Time) (2013-03-05 19:35)

Probably nothing much will come out of this recent statement from the UN Human Rights Rapporteur,
British Barrister Ben Emmerson, he might be ”replaced” due to health or the report might be ”buried”
under more important news headlines and events as the media blackout is forced on the so-called ”free
and independent western media”. But the important thing and point is the article and the statement tells
plenty of where the fingers should be pointed at for criminal acts and ”terrorism” across the world (the
real roots of global crimes and instabilities): our ”free-world leaders” of US and UK Governments.

The Article:

[1]

Britain and US asked to release secret torture reports

Allies accused by human rights lawyer of covering up the truth on kidnapping and torture of terrorist
suspects

• [2]Peter Walker

• [3]guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 5 March 2013 14.48 GMT
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Ben Emmerson: failure to release intelligence reports shows seeming unwillingness by UK and US to
face up to international crimes. Photograph: Sarah Lee for the Guardian

A UN human rights advocate has called on Britain and the US to release confidential reports into
the countries’ involvement in the kidnapping and [4]torture of terrorism suspects, accusing them of
"years of official denials, sophistry and prevarication" to cover up the truth.

In a speech to the UN human rights council in Geneva introducing a report on the issue, Ben Emmerson,
a British barrister who is the [5]UN’s special rapporteur on protecting human rights within efforts to
combat terrorism, demanded that Britain publish the interim findings of a report by a retired judge, Sir
Peter Gibson, into the involvement of MI5 and MI6 in the removal and mistreatment of terrorist suspects.

In a response delivered at the council, British officials said the government was "looking carefully
at the contents of the report by the Gibson inquiry on its preparatory work, with a view to publishing as
much of it as possible". There was no word on when this might happen.

Emmerson also asked the US to release a similar report by the Senate’s select committee on intel-
ligence into the CIA’s secret detention and interrogation programme.

Failure to do so showed a seeming unwillingness by both governments to face up to serious international
crimes and "a policy of de facto immunity for public officials who engaged in acts of torture, rendition
and secret detention, and their superiors and political masters who authorised these acts", Emmerson said.

"Words are not enough. Platitudinous repetition of statements affirming opposition to torture ring
hollow to many in those parts of the Middle East and North Africa that have undergone, or are undergo-
ing, major upheaval, since they have first-hand experience of living under repressive regimes that used
torture in private whilst making similar statements in public," he added.
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"The scepticism of these communities can only be reinforced if western governments continue to
demonstrate resolute indifference to the crimes committed by their predecessor administrations."

Britain and the US have come under increasing pressure as details emerge of the so-called secret
rendition programme, in which terrorism suspects – some wrongly identified – were often snatched off
the streets and flown to either secret CIA prisons or detention centres operated by other countries, for
example Egypt, where many complained of torture and other mistreatment.

On Monday, a Libyan politician suing the former foreign secretary, Jack Straw, and the British
government for damages after being kidnapped at Bangkok airport and sent to jail in Tripoli, where he
was tortured and also interrogated by UK intelligence officers, [6]offered to settle the case for £3, so
long as he receives an unreserved apology.

Despite government efforts to keep such acts secret, Emmerson said, more and more details had
emerged, "and calls for accountability are fast approaching a critical mass".

He makes a series of specific recommendations in the associated report, including a call for 35
countries that had failed to respond to questions from a UN study on secret detention to do so, and that
Britain and the US should release their reports.

Shortly before the speech, Emmerson told the Guardian it was time for "a reckoning with the past".

He said: "In South America it took up to 30 years before the officials responsible for crimes like
these were held fully accountable. With the conspiracy organised by the Bush-era CIA it has taken a
decade, but the campaign for securing the right to truth has now reached a critical point.

"The British and American governments are sitting on reports that reveal the extent of the involve-
ment of former governments in these crimes. If William Hague is serious about pursuing a policy of
ethical counter-terrorism, as he says he is, then the first thing the British government needs to do is to
release the interim report of the Gibson Inquiry immediately."

The Gibson report [7]was announced by David Cameron in July 2010. However, rights groups
and victims’ lawyers decided not to take part when it emerged the inquiry would have no power to
compel official cooperation or evidence. In January 2012, the government [8]said the inquiry was being
scrapped owing to police investigations into alleged crimes. However, Emmerson said, there were no
prosecutions pending and the government should publish an interim version of the report handed to them
by Gibson in July last year.

Emmerson’s report into the issue goes into greater details about what has so far been uncovered
about the US network of secret detention facilities for terrorism suspects and other countries’ complicity
in the process.

It says: "There is now credible evidence to show that CIA ’black sites’ were located on the terri-
tory of Lithuania, Morocco, Poland, Romania and Thailand and that the officials of at least 49 other
states allowed their airspace or airports to be used for rendition flights."

Despite the scale of this, the report notes, just one criminal case has been brought, when an Ital-
ian court in 2009 convicted 22 CIA agents in absentia along with Italian intelligence service officials
over the case of an Egyptian-Italian national kidnapped in Milan and sent to Cairo, where he was
tortured.
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• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved

For further reading articles from the world of media browse the list below:

[9]We’ll ditch human rights laws, say ministers

[10]Children in custody were involved in 43,000 strip searches in just two years

[11]’Tired’ police officer ’stamped’ on handcuffed black teenager’s back as he lay face down on floor in
custody, court hears

[12]Setting up secret courts ’would cost more than paying off terror suspects’... according to Govern-
ment’s own report!

[13]Secret court plans pushed through

[14]Ministers trampling on tradition of open justice: Lib Dem MPs ordered to back plan for secret courts

[15]Paving way for ACTA? Canada considers anti-counterfeit bill encouraged by US

[16]CISPA 2.0: Say Goodbye to Our Constitutional Rights

[17]DHS drones equipped to eavesdrop on Americans

[18]Feds Say Man Deserved Arrest Because Jacket Said ‘Occupy Everything’

[19]’Be less racist and more polite’: French police given instructions on civility after crackdown by top
politician

[20]‘Slamming Syrian reform, but backing Saudi Arabia regime, US unmasks own hypocrisy’

[21]DARPA scientists want to create database of all conversations
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1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/peterwalker
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/torture
5. http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Terrorism/Pages/BenEmmerson.aspx
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/04/libyan-politician-uk-lawsuit-apology
7. http://www.detaineeinquiry.org.uk/administration/
8. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-16614514
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/9906332/Well-ditch-human-rights-laws-say-ministers
.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2287663/Children-custody-involved-43-000-strip-sear
ches-just-years.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288032/Tired-police-officer-stamped-handcuffed-bla
ck-teenager-s-lay-face-floor-custody-court-hears.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2287650/Setting-secret-courts-cost-paying-terror-su
spects--according-Governments-report.html
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2013/mar/04/secret-court-hearing-plans-government
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288218/Ministers-trampling-tradition-open-justice-
Lib-Dem-MPs-ordered-plan-secret-courts.html
15. http://rt.com/news/canada-acta-counterfeit-bill-742/
16. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14895-cispa-20-say-goodbye-to-our-constitutional-rights
17. http://rt.com/usa/dhs-drones-eavesdrop-americans-811/
18. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/03/man-deserved-arrest/
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2287993/Manuel-Valls-French-police-given-instructio
ns-civility-politeness-crackdown-politician.html
20. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-hypocrisy-gulf-kerry-815/
21. http://rt.com/usa/darpa-conversations-lease-crowdsourcing-809/
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1.3.4 Good Night, General [Hugo Chavez]: March 6th 2013 A Sad Day For
Global Resistance (2013-03-06 08:27)

Today everyone wakes up to a very sad news, the death of our own modern era Che Guevara, and the
new age of struggle against global imperialism and colonialism of the west (led by what we refer to as
the real axis of evils; US, UK and France; Governments and their close ruling classes interests not the
general common peaceful people of these nations).

Added Note One: For claims of the west as real axis of evil see this research study ([1]The West
as Real Axis of Evil: 78 pages)

March 6th 2013 will be forever in our memory as the day the secret forces managed to finally re-
moved a powerful symbol of the global resistance against their neo-colonial and neo-imperial agendas,
the death of the Great Hon. General Hugo Chavez, the leader and president of the Venezuela (and a
single powerful symbol of global resistance).

Added Note Two: For those interested in understanding the coexistence of open and secret gov-
ernments in the west see our [Saeed’s] Paper attached here, 5-pages pdf ([2]two forms of western
governments).

However like past efforts to remove the powerful leadership symbols of the global resistance, the
secret forces of the axis of evils will never kill the [visions and energy of the] resistances itself– as resis-
tance is an idea well-embedded in our hearts and minds within the general peace-loving anti-imperialists
peoples of the world. By removing the symbols of leadership of the resistance, these secret forces
are only playing for desperate time, hoping not only to ”extending the coming revolution” but also
’self-delusional’ to overcome it all together (silence it forever), the former extension is the only option
that seem to be working at times, as the desire to see the total death of resistance against their global
agendas never dies, from generations to generations the resistance lives on: which is why rather than
happening in one ”surgical strike”, the resistance unfolds in patches across the world, and as they, the
hidden secret forces of the axis of evils, are forced to go around the world playing fire-fighters, putting
off the flames of resistance and their inevitable sweeping fires of revolutions.

Next to be target of the secret forces: Ecuadorian President, Bolivian, Peruvian and of course our
own (British) Nightmare the Argentinian President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner.

Good Night, General: A Poem in Memory.

Twice they killed you, but still you lived [like the idea of the resistance you represented],

in their hearts you are forever the angel of their deaths,

you never ceased to meet them from anywhere they came,

you made your nation proud and free as well,
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while the world recognized and embraced you to this day,

you kept the hope for change alive and now is ours burden to undertake,

Thank you General for all you embraced,

and we promise in our memories there you will stay,

Good Night General, it was never all in vain.

[3]

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/06/good-night-general-hugo-chavez-march-6th-2
013-a-sad-day-for-global-resistance/geostrategic-book-2/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/06/rip-general-march-6th-2013-a-sad-day-for-g
lobal-resistance/two-forms-of-western-governments/
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/06/rip-general-march-6th-2013-a-sad-day-for-g
lobal-resistance-against-western-imperialism/imagesq/#main
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1.3.5 Our ADVICE To Muslims Youths [Incl. Students] & Sisters: How Not To
Be Exploited&Turned Into An Informer/Agent Against Your Innocent Fel-
low Muslims [Without Self-Awareness] (2013-03-07 17:01)

FIRST LAW:

First important thing to get into your head is this: you are not clever than your to-be-handlers.

[A] Definition of a Handler:

A Handler is a professional concept used by intelligence and law enforcement communities in ref-
erence to those people who will be handling, running or managing you, once your are unconsciously,
and without self-awareness have be turned into their dispensable ”spy agent” (Dispensable Agent: This
is also a professional/specialist concept which means in short those individuals who can be used or
exploited to spy on others for money or through blackmail and either discarded in time without problems,
or with much care about your lose or your cover be blown, hence dispensable) or informer against your
own innocent fellow Muslims and the Greater Muslim Communities).

These handlers tell you what to do without appearing as if directing you into spying or informing
on or entrapment of other innocent fellow Muslims. They tell you where, when and who is to be your
target for [a] collecting information on, or [b] to entrap. They usually use sophisticated psychological
and monetary rewards or punishments to induce you into working as their informer or agent without
your full self-awareness that you are playing such a role, you will probably be thinking you are doing
something good for your fellow Muslim and Greater Communities, instead you are actually placed to
create holes even when none exists.

Note: Your handlers will be proficiently trained as HUMINT [Human Intelligence] Operatives,
that is the branch of intelligence dealing in the handling and running of human agents. These agents are
trained to either over-play/reinforce or down-play/suppress your natural biological and psychological
traits; for example if you are a know-it-all who think he or she is clever than any one else they will
play on your ego (referred to as EGO UP] or the opposite by downplaying it [EGO DOWN]; if you are
a fearful person they will play on your natural tendencies for fear, internally-induced or from external
objectives [spiders, dogs like Abu Ghraib and Muslims aversion to dogs: it is called FEAR UP or
DOWN] etc. You get the point by now.

[B] The Inspirational Origins of This Post:

This advisory post was encouraged by recent post which appeared on [1]DMU Isoc Facebook ad-
dress. Below is the original post (copy and pasted for your benefits):

[Original Post Starts]

Calling out to all 18-35 young British Muslims.... fancy earning whilst you speak?
take part in a focus group organized on behalf of Muslim Youth Helpline. Topic ’British by Dissent’
social activism & the Muslim voice. Weds 6th March @ MBCOL
1a Moat Road, Leicester, LE5 5EF. Contact shaila@policyresearch.org.uk 01530 244944 x233

[Original Post Ends]
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The post was re-edited after someone sent it to us to check (good eye from our friend), and when
we posted a reply they abruptly forced it to be removed and re-edited their original post which included
what types of topics were going to be discussed, ”environmental, health, welfare etc”; we will discuss
below the relevance of each critical point of the post original and re-edited versions, piece by piece.

So What Is to be observed from the post above? What are the critical pieces by pieces analyses
of value?

[C] Analytical Understanding of The Post in Relations to The Usual Approach of Security Ser-
vices and Entrapment or Exploitation of Muslims Against Innocent Fellow Muslims

[1] The Post is not directly ”leaked” or posted by an actual person advertising such an event, Miss.
[2]Sughra or Shaila of Policy Research Center.

This is a natural approach when conducting such ”relational activities” by letting those already
known locally to disseminate your communication. The logic goes like this: If you personally ”leak it”
or posted, then people unknown to you wont trust your message or your offer, hence the need to find a
local established individual or group with an already established strong trust among your target group.

[2] The Post is on behalf of Policy Research Center as we have already established above (exam-
ine the contact email, shaila@policyresearch.org.uk).

The question here is what is Policy Research Center?

Here is the answer, there[3] website. In short, Policy Research Center is just another center among many
founded by government to spy and to ”re-educate” ”bad Muslims” to becoming ”Good Muslims” (the
programme for doing this is called [4]Channel: where those deemed ”too radicalized” ”undergo” a series
of ”re-education” activities to be re-programmed into being a good obedient Muslim). In other words,
and few, Policy Research Center is a part of ”[5]Prevent Counter-terrorism Strategy” like [6]FMO
(Federation of Muslim Organizations: see [7]here, [8]here and [9]here) or [10]Student Rights dealing
exclusively with ”Tackling Extremism On Campuses”: directly managed by MI5, with sole objective
of infiltrating UK Universities’ Islamic Societies and inform back to their masters what is going on
and point out who might ”show signs of radical ideals and behaviors” etc: the core of intelligence, the
maintenance and running of a network of well bought-or-blackmailed informers inside the targeted
communities.

So that now we have established who posted the announcement (and via the use of who, as an in-
termediary or a ”courier” or dead-drop, all professional lingua of intelligence services to meaning a third
party or channel) and why, and who they are working on behalf, we can now decipher further questions
such as why DMU Isoc and not University of Leicester Isoc (Isoc is short for Muslim-Students Islamic
Societies), the answer is because the former, DMU, is more independent with strong Grass-root made
up of actual local Leicester Muslims, while the latter, Leicester University, is well-controlled (no fear
for ”bad Muslims” there!?), lot of Muslims getting into such a university have already been well-vetted
in the first place (and many are international students). Also because [that is the use of via DMU Isoc]
ourselves (Jerusalem Group/HMCO) have many supporters and fans (our base of popularity) there not
on the other.

[3] Why[11] MBCOL venue? Being a Muslim Burial Council what does it have with socio-political
issues and Why Muslim Youths Hotline: any associations to government (are these funded via govern-
ment grants- Yes)?
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The Logic: all are is Council-run/gov-sponsored, and remember how we have already informed
you all before in reference to the easiness and co-working relations between your local government and
local security forces, for example, an agent might pose as a council worker to gain entrance and so forth
(the easiness); Muslims in Birmingham sued their local council when they found out that ”secret agents”
were working inside the council assessing freely their detailed informations (was printed on the report
on Prevent via House of Commons Local Governments Committee). Also the venue is between 100-150
yards from where we, Jerusalem Group (ever growing in popularity, creating uneasiness among the
local elements when we tell it as it is) are located (opposite us, through the park), and also it is next to
local Police Station, the easiness in opportune for a photo-shots of those young ”visitors” from a distance.

[d] Why Women/Sisters are always attractive source of communication, exploited as intermediary
agents without their self-awareness?

In every activists-counter activists relational-dynamics, women/sisters, children and youths/students (at
times, but rare, older people) are critical in the game of [a] building trust with ease, [b] and thus win
over the skeptics and the undecideds. In other words, the power of matriarchal is undisputed.

As Women also act as strong incentive for the targeted groups to ’comply’, that accept, in partici-
pating based on notion ”if a sister is involved then why not me, count me in”, and finally because
women/sisters really wear the pants in the relations (meaning they hold greater power in all societies
and cultures), whether we brothers and male gender like to pretend otherwise or not, we are slaves to
women!. A woman/sister also is representative and can thus, with ease, persuade [a] a boyfriend, [b]
admirers with crush, [c] family and friends (women make more friends than men) and so forth to take
part (after being easily trustworthy among all of us).

In short, the logic of using women is an essential part of the approach, played by all sides (even
in the so-called ”Arab Spring” you can see women/sisters and children being put in the front-line. Most
of these women and sisters don’t even know that they are actually being used against their own peoples,
this is what we have tried from the opening sentence to make it clearer. During the cold war era even
actual intellectuals and most cleverest people on earth were used and exploited by all security forces
of the west and non-west in their games of ideological contest without their self-awareness that they
were mere pawns in the greater games, most of them later on while interviewed made it clear that they
truly believed they were merely participating in spreading the right message or ideology, but most found
themselves later with huge burden of knowing that they personally contributed in the killing or torture
of people they thought they were helping.

[4] Why the post’s targeted age group is 18-25?

[A] it is a perfect age for social and political conscientiousness/awakening. Also [B] because we
have a good base of support among these groups locally.

[5] Why the clause of ”get paid while speaking”?

This is the usual incentive/reward to attract attendants. In time it will be extended into more fi-
nancial and psychological rewards as you are being dragged deeper and deeper into the world of
treachery and deceit without your absolute awareness: Important point to remember, as we have already
stated so within this blog, these forces have been practicing their Dark Arts for generations, and based
largely on the fields of behavioral sciences and sociological understandings of individual studies in
relations to their environment, groups or other individuals and vice versa etc etc. Like a Pavlovian Dog
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they will train you without your knowledge or consent into being their tools of information on your own
innocent fellow Muslims. They wont come and tell you spy for us, nah that’s to amateurish, they will
build you up, making you working for them while thinking you are actually working for the welfare of
your innocent fellow Muslim and their communities!

[6] Why non-controversial topics and issues stated as primary topics of discussions?

The claimed program of non-controversial issue for discussions is the usual approach in starting
with less ”controversial” and direct issues of the day and try to get an idea of an individual or a group
position by starting with their positions on environmental issues, health care, welfare et (after all every
political philosophies from Political Islam, to Socialism, Communism, Liberalism, Conservatism and
so froth, they all have different, or rather one is able with ease to differentiate their positions vis-a-vis
these issues in general: Communists are more environmental conscientious, and fight for nationalization
of health care, while others might be blah blah blah.... you get the point: in other words, by merely
standing and talking, even when one perceive oneself to be speaking about irrelevant and less important
or controversial issues, they, the handlers and their agents, behind the seats as listeners and fellow
attendees, are assessing your position, are you radical, to be radical or none, and also assessed closely
is your attractiveness for the slow recruitment as an informer, stooge or an agent; they will do these by
reinforcing you with rewards in time of money and praises, for example telling you that they liked your
speaking position and confidence, you will be praised as natural and should come back and talk more on
other issues, and this is how they get they ”paws” on you without your own self-awareness that you are
slowly being groomed into traitor and collaborator role).

In Summary:

And for now we will stop here, but always be alert and keep asking questions about who is orga-
nizing, their sponsors, what in it for them and for you, and why? If you have problems answering any of
these questions, or would like to get involved with some group activities but unsure of their intentions
and so forth, do not hesitate to get in touch with us, we will always be happy to look after your welfare
(and greater Muslim’s communities one as well). More to come soon, keep on checking on us.

Jazakallah.

Good Headlines readings for you:

[12]Revealed: Pentagon’s link to Iraqi torture centres | World news | The Guardian

[13]From El Salvador to Iraq: Washington’s man behind brutal police squads | World news | The Guardian

[14]Donald Rumsfeld must be indicted over Iraq militias

[15]’Secret justice extradition’ fear: Proposed laws could see British citizens sent to face trial on basis
of secret evidence

[16]Secrecy creep

[17]Combating Islamophobic violence

[18]Trayvon shooter drops defence

[19]Police militarization comes under nationwide investigation
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[20]Married PCSO ’used police computers as dating agency to strike up affairs with vulnerable women
and had sex with victims on duty’

[21]Chavez death ‘no coincidence’: Communist leader suggests US plot

1. https://www.facebook.com/groups/dmuisoc/
2. https://www.facebook.com/sughraa1?fref=pb
3. http://www.policyresearch.org.uk/
4. http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/counter-terrorism/prevent/channel-guidance?view=B
inary
5. http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/publications/counter-terrorism/prevent/prevent-strategy/prevent-
strategy-review?view=Binary
6. http://www.fmo.org.uk/
7. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/22/important-information-to-watch-out-for-lei
cestershire-police-commissioner-election-the-truth-about-federation-of-muslim-organisation-a
nd-the-secret-policing-of-uk-universities-islamic-societies/
8. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/how-to-recognize-other-government-funded-m
uslims-targeting-organizations-like-fmo/
9. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/20/important-additional-information-for-musli
ms-counter-terrorism-and-those-in-leicester-on-fmo-and-a-great-reading-collection-from-publi
c-intelligence/
10. http://www.studentrights.org.uk/
11. http://www.mbcol.org.uk/
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/06/pentagon-iraqi-torture-centres-link/print
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/06/el-salvador-iraq-police-squads-washington/print
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/07/donald-rumsfeld-iraqi-torture
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288773/Secret-justice-extradition-fear-Proposed-la
ws-British-citizens-sent-face-trial-basis-secret-evidence.html
16. http://www.salon.com/2012/08/14/secrecy_creep/
17. http://www.salon.com/2012/08/09/combating_islamophobic_violence/
18. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/06/trayvon-martin-case-george-zimmerman
19. http://rt.com/usa/police-militarization-comes-under-nationwide-investigation-914/
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2288563/Peter-Bunyan-Married-PCSO-used-police-compu
ters-dating-agency-strike-affairs-vulnerable-women-sex-victim-duty.html
21. http://rt.com/news/chavez-death-us-russia-plot-zyuganov-923/

Humza Arshad: Another DUD weapon for Hearts and Minds of Young (British) Muslims In ”Counter-Extremism
or radicalization War” | Jerusalem Group (2015-04-02 12:01:47)
[…] on the system (poor naive idiots); we talked and warned about this in details in the past, click here for old
[…]

Leicester Anti-Muslim Attacks: ‘First Officially Reported’ Local Cases of Anti-Islam Violence (Source:
Leicester Mercury) | Jerusalem Group (2013-06-13 11:35:44)
[…] of local Muslims. We have warned and informed you all repeatedly (see here, here and here and click here)
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how this particular individual and his representative organization, FMO, is nothing but a […]
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1.3.6 [[RE-EDITED & UPDATED]] Our Advice To Muslims [No. 2]: The Value
of Day-To-Day Self-Documentary (2013-03-09 10:55)

Point: this post is intended primarily for those peaceful fellow Muslim Activists, though general readers
might find some useful insights from it’s reading.

A Brief Recap:

This advisory post [no. 2] expands on the first post below which outline the few tricks of how
the security services might get to you in order to exploit your closeness to your innocent fellow Muslims
and if they fail to get anything incriminating they will use you, as many have been before, to entrap your
innocent fellow Muslims into ”criminal” activities.

What do we mean by incriminating and entrapment? In terms of answering this question in the
last post we stopped short in expanding what this meant so here we will try to build up on this
briefly before outlining a way to avoiding ”being entrapped” by using a simple practice known as
self-documentary. All in case the services seek to fabricate lies on you or blackmail, all you will need to
do is produce these as counter-evidence.

Entrapment: Examined and Explained

Entrapment is a foremost favored standard-practice to security services especially when you/one is
either proving to be actually [a] purely innocent or [b] avoiding to play their games. This might be used
to get any kind of ”arrests” to show that the security forces did not waste time, energy and resources on
you, which means just arresting innocent people to fill in the quotas and claim to have done their jobs.
Or planting incriminating evidence just to get you and your activism out of the way especially as your
popularity among local communities and groups grow. Just Google ”Entrapment and FBI”, etc, in UK
these are not documented because, as we have already stated in the past, in UK, security services actions
are not publicly accountable.

Examples of Entrapments: Making You A Criminal

If you become involved in a peaceful movement or forum or with groups, they, the security ser-
vices, will target you via their informers and stooges/agents (see the post below for more details on these)
by trying to entice you into becoming more militant (in other words, moving from your non-violent
position to violent actions). This act will give them the reason to arrest you as a criminal or whatever
they might wish to refer to you as. In the forums (virtual world of internet) you will have someone
grooming you by first creating a friendship on ”sympathetic” family stories or background, while at
the same time by fabricating these personal stories hoping you will reciprocate by opening up your
own details; where you were really born, families, what have you been doing, who are your networks,
friends, other groups you associate with, etc et ceteras.... In time they will innocently ”direct” you to
another group more that they will tell you is ”realistic and more action-packed” not like your present
group’s philosophy of non-violence crap (their wordings), and once you take a bet you will be slowly
either turned into another agent to get more people involved (as more big arrests are good news for these
forces and bigger budgets promises), while all the time you will actually and probably be ”working”
with actual agents (policemen and other stooges, not real activists).

In short to avoid this, stay true to your non-violent approach and never participate in any direct
actions forms, e.g. protests, riots, and so forth, keep away from group dynamics (for good cause or not).
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Also start documenting your everyday life.

Self-Documentary: Your Own Personal Firewall

Self-documentary is a simple progressive practice which goes like this: Every thing you do in
your daily basis should be;

[a] be routinized: which means you know, as well as your neighbors, friends and other people
you interact with on a daily basis knows, of your daily routines, for example, your 6 am daily early
mornings runs, what time you come back, and stay in as working from home, and perhaps have special
days for food-shopping and other activities recognizable to all people. Do Not Hide These, let everyone
know your routines and habits in open, do not make these a secret (you will be playing to their levels
and games, and be an easier prey to them).

[b] you should record your activities on a daily-basis in a journal and via camcorders. Make sure
you make three or two copies, and give these for safe-keeping to trusted people who can pass these in
time to your representatives.

[c] you should document every thing, and we mean everything, to smallest irrelevant pieces of
furniture in your apartment or house, all on camera and on books (like an inventory-list). This should be
updated monthly, sort of due diligence on your part (that checking every thing is the way it is suppose to
be and in place) as well as catching those little pesky ”watchers” and incriminating things (bugs, planted
incriminating things etc).

[d] clean your apartment and house weekly or whatever period of time you might prefer. While
making sure that no day passes by when the house is in total chaos. Live your life on the military motto:
use something when needed then put it back where it was exactly!

[e] make sure you do not associate yourself with any new ”friends”, or ”girls” (or boys if you are
into such things), without knowing who these are and why you ”just seemed to hit it off”. All relations
should be your instigation (started by you, your choice and first approach), read more below!

[f] make sure you do not visit incriminating or banned websites, stay away as an innocent individ-
ual and as a wise thing to do even when curious!

[g] if you live in shared house (the best kind profile to live in: ever-resided; ’ghetto communities”; etc),
make sure you are the ”dominant lion” of the pack, so to speak, which means you are tacitly looked at
by other house-mates as house leader/warden/supervisor; you role will be to maintain peace between
residents and other things, while they keep you informed on everything, usual and unusual happenings,
around (your own networks of little spies: well protected). Though the job is hard, for example playing
the role of a diplomat and a peace broker, reporting breakdowns, dealing with contractors, emergencies,
fights, rubbish collection days, fellow residents disciplining (you must be feared and respected). When
something happens make sure you apologize by a note or direct verbal apologizes to your next door
neighbors, keeping in good relations with these. Make sure you also give them a detailed outline of
the house blueprint as well as respective floors and apartments and their occupant-residents dominant
characteristics, so when something happens they will straight away know who is actually responsible
and so forth.

In short, self-documentary and the ability to maintain a network of your admirers and your friends
(without their knowledge), while making sure you have no ”real friends” or ”sex buddies” (girlfriends
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etc): these are liabilities.

A Point of Discussion:

The Favored Field Operatives/Agents Approach To Relationships While On The Job:

There is a good ”trick” to getting laid without been seen by your neighbors or house-mates as a
”player”, that a person popular with women (actually with these just let it be a mystery, are you gay or
straight?: remember from an outset this is not really morally good practice but it is an absolute gem) is
for you to target and seduce specific types of married women from the radius of 1.5 to 3 miles outside
your neighborhood (though.......). What does this means is taking where you live, let say the Highfields
in Leicester, from here you will target those living in Hamilton, Stoneygate, Evington, Knighton, Rushey
Meads, City Center etc, but never those in the Highfields or worse your own immediate neighbors, that
is amateurish and stupid (though at times it is ”time-saving”)!

Specifics number Two: is that these married women must be between the ages of 28-40, more
matured, married already for the past 7-15 years maximum, the reasons for such marriage period is;

[1] that they will have already ”got tired with their spouses”, though still ”youngly/newly married” to
”remain loyal to their husbands” and always dragged by ”feelings of guilty” with their ”extra-martial
affairs” (agents encourage and maintain such a state of self-guilty not get rid of it: told you it is not
a moral story); this state of self-guilty means these women vulnerability and ready for ”one offs, no
strings attached marital affairs”, the perfect kind for agents, since they want to use these as ”sex-toys or
buddies” only, no luvvy-duddy kind (no attachments etc), to avoid these attachment feelings, which is
very hard as women are generally naturally prone to emotions, and thus they will in time want to ”run
off” with you or come and stay with you/the agent that leave their husbands etc, this is the time to drop
them.

[2] But there is another reason for such period of marriage, they must have, and here is the best
option, two children in the marriage at least, and these children must be young between the ages
of 5-13 not above this is because that particular ages ”still demands” their motherly concentration
and care; school-runs, feeding, after schools activities, etc, these are perfect because they keep your
”little relations” purely sexual and never with free time for the luvvy-duddy walks on the beach,
trips, cafes, dates etc: all leading to greater attachments. The younger the children the more ”attractive”
the target: since the younger they are, the children, the more demanding they will be, for time and energy!

Before we finish off, there actually exists a training programme that seeks to bestow upon agents
and others on how ”to seduce” any kind of a woman or man, we wont get into this even though this
might be popular here (haha): the point there is no woman or man who can not be seduced, married or
not, also why ”intelligence services” as ”legitimate” criminal organizations also ”pimp out” (that sell
in a sense) their agents, men and women, into having sex with their targets for information or to get
close to whack-off (the practice is called ”Honey-Trapping”): every agents male or female, when one ex-
amines their records, one will observe they had ”been passed around” too many times as sexual rag-dolls.

Anyway, these are our new packages of advices to you, Innocent fellow Muslims [Activists]: keep clean,
innocent, distanced and ever watchful of new things or relations, and always be on a routine-based (the
boring type) lifestyle.

This week excellent selections of headlines for your weekend readings (some of these are must
read, peruse around):
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[1]operate with unlimited secrecy and no accountability

[2]Six men in Leicester court over exploitation of girl, 16 | This is Leicestershire

[3]Palestinian students chase British diplomat out of university: “His country is the cause of our pain”

[4]Will Self on Britain’s heartlands

[5]French mother in court for son Jihad’s ’bomb’ shirt

[6]“Undignified” practice of child strip searches still taking place

[7]Met police officer who called black men ’monkeys’ is sacked for gross misconduct

[8]Shamed police officer who stole £400 during a house search faces return to prison for stealing a sus-
pect’s iPhone

[9]Britain ’becoming lonelier place’

[10]A changed people

[11]Portrait of a 21st century British woman: One in five childless at age 45, fewer than half are married...
and most strongly object to being called a feminist

[12]Neo-Imperialism and the Arrogance of Ignorance ≫ Counterpunch: Tells the Facts,

[13]Names the Names

[14]Real Estate Locusts Developers Cash in on Europe’s Poorest

[15]The sham “terrorism expert” industry

[16]illegally spied upon

[17]http://www.salon.com/2012/08/15/the _sham _terrorism _expert _industry/

1. http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-mosque-spying-20120815,0,7626350.story
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/men-appear-Leicester-Crown-Court-exploitation/story-1
8342604-detail/story.html
3. http://observers.france24.com/content/20130308-palestinian-students-british-consul-general-
university
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2013/mar/07/will-self-flag-waving-heartlands
5. http://www.france24.com/en/20130307-french-mother-court-jihad-911-i-am-bomb-shirt
6. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/undignified-practice-of-child-strip-searches
-still-taking-place.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2290277/Met-police-officer-called-black-men-monkeys
-sacked-gross-misconduct.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2289722/Police-officer-stole-400-house-search-faces
-return-prison-stealing-suspects-iPhone.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/9915495/Britain-becoming-lonelier-place-to-live.html
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2013/mar/07/general-household-survey-smoking-drinki
ng-living-alone
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2289923/Portrait-21st-century-British-woman-One-chi
ldless-age-45-fewer-half-married.html
12. http://www.counterpunch.org/2013/03/01/neo-imperialism-and-the-arrogance-of-ignorance/
13. http://www.counterpunch.org/2013/03/01/neo-imperialism-and-the-arrogance-of-ignorance/
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14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/investors-and-middlemen-exploit-helpless-in-ber
lin-real-estate-market-a-887039.html
15. http://www.salon.com/2012/08/15/the_sham_terrorism_expert_industry/
16. http://www.mailtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20120807/NEWS07/208070332
17. http://www.salon.com/2012/08/15/the_sham_terrorism_expert_industry/

Leicester Mercury: Named & Shamed Muslims Under-Age Sex Groomers From Highfields | Jerusalem Group
(2013-03-09 14:12:19)
[...] A Note: If You Missed Our First Article of The Day, check below [or click here]. [...]
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1.3.7 Leicester Mercury: Named & Shamed Muslims Under-Age Sex Groomers
From Highfields (2013-03-09 14:07)

Before reprinting in full the recent article via the Leicester Mercury on the placed charges of the
six people, including four Muslims youths from around our areas of the Highfields, we want to take
this opportunity to make it clearer that we at Jerusalem Group/HMCO absolutely support our local
Leicestershire Police against these types of criminal activities, morally wrong and absolutely a huge
shame and danger to the/our local Muslim Communities, as these might encourage an already dangerous
elements such as the local EDL branch (Far-Right Nationalists, English Defense League, an arm of
British National Party, BNP) to undertake a similar ”revenge acts” against our own local innocent young
Muslim women.

The local Police might want to also examine the exploitation of the vulnerable Roma ethnic un-
derage female children, in the local parks or alleyways.

All those charged are named in the article, and where they lived (streets around the Highfields).

The Article:

Six men to appear at Leicester Crown Court over exploitation of girl, 16

Thursday, March 07, 2013

[1] [2]Leicester Mercury

[3] Follow
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Six men have been committed to appear at Leicester Crown Court in connection with the alleged
exploitation of a 16-year-old girl.

Following a hearing at Leicester Magistrates’ Court yesterday, four of the defendants were remanded in
custody while two were granted conditional bail.

1.  

Six men were committed to appear at Leicester Crown Court

All six men are due to attend Crown Court on April 22 for a plea and case management hearing.

None gave any indication of plea at yesterday’s hearing.

Aabidali Mubarak Ali (39), of Guthlaxton Street, Highfields, Leicester, is charged with five counts of
paying for the sexual services of a child, five counts of trafficking within the UK for sexual exploitation,
two counts of facilitating child prostitution and two counts of inciting child prostitution.

Rakib Iacub (20), of Maynard Road, Highfields, Leicester, is charged with four counts of paying
for the sexual services of a child, two counts of trafficking within the UK for sexual exploitation and
one of facilitating child prostitution. Hamza Imtiazali (25), of Kashmior Road, Belgrave, Leicester, is
charged with two counts of paying for the sexual services of a child, two counts of facilitating child
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prostitution and one of inciting child prostitution.

Bharat Modhwadia (25), of Wycombe Road, Humberstone, Leicester, is charged with inciting child
prostitution, inciting child pornography, paying for the sexual services of a child and trafficking within
the UK for sexual exploitation. Wajid Usman (22), of East Park Road, Leicester, is charged with two
counts of inciting child pornography.

Chandresh Mistry (37), of Berridge Lane, Belgrave, Leicester, is charged with attempting to pay
for the sexual services of a child.

Modhwadia and Mistry were granted bail on condition they reside at addresses given to the court
and report to police on a daily basis. Modhwadia was excluded from Leicester except when attending
court.

A Note: If You Missed Our First Article of The Day, check below [[4]or click here].

Further unrelated Articles:

[5]Henninger: Is the South Still Racist?

[6]Bob Woodward embodies US political culture in a single outburst

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
3. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/men-appear-Leicester-Crown-Court-exploitation/story-1
8342604-detail/story.html
4. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/09/our-advice-to-muslims-no-2-the-value-of-da
y-to-day-self-documentary/
5. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324128504578344402346135858.html?mod=rss_Opin
ion?mod=hp_opinion
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/feb/28/bob-woodward-obama-military-sequester
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1.3.8 [UPDATED: END-NOTES I] A Simple Self-Defence Instructions For Mus-
lim Sisters: What To Do When Faced With A Potential Attacker (Dog or
Person)? (2013-03-10 12:15)

Dear Sisters,

Assalam Aleikum Warahmatullahi Wabarkatu,

As we had received some of your questions (sister’s readers) in regards to the basic simple self-
defense advice, that what to do when one, a Muslim Sister, is faced with a probable and potential sex, or
other aggressive kinds of, attackers, emanating for example from aggressive dogs/animals and persons,
we decided to outline a very brief and important key step-by-step instructions to insure your safety in
such a case.

Unfortunately, for the requests on actual self-defense classes we sadly can not provide these since
doing so might be interpreted as us providing ”offensive training” to you by some idiots, and we chose
to remain clean.

[1] Pepper-Sprays or Mace

First and foremost, the most important ”weapon” we can advice as invaluable to our Muslim Sis-
ters is simply a ”law enforcement” Pepper-Sprays (or Mace, as commonly know). These must be small
to fit in your purse or pockets, without a fitting-cap, thus ready-for-use in anytime of emergency.

How to use such a pepper-spray:

aim these at the circumference area encompassing the nose-mouth-eyes, in other words center of
the individuals or dogs’ faces.

[2] Point of Attacks When Already-Handled

When you have had no time to make use of your pepper-spray and your attacker from comfort-
able distance, and thus a dog or individual has gained hold of you, forget Islamic principles or practices
and;

[a] hold that individual (not animal) sexual organs (penis and balls) so tight and squeeze within
few seconds until you hear a piggy-squeak (from the pigs these attackers are). At this moment the
attacker will involuntary let you go for a few seconds from the pain-shock of the squeeze, and now you
have the chance to out run him a bit of a distance to safety.

[b] Other areas to attack are the faces, nose, mouth, eyes or ears (below and at the back is more
effective), shoulder blades, armpits, ribs, groins, calves, Achilles Heels, Stepping on the foot etc.

[c] Keys, your usual house or car keys, are very effective especially for weaker individual with
lesser ”striking power” ( that either skinny or merely physically weak etc) dig these keys on the areas
outline above and you’ll leave your attack with a massive pain-shock for between 30-60 seconds which
gives you plenty of time to get away or to get to safety distance.

[d] Make sure when using any weapons, keys or sticks, do not hit on the head’s temple, crown or
throats, you might just kill him. And use the ENDS not side as a striking points, hold it with both arms
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firmly (more striking power/digging in for maximum pain).

[e] for dogs, go for the eyes. Dig in your fingers into the eyes until you hear a pop and fluid
coming out, you just blinded the dog, it will leave the dog in a short or medium pain-shock period but
might, that the dog, come back and attack, because dogs use their sense of smell more than their eyes.

[3] Studying Aggressive Dogs

Dogs like any other animals tend not to initiate unprovoked attacks on humans, these are very
rare. To understand an aggressive dog watch these behavioral patterns;

[a] arched back with hair standing up

[b] loud barks with teeth on clear display and at times foaming on the mouth

[c] sloped back, like a teacher’s marking-tick, with front legs and area bent low like a hunting big
preys of Africa (on documentary channels) and back legs a bit higher.

[d] tail and ears up or straighten

[e] and eyes focused on you.

What non-aggressive dogs behavior looks like;

[a] barking, loud or not, though tail fledging all around (waving/waging)

[b] ears drooped not standing still

[c] might take the ”attacking stance” but rather still waging the tail.

There tends often to be confusion and misinterpretation which tends to lead from a dog being friendly to
being aggressive because an individual misunderstood or misinterpreted the dog’s stance/posture. So to
avoid these misunderstanding always;

[1] stop and don’t make sadden moves

[2] never look directly at the dogs in the eyes, especially, look at it crown or ”third-eye area” be-
tween the forehead, however we would advice to ”ignore” it in a sense, meaning use only your peripheral
sights to keep watch of it ”doings”.

[3] study the dog in terms of above outline traits, peripheral vision wise (outlined above)

[4] never ever run, you can not out run a dog, you will make it more aggressive or more playful
which you might misinterpret as aggressive and hence start attacking and thus changing playing dog into
an attacking dog (because you attacked first).

[5] talk to the dog, ”good dog”, if you have some chocolate or biscuits take few portions and
drop it in front then throw it far, while ever moving away from the dog.

[6] examine if the dog is strained (on its own) or with a handler, with a handler do not move until
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the handler retakes control, with strained dogs find high places nearby and jump up and out of danger or
wait for someone to come do not make sudden moves, or prepare to be attacked by extending your arm
when it [[that only when it attack first]] as the focus of attack, then dig those fingers deep into the dog’s
eyes.

We will stop here for now, we have to go out for something, but we might and will updated this
post so try to come back and check it out if it is updated. (we will recommend you bookmark this post’s
page, as easier way).

Any more questions keep sending them to us, and if able to answer these we will do so.

Jazakallah.

UPDATED END-NOTES I:

Here we are going to mention perhaps few of the most critical key points to remember in order to
assure your safety:

[1] Of course it is expected part of general and basic common sense to avoid;

[1a] dangerous areas with bad reputation or ”support base” for BNP/EDL/Skin-Heads/White-
Supremacists etc (in Leicester the whole known areas are Netherfields, New Parks, Beaumont
Leys etc); that anti-Muslims or Minorities (racists areas).

[1b] dark areas, alleys or parks. Or areas far-out from major center of populations and leaving
you on your own. That is just bad sense.

[2] Above, yesterday, we stated how once you squeeze the ”balls” you try to make sure you that
you quickly release and make for escape, this is important the short-time line from squeezing-to-squeak-
to-release-and-escap e. Most people live by the idiotic cliché that if you hold someone by the balls you
have these pervert under your mercy, that is wrong since the pervert, that if you stay long on the squeeze,
might instinctively react by either head-butting you and/or knocking you unconscious with a punch or
regain control over you, and now your are in position of total mercy of your pervert, hence our advice and
professional general advice is to squeeze-squeak-release-escape (all within short-period of mere seconds).

[3] After disorientating your attacker with your surprise counter-moves/attack push him back, this
is very important, always push back (can’t be over-emphasized), this provides a further advantage to
you by making your attacker lose his balance, the key to any ”fights” or assaults: balance.

[4] Balance: It is very important from start to end, hence the need for you to making sure you
never lose balance of yourself, home-training on ”boxer’s stance” is very important, observe how
boxer’s stand with one foot not very far in front and apart within 45 degrees etc etc.

[5] Perhaps the most critical of all, always never lose your self-awareness of;

[5a] your surroundings; near population centers or not, dark or daytime, alone or accompanied
etc
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[5b] your attacker’s capabilities and skills; weight, size, weapons, numbers etc

[5c] your own capabilities and skills; weaknesses and strengths

[6] Finally, for now, remember Muslim Sisters are the most vulnerable section of the community
from Islamophobist groups and attackers (racists, anti-Muslims etc): see this study printed this Sunday
via the Observer/Guardian, showing over [1]58 per cent of Islamophobia assaults have been on Muslim
Women/Sisters (click the colored sentence to go direct to the study) due mainly as easily identifiable by
their clothings as Muslims (and ”weaker sex”).

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/09/muslim-helpline-faith-attacks-women

Kings College London Report (Published Via The Guardian): EDL Exploiting Sex-Grooming Issue For Own
Anti-Islam Agenda | Jerusalem Group (2013-03-13 16:15:32)
[...] is why we also wrote here, see own post below as instructional ”Advices to Our Muslim Sisters”, on how
Muslim sisters can take care of themselves in light in particular of some of these [...]

Spinning Out Of Trouble (British-Style): The Pork Meat Drama, Now The Argument Is….. | Jerusalem Group
[est. 1432] (2013-05-23 11:55:18)
[…] surroundings (that away from Muslim-dominated areas). For self-defence advice see our old post here,
relevant esp. for Muslim […]
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1.3.9 Another Muslim Teenager Arrested: How UK Police Fight Austerity Cuts
By Fighting Imagined ”Terror” & ”Enemy In The Midst” (2013-03-12 12:14)

Recently we discussed in some details [1]HERE (click the colored word ”here”) how the British Police
seemed to have found a useful little tactic at fighting back against the biting austerity cuts against their
forces by ”increasing arrests of terror suspects”, all of whom, that of most recent ”arrests”, appear to be
Underage Muslim Teenagers (under the age of 17 years old). The recent one was reported via that useful
favored national propaganda mouthpiece, The Guardian, yesterday ([2]click here).

The Guardian story is said to have happened in Northamptonshire, apparently a 16 years old was
able to manage by his own to research and acquire all capabilities of making a Semtex-based bomb. The
details are so ludicrous and strengthening our thesis arguments as sounding as an obvious planted story
or ”arrest” like those in Loughborough earlier this month, that it amazes a specialist to comprehend the
truth of such a story. For example,

• How the single lone young boy manage to ”professionally” by his own conduct an impressive,
seemingly from evidence produced of the collection of manuals, to

• How he was able to finance materials necessary to making such a bomb; where did he get the funds?
Do not say it was the parent’s spending money given usually to teenagers!!

• and so many other facets of the story are full of holes, anyway just read the article and the post
above which had already discussed some of these similar holes as observed from the Loughborough
”arrests”.

Also seemingly all these new ”arrests” appear to be targeting underage (seemingly absence of real
threatening individuals), which seems to further support giving reasons to not disclose names for follow
up checks, by independent investigators, as we discussed before (see above post link), and so forth.

All these seem to support our thesis that these new ”arrests” are part of tactics [a] to incite fear
into Muslim communities into further control measures, and also into [b] lobbying for funds, away from
austerity cuts measures.

Anyway, Please also have a look at our two new pages above, British-Muslims and Western-Muslims
(the former, British-Muslims, is highly recommended).

Finally other headlines of the week for you;

[3]A dangerous use of police force to quell protest

[4]Being Muslim in Las Vegas

[5]How Facebook ’likes’ can reveal clues to your sexuality, political beliefs and religion

[6]How Facebook could get you arrested

[7]Top QC quits Lib Dems in protest
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[8]Ten years after the invasion, did we win the Iraq war? - The Washington Post

[9]Terrorized by ’War on Terror’

[10]The many flavours of Latin America’s left wing

[11]How Hugo Chavez helped liberate South America from the United States’ toxic influence

[12]Amazon accused of ’online land grab’ as it attempts to get control of internet domains including
.book, .app and .movie

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/01/hey-muslims-is-the-message-received-the-ca
se-of-loughborough-counter-terror-arrests-of-muslim-teenagers-under-17s-the-secret-of-invisi
ble-long-arm-of-law-explained/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/11/boy-admits-possessing-explosive-substances/print
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/10/dangerous-police-protest-alfie-meadows
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/10/being-muslim-in-las-vegas
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2291749/How-Facebook-likes-reveal-clues-sexu
ality-political-beliefs-religion.html
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/mar/09/facebook-arrested-evgeny-morozov-extract
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/mar/09/dinah-rose-quits-liberal-democrats
8. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/ten-years-after-the-invasion-did-we-win-the-iraq-war
/2013/03/08/9c18c10e-80f3-11e2-8074-b26a871b165a_print.html
9. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/03/23/AR2007032301613.html
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/10/hugo-chavez-hector-abad-latin-america-l
eft
11. http://warincontext.org/2013/03/10/how-hugo-chavez-helped-liberate-south-america-from-the-u
nited-states-toxic-influence/
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2291598/Amazon-accused-online-land-grab-atte
mpt-buy-domains-including-book--app-movie.html
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1.3.10 British-Muslims In Britain Today: The Truth (2013-03-13 13:31)

INTRODUCTIONS: BRITISH-MUSLIM’S BRITISH-NESS

This page discusses the British-ness of Muslims in UK.

The Case Study or example is entirely taken from our personal positions, those of friends, acquit-
tance and from other attended forums or visited on-line forums and blogs.

We, British Muslims and ourselves here at Jerusalem Group/HMCO, are all proud British.

• We Love Our Country, Our People, Our Culture, Our Values and Ideals and Our General Way of
Living based on Tolerance and Respect of Others, and General Freedom.

• However, and here is the critical point of our diversion not from the mainstream society, as we
are part of the mainstream society’s position mistrust and non-support of our contemporary ruling
classes in government. In other words, We, British-Muslims and us here at JG/HMCO, have noth-
ing but love and admiration, loyalty and support of our British-ness (People and Culture, Ideals
and Values), but not, we repeat but not, in our governing classes and institutions.

OUR SHARED MAINSTREAM SOCIETY GRIEVANCES AT HOME

• The death of Meritocracy and the Growth of Nepotism and Cryonism

• The Ever-Growing ’Inequality Gap’ fueled by Our Governing Classes favoritism of policy advan-
tageous to the Wealthier Classes (Strengthening of The Wealthier’s Welfare System: We all live in
a Cycle of Welfare Lifestyle ever dependent on one another; state on banks, banks on State, busi-
nesses etc) and the ever hypocritical and harmful attacks on the Middle & Poor Classes Shielding
Structures and Policies.

• The ’40:1’ immoral and harmful wage system, where some get paid forty-times to what the average
national workers earn. Who regulate this structure? Those who profit from it, similar to Banking
”Reforms” that never comes when Welfare Reforms never cease to be implemented on the daily
basis.

• Finally, like the mainstream, the British-Muslims Do Not Support the deterioration of civil liberties
and rights in the name of invented fear and threats (”terror”)!

In short, at home, we British-Muslims we are part of the majority of the mainstream national population
grievances, seeking equal opportunities, equal rights and equal environment for fair play and competition.

OUR SHARED MAINSTREAM SOCIETY GRIEVANCES ON EXTERNAL POLICIES

• Our governing classes and institutions DO NOT REPRESENT us, especially when these take our
nation onto their dangerous ”wars of choices” not necessity or self-defense.
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• We, like the majority among the mainstream society, Do Not Support archaic colonial and imperial
policies.

• We Do Not, like mainstream majority, support hypocritical foreign and security policies, when
our governing classes and institutions can chose to indiscriminately drop a 5000lb bomb on non-
combatant innocent civilians and call the murders of these innocents people (mostly Children,
Women and the Elderly) as ”accidental collateral damage”, when those who survive such heinous
crimes and thus chose themselves to take arms in self-defense or honor revenge against the perpe-
trators of such crimes, these are instead labeled as ”terrorists”.

• We Do Not, like the majority among the mainstream, support the fueling of foreign internal conflicts
and wars just so our core economic industries of defense and arms, or private security services and
products (mercenaries), can create amicable demand for their services and products in supplies. In
other words, most of external wars are fueled to feed our core economic sector, defense and private
security, creating or rather forcing demand, and providing supplies in return.

BRITISH-MUSLIM’S APPROACH FOR CHANGE

The majority of the British-Muslims, and in general those residing in the West, prefer to voice their
grievances, as those grieved parties within the mainstream majority and ourselves here at JG/HMCO
do, via non-violent-based approaches; less direct activism, zero civil disobedience and looking more at
shifting one another center of political loyalties at the ballot-box.

In other words, we all, that is, the many sectors of nation’s grieving parties (Muslims and non-
Muslims, minorities and natives), have always pinned our hopes for change on the western traditions,
at the ballot-box. We may chose to aggressively inform, as we chose here to do; we may chose to
organize (not us, though some at least do); but we will never, we repeat, we will never ever show open
or passive support (or even recommend) in the use of violence, or associate ourselves (i.e. British-
Muslims in General, and ourselves at JG/HMCO) with those who lean towards violent acts or approaches:
this has been the core focus of our, and general British-Muslims, message throughout our progress to date.

CLOSING STATEMENT

Above are our shared grievances and positions, not separately Muslim-Grievances but part of our
majority fellow British citizens/nationals mainstream Grievances, ethnic and natives, in relations to our
contemporary corrupt, greedy and non-representative British Government and their dangerous policies
at home and abroad.

We, at JG/HMCO and Greater British-Muslims, are strong and loyal British Citizens. We share a
lot with our fellow nationals; we have similar love and passion of our cultures, ideals and values, but
as in similarities not differences or separately from our mainstream majorities, ethnic and natives, we
have little support or admiration of our contemporary British Government and their policies at home and
abroad.

The point is: British-Muslims are not a separate segment from the mainstream British society, and
rather it is a part of such majority with a common shared list of grievances.

P.S. If ever an aggression comes suddenly tomorrow against our nation, we, British-Muslim and
especially ourselves at JG/HMCO, we will don our fighting arms and stand firm and proud side by side
with our fellow citizens and members of our nation’s armed forces, fighting for our country and our
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fellow nationals, but never on behalf of our ”representative” government, because we have never felt
this to be the fact, the representative aspect.

In the military culture if you ask a fellow soldier who are you fighting for, they will frankly and
openly tell you not for the bloody Queen or King, or Government or Freedom, but for the guy next to
me and the colors of my battalion/regiment, and my family behind at home: exactly our feelings!

Recent studies supporting our assessment: From [1]Daily Mail and [2]The Guardian.

Other Excellent Readings:

[3]How the war on terror in England became a war on women and children - Le Monde diplomatique -
English edition

[4]New York Muslims protest police surveillance

[5]‘Islamophobic crimes rising across UK’

[6]Study links Facebook ‘likes’ with personality traits

[7]The British history new citizens must learn: no radicals, no homosexuals, no Holocaust | David Edgar
| Comment is free | The Guardian

[8]In the Falklands there is no self-determination, but a Ruritanian colonial relic

[9]Hackers release financial records of first lady, vice president, att’y general, others

[10]Fear, Corporate Profiteering, and Government Expansion of the Security Surveillance State on the
US Borderland

[11]Google Admits Drive-By Data Collection Was Privacy Breach

[12]Married police officer jailed for having sex with vulnerable woman he helped while on duty
[13]When Exercise Stresses You Out - NYTimes.com

[14]You’re too late, Jeremy! Japan unveils single-passenger robot cars that drive themselves

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2292435/How-cost-living-risen-times-faster-pay-past
-years.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2013/mar/11/generation-self-what-young-care-about
3. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/how-the-war-on-terror-in-england-became-a-war-on
4. http://rt.com/usa/nypd-muslims-spying-program-171/
5. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/03/12/293196/islamophobia/
6. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/study-links-facebook-likes-with-personality-
traits.html
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/11/battle-britain-history-new-uk-citizens
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/12/falklands-vote-ruritanian-colonial-relic
9. http://rt.com/usa/hackers-president-attorney-general-fbi-director-and-others-120/
10. http://truth-out.org/news/item/14993-fear-corporate-profiteering-and-government-expansion-o
f-the-security-surveillance-state-on-the-us-borderland
11. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/13/technology/google-pays-fine-over-street-view-privacy-brea
ch.html?hp
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2292183/Married-police-officer-jailed-having-sex-vu
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lnerable-woman-helped-duty.html
13. http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/03/13/when-exercise-stresses-you-out/
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2292060/Youre-late-Jeremy-Clarkson-Japan-unv
eils-single-passenger-robot-cars-drive-themselves.html
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1.3.11 Kings College London Report (Published Via The Guardian): EDL Ex-
ploiting Sex-Grooming Issue For Own Anti-Islam Agenda (2013-03-13 16:15)

The article, reprinted in full below, from the Guardian is an original product of one of the elite UK
Universities, Kings College London, which illustrates in some details and with more supporting evidence
on how many of the far-right groups in UK, like EDL (English Defense League, a militant branch of
the British National Party, BNP), have jumped, in order to exploit to enhance personal agendas, into the
recent national discourse surrounding the sex-grooming of underage girls by Asians; here they fail to
separate Muslim Asians from non-Muslim Asians.

This is why we also wrote here, see own post below as instructional ”[1]Advices to Our Muslim
Sisters”, on how Muslim sisters can take care of themselves in light in particular of some of these
issues having recently touched upon closer to our local Muslim Communities of Leicester (Highfields, a
dominant Muslim area).

The Guardian Article:

[2]

English Defence League exploiting sex-grooming fears, says report

EDL using concerns about gangs to fuel anti-Islam agenda and share tactics with other far-right groups,
says university

• [3]Mark Smith and agencies

• [4]guardian.co.uk, Wednesday 13 March 2013 10.15 GMT
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EDL supporters march in Dewsbury: the far-right group has used high-profile crime cases to build sup-
port, the report finds. Photograph: Russell Pollard/Demotix/Corbis

The [5]English Defence League (EDL) is exploiting concerns about sex-grooming gangs to fuel
its anti-Islam agenda and help forge networks with far-right groups across [6]Europe, according to a
university report.

The EDL has used recent cases, such as that of [7]nine Asian men jailed last year for grooming
girls in Rochdale, to build support, King’s College London found.

Alexander Meleagrou-Hitchens of KCL’s International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation, one
of the report’s authors, said: "The EDL has successfully exploited concerns about the sex-grooming
gangs in the north of England, turning the issue into one of Islam versus the west."

Tommy Robinson, the EDL’s leader, is considered a "rock star" by activists across Europe, Meleagrou-
Hitchens said.

"They want him to help their own organisations to become like the EDL. There’s a danger that
the UK will export this kind of vicious, far-right activism to the rest of the continent."

The EDL and its partners have worsened community tensions and further promoted ideas that helped
inspire the Norwegian mass killer Anders Breivik, the report said. One theme used by the EDL to try to
boost its support is that of rape allegedly committed by Muslim men as evidence of the "Islamisation"
of the west.
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"This ’rape jihad’, as it has become known, is a significant concern for the EDL," says Melagrou-
Hitchens. "Interest has risen since revelations in the British media about the existence of sex-grooming
gangs made up of Muslim men of south-Asian origin."

The EDL demonstrated in Rochdale in June last year to try to pressure police to refer specifically
to gang members as Muslim so that a link between the religion and the crime could be inferred, the
report said.

The far-right group is sharing these tactics with partners in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and other
countries, the report found. The EDL has had an online presence for some time but it is making efforts
to move to the physical world, according to the report.

"Although the leading members and organisations rarely, if ever, directly call for violence in re-
sponse to Islamisation, they are unable to control how their fellow travellers will decide to act upon the
information they provide.

"The attacks in Norway were the first example of an individual inspired to pursue terrorism in di-
rect response to perceived Islamisation, and they are unlikely to be the last."

The report, [8]A Neo-Nationalist Network: the English Defence League and Europe’s counter-jihad
movement, will be launched at a conference on Wednesday, with a keynote speech to be delivered by
the minister for crime and security, James Brokenshire.

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Related article:

Islamophobia majority victims are sisters (The Guardian/MAMA Report):
[9]http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/09/muslim-helpline-faith-attacks -women
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[10]Frenchman who ripped a Muslim woman’s veil off is given a five-month suspended sentence

[11]‘EDL promoting anti-Islam agenda in UK’

[12]UK ’faces threat of murderous attack from Far Right extremist’ - UK Politics - UK - The Independent

[13]ICSR Report Launch – A Neo-Nationalist Network: The English Defence League and Europe’s
Counter-Jihad Movement / ICSR

Good Unrelated Reading Articles:

What your Facebook ”Likes” Says about who you are?/:

[1] [14]http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/study-links-facebook-l ikes-with-personality-
traits.html

[2] [15]http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2291749/How-Facebook-l ikes-reveal-clues-
sexuality-political-beliefs-religion.html

[16] Cambridge admissions show race gap

[17]The Terrorist Mind ≫ CIC

[18]The Putin Doctrine | Foreign Affairs

[19]Internal intelligence agencies hungry for deeper cooperation from Skype

[20]Whistle Blower Discloses Secret Syria War Plan To Balkanize Syria And Turkey | StratRisks

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/10/a-simple-self-defence-instructions-for-mus
lim-sisters-what-to-do-when-faced-with-a-potential-attacker-dog-or-person/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/marksmith
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/english-defence-league
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/europe-news
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/rochdale-child-sex-ring
8. http://www.kcl.ac.uk/sspp/departments/warstudies/newsevents/eventsrecords/brokenshire.aspx
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/09/muslim-helpline-faith-attacks-women
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2292821/Frenchman-ripped-Muslim-womans-veil-given-m
onth-suspended-sentence.html
11. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/03/13/293432/religion/
12. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/uk-faces-threat-of-murderous-attack-from-far-
right-extremist-8533040.html
13. http://icsr.info/2013/03/icsr-report-launch-a-neo-nationalist-network-the-english-defence-l
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eague-and-europes-counter-jihad-movement/
14. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/study-links-facebook-likes-with-personality-
traits.html
15. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/study-links-facebook-likes-with-personality-
traits.html
16. http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2013/mar/13/cambridge-university-medicine-admissions-ra
ce
17. http://opencanada.org/features/the-think-tank/essays/the-terrorist-mind/
18. http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/139049/leon-aron/the-putin-doctrine?page=show
19. http://rt.com/news/skype-wiretapping-intelligence-agencies-237/
20. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11177
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1.3.12 The Guardian Exclusive: An Historic Defeat Against Modern-Day
British Police State (Lets All Follow With Our Own Legal Requests!)
(2013-03-14 18:58)

Well the Guardian came out today with an amazing story of an historic defeat on the modern-day British
Police State, and thus without a single grain of doubt, today’s victory for Messr. John Catt, a peaceful
political activist, will undoubtedly set an unprecedented wave of counter-sues and actions against these
dangerous modern police state powers and practices of upholding, i.e. without individual’s consent
or awareness, peaceful activists and citizens information as ”part of criminal intelligence or domestic
extremism” without actual truth.

We, here at JG/HMCO, are already preparing our own papers to send out thanks to this [1]advi-
sory post from the Guardian.

Our first step is to independently request for our details via Met Police ([2]see this web-page for
relevant application forms), which the police might be holding illegally (without our knowledge or
consent, or actual justification based on any criminal act undertaken: none of us has ever, ever, been
arrested for any crimes, or issues, or even mere contacted by police, minus the stop and search at
airports usually based on racial profiling practices rather than criminal profiles). Anyway, after this
first approach, we will follow this up by also seeking the services of [3]Human Rights Solicitors Bhatt
Murphy (same firm which made this historical verdict possible for Messr. John Catt), for a sort of
due-diligence on our part to make sure we have been handed all the information on their databases that
is illegally held up (and those they might claim to be legally uphold of course we will take a next step to
challenge their conception of legality in courts on what make these legal to hold).

LETS TAKE DOWN THE ROTTEN POLICE STATE SYSTEM NOW– TAKE ACTION & SEND IN
YOUR OWN REQUEST/OVER-RIDE THE SYSTEM!

The Article:

[4]

Protester wins surveillance database fight
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John Catt, who has no criminal record, wins legal action to have records deleted from police database of
suspected extremists

• [5]Rob Evans, [6]Paul Lewis and [7]Owen Bowcott

• [8]The Guardian, Thursday 14 March 2013 16.46 GMT

An 88-year-old campaigner has won a landmark lawsuit against [9]police chiefs who labelled him
a "domestic extremist" and logged his political activities on a secret database.

The ruling by three senior judges puts pressure on the police, already heavily criticised for run-
ning undercover operatives in political groups, to curtail their [10]surveillance of law-abiding protesters.

The judges decided police chiefs acted unlawfully by secretly keeping a detailed record of John
Catt’s presence at more than 55 protests over a four-year period.

The entries described Catt’s habit of drawing sketches of the demonstrations. [11]Details of the
surveillance, which recorded details of his appearance such as "clean-shaven" and slogans on his clothes,
were revealed by the Guardian in 2010.

The pensioner, who has no criminal record, is among thousands of political campaigners recorded
on the database by the same covert unit that has been embedding spies such as [12]Mark Kennedy –
[13]a police officer who infiltrated environmental protest groups – in political movements for more than
a decade.

On Thursday Lord Dyson, who is the Master of the Rolls, and two other appeal court judges or-
dered Bernard Hogan-Howe, the commissioner of the Metropolitan police, to delete Catt’s file from the
database, ruling that the surveillance had significantly violated his [14]human rights.

The judges noted that the police could not explain why it was necessary to record Catt’s political
activities in minute detail.
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Lawyers for the police had argued that the anti-war activist regularly attended demonstrations against a
Brighton arms factory near his home, which had at times descended into disorder.

The judges dismissed arguments from Adrian Tudway, the police chief then in charge of the covert unit,
that police needed to monitor Catt because he "associates closely with violent" campaigners against the
factory of the EDO arms firm.

They said it was "striking" that Tudway had not said the records held on the pensioner had helped
police in any way.

"Mr Tudway states, in general terms, that it is valuable to have information about Mr Catt’s atten-
dance at protests because he associates with those who have a propensity to violence and crime, but
he does not explain why that is so, given that Mr Catt has been attending similar protests for many
years without it being suggested that he indulges in criminal activity or actively encourages those that do."

The judges added that it appeared that officers had been recording "the names of any persons they
can identify, regardless of the particular nature of their participation".

Catt said: "I hope this judgment will bring an end to the abusive and intimidatory monitoring of
peaceful protesters by police forces nationwide.

"Police surveillance of this kind only serves to undermine our democracy and deter lawful [15]protest."

A similar court of appeal ruling four years ago forced the Met to remove 40 % of photographs of
campaigners held on another database.

In a separate ruling, which also challenged the police’s practice of storing the public’s personal
data on databases, the three judges ordered the Met to erase a warning that had been issued against an
unnamed woman.

Three years ago officers had warned the woman for allegedly making a homophobic comment
about a neighbour. But she argued that police had treated her unfairly as she had not been given an
opportunity to respond to the allegation.

She took legal action to prevent the Met keeping a copy of the warning notice on their files for
12 years. She feared it could be disclosed to employers when they checked her criminal record.

A Met spokesperson said: "We are disappointed with today’s judgment and intend to consider it
carefully before reaching a decision on whether to appeal.

"Police databases, including those containing data on domestic extremism, are maintained in com-
pliance with the police information statutory code of practice.

"This provides a framework for the collection of information for policing purposes. The national
domestic extremism unit database is maintained according to these principles."
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• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Related article:

[16]Are you a ’domestic extremist’? How to ask if you are on police databases | UK news | guardian.co.uk

[17]National Public Order Intelligence Unit ≪ Fitwatch

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2011/apr/11/domestic-extremist-police-databases#B
2. http://content.met.police.uk/Article/Making-a-subject-access-request/1400005855548/14000058
55548
3. http://www.bhattmurphy.co.uk/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/robevans
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/paullewis
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/owenbowcott
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/police
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/surveillance
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/undercover-with-paul-lewis-and-rob-evans/2012/feb/08/secret-po
lice-files-challenged
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/mark-kennedy
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2011/jan/09/undercover-office-green-activists
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/human-rights
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/protest
16. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2011/apr/11/domestic-extremist-police-databases#B
17. http://www.fitwatch.org.uk/domestic-extremism/national-public-order-intelligence-unit/
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1.3.13 Your Great Weekend Readings: Muslims In The News (Destruction of
Makkah; Leicester Council Pay; etc) (2013-03-16 08:04)

Our recommend and painstakingly collected articles from the world of the international, local and
national media for your weekend [still in bed] reading.

Enjoy.

[1]Top Leicester City Council officers’ salaries published | This is Leicestershire

[2]Photos taken by activists in Saudi Arabia showing the destruction of the Grand Mosque

[3]Traces of pork in halal sausages at London schools

[4]Anti-racism has been reduced to politically correct exercise

[5]Racist graffiti daubed on sign in one of UK’s most exclusive communities where villagers are fighting
over planned Sikh school

[6]Police Liaison Officers – Intelligence gathering, self-policing and the dangers of talking to the police

[7]Revealed: Osborne’s 50 meetings with bank bosses in just two years

[8]Sitting? It’s a safety risk! Officials at shopping centre in West Midlands introduce bewildering ban

[9]House: The growing divide in Saudi Arabia

[10]Browser makers increasingly embrace controls to limit Web-user tracking

[11]Spy Agencies to Get Access to U.S. Bank Transactions Database

[12]’Obama’s financial spy plan moves US towards Orwellian police state’

[13]FBI survillance tool is ruled unconstitutional

[14]http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/03

[15]/14/is _the _clandestine _service _a _den _of _promiscuity _or _not

[16]Reuters journalist charged with online hacking

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Leicester-City-Council-officers-salaries/story-184235
42-detail/story.html
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/incoming/article8536975.ece/ALTERNATES/w380/serdgxcverera1.jpg
3. http://www.france24.com/en/20130315-britain-traces-pork-halal-sausages-london-schools
4. http://netpol.org/2013/02/25/anti-racism-has-been-reduced-to-politically-correct-exercise/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2293736/Racist-graffiti-daubed-sign-UKs-richest-com
munities-villagers-fighting-planned-Sikh-school.html
6. http://netpol.org/2013/03/13/police-liaison-officers-intelligence-gathering-self-policing-a
nd-the-dangers-of-talking-to-the-police/
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2294233/Revealed-Osbornes-50-meetings-bank-bosses-j
ust-years.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2294238/Sitting-Its-safety-risk-Officials-Shopping-
Centre-West-Midlands-introduce-bewildering-ban.html
9. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/a-growing-divide-in-saudi-arabia-between-rulers-rule
d/2013/03/14/09d570f0-8a88-11e2-8d72-dc76641cb8d4_story.html
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10. http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/web-browsers-consider-limiting-how-much-t
hey-track-users/2013/03/14/94818d22-8bed-11e2-9f54-f3fdd70acad2_story.html
11. http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/03/spy-agencies-to-get-access-to-u-s-bank-transaction
s-database/
12. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-spy-plan-obama-317/
13. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbi-survillance-tool-is-ruled-unconst
itutional/2013/03/15/d4796396-8db9-11e2-9f54-f3fdd70acad2_story.html?tid=pm_pop
14. http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/03/14/is_the_clandestine_service_a_den_of_promiscu
ity_or_not
15. http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/03/14/is_the_clandestine_service_a_den_of_promiscu
ity_or_not
16. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/9931613/Reuters-journalist-charged-with-hacking.
html
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1.3.14 Sunday March 17th 2013 Headlines (2013-03-17 11:37)

First an incredible story. a UK activist convicted in UK for ”Yelling @ the PM” (give a leg, they will
take a foot in time).

[1]Activist convicted for yelling at PM

[2]UK activist convicted for yelling at PM

This one is how the ”democratic security services” works (no different to Chinese or Soviets). One firms
speaks-out, hence, we finally ”found out the truth” (applies to UK too, pre-Snoopers Charters/Justice and
Security Bill);

[3]Telecoms firm hails ’significant victory’ as judge orders halt to FBI’s data demands | World news |
guardian.co.uk

[4]The FISA/Echelon Panopticon

[5]The End of Privacy and Freedom of Thought?

Others;

[6]’Squeezed middle’ is too cuddly a term for the harm done to British wages

[7]How London’s gold and silver prices are “fixed”

[8]How Did We Let the Iraq War Happen?by Seymour M. Hersh

[9]The epic story of the C-130

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/16/activist-shocked-conviction-cameron-protest
2. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/03/17/293979/uk-activist-convicted-for-yelling-at-pm/
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/16/fbi-data-demands-telecoms-firms/print
4. http://anniemachon.ch/annie_machon/2013/02/the-fisa-echelon-panopticon.html
5. http://anniemachon.ch/annie_machon/2013/02/the-end-of-privacy-and-freedom-of-thought.html
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/mar/16/squeezed-middle-ken-loach-spirit-45
7. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11237
8. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/03/iraq-ten-years-later-what-about-the-c
onstitution.html
9. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-epic-story-of-the-c-130
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1.3.15 ((ADDED END-NOTES: Tues 18th March)) Human, All Too Human [Ex-
claimed Nietzsche]: The Good & Bad of Humans (2013-03-18 16:52)

There are some people who are good and some bad, the former class is in the minority (the rarest of
the species), while the latter (the bad to very bad) are among the majority, that is, to use the words of
Friedrich Nietzsche, we are all ”Humans, All Too Humans” pegged by our upbringing!

Before proceeding here are some few stereotypes;

• never trust anyone of Indian blood (from Sub-Indian Continent) for these love and care only for
wealth

• never trust many Arabs or associate with them, for these they think of themselves too high above
everyone else, and plagued by pleasure-complex

• never trust a white-person because for them it is always ”me first” law in operation, in other words,
they will turn on you after they have worked with you

and so forth. Get the gist of it.

Anyway, in this post we will set out few points briefly in what make us bad or good.

The Good Humans:

• Hates Money, material things, over-wealth, and showmanship

• respects all irrespective of age, gender, colour, beliefs, sexuality or races/cultures

• when wealthy, shows modesty of a poor man’s lifestyle

• never offends, and when offended never reciprocate

• never uses violence unless for self-defence or forced to

• always a diplomat with a charm of a prince/ess

• when knowledgeable he behaves us ignorant and seeks to learn

• never offends the women around or faraway

• never gets in a position of unavoidable confrontation

• their words are contractual, and they rather die than break these

The Bad:

• Loves money, material things, over-wealth (due to greed) and showmanship

• has no respect to all, think highly of oneself above the rest
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• not modest of his power or wealth, or even intelligence (if can be called so)

• think of women as playthings

• ready to use or threat in the use of violence, even when unable to apply it

• never a diplomat but always a mercenary and confrontational

• thrive in ”violent public shows”

• their words are worth not a penny (they can sell their mothers for good, nay, for any price)

Thus to recognize a good or bad person, for marriage or relationship reasons, or mere friendship, first
appreciate (through thorough studies) their family background (every person is their parent’s double),
their dispositions, their wealth, power (and their show, flaunt or hide these), their cars, clothes, houses,
their ”pretentiousness” of their selves (meaning they think the rest are never better than they are; hence
a good person even when well-educated can always be at home with easiness among the less educated,
because he or she will never put his/her ”intellectual status or achievements” above the rest, and will
always remain the humblest even putting oneself under the position of those around him/her). Examine
and study their network of friends, the companies they keep, the way they walk, talk, eat and so forth
(if they don’t look you directly, not out of respect of offending some cultural etiquette but because they
think they are better than you, then there is your answer).

In short, the bad people are many and most dangerous, because these can be easily bought or turned
against your out fear and love for wealth and pleasures of the worlds (losing it creates fear, while gaining
more of it creates easiness to be ”bought”). While the good people are the rarest, and these passed under
the radar without notice (these are the materials of good friends, spouses, comrades and so forth).

ADDED END-NOTES: MORE LIKE A SUMMARY-LEFT-OUT

One thing a reader must appreciate from above stated observational facts about humans [charac-
ters] is that the good people will always be naturally the strongest in body, mind and soul/spirit unlike
their bad counterparts who will naturally remain the weakest because;

• the good unlike the bad can never be corrupted since these have no care or need for wealth, women
(or men, young boys or girls; dependent on one’s preferences) and can’t be emphasized enough–
they, the good, unlike the bad people, have an absolute distaste, revulsion and hate of Money (the
symbolic root of all corruption of the good and the bad).

• Also, since these, the good, can not be easily corrupted, it means they are also prepared to sacrifice
those they love dearest (when they open themselves to loving or even getting emotionally closer to
others; e.g. family members, children, spouses, lovers etc) just to uphold their sanctity of purity in
goodness and their dearest cherished values, principles and ideals. The bad can never do this out
of fear or greed, and will always be ready to ”negotiate” their positions just to keep their wealth
and lovers, material and so forth.

Days in News:
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[1]Top female police officer attacks’ macho, white, middle-aged male’ culture of UK’s chief constables

[2]US secrecy policy run as though formed by Orwell and Kafka – top official

[3]Top French lawyer Olivier Metzner found dead

[4]MI6 knew Iraq had no active WMD

ADDED NEWS HEADLINES:

[5]Britain ’is suffering a huge loss of faith in its institutions’: Trust in all politicians has slumped to an
all-time low, say researchers | Mail Online

[6]Economist Intelligence Unit,United Kingdom Recent Political Developments

[7]Police: commissioner accused of cronyism over £65,000 jobs

[8]Essex police to launch ’Dad’s Army’ cost-cutting scheme where RESIDENTS will gather intelligence
after break-ins

[9]Police hid files on celebrity suspects

[10]French firing over veil was ‘religious discrimination’

[11]Now ’chilling secret justice’ reaches the highest court in UK

[12]Who cares about new bank levy when you’re Rich Ricci, Barclays banker given an £18million bonus!

[13]Bloggers may face libel fines under press regulation deal | Media | guardian.co.uk

[14]The Andes Chronicles: A Ban on Hydraulic Fracturing - NYTimes.com

[15]Assault weapons ban dropped from Senate gun bill

[16]Lagarde’s flat raided by French police

[17]China expresses support for BRICS Development Bank

[18]Leaked trial evidence suggests NYPD set arrest quotas
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1.3.16 [[ADDED NOTES: Sat 23rd March 2013]] Who Are We Really: Reveal-
ing The Dominant Strategic Cultures of Global Races/Nations [A Socio-
Psycho-Behavioural Analysis] (2013-03-22 14:41)

Introduction: The Discourse Approach

In this post we will attempt to outline in some amicable details the dominant psyche of global
races/nations, within the confined frameworks of socio-psycho-behavioural methodological analyses. In
other words, we will discuss that what differentiate between one people (of one nation-state or regions,
or cultures) to the other, and what, if any, might be their shared traits.

Methodology: Our Extensive-Based Experiences & Studies

First one needs to appreciate the fact that these observations are based not only on our extensively-based
experiences of the world, in terms of travels (and the natural interactions and relations with the many
different peoples of the world) but also these observations are based on our specialist academia areas
(within the studies of geopolitics & strategic studies).

Secondly, these observed facts are based on these races/people’s histories, or what in the world of
academics and professions (political and social sciences, or foreign affairs and [military] intelligence)
we refer to these races dominant behaviours and habits as strategic cultures, a by-product of their
nations/race’s histories.

Concept Definition: Strategic Cultures

Strategic Cultures is a concept that defines particular groups (either as a nation-state or non-state actors
or corporations, businesses, sporting clubs etc) dominant psychological and behavioural characteristics
as a result of their generational (historical) influences as a result of their dominant practices, in terms of
the influences of their religious values, political ideals, or general geographical social milieu and so forth.

In other words, strategic cultures defines how particular people behaves, or will [be expected to]
behave, in accordance to their past [cultural-historical] traditions and customs, as shaped by their
geographies, climate, beliefs and so forth; to make it more simpler, lets take an animal, a bigger animal
will straddled around without fear, the smaller ones will adopt to the dangerous environment it found
itself in, and as such from these logical deductions and experiences, we will all expect the smaller ones
to use their ingenuities to adapt cleverly, for example chameleons and the ever changing colours based
on surroundings, while you see the lions lying openly in open spaces without fear–and these behaviour
will henceforth be expected to be the same– this is what we mean by strategic cultures, shaped by our
past and environments.

For a more detail understanding the simpler, though still intellectually demanding for appreciation
site on the subject [1]see here, or just google ’strategic cultures’ for further results.

Now that has been said lets start with one end of the earth to another, in order of the oldest civi-
lizations to the newest, might be wise.

[1] Africa: Proud, Peaceful, Paternalistic

To many anthropologists and historians, or evolutionary biologists and the likes, humans, it is ar-
gued, can be first traced to have originated from Africa, as such we will start here, the claimed roots of
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Modern Human Birth.

Africans are by nature very peaceful and clever people, however, Africans are unfortunately shaped
by what one might defines as Paternalistic Tribal Gender Politics, in other words, the paternalistic
(dominance of male over women) aspects of African is clearly visible, hence many Africans, or those
of African blood, tend to be very macho; that men-like and testosterone-ously aggressive, though not
necessarily [and actually] aggressive, as the fact and truth is, Africans prefer the symbolic-representation,
that sending signal of ”I am the man, B****”, or to put it in simpler words, showing-off, hence, you will
never fail to see Africans, Blacks whatever you might wish to call them, ”Blinged Up”, that wearing
”loud” expensive clothes, and other accessories, playing the similar role of their co-inhabitants of the
continent, the dominant animals, the Lions, and their manly-mare and so forth. The truth is when you
challenge an African he will, majority of the time, back down, they are not naturally violent, just a
show-off and ”gang/peer pressures” to conform to black people ”expected manly traits”.

However, Africa, a large continent with larger different tribes tend to be a mixed bag of paternal-
ism and maternalism, side-by-side mostly, where women though expected to ”play their traditional
womenly roles, are also revered to the point of ”saint-ified” as cultural treasures and wiser people; thus
you can never offend an African woman, and for those who had a love relation or liaison with an African
woman one will understand how dominant and proud these are. African women as their men are also very
out there, but more violent and dominating than their men counterpart, one might reckon this is why when
it is times of civil wars and violence, these sections of societies, that the women of Africa, tend to bear
the greater grunt and pains of such a violence, for example through rapes, other violent sexual abuses,
left out to care for the young and so forth, a sort of male inferiority complex payback; ”you have been
treating us like shit, that dominating us, now it is time you pay B****”, see the logic and linked-logic.
Women are also slowly moving with new times and becoming more vocal and dominating, as traditional
across the African-dominated societies, from Africa to Latin Americas and North Americas (esp. the US).

In sum, what is important to take from this examination of an African socio-psyche behaviourism
is the fact that they tend to be primarily peaceful, clever, business-like (with aim of surviving not
pursuing wealth for the sake of greed, minorities do however as in any other societies) but they are also
very violent especially between one-another (Africans-to-Africans) and by Males-to-Females (out of
inferiority complex as stated above). In a sentence, Africa is a wonderful though still self-searching
continent and peoples; with promises and also dangerous shortfalls; the great African schizophrenic issue.

Added Notes [1 On Africa]:

Africa is a divide continent as any other would be, and thus there is an obvious differences based
on geographical locations of particular cultures, for example North Africa (the Maghreb and Including
the Sahel to Horn of Africa) is a very hospitable region based on Islamic traditions of these regions.

Thus African regions can be divided further in terms of their prone-ability tendencies to violence
and general dominant traits; for example;

• Egyptians and Algerians tend to be highly explosive in character (just observe their behaviours
while mere performing a fun task as playing football), these two are very violent and paternalistic,
and very ”salafists’ (hardcore Muslims).

• Tunisians and Moroccans tend to be among the world effeminate peoples; meaning their are ’fem-
inine’ in trait, as the men act more like women and the women are just an embarrassment for all,
or any, Muslim[s].
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• Mauritanians, Malians, Chadians, Sudanese, Libyans, Senegalese and other west coast Islamic na-
tions are hardworking people, peaceful though very good fighters. Very kind people also influenced
by the Berber [Arab Nomads living around and across the Sahara deserts, and Arabian Peninsula]
codes of social relations.

• Coming down to the Horn of Africa, in particular Somalia, Ethiopia, Djibouti and Eritrea, these are
proud people, also very fierce and very good people (in reference to the post below in discussing
the good and bad people, the Somalis rate at the top of the world Good-est people, very fierce proud
fighters and Muslims: we love the Somalis).

• The East Coast of Africa is peaceful, with some of the most gracious and hospitable peoples of
Islamic-Arabian backgrounds, of Swahilis of Kenya and Tanzania-Zanzibar (old Omanis protec-
torates). Very Good People all around. Beautiful Architectures, The Arts and Cultural Traditions.
Just Lovely.

• The West Coast/Gold Coast of Africa, good people, but very ”shifty”, in other words very well
trained in the arts of con-manship, seductions and so forth. The region is to good to be missed by
drug traffickers, hence it has become the second major geographical centres of criminal activities
away from Latin America, also seeing the rise of ”African Mafias”, mostly made up of Nigerians
(the shift-est of all!).

• Southern Africa is lovely and civilized but still very dangerous with many criminal ”entrepreneur-
ship”, in professional lingua, it is not an organized crime that dominate these areas (which means
not that bad since organized crime means a sense of control and command, or management of vio-
lence and dangers to others), in these regions the prevailing culture is that of disorganized crimes,
very dangerous anyone can kill anyone, can run any criminal activities etc.

• However the most dangerous region, perhaps second to the Latin Americas (and Eastern European
esp the Old Balkans of Bosnia, Kosova, Albania etc), it is the central regions of the continent;
known, of course, as Central Africa. Stretching from the Central Republic of Africa to Kinshasa
(Congo); these are the Balkans of Africa. Do Not even thinking of ”going back-packing” even
in a group down there. The region is one of the world most blessed topographies with wonderful
wildlife, natural rivers, heavy rainforests/tropical forests , mountains and so forth, and plenty of
natural resources, but the most deadliest and violent in the world (how sad!).

[2] Europeans: Peaceful North, Violent South-Central

Europeans differ in terms of geographical locations and the emigration aspects.

[2a] Northerners: The Peaceful

For example the northern races, namely, the Scandinavians, are some of the most peaceful people
in this world. These always prefer diplomacy to violence, well illustrated during Utoya Massacre which
rather than seeing Norway ”fortifying’ herself against ”domestic extremism” as the Anglo-Saxons would
have done [with over-reaction trait], they rather approached the issue at it’s core, that of the problem of
the broken society (as a result of multiculturalism and so forth in and across Europe). Also the people
of these regions are highly civic, meaning they are enthusiastic about political participation.

[2b] The Central: The Apathetic Racists

The Central nations are a mix bag; highly racial against outsiders but very law-abiding citizens
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due mainly to their dominant apathetic traits; the fuhrer complex issue is at the centre of these nations-
people, in other words, the need to be directed and ruled by laws which tell them what to do or what not
to do, hence these tend to be ”tolerant” of others due not out of ”popular nature” of European Liberalism,
but because of their dependency on the dictates of the laws of the land; this is also why Europeans,
esp. of North and Central, never revolts (how many revolutions can you remember from these regions,
popular-directed not elitist directed as those in France, Germany etc). Germanic people are some of the
best fighters in the world (in our books).

[2c] The Southerners: Loud-Mouthed Romans [i.e Sex-Leisure-Addicts]

In terms of the southern Europeans, of Mediterranean regions (Italians, Spaniards, Greeks, Cypri-
ots, Portuguese, and including the French etc), these tend to be very violently loud and dominated (or
rather that their daily lives are dominated and dictated) by amore syndrome, the need for sexual and
pleasurable relations and sex.

These people love leisure-pleasure time. Though they love to be involved in politics as well like
the northerners though unlike the central people who like to leave others to direct their lives. Also these
tend to influence how their nations works, especially when it comes to issues of direct importance to
themselves, which might impinge upon their leisure-pleasure times and abilities, such as economics
crises etc (leaving them broke to pay for sex and play-time!

The French, like the Anglo-Saxon nations (esp their governments and not the people), are the root
of the global crises (and for the French, every major continental crises in Europe) because these can not
move away from what we refer to as persistent cultural imperial mindsets; where gloire (glory days) and
majestic Napoleonic Imperialism still governs their political elites world-views.

[2d] Eastern Europeans: The Good Criminals

Good People, Very Good People, but also very dangerous most of them and highly associated
with underworld of crime since these have had to live under unwanted and undesired (that forced)
tyrannical powers (from inside and outside), as such they had perfected by learning to work underground,
the art of good criminal lifestyles, and this is how they have shaped their racial behaviour ever since
(hence to the Nazis these were slavs, ”lower stratas of human beings”, even during earlier dynastic eras
of Austro-Hungarian these made the majority of ”Land Slaves”/Serfs). Good Hospitality culture, like
Afghanistan’s Pashtuns, where foreigners can be welcomed without issues, since foreigners have always
been those who fought or sided with these people against their own tyrants.

[3] Middle East: The Devious Land of The Clever Weak/Princelings

Turks, like the Jews and Middle Eastern Arabs, are the most devious people in the world. Hence
these regions have always prospered as the underworld centres of espionage (especially Turkey’s
Istanbul). Also these races are top of the world cleverest people, since these were the first to introduce
to the fullest human civilization and also because, like Asiatic races (of China and Japan and India),
they have always been Non-Violent Cultures as a result of their religious and cultural teachings and
upbringing, from Judaism, Islam to Buddhism, where violence was never encouraged, as such these
peoples have always preferred, and perfected, to use their minds to outwit their enemies, hence they
have always remained the world most cleverest races in the world (including the aforementioned far
eastern Asians).

Arabs are very diplomatic and skillful in negotiations and getting something for nothing, whatever
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the world say it is the west that are being used to provide assurance of power (as bullying muscles) for
these princes/ess of Middle East and the local regional Jews.

The Jews are the world most weakest race, though again as any other Middle Eastern races, they
are also cleverest and use their brains to fend off their enemies and thus survive by using others to fight
their wars; first the Romans, The Europeans Christians/Crusaders followed on, then The British and
today The Americans, and perhaps tomorrow it might be either Europeans/EU-NATO or Chinese, or
even the oldest enemy, the Russians).

Iranians are one of the proudest, to the levels of absurd weakness, people in the world. Clever,
but easily deceive-able due to their over-pride. Very unflexible, as these tend to work like Germans, by
time-tables and within strict cultural etiquettes: not admirable characteristics at all since this means it
leaves them highly vulnerable (and open for easy attack).

The British..... We Will Not Discuss Here.....................

[4] Far-East: The Lands of The ”Leave-Us Alone” Races

Indians, never ever trust an Indian in complete unless you are very wealthy, and even then they
will always be your friend for the money, are another proud people but also very weak. Indians prefer to
be ruled by outsiders and are very proud to be occupied and ruled by others, on such fact they are proud,
as long as they live wealthy pleasure-filled lives.

The Confucian Races, that Chinese, Koreans, Japanese etc, these tend to be very racially proud
people. Outsiders can never trust these people, though between one another they can have unquestion-
able trust. Good Fighters, very clever (though mainly on technical aspects and finances). Not very
ethical, and these are disturbingly ’behind closed doors’ sexual perverts (in other words, they like kinky
stuff, very kinky, wow, like really wow); actually this is the fact with many far eastern races, kinky
perverted sex is a major aspect of their ”hidden” though dominant behaviours; use of violence during
sexual relations is not uncommon, hence these societies have always ravaged each other during wars,
and used indiscriminately and ”highly professionally managed” rape and prostitution as one of their
weapons (Japanese during World Wars etc).

The Indonesian and Malaysians Muslims, and Filipinos are very good people, very good Muslims
and people in general, but also very ’disturbing” as they have natural tendencies for unnaturally pure-
total approaches to violence; hence they always use machetes to cut each other down like during the
Timor Crisis of 2000.

Added [2 On Russia]:

The Russians are strongest people in the world, due mainly to the inhospitable environments they
are born in. Very Racists though, and very isolated (hence the problem of racial attitudes). The
Caucasus Regions (former Soviet Satellites states of Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgstan, Chech-
nya/Ingushetia etc, are some of the best fighters in the world. First-Class. Also very kind people with
long traditions of good hospitality to foreigners. They have suffered a lot, but have never bow down
to their aggressors, a trait that only the Vietnamese can be said to have the right to claim. If you are a
Muslim man then you will be the luckiest man if ever to marry into these peoples/races; you will have
a fierce, proud, strong and wise wife (lucky beggar!); another proud women are of course the Palestinians.

[5] Latin Americas: The Violent Rainbow Continent
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You have to differentiate here among the once rulers who originated from their European racial
stocks ancestors, and the indigenious American Indians. The former prefer to rule and to leisure similar
to their Mediterranean European cousins discussed above, while the latter, the natives, are hardworking
and fighting people, and very good and kind people. However Latin America people are the world
most violent people, hence the continent is the centre of the world criminal activities, from drugs, arms
trafficking, human trafficking, gangs, cartels and so forth. But lovely place, the geographies, the colours,
the cultures, the food, the people, the languages etc, just beautiful.

We will stop here for now, in few days we will revisit this page/post and updated with other left
out races/peoples as well as add and re-organize for a more readable and clear (and in-depth) edition; in
other words, if you have found this fascinating reading, then come back soon for more updates, re-edited
versions.

Added Note 3 On Further Readings: Please go to my [Saeed’s] specialist blog pages [[2]Click
Here] for more on the subject search ”Anthological Pages”, or ”International History” Pages.

ADDED HEADLINES (SAT MARCH 23RD] FOR WEEK-END READINGS:

[3]Saudi Prince jailed in Britain for sexually abusing and murdering his male servant flies home to serve
the rest of his life sentence

[4]Microsoft, Too, Says FBI Secretly Surveilling Its Customers

[5]Windows open: Microsoft reveals tens of thousands of users data disclosed

[6]Bills Would Mandate Warrant for GPS Tracking, Cellphone Location Data

[7]Insatiable: US plan calls for more scanning of private Web traffic, email

[8]CIA’s big data mission: ‘Collect everything and hang onto it forever’

[9]White House to argue for GPS tracking without a warrant

[10]Second NYPD officer testifies on stop-and-frisk quotas, racial targeting

[11]Editorial: Walking While Black in New York

[12]Internet Census 2012

[13]Secrets of Magic, Revealed!by Kirk J. Rudell

[14]From grim slammer to ’holiday camp’: Shamed MP Chris Huhne in secret switch from Wandsworth
to Leyhill

[15]Oxford settles discrimination case

[16]Police officers caught parking van on double yellow lines as they went to Sainsbury’s to buy lunch

[17]BRICS Bank to Challenge Western Influence

[18]Bitcoin: the fastest growing currency in the world - video | Technology | guardian.co.uk

[19]The Stone: Consciousness Revisited
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1.3.17 [[ADDEDENDNOTES]]On Syria&TheGeneral RealitiesOfWar [Fight-
ing] (2013-03-25 11:48)

For sometime now we have had questions on why we have not yet discussed or explained Syria. Well
here is our simple and to the point discussion and explanation on Syria, and naturally, the general
realities of war[fighting]; in other word, what is like to be a fighting soldier in front-lines.

A. On Syria: the Proxies-Civil War

Syria War is what in the field of political and social sciences or professional world is referred to
as the great Proxies-Civil War; or in simpler words, a war managed by external powers/actors with own
interests. We used the term proxies to emphasis the complexities of many faces [and participating actors]
and form of such a war, as such Syria War;

• It is a Proxy-Civil War I because it is a part of the new global geopolitical [Cold] War between the
global great troika powers (of US, Russia and China), all three trying to limit or expand influence
in the region; for the US/West, the fall of Syria and the inevitable coming war on Iran will mean a
complete dominance and colonization of the new Middle East under their rule, as well as a complete
”fenced-ring” or containment/encirclement of Russia and China in the region. For Russia and China,
both aforementioned western/US goals above are unacceptable, hence the strong defiance against
seeing the fall of Assad Regime.

• It is a Proxy-Civil War II because of the so-called regional rising powers sectarian-led/invented
competition between the Sunnis led by the Saudis-Qatari-Turks vs the Shites led by Iranian-Syria-
Hezbollah. The Saudis, Qataris and Turks are playing a united front at the present but all three
have complete separate and independent desires/goals to see their own rising power in mastering
the regions (Persian and Arabian Gulfs).

• Finally, it is a Proxy-Civil War III because of the old colonists of France and Britain though no
longer serious players (as these have been reduced to global midgets in the new Great Games
between Great Powers) have ever since Libya tried had to come back into global great games
by becoming actively involved within their old colonies politics and general affairs (today side-
by-side, because individually they can no longer afford it or able to undertake such tasks, hence
whenever Britain goes France is not far behind and vice-versa, strengthen and codified by recent
Anglo-French Defence Pact, and always both are the major advocates of interventions; lobbying
to arm ”the local rebels”, secretly supporting them at the same time and so forth).

In short, to those who had thought that Syria is entirely a Syrian Internal Affairs, you were wrong, it is a
complicated game of proxies behind the shadows (and at times openly in public) using and funding local
gangs and criminals, and well-paid foreign mercenaries, to fight against the Assad Regime. So if you
are one of those who keep shouting ”support Syria” and so forth, it might about time to stop it because
you are just another pawn used to validate the need for regime change and not supporting Syrian people
freedom and so forth.

B. The Realities of War [Fighting]

Anyone who chose to go to fight in a war has basically three legitimate reasons behind them; [a]
self-defence [b] forced to (defend honour, revenge and so forth) and [c] that person is a natural sociopath.
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No rational person chose to enlist in the armed forces and thus be ready to go to war.

War destroys not just communities and societies (infrastructures, cohesion, order/security and peace),
but it destroys the mind, spirit and at times, for the unluckiest of the all, the bodies of those who chose to
fight (the soldiers). Once war is over you can never go back to be what you were before. In war people
witness a lot of horrible things, from grown men crying, to nightmarish bodies decapitations or severely
wounded, to crimes on the innocent and so forth. You can never get these thoughts out of your head even
with so-called PTSD-specific therapies approaches (PTSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder). You can
never be again what you were before, this is a fact, hence the clever people never chose violence, but
rather non-violent approach to solving problems. Anyone can be turned into a fighting soldier, hence
you hear of Child Soldiers and so forth.

C. On The Realities of Soldiering.

In the battlefield, once you have chosen, foolishly as such, to pursue a violent approach to solving
problems, meaning going to fight a war or Jihad or whatever cute little names you want to give it, the
realities you will face will not mirror the propaganda recruitment pitches used to get you there in the
first place.

• You will face a massive cultural shock, especially if you are from a different background, socially,
economically and culturally/racially.

• If you do not speak the local language the problems will be much greater due to lack of ability to
communicate with others (sort of buddy-buddy support system of moral support and so forth).

• It is lonely when at war. The home-sick factor is real and is unbearable and always present with you,
and made worse by long periods of in-activities, meaning most of your time will be spent waiting
and waiting, cleaning your weapons, trying to preoccupy your minds with every sort of menial
work or activities (and for the little insider secret, masturbating your body energy and weight off!).

• If educated and culturally sophisticated, then you will have a worse time, since most of your com-
rades will be mostly made up of people who can not even write their own names.

• The waiting (oh the waiting) will in itself gravely tax your mental, physical and spiritual abilities
and energies, leaving you seriously damaged as a result of disturbed cycles of sleep you will face,
even when doing nothing you wont have the pleasure to go about sleeping since [a] you are always
managed, when to sleep or eat and so forth, and [b] even when you are free to do whatever you
want, most of the time you wont be able to sleep because of the idiots around you, you will have
to wait for them to ”be ready to go to bed” collectively.

• Hence another issue, you are not an individual anymore, you eat, sleep, speak and do everything
as a collective entity, if one chose to not do something then everyone might not do it, and so forth,
the lose of freedoms to chose, to all sorts of free will (now deterministic lifestyle rules you).

• And before the actual fighting take places you will find that most of those people you are fighting
with shoulder to shoulder are not reliable or trustworthy, and these are actually more dangerous
to you than the enemies. In short, these people, some of them, are less trained, or unable to learn
and adapt to the training, and thus will always be dangerous to their own side, by misfiring issues,
which means firing a gun on one’s own side and so forth.
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• Then the constant worries of those dangers you cant control, from snipers and their devastating
psychological and physical effects, to land-mines, booby-traps, tortures when falling into enemies
hands, the missiles (artillery) rains, planes and so forth.

Above outlined generally is essentially within the reference on those known as professional armed forces,
this is just to illustrate the point, ”mildly”, of how worse it would be for those opposite side, known
as ”unprofessional” forces, such as the Guerrillas, Insurgents, or Jihadists or whatever, these are much
worse than the professional; with all the mixed bags of characters, the ”underground” lifestyle of constant
movement, never staying in one place for more than 48 hours (since you are a hunted criminal). Being cut
off from civilization and people (normal lives, as well as families, friends and lovers etc). The threats to
yourself, families and friends and so forth. The psychological specific-targeted propaganda and the likes.

In short, violence is not glamourous as you might think or be made to think, and a wise person
never chose such a path [violence] unless he or she is left with no other choice (self-defence or forced
to). Hence, here at JG/HMCO we have never ceased to try and get you away from violence and more
towards non-violent approach to solving your issues and grievances.

ADDED END-NOTES:

Hence one can always observe or hear stories of ex-soldiers or veteran ever involved in violence
post their time in the services;

1. These groups, that ex-soldiers, make up largest grouping inside prisons.

2. Crimes mostly tend to be violence-related: domestic violence or sexual violence, that beating their
wives, girlfriends, family members, or outside violence on a night out or social outing, or armed
robberies and so forth.

3. These also tend to go back to armed services, by re-enlisting or by providing their ”killing know
how” as private killers, or hired guns, or what we call mercenaries, or drift into the criminal under-
world as professional criminals.

4. In short, once one get into ”soldiering” and see action, one can never again leave without the ever-
presence of violence; violence is from there onward an essential part of their existence.

Finally, great articles from the world of newspapers (what you will be reading is not about Russians
or Chinese Police, But The British Police; from political intimidation of Respect Party, to Corruption,
Racism and so forth).

first new alert Leicestershire Police to be fitted with ”secret cameras” on them to film the public
without their knowledge (BBC Leicester Radio, This Morning). A move criticized by civil liberties
groups.

[1]Police seize MP George Galloway¿s computer in hacking probe | Mail Online [2]Police spend FOUR
WEEKS tracking down mother, 45, after she made Facebook joke about egging PM [3]Number of police
officers suspected of conspiring about Andrew Mitchell in ’Plebgate’ row rises to 10 [4]Police watchdog
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probe death of man, 34, who was found unconscious in cell after arrest Other Headlines: [5]Commu-
nity role for Thurnby Lodge Scout hut ... [6]Boom in private investigators risks avoiding surveillance
regulation [7]The Lost Logic of Deterrence | Foreign Affairs [8]Becoming the All-Terrain Human - NY-
Times.com [9]From war babies to billionaires: Vietnam’s wealthiest women | World news | The Observer

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2298142/Police-seize-MP-George-Galloway-s-hacking-p
robe.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2298341/Police-spend-FOUR-WEEKS-tracking-mother-45-
Facebook-joke-egging-PM.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2298357/Number-police-officers-suspected-conspiring
-Andrew-Mitchell-Plebgate-row-rises-10.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2298304/Police-watchdog-probe-death-man-34-unconsci
ous-cell-arrest.html
5. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Community-role-Thurnby-Lodge-Scout-hut-hit/story-1851
1137-detail/story.html
6. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/the-private-investigator.html
7. http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/138846/richard-k-betts/the-lost-logic-of-deterrence?
page=show
8. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/24/magazine/creating-the-all-terrain-human.html?_r=0
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/mar/24/war-babies-billionaires-vietnam-women
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1.3.18 Your Long [Easter Holidays] Week-End Readings: Spying On American-
Muslims (New Report), UK Police In The News & Others (2013-03-28 12:09)

[1]The racism that fuels the ’war on terror’ | Glenn Greenwald | Comment is free | guardian.co.uk [2]an
excellent interview [3]a new report (the recommended new report on US Gov illegal spying activities
on American-Muslims) [4]shockingly invasive and indsicriminate surveillance program [5]supports the
NYPD program [6]Glad to Be Unhappy: The French Case : The New Yorker (very good article, esp. the
final ”Postscript” notes) [7]Police defend dawn raids on journalists as questions are raised over scope
of Operation Elveden (name things totalitarian police do!) [8]Watchdog rejects police report [9]James
Bond film used to ’bribe’ lords into backing secret courts: Whips played Skyfall to entice peers to stay for
crucial vote [10]’Put plain clothes officers in uniform’ [11]’Food stamps’ to be issued in Britain next week
to tens of thousands of vulnerable people as part of benefits shake-up [12]Phone app companies gather
so much information about users they will soon be able to sell details based on your brainwaves, experts
predict [13]Look! Up in the sky! 10,000 drones in US by 2020 [14]Sarkozy Scandal An ’Unflattering
Picture’ of French Democracy [15]Science-fiction turns real: Genetically engineering animals for war
[16]Easing Brain Fatigue With a Walk in the Park - NYTimes.com [17]Spy in Cell 15: The Real Story
Behind Israel’s ’Prisoner X’ [18]The secret life of your pet revealed: Owner develops ’cat nav’ device
which tracks wandering felines’ progress by mapping it on Google [19]How much make-up do men
REALLY like? | Mail Online [20]Internet slows down after DNS attack on Spamhaus | Technology | The
Guardian [21]Panorama accused of bribery attempt

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/25/racism-war-on-terror-awlaki
2. http://blog.nj.com/njv_editorial_page/2013/03/spying_on_muslims_a_qa_on_the.html?utm_medium
=referral&utm_source=t.co
3. http://aaldef.org/Mapping%20Muslims%20NYPD%20Spying%20and%20its%20Impacts%20on%20American%2
0Muslims.pdf
4. http://www.salon.com/2012/02/22/nypd_spying_program_aimed_at_muslims/
5. http://blogs.wsj.com/metropolis/2012/02/27/speaker-quinn-voices-support-for-nypd-monitoring
-of-muslims/
6. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/movies/2013/03/glad-to-be-unhappy-the-french-case.htm
l?printable=true&currentPage=all
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2300203/Police-defend-dawn-raids-journalists-questi
ons-raised-scope-Operation-Elveden.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/28/watchdog-rejects-police-racist-firefighter-claims
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2300228/James-Bond-film-used-bribe-lords-backing-se
cret-courts.html
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9957376/Plain-clothed-police-told-to-w
ear-uniform-to-be-more-visible.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2299931/Food-stamps-replace-cash-handouts-poor-vuln
erable-benefits-shake-up.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2298930/Phone-app-companies-gather-informati
on-users-soon-able-sell-details-based-brainwaves-experts-predict.html
13. http://rt.com/usa/us-drones-human-rights-obama-846/
14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/french-magazine-editor-satisfied-with-sarkozy-ca
mpaign-investigation-a-890751.html
15. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11477
16. http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/03/27/easing-brain-fatigue-with-a-walk-in-the-park/
17. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/how-the-mossad-career-of-ben-zygier-ended-in-trea
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son-a-890854.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2299948/The-secret-life-pet-revealed-Owner-d
evelops-cat-nav-device-tracks-wandering-felines-progress-mapping-Google.html
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2300216/How-make-men-REALLY-like.html
20. http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/mar/27/cyber-attack-spamhaus-slows-down-internet
21. http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2013/mar/28/bbc-panorama-producer-harlequin
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1.3.19 Get Ready For Summer: Our Simple & Free Fitness and Health Guide-
lines (2013-03-29 13:40)

After being asked over and over again, here is our gift to you all, Muslims and Non-Muslims, free of
charge, to a better lifestyle; more fitter, healthier and happier.

If one follows these guidelines one will have a truly fitter and healthier as well as happier lifestyle (even
sex life will be fantastic, you will never disappoint, we promise!).

These guidelines can be followed and completed by both genders (male and females), and as such
we will outline the guidelines at minimum standards of getting fitter; for example instead of recommend-
ing 100 push ups we will make a basic approximation of lowest, that minimum numbers both sexes can
undertake without much strain.

First and foremost it is important to know yourself: do you have any medical conditions that might be
effected or strained by these exercises, if so, take these minimum standards set out and cut it into further
halves.

Now lets start. The recommendations will be based on hypothetical modelled lifestyle, in other
words, what is a perfect way to living.

First, any healthier and fitter person obsessed with keeping fit and healthy would have a standard
living routine, and it is this routine which will serve as our modelled lifestyle.

[A.] Going to bed earlier (by 10pm/2200hrs). Yes you can have ”nookie-time”, no problem. Mak-
ing sure before jumping on that bed you have done a 10-15 mins mild stretching exercises (a mini-yoga,
so to speak: for more details on these email us). You will naturally wake up with the dawn feeling fresh
and energized (another nookie-time not recommended before morning work-out, unless you will do
your work-out at latter hours of the day, then go for it sailor!), that is the body and lifestyle of an athletic
(fitter and healthier) individual (not the lazy-logs).

[B.] You will have a nice hot (for winter days) breakfast full of protein and vitamins, and few fats
(unsaturated). After an hour from waking up to finishing breakfast and few minutes of TV watching or
reading, or just meditation, you will start your morning (if you are a morning person, if not this will be
similar to evening or time of your choice) exercise. This morning phase I will be made up of Circuits
Exercises.

[C.] Circuit Exercises comprises of Push-Ups, Sit-Ups, Chin-Ups, Dips, Squats, Lunges etc.

For recommended sets (both sexes):

Sit Ups: 3 reps of 15s (3x15) or 3x10 or for those with healthy conditions 3x5 (be sure you know
yourself, do not over done it).

Remember there are variations of sit ups and every other positions outlined and discussed here
(for these variations get in touch with us). These variations serve to shape and mould your different parts
of your body, lower abs, upper abs, sides etc.

Push Ups, similar reps as Sit-Ups.
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Chin-Ups, minimum 3x5

Dips Minimum 3x10

Squats 3x10

Lunges 3x10

Star-Jumps 20 minimum (one set).

Jumping Jacks and Crunches 20 (one go)

After this Phase I of morning exercises you can go straight, if you still have time before work or
after work, to cardio phase II.

[D.] During Cardio you will try to go for a 30-60 mins run, depending on your physical fitness
level and abilities. You can spend two days doing cross-country long runs, and one day shuttle-runs
(15mins) with a mix of cycling and swimming, and further two days jogging (ease running). 5-days of
training is enough with 2 weekend days of full rest (not totally for the athletic types).

[E.] When not doing your exercises you will walk to where you want to go that if it is not outside
30 mins walk-time, no need for driving (cycling is recommended).

[F.] After every meal you can do simple ”stretches” for 15-30mins to let your body ”chew” that
food. (email for details).

After two weeks of this lifestyle regime you will see improving changes and soon you will join
the fittest and healthiest, and of course happiest, elite club of the few.

Any questions and more support please do not hesitate to get in touch with us at al-
tawhid.leicester@hotmail.co.uk.

Remember that Cliche GYMS ARE FOR SUCKER! It is sadly true, Gyms are for Suckers, you
can do everything and thus be fit and healthier at home or outside without paying.

A List of Recommended Readings (nothing to do with fitness: though recommended for all Mus-
lims and those civil rights and want to be clever people):

[1]U.K. Home Office Draft Statutory Guidance on National Security Retention of Biometric Data [2]Ac-
tion Alert: Stop the government from stealing citizenship! [3]Losing citizenship and protection from the
courts [4]France about to strip off French nationals of their citizenships [5]Netherlands follows dangerous
UK extradition precedent [6]Civil law poses threat to protest freedom [7]Catt judgement leaves police
intel gathering practices in tatters [8]A Costly Creation of Criminals – the Critical Mass trials. [9]Image
from news.com.au TrapWire to use more Big Brother tech [10]The social media shaped hole in surveil-
lance law [11]Can the Lords salvage something from the Justice and Security Bill? [12]Shamed police
officer who stole £400 during a house search jailed AGAIN for stealing two smartphones [13]SLATE |
FBI makes Gmail spying ‘top priority’ [14]Ramadan Relief Islam Leader Calls for Muslim Holidays in
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Germany

1. http://publicintelligence.net/uk-biometric-retention/
2. http://www.cageprisoners.com/our-work/alerts/item/6226-stop-the-government-from-stealing-ci
tizenship
3. http://www.cageprisoners.com/our-work/opinion-editorial/item/6217-losing-citizenship-%E2%80
%93-and-protection-from-the-courts
4. http://www.cageprisoners.com/our-work/opinion-editorial/item/6159-france-about-to-strip-off
-french-nationals-of-their-citizenships
5. http://www.cageprisoners.com/our-work/press-releases/item/6032-netherlands-follows-dangerou
s-uk-extradition-precedent
6. http://netpol.org/2013/03/28/civil-law-poses-threat-to-protest-freedom/
7. http://netpol.org/2013/03/15/catt-judgement-leave-police-intel-gathering-practices-in-tatte
rs/
8. http://netpol.org/2013/03/18/a-costly-creation-of-criminals-the-critical-mass-trials/
9. http://rt.com/usa/trapwire-nextbus-surveillance-cubic-932/
10. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/the-social-media-shaped-hole-in-surveillance
-law.html
11. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/03/can-the-lords-salvage-something-from-the-jus
tice-and-security-bill.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2300660/Shamed-police-officer-Ian-Scouler-stole-400
-house-search-jailed-AGAIN-stealing-smartphones.html
13. http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2013/03/26/andrew_weissmann_fbi_wants_real_time_gma
il_dropbox_spying_power.html
14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/community-leader-calls-for-muslim-holidays-a-89
1610.html
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1.4.1 The Guardian On The ”Day Britain Changed”: Explaining The New Laws
Coming In Effect From April 2013 (2013-04-01 18:11)

Well, Britain under the Conservative Party after three decades in opposition has swing back to old
Thatcherite Policies on social and economic reforms, and has slowly set out to dismantle the popular
British Socialism, or rather the popular British Welfare State.

Now we will leave you in the hands of the Guardian article to explain what is to change and so
forth. (reprinted in full).

[1]

The day Britain changes: welfare reforms and coalition cuts take effect

A new world heaves into view this week with sweeping changes in the fields of welfare, justice, health
and tax

• [2]Patrick Wintour, political editor

• [3]guardian.co.uk, Monday 1 April 2013 10.00 BST
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David Cameron leaves No 10, Downing Street: many of his government’s radical cuts and reforms are
due to be introduced this week. Photograph: Andrew Winning/Reuters

Monday 1 April

Bedroom tax introduced

The aim is to tackle overcrowding and encourage a more efficient use of social [4]housing. Work-
ing age housing benefit and unemployment claimants deemed to have one spare bedroom in [5]social
housing will lose 14 % of their housing benefit and those with two or more spare bedrooms will lose
25 %. An estimated 1m households with extra bedrooms are paid housing benefit. Critics say it is
an inefficient policy as in the north of England, families with a spare rooms outnumber overcrowded
families by three to one, so thousands will be hit with the tax when there is no local need for them to
move. Two-thirds of the people hit by the bedroom tax are disabled.

Savings: £465m a year. As many as 660,000 people in social housing will lose an average of £728 a year.

Monday 1 April

Thousands lose access to [6]legal aid

Branded by Labour a "day of shame" for the legal aid system, the cutoff to claim legal aid will be
a household income of £32,000, and those earning between £14,000 and £32,000 will have to take a
means test. Family law cases including divorce, child custody, immigration and employment cases will
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be badly affected.

Savings: a minimum £350m from £2.2bn legal aid bill.

Monday 1 April

[7]Council tax benefit passes into local control

Council tax benefit, currently a single system administered by the Department for Work and Pen-
sions, is being transferred to local councils with a reduction in funding of 10 %. Council tax benefit is
claimed by 5.9 million low-income families in the UK. The new onus on councils has come at a time
when local government funding, according to the Institute for Fiscal Studies, has fallen by 26.8 % in two
years in real terms. A Guardian survey of 81 councils last week found many claiming they face difficult
cuts, with almost half saying they were reducing spending on care services for adults. This also comes
at a time when 2.4m households will see a council tax rise.

Savings: up to £480m a year, but depends on decisions of local councils.

Monday 1 April

[8]NHS commissioning changes for ever

An NHS commissioning board and a total of 240 local commissioning groups made up of doctors,
nurses and other professionals will take control of budgets to buy services for patients. They will
buy from any service providers, including private ones so long as they meet NHS standards and costs.
Strategic health authorities and primary care trusts disappear.

Costs: £1.4bn, mainly in redundancies, followed by savings as high as £5bn in 2015 owing to fall
in staff numbers.

Monday 1 April

Regulation of financial industry changes

The Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority, housed in the [9]Bank of
England, replace the Financial Services Authority. The Bank promises these changes do not represent
the death and Easter resurrection of the same body. A new, proactive supervisory approach towards the
City is promised, focused on outcomes rather than a tick-box culture. It has powers to prosecute, throw
people out of the industry and withdraw a bank’s licence. Above all it monitors risk to the financial
system as a whole.

Saturday 6 April

50p tax rate scrapped for high earners

Announced in the 2012 budget. George Osborne said the 50p rate, introduced in April 2010, caused
massive distortions in 2010-11 and raised only £1bn, rather than the £2.5bn forecast by Labour back in
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2009. HMRC found £16bn was deliberately shifted into the previous tax year, largely by owner/directors
of companies taking dividends in the previous year when the highest rate was still 40p. Labour claims
13,000 millionaires will get a £100,000 tax cut.

Monday 8 April

[10]Disability living allowance scrapped

The personal independence payment (PIP) replaces the disability living allowance and, according
to the DWP, is not based on your condition, but on how your condition affects you, so narrowing the
gateway to the PIP.

It will contain two elements: a daily living component and a mobility component. If you score
sufficient points, a claim can be made. Assessments will be face-to-face rather than based on written
submissions, starting in Bootle [11]benefits centre, handling claims across the north-west and north-east.

Monday 8 April

Benefit uprating begins

For the first time in history [12]welfare benefits and tax credits will not rise in line with inflation
and will instead for the next three years rise by 1 %. Had there been no change benefits would have risen
by 2.2 %. Disability benefits will continue to rise in line with inflation.

Savings: £505m in the first year, rising to £2.3bn in 2015-16. Nearly 9.5 million families will be
affected, including 7 million in work, by £165 a year.

Monday 15 April

Welfare benefit cap

The most popular of the welfare reforms will begin on 15 April in the London boroughs of Brom-
ley, Croydon, Enfield and Haringey. The intention is that no welfare claimants will receive in total
more than the average annual household income after tax and national insurance – estimated at £26,000.
Other councils will start to introduce it from 15 July and it will be fully up and running by the end of
September. Some estimate 80,000 households will be made homeless. The DWP says around 7,000
people who would have been affected by the cap have moved into work and a further 22,000 have
accepted employment support to move into work. Households where someone is entitled to working tax
credits will not be affected.

Savings: £51m over three years.

28 April

Universal credit introduced

The new in- and out-of-work credit, which integrates six of the main out-of-work benefits, will
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start to be implemented this April in one jobcentre in Ashton-under-Lyne, Greater Manchester. The aim
is to increase incentives to work for the unemployed and to encourage longer hours for those working
part-time. It had been intended that four jobcentres would start the trial in April, but this has been
delayed until July, and a national programme will start in September for new claimants. They will test
the new sanctions regime and a new fortnightly job search trial, which aims to ensure all jobseeker’s
allowance and unemployment claimants are automatically signed onto Job Match, an internet-based
job-search mechanism. Suspicion remains that the software is not ready.

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Further interesting (and some recommended) headlines of Easter:

[13]0313bp _goodwin.pdf (excellent report from Chatham House on ”Counter-Jihadists”, or Far-Right
Extremists, or Anti-Islam Movements in UK and Europe). [14]British troops recount Iraq human rights
abuses [15]Palestinian security chief tells how he has tormented ’suspects’ with MI6’s knowledge... and
reveals how Britain helps pay for it with £33m foreign aid [16]Call the police and they sue YOU: WPC
demands £50,000 from petrol station owner after tripping over a kerb while she investigated break-in
[17]Burgled ma’am? Have some flowers, courtesy of the police [18]Police resort to giving flowers
to victims of burglaries and muggings to ’soften the blow’ because they are ’unlikely to solve crimes’
[19]Blair heads for gold-rush Burma: Former Prime Minister opens new front to his personal empire
after the junta relaxes its grip [20]France’s first private Muslim school tops the ranks [21]Fusion cen-
ter director: We don’t spy on Americans, just anti-government Americans [22]Can you hear me now?
Feds admit FBI warrantless cellphone tracking ‘very common’ [23]’I was sexually assaulted and tor-
tured to extract false confession’ - Bahraini medic [24]Jailed for Facebook ’like’: Palestinians endure
Middle-East-wide ’social media crackdown’ [25]This article [26]The Myth of American Exceptionalism
[27]Cyprus’ President-related company transfers €21mn to London prior to bailout agreement – report
[28]‘Prison officials essentially retaliating against Gitmo inmates’ [29]Occupy Barbie Life-Size ’Dream-
house’ Sparks Berlin Controversy [30]Chocolate and slavery Intelligent Life explores the dark history
of São Tomé and Príncipe [31]How to represent yourself in court: don’t say ’Aha!’ [32]A Guide to
Representing Yourself in Court - The Bar Council
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1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/patrickwintour
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/housing
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/social-housing
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/legal-aid
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/money/counciltax
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/nhs
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/bankofenglandgovernor
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/disability
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/benefits
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/welfare
13. http://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/public/Research/Europe/0313bp_goodwin.pdf
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/01/british-troops-witness-us-torture
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2301682/Hooded-hanged-left-agony-hours-end-Palestin
ian-security-chief-tells-tormented-suspects-MI6s-knowledge--reveals-Britain-helps-pay-33m-fo
reign-aid.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2301650/Call-police--sue-WPC-demands-50-000-petrol-
station-owner-tripping-kerb-investigating-break-in.html
17. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/9962899/Burgled-maam-Have-some-flowers-courtes
y-of-the-police.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2301784/Police-resort-giving-flowers-victims-burgla
ries-muggings-soften-blow-unlikely-solve-crimes.html
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2301755/Blair-heads-gold-rush-Burma-Former-Prime-Mi
nister-opens-new-personal-empire-junta-relaxes-grip.html
20. http://www.france24.com/en/20130329-france-first-private-muslim-school-tops-ranks-averroes
21. http://rt.com/usa/fusion-center-director-spying-070/
22. http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/mar/29/feds-fbi-warrantless-cell-tracking-very-com
mon/
23. http://rt.com/op-edge/bahrain-doctors-confessions-torture-077/
24. http://rt.com/news/facebook-user-jail-palestine-106/
25. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/10/11/the_myth_of_american_exceptionalism
26. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-
e20e7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=157017
27. http://rt.com/news/cyprus-president-money-withdraw-129/
28. http://rt.com/op-edge/guards-retaliate-gitmo-inmates-134/
29. http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/protesters-say-barbie-dreamhouse-in-berlin-a-
bad-model-for-girls-a-891714.html
30. http://moreintelligentlife.com/node/4789
31. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/9964771/How-to-represent-yourself-in-court-dont-say-
Aha.html
32. http://www.barcouncil.org.uk/media/203109/srl_guide_final_for_online_use.pdf
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1.4.2 Islam-e-stan: Our Detailed Vision of An Islamic Union [Document 24 pp]
(2013-04-02 10:23)

Below is our key document envisioning a United Islamic People and Nations. In the document we refer
to this proposed or envisioned union as ”Islam-e-stan”, but the desired name is The Union of Islamic
Commonwealths, or Union of Islamic Ummah, or finally the Union of Islamic Republics (a task for later
delegated conferences).

The Document: [1]THE DOCUMENT ON UNIONISM

Usual Newspapers articles for your interests; today is mostly about the corrupt and broken politi-
cal elites system and structures in Britain

[2]MI6 ’arranged Lumumba killing’

(this is our western ways of ”breaking bad news and confessing about our crimes” decades after the ”heat
cool off”).

[3]’I could live on £53 a week’: Iain Duncan Smith defends welfare cuts claiming new system will let
people ’break free’ of benefits

[4]Smith: benefits petition is a stunt

(the BS of political elites, raised on silver spoons)

[5]Shame of ’theft, fraud and under-age sex’ at the BBC: Dossier reveals crimes that have never been
reported to police (the title says it all!)

[6]The ’sex pest’ Lib Dem MP and the vulnerable mother whose cry for help Clegg ignored

[7]D-Day for the welfare state: Government launches biggest benefits shake-up in history (but new age
of austerity means families will ’be £5,000 worse off’)

[8]Labour’s banking watchdog abolished as Bank of England takes charge of regulating financial service
industry

(very interesting, the US-style, Federal Bank Powers, of giving powers to ”regulate” the banking and
financial industries to, drums please, ”the bankers” themselves, is like telling a thief or a criminal be your
own police and judge!)

[9]Rivers of oil in Arkansas town: Many ’didn’t even know’ Exxon pipeline ran under their homes

[10]NYPD boss said stop-and-frisk designed to ’instill fear’ in minorities - Senator’s testimony (Policing
Racism)

[11]The Throwawaysby Sarah Stillman

(the exploitation of under-age as police informants).

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/strategic-document/the-document-on-unionism/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/02/mi6-patrice-lumumba-assassination
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302343/Iain-Duncan-Smith-defends-welfare-cuts-I-li
ve-53-week.html
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/apr/02/iain-duncan-smith-petition-stunt
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302540/Shame-theft-fraud-age-sex-BBC-Dossier-revea
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ls-crimes-reported-police.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302606/Mike-Hancock-MP-Sex-pest-Lib-Dem-MP-mother-
help-Nick-Clegg-ignored.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302260/Welfare-cuts-D-Day-Government-attempts-save
-billions-today-new-age-austerity-means-families-5-000-worse-off.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302543/Labours-banking-watchdog-abolished-Bank-Eng
land-takes-charge-regulating-financial-service-industry.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/exxon-oil-spill-arkansas-168/
10. http://rt.com/usa/nypd-stop-frisk-targeted-minorities-190/
11. http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2012/09/03/120903fa_fact_stillman
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1.4.3 Talk of The Day: The New British Social Research Study That Redefines
British Social Class/Strata (BBC-ESCR) (2013-04-04 15:25)

Since it’s publication this week, the new British Social Research Study, a collaboration between BBC
and ESRC (Economic and Social Research Council) grant to at least 6 UK Universities which set out to
survey over 100’000 participants in order to find out if the old social stratification in UK still hold true
today; namely asking the question are we still classified into the old three broader social classes (the
upper, middle and working classes)?

The Results, the study argues, finds today we can be classified into SEVEN social classifications
based on our test for socio-cultural relations or ’taste’ and economic positions or wealth.

The study findings are highly recommended reading, if not for the need (seemingly of the researchers to
set new discourse and social class architecture) of reality, then just to keep up with the talk of the day
(stay in the loop!).

Anyway here is where one can locate[1] the summary of the study (BBC Webpage).

[A] For further readings on same subject/research, see these newspaper articles;

[1] From The Guardian: [2]Seven social classes. Three political parties. It’s the mathematics of
failure

[2] From The Daily Mail: [3]Are you a precariat, new affluent worker or elite? Study reveals
there are now SEVEN social classes in the new jargon-filled British class system

[3] From The Daily Telegraph: [4]UK now has seven social classes, with traditional model ’too
simplistic’ - Telegraph

[B] For three further interesting research studies to enhance your intellect, see;

[1] An Article discussing a proliferation of new studies on Creativity From The Wall Street Jour-
nal (WSJ):

[5]Tactics to Spark Creativity - WSJ.com

[2] For A New, and at times very young, field [on Physical Conditioning Studies based] on ’per-
exercise stretching’ negative effect from The New York Times (NYT):

[6]Reasons Not to Stretch

[C] Further Intelligence-Enhancement Recommended Readings, see:

[7]British forces ’witnessed electric shocks, beatings and dog kennel torture of Iraqi prisoners in secret
US prison in Baghdad’ (discussing The Dreaded T-Word, Torture)

[8]Europe’s Counter-Jihad Extremists | World Affairs Journal (discussing the new report, already pub-
lished here from ICSR on New Anti-Islam Movements in Europe).

[9]White working class should take citizenship tests, says Labour MP
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[10]US journalists write to tell Cameron: Your regulation of the Press is anti-democracy

[11]Police officer jailed after using her force computer to help a criminal suspect in Britain’s biggest cash
robbery

[12]Shame of bank that paid £170million a year in bonuses: Barclays staff ’lost all sense of humility’
says report

[13]From Afghanistan to Syria: Women’s rights and US propaganda

[14]Documents show Homeland Security spies on peaceful demonstrators

[15]The De-Westernisation of Globalisation / ISN (A Very Long Research Paper from a well-respected
Zurich-Based Centre For Security Studies, though Very Very Highly Recommended Reading).

[16]The Drivers of Armed Conflict / ISN

[17]she suggested

[18]Mali intervention – re-division of Africa?

[19]The Glocalisation of Al Qaedaism / ISN

[20]What Happened to the Internet Productivity Miracle? : The New Yorker

[21]Britain’s bedrooms are getting noisier because of WOMEN snoring - with drinking, smoking and
obesity to blame

[22]Red-faced Conservative MP accidentally tweets link to a PORN website... but blames Tory HQ for
his web blunder

[23]NRA-backed panel calls for armed school guards

[24]Leaks reveal secrets of the super-rich who use offshore havens to hide trillions in cash

[25]The Future of Surveillance Will Turn Society into a Massive Online Game

added sat 6t Apr 2013

muslim [26]Britain wants to opt out of ’right to be forgotten’ online [27]Online-Data Bill Sets Up Privacy
Fight [28]ATF seeks ’massive’ online database to log personal information, connections [29]Graduate
with physics PhD, 31, fell to his death from block of flats after taking job in call centre he was over-
qualified for [30]Left off again: Police driver who did 108mph in 40 zone (ten years after he hit 159mph
testing a patrol car on a motorway) [31]Policeman launches legal action against a shop owner after ’falling
in a drain during burglary call-out’ just days after a policewoman sues for tripping over a kerb [32]One
in three victims of anti-social behaviour are let down by police [33]A New Era in Political Corruption
- NYTimes.com [34]Telnaes: Workers struggle as corporations soar [35]NATO air strike kills civilians
in wake of Taliban attack [36]NYPD officer charged with using badge, cruiser to help rob drug dealers
[37]Brooks: The Practical University [38]Virtual currency worth $1.4 billion in cold, hard cash [39]Eu-
ropean ‘shadow state’ faces growing resistance [40]Strange Bedfellows: China’s Middle Eastern Inroads
/ ISN [41]France proposes 1,000 permanent troops in Mali [42]’Secrecy-Cloaked Companies’ Deutsche
Bank Criticized for Offshore Operations [43]Brain-Training Games Don’t Actually Make You Smarter :
The New Yorker

1. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-22000973
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/03/seven-into-three-doesnt-go-maths-of-fai
lure
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2303333/Great-British-Class-Survey-reveals-UK-7-soc
ial-classes-Are-precariat-new-affluent-worker-elite.html
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4. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/9968456/UK-now-has-seven-social-classes-with-tradition
al-model-too-simplistic.html
5. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323611604578398342398991844.html?mod=WSJ_hp_E
urope_EditorsPicks
6. http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/03/reasons-not-to-stretch/
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302646/British-forces-witnessed-torture-Iraqi-pris
oners-secret-US-prison-Baghdad.html
8. http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/blog/alan-johnson/europes-counter-jihad-extremists
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/labour/9970495/White-working-class-should-take-cit
izenship-ceremony-poverty-tsar-claims.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2303677/US-journalists-write-tell-Cameron-Your-regu
lation-Press-anti-democracy.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2303501/Police-officer-jailed-using-force-help-crim
inal-suspect-Britains-biggest-cash-robbery.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2303682/Barclays-Shame-bank-paid-170million-year-bo
nuses.html
13. http://rt.com/op-edge/afghanistan-syria-womens-us-153/
14. http://rt.com/usa/peaceful-demonstrators-spying-security-250/
15. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-
e20e7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=161355
16. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-
e20e7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=158627
17. http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/files/Ending_Civil_Wars_A_Case_for_Rebel_Victory.pdf
18. http://rt.com/op-edge/mali-intervention-redivision-africa-193/
19. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-
e20e7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=161659
20. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/johncassidy/2013/04/what-happened-to-the-internet-pro
ductivity-miracle.html
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2303361/Britains-bedrooms-getting-noisier-WOMEN-s
noring--drinking-smoking-obesity-blame.html
22. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2303460/Tory-MP-Rob-Wilson-tweets-link-porn-site-Co
nservative-HQ-blamed-web-blunder.html
23. http://www.france24.com/en/2013-04-03-usa-guns-armed-guards-schools-nra-connecticut
24. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/apr/03/offshore-secrets-offshore-tax-haven
25. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11653
26. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/social-media/9973042/Britain-wants-to-opt-out-of-righ
t-to-be-forgotten-online.html
27. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323916304578402912554668102.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_MIDDLEThirdNews
28. http://rt.com/usa/atf-wants-massive-database-419/
29. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2304096/Graduate-physics-PhD-31-fell-death-block-fl
ats-taking-job-centre-qualified-for.html
30. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2304618/Police-officer-caused-outcry-testing-patrol
-car-159mph-cleared-high-speed-crash.html
31. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2304394/Policeman-launches-legal-action-shop-owner-
falling-drain-burglary-out.html
32. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2304069/A-anti-social-behaviour-victims-say-calling
-police-makes-difference.html
33. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/06/opinion/collins-a-new-era-in-political-corruption.html?hp
&_r=0
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1.4.4 On The Stripping Of The British Citizenship: How To Fight Back With A
Winning Chance? (2013-04-08 10:43)

Recap: The Stripping of The British Citizenship

Recently on this forum we discussed the most dangerously undemocratic and unconstitutional practise
implemented by our [British] government since the so-called Anti-Terror Acts of 2000, namely the
unlawful stripping of the British citizenship ([1]click here for the article).

Our New Proposal: Legal Action

Today, and briefly, we will discuss the effective means to the complete end of the practice; in
other words, how to stop such a dangerously unconstitutional and undemocratic practice forever (and
spreading into further afield, like France etc).

In any strategic environment, or competition, the law comes down to each individual attempting
to identify the weaknesses (and strengths) of their opponents and turning these into their own strengths
against such an opponent.

The Question: So the question we have been asking ourselves here at JG is what are the weak-
nesses of such a practice today (and thus our present opponent, the primary practitioner of such an act,
the British Government and it’s security services), of course,beyond the unconstitutional, undemocratic
and general unpopularity inherent with the practice.

The Answer: Easily identifiable from asking such a question are the two inter-related factors which the
British government have effortlessly sought to avoid in the first place by introducing and implementing
such a dangerously unconstitutional and undemocratic practice; the [1] vulnerability open to these parties
(British Government and it’s Security Services) due to public accountability and [2] the inevitable effect
of the forced financial reimbursement as a result (esp. the pain of such a forced act on these parties
within the austerity period as today).

The Conclusion: So here we have two identified vulnerabilities/weaknesses from our [civil rights/liberties
groups] position against our opponent [the British Government and it’s security services]; fear of account-
ability and it’s financial costs effect (the idea of stripping of the citizenship seemed to have found more
support esp post-Mohammed Begg massive financial, political and moral winning settlement/victory).

So, What Next: So how do we turn our opponents vulnerabilities/weaknesses into our strengths
and hence force a complete repel of such unconstitutional and undemocratic practice today and forever?

Our Answer:

OPEN A WELL-COORDINATED LEGAL CASE AGAINST THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT
(HOME OFFICE) AND IT’S SECURITY SERVICES!

This approach should be, as stated above, coordinated between many national civil and human
rights/liberties groups from Cageprisoners to Liberty and so forth. Thus their should be a well co-
ordinated legal approach with a single supported fund; all supported by each of the 27 individuals
”campaigning teams” already having suffered such a practice to more recent O’Dwyer Rendition Case
which all should not be independently approached as a lawsuit against the government by such individu-
als, but these should be unified as a part of the coordinated and unified efforts and general approach to
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once and for all stop completely such a dangerously unconstitutional and undemocratic act.

The case should be challenged nationally (within UK Courts) and Internationally (within the Euro-
pean Human Rights Courts).

Summary:

This is our proposed winning approach to once and for all repel such a dangerously unconstitu-
tional and undemocratic practice as practised today by our [British] government, as well as stopping
any more ”copy cats” like those under consideration by the French government or the Netherlands from
implementing similar models.

Best Regards,

Saeed.

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/03/the-stripping-of-british-muslims-british-c
itizenship-calling-for-an-urgent-united-front-against-british-governments-dangerously-uncons
titutional-undemocratic-practice/
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1.4.5 Wikileaks: New Round of Diplomatic & Intelligence Cables Leaks (and
many other interesting readings) (2013-04-09 18:31)

Well this week the whistle-blowing websites, [1]Wikileaks, published over 17k of fresh new old
diplomatic and intelligence cables; the relevance of these new published material [circa 1970s] are not
their age-related factor but rather their relevance in taking you, the reader/researcher, inside the mind
and behaviour of western (esp US) states vis-a-vis their approach in relations to different actors, states
and so forth.

Good Reading for those interested in international relations, intelligence, diplomacy etc.

These new leaks ([2]find these here) follow the old published materials ([3]find here). For a brief
summary by the Wikileaks editorial team on these new published materials see either [4]here or [5]here
(same analysis). For daily newspaper reporting on these fresh published materials, see [6]here, [7]here
and [8]here.

On other news, for example in the home front;

[1] there is a look at the ever deteriorating conduct of the British Police state see [9]here (suspects
”not to be named”, a practice familiar to those living within a totalitarian police state; Daily Mail label it,
correctly, as ”Britain Is Turning Into a Banana State”, in reference to totalitarian South American states
of the 1970-80s).

[2] Still On Deteriorating Police State: [10]Here (discussing how the UK Police are ”buying infor-
mants with confiscated drugs”). And of course the week top headline in relation to policing, the case of
the 17 years old [on that political-role] Sussex Police Crime Commissioner, Miss. Paris ([11]see here);
she resigned today (Tues 9th April 2013).

[3] In terms of political elites corruption, greed and ”absence of real representation of the people”,
there have been many stories, from the French, as Der Spiegel puts its ”[12]Democracy Crisis for Fifth
Republic”, to [13]Labour’s strategist Cruddas third homes.

[4] How Intelligence Agencies go about intimidating others, like Wikipedia Team; the case of the
French Secret Services and Wikipedia, see [14]here, [15]here and [16]here.

[5] Fresh new NATO/ISAF ”collateral murders” of Afghan civilians, 11 children and 3 women;
[17]here.

[6] New research to enhance your intellectual capacity; [18]here (do stars tell who become rich or
not?), [19]here (”Diva/Divos behaviourism explained”), [20]here (new age of ”zero-tv”) and finally,
sorry boys, size does matter ([21]here).

[7] good article on BITCOIN (the new ever-rising currency): [22]From The New Yorker.

Others might be of interest, [23]here, [24]here and [25]here.
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1. http://www.wikileaks.org/
2. https://search.wikileaks.org/plusd
3. http://www.cablegatesearch.net/
4. http://wikileaks.org/wiki/How_to_train_death_squads_and_quash_revolutions_from_San_Salvador
_to_you
5. http://wikileaks.org/wiki/US_Special_Forces_counterinsurgency_manual_FM_31-20-3
6. http://rt.com/news/wikileaks-assange-release-files-475/
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2305437/Julian-Assange-WikiLeaks-release-1-7m-US-di
plomatic-intelligence-reports.html
8. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11710
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2305542/Secret-arrests-fear-police-seek-ban-naming-
suspects-Plan-threatens-turn-Britain-banana-republic.html
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/apr/06/undercover-police-drugs-dealers-information
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/apr/07/police-commissioner-backs-teenage-adviser
12. http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/corruption-scandal-puts-hollande-and-france-on-t
heir-heels-a-892965.html
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2305035/Labours-Comrade-Cruddas-beautifully-remote-
THIRD-home-Irish-Coast-writing-Milibands-manifesto.html
14. http://www.france24.com/en/20130407-wikimedia-slams-french-intelligence-agency-censorship
15. http://rt.com/news/french-intelligence-wikipedia-page-removal-454/
16. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/07/french-secret-service-wikipedia-page
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2305343/NATO-airstrike-Afghanistan-Eleven-children-
woman-killed.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2305535/Could-riches-written-stars-Study-1-000-rich
est-people-England-reveal-highest-concentration-Geminis.html
19. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323550604578410522536037666.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_MIDDLETopNews
20. http://bigstory.ap.org/article/broadcasters-worry-about-zero-tv-homes
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2305817/Size-really-DOES-matter-bedroom-Study-rev
eals-endowed-men-girls.html
22. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/elements/2013/04/the-future-of-bitcoin.html
23. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2305558/Only-34-locals-given-jobs-BBC-Salford-explo
ding-claim-create-work-local-people.html
24. http://rt.com/op-edge/russia-syria-us-weapons-450/
25. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11731
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1.4.6 A Must Read Paper From SpinWatch: The UK Government Deliberately
Designed War On Muslims/Islam (2013-04-10 14:05)

The paper to be republished in full here or go directly to the source at SpinWatch [[1]here], outlines in
clarity how the British Government with the help of Jewish-affiliated local think-tanks (and many other
interests) based in London have attempted to hijacked post 9/11 and 7/7 environment to conduct ”secret”
behind the shadows war on Muslims/Islam.

Enjoy.

How Policy Exchange and the Centre for Social Cohesion encourage The Cold War on British Muslims.

By [2]Spinwatch

[3]

In a report published today, Spinwatch examines the [4]Centre for Social Cohesion and [5]Policy
Exchange; two key right-wing think tanks involved in the debate on Islam and multiculturalism which
are thought to have influenced the Coalition Government’s new Prevent strategy.

The report, which was completed before the recent terrorist attacks in Norway, argues that right-wing
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think tanks have understated the rise of Islamophobia on the far-right and in some cases condoned the rise
of groups such as the English Defence League because of their own links to the ’counterjihad movement’.

The Cold War on British Muslims, shows how the Centre for Social Cohesion and Policy Exchange have
rejected counter-terrorism policies based on public safety and have instead sought to revive discredited
counter-subversion policies from the Cold War era – policies which targeted a generation of trade union
leaders and peace activists including future Labour Ministers. The report warns that reviving such
policies is likely to stigmatise and even criminalise politically active Muslims, as well as liberals and
leftists, and risk undermining the traditional freedoms enjoyed by churches, schools, universities and
public libraries.

The Cold War on British Muslims also reveals for the first time the network of individuals and
foundations that are bankrolling both think-tanks. Donors identified in the report include the neoconser-
vative Rosenkranz Foundation in the United States, and hardline Zionists like [6]Lord Kalms and the late
Cyril Stein in the UK. It reveals that both think-tanks share major donors with a number of controversial
organisations including the Association for the Wellbeing of Israel’s Soldiers, the Israel-Diaspora Trust
(an organisation founded by the late Rabbi Sidney Brichto, a passionate supporter of Israel and scourge
of its critics inside and outside the UK Jewish community) and the Anglo-Israel Association (founded in
1949 by the Christian Zionist Sir Wyndham Deedes).

The report’s co-author, Professor David Miller of Strathclyde University, said: ‘The policies advo-
cated by the Centre for Social Cohesion and Policy Exchange detailed in the report inevitably mean
the curtailment of civil liberties and the narrowing of political debate. The consequences for British
Muslims though will be even more serious.’

He added: ‘The revelations about the think-tanks’ donors arguably calls into question their ability
to produce fair and balanced research and certainly underlines the need for greater transparency over the
funding of think-tanks.’

The report can be downloaded from the [7]Spinwatch page on Scribd or as a [8]PDF. [786 kb].

Other news of the day:

[9]Policing Police in New York [10]Ultra-nationalist killings stalk Yangon’s Muslims [11]CIA claims no
electronic data mining thanks to legal loophole [12]‘ICRC failed to be involved, report on what is happen-
ing in Gitmo’ [13]Getting a Brain Bounce Through Exercise [14]’The Art World Is Rotten’: Giacometti
Forger Tells All

1. http://www.spinwatch.org/index.php/component/k2/item/5420-how-policy-exchange-and-the-centr
e-for-social-cohesion-encourage-the-cold-war-on-british-muslims
2. http://www.spinwatch.org/
3. http://www.spinwatch.org/media/k2/items/cache/c52e4b23e75ec27253444e795c47ca64_XL.jpg
4. http://www.powerbase.info/index.php/Stanley_Kalms
5. http://www.powerbase.info/index.php/Policy_Exchange
6. http://www.powerbase.info/index.php/Stanley_Kalms
7. http://www.scribd.com/doc/65535066/SpinwatchReport-ColdWar
8. http://www.spinwatch.org/images/SpinwatchReport_ColdWar.pdf
9. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/04/09/an-inspector-general-for-the-police
10. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/04/10/us-myanmar-violence-yangon-idUSBRE93905V20130410
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11. http://rt.com/usa/cia-data-mining-loophole-599/
12. http://rt.com/op-edge/guantanamo-human-organizations-failed-590/
13. http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/?p=89960
14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/art-forger-robert-driessen-reveals-how-he-made-gi
acometti-fakes-a-893132.html
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1.4.7 Our Rules of Conduct (2013-04-13 08:18)

There are three principal rules for our new proposed ideology (Neo-Islamism and it’s supporting
movements). Other are mere complementary points (to be added later on).

3 RULES OF NEO-ISLAMIC MOVEMENTS

[1] WE DO NOT DO GOD[S]!

What we mean here is essentially that one though can be free to believe, associate and practice
whatever faith or religious schools of thoughts one belongs to (i.e. Islam, Judaism, Christianity, Bud-
dhism etc etc.), when one associates oneself with our movement and it’s ideology based on principles of
political Islam (not religion) and founded on humanism and democratic principles then one is expected
to respect the need to keep one’s religious or mystical beliefs, practices and associations to oneself.
However,

[a] One is free to observe and perform ones religious duties and practices such as fasting, praying
and so forth, but

[b] One is not expected to be discussing, engaging or evoking religious arguments or ’evidence’,
or attempt to ”change fellow members position” in advantage to one’s own beliefs.

[c] The essence of this is to have an independent mind and not a mind not free from ”higher teachings
or authorities”, as well as to preserve the political purity of our new ideology.

In short, when one openly associates oneself with us and our new ideology, one is expected to ac-
cept the necessity of the first rule that religious thoughts, arguments, evidence or associations within
the parameters of the movement’s time and membership has no place. One is also expected to keep the
authorities of holy books, holy ghost, holy gods, holy spirits and the likes (in connection to religious or
mystical beliefs) to oneself, and in absolute private.

To reiterate this does not mean one who is religious has no place within our movement and ideol-
ogy, but rather it’s one’s religious or mystical beliefs which has no place in such a movement or ideology.
We are purely political, we are doing it all this in the name of the Muslim people and not some divine
authority (that not in the name of the god[s] like the traditionalist we are deliberately trying to break-away
from).

[2] WE DO NOT DO VIOLENCE!

This point needs not greater elaboration as we have already continuosuly repeated this theme that
we are not associated to any violent themes, agendas or groups.

Any person who claim a membership or affiliation to our new movement and ideology and only
to be found guilty in-association to any violent behaviour, rhetoric or other groups, this person will
completely be denounced and banned from our movement.

We, especially those of us inside the western nations, have no queries with these nations (even
their aggressive, imperialistic, and xenophobic elite-elements who are the primary sources of global
crises, especially within the triangle of three national governments of UK, US and France). Our goal
is to shape the new thinking and approach to change within the Muslim populations only. We are not
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to engage, or to fraternize or to associate ourselves with western authorities (however we continue
working with or for them in a professional manner without breaking this rule; meaning, if one is a
judge a police officer one can continue his professional undertaking without feeling forced to either
undermine his beliefs or even to break one’s professional ethics), or even care if they go about chasing
after us, as longer as we conduct ourselves in Open and legal manners and ways, then just let these
idiots run around, and by focusing on shaping the minds of the Muslim this in itself will in time put their
over-hyped running-around to a stop; as one says goes, to stop a wandering wild animal one only needs
to concentrate on building a fence around it, not to catch it or kill it!

For Non-Violent training, check this training manual courtesy of CIA-funded [1]Canvas. ([2]CANVAS-
Core-Curriculum-web). We are also going to publish a page later this week solely for training purposes
(Our Training).

[3] WE DO NOT DO BIGOTRY-ISM!

In short, we do not support all forms of negative -isms; racism, in-equalities-ism, sexism, ageism,
xenophobism, Islamophobism, colonialism, imperialism, belligerent-ism, masochism, and so forth.
When one associates oneself with us, one is to be free of all these.

OTHER COMPLEMENTARY POINTS

FIRST ADDITION [MON APR 15TH 2013]:

[4] BE PROUD OF YOUR ISLAMIC ROOTS

[5] BE AN EXCEPTIONAL ROLE MODEL (ALWAYS)

In relations to Rules No. 4 & 5 we refer to the need of [1] not shying away from your Islamic
roots, as well as [2] being an exceptional role-model all the time in relativism to your Islamic Cultural
Identity Roots. Those who fail to stand up to Islamic exceptionalism and role-modelling tend to be the
result of bad parenting and upbringing; hence you will see them smoking at young age, ”experimenting”
at young age, or thinking to highly of themselves, and so forth.

A true proud and exceptional Muslim, to our definition, is one that is down to earth; does not
look down on others; shows absolute respect to all ages (young to old), colours, genders, beliefs and
general races; and always put one’s fellow Muslim Common Good First.

In short, what we mean here is the need to show pride in your Islamic cultural identity (away from
religious practices), which means you can observe all those strongly held Islamic cultural [blurred to
religious at times] traditions, like saying the Salams (Assalam Aleikum...] , showing respect to opposite
sex, avoiding alcohol, smoking, drugs, and respecting your elders, helping hand to your neighbours
and those fellow Muslims in need of such a helping hand (for example with grocery or anything, even
among those ”disgraceful Muslims”, it is all in trying to change their ways), or even the wearing of the
traditional [modest] clothing [both sexes].

[6] YOUR FELLOW MUSLIMS ALWAYS COME FIRST!

What we mean here is, whatever happens you always side with your fellow Muslims, unless one
has really broken a universally recognized law or ethical practices.
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And for those living and working within the west, born native or not, remember this fact: you are
a Muslim first, traced to your ancestral homelands, and as long as they [westerners] never accept you
here and even when they do, you are never ever a British, American, French etc, your loyalties lies
always with your fellow Muslims people and home countries.

This is also in reference to the need to never ever accepting the conditioning attempts by certain
corrupted and greedy parties [within western states and government: the military-security-corporate-
industrial-banking complexes] in portraying your fellow Muslims (who might have chosen a violent
approach out of self-defensive necessity) as ”Terrorists” and thus criminals. RESIST THE CONDI-
TIONING!!!!

[Important Point]

We do not condone or support violent behaviour and acts. However, we will not accept the crimi-
nalization of any parties, Muslims or Not, who attempts principally to defend themselves from external
aggressions or enslavement (colonization or internal politics interferences), even when we strongly do
not agree with these parties violent approaches and general characters.

You, as a proud and exceptional Muslim, affiliated, associated or supporting our movement ideals
should thus always side with your fellow Muslims, and never ever, we repeat, accept the negative
portrayal, or reference (the use of ”T-Word” against fellow Muslim) of your Fellow Muslims under any
circumstances.

One should also henceforth approach all media (”independent” or not), esp. those founded in the
west or under a puppet western client state (like those making up GCC, Gulf Co-operative Council,
the self-proclaimed ”emirs” and Sultanates) with absolute closed-minded approach, because these
always do not represent or interpret the reality as it is, but rather reinforce establishment discourse (i.e.
propaganda). BBC you should completely avoid, as well as The Times, The Economists, The Financial
Times, the usual Red-Tops, even The Guardian take it with a full-spoon of salt, as the rest. The Daily
Mail, with it’s all xenophobism and Islamophobism is actually surprisingly the most ”balanced” of the lot.

In other words, chose your source of your daily news-in-take carefully, and never ever accept the
general represented ”reality” as interpreted by these.

More to be added soon.............

1. http://www.canvasopedia.org/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/our-rules/canvas-core-curriculum-web/
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1.4.8 Your Week-End Reading: From This Week Global Headlines
(2013-04-13 15:20)

Before proceeding onward, if you wish you might want to check out our two new added pages above;
on our ideology and our rules.

Anyway, enjoy.

This Week Headlines:

Good story of Dr. Aafia Siddique and her horrors in the hands of the ”good guys”!

[1]Cageprisoners : Lunar eclipse: The Aafia Siddiqui sto

These two comes from The BIJ. Good readings on the corrupted [of what is left] nature of modern western
democracies; not mass democracies anymore, but rather lobbying democracy!

[2]100 lobbyists have parliamentary pass

[3]How to get into the Houses of Parliament through the back door

Good from the surprising mouthpiece, The Guardian, on Femen ”Revolution”!

[4]Femen’s obsession with nudity feeds a racist colonial feminism

Leaked Report on Drones show the victims have mostly been innocent women and children!

[5]Leaked report: Nearly half of US drone strikes in Pakistan not against al-Qaeda

[6]Secret US documents show Brennan’s ‘no civilian drone deaths’ claim was false

[7]Fewer than 2 percent of drone-strike victims in Pakistan are senior al Qaeda leaders

[8]Finally, Proof of How the U.S. Lied in the Drone Wars

Ever-Growing Surveillance State in The US (at least in open scrutiny, unlike here and our culture of
”tight-lips”)!

[9]FBI sued over secretive mass surveillance program

[10]FBI requests $41 million to battle ‘wiretap unfriendly’ online correspondence

[11]Amended CISPA moves to House after closed-door vote

[12]Lobby group representing Google, Yahoo backs CISPA

New Research Studies of interest:

[13]Pleasure centres

[14]Prime Time

[15]What the Brain Can Tell Us About Art - NYTimes.com

[16]http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2308114/How-listening- music-boosts-
brainpower.html

[17]GDELT Data

Other headlines:

[18]Dubai’s new police car: a £360,000 Lamborghini Aventador

[19]The corporations profiting from North Korean belligerence | FP Passport
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[20]Is it corporate fascism yet?

[21]California prisons punish inmates by racial bloc, not offense

[22]Right Hook Neo-Nazis Seek New Blood among Cage Fighters

[23]Military officer tells journalists to ’police’ each other at Manning trial

[24]‘France, US want to keep Africa under the colonial rule’

[25]‘Number one US target’: Oliver Stone on Venezuela’s election, shameful stateside media coverage

[26]March 2013 Update: US covert actions in Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia

1. http://www.cageprisoners.com/learn-more/articles/item/6304-lunar-eclipse-the-aafia-siddiqui
-story
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/apr/10/lobbying-professionals-parliamentary-passes
3. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2012/07/12/how-to-get-into-houses-of-parliament-via-th
e-backdoor/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/11/femen-nudity-racist-colonial-feminism
5. http://rt.com/news/drones-us-al-qaeda-militants-649/
6. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/04/11/secret-us-documents-show-brennans-no-civili
an-drone-deaths-claim-was-false/
7. http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/04/10/fewer_than_2_percent_of_drone_strike_victims
_in_pakistan_are_senior_al_qaeda_leaders
8. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/10/an_inconvenient_truth_drones
9. http://rt.com/usa/epic-surveillance-ngi-fbi-645/
10. http://rt.com/usa/fbi-wiretap-unfriendly-online-correspondence-795/
11. http://rt.com/usa/amended-cispa-house-vote-660/
12. http://rt.com/usa/google-lobby-backs-cispa-792/
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/apr/11/brain-music-pleasure-zone-identified
14. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323550604578410330680205300.html?mod=WSJ_hp_E
urope_EditorsPicks
15. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/14/opinion/sunday/what-the-brain-can-tell-us-about-art.html?
_r=0
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2308114/How-listening-music-boosts-brainpowe
r.html
17. http://eventdata.psu.edu/data.dir/GDELT.html#.UWMC3-UnquE.twitter
18. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/motoring/9986411/Dubais-new-police-car-a-360000-Lamborghini-Aven
tador.html
19. http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/04/12/the_corporations_profiting_from_north_korean
_belligerence
20. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-economy-fascism-crisis-democracy-696/
21. http://rt.com/usa/race-california-prison-punish-801/
22. http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/german-neo-nazis-use-violent-free-fighting-spor
t-to-recruit-a-893742.html
23. http://rt.com/usa/military-threatens-manning-journalists-729/
24. http://rt.com/op-edge/france-us-africa-colonial-rule-624/
25. http://rt.com/news/oliver-stone-venezuela-elections-793/
26. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/04/02/march-2013-update-us-covert-actions-in-paki
stan-yemen-and-somalia/
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1.4.9 On Soft Issue: Al Bundy’s Comedic Take On Men-Women Relationship
Dynamics (2013-04-14 13:05)

Men tend to think, due primarily of their inherent idiotic macho-ism, that we are ”superior” to ”little
feeble” women, the truth of course, (known intimately especially to those married folks) is that women
are the real dominate and superior grouping between the two of us.

That said, today we won’t examine the intrinsic dynamics of men-women relations in depth but
rather we will leave you with an excellent quote from the on-screen character of the 1990s popular
sitcom, [1]Married With Children, Mr. Al Bundy’s (played by Ed O’Neill) take on men-women
relationship dynamics– to the actual realistic point!

The truth is, though most comedians have had before examined this issue founded central within
men-women relations, for example Jerry Seinfeld on his similarly popular 1990s sitcom, [2]Seinfeld,
when he stated if women did not exist and that only men roamed the earth then probably civilizations as
we know it today would have not have happened; according to Seinfeld there would have been no bridges,
no roads, houses, armies, space explorations etc, since we had no opposite genders to impress! Well this,
the need to impress and ”get laid in effect”, is the the reality that lies at the core in defining men-women
relationship dynamics; in other words, men do ”stupid” (and at times accidentally innovative and create
actual breakthroughs) just to impress the opposite sex, women, and most of the time ”with no success”!

Anyway read the direct quote made by AL Bundy, learn something while getting a kick out of it
(and you will be laughing)!

Al Bundy’s Direct Quote On Men-Women Relationship Dynamics:

In the episode quoted Al Bundy old high school crush gets in touch with him to help her in deal-
ing with some local hooligans (violent youth street gang). Al, being Married with children, still hopes
get a chance ”to hit it”, especially once he has done such a task and thus ”impressed” his little old flame.
The scene to be replayed here comes after Al Bundy has taken some beatings (twice) from the gangs
he was trying to deal with. Al is seen, as a symbolic of men macho-ism and need to impress to ”get a
chance to hit it”, trying to keep going back to fight this group, and on this third trip he confronts the gang
leader (called Ray Ray), and he gives him his philosophy of men-women relationship dynamics; why he
will never give up even in the face of death.

Al Bundy [starts the conversation after having informed him on why the two fighting men both
are trying to impress their ”girls”]]; ”You see Ray Ray (in reference to the gang leader], We (men) are
Morons, that what comes from being a man”.

[Explains why, and how it all started, that the need to impress the opposite sex]

Al Bundy: ”From the first little worm they [women] dare us to eat, to the last big shuffle full of
snow they convince us we can move, We [men] are nothing more than to women but an Amusement
Park Ride with Life Insurance”.

[Taking a deep painful breathing from his previous beatings and continues to speak]

Al Bundy: ”Why else we will do idiotic things we do?”

[Now directing a direct question to Ray Ray]
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Al Bundy: ”Do you Ski, Ray Ray?”

Ray Ray [responding with an attitude]: ”No, I Don’t Ski!”

[Ray Ray Turns and look at his gang like saying as if].

[Al respond with a sarcastic smile pasted in his face].

Al Bundy: ”Well, you will one day when a girl wants you to, we all did! We hurdle down those
mountains [in reference to skiing] so fast that the cracks of our body on the trees will not even resonate
in their [women] ears before we pounce up and say, I am OK [We all have done that, come come be
honest dear reader]. [Al adds] They [women] know we are not Okay”.

[Al Moves about to stress the point as a teacher in a classroom does]

Al Bundy: ”You see, Ray Ray, as long as their are women, they will be men around doing stupid
things to impress them”.

[After this the gang leader accepts the philosophical plea, which of course started on the premise
either Ray Ray kills Al while he tries hard to ”get laid” by impressing the girl, or Al kill him in front of
his own girl, whom Ray Ray was also trying to impress, and Ray Ray walks away with his gang].

[We now see Al’s old high school crush coming around, and here is the second point of the mes-
sage underlying women-men relations dynamics, we do it for nothing most of the time!]

[Al Approaches the girl, Looks at her and ask her, still in pain, with clothes torn etc]

Al Bundy to the Girl: ”If I was not married, and I did what I did, would I have a chance to Nail
You” (hahahahahah)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The Girl [Responds without a grain of hesitation]: ”NO!”

Al [looks at her smile and says, before moving on]: ”Well then it was all worth it!!!” [hahahah]

Above is Just a brilliant depiction of the underlying realities found within the men-women rela-
tions.

I hope you have enjoyed this as much as I did.

1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0092400/
2. http://www.imdb.co.uk/title/tt0098904/
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1.4.10 Training I: Organization (2013-04-15 11:30)

WELCOME TO JERUSALEM GROUP

AL-FALLUJAH VIRTUAL TRAINING CENTRE
PLEASE NOTE:

Before getting started one is highly recommended to read, or to have read, all of our above pages:
on our ideology, our rules (also updated Mon Apr 15th 2013), our manifesto (and the document), our
politics, and thus be absolutely committed to upholding our movement position and ideals.

PHASE ONE BASIC TRAINING

[A] SETTING UP AN ORGANIZATION & RECRUITING

BASIC ORGANIZATIONAL TRAINING.

In the history of socio-political movements there tend to be two approaches towards setting up
any organization in the first place, i.e during early recruiting efforts and long before mobilizing; [a] the
highly selective elites (this will be limited to us at the ”HQ”) and [b] the mass organizational approaches.

With our new movement we have decided to make use of both approaches by creatively and innovative-
ly mould these two to modern business organizational structures, supported by modern information
technologies, hence, virtual training centre. In other words, ours will be based on ”Franchise” model,
known professionally as work-groups models.

Explaining The Work-Group Model: The ”leaderless” Franchises

If one, that any Muslim individual, thus has accepted in the first place our movement ideals and
goal (to create a political, non-religious, alternative towards the end-goal of Islamic Unity), and thus
to working, patiently and within strict discipline and conduct as related to our rules of conduct (see
Our Rules Page) and within our movement long-term strategic framework based on the primary goal of
founding and establishing (for future generations) an alternative organization/movement and ideology
towards Islamic unity, then one, such an individual, can proceed from here into setting up, independently,
a small starting work groups around oneself (with zero-costs: financial, time-wise or energy— all can
be carried out as a normal day-to-day part of social interactive activities with friends and like-minded
people).

Work Groups are to be divided within three main groupings;

[1] The Professionals:

These will primarily be made up of the Muslims working/professional sector; of doctors, police
officers, bankers, entrepreneurs, skilled and non-skilled labours, teachers, and all other working pro-
fessionals; as already stated previously, the participation and involvement into the movement will not
demand much of your time outside your usual daily social interactive activities; sort of after work and
week-end thing!

These groups organize themselves within the special Muslim ’fraternities’ like Muslim Bankers,
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Muslim Officers, Muslim Civil Servants, Muslim Young Doctors, Muslim Teachers etc. From here
these individuals start organizing in accordance to our movement’s ideals and desired structures, as the
First Person [the leader] will first recruit three close and intelligent friends; he or she will spend some
time, progressively, informing them of the movement agendas, goals and beliefs, and directing them to
this site for further readings and training.

This group will essentially provide the first group of leaders for the young movement.

Note: Though the primary goal of the movement is to seek a political Islamic Union defined and
set within a long-term strategic framework (that generational, namely, over 30 years old framework, by
setting the roots first) rather than ”naively” changing the world today, the latter, ”changing the world
today”, can be achieved only when certain conditions create an opportune moment for us, as a movement,
to take it’s advantage afforded; hence we need to start organizing and anticipating any ”black swan”
moment, and NO, the so-called ”Arab Spring” is not our opportune moment, it is a moment for the idiots
(used by same external masters to hijack the real revolutionaries moment)!

Anyway back to our organizational discussions.

This First Leader will have the right bested upon him to call his or her group by any desired name; for
example if the First Leader name is Amir or Amira then one can call his or her group, respectively,
as Work Group Amira or Amir (and always including in brackets the sector it is founded within, for
example, Leicester University [Islamic Societies] Student Unit or Leicester Young Doctor Unit, in
respective to whatever professional sector it belongs to, and the locality).

Note: Inside the west we do not seek ”regime change” or ”undermining of existing regimes and
governing institutions or ideals”, but rather we will mobilize inside only to defend and fight for our
fellow Muslim Civil and Human Rights, with our fellow non-Muslim Human and Civil Liberties Groups.

The First Leader after recruiting his or her three lieutenants (middle managers), he or she will
have to also independently, from initial leadership recruitment, recruit others (from general public
or within respective sectors) to fill the rank and file (these desirably must be between 10-20 per one
individual recruitment and human resources management).

Now Work Group ’Amira/Amir’ is up and ready.

Note: Make Sure, directed to Group Leaders, to note down every important dates of founding, of
membership for each member and others. This is important in order for us, the ”HQ”, to be able to know
these correct details when taking over the records and issuing Membership Cards.

The First Leader then tell his first three lieutenants to each replicate his own recruiting model, thus the
three young new leaders under the leadership of First Leader (Amir or Amira) will set out to recruit and
manage their own independent teams/work groups (franchises), with three more leadership-potential
individuals and 10-20 for rank-and-file support. This is how any political/social organization begins;
and thus from one individual a birth of a mass organization takes roots; 1 to 40 or so in time, per group
(once the group reach maximum desired membership number, 30, the principal first leader will have
free authority to create a new parallel group and handling this new group’s leadership to one of his/her
first original young middle managers/leaders, though still answering to him/her).

Each leader of a Work Group must maintain a detailed database of his or her recruits, i.e. group
members; their full names, family histories and names, nationalities, affiliations, professional back-
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grounds, beliefs, reasons to joining and so forth. The easier way to manage this database is to do the old
”researcher/librarian” methodology of having a small ”Note/Librarian Card” with the member’s name,
passport picture and smaller essential details with a small file/binder for detailed information, from CV,
birth certificate copies, educational diplomas etc.

Important: One essential detail to be included on this little ”Librarian Cards” beside the relevant
file reference number is the special classifications assigned to respective individuals in accordance to
their special skills, capabilities, networks, familial relations etc: for example if one member of Work
Group Amira has had extensive travel experiences then this is made note of on one corner of the card
in clear and bold letters [extensive travels: just note down EXT.TRA] and in reference to whereabouts
[for example Middle East: add EXT.TRA/ME]. If another has good relations within Middle Eastern
Governments, in other words, he or she is a part of the existing establishment then this is made a note of
[ME. GOV. LKS: Middle East Gov Links]; or another can speak more than one language this is made
note of as well.

All the special details are kept on a separate detailed pages/folder (within the members respective
file/binder), and marked as in a similar way to the marks founded on the card (i.e. EXT.TRA for Travels
etc).

The next group is made up of;

[2] The Non-Professionals:

These groups will be essentially be made-up of the unemployed individuals (special members, the
disable, the elders) and the housewives.

This group will be a backbone of our new movement bureaucracy.

These will replicate above approach within their own milieu (social environments). For example,
housewives will come together and organize ’Book Clubs’, ’Knitting Club’, and so forth. All the time
spreading the new ideals and words for an alternative new approach towards Muslims Unity, away from
religious bigotry etc.

[3] The Students and Youths:

These group consist, as defined, mainly by students and youths.

Similar models of organization can be replicated here. For example, in relations to local universi-
ties it is easier to start at the respective Islamic Societies, from there, there can exist many separate Work
Groups either founded on separate Female/Sisters and Male/Brothers or on mixed gender approach;
preferences are to be independently reached.

These can organize themselves as Soccer Clubs, Scouts Clubs, etc.

This group will contain mostly future leaders of the movement as well as most important person-
alities.

In short:

Above is the essential template for organizing and recruiting.
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We, the core leadership cadre, will in time, when the timing is right, approach and get these many
separate work groups into a more united front and set out the next stage/phase of advanced training. But
for now, all one can do is following these steps and continuing to read every post here and every page
(and keep coming back weekly for updated posts and pages).

We will in time add reading materials and essential documents.
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1.4.11 Our Virtual Training Centre is up: Check It Out! (2013-04-15 11:51)

For those interested have a look at our new virtual training centre added today, Monday April 15th 2013
(Our Training Centre Page). Also check it out added details/rules on Our Rules [of Conduct Page].

Thanks.
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1.4.12 From Guantanamo With Pains: The New York Times Publishes Detainee
Samir Naji Al Hassan Moqbel’s Letter (2013-04-15 13:47)

Before reprinting the letter here in full (as well as a second highly recommended article, from NYT as
well), for our usual readers we have added the promised training programme (see Our Training Centre
Page above), as well as more on our rules of conduct (see Our Rules Page above).

THE PUBLISHED LETTER:

Op-Ed Contributor

Gitmo Is Killing Me

By SAMIR NAJI al HASAN MOQBEL

Published: April 14, 2013

GUANTÁNAMO BAY, Cuba

Enlarge This Image
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Matt Rota

For Op-Ed, follow [1]@nytopinion and to hear from the editorial page editor, Andrew Rosenthal, follow
[2]@andyrNYT.

ONE man here weighs just 77 pounds. Another, 98. Last thing I knew, I weighed 132, but that was a
month ago.

I’ve been on a hunger strike since Feb. 10 and have lost well over 30 pounds. I will not eat until
they restore my dignity.

I’ve been detained at [3]Guantánamo for 11 years and three months. I have never been charged
with any crime. I have never received a trial.

I could have been home years ago — no one seriously thinks I am a threat — but still I am here.
Years ago the military said I was a “guard” for Osama bin Laden, but this was nonsense, like something
out of the American movies I used to watch. They don’t even seem to believe it anymore. But they don’t
seem to care how long I sit here, either.
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When I was at home in Yemen, in 2000, a childhood friend told me that in Afghanistan I could
do better than the $50 a month I earned in a factory, and support my family. I’d never really traveled,
and knew nothing about Afghanistan, but I gave it a try.

I was wrong to trust him. There was no work. I wanted to leave, but had no money to fly home.
After the American invasion in 2001, I fled to Pakistan like everyone else. The Pakistanis arrested me
when I asked to see someone from the Yemeni Embassy. I was then sent to Kandahar, and put on the
first plane to Gitmo.

Last month, on March 15, I was sick in the prison hospital and refused to be fed. A team from
the E.R.F. (Extreme Reaction Force), a squad of eight military police officers in riot gear, burst in. They
tied my hands and feet to the bed. They forcibly inserted an IV into my hand. I spent 26 hours in this
state, tied to the bed. During this time I was not permitted to go to the toilet. They inserted a catheter,
which was painful, degrading and unnecessary. I was not even permitted to pray.

I will never forget the first time they passed the feeding tube up my nose. I can’t describe how
painful it is to be force-fed this way. As it was thrust in, it made me feel like throwing up. I wanted to
vomit, but I couldn’t. There was agony in my chest, throat and stomach. I had never experienced such
pain before. I would not wish this cruel punishment upon anyone.

I am still being force-fed. Two times a day they tie me to a chair in my cell. My arms, legs and
head are strapped down. I never know when they will come. Sometimes they come during the night, as
late as 11 p.m., when I’m sleeping.

There are so many of us on hunger strike now that there aren’t enough qualified medical staff
members to carry out the force-feedings; nothing is happening at regular intervals. They are feeding
people around the clock just to keep up.

During one force-feeding the nurse pushed the tube about 18 inches into my stomach, hurting me
more than usual, because she was doing things so hastily. I called the interpreter to ask the doctor if the
procedure was being done correctly or not.

It was so painful that I begged them to stop feeding me. The nurse refused to stop feeding me.
As they were finishing, some of the “food” spilled on my clothes. I asked them to change my clothes,
but the guard refused to allow me to hold on to this last shred of my dignity.

When they come to force me into the chair, if I refuse to be tied up, they call the E.R.F. team. So
I have a choice. Either I can exercise my right to protest my detention, and be beaten up, or I can submit
to painful force-feeding.

The only reason I am still here is that President Obama refuses to send any detainees back to Yemen.
This makes no sense. I am a human being, not a passport, and I deserve to be treated like one.

I do not want to die here, but until President Obama and Yemen’s president do something, that is
what I risk every day.

Where is my government? I will submit to any “security measures” they want in order to go home, even
though they are totally unnecessary.
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I will agree to whatever it takes in order to be free. I am now 35. All I want is to see my family
again and to start a family of my own.

The situation is desperate now. All of the detainees here are suffering deeply. At least 40 people
here are on a hunger strike. People are fainting with exhaustion every day. I have vomited blood.

And there is no end in sight to our imprisonment. Denying ourselves food and risking death ev-
ery day is the choice we have made.

I just hope that because of the pain we are suffering, the eyes of the world will once again look to
Guantánamo before it is too late.

[4]Samir Naji al Hasan Moqbel, a prisoner at Guantánamo Bay since 2002, told this story, through an
Arabic interpreter, to his lawyers at the legal charity Reprieve in an unclassified telephone call.

THE SECOND HIGHLY RECOMMENDED READING FROM NYT:

[5]

[6]The Stone April 13, 2013, 1:36 pm

Hacktivists as Gadflies

By [7]PETER LUDLOW
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[8]The Stone is a forum for contemporary philosophers on issues both timely and timeless.

Around 400 B.C., Socrates was brought to trial on charges of corrupting the youth of Athens and
“impiety.” Presumably, however, people believed then as we do now, that Socrates’ real crime was being
too clever and, not insignificantly, a royal pain to those in power or, as Plato put it, a gadfly. Just as a
gadfly is an insect that could sting a horse and prod it into action, so too could Socrates sting the state.
He challenged the moral values of his contemporaries and refused to go along with unjust demands of
tyrants, often obstructing their plans when he could. Socrates thought his service to Athens should have
earned him free dinners for life. He was given a cup of hemlock instead.

The government is treating hackers who try to make a political point as serious threats.

We have had gadflies among us ever since, but one contemporary breed in particular has come in for a
rough time of late: the “hacktivist.” While none have yet been forced to drink hemlock, the state has
come down on them with remarkable force. This is in large measure evidence of how poignant, and
troubling, their message has been.

Hacktivists, roughly speaking, are individuals who redeploy and repurpose technology for social
causes. In this sense they are different from garden-variety hackers out to enrich only themselves.
People like Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Bill Gates began their careers as hackers — they repurposed
technology, but without any particular political agenda. In the case of Mr. Jobs and Mr. Wozniak, they
built and sold “blue boxes,” devices that allowed users to defraud the phone company. Today, of course,
these people are establishment heroes, and the contrast between their almost exalted state and the scorn
being heaped upon hacktivists is instructive.
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Brecht Vandenbroucke

For some reason, it seems that the government considers hackers who are out to line their pockets less of
a threat than those who are trying to make a political point. Consider the case of Andrew Auernheimer,
better known as “Weev.” When Weev discovered in 2010 that AT &T had left private information about
its customers vulnerable on the Internet, he and a colleague wrote a script to access it. Technically, he
did not “hack” anything; he merely executed a simple version of what Google Web crawlers do every
second of every day — sequentially walk through public URLs and extract the content. When he got
the information (the e-mail addresses of 114,000 iPad users, including Mayor Michael Bloomberg and
Rahm Emanuel, then the White House chief of staff), Weev did not try to profit from it; he notified the
blog Gawker of the security hole.

For this service Weev might have asked for free dinners for life, but instead he was recently sen-
tenced to 41 months in prison and ordered to pay a fine of more than $73,000 in damages to AT &T to
cover the cost of notifying its customers of its own security failure.

When the federal judge Susan Wigenton sentenced Weev on March 18, she described him with
prose that could have been lifted from the prosecutor Meletus in Plato’s “Apology.” “You consider
yourself a hero of sorts,” she said, and noted that Weev’s “special skills” in computer coding called for a
more draconian sentence. I was reminded of a line from an essay written in 1986 by a hacker called the
Mentor: “My crime is that of outsmarting you, something that you will never forgive me for.”

When offered the chance to speak, Weev, like Socrates, did not back down: “I don’t come here
today to ask for forgiveness. I’m here to tell this court, if it has any foresight at all, that it should be
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thinking about what it can do to make amends to me for the harm and the violence that has been inflicted
upon my life.”

He then went on to heap scorn upon the law being used to put him away — the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act, the same law that prosecutors used to go after the 26-year-old Internet activist Aaron
Swartz, who committed suicide in January.

The law, as interpreted by the prosecutors, makes it a felony to use a computer system for “unin-
tended” applications, or even violate a terms-of-service agreement. That would theoretically make a
felon out of anyone who lied about their age or weight on Match.com.

The case of Weev is not an isolated one. Barrett Brown, a journalist who had achieved some level of
notoriety as the “the former unofficial not-spokesman for Anonymous,” the hacktivist group, now sits in
federal custody in Texas. Mr. Brown came under the scrutiny of the authorities when he began poring
over documents that had been released in the hack of two private security companies, HBGary Federal
and Stratfor. Mr. Brown did not take part in the hacks, but he did become obsessed with the contents that
emerged from them — in particular the extracted documents showed that private security contractors
were being hired by the United States government to develop strategies for undermining protesters and
journalists, including Glenn Greenwald, a columnist for Salon. Since the cache was enormous, Mr.
Brown thought he might crowdsource the effort and copied and pasted the URL from an Anonymous
chat server to a Web site called Project PM, which was under his control.

Just to be clear, what Mr. Brown did was repost the URL from a Web site that was publicly available on
the Internet. Because Stratfor had not encrypted the credit card information of its clients, the information
in the cache included credit card numbers and validation numbers. Mr. Brown didn’t extract the numbers
or highlight them; he merely offered a link to the database. For this he was charged on 12 counts, all of
which pertained to credit card fraud. The charges against him add up to about 100 years in federal prison.
It was “virtually impossible,” Mr. Greenwald, wrote recently in The Guardian, his new employer, “to
conclude that the obscenely excessive prosecution he now faces is unrelated to that journalism and his
related activism.”

Other hacktivists have felt the force of the United States government in recent months, and all re-
flect an alarming contrast between the severity of the punishment and the flimsiness of the actual charges.
The case of Aaron Swartz has been well documented. Jeremy Hammond, who reportedly played a direct
role in the Stratfor and HBGary hacks, has been in jail for more than a year awaiting trial. Mercedes
Haefer, a journalism student at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, faces charges for hosting an
Internet Relay Chat channel where an Anonymous denial of service attack was planned. Most recently,
Matthew Keys, a 26-year-old social-media editor at Reuters, who allegedly assisted hackers associated
with Anonymous (who reportedly then made a prank change to a Los Angeles Times headline), was
indicted on federal charges that could result in more than $750,000 in fines and prison time, inciting a
new outcry against the law and its overly harsh enforcement. The list goes on.

In a world in which nearly everyone is technically a felon, we rely on the good judgment of pros-
ecutors to decide who should be targets and how hard the law should come down on them. We have thus
entered a legal reality not so different from that faced by Socrates when the Thirty Tyrants ruled Athens,
and it is a dangerous one. When everyone is guilty of something, those most harshly prosecuted tend
to be the ones that are challenging the established order, poking fun at the authorities, speaking truth to
power — in other words, the gadflies of our society.
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Peter Ludlow is professor of philosophy at Northwestern University. His most recent book is “[9]The
Philosophy of Generative Linguistics.”

A version of this article appeared in print on 04/14/2013, on page SR5 of the National edition with the
headline: Hacktivists As Gadflies.

For Further Headline Readings, check these out;

[1] First on the ever corrupt and deteriorating state of our British Police State

[10]Policeman who tried to censor local paper for criticising a councillor: Officer phoned newsroom and
visited editor over article on ’controversial’ figure

[11]Youth tsar’s police boss lavishes hundreds of thousands of taxpayers’ cash on staff and publicity
including battle bus dubbed ’Ann Force One’

[12]Police use staff from Olympic disaster firm G4S to help solve murders in latest privatisation of front-
line jobs

[13]Woman police constable claims £5,000 from her force after cannabis farm odours made her ill

[2] The use of western journalists as spies, a normal practise;

[14]BBC crew ’used students at top university as human shields to film undercover in North Korea’

[3] DVLA sells your details;

[15]DVLA made £10m by selling on millions of drivers’ names and addresses to parking and clamping
firms

[4] On British Political Greed and Corruption;

[16]Taxpayers to foot Labour MP’s £27,000 court bill over bungled £24 train fare expenses claim

[5] Others of interests;

[17]The Business of Spying ≫ CIC

[18]Cop fired for using Trayvon Martin images in target practice
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1. https://twitter.com/#%21/nytopinion
2. https://twitter.com/#%21/andyrNYT
3. http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/national/usstatesterritoriesandpossessions/guantanamobay
navalbasecuba/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
4. http://projects.nytimes.com/guantanamo/detainees/43-samir-naji-al-hasan-moqbel/documents/4
5. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/
6. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/category/the-stone/
7. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/author/peter-ludlow/
8. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/category/the-stone/
9. http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Philosophy/?view=usa&ci=9780199674473
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2309106/Policeman-tried-censor-local-paper-criticis
ing-councillor-Officer-phoned-newsroom-visited-editor-article-controversial-figure.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2309147/Youth-tsars-police-boss-lavishes-hundreds-t
housands-taxpayers-cash-staff-publicity-including-battle-bus-dubbed-Ann-Force-One.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2308909/Police-use-staff-Olympic-disaster-firm-G4S-
help-solve-murders-latest-privatisation-frontline-jobs.html
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2308840/Woman-police-constable-claims-5-000-force-c
annabis-farm-odours-ill.html
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2308876/BBC-crew-used-students-university-human-shi
elds-film-undercover-North-Korea.html
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2309098/DVLA-10m-selling-millions-drivers-names-add
resses-parking-clamping-firms.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2309095/Taxpayers-foot-Labour-MPs-27-000-court-bung
led-24-train-fare-expenses-claim.html
17. http://opencanada.org/features/the-think-tank/essays/the-business-of-spying/
18. http://rt.com/usa/trayvon-martin-target-practice-833/
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1.4.13 [[ADDED END-NOTES]] URGENT CAMPAIGN CALL: STOP THE
”SEGREGATION DEBATE” ON IT’S HEELS (IT IS A RELIGIOUS
PRACTICE NOT A POLITICAL ISSUE)! (2013-04-16 10:45)

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

It is absolutely critical that a coordinated campaign is urgently required to putting a stop to the
growing new trends of external ”interference” on Islamic Religious Practises by elements within the
British State and Media, namely the Islamic religious practice of separating, or as propaganda-succinctly
put ”segregation” (a deliberate use of negative-connotation), of Muslim men from women within the con-
fines of religious environments, such as Mosques, or other designated praying or religious symbolic areas.

We, at Jerusalem Group, of course do not support any form of gender-biases and practices, but
this is out of our, and should be out of everyone else, who are not practising Muslim-Believers, concerns.
By interfering these external are infringing upon the constitutional-democratic rights for freedom to
religious and cultural practices!

This is how the state and her mouthpieces, the so-called ”independent media”, start to create a
negative campaigning program in interfering with issues that have no political or social relevance, but
are rather limited to religious and cultural practices.

In short, Brother and Sisters (Ladies and Gents), it is absolutely important, and within absolute ur-
gency that British Muslim groups and individuals start to counter this new trend in interfering with rather
purely religious-cultural practices by external elements; give in to this and soon they will demand you
stop doing ”zakat”, your prayers, or wearing hijabs and so forth.

For the recent target of the attacks, the Leicester university (see these two articles from [1]The
Guardian and [2]The Daily Telegraph) should mobilize their female members and others, write a
press-release and send it to these newspapers as well as Leicester Mercury showing support for your
freedom to religious-cultural practices in the face of external attempts to undermine your freedom to
practice your religious and cultural acts without interference (below we have provided web-links to the
contact emails and phone numbers).

The contact list:

[3]The Guardian.

[4]The Daily Telegraph.

[5]The Leicester Mercury.

Yours,

Jerusalem Group.

P.S. Make the Sisters write and sign the ”letter of petition” (press releases) to have religious-cultural
practices with no relevance whatsoever on politics left alone, i.e. not to be infringed upon, by external
parties with political agendas.
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1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2013/apr/15/leicester-investigating-islamic-group-gende
r-segregation
2. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/9996122/Second-university-sounds-alarm-over-segreg
ation-at-Muslim-student-events.html
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/help/contact-us
4. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/topics/about-us/3489870/Contact-Telegraph-Media-Group.html
5. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/contact.html

Hypocrisy disguised as Democracy but really it’s a zionist Fallacy. (2013-04-16 18:10:05)
Those who campaign against this... ask them if they will also abolish segregated toilets too... oh and why is there
only men playing for Manchester United? They need to endorse equal opportunities policy in their employment
recruitment...
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1.4.14 On ”Segregation Debate” Campaign: Read Our Full Press Release (pre-
pared and sent out) (2013-04-17 12:03)

Please find attached on this post our fully prepared and sent out press release in response to recent
articles/headlines on ”negatively” portrayed purely religious-cultural Islamic practice, the separation of
Muslims sexes, and turned into a political discourse.

We will inform you all more if or when published. We sent it out to The Guardian, The Daily
Telegraph and Leicester Mercury and other confidential recipients.

FOR THE PRESS RELEASE (Click [1]PRESS RELEASE)

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/04/17/on-segregation-debate-campaign-read-our-fu
ll-press-release-prepared-and-sent-out/press-release/
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1.4.15 @Campaign: Our Campaign to Stop the Politicization of Religious Prac-
tice & What you can do? (2013-04-18 10:12)

Dear Readers (Brothers and Sisters),

On this post you will find the useful advice and direction in what you and us need to do to Stop
The Politicization of Religious Practices. Our proposed Campaign Strategy is based on a simple-
emailing (operation @campaign) approach to the following addresses (the responsible newspapers and
a local paper, Leicester Mercury);

the relevant addresses (forward to all, please):

jason.deans@guardian.co.uk; john.plunkett@guardian.co.uk; jemima.kiss@guardian.co.uk;
josh.halliday@guardian.co.uk; letters@guardian.co.uk; reader@guardian.co.uk;
cif.editors@guardian.co.uk; comment.editors@guardian.co.uk; dtnews@telegraph.co.uk; dtlet-
ters@telegraph.co.uk; newsdesk@leicestermercury.co.uk; matt.seaton@guardian.co.uk

The aim of @campaign is to get in touch (just by sending an email is enough) with these respon-
sible parties by showing your support in stopping the politicization of religious practices.

Question: Why is important to mobilize (of course purely within the parameters of virtual arena
at the present and not streets) on such a ”trivial act”?

The Answer: The importance to act and challenge such a practice is because this is how it always
start, and the end of which is ’the ’de-Islamitization” of Muslims; that the desensitization of Muslims
away from their universally rightfully recognized traditional religious and cultural practices and identi-
ties.

Expanding on the answer: You see this is how things are done in the west, where the rule of law
is supreme and thus it put up barriers to tyrannical acts and direct proclamations or any other unlawful
dictates which might say directly infringe upon certain parties or individuals civil and human rights; in
other words, they stop people and governments from coming directly to you and tell you ”stop praying”,
”stop acting like a Muslim”, ”stop observing your religious practices, because we believe these clashes
with our broader national/societal ideals or ”ways of lives””. In short, it start with a simple ”righteous
campaigns” like this one under the umbrella of ”stop segregation”, that under the cover of fighting for
”women or general human rights” and so forth; in the international affairs they use similar ruse under the
cover of ”humanitarian missions/operations”, or the most contemporary popular R2P: the ”responsibility
to protect”!, which always end up with these nations sending armies as ”peacekeepers” and ”rebuilding
and fostering new democratic societies”— see the logic, the same one suffered during the precolonial
era where the natives invited the good western for mutual trading interests suddenly these native states
and people found themselves occupied, and of course under the claims of ”to civilize and liberate them”!

This is why no infringing act is small, leave one to pass and soon it will multiply like a virus, and
finally it will disintegrate you and your beliefs.

Our Recommended Approach to What and how to Write these protesting-emails:
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• First of course we need consistency, which means making sure all the subjects of our email are
addressed as ”Re: Stop Politicizing Religious Practices”.

• Secondly, all one needs to write is just this single line, ”Not In My Name— Stop Politicizing
Religious Practices”.

• Thirdly, if you are a member of University Islamic Societies, you end the email by writing respec-
tively ”Sincerely, followed by your single name and your university name (for example Leicester
University Islamic Society”.

• Finally, if you are a sister, that is a Muslim female, make sure they know this, so they appreciate
the exact truth that they are not speaking for your name or ”claimed violated rights”.

This is all we, especially Muslims, have to do at the present, just undertaking a peaceful emailing
campaigning (@campaign) is enough to pass a message that we are not tolerating these illegal violation
and infringements on our universally recognized religious rights and practices. Finally, You can spread
the word via your friends network on facebook or twitter or other social networking sites.

Lets stand together before they slowly de-Islamitize us all and thus threaten our religious rights.

P.S. this little important statement we forgot to include down on our Press Release yesterday (see
the post below for the press release). It is not us, the Muslims, who need to justify our rightfully
recognized universal religious rights and practices, but it is the self-appointed champions (media and
specific personalities) who need to justify their constitutionally illegal infringing practices in attempting
to politicizing purely religious-cultural practices as political discourse.

Yours,

Saeed.

Senior Officer at Jerusalem Group.
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1.4.16 [[Added: Amir Shakeer Amazing Story]]This Week In News: Our
[Not-To-Be-Missed] Highly Recommended Weekend Readings For You
(2013-04-20 07:52)

Added Stories on Sunday 21st April 2013:

[1] How certain security services parties (MI5, MI6, CIA etc) are colliding to stop the release of Amir
Shakeer an Innocent last British Citizen held in Guantanamo who was cleared of all charges since 2007,
but his release is deemed ”harmful” to these parties since it will see Messr Shakeer appearing before the
court of law (the most feared entity by these ”legitimized criminal entities”, not our words, but the words
of ever serving or having served intelligence personnel), to verify if he was tortured under UK knowledge
and/or participation, see these two articles;

[1]’Secret deal’ over Guantánamo man The Guardian

[2]The lost Briton of Guantanamo: He’s been cleared - but had a devastating secret about MI6 and the
Iraq invasion which means he can never be freed The Mail On Sunday

First some excellent and unmissable reading articles on the ever growing resistance to Snoopers Charter
(and it’s US equivalent CISPA) and the natural dangers to civil liberties, including a new study on how
the police forces have increased the use of snooping powers (before the charter comes in place);

[3]Snoopers’ laws could be used to ’oppress us’

[4]Police forces spying on our phone calls and emails 250,000 times a year - Telegraph

[5]Communications data, North Korea style

[6]Form an orderly queue for snooping data

[7]Fifteen reasons the Communications Data Bill is the wrong approach

[8]Oppose CISPA If you value any privacy in our digital world

Second, the rise of Islamophobia in France, new Mosque-Attack;

[9]Racist graffiti targets future Paris-region mosque

Thirdly, the New Report on ”Undisputed” Role of Western States in Torture;

[10]US torture of prisoners is ’indisputable’, independent report finds | World news | guardian.co.uk

[11]UK violated human rights after it turned a blind eye to torture of terror suspects, says damning report

[12]20 Extraordinary Facts about CIA Torture and Secret Detention

[13]Obama, Guantánamo, and the enduring national shame

[14]America cannot assert moral authority while Guantánamo remains open

[15]US torture ’indisputable’, CNN’s humiliation, and Iran sanctions

Fourth, staying on torture, we have an excellent piece covering the widow of Ameer Shakeer, a British
Guantanamo Detainee;

[16]Guantánamo widow - Le Monde diplomatique - English edition

Fifth, an amazing story, portrayed as an heroic achievement by the UK Coalition Gov seeing ”raises” in
National Minimum Wage Rate (NMW) by ”1 %” or 12p (hahaha), while the fat-cats get over 120 % raise
in bonus, pension, shares, etc...... (what a life!).

[17]Min[18]imum wage to rise by 1 %

Finally, the rest of selected interesting pieces for your intellectual enhancement;
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[19]Harding to be next BBC News chief

[20]The Enemy Industrial Complex: How to turn a world lacking in enemies into the most threatening
place in the universe

[21]GlaxoSmithKline ’paid rivals not to sell cheaper copies of its drugs’: Lack of competition ’cost NHS
£200m’

[22]The Terrorist Mind ≫ CIC

[23]Syria’s cold logic: If we don’t back the Islamists, we’ll get jihadists - The Globe and Mail

[24]Ph.D.s Are for Fools and Lovers

[25]CIA Obtains False IDs From Washington Dept. Of Licensing

[26]Pain Rays and Robot Swarms: The Radical New War Games the DOD Plays | StratRisks

[27]’I won’t see a black PM in my lifetime’

[28]Two decades on, significant prejudices remain

[29]Conflict-of-interest probe into police tsar who also has his own security firm

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/20/british-resident-guantanamo
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2312284/The-lost-Briton-Guantanamo-Hes-cleared--dev
astating-secret-MI6-Iraq-invasion-means-freed.html
3. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10003999/Snoopers-laws-could-be-used-to-oppress-us
-says-David-Cameron-technology-adviser.html
4. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10006766/Police-forces-spying-on-our-phone-calls-a
nd-emails-250000-times-a-year.html
5. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/04/communications-data-north-korea-style.html
6. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/04/form-an-orderly-queue-for-snooping-data.html
7. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/04/fifteen-reasons-the-communications-data-bill
-is-the-wrong-approach.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/18/cispa-2013-house-vote-internet-privacy
9. http://www.france24.com/en/print/5408242?print=now
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/16/us-torture-prisoners-indisputable-report/print
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2310222/UK-violated-human-rights-turned-blind-eye-t
orture-terror-suspects-says-damning-report.html
12. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11882
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/15/obama-guantanamo-hunger-strike-moqbel
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/21/observer-editorial-guantanamo-bay-shoul
d-close
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/18/torture-report-cnn-terrorism-iran
16. http://mondediplo.com/2013/04/16guantanamo
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2013/apr/15/minimum-wage-rise
18. http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2013/apr/15/minimum-wage-rise
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2013/apr/15/james-harding-next-bbc-news-chief
20. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11877
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2311919/GlaxoSmithKline-paid-rivals-sell-cheaper-co
pies-drugs-Lack-competition-cost-NHS-200m.html
22. http://opencanada.org/features/the-think-tank/essays/the-terrorist-mind/
23. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/commentary/syrias-cold-logic-if-we-dont-back-the-islamists-w
ell-get-jihadists/article10967447/
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24. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/15/should_you_get_a_phd
25. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11909
26. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/11873
27. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/20/doreen-lawrence
28. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/20/doreen-lawrence
29. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2312363/Conflict-probe-police-tsar-security-firm.ht
ml
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1.4.17 Training II: Education (2013-04-22 13:23)

WELCOME TO JERUSALEM GROUP

AL-FALLUJAH VIRTUAL TRAINING CENTRE

[CLASS NO. 2] BASIC TRAINING: EDUCATION.

[a] the aim of the course:

On this session we will outline the essentials of [leadership and rank-and-file] cadre educational training;
in other words, what to read to be a great leader in the service of the movement ideals.

[b] introduction:

Training of the cadre reflects the general societal educational institutions and their respective time-lines.
The leaders will be expected to endure a self-disciplined approach of a between 1to 10 years of educa-
tional training.

[c] The Training Period:

For the strategic leaders, that the core (ourselves and those who inspire to be the elite), this group will be
expected to hold a ten-year self-educational training achievement (or in other words, our own advanced
personal development achievement); non-stop training even after ten-years. This will of course be tested
and verified in time.

The middle managers/leaders will be expected to be still undergoing the rigorous self-education and
personal development efforts; this group will have 5+ years of self-educational or other professional
achievements (like being an established doctor, professor, teacher, social worker, banker, investor, etc).
This group, in other words, will essentially consist of mainly well-trained and experienced professional
members whose expertise are largely outside politics and social work (or activism).

The low management staff will consist mainly of the entry-level leadership trainees under the mentoring
and supervision of the middle managers/leaders and at times of the super-group top leaders (for evalua-
tion and independent support; since some of the young trainees might be more gifted as leader than their
mentors).

Finally, the rank-and-file will be taught what their respective leaders have just covered with their
mentors; in other words, if a leader of the 10 rank-and-files and three young leadership trainees just
finished self-training (educational) on particular field of studies, for example, management studies, s/he
would [a] recommend the same reading materials to their three young leaders-in-training, [b] while
making sure s/he also gives a presentational seminar/talk (discussion group) to his/her work-group all in
one place together (incl. the three young leaders-in-training) on the basic and general learned-lessons
from the subject— this can be done during those social interactions time, during weekends or after-work.
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[d] The Subjects to Be Covered:

The relevant subjects to be covered for educational training needs of the entire groups, and especially
the elites (the leaders) are;

[1] Psychological and Sociological Studies;

These are essential because we will be dealing with humans and not animal, and it is essential to thus
understand human nature and behavioural tendencies (in order to manipulate or anticipate the reactions),
hence Psychological (for individuals and groups understanding) and sociological (as collective existing
within social mores and rules).

[2] Geographical and Historical Studies;

Knowing different countries and their climates, their people, cultures, languages, economics and general
histories is important. This means not only covering Islamic geography and historical studies, but also
global and western in specific (western because this is where one finds one’s people ever-persistent
want-to-continue-be-masters main opponent).

[3] Management and Business Studies;

Essential so to be able to manage humans, finances, and other important resources for organizational
and general successes.

[4] Military and International Studies;

Very Important for the entire groups, and especially the leaders who are training as ”diplomats” and
political cadre with ability to understanding and appreciating sensitive political and social, as well as
cultural differences. Military studies are essential because these can be applied on any fields (manage-
ment studies came out of military studies).

[5] Physical Studies and Fitness;

No need for martial arts, etc, however if one wishes to undertake such past time health and fitness
activities it is their own indenpendent choices. For general fitness [1]see this post (for self-defence for
sisters) and [2]this for sisters and brothers basic fitness training (excluded is stairs-run, cycling, boxing
or mere shadow-boxing etc). A fitter cadre is a sharp and disciplined member.

[6] Daily Newspaper Readings

Though be very selective, just browse, no need to read articles, we repeat, just peruse through the
headings is enough, those relating to Islamic affairs when written within western ”free and independent”
papers or general media will always be biased and based not on reality but interpretation for political
ends; here is the secret about the so-claimed ”free and independent” western media, when you see a story
which appears to be ”taking account” of the government is not really a bombshell it is printed because
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it was already expected to come out somehow, those on the other hand, which are believed to be able to
stay ”hidden” from the public are left untouched hence you hear that (when these do come out) it was no
a secret everyone knew about it!!! So do not ever think that western media are not state-directed media
like every other nation’s media.

Those stories which catches your attention and might prove educational or morale-inducing for the
members, make sure you copy and email these to your respective members so they can all be aware of it.
For a list of just basic newspaper reading, we have selected these (though again be very clever in your
readings);

[3]Latest news, sport and comment from the Guardian | The Guardian

[4]The Times | UK News, World News and Opinion

[5]News [6]News - Latest breaking news - Telegraph

[7]Business News & Financial News - The Wall Street Journal - Wsj.com

[8]World business, finance, and political news from the Financial Times ...

[9]The Washington Post: National, World & D.C. Area News and ...

[10]Washington Times - Politics, Breaking News, US and World News

[11]The New York Times - Breaking News, World News & Multimedia

[12]Reuters

[13]International breaking news and headlines - FRANCE 24

[14]Press TV

[15]RT

[16]Latest News in Leicestershire - News Stories & events | This is Leicestershire

[6] Policy Centres Weekly Readings;

This is important for all leaders-to-be or just established leaders.

At the end of every week, let say the usual lazies Sunday mornings, make sure you visit key (pro-
establishment, thus powerful policy-centred) think-tanks. Find at the end of this section, a recommended
list. The reason for this attention on these policy-centres is their influential powers to shape policies and
directions of the state/government (is like getting into the mind of the governments).

The recommended list to visit;

[17]Policy pointers [18]Center for Strategic and International Studies [19]Center for a New American
Security [20]The Washington Institute for Near East Policy - The Washington Institute for Near East Pol-
icy [21]NewAmerica.net [22]AEI - American Enterprise Institute For Public Policy Research [23]RAND
Corporation Provides Objective Research Services and Public Policy Analysis [24]Atlantic Council | Re-
newing the Atlantic Community for 21st Century Global Challenges [25]Home [26]RUSI - [27]Chatham
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House: Independent thinking on international affairs | [28]The Institute for Government | [29]Foreign Pol-
icy Centre [30]Policy Network - Home [31]The European Council on Foreign Relations [32]European
Union Institute for Security Studies - EUISS [33]Homepage - International Crisis Group [34]ORG News
& Updates | Oxford Research Group [35]Canadian International Council [36]Home / ICSR [37]ETH
Zurich - Center for Security Studies (CSS) Center for Security Studies (CSS) [38]Federation of Ameri-
can Scientists [39]Institute for the Study of War

For those purely anti-Muslims are many but these two are perhaps the biggest;

[40]http://www.quilliamfoundation.org/ [UK]

[41]Gatestone Institute [US]

These are some of the points to appreciate while undertaking your leadership educational training. We
are giving you a priceless gold-standard training, even Intelligence Officers or Diplomats Do Not get
this kind of training advice. If you complete these you will essentially be a trained intelligence analyst
(almost!).

We will add more in time............. so please do come back!

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/wp-admin/post.php?post=704&action=edit
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/29/get-ready-for-summer-our-simple-free-fitne
ss-and-health-guidelines/
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
4. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/index.html
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/
7. http://online.wsj.com/home-page?_wsjregion=na,us&_homepage=/home/us
8. http://www.ft.com/
9. http://www.washingtonpost.com/
10. http://www.washingtontimes.com/
11. http://www.nytimes.com/
12. http://www.reuters.com/
13. http://www.france24.com/
14. http://www.presstv.ir/
15. http://rt.com/
16. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/news
17. http://policypointers.org/PolicyAreas/Item/Defence_terrorism_and_security
18. http://csis.org/
19. http://www.cnas.org/
20. http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/
21. http://newamerica.net/
22. http://www.aei.org/
23. http://www.rand.org/
24. http://www.acus.org/
25. http://www.thechicagocouncil.org/
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26. http://www.rusi.org/
27. http://www.chathamhouse.org/
28. http://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/
29. http://fpc.org.uk/
30. http://www.policy-network.net/
31. http://www.ecfr.eu/
32. http://www.iss.europa.eu/
33. http://www.crisisgroup.org/
34. http://oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/
35. http://opencanada.org/
36. http://icsr.info/
37. http://www.css.ethz.ch/index_EN
38. http://www.fas.org/
39. http://www.understandingwar.org/
40. http://www.quilliamfoundation.org/
41. http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/
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1.4.18 Our Training: We Just Added A New Page On Leadership Educational
Training (2013-04-22 17:20)

Please see the page above marked ”Training II: Education”. The training is relevant to all members,
though more beneficial in particular to those to be leaders (sort of leaders-in-training or cadre training
course).

For Monday headlines of interest see the list below as well as the weekend highly recommended
post below/just after this post;

[1]1.5m ’excess’ searches of minorities

[2]Datablog: stop and search rates since 1999

[3]Metropolitan police ’still institutionally racist’

[4]Are crooks really criminally minded? Abnormal brain activity ’means offenders cannot control their
behaviour’

[5]Krugman: The Jobless Trap

[6]The Stone: Is American Nonviolence Possible?

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2013/apr/22/ethnic-minority-britons-stop-search-white
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2013/apr/22/ethnic-minority-stop-search-rates-doubl
ed
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/apr/21/metropolitan-police-institutionally-racist-black
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2312418/Are-crooks-really-criminally-minded-
Abnormal-brain-activity-means-offenders-control-behaviour.html
5. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/22/opinion/krugman-the-jobless-trap.html?hp
6. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/21/is-american-nonviolence-possible/
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1.4.19 The News Channel (2013-04-23 11:56)

COMING SOON TO YOU!

JERUSALEM GROUP PRESENTS:

THE NEO-ISLAMISTS NEWS CHANNEL (NNC)

Providing you with;

• Your Weekly News Review (of all key stories that happened during the week),

• Hard-Hitting Investigative Reports (e.g. On FMO, Local Police, St. Phillips Centre etc),

• Important Breaking News relevant to Muslims as these come in,

• The Channel will broadcast via social media only, bypassing the traditional airwaves or cable ap-
proaches; with no need for licensing etc. The videos will be uploaded on our special Youtube news
channel, and provided also on our Facebook (Highfields comm) and Twitter (@highfieldsUK) ac-
counts as well as on this very page

• In time we will provide work-based experiences and internship for young Muslims with Journalism
and Broadcasting inspirations, Inshallah.

Keep on Watching this space!
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1.4.20 Two Excellent Articles (+): On Islamophobia & Ameer Shakeer (And A
Discussion On ”Terror”) (2013-04-24 10:33)

On Islamophobia, the article comes from The Roots (a US Black-Americans specific magazine): [1]THE
ROOT | It’s time to redefine Islam and race

The second one, on Ameer Shaker, comes from The Guardian (one of the only two contributors
worth reading in complete from such a paper as we have continuously stated it is just another propaganda
mouthpiece; anyway the two excellent contributors are S[2]eumas Milne and another being [3]Glenn
Greenwald, who was, so to speak, driven out of US, by US government ”vendetta targeting” as a result
of his profound strong human rights beliefs as a well-established and practising HR Lawyer, who used
to write for Salon): [4]Shaker Aamer and the dirty secrets of the war on terror

Other interesting pieces are;

[5]No charges for NYPD cops filmed punching, pepper-spraying Occupy protesters
[6]Brooks: Confidence
[7]Russia’s New Pivot: US foreign economic strategy to create new global order | StratRisks
Finally, Saeed’s personal prediction, is that there might be an attack in UK, either orchestrated by the
security services themselves or ”letting one pass through the net!”.
Why such a prediction?
Because there has been a growing outcry, no, growing ”open rebellion”, from these idiots/parties and their
war-mongering supporters in government and other places against the austerity measures (for example
[8]read this Telegraph article on such outcry/rebellion). We have seen their colleagues tactics (the police)
recently (see the few post on this blog), which saw the ”arrests” of alleged ”t-words” who literary were
under-age curiosity-cats, and nothing more, or .......
Anyway that is Saeed’s prediction, and for his take on Boston Marathon Bombing, [9]see this post on his
professional blog.

1. http://www.theroot.com/views/yes-theyre-white-and-muslim
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/seumasmilne
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/series/glenn-greenwald-security-liberty
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/apr/23/shaker-aamer-dirty-secrets-war-on-terror
5. http://rt.com/usa/nypd-no-charges-punching-occupy-233/
6. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/23/opinion/brooks-the-confidence-questions.html?hp
7. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12044
8. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/defence/10013827/MI5-and-MI6-budget-cuts-could-put-p
ublic-at-risk.html
9. http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2013/04/20/boston-marathon-bombings-did-the-s
ecret-government-waged-an-open-war-of-protest-on-americans-and-obamas-administration/
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1.4.21 Post-Boston Debate On US & Muslims: On Muslim Women Rights and
Collective Muslim Surveillance (Source: New York Times) (2013-04-25 12:02)

In the wake of Boston Marathon Bombings, the United States is collectively gripped with the new
”self-enlightenment” quest towards the goal of moving to new understanding and approaches in dealing
with, what appears to be portrayed across the board as, ”The Muslim Problem/Issue”.

The New York Times today has few good, and highly recommended, readings on, first, the debate
on the [1]increasing calls for collective surveillance of American Muslims, an article written by Boston
Mosque Imam in response to an article by US House Representative (equivalent to UK MP, Member of
Parliament), Rep. King (R: Republican), who called for [2]increasing surveillance on American Muslim
Communities; what one needs to take out of this statement is the fact that he never said to START
surveillance on Muslim Communities but rather to INCREASE the ALREADY (seemingly implied,
and well known by just google-ing ”Rutger University and NYPD, New York Police Department,
Surveillance on Muslims”) well existing system!

Secondly, from the same paper, we have an excellent debate on [3]Muslim Women and Muslim
Veil, and their implied anti-feminism effect, which the debate attacks (very highly recommended article
as well, esp. for sisters).

Enjoy and Be Enlightened.

1. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/25/opinion/no-room-for-radicals-in-mosques.html?hp
2. http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/346125/gop-congressman-%E2%80%98increase-surveillance%
E2%80%99-muslim-community
3. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/04/24/is-the-hijab-worth-fighting-over
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1.4.22 The Almost Complete Efforts Towards Western Totalitarianism: How
The West Is Too Close to a V For Vendetta Scenario! (2013-04-26 12:22)

In the classic, and highly recommended film, [1]V for Vendetta, the viewers at one point are introduced
to how the hated and despised totalitarian government/leadership came to power in the first place, by
feeding, what within the social and political science discourses is referred to as, ”risk-aversive society”
with never-ending diet of fear and paranoia; repeatedly arguing that ”our enemies are out to get us and
terrorize us”, and ”if we do not institute a strong government, or rather a strong leadership nationalist
party (like the Conservatives in UK, or the Republicans in US, or Sarkozy’s party in France, Union for
Popular Movement) then everyone is essentially in danger”– the basics of the politics of fear.

The film shows how in time, that just after electing these nationalists parties into power, these
movements began a pre-designed agenda by instituting what they claim to be necessary ”evil” laws in
order to insure peace, security and order; and today, throughout western states, these movements have
started (for a while) moving us all toward this dark scenario of the dawning of a new totalitarian western
states (esp. in UK, US and across EU in time).

In the UK, of course we had anti-terror laws, and more recent the calls for Snoopers Charter (to
be able to snoop around as well as keep records (or demand records from firms of) every persons calls,
web activities etc, and even though this week saw some self-congratulatory efforts by some parties like
the Liberal Democrats ([2]see this article) and Big Brother Watch ([3]and this article) towards the recent
announcement by Deputy PM Nick Clegg that he wont support it; which really meant that he wont
support it as it is in it’s present framework rather than in complete, meaning not ”completely dead”,
similar to events in US of ”[4]almost dead CISPA”, after the senate defeated the bill (second time around,
after being passed ”secretly and away from public scrutiny”).

But perhaps the most disturbing of all, especially for Muslims, is this week announcement which
saw the [5]Home Secretary given a full Royal Prerogative (unchallenged power by the democratically
elected, rather than by that of unelected body/person, House of Parliament) to institute officially the act
of stripping British Nationals of their Citizenship, leaving them with zero-legal protection (as we have
already covered within this platform before).

In short, everyday, we in the west are not only observing, and thus choosing to remaining quiet,
acts that totally borders to those of totalitarian practices, and which soon will undoubtedly see us all
waking up like zombies, in complete compliance to our new totalitarian leaders in directing our daily
lives under the guise of common good, as usual!

Further Headlines for your past-time readings;

[6]Cageprisoners : CP responds to cancelled event in Manchester

[7]Experts say drop web snooping plans

[8]Judge rejects FBI’s request to use ’extremely intrusive’ hack tactic

[9]Judith Miller: How to Stop Terrorists Before They Kill - WSJ.com

[10]Treasury insiders helping rich dodge tax, say MPs

[11]Edsall: The Shadow Lobbyist

[12]Moscow-Beijing Ties: An Axis of Necessity / ISN
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[13]‘NATO has become a global expeditionary military force’ — RT Op-Edge

1. http://www.imdb.co.uk/title/tt0434409/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/25/snoopers-charter-nick-clegg-agreement
3. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/04/the-snoopers-charter-is-dead-long-live-nick-
clegg.html
4. http://rt.com/usa/cispa-halted-senate-415/
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/terrorism-in-the-uk/10018301/New-powers-to-strip-pas
sports-from-British-terror-suspects.html
6. http://www.cageprisoners.com/our-work/opinion-editorial/item/6340-cp-responds-to-cancelled-
event-in-manchester
7. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/04/experts-say-drop-web-snooping-plans.html
8. http://rt.com/usa/judge-rejects-fbi-hack-tactic-422/
9. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324874204578440992247444754.html?mod=hp_opini
on
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/apr/26/accountancy-firms-knowledge-treasury-avoid-t
ax
11. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/25/the-shadow-lobbyist/?hp
12. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-
e20e7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=163452
13. http://rt.com/op-edge/nato-global-expeditionary-force-362/
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1.4.23 A Dim Future For Generation Y (Born c.1980s): A Study Published By
The Urban Institute (Source: The Atlantic) (2013-04-29 11:41)

The Unluckiest Generation: What Will Become of Millennials?

By

Derek Thompson

[1]

AP

The nearly 3.7 million American babies born in 1982 weren’t special, except to their families. But in the
eyes of demographers, they were categorically different from the 3.6 million Americans born in 1981.
They were the first members of a new club: Generation Y.

This so-called millennial cohort, the largest generation in American history, landed in the cradle
during an awful recession, learned to walk during the Reagan recovery, came of age in the booming
1990s, and entered the labor market after the Sept. 11 attacks and before the Great Recession, the two
tragedies of the early 21st century. They’ve survived an eventful few decades.

[2]

Yet nothing in those vertiginous 30 years could have prepared them for the economic sledgehammer that
followed the collapse of the housing market in 2007-08. And the aftereffects, economists fear, may dog
them for the rest of their working lives.

Generation Y is the most educated in American history, but its education came at a price. Aver-
age debt for graduates of public universities doubled between 1996 and 2006. Students chose to take it
on because they expected to find a job that paid it off; instead, they found themselves stranded in the
worst economy in 80 years. Young people who skipped college altogether have faced something worse:
depressed wages in a global economy that finds it easier than ever to replace jobs with technology or to
move them overseas.
284 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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Finding a good job as a young adult has always been a game of chance. But more and more, the
rules have changed: Heads, you lose; tails, you’re disqualified. The unemployment rate for young
people scraped 18 percent in 2010, and in the past five years, real wages have fallen for millennials–and
only for millennials.

Adulthood, Deferred
It costs a lot to be a grown-up. It means more than saying "please" or holding doors for the elderly,
although those are nice to do. It also means moving out of your parents’ home, renting a place of your
own, paying for food and clothes, buying a car, getting married, having children, buying a house–all the
trappings and expenses of a middle-class life.

These life stages drive a consumer economy. "Housing IS the Business Cycle" is the memorably
brief title of a 2007 study by University of California (Los Angeles) economist Edward E. Leamer
showing that the housing market both presages recessions and bolsters recoveries. A generation that
buys new homes is a generation that pushes the economy forward.

But millennials have responded with a collective "No, thanks." Or at least "Not yet." More than
one in five Americans ages 18-34 told Pew Research Center pollsters last year that they’ve postponed
having a baby "because of the bad economy." The same proportion said they were holding off marriage
until the economy recovered. More than a third of 25- to 29-year-olds had moved back in with their
parents. Millennials have been scorned as perma-children, forever postponing adulthood, or labeled
with that most un-American of character flaws: helplessness.

The case for pessimism is depressingly easy to make. Even after the economy recovers, the penalty for
graduating into a recession may still apply to young people’s wages. When Lisa Kahn, an economist at
Yale, studied how the 1981-82 recession affected the lifetime earnings of young workers who graduated
during the 1980s, she found that for every percentage-point increase in total unemployment, the starting
incomes of new graduates slipped by as much as 7 percent. Two decades later, because of their bad
timing, these graduates had taken a $100,000 hit to their cumulative earnings.

If this pattern applies to millennials, the consequences will be grim for an economy that relies on
big-ticket items such as houses and cars. Half of a typical family’s spending goes to transportation and
housing. But Americans ages 21-34 bought only 27 percent of the new vehicles sold in the United States
in 2010, compared with 38 percent in 1985; from 2008 to ’11, only half as many young Americans as a
decade earlier acquired their first mortgage. Having been rejected by the economy, millennials are in
turn rejecting cars and houses–the pillars of the modern consumer economy.

Life Gets Better (and Cheaper)
Still, do millennials really count as the unluckiest generation since World War II? It’s true that wages
haven’t grown this slowly in decades, and globalization and technology have held down wages for
millions of young workers to an unprecedented extent.

But in some ways, millennials are also the luckiest.

For one thing, they’re living in an age of affordable abundance. Food has never been cheaper as
a share of the typical American family budget. The price of apparel is also falling relative to wages. The
Internet, while no substitute for gainful employment, has made many things cheaper that used to take
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extra income to buy–communication, notably, including private information-sharing and professional
collaboration. It has made casual retail cheaper (and more convenient). It has also made mass entertain-
ment cheaper, especially music and amateur videos. These commodities have grown cheaper, in part, by
replacing and lowering the cost of human work.

That we live in a golden era of cheap essentials and entertainment might register as cold statistical
comfort for the millions of unemployed millennials who watch their dreams fade with every passing
year. This group can hope for another mitigating factor: time. The U.S. economy is expected to continue
its recovery–unemployment falling, wages rising, debts slowly getting repaid, life going on as it did
before 2008. In an economy that is now creating 200,000 private-sector jobs a month, the total debt held
by young adults has shrunk to its lowest level in 15 years.

Even if millennials haven’t read about these trends, they seem to feel them in their bones. The
Pew study that found twentysomethings moving back home also reported that nine in 10 millennials said
they already earn (or have) enough money, or expect to in the future. If optimism has any currency, the
millennials may well outgrow their miserable circumstances and bequeath to their own children a more
prosperous nation than their parents left for them. They’re the best-educated generation in American
history, moving into their prime working years while home prices remain fairly cheap. Is that so unlucky?

Still, their timing couldn’t be unluckier. The past 30 years have seen enduring income stagnation
capped by an economic collapse. Average household wealth nearly doubled between 1983 and 2010,
the Urban Institute recently found, but younger generations shouldn’t expect the same. They already lag
their parents in wealth (by 7 percent) at the equivalent age, and "now, stagnant wages, diminishing job
opportunities, and lost home values may be merging to paint a vastly different future for Gen X and Gen
Y," Eugene Steuerle and three coauthors concluded. "Despite their relative youth, they may not be able
to make up the lost ground."

This article available online at:

http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/04/the-unluckiest-generation -what-will-become-
of-millennials/275336/

Copyright © 2013 by The Atlantic Monthly Group. All Rights Reserved.

Other interesting articles for your readings;

[1] Foreign Policy’s ”highly selective and subjective” list of 500 powerful people in the world: [3]The
FP Power Map | Foreign Policy [4]The FP Power Map | Foreign Policy
286 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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[2] On Secret Courts [UK]: [5]Secret court in control of a £2billion fortune: It holds the assets of 16,000
vulnerable people - but pays just a tiny amount in interest

[3] On Blair Greed: [6]Blair makes a fortune on lecture tours... and you pay for his stay: Outcry as
former PM stays on taxpayer-fueled residences

[4] On US and new efforts towards New Wiretap Laws: [7]Panel pushes to expand wiretaps for online
activity

[5] On How the West Use of Mercenary is shaped by exploiting others resources (same mercenaries then
turning ”entrepreneurs and investors”): [8]A Somali Business Plan Like No Other

[6] Finally, in support to the post below on ”V For Vendetta Scenario” of Western Totalitarianism through
the exploitation on the Politics of Fear and Paranoia, in US school children in New York are to be ”clothed
with special body-armour school uniforms”: [9]US weighs up bulletproof uniforms

1. http://cdn-media.nationaljournal.com/?controllerName=image&action=get&id=28208&width=990&he
ight=
2. http://www.nationaljournal.com/next-economy
3. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/29/the_500_most_powerful_people_in_the_world?
print=yes&hidecomments=yes&page=full
4. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/04/29/the_500_most_powerful_people_in_the_world?
print=yes&hidecomments=yes&page=full
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2316248/Secret-court-control-2billion-fortune-It-ho
lds-assets-16-000-vulnerable-people--pays-paltry-interest.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2316315/Blair-makes-fortune-lecture-tours--pay-stay
-Outcry-PM-stays-taxpayer-fueled-residences.html
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7. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/proposal-seeks-to-fine-tech-companies
-for-noncompliance-with-wiretap-orders/2013/04/28/29e7d9d8-a83c-11e2-b029-8fb7e977ef71_story.h
tml
8. http://uk.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323820304578410573747048086.html?mod=WSJEurope_hp
p_LEFTTopStories
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/apr/26/us-bulletproof-uniforms-gun-control
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1.4.24 ACT OF TERROR: A DOCUMENTARY BY A VICTIM [GEMMA
ATKINSON] OF UK STATE POLICE OVER-USED ”ANTI-TERROR”
LAWS (WITH ORIGINAL FOOTAGES) (2013-04-30 13:11)

http://vimeo.com/fatratfilms/actofterror

The video you are about to watch is 7mins long and animated, with the victim, Ms. Gemma Atkinson,
a Londoner, narrating the story as it happened to her and her boyfriend (observe the boyfriend ”Asian-
Looking Characteristic”, probably why he and not her, was ”stopped and searched” in the first place) in
real-life supported by her own actual mobile footage (observe un-democratic policing practices of the
non-uniform undercovers who sorrounded the female victim, similar to totalitarian secret polices nature).

The victim was stopped and handcuffed for ”taking pictures or filming police”, mmmm—sounds
familiar, anyone, yes, totalitarian state police of Soviet Russia, the Stasis of East German and of course,
the Nazis Gestapos and their simialr laws.

Anyway the little documentary is A MUST WATCH!!!

For other headlines of the day (or usual traditions), check the list below;

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/video/2013/apr/29/act-terror-arrest-f ilming-police-video

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2013/apr/29/guantanamo-hunger-strikers- animals-lawyer-
video

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/29/opinion/krugman-the-story-of-our-time.html? hp & _r=0

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-role-of-private-military-and-security-compan ies-in-modern-
warfare/32307

http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12200

http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12150

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2316892/Superstrong-telepathic –bionic-soldiers-
future.html

DON’T FORGET IF YOU WERE BORN IN THE 1980s, YOU MIGHT WANT TO CHECK
THE STUDY REPRINTED ON THE NEXT POST BELOW.

ENJOY!
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1.5.1 STOP STRIPPING BRITISH CITIZENSHIP: SUPPORT OUR PETI-
TION AT CHANGE.ORG (2013-05-02 15:11)

For those who care in stopping the most dangerous and absolutely undemocratic practice ever to be
instituted by the British Government (Home Office), of course since the Anti-Terror Laws, namely the
recent unconstitutional practice of Stripping of the British Nationals of their Citizenship and leaving them
open and vulnerable to all forms of physical and psychological abuses (e.g. torture and rendition), then
please follow the link below to our petition, just started, to make the UK Home Office stop such an illegal
and unconstitutional practice.

Our Link at Change.Org: [1]Petition | UK Home Office: STOP STRIPPING CITIZENSHIP FROM THE
BRITISH NATIONALS | Change.org

For other news of Possible Interest:

[1] The Growing War on Guantanamo:

[2]UN calls force-feeding at Guantanamo ’torture’

[3]The Ethics of Force-Feeding Inmates - Room for Debate - NYTimes.com

[4]Guantanamo attorney dead in apparent suicide

[5]Drones ’alternative to Guantánamo’

[2] UK Islamophobia Got More Violent with First-Death in Birmingham:

[6]Race link in Birmingham murder

[3] Leicestershire Police ”Reward” Neighbourhood, ”Spies”, Watch Groups (Oscars-Styles, with red-
carpet etc):

[7]Leicestershire and Rutland Neighbourhood Watch Groups Shortlisted | This is Leicestershire

[4] Foreign Policy (US Magazine) Discusses ”What Muslims Mean By Sharia?”:

[8]What Muslims talk about when they talk about sharia | War of Ideas

[5] On UK Police Misbehaviour News (and if you missed the viral little, 7 mins, video by a recent victim
of UK Police ”over-abused anti-terror powers” check out the next post below:

[9]Police officer who assaulted interviewee escapes being fired

[6] On General Privacy Protection Concerns:

[10]FBI Seeks Real-Time Facebook, Google Wiretaps

[7] On This Week Interesting Studies;

[11]Scientists find key to ageing process in hypothalamus | Science | The Guardian [12]Skull shows
America’s cannibal past [13]Jamestown settlers turned to cannibalism: study [14]Go on a long bike
ride, explore caves and swim in the sea: The 50 adventures every child should have by the age of 11¾
[15]Mapped: The U.S. military’s presence in Africa | Killer Apps

1. https://www.change.org/petitions/uk-home-office-stop-stripping-citizenship-from-the-british-
nationals?org=assign
2. http://www.france24.com/en/20130501-force-feeding-torture-un-law-guantanamo-hunger-strike
3. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/05/01/the-ethics-of-force-feeding-inmates?hp
4. http://rt.com/usa/guantanamo-attorney-dead-suicide-699/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/02/us-drone-strikes-guantanamo
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6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/may/02/birmingham-murder-racially-motivated-police
7. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Neighbourhood-Watch-Volunteers-Shortlisted-Awards/sto
ry-18856578-detail/story.html
8. http://ideas.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/04/30/what_muslims_talk_about_when_they_talk_abou
t_sharia
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10030634/Police-officer-who-assaulted-
interviewee-escaped-being-fired.html
10. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12231
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/may/01/scientists-ageing-process
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/01/jamestown-cannibals-skull-excavated
13. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/01/us-cannibalism-jamestown-idUSBRE9400UY20130501
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2317979/50-adventures-child-age-11.html
15. http://killerapps.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/05/01/mapped_the_us_militarys_presence_in_af
rica_this_spring
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1.5.2 The Petition Is NOW ACTIVE to Stop The Unconstitutional Practice of
Stripping British Citizenship (2013-05-03 09:39)

[1]The Petition Is NOW ACTIVE to Stop The Unconstitutional Practice of Stripping British Citizenship

Dear Friends,

Please find the link here to a [2]NOW ACTIVE PETITION at Change.Org (we provided this yes-
terday, see the next post below, but alas failed to activate it; our sincere apologizes).

Please Show Your Support in stopping this very dangerous and highly unconstitutional practice,
since tomorrow you might just find yourself another innocent victim of such a dangerous practice and all
the consequences of it’s action: open to all forms of physical and psychological abuses (namely, torture
or rendition etc) in the hands of states or actors who do not answer to international laws or Recognizing
Human Rights, like Mahdi Hashi and others.

Jazakallah.

Jerusalem Group: Fighting For Muslim Equal Civil and Human Rights.

Few headlines of the day:

[3]Cageprisoners : British state spies on Muslims

[4]’Nearly gone native in Leicester!’ Headteacher faces calls to resign over ’inappropriate’ Facebook
post of him wearing a turban

THE STORY IS ABOUT UPLAND SCHOOL HIGHFIELDS

[5]Third of police forces won’t name suspects after they are charged, despite senior officers saying service
’is more open than ever’

[6]David Cameron ’naughty’ to hide company stake

[7]House of Un-Representatives - NYTimes.com

[8]Secret US court approved every single domestic spying request in 2012

[9]IRS to Spy on Our Shopping Records, Travel, Social Interactions, Health Records and Files from
Other Government Investigators

[10] $70 Drone Shield wants to protect you from flying spies

[11]Clients and Enablers

1. https://www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/uk-home-office-stop-the-unconstitutional-practice-of-
stripping-british-citizenship
2. https://www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/uk-home-office-stop-the-unconstitutional-practice-of-
stripping-british-citizenship
3. http://www.cageprisoners.com/our-work/interviews/item/6369-british-state-spies-on-muslims
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2318498/Headteacher-Tim-Luckcock-faces-calls-resign
-Facebook-picture-shows-turban-caption-Nearly-gone-native-Leicester.html
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5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2318602/Third-police-forces-wont-suspects-charged-d
espite-senior-officers-saying-service-open-ever.html
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/greenpolitics/planning/10034616/David-Cameron-naughty-to-h
ide-company-stake.html
7. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/02/house-of-un-representatives/?hp
8. http://rt.com/usa/court-approved-all-spying-requests-742/
9. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12272
10. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12266
11. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-
e20e7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=163383
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1.5.3 On Syria: An Excellent Piece From RT (Russia Today) Op-Ed Section
(2013-05-04 11:41)

The European Union and the McJihad in Syria

Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya is sociologist, award-winning author, and noted geopolitical analyst.

Published time: May 04, 2013 04:35
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Interesting developments have been taking place in the European Union. Red flags are going up across
the EU, with officials in the European Union and various EU member states expressing fears about their
returning nationals fighting in Syria.

The red flags started going up when warnings were issued in the Netherlands about Dutch citizens
going to fight in Syria. Belgium followed, then the European Police Office (Europol), the EU’s law
enforcement agency that handles criminal intelligence, reported that the fighting in Syria had the
potential of creating a future wave of terrorism that could threaten the European Union’s members in
their [1]EU Terrorism Situation and Trend Report (TE-SAT) for 2013. In regards to Syria, the Europol
report reads: “Syria emerged as the destination of choice for foreign fighters in 2012. A number of
EU nationals were arrested in Belgium, France, the Netherlands and the UK related to travelling to or
returning from Syria” (TE-SAT 2013:p.22).

The EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator, Gilles de Kerchove, then stated that about five hundred
EU citizens—especially from Britain, France, and Ireland—were inside Syria fighting alongside the
anti-government forces with the objective of toppling the government in Damascus. Monsieur de
Kerchove would express the same concerns as Europol about these EU citizens returning to the EU from
the battlefields in Syria. His concerns would be echoed in London.

Even as his government was working to legalize a transfer of British arms to anti-government
forces in Syria, the British Foreign Secretary, William Hague, was warning of the threat posed to Britain
from British fighters returning home from Syria. Soon afterward, Germany confirmed that German
citizens were taking part in the fighting to topple the Syrian government. Earlier than this news would
also come out that one Danish citizen, who was a former US prisoner in Guantanamo fighting in Syria,
was killed.

The McJihad

The situation is quite a paradox. Syria is now worryingly being presented as a “failing state” and
“jihadist hotbed” in the EU. The irony is that EU members—alongside their counterparts in the US,
Turkey, Jordon, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar—contributed to and facilitated the entire Syrian McJihad
enterprise with the ultimate aim of regime change in Damascus. For more than two years the calls to
jihad against Damascus have been aired across the world by the likes of Yusuf Al-Qaradawi and other
pseudo-clerics and tele-evangelists in Saudi Arabia and the tyrannies of the Gulf Cooperation Council.
EU officials said nothing. Additionally, organizations like the Muslim Brotherhood, which has been
recruiting fighters to go to Syria, actually work freely in London and have their longtime headquarters in
Britain, as do similar organizations that are eyeing Russia and Central Asia for the next phases of McJihad.

From Taliban-controlled Afghanistan to Somalia, the so-called “failed states” are the handiwork
of the US and this same group of countries that form the “Friends of Libya” and “Friends of the Syrian
People” groups. These countries should more accurately be called “Imperialism Inc.” William Hague
and company need only look in the mirror to find the culprits creating the terrorism threat in the EU.
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The concept of “blowback” or the unintended consequences of intelligence operations is getting old. On
the one hand people from countries like Britain and France, flood into Syria as fighters against the Syrian
government, while on the other hand they are scaring their own populations about these fighters with
their scaremongering. In most cases the foreign fighters from the EU that entered Syria were essentially
given the green light and allowed by their own respective government to go fight there. The situation
was the same in Libya where American, British, Canadian, French, and Irish citizens fought to topple the
Libyan Jamahiriya. One American citizen from Arizona, Eric Harroun, returning to the United States
from Syria would face trial for fighting alongside Al-Nusra, but his father Darryl Harroun would let the
secret out that Eric was working for the CIA in Syria.

Turning Point?

A turning point is on the horizon, pointing to a renewed push against the Syrian government. Richard
Ottaway, a British MP from William Hague’s own British Conservative Party and the chair of the Foreign
Affairs Select Committee of the British House of Commons, announced that he believed that Hague’s
announcement was tied to British plans to openly intervene in Syria as a means of “undermining” the
foreign jihadists. In Orwellian terms, the foreign fighters are being used as a pretext to further arm the
anti-government forces in Syria.

It should come as no coincidence that the capitals of NATO members are announcing that the
nerve gas sarin was used by the Syrian government. Announcements about the use of chemical weapons
by Syria have started being made in London, Paris, Tel Aviv, and Washington, DC. Despite the fact
that anti-government forces have threatened to use chemical weapons, reports about the use of chemical
weapons in Syria that have been given by the Syrian government to the United Nations are being
politicized with objective of blaming Damascus. In a repeat of the Libya scenario, the EU has also
decided to begin buying Syrian oil from anti-government forces whereas the US has sent troops to
Jordon and Israel is building infrastructure for the anti-government forces and preparing to send drones
into Syria via Jordanian airspace.
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The foreign fighters and anti-government forces fighting in Syria have been working with the US and
its allies either directly or indirectly. By now the bankruptcy of America’s so-called “War on Terror”
should be obvious to most. From the get go it was not a war on terror but a “War by Terror.” Those who
have been labeled as terrorists and jihadists by the US government and its allies in many cases have been
America’s own foot soldiers in a slow burning imperialist war of conquest.

Onwards with McJihad

The Cold War alliance between jihadists and the Western Bloc over their anti-Soviet honeymoon in
Afghanistan has been rekindled. Once again jihadist fighters are being used as foot soldiers in America’s
McJihad. In a call to arms Al-Qaradawi and his ilk have declared that Russia is the number one enemy of
the Arabs and Muslims. Next on their enemy list is America’s nemesis Iran. This position is politically
motivated, because Al-Qaradawi had forbidden any fighting in 2010 against Russia in the North Cauca-
sus. The audience for his revised position on Russia and animosity towards Iran includes the battalions
of foreign fighters in Syria. This includes members of militant groups from the North Caucuses that
have entered Syria and Lebanon to actively fight against the Syrian government in America’s McJihad.
The anti-government militias in Syria have already also voiced their hostilities towards Moscow and
Tehran.

The Telegraph in London, in what comes across as triumphant [2]language by Jake Wallis Simons,
would comment that the call to arms by Al-Qaradawi were the signals that a new alliance of interests
was forming between the forces that the Arab Spring was bringing into power, such as the Muslim
Brotherhood, and the West against an axis formed by Russia, Iran, and China. Simons would also point
out that implicitly Israel too was a part of this new alliance against Moscow, Tehran, and Beijing. This
would explain why the Israelis were caught spying on the Russian vessels in Tartus.
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Syria will not be the end of the line for the McJihad. If Syria falls, in one way or another through
chronic instability or regime change, the foreign fighters swarming into its territory from around the
world could use it as a keystone to target countries like Iran and Russia. This is what happened with
Libya, which has been used as a base to shuttle weapons and fighters into Syria from North Africa.
Potentially, places like the North Caucasus Federal District in Russia and Iran’s border provinces could
see an influx of foreign fighters and terrorist attacks. But in the near term Lebanon will be the next line
of battle if Syria should fall.

The statements, views and opinions expressed in this column are solely those of the author and do not
necessarily represent those of RT.

Additional Headlines:

[3]Leveson adviser attacks ’chilling’ secret arrests: Liberties campaigner says police must not withhold
names of suspects

[4]How to stop

[5]The giants of the green world that profit from the planet’s destruction

[6](VIDEO) BOSTON BOMBERS DURING SHOOTOUT: “WE DIDN’T DO IT!”

1. https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/europol_te-sat2013_lr.pdf
2. http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jakewallissimons/100185634/the-number-one-enemy-of-the-ar
abs-russia/
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2319162/Leveson-adviser-attacks-chilling-secret-arr
ests-Liberties-campaigner-says-police-withhold-names-suspects.html
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/may/02/how-stop-using-google-search-services
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/may/03/giants-green-world-profit-planets-destr
uction
6. http://www.infowars.com/boston-bombers-during-shootout-we-didnt-do-it/
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1.5.4 Chow-Time At Guantanamo: In Pictures (Just the Instruments Used In
The Force-Feeding) (2013-05-06 09:11)

[1]Guantanamo Joint Medical Group Hunger Strike Response Photos

May 3, 2013 in [2]Headline

The following photos were released May 2, 2013 by the 138th Public Affairs Detachment.
The photos depict Joint Task Force Guantanamo’s Behavioral Health Unit and Joint Medical
Group facilities where detainees are force-fed due to an [3]ongoing hunger strike among
more than two-thirds of the detainees. The photos released by the military show soldiers
trying to provide food to the detainees in Camp 5 and 6, then throwing the food away after
it is refused by the detainees. The photos also show “internal nourishment preparation” and
a “feeding chair” used when force-feeding detainees.

WE REMOVED THE PHOTOS BECAUSE THEY WERE SLOWING DOWN THE UPLOADING OF
THE SITE, HOWEVER HERE IS THE LINK:

[4]http://publicintelligence.net/guantanamo-hunger-strike-response-photos /

GOOD HEADLINES FOR YOU:
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[5]How rise of ’white flight’ is creating a segregated UK: Study reveals white Britons are ’retreating’
from areas dominated by ethnic minorities

[6]Smirk and a kiss as disgraced Huhne gets ready to go home after serving just two-months of eight-
month sentence

[7]Police warn against ’polite’ bibs

[8]UK to pay for Mau Mau imperial rule crimes

[9]Karzai Says C.I.A. Vows to Continue Its Cash Deliveries

[10]MI6 ‘ghost money’ sent to Hamid Karzai amid massive Afghan corruption

[11]The Great Divide: How Social Networks Drive Black Unemployment

[12]West ‘fomenting a proxy war’ in Syria

1. http://publicintelligence.net/guantanamo-hunger-strike-response-photos/
2. http://publicintelligence.net/category/public-eye/headline/
3. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/02/guantanamo-hunger-strike_n_3188170.html
4. http://publicintelligence.net/guantanamo-hunger-strike-response-photos/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2320002/How-rise-white-flight-creating-segregated-U
K-Study-reveals-white-Britons-retreating-areas-dominated-ethnic-minorities.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2319992/Smirk-kiss-disgraced-Huhne-gets-ready-home-
serving-just-months-month-sentence.html
7. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10039547/Horse-riders-told-not-to-wear
-polite-bibs.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/05/mau-mau-victims-kenya-settlement
9. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/05/world/asia/karzai-said-he-was-assured-of-cash-deliveries-
by-cia.html?hp
10. http://rt.com/news/mi6-financing-karzai-corruption-858/
11. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/05/how-social-networks-drive-black-unemploymen
t/?hp
12. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-syria-israel-attack-853/
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1.5.5 Pork-Meat Supplied As HalalMeal To LeicesterMuslim School Kids: Here
is The Full List of The Affected Schools (2013-05-10 10:27)

The Story:

Recently an Investigation by Leicester City Council found a supplier, Doncaster-based [1]Paragon
Quality Foods, has been supplying pork-meats as Halal to local Leicester Muslims via school meals.
Anyway we will not be printing or directing you to the original story sources, only a brief outline (of a
list from) Leicester Mercury and not The Guardian, because plugged in these articles (or being sold) is
the ”championing of the local Muslims” by the shameful collaborator-group, namely the Federation of
Muslim Organization, as ”Champion of local Muslims”; for those who have been following these pages
for a while clearly know, supported with evidence, that the group is nothing but made up of treacherous
”Muslim” elements being used against their own Muslim Communities in the services of local authorities
and security services (such as MI5, local Police etc, for full details just ’search here on the blog’: FMO,
or write down the full name”, for relevant old posts).

Here is the list:

City schools where halal lamb burgers have been removed from menus

Thursday, May 09, 2013

[2]

Halal lamb burgers have been removed from 19 city schools after tests revealed pork content in a
sample burger.

Halal products are used in 24 city schools, but only 19 of these are affected because the lamb
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burger was served there.

1.  

These are the schools:

Coleman Primary, Crown Hills.

Crown Hills Community College, Crown Hills.

Hazel Primary, in the Filbert Street area

Humberstone Infants school,in Humberstone

Humberstone Junior school, in Humberstone

Linden Primary, in Evington

Medway Primary, in Highfields

Northfield House Primary, in Northfields
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Oaklands Special School, in Evington

Shenton Primary, in Spinney Hills

Slater Primary, near Frog Island

Sparkenhoe Primary, in Highfields

Spinney Hill Primary, in Spinney Hills

St Barnabus CofE Primary, in Evington

St Paul’s School, in Evington

Taylor Road Primary, in St Matthews

Uplands Infant School,in Highfields

Uplans Junior school, in Highfields

Whitehall Primary, in Evington

Additional reading articles for your weekend;

[3]Thumbnail image Uplands head defends himself

[4]UN accuses Syrian rebels of carrying out sarin gas attacks which had been blamed on Assad’s troops

[5]‘Like 1984, only worse’: UK may resurrect ‘snooper’s charter’

[6]British military has 500 drones

[7]How MI6, CIA spend tax money on propping up drug production

[8]MPs told to repay £500,000 profits

[9]Tory MP to be sued by expenses watchdog for refusing to repay £54,000 profit on taxpayer-funded
home

[10]Hop it! You could be a criminal: What police told girl, 10, who chalked hopscotch grid on the
pavement outside her home

[11]Miniature flying robots: Robodiptera | The Economist

[12]Obama’s Secrecy Is Destroying American Support for Counterterrorism | New Republic

[13]The Military’s Sexual Assault Crisis

[14]Antibiotics could cure 40pc of chronic back pain cases

[15]Sex and the Superbugby Jerome Groopman

[16]Why Is the U.S. Outsourcing Its Targeted Killing?
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[17]Oil Routes & Choke Points: How oil travels around the world, in one map | StratRisks

[18]Buzz Aldrin calls for US colony on Mars

[19]Leaving Earth: 78,000 apply for a one-way ticket to Mars

[20]Just vantastic! Head-turning campervan opens up to reveal secret compartment at the flick of a switch
| Mail Online

[21]Obama to back Internet wiretapping plan

1. http://www.paragonqualityfoods.com/
2. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/City-schools-halal-lamb-burgers-removed-menus/story-1
8937653-detail/story.html
3. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Uplands-head-defends/story-18947017-detail/story.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2320223/UN-accuses-Syrian-rebels-carrying-sarin-gas
-attacks-blamed-Assads-troops.html
5. http://rt.com/news/uk-snooper-charter-revived-023/
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/may/06/british-military-500-drones
7. http://rt.com/op-edge/mi6-cia-tax-money-drugs-941/
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/may/09/mps-told-repay-profits-homes
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2321791/Tory-MP-Stewart-Jackson-sued-expenses-watch
dog-refusing-repay-54-000-profit-taxpayer-funded-home.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2321841/Police-warn-girl-10-chalk-hopscotch-grid-pa
vement-outside-home-criminal-damage.html
11. http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21577036-insect-robot-no-bigger-fly-ta
kes-air-robodiptera
12. http://www.newrepublic.com/article/112964/obamas-secrecy-destroying-american-support-counte
rterrorism
13. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/08/opinion/the-pentagons-sexual-assault-crisis.html?hp
14. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10042211/Antibiotics-could-cure-40pc-of-chroni
c-back-pain-patients.html
15. http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2012/10/01/121001fa_fact_groopman
16. http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2013/05/07/outsourcing_lethality
17. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12408
18. http://www.france24.com/en/20130509-buzz-aldrin-mars-colony-nasa-usa-space
19. http://rt.com/news/apply-mars-one-mission-088/
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322023/Just-vantastic-Head-turning-campervan-opens
-reveal-secret-compartment-flick-switch.html
21. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/05/10/302755/obama-to-back-internet-wiretapping-plan/
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1.5.6 Great Articles For Your Weekend Intellectual Readings: Revealed- The
Other Face of The British Politics & Society (2013-05-12 10:49)

[1] On The Muslim Question, the usual bigotry and dangers of engaging on the debate, esp. by self-
described Non-Muslim Commentators of Islam.

Source: The Guardian

[1]On the Muslim Question by Anne Norton – review | Books | The Guardian

[2] The Traditions of [2]British Victorian Racial Attitudes (click on the link to our old post), the
story relates to how the Conservatives Etonians-dominated government ”fired” the only working-class
black adviser.

Reported On The Three Major UK newspaper:

The Telegraph (Conservative Paper):

[3] David Cameron’s Eton clique ’freezes out’ his only black adviser

The Guardian: [4]PM’s working-class aide ’pushed out’

The Daily Mail: [5]Cameron clique of Old Etonians ’pushed out black working class adviser from inner
circle’

[3] On British Police Corruption, Racism and General Undemocratic Practices.

The Times: [6]‘Underworld conspiracy reached heart of Met police’

The Daily Mail:

(a) [7]£85,000 crime tsar used sham office to hike expenses 6,000 % (and he’s the first Police
Commissioner to hire a chauffeur as well)

(b) [8]Britain’s top police chief backs law to keep courts secret - even when journalists know the
suspects

(c)[9] Compensation culture cops: Now a police officer gets £13,600 for hurting his big toe at a
health and safety training session

SpinWatch:

(a) [10]Cashing in on surveillance skills: from the police to private security

(b) [11]HMIC review of police "domestic extremism" intelligence-gathering units
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[4] On Co-Existence of Two Distinct British Societies (and respectively two-justice systems)

The Daily Mail:

(a) [12]From porridge to snout in the trough: Chris Huhne cashing in on green energy industry he
funded as a minister when he is released from prison

(b) [13]These loving parents were branded abusers - yet the courts won’t let them clear their names:
SUE REID on a chilling case that raises profound new questions about justice and Britain’s culture of
secrecy

NetPol: [14]Your rights and section 50 Police Reform Act

[5] On The Tentacles of Espionage and British Politics/Society Close Relations;

SpinWatch:

(a) [15]Spies and Fleet Street: BBC Radio 4’s ’The MI6 and the Media’ reviewed

(b) [16]The Threat Response spy files

[6] Other Articles of Interest;

[17]Nice but dim: Voters’ damning verdict of Ed Miliband who they do not think will take the unpopular
decisions that Britain needs

[18]How Clegg held Britain to ransom: Nick Clegg’s cynical double-dealing and why he is stabbing his
Coalition colleagues in the back, again! By QUENTIN LETTS

[19]Afghan marathon: US troops passing the baton to mercenaries ahead of 2014 withdrawal

[20]Former Nixon aide claims he has evidence Lyndon B. Johnson arranged John F. Kennedy’s assassi-
nation in new book

[21]The US government might be the biggest hacker in the world

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2013/may/10/muslim-question-anne-norton-review
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/11/victorian-minds-a-brief-history-of-british
-racial-attitudes-towards-the-coloured-races/
3. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/david-cameron/10050502/Shaun-Bailey-the-Prime-Mini
sters-only-black-aide-was-frozen-out-by-David-Camerons-clique.html
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/may/11/david-cameron-adviser-shaun-bailey-etonians
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322879/Cameron-clique-Old-Etonians-pushed-black-wo
rking-class-adviser-inner-circle.html
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6. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/law/article3762237.ece
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2323088/85-000-crime-tsar-used-sham-office-hike-exp
enses-6-000-cent-hes-Police-Commissioner-hire-chauffeur-drive-work.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2323106/Britains-police-chief-backs-law-courts-secr
et--journalists-know-suspects.html
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322406/Compensation-culture-cops-Now-police-office
r-gets-13-600-hurting-big-toe-health-safety-training-session.html
10. http://www.spinwatch.org/index.php/issues/spying/item/272-cashing-in-on-surveillance-skills
-from-the-police-to-private-security
11. http://www.spinwatch.org/index.php/issues/spying/item/335-hmic-review-of-police-domestic-ex
tremism-intelligence-gathering-units
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322854/From-porridge-snout-trough-Chris-Huhne-cash
ing-green-energy-industry-funded-minister-released-prison.html
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322847/These-loving-parents-branded-abusers--court
s-wont-let-clear-names-SUE-REID-chilling-case-raises-profound-new-questions-justice-Britains
-culture-secrecy.html
14. http://netpol.org/2013/05/03/your-rights-and-section-50-police-reform-act/
15. http://www.spinwatch.org/index.php/issues/spying/item/5472-spies-and-fleet-street-bbc-radio
-4-s-the-mi6-and-the-media-reviewed
16. http://www.spinwatch.org/index.php/issues/spying/item/265-the-threat-response-spy-files
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322557/Nice-dim-Voters-damning-verdict-Ed-Miliband
.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322716/How-Clegg-held-Britain-ransom-Nick-Cleggs-c
ynical-double-dealing-stabbing-Coalition-colleagues-By-QUENTIN-LETTS.html
19. http://rt.com/news/afghanistan-us-mercenaries-troops-withdrawal-127/
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2322981/Former-Nixon-aide-claims-evidence-Lyndon-B-
Johnson-arranged-John-F-Kennedys-assassination-new-book.html
21. http://rt.com/usa/us-hacking-exploits-millions-104/
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1.5.7 On ’Segregated’ Debate: Now They Equate Traditional And The [Univer-
sally] Legally Recognized Islamic Religious Practices As ”Strong Probable
Causes of ”Radicalization” (and ”Terrorism”)! (2013-05-13 13:38)

Are You Living In Leicester?

Before moving on lets direct those living in Leicester and with young Muslim schoolchildren or
relatives to check, if they missed it, the big local story reprinted here (with the full list of affected
schools) about the feeding of pork to young Muslim schoolchildren across Leicester Schools (see the
second post below or click here to go directly).

On New ”Segregated” Debate:

Now on the controversial ”segregated” debate, that apparent concerns among self-proclaimed lib-
erals and feminists, and today the state’s experts on ”radicalization and terror” on how the Muslims
brothers and sisters do not share a space ”equally” and how apparently this form of ”segregation” or
religious practice apparently equates, even though it is universally recognized within constitutional
and general human rights and religious civil legal framework as a traditional Islamic practices (see the
old posts, find the links below), as providing ”probable root cause” towards ”radicalization and thus
”terrorism”.

Our New Rebuttal:

Hey Idiots, keep beating around the Bushes by trying to avoid the truth of what really sends Young
Muslim to perform their fighting duties abroad as well as yourselves using/exploiting these tactics
to de-Islamitize the young generations away from their Islamic Ways of Life, the truth is it is your
foreign policies that is what causing Muslims to seek to undertake their duties (what you might nega-
tively, for political interests, label as ”radicalization”, or ”terrorism” based on ”us” vs. ”them” old logic).

We, Muslims, are pretty much well-”radicalized” against any forms of injustices towards our fel-
low Muslims across the world and thus we do not need to justify or find this ”radical ideals” within our
religious practices: so please, again, do not go picking purely religious practices as an attack in order
to de-Islamitize us, the Western Muslims, face the fact, but of course you wont, since things as they
are, are well-serving your intentions to demonize the others in order to justify spending, budgets, your
existential values (after all what is the meaning of you and your budget calls if you have no ”enemies”,
real or imagined) etc.

Anyway, here is what the idiots from The Times writes;

”

[1]Extremist Islamists preaching to UK students

[2]Nico Hines

Last updated at 1:04AM, May 13 2013
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Radical and intolerant Islamist leaders preached to crowds of students at almost 200 official events in
the past year, according to a study of external speakers at universities including Cambridge, Birmingham
and University College London. Segregated seating for male and female students is understood to have
been implemented for at least a quarter of those public meetings held by the Islamic societies at 21
universities. Two institutions have announced investigations into segregated meetings. But research by
Student Rights, which was set up to tackle extremism on campus, indicates that the practice is prevalent
across Britain, despite university equality rules forbidding it. A new generation of extremist speakers
inspired by radical clerics such as Abu Qatada, Anwar al-Awlaki and Abu Hamza al-Masri are touring
campuses to spread their interpretation of Islam. Some speakers have a history of misogyny, promoting
violence against homosexuals and advocating jihad against non-Muslims. “Clearly, there’s a failing in our
higher-education system,” said Anthony Glees, an intelligence and security expert consulted by the All-
Party Parliamentary Homeland Security Group. “We can, and should, stop radicalisation on campus by
extremists who believe in segregation, otherwise more students and graduates will eventually embrace
terror. Terrorists are not born, they are made.” The study of events promoted to students by union-
affiliated......”

And the same old culpri t, The D aily Telegraph, has simi lar story as we ll as BBC and others. Here is
the Daily Telegraph [3]link.

Our own old links (three posts) on the debate with a press release can be found [4]here (these are essential
readings).
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1. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/faith/article3763185.ece
2. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/profile/Nico-Hines
3. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/10052872/Extremist-Islamist-leaders-preaching-to-UK-
students-says-study.html
4. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/?s=segregation&submit=Search
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1.5.8 Who Is The Culprit and Victim: On The Myths & Realities of Modern
Western/British ”Enemies” (The Muslim ”Terrorists”) [ADDED Sat 18th
May 2013: YOURWEEKEND READINGS] (2013-05-14 15:56)

INTRODUCTIONS: DECIPHERING REALITIES FROM MYTHS

The general law, or logic, is that if one is to understand, and thus be in a position to effectively
separate the realities from the myths based on all forms of alleged threats from certain parties or individ-
uals, the law/logic dictates one must first understand the actors or groups motives, which always leads to
the inevitable realization of these actors end-goals, and which can always be clearly observed through the
alleged culprit’s modus operandi. In our present discussion, the alleged culprit, the Muslims [fighters],
motive is out to destroy the great western ways of life (democracy illusions etc), a goal apparently (very
weak logic) is dictated by Muslim’s natural animosity to western non-Islamic civilizations and jealousy
of western ways of life, and it is why these Muslims today are the primary ”source of threat”, allegedly,
to western states ways of life and societies.

So are above premises sound? Does these stand a test of scrutiny? Lets see.

THE APPROACH: CRITICAL ANALYSIS

To reach the realities of such alleged arguments of the Great Muslim Threat one must separate
and appreciate the realities of the concepts of victims and culprits, or initiator and reactor via critical
analysis based approach. In getting there one must ask this simple question, who is the real victim and/or
who is the real culprit? and Why such a status (and then one will be in a position to be able to observe
and detract the mythical presentation from actual reality)?

KEY QUESTIONS: WHAT IS IN IT FOR BOTH ACTORS?

The logic of business and statecraft always boils down to this simple statement: what is in it for
me/us? What do I/We want from our actions against the opposing actors? Understanding the ”value”, or
goal, sort-out by either parties is the ability to clean aside the myths and be able to reach the actual reality.

So why are the Muslims defined as modern ”enemies” of the west (with primary reference to three
belligerent states of UK, US and France). This primary question is important supported by similarly
further few secondary, though very critical, sub-questions, in supporting our task of separating myths
from realities. These further secondary sub-questions are;

[1] What do these ”enemies” want from the west (very important)?

[2] Why are they attacking certain states and not others (similarly important)?

[3] And finally who is the real victim or culprit?

THE MYTHICAL SCHOOL OF THOUGHT: THEY ARE DANGEROUS IRRATIONAL ”TER-
RORISTS”, OUT TO DESTROY US ALL AND OUR WAYS OF LIVES!

In answering above questions, one will always find the most popularly presented version inside
the western states as being the mythical school of thought, fed constantly via the ”independent media”
mouthpieces and which goes like this, that apparently today’s western ”enemies”, the Muslims (or
Islamic fighters, or ”terrorists”, since they are labelled as ”enemies”), are jealous of the western ways
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of life (i.e. the delusion of democracy, freedom crap etc) and have always been out to destroy western
civilizations (everyone is, apparently out to destroy the western civilization, from old Communists, to
Anti-Colonial Freedom Fighters ”old terrorists”, to ”Rogue States”, to China of Tomorrow etc!); to
defeat this argument one will point out why these actors want to remove the future envisioned Islamic
Caliphate as completely anti-western in character?!

ANALYZING THE MYTHICAL SCHOOL: DO THEY REALLY WANT TO DESTROY THE
WEST?

So why is everyone, or in reference to today’s actor, the Muslims, are apparently out to destroy
the western civilization?

What does the west have that the Muslim, or every other past and probable future, ”enemies” might
really want from the west?

The answer is NOTHING.

The west, including Britain, have nothing that Islamic people or fighters, or past ”enemies” or fu-
ture ones, want either in physical possession or metaphysical ones, for example the claims of the
jealousy towards the western democratic ideals and civilizations.

However, the Islamic fighters, like any rational actors or groups (and all past and future actors),
do not act out of void, meaning they do have something they want from the west, something mainly
from few specially-targeted western states of UK, US and France (hence most of so-called ”terror acts”
are targeting mainly these states); they want, as stated above, as any other non-western groups or people
have wanted since the heydays of western imperialism and colonialism, they all share the great goal of
wanting these specific highly belligerent actors to leave them and their affairs alone; not to be interfered
upon with their internal affairs; not having their natural resources being exploited cheaply, here, on the
issue of resource exploitation, the west also use this claim that it is in national interest to ”insure” free
liberal practices, and access to these, through providing security in exchange for cheaper resources;
the logic which is in itself, when seriously examined, is void, because it has always been the initial
belligerent action of these western states that creates a negative byproduct of the ”need for security”; also
such a claim is purely rubbish since even when nations are at wars or are hated by others, they are always
provided with free acesss to these resources as the other parties are always prepared to conduct peaceful
business transactions by following that simple logic of the market that if demands exists and one has a
supply then one should be prepared to fulfil the market demands from every customers, or be prepared
to answer the following question, how else is one going to make money; a practice supported throughout
history even in the height of cold war as communist countries (from USSR, China, Cuba, Angola etc)
still happily did business with western capitalist states to more recent Iran and so forth– in short the
claim does not stand it’s weight and it only serve the greedy interest of certain western parties who seek
to get these resources at almost ”free” levels of payment rather than having to peaceful do business
that will require these parties and their corporations to pay same share of rates as any other states or actors.

Above is the failure of the mythical school of thoughts argument, as when critically examined one
finds it is always the western states, in specific US, UK and France, who have always been the instiga-
tors/initiator of violence and criminal behaviours against others, thus forcing certain parties within these
wronged people and states to stand strong and firm to their convictions, honour and duty in the face of
western belligerency and greed; an act which is always then labelled ”appropriately as ”terrorism””!

THE REALITY SCHOOL: A SUMMARY
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In short, if these particular western states, US-UK-France, stop their naturally-inclined xenopho-
bic and greedy colonial practices then no actors or group will show any interest in their ”special ways
of life” or whatever claims they might present, because the actual truth/reality is that these states have
nothing of valuable worth that the rest of the world, or Muslims today, really wants.

What does Britain really possess that is of any value to anyone?

Does few hundreds armed fighters really possess the abilities to threaten the existential value of
western states (of over 30 states, or just mere few Big Three of US-UK-France)?

And what if these state chose like their predecessors before them, like the Dutch, the Portuguese,
Spaniards or Italians to stop interfering in other affairs, that to stop their old imperial-colonial practices,
do you really think the world will even care or even remember these states, as their predecessors have
shown it is easy to be forgotten and never be cared of; meaning to be left alone in other words?

In sum, the culprits are the western states who are constantly involving themselves in others af-
fairs and the victims have always been the ”others” who are forced to react to the initial act from these
highly belligerent actors.

The west have nothing in possession that the rest of the world wants from them (out of jealously
or commercial interests), however the rest of the world have everything that the west, esp. the big Three,
US-UK-France, that will forever like to have their greedy fingers on. So always appreciate reality away
from the myth, of who is the culprit and who is the honourable victim!

ADDED SATURDAY 18th May 2013: (Highly Recommended Collection, browse & Chose)

UK HEADLINES:

[1]Islam could be dominant UK religion in 10 years – census analysis — RT New

[2]UKIP councillor who said ’Islam is a cancer which needs to be cured with radiation’ on racist Facebook
page ’to step down’ after just 12 days

[3]Fit spy cameras to all bobbies on the beat, says May: Home Secretary claims devices would help
encourage more guilty pleas

[4]Playground gun law: In a grim portrait of modern Britain, rifle-toting police mix with children on
estate plagued by gang shootings

[5]Enter the water cannon: Two years on from the riots that scarred Britain, hundreds of police are training
at a secret base with a fearsome new deterrent

[6]UK falls down the standard of living league: Austerity pushes Britain from 5th place to 12th of world’s
richest nations

[7]Millions left worse off as wages increase by just 0.4 % while the cost of living soars

[8]Is this the end of privacy?

[9]This is how racism takes root

[10]Black, gay policeman ’hounded out’
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[11]’Use of dead children’s IDs common’

[12]The west’s hidden propaganda machine

US HEADLINES:

[13]‘Worse than death row’: Gitmo hunger strike reaches Day 100 amidst mounting intl pressure

[14]Assange warns US communications dominance threatens Latin America’s sovereignty

[15]The real Obama scandal: fighting illegal wars in Libya and Pakistan

[16]Surveillance of AP on behalf of national security the ’last refuge of scoundrels’

[17]Twitter / RT _com: PHOTO: English translation ...

[18]Russia names CIA’s Moscow station chief after capture of alleged U.S. spy | Mail Online

[19]Boston Pretext: Pentagon Unilaterally Grants Itself Authority Over ‘Civil Disturbances’

[20]Cell phone users ‘have no legitimate expectation of privacy’ – judge

[21]Invitation to a Dialogue - A Permanent Job Crisis - NYTimes.com

[22]Pentagon plans to fight ‘War on Terror’ for another 20 years

[23]Bloody confession: Tsarnaev ’wrote note’ inside boat prior to arrest\

RESEARCH STUDIES:

[24]Shock tactics

[25]Want a good night’s sleep? Find out which colours you should use in the bedroom (and avoid) for a
decent kip

OTHER HEADLINES:

[26]European Escape Idyllic Islands You’ve Never Heard Of

[27]Too much information What Bloomberg’s reporters could see

[28]Somalia: Oilmen ready for risky push into Somalia

[29]EU to step up security involvement in Somalia

[30]BP and Shell in price-rigging inquiry

Few headlines of the mid-week:

[31]’I’m so pleased to be home’: Vicky Pryce says she will enjoy a cup of coffee after her early release
from prison as her disgraced MP ex-husband walks free just 62 days into his eight-month jail term

[32]Home number 8 as Blairs snap up £600,000 rural retreat: Cottage near their £5.75m mansion bought
in cash for ex-PM’s sister

[33]Food industry ’masterplan’ to make us think fizzy drinks are healthier: Studies funded by their man-
ufacturers conclude they aren’t to blame for obesity

[34]US Justice Department acknowledges wide-ranging surveillance of AP
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[35]Syrian rebel ’cuts out soldier’s heart and EATS it’ in horrific propaganda video

1. http://rt.com/news/christianity-decline-uk-islam-rise-405/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2324335/UKIP-councillor-Eric-Kitson-said-Islam-canc
er-racist-Facebook-page-step-down.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2325246/Fit-spy-cameras-bobbies-beat-says-May-Home-
Secretary-claims-devices-help-encourage-guilty-pleas.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2324949/Armed-officers-patrol-streets-LUTON-stop-da
ngerous-shoot-outs-feuding-gangs.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2324596/Enter-water-cannon-Two-years-riots-scarred-
Britain-hundreds-police-training-secret-base-fearsome-new-deterrent.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2324351/Britain-falls-fifth-twelfth-global-league-t
able-household-income-economic-downturn-takes-toll.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2324804/Millions-left-worse-wages-increase-just-0-4
-cost-living-soars.html
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edia
13. http://rt.com/news/guantanamo-hunger-strike-100-336/
14. http://rt.com/news/assange-warns-latin-america-401/
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/may/15/irs-ap-benghanzi-not-real-scandals
16. http://rt.com/op-edge/surveillance-ap-national-security-348/
17. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/334285907672842240/photo/1
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2326250/Russia-names-CIAs-Moscow-station-chief-capt
ure-alleged-U-S-spy.html
19. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12516
20. http://rt.com/usa/no-cell-privacy-expectation-399/
21. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/15/opinion/invitation-to-a-dialogue-a-permanent-job-crisis.h
tml?_r=0
22. http://rt.com/usa/terror-al-qaeda-pentagon-war-397/
23. http://rt.com/usa/boston-bomber-confession-boat-375/
24. http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/may/16/electric-shocks-brain-maths-scientists
25. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2325476/Want-good-nights-sleep-Find-colours-use-bed
room-avoid-decent-kip.html
26. http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/top-european-islands-that-are-off-the-beaten-
track-a-900340.html
27. http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21578045-what-bloombergs-reporters-coul
d-see-too-much-information
28. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12562
29. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12565
30. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/may/14/bp-shell-oil-price-rigging
31. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2323602/Chris-Huhne-released-prison-day-Vicky-Pryce
-walks-free-serving-QUARTER-sentence.html
32. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2323523/Home-No-8-Blairs-snap-600-000-rural-retreat
-Cottage-near-5-75m-mansion-bought-cash-ex-PMs-sister.html
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33. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2324081/Food-industry-masterplan-make-think-fizzy
-drinks-healthier.html
34. http://rt.com/usa/justice-department-admits-spying-228/
35. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2323858/Syrian-rebel-cuts-soldiers-heart-EATS-horri
fic-propaganda-video.html

Woolwich: How On 24th April 2013 Saeed’s Article Predicted The Event With Accuracy! | Jerusalem Group [est.
1432] (2013-05-28 09:50:42)
[…] is the main reason why people are out to get her: for a detailed explanation see the post below (click here) or
my old masters research paper (click here: 80 […]
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1.5.9 Spinning Out Of Trouble (British-Style): The Pork Meat Drama, Now The
Argument Is..... (2013-05-23 10:56)

Today on Leicester Mercury one can find the new updates on the recent big local story in Leicester, a
story with special relevance to local Muslim Communities, as it reported the findings of pork meat in
schools, with large Muslims, contained in lamb burgers.

Anyway, the new update apparently goes like this;

Dear Muslim Idiots,

The original claims reported recently of pork found in local school might have been wrong, and
the ”pork trace”, apparently, might have originated from (a) on route spillage on transported supplies,
(b) or ”knife used”, and so forth....

Remember it was never never really pork meat,

Thank you idiots,

The article is not saying the above outlined statement in exact words but it just could have as
well.

As such, reading the ”saving our skins” new article from the trouble the drama has caused and is
building up among local Muslims is so satirical is like reading the old popular war-propaganda; you
know like Japanese are not humans but apes (American world war two claims) and so forth.

Remember: For any form of propaganda to be sell-able (that easily bought-able by the respective
targeted sectors, in this reference us the ’idiotic’ Muslims) it must contain a reference/concept that
will give it authority and legitimacy of truth (this is practised in selling all forms of propaganda, from
White, Grey and even Black types; you do not need to know what these categorical references means,
if you do, it briefly means the nature of authority and legitimacy each can marshal, for example white
propaganda is easily bought-able, as well as grey, by presenting it via the ”mouth of the expert”, it
is black propaganda which needs more efforts). Anyway, the new claims use the authority of ”being
thought about claimed lawsuit” by Paragon Foods to legitimize the ”new revised findings”! Got the
Idea.

In short the article ([1]click here) is your standard British-style spinning out of our trouble PR
(public relations; propaganda renamed), after recognizing the serious potential of the drama which is
still talked about within the community. We, at JG, are informed by our sources that there was a meeting
between local authorities big-wigs and Muslim community ”elders” (elders is bracketed because these,
the ”elders”, are the weak idiots who say yes to their masters for little kick-backs like lab monkeys or
rats or dogs who are conditioned through rewards like food when they follow their masters commands),
the meeting was held at Madani Community College.

Anyway have a read and enjoy a chuckle or two, and remember the truth is the first report: there
was really pork!

Finally, Advice To Muslims:

Because of what happened in London (Woolwich: the attack on a member of British Armed Forces
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by allegedly two Nigerian Muslim-Converts, and the reciprocal attacks on Mosques by the EDL, the
English Defence League) we would like to advice all Muslims to be very vigilante and careful on their
day-to-day activities esp. those carried out away from familiar comfort surroundings (that away from
Muslim-dominated areas). For self-defence advice see our old post [2]here, relevant esp. for Muslim
Sisters.

Our usual headline collections for you;

[3]The Rendition Project

[4]Taxpayer billed thousands of pounds to hire and buy dinner suits and posh frocks for civil servants to
go to parties

[5]‘Don’t interact, don’t talk, they are not humans’ - Gitmo guard’s basic orders [6]‘Guantanamo guards
shot my client 5 times for no reason’

[7]‘Naive’ to Think Gold Isn’t Manipulated Too, Fund Manager John Butler Says

[8]FBI shoots Tsarnaev friend dead

[9]MI5 bugged Edward VIII’s calls to Wallis in days before his abdication as Government paranoia grew
over the crisis

[10]MPs start ANOTHER holiday which means the Commons has been shut for more than half of the
year so far

[11]’Why are you in this country? Tell me why?’: Horrendous racist rant of middle-aged woman on bus
caught on video

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/action-halal-firm/story-19066786-detail/story.html
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/10/a-simple-self-defence-instructions-for-mus
lim-sisters-what-to-do-when-faced-with-a-potential-attacker-dog-or-person/
3. http://www.therenditionproject.org.uk/index.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2328453/Taxpayer-billed-thousands-pounds-hire-buy-d
inner-suits-posh-frocks-civil-servants-to-parties.html
5. http://rt.com/news/guantanamo-guard-islam-torture-608/
6. http://rt.com/news/guantanamo-guards-shot-inmate-584/
7. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/12726
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/22/fbi-man-shot-florida-tsarnaev-brothers
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2329282/MI5-bugged-Edward-VIIIs-calls-Wallis-days-a
bdication-Government-paranoia-grew-crisis.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2329063/MPs-start-ANOTHER-holiday-means-Commons-shu
t-half-year-far.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2328925/Horrendous-racist-rant-middle-aged-woman-bu
s-caught-video.html
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News Alert & Important Advice: First Bombing Target on Midlands Muslim, The Ever-Spinning Pork Story &
Watch Out For Your Cars! | Jerusalem Group (2013-06-24 08:45:47)
[…] of the story (if not familiar with the past post you must first it before continuing onward, click here for our
earlier rebuttal). Well now the accused party, Paragon Quality Foods, issued a statement saying it will no longer
[…]
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1.5.10 [UPDATED] Woolwich: How On 24th April 2013 Saeed’s Article Pre-
dicted The Event With Accuracy! (2013-05-28 09:50)

On the 24th April, almost a month before the Woolwich attack, I (Saeed) wrote an article following
my [1]Boston Bombing post which predicted (with accuracy as time showed) of similar event (esp. in
size) to soon taking place in the UK; please [2]click here to get to the article and it’s full details (on my
professional blog).

Of course, there has been no shortage of reasons why it happened, as usual, the exact thing we
have been warning against ”the why us” or ”the why they hate us” syndrome after events, and all
explanations in the usual of national-biases of ”independent” western media and commentators there
was the obvious refusal to state, or take account of, the obvious reason, that UK busy-bodying across the
[Islamic] world in the traditional of her imperialistic character is the main reason why people are out to
get her (while events here goes on, we have the two dangerous states in the world, the foreign ministries
of, UK and France running around the world and across the EU trying to interfere with events in Syria,
calling for new round of arming and lifting of EU Arms embargo (only 2 of them out of 27 members
support such an act), which means further cycle of violence for Syrians): for a detailed explanation see
the post below ([3]click here) or my old masters research paper ([4]click here: 80 pages).

Locally (at regional level) of course you have respective regional ”counter-terror” police fighting
austerity measures and cuts by rounding up vulnerable or curious underage/minor Muslims as potential
”terror suspects”, seemingly to send a message ”counter-terror policing” is still relevant etc.

Interesting headlines (also attached to recommended prediction post above):

[5]PressTV - Woolwich case alibi to suppress Muslims

[6]Grimsby mosque targeted with petrol bombs

[7]Theresa May lines up new measures to combat terrorism | Politics | guardian.co.uk

[8]UK Home Secretary proposes wider snooping powers in light of Woolwich attack

[9]Theresa May cracks down on universities after claims that alleged Woolwich killers were radicalised
at Greenwich University’s Islamic Society

[10]Courts may be privatised to save £1bn

[11]Spy on your neighbours, says former MI5 head Stella Rimington

[12]’The enemy is everywhere’: Former MI5 head calls for people to spy on their neighbours following
murder of soldier Lee Rigby

[13]Boris Johnson attacks Islamist ’mumbo jumbo’ and says Britain must not allow killers to divide
country through ’war’ myth

[14]The Essayification of Everything - NYTimes.com

[15]Four out of 10 graduates will never be able to afford to pay back their student loans
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1. http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2013/04/20/boston-marathon-bombings-did-the-s
ecret-government-waged-an-open-war-of-protest-on-americans-and-obamas-administration/
2. http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2013/04/24/uk-boston-marathon-moment-is-it-th
e-uk-on-terror-alert-from-own-secret-government-in-protest-of-austerity-measures/
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/05/14/who-is-the-culprit-and-victimon-the-myths-
realities-of-modern-westernbritish-enemies-the-islamist-terrorists/
4. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/29/one-of-us-soon-to-be-published-book-on-geo
strategic-behaviourism/geostrategic-book/
5. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/05/27/305652/woolwich-case-alibi-to-suppress-muslims/
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/may/27/grimsby-mosque-petrol-bombs
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/may/26/theresa-may-measures-combat-terrorism
8. http://rt.com/news/woolwich-snoopers-charter-murder-811/
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2331415/Theresa-May-cracks-universities-claims-alle
ged-Woolwich-killers-radicalised-Greenwich-Universitys-Islamic-Society.html
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/spending-review/10083214/Courts-may-be-privatised-
to-save-Ministry-of-Justice-1bn.html
11. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/terrorism-in-the-uk/10083058/Spy-on-your-neighbours-
says-former-MI5-head-Stella-Rimington.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2331909/Former-head-MI5-calls-people-spy-neighbours
-following-murder-soldier-Lee-Rigby.html
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2331839/Boris-Johnson-attacks-Islamist-mumbo-jumbo-
says-Britain-allow-killers-divide-country-war-myth.html
14. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/26/the-essayification-of-everything/
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2331448/Four-10-graduates-pay-student-loans.html

After Woolwich (and the important lesson): The Guardian Publishes Statistics (MAMA Source) on Growing
Number of Attacks On British Muslims | Jerusalem Group [est. 1432] (2013-05-28 17:33:15)
[…] day, and the source is the Guardian; for the first post of the day, also on Woolwich events, either click here
or go straight to the next post after […]
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1.5.11 After Woolwich (and the important lesson): The Guardian Publishes
Statistics (MAMA Source) on Growing Number of Attacks On British
Muslims (2013-05-28 17:33)

This is the second post of the day, and the source is the Guardian; for the first post of the day, also on
Woolwich events, either [1]click here or go straight to the next post after this.

Important Point From Both Posts of The Day: The More (a) new draconian measures are intro-
duced by the British Government targeting British Muslims (First Post), and (b) the more attacks by
white-extremists on British Muslims (present post) the more ingredients for Muslim ”radicalization”, in
our lingua ”resistance” or self-defence, simple! - A simple Muslim Fighters Strategic Victory based on
the logic of Resistance Warfare; as the more the government and some elements within the society, the
”independent media” and far-right groups, over-react, the more these and their counterproductive actions
alienates further the targeted sector, in this case the British Muslims.

This article is reprinted here with absolute respect for The Guardian Copyright Permission:

© 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

[2]

Attacks on Muslims: numbers in detail

Statistics about so-called ’reprisal attacks’ are being widely circulated. We attempt to understand the
scale of the targeting of British Muslims following the Woolwich attack

• [3]Mona Chalabi
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• [4]guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 28 May 2013 14.56 BST

The East London Mosque in Whitechapel. English Defence League supporters clashed with local youths
in the area last year. Photograph: Alamy

It’s been almost a week since the murder of Drummer Lee Rigby in Woolwich. During that time, many
have considered the consequences of the two attackers’ actions for Britain’s crime policy, its foreign
policy and its media.

Those who have discussed a risk of escalating violence in the wake of [5]the attack have cited
various statistics about Islamophobic incidents.

We’ve examined the statistics available in the wake of the terrible events of Woolwich, what they
mean, and the wider picture on hate crime across the country.

162 calls

[6]Faith Matters, an organisation working to reduce extremism and interfaith tensions, has been one of
the most cited sources for those who have noted an increase in anti-Muslim activity.

Their site features a statement on the [7]162 calls received since Wednesday, up from a daily aver-
age of between four and six. To report these numbers, Faith Matters have drawn upon one of their
pre-existing projects, [8]Tell MAMA, whose name is an acronym explaining what they do, Measuring
Anti-Muslim Attacks.

In its first 12 months since launching in March 2012, Tell MAMA reported that there had been
632 anti-Muslim hate incidents, 58 % of which were [9]against women. If reliable, Tell MAMA’s
reports over the past week represent a 15-fold increase on last year’s average.

They have also recorded ten attacks against mosques since Wednesday as shown below. These in-
cidents, which have occurred across the UK, include smashed windows, attempted arson and, in the case
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of Cardiff’s Shah Jalal mosque, bacon being left outside.

What these numbers mean

There’s several things to say about these figures. Their strength is that this is not a one-off reporting
project set up in the wake of a high-profile incident: we have a background figure of abuse recorded by
Faith Matters – of around 28 to 42 calls a week.

The second is that 162 calls in a few days is a very sharp increase, representing several weeks of
incidents in normal time. It must be noted, however, that this may also reflect a higher level of reporting
of incidents, and a higher national awareness of the project.

It’s perhaps worth looking in more depth at how Tell MAMA collect these numbers, and how
they differ from official crime statistics.

Reliability

Individuals are able to report Islamophobic incidents in a number of ways: by filling in an online
form, phoning their helpline, sending a text, email, tweet or message via Facebook. It’s not clear how
these reports are verified but Tell MAMA does explain [10]how they classify attacks which include
anti-Muslim graffiti, verbal threats and physical attacks against people or property.

Where, some may ask, are the official statistics on this? Well, Fiyaz Mughal, co-ordinator of Tell
MAMA has [11]claimed that "police frequently fail to take victim statements" adding that "few police
forces even bother to record Islamophobia as part of their reporting systems".

Though they might not specifically analyse Islamophobia, in September 2012, the Home Office
released statistics on [12]hate crime in England and Wales for the first time. These offences are
[13]defined as those:

committed against a person or property that is motivated by hostility towards someone based
on their disability, race, [14]religion, gender-identity or sexual orientation, whether perceived
to be so by the victim or any other person.

The advantage of these statistics is also their greatest weakness - where classification is difficult, a
single incident can be placed in multiple categories (e.g. race and religion) – which means some are
double-counted.

Nevertheless, the official statistics do show that the largest category by far was race hate crime,
where 35,816 incidents were recorded. Fewer hate crimes were motivated by hostility towards religion
(1,621) - a similar amount to those against disability (1,744). Across all categories, most crimes involved
violence against the person - this was the case for 75 % of religious hate crimes, while 19 % involved
criminal damage.

Trends
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Regional differences were also visible in these numbers. Leicestershire had the highest proportion
of hate crimes per 1,000 reported crimes and also had the highest proportion of religion hate crimes,
followed by London where there were 1.28 hate crimes per 1,000 population compared to a national
average of 0.8. You can explore the statistics where you live using the [15]Guardian Data interactive here.

Unfortunately, because this last year was the first that the Home Office published data of this kind, it’s
not possible to make accurate historical comparisons. However a previous dataset, released in March
2012, does contain some fascinating detail. It shows that of those with an identified religion, Muslims
were the most likely to be victims of religion hate crime. 2,167 Muslims aged 16 and over were victims
of hate crime between 2009 and 2011.

Other victim trends include the fact that those aged 16-24 are most at risk of becoming victims of
hate crime. Similarly, those in the ethnic group ’Asian or Asian British’ were the most likely to be
victims of hate crime - 2.1 % of adults compared to an average of 0.5 %. 3 % of all crime recorded in the
British Crime Survey were identified as hate crime - though this rose to 6 % of all assaults with minor
injury.

[16] Source: Tell MAMA. Click to enlarge.

Of all incidents recorded by Tell MAMA in the 12 months up to March this year, 54 % were
linked to members of [17]the far right - namely British National Party and [18]English Defence League
(EDL) supporters. The EDL, who staged a [19]protest on Monday blaming [20]Islam for last week’s
brutal killing, are not outlawed in the UK.

While campaigning for the election in 2010, David Cameron did however [21]state "The EDL are
terrible people, we would always keep these groups under review and if we needed to ban them, we
would ban them or any groups which incite hatred".

CAPTION:

Hate crimes in England and Wales

Percentages by offence type

Offence type

Race

Religion
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Sexual orientation

Disability

Transgender

Violence against the person 85 75 81 63 67
Criminal damage 12 19 12 18 21
Other 3 6 7 19 11

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/05/28/woolwich-how-on-24th-april-2013-saeeds-art
icle-predicted-the-event-with-accuracy/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/mona-chalabi
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/woolwich-attack
6. http://faith-matters.org/
7. http://faith-matters.org/
8. http://tellmamauk.org/about-us/
9. http://tellmamauk.org/
10. http://tellmamauk.org/about-us/
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/mar/09/muslim-helpline-faith-attacks-women
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2012/sep/13/hate-crime-england-wales
13. https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/191723/pre-relea
se-list-hatec-1112.pdf
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/religion
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/interactive/2012/sep/13/hate-crime-map-england-wale
s
16. http://static.guim.co.uk/sys-images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2013/5/28/1369745851593/Latest-TE
LL-MAMA-090313.png
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/far-right
18. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/english-defence-league
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/may/27/edl-protesters-blame-islam-woolwich-attack
20. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/islam
21. http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/local-news/david-cameron-makes-dash-to-west-124267
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1.5.12 X Is The Answer (2013-05-30 17:59)

INTRODUCTION: THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCUMENT

THE DOCUMENT ATTACHED IN THIS PAGE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCUMENT
TO BE DRAFTED BY US ON BEHALF OF THE GREATER MUSLIM COMMUNITY; THAT, IT
IS OF SERVICE TO ALL MUSLIMS, WITH THE STRONG DESIRED-GOAL OF SEEING UNITY
AMONG FELLOW MUSLIMS, BOTH AS PEOPLE AND NATIONS UNDER ONE RULE AND IN
PEACE.

THE DOCUMENT IS 40pp. (BLUEPRINT) LONG, AND IT EXAMINES IN DETAILS THE
MOST SOUND [REVOLUTIONARY] STRATEGY AVAILABLE FOR MUSLIMS TO PURSUE
THEIR OLD-AGE DREAM OF ATTAINING A TRULY LONG-LASTING AND PEACEFUL UNION
AMONG THEMSELVES, EVEN WITH STRONG DIFFERENCES WITHIN.

THE DOCUMENTS RECOMMENDS;

[A] THE FOUNDING OF AN INTER-MUSLIM ALLIANCE PARTY (ISLAMIC PARTY) AS A
VANGUARD POLITICAL PARTY TOWARDS THE UNION (WITH RESPECTIVE NATIONAL
BRANCHES NAMED AS EITHER THE ’ISLAMIC PARTY’ OF BRITAIN, PAKISTAN, IRAN
ALGERIA ETC).

No struggle, social or political (or even religious) in nature, can be achieved without an organiza-
tion, i.e. a party, to organize and direct towards the desired end-goal. Our inspiration comes from the
Communist Party.

[B] THE CLARIFICATION OF WHO THE ENEMY REALLY IS?

Failure to Correctly Identify and Isolate our enemies is the failure [a] to divide and rule over our
enemies, and [b] also the ability for our enemies as such to be able to claim that everyone IS our enemy;
which means a big coalition concentrating against us [as usual]; dividing and ruling easily!

[C] RETHINKING OF ARMED STRUGGLE APPROACH AS FAVOURED BY SOME AMONG
US/MUSLIMS (THIS IS IN REFERENCE TO THOSE WHOM HAVE DECIDED TO PURSUIT THE
’WAY OF THE GUN’; THAT ARMED STRUGGLE RATHER THAN PEACEFUL NON-VIOLENT
APPROACH).

Here our advice is simple. To be accepted as a legitimate party to our newly proposed ’Inter-Muslim
Alliance’ under the umbrella of Islamic Party, these armed resistance groups (our fellow Muslim
Brothers and Sisters) should;

• Cease all violent operations INSIDE western states and territories. Remove the moral legitimacy
and justification for greedy parties wars.

• Cease all ’Terror Tactics’ inside and outside Islamic World. To strength legitimacy and justification,
as well as support.

• Completely cease ’suicide bombings’ operations everywhere, as above point, as well as maintaining
personnel integrity, that not losing manpower, the most important principle of resistance.
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• Never Ever Target Any Innocent Civilians, Deliberate or Not. This means Never Ever deliberately
or Not Target Western States or Public/Citizens, at home-countries or abroad.

• If conducting Operations with possibilities of civilians collateral, the resistance armed groups
should issue a pre-warning for all to stay away from designated areas of operations.

• Embrace Guerrilla Warfare Supported By Sophisticated Underground and Only within Islamic
World, never ever inside western states.

• and so forth........

[D] THE ABSOLUTE CESSATION OF ALL VIOLENT ACTIVITIES AGAINST WESTERN NA-
TIONS AND PEOPLE BY THOSE RESISTANCE PARTIES AMONG US WHO HAVE CHOSEN THE
ARMED PATH (THIS CAN NEVER, AND SHOULD NEVER, STOPPED BE HIGHLY STRESSED).

This is one of the most important statement on the document.

[E] FINALLY, THE DOCUMENT STRESS THE NEED TO PUT ASIDES OUR DIFFERENCES,
POLITICAL OR RELIGIOUS, IN ORDER TO SAVE OUR UNIQUE ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS AND
POLITICAL CULTURE AND IDENTITY.

The document envisions and proposes the need for a middle-way ’arbitrator’ to balance the inter-
ests of both the Conservatives (Islamists: and their calls for laws of God) and the Modernists (Liberals,
Moderates, Secularists, Feminists, Democrats etc: and their calls for Laws of Men); the middle-way
arbitrator is the party, namely, the Islamic Party which will institute both laws of men and God (see the
document for proposed constitution for the Union)

AND SO MUCH MORE......................

TO DO JUSTICE TO THIS VERY IMPORTANT DOCUMENT, IS TO FULLY READ IT FROM
START TO END (IT IS IN THE MIDDLE AND NEAR-TO-ACTUAL-END THAT NEW INFORMA-
TION AND NEW STRATEGIC IDEAS ARE INTRODUCED AND SHARED).

[1]CLICK HERE FOR THE DOCUMENT.

ENJOY AND PLEASE DO SHARE WITH OTHERS!

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/if-the-prophet-pbuh-came-back-today-this-will-be-his-
vision-for-muslims-unity/document-3/

IF THE PROPHET [PBUH] CAME BACK TODAY, THIS WILL BE HIS VISION FOR MUSLIMS [& UNITY]
| Jerusalem Group [est. 1432] (2013-05-30 18:05:10)
[…] IF THE PROPHET [PBUH] CAME BACK TODAY, THIS WILL BE HIS VISION FOR MUSLIMS [ &
UNITY] […]
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1.6.1 [updated] CHECKOUTTHESEAMAZINGTRADITIONALWESTERN
BS/HYPOCRISY STILL IN ACTION TO THIS DAY! (2013-06-01 10:41)

All related evidence comes from western media.

BS/HYPOCRISY ONE: INTERNAL AFFAIRS INTERFERENCE!

First we have the usual hysteria inside individual European states (in particular UK, France and
Germany, and others), which keep barking at European Union super-structure (constructed and sustained
by their open consent and efforts) to keep away from interfering with their individual sovereignty (or
in other words, their internal affairs)! mmmm.......... But these same countries proudly defending their
sovereignty can all go around the world in interfering with others’ sovereignty who have actually not
chosen consensually to be part of their system!

DO YOU SEE THE FIRST BS/HYPOCRISY? Mind you the interfered interference is not the in-
vading armies (that is, not serious variable/act) but rather these are ”invading laws” agreed by these
countries in the past, and in the first place.

[1] Red card for Brussels is needed to stop EU meddlers interfering with national governments,
says William Hague

BS/HYPOCRISY TWO: STAYING WITH INTERFERENCE

This one is the ability for western countries to present (or not) their action as ”saintly”, while oth-
ers as ”evil”. In other words, they can go around the world arming ”rebels” and ”good governments” but
when others attempt to arm the opposing sides they make big storm out of these; this is in reference to
Russia supplying the legitimate government of Syria with pre-contracted weapon systems, and the west
threatening ”peace talks” (if ever really, for fifty-iest time)!

[2]Syria peace talks in doubt as Russia plans arms shipment

BS/HYPOCRISY THREE: MONEY REPLACES RELIGION!

When the Talibanis invade a region and finds things deemed unreligious like statues or idols etc,
they trash these, and the west make a big outcry of ’philistine’ acts of destroying past histories and
treasures; well when it comes to same act by the west, there is no outcries and the drive is not religious
but ability to make money out of such destructions;

[3] Buddhist buried city to be destroyed

BS/HYPOCRISY FOUR: FOREIGN POLICY AS SOURCE OF ENEMIES

For the first time a western media publishes such a story, and it is from the good-guys sources,
Seamus Milne (freelance at the Guardian, the other one being Glenn Greenwald). We have already
stated of this fact, and in the west the ”guilty-claims” and fingers are heaped on Muslims themselves or
their ’radical religious practices’ and so many other factors as long as no fingers are pointed at real issue
(traditional western colonial foreign policies):

[4] Our wars fuel terror. Denying it only feeds Islamophobia
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BS/HYPOCRISY FIVE: FORMALIZATION IN THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF A STATE
POLICE:

The west is always ready to condemn others on so-called human rights or civil liberties violations,
well check these headlines out;

[5] Questioning the freedom of tweeting in Britain

[6] Crime... the answer’s staring you in the face: The striking new police poster that has slashed
thefts by up to 40 per cent

[7] Nurse cleared of poisoning patients is suing police for £100,000 after officers ’changed her
Facebook password and made her profile public’

[8] Police shot children as young as 12 with 50,000-volt Taser linked to causing fatal heart attacks

[9]Gitmo staff treat detainees ’worse than animals’ - prisoner’s lawyer

OTHER WESTERN BS/HYPOCRISIES (Political Corruption; ”political favours and revolving
doors” etc;

[10]Cameron, Blair and their ’grubby deal to censor Iraq inquiry’: Key evidence has been held back in
return for ex-PM’s neutrality at election, claims former foreign secretary

[11]Conservative MP resigns amid lobbying claims

[12]Obama’s former aides profit from their experience

[13]Spy at the bank: ex-MI5 head joins HSBC to fight financial crime

[14]Now three Lords caught in ’cash for access’ sting: Ex Labour minister Jack Cunningham ’wanted
£144,000 for lobbying’ as two other peers are linked to fake solar energy firm

[15]’Money for votes’ row as Nick Clegg is accused of funnelling taxpayer funds to key Lib Dem con-
stituencies

[16]Super-rich are getting richer: Number of workers earning more than £1million a year doubles in just
two years

OTHERS;

[17]How 30million ’wi-fi’ credit cards can be plundered by cyber identity thieves exploiting contactless
payment technology

[18]The Strip: Indicators of the Real Economy

[19]Bid to close ethnic gap at Met

[20]‘Western countries are coup makers and Syria is going to be the same’

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2333613/Hagues-red-card-Brussels-meddlers-overrule-
EU-laws.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/may/31/syria-peace-talks-russia-weapons
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2013/may/31/mes-aynak-afghanistan-buddhist-treasure
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4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/may/29/britain-wars-terror-islamophobia
5. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/tweets-after-soldiers-death-lands-some-in-jail/2
013/06/01/7e91362e-c9d8-11e2-9cd9-3b9a22a4000a_story.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334577/Crime--answers-staring-face-The-striking-ne
w-police-poster-slashed-thefts-40-cent.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334670/Rebecca-Leighton-Nurse-cleared-poisoning-pa
tients-suing-police-100-000-officers-changed-Facebook-password-profile-public.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334750/Police-shot-children-young-12-50-000-volt-T
aser-linked-causing-fatal-heart-attacks.html
9. http://rt.com/op-edge/gitmo-prisoners-treatment-lawyer-115/
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2333649/Cameron-Blair-grubby-deal-censor-Iraq-inqui
ry-Key-evidence-held-return-ex-PMs-neutrality-election-claims-foreign-secretary.html
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/may/31/patrick-mercer-resigns-conservative-party
12. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/for-obamas-ex-aides-its-time-to-cash-in-on-experienc
e/2013/05/30/a649ccde-c867-11e2-9245-773c0123c027_story.html
13. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/business/industries/banking/article3779559.ece
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334558/Now-Lords-caught-cash-access-sting-Ex-Labou
r-minister-Jack-Cunningham-wanted-144-000-lobbying-peers-linked-fake-solar-energy-firm.html
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334527/Money-votes-row-Nick-Clegg-accused-funnelli
ng-taxpayer-funds-key-Lib-Dem-constituencies.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334751/Super-rich-getting-richer-Number-workers-ea
rning-1million-year-doubles-just-years.html
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2334468/How-30million-wi-fi-credit-cards-plundered-
cyber-identity-thieves-exploiting-contactless-payment-technology.html
18. http://www.nytimes.com/thestrip
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/02/met-police-law-positive-discrimination
20. http://rt.com/op-edge/laurent-louis-syria-mali-070/
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1.6.2 What is Wrong With The Muslim World? (2013-06-03 15:22)

The Problem: The Existence of Two Self-Serving Camps

One does not need to be fully knowledgeable on the history and general understanding of Islamic
Studies for one to appreciate this very simple fact, that the core Islamic problem (disunity) has always
been the existence within the Islamic World of two [strongly] self-serving camps: namely, that made up
of the local rulers (or puppets), installed by their foreign masters, and thus exists purely to serve their
masters via fulfilling their own personal greed for personal wealth; secondly, is the camp made up of the
’God’s Soldiers’, the existence of the [admirable] resistance fighters whose primary goal is to serve the
cosmic power so to gain their own post-life rewards (self-serving factor).

Problem Identified And Analyzed: Absence of Ummah Representation!

Here is the point observed from the above identified problem one needs to come out with: namely, both
of these camps have ’masters’ and/via personal goals to serve, and both seemingly do not take, even in
passing, the interests of the Ummah (the Muslims). In simpler words, both of these opposing camps
only serve themselves through their respective masters but never take account of serving the Muslims
(the people who need to be ruled by good laws and standards).

The Solution: Islamic Nationalism

This is why, based on above analysis, the only viable solution in existence is the embracing of Is-
lamic Nationalism as a way to serve this large ignored, but very important, entity; the heart and soul
of Islam. This is why we, at JG, are proposing the self-organization of Muslims into small ’Nationalist
Working Groups’ on per to old Communists, who will follow the shared set of doctrines based on the
rule of law and basic laws of nationalism (see all the above pages for initial self-education).

In Sum:

Let’s Start Working For True Masters, The Muslim Ummah. We, Islamic Nationalists, are the
third-way and only hope for long-lasting unity.

We do not present or serve the interests of external masters like the Muslim Ruling Classes.

We do not present or serve the interests of cosmic master like the Muslim Resistance Forces.

We intend and aim only to represent and serve the interests of the Muslim People (our real mas-
ters)!

donwreford (2013-10-07 03:48:48)
Good point, those in power seek to have a life of opportunity that is of self interest that destroys the moral and well
being of the many, and those who apparently are on a path to God are committed to criminal behavior to receive
reward in the kingdom of God, not only can this criteria be applied to the Islamic persuasion but more important
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is a belief albeit unspoken of the Western Allies, we see the leader of Australia Tony Abbot as a example, turning
his back on his calling to become committed to a life that was in the church, to the so called real world, today He
is now like I would say all those of a privileged position of power and glory in this world, now not content with a
salary of some half a million dollars plus, besides perks and insider trading tip offs, also involved with pilfering
money on tax fraud, and repaying a token amount to ease his conscience, my point is the remuneration is high to
attract people so to prevent corruption, my comment on this is this high pay and privilege attracts the corrupt such
as people like Abbot, at the moment a lot of politicians here in Australia are all on the fiddle I would say the whole
country is a cess pool of corruption. Further more the people that run this country as I believe most countries are
all committed to thinking they are born to rule by divine proxy, this idea likely also to be what Buddha, promoted
as in karma, I find Buddha as a system claimed by him as extremely doubtful, and creating or confirming the
caste system of oppression. What is right about Mohammads idea, is He came after crusades had got it in for
those who lived as Arabs, from incursions of Western invasions, and He redefined spirituality as taking up arms
against incursion, as opposed to the message Christ to turn the other cheek, which is all very noble, but try as you
may to change a reptile who has got its teeth in to you and see where it gets you! Not only is Christs teachings
suspect from many points of view, or at least the rendition of what the teachings are supposed to be, having said
that, a contrary saying of Christ, is coming with a sword, this of course can be taken as esoteric, that is the sword
applied to the Old Testament and bringing in the New Age. As I muse on the prayer "On Earth as in Heaven", I
would say we are a few centuries away from this idea, not only that the Wests materialistic indoctrination is well
entrenched, the Western Jew who gives us his interpretation on TV, on art, has recently spoken on art, saying
we know all to much? how could he with a straight face say or think this? he said this from a scientific point of
view, what to me is so irrational in particular with much of the Jewish interpretation of reality, and their cultural
ideology is their apparent authoritarianism and pursuit in power positions, my critique on his statement is, if the
Universe came as claimed by some or many scientists, that the beginning of the Universe started form a size
smaller than the pore in ones skin, either hi is right, the Jew, or he is either mad, or up himself or both. I am sign-
ing off as their is much to be said on this subject but I do not want to bore those who have a short concentration span.
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1.6.3 Amazing Breaking News: £1000 Fine (No Jail Sentence or Even Being
Fired) For A British Soldier Who Sexually Assaulted An Afghan Underage
Boy! (2013-06-05 10:22)

This ([1] $1,500 fine or demotion for UK soldiers over racial and sexual abuse of Afghan civilians
— RT News) is an amazing headline, for a similar ”water-downed” version within the British own
”Independent Media” go to the Guardian article ([2]click here). Remember these sort of stories are never
ever allowed to come out in public (the state-controlled western media truth), of course, unless ”one past
under the net” as this was because it was filmed or some other mass evidence or witness factors, either
of which can not be suppressed en masse or silenced with money (the favoured approach)!

Then you have this type of story ([3]click here), an actor spends a day with a beard for a ’Shake-
speare acting role’ and ’treated as a Muslim Terrorist’! The usual post ”9/11” Islamophobia-ism.

Other headlines [4]click here or [5]here (for lobbying and political corruption in UK) and [6]click
here (for war on whistle-blowers against torture).

1. http://rt.com/news/british-soldier-afghan-abuse-209/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2335658/Disgraced-soldier-abused-Afghan-boy-identif
ied--protect-HIM-terrorists-wake-Lee-Rigby-murder.html
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/03/day-i-became-a-terrorist
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2335471/80-lobbyists-banned-visiting-Parliament-dra
matic-end-latest-sleaze-scandal.html
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/04/corporate-britain-corrupt-lobbying-revo
lving-door
6. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/seven-years-untold-dollars-to-silence-one-man
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1.6.4 The Resistance Black List: Here is The Real Face of The Enemies of The
(Islamic and Greater) World! (2013-06-06 10:41)

As we have continuously argued the real enemies of the world are not the western nations or people
but the big western transnational corporations (Oil and Energy, Pharmaceuticals, Telecommunications,
Media, Banking and Investment, Defence and Security Industries etc) supported by loyal hence-men
inside [western] national public offices (hence confusion of banding entire western nations and people
as actual enemies), who essentially then use national armies and security apparatus, as well as other
extensive political, diplomatic and economic, or informational, resources, as private resources and
armies for their real master’s interests, not national interests or security reasons, and finally after retiring
from their public offices (these loyal hench-men) are then well-rewarded according to their levels
and period, as well as significance, of their loyalties in serving their master’s interests; hence you see
many former security services ”spymasters” and commissioners, or politicians etc, working as directors
or executives for banking sector or any of the above of the above aforementioned industries; from
securing huge contracts, investment-shares, board position, or continuing playing ’lobbying’ role for
their master’s in direct and open approach this time around.

Anyway, the essence of global (and Islamic) people and nations enemies can be truly found within
something called Bilderberg, below is the new list, for the past you can [1]consult this page. The world
once it recognize, identify and communicate (that isolate) who is her real enemies, only then it can be
safe from wars (perpetuated by these greedy parties) and insecurities as well as constant interference
with respective national affairs (see our detailed document attached on the page, ’[2]Islamic Party....’,
above).

2013 LIST (Watford Meeting, 6-7 June)

BILDERBERG MEETINGS
Hertfordshire, England
6-9 June 2013
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

FRA
Castries, Henri de
Chairman and CEO, AXA Group

DEU
Achleitner, Paul M.
Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Deutsche Bank AG

DEU
Ackermann, Josef
Chairman of the Board, Zurich Insurance Group Ltd
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GBR
Agius, Marcus
Former Chairman, Barclays plc

GBR
Alexander, Helen
Chairman, UBM plc

USA
Altman, Roger C.
Executive Chairman, Evercore Partners

FIN
Apunen, Matti
Director, Finnish Business and Policy Forum EVA

USA
Athey, Susan
Professor of Economics, Stanford Graduate School of Business

TUR
Aydıntaşbaş, Aslı
Columnist, Milliyet Newspaper

TUR
Babacan, Ali
Deputy Prime Minister for Economic and Financial Affairs

GBR
Balls, Edward M.
Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer

PRT
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Balsemão, Francisco Pinto
Chairman and CEO, IMPRESA

FRA
Barré, Nicolas
Managing Editor, Les Echos

INT
Barroso, José M. Durão
President, European Commission

FRA
Baverez, Nicolas
Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP

FRA
Bavinchove, Olivier de
Commander, Eurocorps

GBR
Bell, John
Regius Professor of Medicine, University of Oxford

ITA
Bernabè, Franco
Chairman and CEO, Telecom Italia S.p.A.

USA
Bezos, Jeff
Founder and CEO, Amazon.com

SWE
Bildt, Carl
Minister for Foreign Affairs
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SWE
Borg, Anders
Minister for Finance

NLD
Boxmeer, Jean François van
Chairman of the Executive Board and CEO, Heineken N.V.

NOR
Brandtzæg, Svein Richard
President and CEO, Norsk Hydro ASA

AUT
Bronner, Oscar
Publisher, Der Standard Medienwelt

GBR
Carrington, Peter
Former Honorary Chairman, Bilderberg Meetings

ESP
Cebrián, Juan Luis
Executive Chairman, Grupo PRISA

CAN
Clark, W. Edmund
President and CEO, TD Bank Group

GBR
Clarke, Kenneth
Member of Parliament
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DNK
Corydon, Bjarne
Minister of Finance

GBR
Cowper-Coles, Sherard
Business Development Director, International, BAE Systems plc

ITA
Cucchiani, Enrico Tommaso
CEO, Intesa Sanpaolo SpA

BEL
Davignon, Etienne
Minister of State; Former Chairman, Bilderberg Meetings

GBR
Davis, Ian
Senior Partner Emeritus, McKinsey & Company

NLD
Dijkgraaf, Robbert H.
Director and Leon Levy Professor, Institute for Advanced Study

TUR
Dinçer, Haluk
President, Retail and Insurance Group, Sabancı Holding A.S.

GBR
Dudley, Robert
Group Chief Executive, BP plc

USA
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Eberstadt, Nicholas N.
Henry Wendt Chair in Political Economy, American Enterprise Institute

NOR
Eide, Espen Barth
Minister of Foreign Affairs

SWE
Ekholm, Börje
President and CEO, Investor AB

DEU
Enders, Thomas
CEO, EADS

USA
Evans, J. Michael
Vice Chairman, Goldman Sachs & Co.

DNK
Federspiel, Ulrik
Executive Vice President, Haldor Topsøe A/S

USA
Feldstein, Martin S.
Professor of Economics, Harvard University; President Emeritus, NBER

FRA
Fillon, François
Former Prime Minister

USA
Fishman, Mark C.
President, Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research
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GBR
Flint, Douglas J.
Group Chairman, HSBC Holdings plc

IRL
Gallagher, Paul
Senior Counsel

USA
Geithner, Timothy F.
Former Secretary of the Treasury

USA
Gfoeller, Michael
Political Consultant

USA
Graham, Donald E.
Chairman and CEO, The Washington Post Company

DEU
Grillo, Ulrich
CEO, Grillo-Werke AG

ITA
Gruber, Lilli
Journalist - Anchorwoman, La 7 TV

ESP
Guindos, Luis de
Minister of Economy and Competitiveness
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GBR
Gulliver, Stuart
Group Chief Executive, HSBC Holdings plc

CHE
Gutzwiller, Felix
Member of the Swiss Council of States

NLD
Halberstadt, Victor
Professor of Economics, Leiden University; Former Honorary Secretary General of Bilderberg Meetings

FIN
Heinonen, Olli
Senior Fellow, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, Harvard Kennedy School of Govern-
ment

GBR
Henry, Simon
CFO, Royal Dutch Shell plc

FRA
Hermelin, Paul
Chairman and CEO, Capgemini Group

ESP
Isla, Pablo
Chairman and CEO, Inditex Group

USA
Jacobs, Kenneth M.
Chairman and CEO, Lazard
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USA
Johnson, James A.
Chairman, Johnson Capital Partners

CHE
Jordan, Thomas J.
Chairman of the Governing Board, Swiss National Bank

USA
Jordan, Jr., Vernon E.
Managing Director, Lazard Freres & Co. LLC

USA
Kaplan, Robert D.
Chief Geopolitical Analyst, Stratfor

USA
Karp, Alex
Founder and CEO, Palantir Technologies

GBR
Kerr, John
Independent Member, House of Lords

USA
Kissinger, Henry A.
Chairman, Kissinger Associates, Inc.

USA
Kleinfeld, Klaus
Chairman and CEO, Alcoa

NLD
Knot, Klaas H.W.
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President, De Nederlandsche Bank

TUR
Koç, Mustafa V.
Chairman, Koç Holding A.S.

DEU
Koch, Roland
CEO, Bilfinger SE

USA
Kravis, Henry R.
Co-Chairman and Co-CEO, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.

USA
Kravis, Marie-Josée
Senior Fellow and Vice Chair, Hudson Institute

CHE
Kudelski, André
Chairman and CEO, Kudelski Group

GRC
Kyriacopoulos, Ulysses
Chairman, S &B Industrial Minerals S.A.

INT
Lagarde, Christine
Managing Director, International Monetary Fund

DEU
Lauk, Kurt J.
Chairman of the Economic Council to the CDU, Berlin
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USA
Lessig, Lawrence
Roy L. Furman Professor of Law and Leadership, Harvard Law School; Director, Edmond J. Safra
Center for Ethics, Harvard University

BEL
Leysen, Thomas
Chairman of the Board of Directors, KBC Group

DEU
Lindner, Christian
Party Leader, Free Democratic Party (FDP NRW)

SWE
Löfven, Stefan
Party Leader, Social Democratic Party (SAP)

DEU
Löscher, Peter
President and CEO, Siemens AG

GBR
Mandelson, Peter
Chairman, Global Counsel; Chairman, Lazard International

USA
Mathews, Jessica T.
President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

CAN
McKenna, Frank
Chair, Brookfield Asset Management
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GBR
Micklethwait, John
Editor-in-Chief, The Economist

FRA
Montbrial, Thierry de
President, French Institute for International Relations

ITA
Monti, Mario
Former Prime Minister

USA
Mundie, Craig J.
Senior Advisor to the CEO, Microsoft Corporation

ITA
Nagel, Alberto
CEO, Mediobanca

NLD
Netherlands, H.R.H. Princess Beatrix of The

USA
Ng, Andrew Y.
Co-Founder, Coursera

FIN
Ollila, Jorma
Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell, plc

GBR
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Omand, David
Visiting Professor, King’s College London

GBR
Osborne, George
Chancellor of the Exchequer

USA
Ottolenghi, Emanuele
Senior Fellow, Foundation for Defense of Democracies

TUR
Özel, Soli
Senior Lecturer, Kadir Has University; Columnist, Habertürk Newspaper

GRC
Papahelas, Alexis
Executive Editor, Kathimerini Newspaper

TUR
Pavey, Şafak
Member of Parliament (CHP)

FRA
Pécresse, Valérie
Member of Parliament (UMP)

USA
Perle, Richard N.
Resident Fellow, American Enterprise Institute

USA
Petraeus, David H.
General, U.S. Army (Retired)
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PRT
Portas, Paulo
Minister of State and Foreign Affairs

CAN
Prichard, J. Robert S.
Chair, Torys LLP

INT
Reding, Viviane
Vice President and Commissioner for Justice, Fundamental Rights and Citizenship, European Commis-
sion

CAN
Reisman, Heather M.
CEO, Indigo Books & Music Inc.

FRA
Rey, Hélène
Professor of Economics, London Business School

GBR
Robertson, Simon
Partner, Robertson Robey Associates LLP; Deputy Chairman, HSBC Holdings

ITA
Rocca, Gianfelice
Chairman,Techint Group

POL
Rostowski, Jacek
Minister of Finance and Deputy Prime Minister
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USA
Rubin, Robert E.
Co-Chairman, Council on Foreign Relations; Former Secretary of the Treasury

NLD
Rutte, Mark
Prime Minister

AUT
Schieder, Andreas
State Secretary of Finance

USA
Schmidt, Eric E.
Executive Chairman, Google Inc.

AUT
Scholten, Rudolf
Member of the Board of Executive Directors, Oesterreichische Kontrollbank AG

PRT
Seguro, António José
Secretary General, Socialist Party

FRA
Senard, Jean-Dominique
CEO, Michelin Group

NOR
Skogen Lund, Kristin
Director General, Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise
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USA
Slaughter, Anne-Marie
Bert G. Kerstetter ’66 University Professor of Politics and International Affairs, Princeton University

IRL
Sutherland, Peter D.
Chairman, Goldman Sachs International

GBR
Taylor, Martin
Former Chairman, Syngenta AG

INT
Thiam, Tidjane
Group CEO, Prudential plc

USA
Thiel, Peter A.
President, Thiel Capital

USA
Thompson, Craig B.
President and CEO, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

DNK
Topsøe, Jakob Haldor
Partner, AMBROX Capital A/S

FIN
Urpilainen, Jutta
Minister of Finance

CHE
Vasella, Daniel L.
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Honorary Chairman, Novartis AG

GBR
Voser, Peter R.
CEO, Royal Dutch Shell plc

CAN
Wall, Brad
Premier of Saskatchewan

SWE
Wallenberg, Jacob
Chairman, Investor AB

USA
Warsh, Kevin
Distinguished Visiting Fellow, The Hoover Institution, Stanford University

CAN
Weston, Galen G.
Executive Chairman, Loblaw Companies Limited

GBR
Williams of Crosby, Shirley
Member, House of Lords

GBR
Wolf, Martin H.
Chief Economics Commentator, The Financial Times

USA
Wolfensohn, James D.
Chairman and CEO, Wolfensohn and Company
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GBR
Wright, David
Vice Chairman, Barclays plc

INT
Zoellick, Robert B.
Distinguished Visiting Fellow, Peterson Institute for International Economics

Press Release

The 61st Bilderberg meeting is set to take place from 6 until 9 June 2013 in Hertfordshire, UK. A
total of around 140 participants from 21 European and North American countries have confirmed their
attendance. As ever, a diverse group of political leaders and experts from industry, finance, academia
and the media have been invited. The list of participants is available on www.bilderbergmeetings.org

The key topics for discussion this year include:

• Can the US and Europe grow faster and create jobs?
• Jobs, entitlement and debt
• How big data is changing almost everything
• Nationalism and populism
• US foreign policy
• Africa’s challenges
• Cyber warfare and the proliferation of asymmetric threats
• Major trends in medical research
• Online education: promise and impacts
• Politics of the European Union
• Developments in the Middle East
• Current affairs

Founded in 1954, Bilderberg is an annual conference designed to foster dialogue between Europe
and North America.

headlines

[3]dpwbs7y0-book.pdf

[4]Counter-terror police investigate fire

[5]When the facts don’t fit your argument for snooping, just make them up
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[6]Woolwich and Communications Data

[7]7 Things to Know About the Government’s Secret Database of Cellular Data

1. http://publicintelligence.net/2013-bilderberg-meeting-participant-list/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/islamic-party-to-preserve-islamic-political-religous-
culture-and-identity-we-must-unity-must-read/
3. http://www.blogbooker.com/pdf/dpwbs7y0-book.pdf
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/05/fire-islamic-community-centre-muswell-hill
5. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/05/5407.html
6. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/05/woolwich-and-communications-data.html
7. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/13121
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1.6.5 Homa Khaleeli Good Article On The Guardian: On The Rise of UK Islam-
ophobia Post-Woolwich (2013-06-06 15:39)

The article is reprinted here in full with full respect to The Guardian Copyrighted laws.

[1]

Islamophobic hate crime: is it getting worse?

From online abuse to fire bombs thrown at mosques, there has been a spike in anti-Muslim attacks.
While many incidents are not reported to the police, groups such as the Tell Mama project paint a
worrying picture of rising Islamophobia and violence

• [2]

• – [3]Homa Khaleeli

– [4]The Guardian, Wednesday 5 June 2013 19.09 BST
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A worker takes calls at the Tell Mama project. Photograph: Graham Turner for the Guardian

"I don’t really want to go out now," Rizwan Ali says anxiously. "If I needed something I used to
just go to the shops, but I’ve been staying in." On 24 May the father of four had been to Friday prayers
at his local mosque. On his way home he popped into Pound Stretcher to look at gardening equipment.
As he browsed he noticed another customer staring at him.

"He was looking at me, as though I had done something," Ali (not his real name), explains. "Then he
started shouting: ’You are a Muslim, you are a soldier killer.’ I was shocked and scared. It was very
upsetting. I moved to the front of the shop, but he kept following me."

Since the brutal murder of drummer [5]Lee Rigby earlier this month, campaigners say that such
anti-Muslim incidents have been repeated across the country. Monitoring groups have recorded the
targeting of 11 mosques, while women wearing hijab have complained about being spat at, or having
their headscarves pulled off. [6]This week, a community centre and mosque was destroyed in a fire
and police are investigating whether it was firebombed, after reports that fire crews saw the letters
EDL scrawled on the side of the building. Online, activists say there have been shocking levels of
vitriol unleashed. But the attacks have also revitalised the argument over whether Islamophobia, and
the targeting of Muslims, is being overstated. [7]The Metropolitan police’s head of counter-terrorism,
Cressida Dick, calls the wave of attacks "horrible" and agrees there has been an increase, but says
"compared to previous times we have had slightly less".

Yet monitoring groups and campaigners point out that hate [8]crime is often under-reported, with
Muslims in particular reluctant to contact the police for fear they won’t be taken seriously. Some cam-
paigners point out confidence in the police may also be low in the wake of counter-terrorism strategies
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such as [9]Prevent. And they say harrasment that is not violent, such as verbal abuse or spitting, can still
spread fear and make communities feel under siege.

For the imam of Grimsby mosque the answer to whether Islamophobia is a problem, is clear. [10]Dr
Ahmad M Sabik says his mosque has always had a good relationship with its neighbours, pointing to
regular schools visits and an active interfaith network. But days after the Woolwich killing, bricks were
hurled through the window, narrowly avoiding worshippers. A group of teenagers were arrested and the
community shrugged off the incident. But three days later things became more serious.

"It was about 10pm and one of the brothers was leaving," Sabik recalls. "Just as he was opening
the door fire was thrown at it. We realised it was a petrol bomb. Another one had been thrown at the
fire exit – can you imagine? And there was a third that they had tried to throw on the roof. There were
children inside. Everyone was frightened."

[11]Two ex-soldiers have since appeared in court, charged with arson with intent to endanger life,
but Sabik worries that such incidents are not being taken seriously enough. "What happened in London
was nothing to do with [12]Islam, and what happened in Grimsby was nothing to do with British culture
– but both are terrorist acts."

Fiyaz Mughal, director of conflict resolution charity [13]Faith Matters, says many Muslims feel
the same. The organisation runs the [14]Tell Mama project, mapping Islamophobic incidents around the
country. The idea for Tell Mama (the acronym stands for Measuring Anti Muslim Attacks) was sparked
by the government’s desire for more information – and a growing perception among British Muslims
that Islamophobia was underestimated.

After the Woolwich killing was linked to Islamist extremism, the number of incidents the project
recorded skyrocketed from an average of about eight a day to 221. Mughal says their numbers are higher
because people do not always report cases to the police, and Tell Mama records Islamophobic incidents
as well as crimes. The figures from the [15]Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), which is
more cautious, also recorded a spike in incidents – with 71 hate crimes or incidents reported between
22-27 May, compared with 27 reports of anti-Muslim activity in the seven days before the killing. The
police’s online reporting facility for hate crimes, True Vision, had 136 complaints, including physical
offences and internet material (but say some of these may be duplicates). The Metropolitan police force,
meanwhile, says it has had eight reports of potentially Islamophobic crime each day in London since the
Woolwich murder compared to an average of one a day in the past 12 months.

The police says it takes such crimes seriously, with Sir Peter Fahy from ACPO saying there had
been: "enhanced monitoring of local tensions … enhanced patrols and high-visibility police presence at
vulnerable locations … and proactive investigations of any incidents reported, including hate crimes".
The Met, meanwhile, insists: "We want communities to have the confidence to come forward and
report hate crime when it happens. Hate crime is not ignored – we will take positive action, we will in-
vestigate, we will support victims and we will work hard to ensure the perpetrators are brought to justice."

But [16]Leon Moosavi, a sociologist at the University of Liverpool who specialises in Islamopho-
bia, says problems remain: "A lot of people think Islamophobia is exaggerated but actually minorities
generally under-report. Someone might be called a Paki or a terrorist but most people won’t even tell
anyone."
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An English Defence League march in response to the Woolwich attack. Photograph: David Whin-
ham/Demotix/Corbis

Not everyone is convinced, however. Last weekend [17]Andrew Gilligan took Tell Mama to task,
[18]accusing it of exaggerating the problem. He pointed out that only a small proportion of the incidents
it had recorded involved physical violence against an individual: many were online attacks, or at the
"lower end of seriousness", and that while the "Islamophobia industry" says the problem is getting worse,
it has actually calmed down.

In the light, airy London offices of the project, Tell Mama’s young workers say the criticisms are
unjustified. While the spike seemed to be short-lived (Tuesday saw only six incidents reported),
the attacks created a real atmosphere of anxiety in communities around the country, which cannot be
quickly forgotten, they say. The organisation fielded calls from hijab-wearing women who were scared to
go out, while those who had experienced "low-level" harassment, such as Ali, were often deeply affected.

Case worker Amani El Sehrawry flicks through some recent reports to show me what the project
is dealing with: a woman has emailed to flag up the verbal abuse of Muslim stallholders in Brixton
market; a man has sent in a screenshot of an EDL member posing with a gun and tweeting about how he
will exact a "violent revenge" against Muslims; a woman has rung in extremely distressed because dog
excrement has been smeared on her house.

Meanwhile the 11 confirmed attacks on mosques, says Mughal – which include graffitti, arson,
and even bacon being left outside – could have a huge impact on how safe Muslims feel. "When a
mosque is attacked, it may be an attack on an institution not an individual," he says, "but it affects
hundreds of people, and leads to the perception within the community that their identity is under seige.
I think if it was 10 churches or 10 synagogues attacked there would not be this undermining of our work."

Abuse on social media should not be underestimated either, he insists, pointing out it can lead to
offline attacks. "When we started the project we would pick up social media chatter by far-right groups
saying, ’We should go and put a pig’s head, or pig’s trotters, outside a mosque,’ but we had not had
anything like that reported.

"But in the past few months we have seen eight of these incidents – a shift from talking about it
online to doing it in real life."

El Sehrawry says she had to phone the police several times last week to report direct threats, something
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she has not had to do in the project’s 14-month lifespan. "We have had people online using someone’s
name directly and saying ’why not stab them?’. There have been people saying we need a repeat of the
Norway massacre to make a statement. It’s really disgusting."

Moosavi too, believes that monitoring online Islamophobia is important. "It causes great injury
and can inspire real-life hatred and discrimination:

"Online Islamophobia reflects more hidden attitudes than those that circulate in society."

And while he thinks Muslims may fear Islamophobia more then they should, dismissing hate crimes
against any groups, is counterproductive, he believes. "There is a strong movement of those who strongly
dislike Islam dismissing Islamophobia, and that is a shame because their dislike of Islam prevents them
from realising that Muslims are often discriminated against because of their faith.

"The same attitude is still taken towards antisemitism and racism more generally. Academic re-
search is entirely certain that Islam and Muslims are often percieved in negative terms and this should
not be dismissed as irrelevant if we want to be a society based on fairness and equality."

For Moosavi the resurgence of the EDL is particularly worrying, as they stoke up hatred against
Muslims. "A few weeks ago a lot of experts would have said the EDL were at their weakest," he says.
"They had a march in Manchester and there were less than 100 people. But after the [Woolwich] attack
more than a thousand people came to their demonstration in Newcastle.

"The EDL’s main rallying point is Islam. They may say they are not against all Muslims, but the
stereotypes they use suggest otherwise."

Yet the picture is far from unremittingly bleak. EDL protesters last weekend were outnumbered
by counter-demonstrators, while politicians’ (including David Cameron and Nick Clegg) condemnation
of far-right violence and attacks on Muslims, has been impressive, Moosavi says.

"There’s a level of maturity in the recognition that Muslims and terrorism are not the same thing,
which I hope means we are on the way to a more moderate conversation."

Others are even more hopeful that the attacks might have unexpected consequences. Shabir Subar
is the director of the [19]Zainabiya Islamic Centre in Milton Keynes. A day after the killing of Lee
Rigby a petrol bomb was thrown on to the roof of the centre, as worshippers left for the night. On
the Friday following the murder, a woman driving to the mosque was chased, verbally abused and
had rubbish thrown at her car, Subar recounts. Yet, he insists, the murder and subsequent attacks have
sparked an important change in community responses.
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Recording incidents at the Tell Mama helpline. Photograph: Graham Turner for the Guardian

"It has made Muslims, who may have kept quiet in the past, speak out against terrorism and dissociate
ourselves from such attacks – these men don’t belong to Islam and Islam doesn’t belong to them.

"In the past Muslims just wanted to keep their heads down, but we realised we have to stand up
and be counted."

At the same time the outpouring from the wider community has been "humbling", he says. "The
response has been overwhelming. It’s been really reassuring to the community that we are not all being
tarred with the same brush as these mindless thugs."

In Grimsby, Ahmed Sabik feels the same. "I am hopeful that Muslims won’t feel less welcome in
the UK, but instead it will encourage us to build more relations with others. I think now people are more
receptive to hearing about our [20]religion so this could be a positive turning point. A huge number of
people have sent cards or emails. People have been saying ’we support you’ and ’these crimes don’t
represent us’ and ’you are welcome here’. We were so happy because it shows we are all united against
these people who wanted to destroy our harmony."

Yet groups set up to monitor Islamophobia say more needs to be done. Shenaz Bunglawalla, from
the group [21]iEngage, which encourages media awareness and political participation among British
Muslims, says that to ensure official recognition of the problem, accurate figures are essential. They
want anti-Muslim attacks recorded seperately, something the Met currently does, although elsewhere in
the country such recording is patchy with many forces recording all such incidents under "religious hate
crimes".

Mohammed Khaliel, who advises the Met and reported on Islamophobia for BBC Newsnight, says the
force’s latest comments would not help in the drive to encourage Muslims to come forward. "The issue
is people are not reporting these crimes to the Metropolitan police force, they are reporting them to
mosques or other places. I have had reports of four incidents myself [since Newsnight was aired on
30 May] of altercations, including one with a taxi driver and EDL supporters, where the driver said he
feared it would become violent. People think the police won’t do anything about it. Even if it is not
violent, people do feel terrified by these incidents."

Forces in areas with the largest Jewish communities already dis-aggregate hate crime figures, ac-
cording to the Community Security Trust, established to ensure the safety of the British Jewish
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community. Mark Gardener from the group points out that having accurate figures, and breaking them
down, is an essential first step towards taking action and showing communities the police, politicians
and civil servants are doing their utmost to tackle the problem.

ACPO says it is something forces are working on. "Driving up reporting is absolutely vital in
helping us to reach those affected by hate crimes," says its hate crime spokesman, Paul Giannasi. "Local
forces are already recording different forms of hate crime, including those which target Muslims. Work
is under way to ensure a more detailed breakdown of reported hate crimes is available, so that we have
the most accurate picture possible of the nature and scale of the issues."

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Other headlines:

[22]Jonathan Turley: a massive erosion of US civil liberties

[23]Could phone data row happen in Britain?
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6. http://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/police-probe-mosque-blaze-amid-fears-firebomb-attack-
is-woolwich-revenge-8645356.html
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1.6.6 The Biggest Breaking Story Of TheWeek (NSA Surveillance): The Illusion
of A Perfect Western Democracy (When seen Nakedly It is As Totalitarian
& Undemocratic As Any Other)! (2013-06-07 10:59)

Of course the story has been on the news for a long time, but recently the new ”breaking headlines”–
here is something we have been trying to teach you about the secret of western media sophisticated
propaganda presented as ”independent”, the ”breaking headline” came out only after an American Judge
decided enough is enough and made public the extent of surveillance state that western (in this reference
US) nations have undertaken similar to totalitarian states that they keep ’righteously” finger-wagging
at for ”support on human and civil liberties and rights” (crap)– thus the NSA Surveillance has been
known for sometime now indicative in how fast the reports were building up and being printed, if these
were unknown it would have taken long time for investigative journalists to mine through evidence and
try to piece things together but the rapidity informs us all of how the information was well-known and
documented with supporting evidence (as shown below).

The question now is the extent of similar acts across the rest of ”western democracies” of UK,
France and general EU etc?

Anyway here are some of the headlines:

[1]US security agency has direct access to Google, Facebook and Apple user data

[2]U.S. Monitors Vast Phone, Web Data

[3]Files: U.S. mines Internet data

[4]The end of privacy?

[5]Why was the NSA program secret?

[6]Firms deny allowing direct access

[7]’I will take your eye out, you f****** gorilla’: Racist train rant caught on camera after drunk man
hurls abuse at black man who sat next to him

[8]Britons ARE being spied on by surveillance agencies: GCHQ using phone records and online data
gleaned by US government to snoop on citizens

[9]GCHQ gets US spy data from Google and Facebook

[10]Metadata: what can it show?

[11]Collins: Intelligence for Dummies

[12]By the numbers: The NSA’s super-secret spy program, PRISM

[13]The question at the center of the NSA’s data-mining program: What is PalTalk?

[14]Cameron to attend secretive Bilderberg conference (but will not say who he meets)

[15]Vitamins: stop taking the pills | Life and style | The Guardian

And for a New York Times Interactive Timeline:

Published: June 6, 2013
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[16]≫

Oct. 26, 2001
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President George W. Bush preparing to sign the Patriot Act, joined by members of Congress and his
administration.Paul Hosefros/The New York Times

Enactment of the Patriot Act

Congress passes the Patriot Act to expand the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s counterterrorism and
surveillance powers after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. Section 215 of the act makes it easier
to obtain a court order demanding business records, so long as they are deemed merely relevant to a
foreign intelligence investigation.

Late 2001
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The National Security Agency headquarters at Fort Meade, Md.Paul J. Richards/Agence France-Presse
— Getty Images

N.S.A. Begins Data Mining

As a part of a broader series of surveillance measures called Stellar Wind, the Bush administration
authorizes the National Security Agency to begin collecting communications without obtaining any
court order.

2002
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Senators Ron Wyden of Oregon, left, and Russ Feingold of Wisconsin held a news conference in January
2003 to criticize the Total Information Awareness project. Doug Mills/The New York Times

The Total Information Awareness Project

A new Defense Department project is announced that will ingest massive databases about people’s
activities, in search of patterns that could indicate terrorist activity. Senators Russ Feingold and Ron
Wyden, both Democrats, speak out against the program.

October 2003
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A September 2003 appearance in New York City by Attorney General John Ashcroft was met with
protests against the Patriot Act.Spencer Platt/Getty Images

Defense Program Defunded

Congress bans further spending on the Defense Department’s Total Information Awareness project.
The public believes it is dead, but similar efforts continue elsewhere, including in the N.S.A., which is
mining “metadata” – logs of calls and e-mails between people – as part of Stellar Wind.

March 2004
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James B. ComeyLawrence Jackson/Associated Press

N.S.A. Program Modified

Jack L. Goldsmith, the head of the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel, says one aspect of
Stellar Wind is illegal. Attorney General John Ashcroft and James B. Comey, who was acting in Mr.
Ashcroft’s position while he was hospitalized, refuse to reauthorize it, and the White House eventually
agrees to modify what is being collected and its legal rationale. It is later reported that the dispute
involved the legality of mass collection of metadata.

• [17]Justice Deputy Resisted Parts of Spy Program

December 2005
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Eavesdropping Acknowledged

After The New York Times publishes an article about warrantless surveillance by the N.S.A., President
George W. Bush acknowledges the eavesdropping on calls involving someone suspected of being a
member of Al Qaeda. The Times also reports that the agency had accessed vast amounts of data from
telephone companies.

• [18]Bush Lets U.S. Spy on Callers Without Courts

March 2006
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In an effort to push Congress to reauthorize the Patriot Act, Mr. Bush invited state attorneys general in
early 2006 to tell his senior aides about how they had used the law’s provisions. Paul J. Richards/Agence
France-Presse — Getty Images

Patriot Act Reauthorized

Expiring provisions of the Patriot Act are extended. A Senate provision raising the Section 215 standard
to require that the person whose records are sought has a "nexus" to terrorism (from just having relevance)
is stripped out.

January 2007

FISA Court

Attorney General Alberto R. Gonzales announces that after months of negotiations with the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court, the various aspects of the Bush administration’s warrantless surveil-
lance programs have been brought under the authority of the court through a series of “complex” and
“innovative” orders.
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July 2008

New Surveillance Authority

Congress and President Bush amend the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act so that it authorizes a
form of the wiretapping without individualized warrants that the Bush administration had previously
done in defiance of FISA’s warrant requirements. Congress and President Obama would renew the law
in December 2012.

September 2009
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A Sensitive Collection Program

Todd Hinnen, a deputy assistant attorney general, tells Congress that Section 215 is used to obtain ordi-
nary business travel and communication records left behind unwittingly by terrorists, and that "it also
supports an important, sensitive collection program about which many members of the subcommittee or
their staffs have been briefed."

May 2011

Senator Mark Udall of ColoradoEd Andrieski/Associated Press

Extension of Section 215

The business records provision is extended, along with some other expiring pieces of the Patriot Act.
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Senators Ron Wyden and Mark Udall, both Democrats, say one of the expiring parts is being interpreted
in a way that Congress did not intend and the public does not understand, and that the records of
Americans who are innocent of any connection to terrorism are being collected by the government.

Jun. 5, 2013

John Minchillo/Associated Press

Data Surveillance Court Order Disclosed

The Guardian discloses that under a top secret court order, the N.S.A. has been collecting communica-
tions records from a subsidiary of Verizon Communications. The records are "metadata" consisting of
time and number logs showing when communications have been made, but not their content or the name
of any subscriber. Top lawmakers on the Senate Intelligence Committee say that the N.S.A. uses com-
puters to search the database for suspicious numbers, but officials must seek additional permission from
the court before any particular caller can be scrutinized, and that the order is a routine reauthorization of
what has been common practice for the past seven years.
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• [19]Guardian article

• [20]U.S. Maintains Vast Database of Phone Calls, Lawmakers Say

• [21]Q. and A. on the Domestic Surveillance Program

Jun. 6, 2013

’Prism’ Program Revealed

The Washington Post and The Guardian report that since 2007, the N.S.A. has been accessing the
servers of several Internet companies to collect communications between parties outside the country or
Americans communicating with people outside the country.

• [22]N.S.A. Said to Have Collected Data From Internet Firms
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By CHARLIE SAVAGE, ALICIA PARLAPIANO and SARAH WHEATON

and for Washington Post examination of the New Prism program:

NSA slides explain the PRISM data-collection program

Published: June 6, 2013

Through a top-secret program authorized by federal judges working under the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FISA), the U.S. intelligence community can gain access to the servers of nine Internet
companies for a wide range of digital data. Documents describing the previously undisclosed program,
obtained by The Washington Post, show the breadth of U.S. electronic surveillance capabilities in the
wake of a widely publicized controversy over warrantless wiretapping of U.S. domestic telephone
communications in 2005. These slides, annotated by The Washington Post, represent a selection from
the overall document, and certain portions are redacted. [23]Read related article.
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Introducing the program

A slide briefing analysts at the National Security Agency about the program touts its effectiveness and
features the logos of the companies involved.

The program is called PRISM, after the prisms used to split light, which is used to carry informa-
tion on fiber-optic cables.

This note indicates that the program is the number one source of raw intelligence used for NSA
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analytic reports.

The seal of
Special Source Operations, the NSA term for alliances with trusted U.S. companies.

Monitoring a target’s communication

This diagram shows how the bulk of the world’s electronic communications move through companies
based in the United States.
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Providers and data

The PRISM program collects a wide range of data from the nine companies, although the details vary by
provider.
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Participating providers

This slide shows when each company joined the program, with Microsoft being the first, on Sept. 11,
2007, and Apple the most recent, in October 2012.
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Related stories

[24]Udall: I tried to expose NSA spying

Rachel Weiner
Sen. Mark Udall (D-Colo.) says he "did everything short of leaking classified information" to bring
attention to the National Security Administration’s seizure of Americans’ phone records.

[25]Feinstein, Chambliss explain, defend NSA phone-tracking
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Ed O’Keefe
Senators who lead the Intelligence Committee confirm it’s been ongoing for seven years.

• [26]Boehner: Up to Obama to explain NSA order

• [27]Administration: NSA phone record collection vital

• [28]Rogers: NSA program helped stop a terrorist attack in the U.S. in ’the last few years’

• [29]Ann Romney hesitant about prospect of sons running for office

• [30]WH spokesman defends wiretapping program

• [31]In the battle between privacy and security, security always wins.
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1.6.7 Henry Porter On The Observer: A Good Summary of The NSA-GCHQ &
Modern Western Surveillance States (2013-06-10 18:36)

The article to be reprinted here (with full respect of the Observer’s copyright laws) is actually a point-by-
point of what we have been saying throughout especially around the issue of the Snoopers Charter: as
we questioned it’s necessity by arguing that, since it is well know (esp. among those of us well acquitted,
intimately, with these affairs) that secretly the [surveillance] state has been up and running since Cold
War and even after the wall came down these systems just stayed up, though in secret, and with the ever
advancing sophistication from the information technologies, or what was known earlier (during the cold
war) as emergent technologies or advanced computerized/electronics systems the few ”inner cliques”
(the privileged ”guardians” of the commercial not national interests) to the illegal intelligence collected
via these routes were able to slowly making or rather conditioning the political bosses and the state in
general into accepting the surveillance state powers as the ”new normal”: or what commentators now
refer to [apologetically] as ’security primacy over privacy’ why do we still need to institutionalize such
a ’surveillance state’ formally by passing such a law (snoopers charter)– of course the answer is obvious
and, as the say goes, [the devil] is in the details– it is the need to finally normalize or legitimize their
criminal activities!

Anyway here is the article by Henry Porter (followed by more headlines selections on the topic
and for further details [1]click here or go straight to the next post below):

[2]

[3]

The west is moving towards China in its quest for mass surveillance
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The future of our free society demands that we seek the truth from the government about internet
snooping

• [4]

• – [5]Henry Porter

– [6]The Observer, Saturday 8 June 2013 22.09 BST

Barack Obama: ’He can claim very little of the ground once owned by the leader of the free world.’
Photograph: Pablo Martinez Monsivais/AP
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Anglo-American intelligence scandals, such as the one that preceded the Iraq war, are usually smothered
or buried in an endless, unpublished inquiry. Normal service soon resumes and everyone gets to keep
his job. But the issues thrown up by the Guardian’s [7]Prism revelations couldn’t be more clear-cut. Did
GCHQ make use of [8]NSA’s Prism system to bypass British laws and spy on the public through covert
access to [9]internet giants such as Google and Facebook?

All that is needed from William Hague and Theresa May, the ministers who oversee the intelli-
gence agencies, and the head of [10]GCHQ, Sir Iain Lobban, is straight answers about what they knew
and who authorised an operation that generated 197 intelligence reports last year. No obfuscation.

No cover-up. No inquiry yet.

That way, we will know that the proper checks and balances on Britain’s intelligence agencies are
finally being activated.

Nothing less will do. Assurances from Sir Malcolm Rifkind, the head of the compliant Commons
intelligence and security committee, will not be enough, particularly as he has hinted at his support for
the mass [11]surveillance proposed in the communications data bill. Incidentally, the revelations point
up the strange politics surrounding that measure. Why did the Home Office and so many MPs push for
the bill, when GCHQ apparently had all the access it needed? Was this all part of the subterfuge or were
they simply concerned to legitimise a state of affairs that already existed?

We should not allow a cabal of grave-faced, middle-aged politicians and spies to bury this scandal
with the usual national security response – "Best leave these weighty matters to us, old horse." The
internet generation needs to know that its future is free from surveillance as well as connected, which
is why the reaction of the big internet companies involved in Prism is so disappointing, though hardly
surprising. They have all issued denials, saying they are unaware of any back doors to their systems
that would allow the NSA, and so GCHQ, to range freely across the American and British public’s
communications data. What happened? Did they simply look the other way?

In their failure to be utterly convincing, we may read a serious message for us all. Governments
and the internet companies have a mutual interest in acquiring information about our communications
and drawing conclusions from our behaviour on the web. In effect, they are in total but undeclared
sympathy with each other’s aims.

The vital issue now is how the American and British public react. The unconstitutional nature of
the system and the secrecy surrounding the proceedings of the US foreign intelligence surveillance court,
which allowed acquisition of data from [12]Verizon phone records, where only the US government
was represented, should be a concern to all those interested in maintaining a free society. This is about
transparency and protection from unjustified suspicion, not merely the mysteriously demeaned right of
privacy.

Yet there is genuine outrage in blogs about Prism, which perhaps indicates a generational divide.
Where can this opposition find political expression? On both sides of the Atlantic, the two main parties
largely support mass surveillance. A Democrat president nurtured and used the system that has its origin
in Bush-era warrantless surveillance, and Dianne Feinstein, the Democrat chair of the Senate intelligence
committee, last week warbled about "[13]keeping the homeland safe" and supported the retention of
phone records, just in case people became terrorist suspects in the future.
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Mass surveillance becomes mass suspicion in a blink of a Democrat’s eye.

In Britain, Nick Clegg has admittedly blocked the communications data bill, but it seems that even he
had to be persuaded at the outset that there was something deeply illiberal about it. The Conservative
and Labour hierarchies mostly don’t have a problem with mass surveillance, especially New Labour’s
authoritarian old guard. David Davis is a vocal exception among Tories.

It’s difficult to know what long-term impact this story will have. Societies have changed in the
past 20 years. Whereas communications such as letters were once considered inviolate, digital informa-
tion is more fluid, its life and ownership less certain. That is true of photographs and videos posted on
social networking sites. Such sites have rights over this material and there is little to stop the NSA using
it for any purpose the agency sees fit in the future – a databank for facial recognition technology, for
instance.

We obscure meaning with technical language and sleights of hand. Feinstein talked about meta-
data, as if mass surveillance was some kind of impersonal survey of trends, while in Britain politicians
such as Alan Johnson stress that the intelligence agencies simply want to collect the peripheral commu-
nications data, not the content, of people’s interactions. Actually, the value of data and content is nearly
the same.

That’s why the NSA has been at pains to keep its operations secret.

Today, we are more susceptible to the security chill and less certain about what we should think
on the security versus liberty debate. In a monumentally silly piece in the Financial Times two weeks
ago, the writer suggested that the liberal democratic cause, which, after all, has little enough represen-
tation in either Congress or Parliament, and is thin on the ground in the media, was responsible for
kneejerk obstructionism. After Prism, it is difficult to see how liberals have been guilty of impeding the
NSA, the FBI and GCHQ at the expense of national security.

The kneejerk reactions and unquestioned orthodoxies are more likely to lie on the other side of
the argument, precisely because governments have moved to more authoritarian postures and formal
opposition is hard to find. So this series of revelations should be welcomed for the light it casts on the
ways the west has changed and on the nature of the secret powers that were exercised by democratic
governments. If there are stories to tell about the value of the intelligence, the lives saved, let’s hear
them, but the fact is that executive powers are apparently no more hindered in the UK and US, in this
regard, than they are in China.

On Friday, President Obama was closeted in talks with President Xi Jinping of China. With a
record that includes drone attacks, the continued incarceration of terror suspects at Guantánamo,
the building of a massive [14]NSA data centre in Utah and this latest story about Prism, Obama can
claim very little of the ground once owned by the leader of the free world, let alone a Democrat president.

It is striking how the west and China are moving incrementally towards each other, especially in
the practice of mass surveillance. But unlike the Chinese, for the moment at least, we have the option to
oppose what’s happening.
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HEADLINE SELECTIONS:

[15]Mosques urged to install safe rooms

[16]Islamic school fire ’suspicious’

[17]Spy chiefs used U.S. to run secret snoppers’ charter, claims Cable after it emerges GCHQ trawled
through private information

[18]Revealed: Google and Facebook DID allow NSA access to data and were in talks to set up ’spying
rooms’ despite denials by Zuckerberg and Page

[19]boundless heatmap Boundless Informant: the NSA’s global surveillance tool

[20]Boundless Informant: NSA’s complex tool for classifying global intelligence

[21]Boundless Informant: NSA explainer – full text

[22]Edward Snowden: the whistleblower behind revelations of NSA surveillance [23]Saving us from the
United Stasi of America

[24]Our woman in Hong Kong... and her £35million flat that costs you £60,000 a month in rent

[25]Don’t Take Your Vitamins
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1.6.8 Arrest Glenn Greenwald!: Neocon US House Rep. Peter King (R) at It
Again (Source: FP) (2013-06-13 10:23)

First some interesting headlines of relevance to Muslims:

[1]EDL sprayed on a bin at Oadby Islamic Centre, in Sandhurst STreet | This is Leicestershire

[2]Family face losing £200,000 home in landmark ruling after grandfather’s terror training conviction

[3]Boxer who threatened Muslims with ’insane violence’ while posing with a gun on day of murder of
Lee Rigby is jailed

The FP Article (reprinted in full with respect to it’s copyright laws)

[4]Arrest Glenn Greenwald – and 5 other crazy things Peter King says

Posted By [5]Elias Groll Wednesday, June 12, 2013 - 6:00 PM [6] Share

In case you haven’t noticed, the U.S. national security establishment is really, really angry that the
NSA’s surveillance programs have been outed in the press.

Rep. Peter King, a former chairman of the House Committee on Homeland Security, is a case in
point. On Tuesday, the New York Republican told CNN’s Anderson Cooper that the journalists repon-
sible for uncovering the top-secret programs – prime among them the Guardian’s Glenn Greenwald
– ought to be prosecuted (a point he[7] reiterated on Wednesday). That’s right: a senior member
of Congress is advocating the prosecution of journalists for reporting on a drastic expansion in the
government’s intelligence-gathering apparatus.
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"If they willingly knew that this was classified information, I think actions should be taken, espe-
cially something of this magnitude," King told Cooper. "I think, with something of this magnitude, there
is an obligation – both moral, but also legal – against a reporter disclosing something which would so
severely compromise national security."

Not surprisingly, the remarks have invited a [8]swift [9]backlash. But this is hardly the Long Is-
land congressman’s first brush with controversy. In fact, you could say King, a stalwart defender of
aggressive counterterrorism tactics, has made inflammatory comments something of a hallmark. Here’s
a quick rundown of past comments that really did come out of the lawmaker’s mouth.

’Increase surveillance’ on Muslim communities

In the aftermath of the Boston Marathon bombing, King inveighed against the threat posed by
American Muslims. "Ninety-nine percent of Muslims are outstanding Americans, but the fact is, that’s
where the threat is coming from," King [10]told Fox News. "If you know a threat is coming from a
certain community, that’s where you look," he added.

It gets worse. King also urged police to put local Muslim communities under increased surveil-
lance following the attack. "Police have to be in the community, they have to build up as many sources
as they can, and they have to realize that the threat is coming from the Muslim community and increase
surveillance there," King [11]told National Review . "We can’t be bound by political correctness," he
added.

’Too many mosques’

The threat posed by Muslims in America has been a recurring theme for King. In 2007, [12]he
went so far as to tell Politico that there are "too many mosques in this country." Though he later argued
that his quote was taken out of context, the gist of his remarks was clear. "Unfortunately we have too
many mosques in this country, there’s too many people who are sympathetic to radical Islam," King
[13]told Politico. "We should be looking at them more carefully, we should be finding out how we can
infiltrate, we should be much more aggressive in law enforcement."

Radical imams

In 2011, King [14]gained further notoriety by convening congressional hearings to investigate Muslim
radicalization. At the time, he went on the Laura Ingraham Show to [15]explain the rationale behind the
hearings:

HOST: Congressman, how widespread do you think this radical jihad sentiment is in US
mosques? How many mosques do you think are infected?

KING: The only real testimony we have on it is from Sheikh Kabbani who was a
Muslim leader during the Clinton Administration, he testified back in 1999 and 2000 before
the State Department that he thought over 80 percent of the mosques in this country are
controlled by radical Imams. Certainly from what I’ve seen and dealings I’ve had, that
number seems accurate.
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Offensive ’moral anguish’

On the heels of President Obama’s national security speech last month outlining his plan to scale
back the use of drone strikes against suspected terrorists, King said that he was "offended" by the
president’s tone of "moral anguish." "Every soldier, every cop who’s faced with a decision to make, a
life or death, does the best he or she can," the congressman [16]explained.

But some terrorists are ok

Before he became a nationally recognized politician, King [17]was something of a booster for the
Irish Republican Army, the terrorist organization responsible for attacks that often resulted in civilian
casualties. "We must pledge ourselves to support those brave men and women who this very moment
are carrying forth the struggle against British imperialism in the streets of Belfast and Derry," King said
at a rally in 1982. Three years later, his tune hadn’t changed much. "If civilians are killed in an attack on
a military installation, it is certainly regrettable, but I will not morally blame the I.R.A. for it," he declared.

Asked later to explain his support for the terrorist group, here’s what King [18]had to say: "I un-
derstand why people who are misinformed might see a parallel. The fact is, the I.R.A. never attacked
the United States. And my loyalty is to the United States."

One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter, right?
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ry.html
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8. http://www.forbes.com/sites/rickungar/2013/06/12/gop-rep-peter-king-blows-away-the-first-am
endment-to-catch-the-bad-guys/
9. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/12/glenn-greenwald-peter-king_n_3430395.html
10. http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/apr/21/rep-peter-king-boston-investigation-needs-f
ocus-mu/
11. http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/346125/gop-congressman-%E2%80%98increase-surveillance%
E2%80%99-muslim-community
12. http://www.politico.com/blogs/thecrypt/0907/Rep_King_There_are_too_many_mosques_in_this_cou
ntry_.html
13. http://www.cbsnews.com/2100-250_162-3282255.html
14. http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/11/us/politics/11king.html
15. http://thinkprogress.org/politics/2011/01/25/140549/king-radical-mosques/
16. http://thehill.com/video/house/302019-peter-king-obamas-drone-speech-too-anguished#ixzz2W2J
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18. http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/09/us/politics/09king.html?_r=1
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1.6.9 Leicester Anti-Muslim Attacks: ’First Officially Reported’ Local Cases of
Anti-Islam Violence (Source: Leicester Mercury) (2013-06-13 11:35)

Yesterday the Leicester Mercury published an account of a mosque graffiti-attack in Oadby ([1]click
here), and today it has an article (published below in full) on the rise of attacks against local Muslims,
specifically the Somalis.

Remember One:

most of these attacks which takes place tend usually not to be reported, since Muslims, like any
other minority groupings, have a tendencies of higher mistrust and suspicious of their local police
themselves (esp. with the usual ’all Muslims are terrorists’ treatment enshrined under the cover of/within
Prevent Strategy, that anti-terror laws, we are living with). Anyway we would encourage the reporting
of any hate crimes to your local police forces.

An example of a unreported story (ongoing) we have is that of the case of acts outside a Spinney
Hill Mosque (Masjid Uthman, located next to the park) which we have observed and collected online
evidence of a local EDL hooligan/members posing with gas-mask and raising the flags outside the
mosque and posing with different ’hate-postures’. The member responsible, thanks to Bro. ’Moussa’, is
a local half-caste living nearby, a little fat guy with two dogs (a pitbull terrier and a ’Eddie look a like’
you know the dog from Frasier), he usually does a early mornings walkabout around the park (we are
keeping an eye on him, which also means we are learning more and more about his close networks, i.e
others associates around).

Another point to remember:

when reading the article (as any official ones) is the usual ”selling’ Mr. Suleman Nagdi as a ’proper
representative’ of local Muslims. We have warned and informed you all repeatedly (see [2]here, [3]here
and [4]here and [5]click here) how this particular individual and his representative organization, FMO, is
nothing but a treacherous establishment set up by national security services to spy and ”re-educate” you
all into ’more appropriate nature of being a British-Muslim’. Trust us we know what we are talking about,
we have specialized and help instituting such practises in the past but never against fellow Muslims,
hence we left the British ’services’ (you do not need to know which one, intelligence or military).

Attacks on Somalis ’are up since killing of Lee Rigby’
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Thursday, June 13, 2013

[6]

[7]Leicester Mercury

[8]

By Ciaran Fagan

Members of the Somali community fear they are suffering an anti-Islamic backlash following the
death of soldier Lee Rigby.

Somalis said they have been spat at, verbally abused and, in some cases, thugs have tried to pull
off women’s veils or scarves.

Jawaahir Daahir, founder and chief executive of Somali Development Services, a community group in
Highfields, Leicester, said it was hearing more reports of abuse than it would usually expect.

The group met senior police officers on Tuesday to outline its concerns.

Ms Daahir said: "You cannot know what motivates people to do these things, but we have no-
ticed an increase in incidents since the tragic death of Lee Rigby.

"There has been swearing and racist language in some cases, but also there have been incidents of
people being attacked.

"We have heard a woman had to run into a shop in the city centre to escape from some men and
we have also heard stories of two women being spat at.

"Another woman posted on Facebook that she was afraid to leave her home and felt she was un-
der house arrest."

Chief Superintendent Rob Nixon, head of policing in the city, said reported incidents would be in-
vestigated.

He said: "The incidents referred to by Jawaahir are very concerning.

"I would urge anyone with information or who has suffered to contact us.
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"Since the death of Lee Rigby, we have been carrying out significant work within the community,
including daily messages to community leaders, reassurance visits and patrols.

"We pride ourselves on the strong relationship we have with the Somali community and hope if
there are any concerns regarding the recent events they can approach us with confidence."

Suleman Nagdi, spokesman for Leicestershire’s Federation of Muslim Organisations, said: "We
have not picked up on any increase in incidents since the tragic death of Lee Rigby.

"There is always the possibility these things are happening to people but are not being reported to
the police.

"We would urge people to report all incidents of this nature, so the people who are responsible
can be held to account."

Officers are searching for a cyclist who tried to pull off a Muslim woman’s face veil as he rode
past her in London Road, Leicester.

The woman was targeted as she walked with her family to Victoria Park at 6.50pm on Sunday,
May 26.

On Monday this week, the letters EDL – thought to refer to the English Defence League – were
written on a bin at Oadby Islamic Centre, in Sandhurst Street.

In the past year, Leicestershire Police said it had seen a 9.9 per cent reduction in hate crimes –
with 44 fewer offences than in the previous year.

Anyone with information should call police on 101.

1. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Inquiry-EDL-graffiti-mosque/story-19250608-detail/sto
ry.html
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/22/important-information-to-watch-out-for-lei
cestershire-police-commissioner-election-the-truth-about-federation-of-muslim-organisation-a
nd-the-secret-policing-of-uk-universities-islamic-societies/
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/11/07/how-to-recognize-other-government-funded-m
uslims-targeting-organizations-like-fmo/
4. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/19/st-phillips-centre-your-friendly-inter-fai
th-society-or-a-churchdiocese-with-a-secret-doubling-as-a-counter-terrorism-re-education-cen
tre/
5. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/03/07/our-advice-to-muslims-youths-incl-students
-sisters-how-not-to-be-exploited-turned-into-an-informeragent-against-your-innocent-fellow-m
uslims-without-self-awareness/
6. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
7. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/people/Leicester%20Mercury/profile.html
8. http://www.thisisleicestershire.co.uk/Attacks-Somalis-killing-Lee-Rigby/story-19270939-deta
il/story.html
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1.6.10 Simon Jenkins On The Guardian: Britain’s response to the NSA story?
Back off and shut up (2013-06-19 08:03)

[1]

Britain’s response to the NSA story? Back off and shut up

Snowden’s revelations are causing outrage in the US. In the UK, Hague deploys a police-state defence
and the media is silenced

• [2]

• – [3]Simon Jenkins

– [4]The Guardian, Wednesday 19 June 2013
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On Monday the Guardian carried a story that [5]British intelligence had spied on delegates at two
G20 summits, those chaired by Gordon Brown in 2009. Laptops and mobile phones had been hacked,
and internet cafes installed and bugged. With many of the same heads of government gathering for the
[6]G8 summit in Northern Ireland, the story was, to put it mildly, sensational.

The source was the American whistleblower, Edward Snowden, whose revelations about the US
National Security Agency had been running in the Guardian and Washington Post for a week. It was
initially hinted at by other British media but was [7]covered by a D-notice (warning against publishing
anything that could damage national security) from the government.

It vanished from general view. When the foreign secretary, William Hague, was questioned by
the BBC on Monday, no mention was made of the affair. The media has been bidden to ignore the story
and has done so. This was despite it running in leading newspapers round the world, from America and
Europe to China and Russia.

[8]Complaints at the bugging from governments in Turkey, South Africa and Germany have poured
into the Foreign Office, yet the nearest British journalists can get to the story is to report the protests as
foreign news.

Unlike 2010’s [9]WikiLeaks saga, Snowden’s material had nothing to do with military secrets. It
concerned the "trawling and scooping" by the NSA of global electronic communication and the use of
foreign intelligence agencies such as Britain’s GCHQ and the obtaining of data from companies such as
Google, Microsoft, FaceBook and Apple to apparently circumvent national laws on personal privacy.
The material is stored in the NSA’s massive data facilities in Maryland, [10]soon to be upgraded by one
in Utah.

This scooping of intelligence under the "war on terror" rubric is clearly an intrusion on every citi-
zen’s electronic persona. Such intrusion has the capacity to stop anything from a loan or insurance to a
degree or a job. There is no hiding from these trawls. As for imagining such material can ever be secret,
the NSA’s most sensitive data was downloaded by a 29-year-old working for Booz Allen Hamilton, a
subcontractor, and passed anywhere in the world.

I try to calibrate my response to such stories. WikiLeaks revealed much about America’s "imperi-
alist" stance in the Middle East, but it was mostly embarrassing gossip. Britain’s phone-hacking affair
was distasteful and illegal, but hardly a hanging offence. Even Snowden’s examples of economic spying
were remarkable in their extent, but hardly surprising for those hardened to modern diplomacy.

What matters here is first the mendacity. I see no problem in exchanging data between British
and American security – except where, as in the NSA’s Prism program, it is a device to circumvent
legal constraint. There may be few people in Washington or London who really seek a global data
empire through blackmailing the world’s population; but hoovering intelligence on millions of private
individuals extends far beyond the needs of national security, beyond the needs even of normal police
work. The war on terror is rotting the internal organs of free states.
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Standing in the Commons last week, William Hague denied he wanted to "trawl the contents of
people’s phone calls" and said every intercept had to be personally signed by him. He said that statute
law, together with judicial and parliamentary oversight, had everything under proper control. He did not
add that the government does indeed want to trawl the "meta-contents" of all calls and emails. We now
know that it has access to once confidential international databases in doing so.

Ministers and judges cannot possibly control the flow of intelligence now passing through the NSA and
other agencies. They cannot even authorise an estimated 500,000 requests from law officers to internet
and phone firms each year. As for the 3m surveillance orders made annually by British public bodies,
a mere 0.5 % are reportedly even seen by a judge. Ministers once said they personally authorised all
phone-taps, which was untrue. As Snowden said, what made him blow his whistle was not the material
itself but "the continuing litany of lies" from intelligence chiefs to Congress.

The reality is that I have yet to encounter a British minister or parliamentarian who is not putty in
the hands of Big Security, the security services and its attendant industries. Spies are treated like NHS
nurses, godly creatures who can do no wrong. I am told the last home secretary with the guts to stand up
to Big Security was [11]Viscount Whitelaw.

The true message of Snowden is that no aspect of our electronic lives is immune to a security-
industrial complex that can cite the war on terror for activities against individuals and groups that are
way beyond democratic or judicial oversight. Even where controls are in place, any barrier, password
or ringfence can be circumvented with just a click. Electronic records can be accessed not just by
governments but by corporations and other services, as revealed in last month’s market in 27m [12]EE
mobile accounts between a quick-witted consultancy and the Metropolitan police.

If the market in data cannot be suppressed, how can it be controlled? The world once struggled
to curb the nuclear weapons it could not un-invent. Now it must struggle to do likewise with the
hoovering of electronic data. As the White House’s [13]Jay Carney agreed last week, that means starting
with a full knowledge of what is going on. There is no danger in such knowledge. The US and Britain
are not under any existential threat.

America’s reaction to the NSA material has been significant. Libertarian groups and voices in
Congress and the media have been outraged. A [14]Rasmussen poll found 59 % against the data
scooping, with just 26 % in favour. Even the White House held back from outright denunciation,
accepting that the revelations "sparked an appropriate debate" and raised "excellent questions". The
[15]Patriot Act might even need review.

In Britain there has been no such response, for the most part silence. Hague plays the police-state
defence, that "the innocent have nothing to fear". Former home secretaries club together to write to the
Times, demanding not less state surveillance but more. The D-notice committee opens a bleary eye,
warns editors off, and goes back to sleep. The media does what it is told, and turns quietly to [16]Nigella
Lawson. On such a basis freedom rests.
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More reading selection on the subject :

[17]PRISM, the NSA and internet privacy: questions for the UK [18]Personal details sell for fraction of a
penny [19]How the spy story of the age got out [20]The US is behaving like China [21]Obama’s Soft Total-
itarianism Europe Must Protect Itself from America [22]U.S. surveillance targets Internet, phone meta-
data [23]Surveillance request figures revealed [24]Five myths about privacy [25]Facebook, Microsoft
say government makes thousands of requests for data [26]Say no to spies [27]GCHQ intercepted foreign
politicians’ communications at G20 summits | UK news | The Guardian [28]How Hollywood softened
us up for NSA surveillance | Film | The Guardian [29]State photo-ID databases are troves for police
[30]Spooks and their intelligence addiction Richard Norton-Taylor [31]Bail conditions used to restrict
protest [32]Police violence at Stopg8 protest [33]Universities ’failing’ on equal access [34]The 50 signs
of ageing: Hate noisy pubs? Feeling a bit stiff? It means you’re just getting old [35]Cheating Ourselves
of Sleep [36]Atoning for the Sins of Empire [37]The ’Man of Steel’ is just more propaganda from a
protected racket
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Sabine Kurjo McNeill (2013-06-19 15:52:07)
EXCELLENT, dear Simon Jenkins!!! What if the 99 % helped to un-invent national debts as the tool to keep
governments in control? What if the 99 % helped to re-invent people as individuals rather than corporations?
What if the ’war on terror’ was recognised as ’collective hallucination’ just as ’national security’? I guess as
long as most mainstream media collude by spreading fear and enemy images, we’ll just have to watch how
governments continuously ignore international treaties that have made wars illegal since 1928! With best wishes
for more and more power to your writing elbows, Sabine
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1.6.11 Tom Engelhardt On Le Monde: A Fantastic Article on The New Rise of
Western Surveillance State [Post-NSA-GCHQ Leaks] (2013-06-21 15:30)

The making of a global security State

The five uncontrollable urges of a secrecy-surveillance world

17 June, by Tom Engelhardt on [1]Le Monde

As happens with so much news these days, the Edward Snowden [2]revelations about National
Security Agency (NSA) spying and just how far we’ve come in the building of a surveillance state have
swept over us 24/7 — waves of [3]leaks, [4]videos, charges, claims, counterclaims, [5]skullduggery,
and government threats. When a flood sweeps you away, it’s always hard to find a little dry land to
survey the extent and nature of the damage. Here’s my attempt to look beyond the daily drumbeat of this
developing story (which, it is [6]promised, will go on for weeks, if not months) and identify five urges
essential to understanding the world Edward Snowden has helped us glimpse.

1. The urge to be global

Corporately speaking, globalization has been ballyhooed since at least the 1990s, but in governmental
terms only in the twenty-first century has that globalizing urge fully infected the workings of the
American state itself. It’s become common since 9/11 to speak of a “national security state.” But if a
week of ongoing revelations about NSA surveillance practices has revealed anything, it’s that the term is
already grossly outdated. Based on what we now know, we should be talking about an American global
security state.

Much attention has, understandably enough, been lavished on the phone and other metadata about
American citizens that the NSA is now [7]sweeping up and about the ways in which such activities may
be [8]abrogating the First and Fourth [9]Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. Far less attention has
been paid to the ways in which the NSA (and other U.S. intelligence outfits) are sweeping up global data
in part via the just-revealed [10]Prism and other surveillance programs.

Sometimes, naming practices are revealing in themselves, and the National Security Agency’s key
data mining tool, capable in March 2013 of gathering “97 billion pieces of intelligence from computer
networks worldwide,” [11]has been named “boundless informant.” If you want a sense of where the
[12]U.S. Intelligence Community imagines itself going, you couldn’t ask for a better hint than that word
“boundless.” It seems that for our spooks, there are, conceptually speaking, no limits left on this planet.

Today, that "community" seeks to put not just the U.S., but the world fully under its penetrating
gaze. By now, the first “heat map” has been published showing where such information is being sucked
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up from monthly: Iran tops the list (14 billion pieces of intelligence); then come Pakistan (13.5 billion),
Jordan (12.7 billion), Egypt (7.6 billion), and India (6.3 billion). Whether you realize this or not, even
for a superpower that has unprecedented numbers of military bases scattered [13]across the planet and
has [14]divided the world into six military commands, this represents something new under the sun. The
only question is what?

The twentieth century was the century of “totalitarianisms.” We don’t yet have a name, a term,
for the surveillance structures Washington is building in this century, but there can be no question that,
whatever the [15]present constraints on the system, “total” has something to do with it and that we are
being ushered into a new world. Despite the recent leaks, we still undoubtedly have a very limited
picture of just what the present American surveillance world really looks like and what it plans for our
future. One thing is clear, however: the ambitions behind it are staggering and global.

In the classic totalitarian regimes of the previous century, a secret police/surveillance force attempted,
via every imaginable method, including informers, wire tappers, torture techniques, imprisonment, and
so on to take total control of a national environment, to turn every citizen’s life into the equivalent of
an open book, or more accurately a closed, secret file lodged somewhere in that police system. The
most impressive of these efforts, the most global, was the Soviet one simply because the USSR was an
imperial power with a set of disparate almost-states — those SSRs of the Caucasus and Central Asia —
within its borders, and a series of Eastern European satellite states under its control as well. None of
the twentieth-century totalitarian regimes, however, ever imagined doing the same thing on a genuinely
global basis. There was no way to do so.

Washington’s urge to take control of the global communications environment, lock, stock, and
chat room, to gather its “data” — billions and billions of pieces of it — and via inconceivably powerful
computer systems, mine and arrange it, find patterns in it, and so turn the world into a secret set of
connections, represents a remarkable development. For the first time, a great power wants to know, up
close and personal, not just what its own citizens are doing, but those of distant lands as well: who they
are communicating with, and how, and why, and what they are buying, and where they are travelling,
and who they are bumping into (online and over the phone).

Until recently, once you left the environs of science fiction, that was simply beyond imagining.
You could certainly find precursors for such a development in, for instance, the Cold War intelligence
community’s urge to create a global satellite system that would bring every inch of the planet under a
new kind of surveillance regime, that would map it thoroughly and identify what was being [16]mapped
down to the square inch, but nothing so globally up close and personal.

The next two urges are intertwined in such a way that they might be thought as a single category:
your codes and theirs.

2. The urge to make you transparent

The urge to possess you, or everything that can be known about you, has clearly taken possession of
our global security state. With this, it’s become increasingly apparent, go other disturbing trends. Take
something seemingly unrelated: the recent [17]Supreme Court decision that allows the police to take
a DNA swab from an arrestee (if the crime he or she is charged with is “serious”). Theoretically, this
is being done for “identification” purposes, but in fact it’s already being put to other uses entirely,
especially in the solving of separate crimes.
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If you stop to think about it, this development, in turn, represents a remarkable new level of state
intrusion on private life, on your self. It means that, for the first time, in a [18]sure-to-widen set of
circumstances, the state increasingly has access not just — as with NSA surveillance — to your Internet
codes and modes of communication, but to your most basic code of all, your DNA. As Justice Antonin
Scalia put it in his dissent in the case, “Make no mistake about it: As an entirely predictable conse-
quence of today’s decision, your DNA can be taken and entered into a national DNA database if you
are ever arrested, rightly or wrongly, and for whatever reason.” Can global DNA databases be far behind?

If your DNA becomes the possession of the state, then you are a transparent human being at the most
basic level imaginable. At every level, however, the pattern, the trend, the direction is the same (and
it’s the same whether you’re talking about the government or giant corporations). Increasingly, access
to you, your codes, [19]your communications, your purchases, your [20]credit card transactions, your
location, your travels, your exchanges with friends, your tastes, your likes and dislikes is what’s wanted
— for what’s called your “safety” in the case of government and your business in the case of corporations.

Both want access to everything that can be known about you, because who knows until later what
may prove the crucial piece of information to uncover a terrorist network or lure in a new network of
customers. They want everything, at least, that can be run through a system of massive computers and
sorted into patterns of various potentially useful kinds. You are to be, in this sense, the transparent man or
transparent woman. Your acts, your life patterns, your rights, your codes are to be an open book to them —
and increasingly a closed book to you. You are to be their secret and that “you” is an ever more global one.

3. The urge to make themselves opaque

With this goes another reality. They are to become ever less accessible, ever more impenetrable, ever
less knowable to you (except in the forms in which they would prefer you to know them). None
of their codes or secrets are to be accessed by you on [21]pain of imprisonment. Everything in the
government — which once was thought to be “your” government — is increasingly disappearing
into a professional universe of secrecy. In 2011, the last year for which figures are available, the
government classified [22]92 million documents. And they did so on the same principle that they use in
collecting seemingly meaningless or harmless information from you: that only in retrospect can anyone
know whether a benign-looking document might prove anything but. Better to deny access to everything.

In the process, they are finding new ways of imposing silence on you, even when it comes to
yourself. Since 2001, for instance, it has become possible for the FBI to present you with a [23]National
Security Letter which forces you to turn over information to them, but far more strikingly gags you
from ever mentioning publicly that you got such a letter. Those who have received such letters (and
[24]15,000 of them were issued in 2012) are legally enjoined from discussing or even acknowledging
what’s happening to them; their lives, that is, are no longer theirs to discuss. If that isn’t Orwellian, what
is?

President Obama offered this [25]reassurance in the wake of the Snowden leaks: the National Se-
curity Agency[26]http://www.latimes.com/topic/polit i..., he insisted, is operating under the supervision
of all three branches of the government. In fact, the opposite could be said to be true. All three branches,
especially in their oversight roles, have been brought within the penumbra of secrecy of the global
security state and so effectively coopted or muzzled. This is obviously true with our ex-professor of
Constitutional law and the executive branch he presides over, which has in recent years been [27]ramping
up its own secret operations.
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When it comes to Congress, the people’s representatives who are to perform oversight on the se-
cret world have been presented with the equivalent of National Security Letters; that is, when let in on
some of the secrets of that world, they find they can’t discuss them, can’t tell the American people about
them, can’t openly debate them in Congress. In public sessions with Congress, we now know that those
who run our most secret outfits, if pushed to the wall by difficult questions, will as a concession respond
in the “[28]least untruthful manner” possible, as Director of National Intelligence James Clapper put it
last week.

Given the secret world’s control over Congress, representatives who are horrified by what they’ve
learned about our government’s secrecy and surveillance practices, like Democratic Senators Ron
Wyden and Mark Udall, can [29]only hint at their worries and fears. They can, in essence, wink at you,
signal to you in obscure ways that something is out of whack, but they can’t tell you directly. Secrecy,
after all.

Similarly, the judiciary, that third branch of government and other body of oversight, has, in the
twenty-first century, been fully welcomed into the global security state’s atmosphere of total secrecy.
So when the surveillance crews go to the judiciary for permission to listen in on the world, they go to a
secret court, a Foreign Intelligence Surveillance (FISA) court, locked within that secret world. It, in turn,
notoriously rubberstamps whatever it is they want to do, evidently offering no resistance whatsoever to
their desires. (Of the 6,556 electronic surveillance requests submitted to the court in Obama’s first term
in office, for instance, [30]only one was denied.) In addition, unlike any other court in America, we, the
American people, the transparent and ignorant public, can know next to nothing about it. And you know
perfectly well why: the overriding needs of secrecy.

What, though, is the point of “oversight” if you can’t do anything other than what that secret world wants
you to do?

We are, in other words, increasingly open to them and they are increasingly closed to us.

4. The urge to expand

As we’ve known at least since Dana Priest and William Arkin published their stunning series, “[31]Top
Secret America,” in the Washington Post in 2010, the U.S. Intelligence Community has expanded
post-9/11 to levels unimaginable even in the Cold War era. Then, of course, it faced another superpower,
not a small set of jihadis largely located in the backlands of the planet. It now exists on, as Arkin says,
an “industrial scale.” And its urge to continue growing, to build yet more structures for surveillance,
including a vast $2 billion NSA repository in Bluffdale, Utah, that will be capable of holding an almost
unimaginable [32]yottabyte of data, is increasingly [33]written into its DNA.

For this vast, restless, endless expansion of surveillance of every sort and at every level, for the
[34]nearly half-million or [35]possibly far more private contractors, aka “[36]digital Blackwater,” now
in the government surveillance business — about [37]70 % of the national intelligence budget report-
edly goes to the private sector these days — and the nearly [38]five million Americans with security
clearances (1.4 million with top security clearances, more than a third of them private contractors), the
[39]official explanation is "terrorism." It matters little that terrorism as a phenomenon is one of the
[40]lesser dangers Americans face in their daily lives and that, for some of the larger ones, ranging from
food-borne illnesses to cars, guns, and what’s now called “extreme weather,” no one would think about
building vast bureaucratic structures shrouded in secrecy, funded to the hilt, and offering Americans
promises of ultimate safety.
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Terrorism certainly rears its ugly head from time to time and there’s no question that the fear of
some operation getting through the vast U.S. security net drives the employees of our global security
state. As an explanation for the phenomenal growth of that state, however, it simply doesn’t hold water.
In truth, compared to the previous century, U.S. enemies are remarkably scarce on this planet. So forget
the official explanation and imagine our global-security-state-in-the-making in the grips of a kind of
compulsive disorder in which the urge to go global, make the most private information of the citizen
everywhere the property of the American state, and expand surveillance endlessly simply trumps any
other way of doing things.

In other words, they can’t help themselves. The process, the phenomenon, has them by the throat,
so much so that they can imagine no other way of being. In this mood, they are paving the way for a
new global security — or rather insecurity — world. They are, for instance, [41]hiking spending on
“cybersecurity,” have already secretly [42]launched the planet’s first cyberwar, are [43]planning for
more of them, intend to [44]dominate the future cyber-landscape in a staggering fashion, continue to
gather global data of every sort on a massive scale, and more generally are acting in ways that they
[45]would consider criminal if other countries engaged in them.

5. The urge to leak

The massive leaks of documents by Bradley Manning and Edward Snowden have few precedents in
American history. [46]Daniel Ellsberg’s Pentagon Papers leak is their only obvious predecessor. They
are not, however, happenstances of our moment. They are signs of what’s to come. If, in surveillance
terms, the urge to go global and impose ultimate secrecy on both the state’s secrets and yours, to
[47]prosecute whistleblowers to the maximum (at this point usually via the Espionage Act or, in the case
of [48]Manning, via the charge of “aiding the enemy,” and with [49]calls of “[50]treason” already in the
air when it comes to Snowden), it’s natural that the urge to leak will rise as well.

If the surveillance state has reached an industrial level of operations, and ever more secrets are being
brought into computer systems, then vast troves of secrets exist to be revealed, already cached, organized,
and ready for the plucking. If the security state itself goes global, then the urge to leak will go global, too.

In fact, it already has. It’s easy to forget that WikiLeaks was originally created not just for Amer-
ican secrets but any secrets. Similarly, Manning uploaded his vast trove of secrets from Iraq, and
Snowden, who had already [51]traveled the world in the service of secrecy, leaked to an American
columnist living in Brazil and writing for a British newspaper. His flight to Hong Kong and dream of
[52]Icelandic citizenship could be considered another version of the globalizing impulse.

Rest assured, they will not be the last. An all-enveloping atmosphere of secrecy is not a natural
state of being. Just look at us individually. We love to tell stories about each other. Gossiping is one of
the most basic of human activities. Revealing what others don’t know is an essential urge. The urge,
that is, to open it all up is at least as powerful as the urge to shut it all down.

So in our age, considering the gigantism of the U.S. surveillance and intelligence apparatus and
the secrets it holds, it’s a given that the leak, too, will become more gigantic, that leaked documents
will multiply in droves, and that resistance to regimes of secrecy and the invasion of private life that
goes with them will also become more global. It’s hard from within the U.S. to imagine the shock in
Pakistan, or [53]Germany, or India, on discovering that your private life may now be the property of the
U.S. government. (Imagine for a second the reaction here if Snowden had revealed that the Pakistani or
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Iranian or Chinese government was gathering and storing vast quantities of private emails, texts, phone
calls, and credit card transactions from American citizens. The uproar would have been staggering.)

As a result of all this, we face a strangely contradictory future in which ever more draconian regimes
of secrecy will confront the urge for ever greater transparency. President Obama came into office
[54]promising a “sunshine” administration that would open the workings of the government to the
American people. He didn’t deliver, but Bradley Manning, Edward Snowden, and other leakers have,
and no matter how difficult the government makes it to leak or how hard it cracks down on leakers, the
urge is almost as unstoppable as the urge not to be your government’s property.

You may have secrets, but you are not a secret — and you know it.
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1.6.12 UK’s Surveillance Reach Is Greater Than That of US (We Told You So):
Edward Snowden [The Whistleblower] New Round of Tangible Evidence
on The Great New Western Surveillance-Police State (with an added dis-
cussion on intelligence services) (2013-06-22 09:44)

Well, we have been telling and warning the lot of you out-there for some time now that even with the
calls for legitimization of surveillance-police state via official state-laws such as the Snoopers Charter
the UK security and policing services have never had problem of a blank-snooping powers on everyone,
innocent or not. Why?

First, in answering above question [the why] one has to understand that the UK has always been
traditionally a police state (or rather an highly advanced and sophisticated surveillance-police state), so
nothing should surprise you.

Secondly, in response to the many apologists in defence of ’security over privacy’ claims (in other
words, or rather to put it in the words of the chicken-head Mr. Hague, the UK Foreign Secretary, and US
Pres. Obama, self-defence on the leaks is that, ’the innocent should not be worried’, righhhhhht!). The
truth is rather opposite, as the original ’apologists defence argument’ miss a very critical important point:
that it is actually the not-to-worry innocent who should be the-worried since their are less ’professionally’
prepared to deal with the extent of surveillance on their privacy, whereby the actual ’criminals’ and
so-called modern ”terrorists” usually tend to posses abundant resources, capabilities and know-hows
(knowledge) to forever hide away from the snooping reach of the long arm of legal-criminals (namely,
police and security services of the state); they use similarly, or at times more advanced, sophisticated
tools of encryption or evasion-tactics (such utilizing cyber-dead-letter-drop approach; espionage lingua
for passing message without actual establishing a contact between two or even a group of individuals)
and so forth.

Now, before we provide the links (see at the end of this post for the reading materials) to today’s
new breaking story on the sensational new leaks by one of the modern resistance hero, Messr. Edward
Snowden (others being of course Bradley Manning, Julian Assange, Hugo Chavez RIP etc), lets refresh
ourselves on what is the true nature of security/intelligence services? (for old post and discussions on
this just-type ’Security Services or Intelligence’ on this blog ’search box/space’ above, or [1]see this
brief old post here).

The True Nature of Intelligence-Security Services

There is one very simple truth about these types of organizations, which operates on the ancien
logic that ’to catch a thief or criminal one needs to turn into a criminal’. This is the true nature of these
services: these are the officially ’licensed’ (legitimatized) Organized Crimes/Criminal Organizations.
Every author or ex-service-person who broke the association out of moral questioning of their character
and activities (and be lucky to be left still alive; as Messr. Snowden might end up dead as himself fears,
or imprisoned away from the rest of outside world forever like Bradley Manning) will support such a
truth of a criminal character.

For example, the popular espionage author, John Le Carre (not his real name, the author of Tailor,
Tinker and Spy) has always portrayed and also stated such a fact openly or via his ’fictional’ characters
(also see other posts here by searching ’NSA OR GCHQ’ leaks for his Guardian Article); take for
example one of his best know work turned into a TV Series, A Perfect Spy, we are told of such a reality
throughout but perhaps the words of one of the secondary character (playing an American CIA) towards
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the primary character, Magnus (MI6 Spy), illustrates this clearly as the CIA colleague tells Magnus how
’we’ (that professional spies) are nothing but psychopaths and criminals and that the only different with
the actual equivalent (that organized criminals) is that the professional spies are licensed criminals under
the pay of the state!

There many other sources, however we will stop with one of my own written [popular] piece on
the nature of these organizations, which I will republish here (I published this originally on my profes-
sional blog: [2]here). Enjoy and be informed.

The Reprinted Article:

What Is The Meaning and Utility of The Secret Security Services, Really?

Posted by

X September 8, 2011

� [3]6 Comments

In the so-called age of ”Global War On Terror” and the Media-Spins, we have never been further away
from the old ’fascination’ and discussions of what it is, really, that sect known to us as the secret security
services, especially when applied to our ‘democratic’ western states?

Away from all the usual crappers of the societal daily dosages of oblivious and ignorance if we re-
ally examine the facts what can be seen, literally, that is visible, as the truth of what these sects are,
which can never hid, even with titanic of efforts, as the old wise African say goes (and supported by
‘science’, in the fashion of the modern shamans, the psychologists and mind-experts), is that ’in a child
you will find the tomorrow adult, in the adult you will still find the yesterdays child’ (my use of words)
from the truth of their nature.

What above statement means is that no one can hide perfectly ones nature and properties of char-
acter from others (if it exists, it is observable: the old scientific dictum), hence, we can see what these
secret security services for what they really are—- SECRET POLICE/STATES ARM OF TERROR:
criminal organizations. But do Not take my words for it, let me introduce you all to my guest, an old
experienced practitioner, with extensive intimate knowledge on western security services, The Late
Messr. Hans Von Dach.

INTRODUCTION TO OUR GUEST SPEAKER:

Now, let me introduce to you all a Swiss resistance fighter, patriot and a great soldier with experi-
ences and intimate knowledge of both the ”democratic” and ”non-democratic” secret police arms,
in functions and characteristics, Major Hans Von Dach (Bern), the author of the great work, Total
Resistance.

Monsieur Maj. Dach & The characteristics of the Secret Security Services:
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He writes;

” Actually, the state security services is less a police organisation than a terror organisation”.

ME:

m-o-n-d-i-e-u!!! (I am trying to do Hercule Poirot ‘sarcastic surprise’, which means ’my god’).

The Major goes on adding;

”The state security services exist less on effective results than on a reputation of terror”.

ME:

Oh My, to think about it…. But nevertheless, we have already tackled this way way before, as I
stated, these organisations are useless and their only use is that of putting fear into the hearts of those
they claim to protect for the ventured interests of the few (whom ever can pay them anything more,
hence, during the so-called Cold War age, each side saw defections enticed by who pays more, to the
present!)

Anyway back to the Major, as he continues by saying;

”The Secret Security Services is not bond by firm rules and laws. In contrast to the normal police
it has no intentions of acting in a preventive capacity by its mere presence or to find culprits, if necessary,
but rather it operates on the principle that ”to prevent is better than to heal”, meaning, each person who
might become a potential enemy is liquidated now as a preventive measure, in many cases even before
he has committed himself against the powers of being. For this reason entire sections of the population
or professional groups rather than just specific individuals are systematically exterminated”

ME:

You said it, Major. Hence, when I hear idealist fools arguing about the righteousness or not of
torture and anything that looks like ”interfering with the usual culture of these actors” I just laugh out
aloud, because only fools care, and those who knows, knows not to care, as in the end the culture of
torture, secret sales of arms, or training, or regime changes, or support of tyrants or surveillance of
citizens, or terrorisation of sections of population at home and away, all these will continue as long as
these organisation (embedded deep into our psyche as important part of our security and existence, heil!)
exist, so will these; and no pen-pushing, day-dreaming, beer-belging fool can change these, only in their
fantasy world, in reality these will continue, hurrah to criminality (and they lock up 11yrs old kids for
‘stealing’ a rubbish bin from a shopping mall—blimey, what a world!!!!!!).

Anyway, lets close up with our Major final words, as he says;

”The culture of distrust is not caused by the professional as such, but is part of the system. No of-
ficial can deviate from the line. Each must surpass automatically his colleagues in ”cruelty”, ”loyalty to
the system” and ”hate towards the enemy”. As a result, he adds, everyone is watching each other”

ME:

By George, Just Beautiful. I am not going to ruin this with further explanations.
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This, ladies and gentlemen, is what it is, that is secret security services, in simple words, state-
sponsored terrorism or organized crime.

Thank You.

The Reading Materials on The New Breaking Leaks:

[4]Access to the future 3 GCHQ taps fibre-optic cables for secret access to world’s communications
[5]Mastery of the internet will mean mastery of everyone Henry Porter [6]British spy agency has access
to global communications, shares info with NSA [7]Report: Records expose U.K. spying [8]The British
Spying Program is Even Bigger than the NSA’s, Baby [9]How GCHQ set out to spy on the world wide
web Others of mere reading interests: [10]Ex-Enron boss sentence reduced [11]Pharmaceutical scandal:
firms boast of profits on drugs that cost ’pennies’ [12]Heart-stopping moment 2-year-old Chinese girl
falls from a fifth-floor window and is caught by passers-by | Mail Online [13]Soca ’suppressed report of
hacking’ [14]Skype ’helped NSA to access data’

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2012/10/15/new-updates-after-the-bust-up-what-leicest
ershire-police-did-next-and-as-promised-further-discussion-on-the-general-nature-of-intellig
ence/
2. http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2011/09/08/what-is-the-meaning-and-utility-of
-the-secret-security-services-really/
3. http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2011/09/08/what-is-the-meaning-and-utility-of
-the-secret-security-services-really/#comments
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/21/gchq-cables-secret-world-communications-nsa
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/21/gchq-mastery-internet-mastery-everyone
6. http://rt.com/news/snowden-uk-agency-spy-075/
7. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/guardian-leaked-documents-expose-massive-uk-spyi
ng-operation-involving-200-fiber-optic-cables/2013/06/21/98206990-daa2-11e2-b418-9dfa095e125d_
story.html
8. http://killerapps.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2013/06/21/the_british_are_spying_on_us_and_theyv
e_got_more_access_than_the_nsa
9. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/21/gchq-mastering-the-internet
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/jun/21/enron-jeff-skilling-sentence-reduced
11. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10135897/Pharmaceutical-scandal-firms-boast-of
-profits-on-drugs-that-cost-pennies.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2345687/Heart-stopping-moment-2-year-old-Chinese-gi
rl-falls-fifth-floor-window-caught-passers-by.html
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/22/hacking-soca-companies-report
14. http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/jun/20/skype-nsa-access-user-data
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1.6.13 Community Park Games: Leicestershire Police ’Steals’ Our Idea [not the
first time, ha]! (2013-06-23 11:27)

Yesterday at Spinney Hills Park [Highfields Areas] Leicestershire Police in cooperation with the Le-
icester Riders (local city’s basketball team) held what they dubbed (and sound very familiar to us since
because we also had in the past shared such idea, and others, in discussions with them and the Leicester
City Council as well as the local Highfields Community Centre to organize such activities via grants, we
also intended to call these, Highfields) ’Park Games’.

Well let see what next from our itinerary of ’ideas book’ they will try to steal next? We have cut
them off for sometime now; as we no longer [1] share any more ideas, [2] we do not anymore lobby for
changes and reforms in mannerism and other behaviours, as well as [3] stopping in advising them about
the more effective and efficient approaches to local community relations issues.

Past acts of ’intellectual property theft’ included the idea we were carrying out dealing with the
youth entrepreneurial and coaching (they dubbed theirs ’build it’ or something).

Anyway their weakness and major mistake, with the recent stolen idea, is their overt attempt to
identify intimately such ’community project’ with themselves, that is the Leicestershire Police (as they
had their big crown plastered on the advertising platform). They appear to fail in putting our stolen ideas
into effective practice, for example even our past advises on ’community policing and safety’ seems
to fail as they end up overdone it with many unwanted and counterproductive patrols (in the parks and
outside), when if we were to undertake such a project we would have done it differently, for example &
because...................................................................... ...

Anyway, for interesting headlines of the week check the next post below and have a good week-
end.
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1.6.14 News Alert & Important Advice: First Bombing Target on Midlands
Muslim, The Ever-Spinning Pork Story & Watch Out For Your Cars!
(2013-06-24 08:45)

The Advice: The Targeting of Muslim Cars

First and fore most lets deal with a little important advisory statement for the benefit of local Le-
icester/British Muslims.

The advice is based on a professional common-sense and the general ability to keep ’one step
ahead’ of criminals/hooligans [etc]: based on understanding and assessment provided via criminal
intelligence and analysis studies.

In short, if you are a Muslim and you own a car, motorbike or any motor-vehicle, and are in habit
(perhaps out of pride or whatever personal or religious-cultural reasoning) of displaying some Islamic
symbols openly (from prayers beads to ’Allah’, duas or suras decorations) on your vehicles, we would
strongly advice that you start to condition yourself to taking these off and hid them aside/inside (out of
ease view) dashboard compartment etc just like you might do with your car CD/Radio players. This
process will remove any association of the car/bike to your religious affiliation and beliefs, and thus
avoid being an easy target to local hooligans/criminals associated to local EDL-BNP parties as a result
of such association; namely, being a Muslim Car.

You see the frustration-aggression condition illustrates that when one is denied an ease access to-
wards direct bodily/physical harm on you as a person of hate-target, the frustrated aggressor will seek to
’get to you’ in any other ways, hence the car parked somewhere which is then stumbled upon accidentally
(that a crime of opportune, not planned) might provide an ease and readily available choice of targeting
of your car in order ’to get to you’, or at least having a desired feeling of having get to you symbolically
(’I smash your car, because I want to smash you/and I smashed you’, in a sense).

The News Alert One: The First Bomb Attack On A British Muslim Community’s Heart, A Mosque and
Islamic Centre.

The first registered attack occurred close to us here in the midlands, at Walsall, check out the re-
spective articles below. What one needs to take from the act is the possibilities of future attacks utilizing
the same tactics (that deliberate bombing targets; an act when acted out by Muslim would be labelled
not as ’Hate Crime’ but ”act of terror”). In short, keep your eyes and ears alert to any suspicious things
out of place or people out of place (they might just use their own ’suicide bomber’, sending in someone
inside a Mosque during packed Jummah Prayers and detonate).

The Story Sources:

[1] Guardian: [1]Device outside mosque was bomb | World news | The Guardian

[2] Leicester Mercury: [2]’Hate crime’ at mosque | Leicester Mercury

News Alert Two: The Pork In Schools Drama

You remember how we covered this previously and how we showed the deliberate secretly planned
agenda to ’spin or downplay’ the seriousness of the story (if not familiar with the past post you must
first it before continuing onward, [3]click here for our earlier rebuttal). Well now the accused party,
418 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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Paragon Quality Foods, issued a statement saying it will no longer proceed with the ”legal action against
the council” (we have explained on the above link the true ’meaning’ of the ’legal action’), and perhaps
most importantly, and without a doubt as a result of our rebuttal and challenges, the council announces it
will no longer go about issuing anymore statements on the story (because in the past, see the link above,
they tried to spin it out of trouble by claiming that they might have been wrong with the ’first tests’!).
Anyway here is the link to the new story on Leicester Mercury ([4]click here).

Be Alert!!!

Other News Headlines:

[5]Undercover police spied on Stephen Lawrence family [6]How police spies ’tried to smear the fam-
ily of Stephen Lawrence’: Undercover officer reveals how superiors wanted him to find ’dirt’ [7]How
does GCHQ’s internet surveillance work? [8]Civil liberties: guarding the guards [9]MPs act on blue
chip phone hacking: Legal and insurance firms ’behind 80 %’ of snooping, police report told Leveson
[10]Prism: concerns over government tyranny are legitimate [11]We can use European law to challenge
this spying [12]’It’s a proto-fascist ideology. Top bankers as predators and us as prey’ [13]Visitors from
India and other ’high risk’ countries in Asia and Africa will be forced to pay £3,000 cash bond before they
enter UK [14]‘Snowden exposes criminals, criminals are going for him now’ [15]UK tapping Europe’s
data flows is like ‘Hollywood nightmare’ – Germany studies- [16]Steps for More, and Better, Sleep
[17]Hot or not? How we really rate our looks | Life and style | The Guardian recommended readings-
[18]The Great Divide: Young and Isolated [19]The Stone: Privacy and the Threat to the Self [20]Protests
around the world are keeping the spirit of Occupy alive

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jun/23/bomb-found-outside-walsall-mosque/print
2. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Hate-crime-mosque/story-19375114-detail/story.html
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/05/23/spinning-out-of-trouble-british-style-the-
pork-meat-drama-now-the-argument-is/
4. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Restore-confidence-halal-food/story-19374886-detail/story
.html
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/23/stephen-lawrence-undercover-police-smears
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347028/How-police-spies-tried-smear-family-Stephen
-Lawrence.html
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/21/how-does-gchq-internet-surveillance-work
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/23/civil-liberties-guardian-the-guards-edi
torial
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347078/MPs-act-blue-chip-phone-hacking-Legal-insur
ance-firms-80-snooping-police-report-told-Leveson.html
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/13/prism-utah-data-center-surveillance
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/23/european-law-challenge-surveillance-hum
an-rights
12. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/joris-luyendijk-banking-blog/2013/jun/20/bankers-pr
edators-proto-fascist-ideology
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2346756/Visitors-India-high-risk-countries-Asia-Afr
ica-forced-pay-3-000-cash-bond-enter-UK.html
14. http://rt.com/op-edge/snowden-nsa-crime-gchq-136/
15. http://rt.com/news/uk-spying-nightmare-germany-128/
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16. http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/?p=93125
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2013/jun/23/hot-or-not-rate-our-looks
18. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/22/young-and-isolated/
19. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/22/privacy-and-the-threat-to-the-self/?hp
20. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/23/protests-spirit-of-occupy-alive-istanbu
l-rio
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1.6.15 The British-Western Crisis: The Disintergration of Society From It’s In-
stitutions (A Very Bad Week For UK Police) (2013-06-26 08:22)

This week The Guardian tries to shift our focus professionally away from the crisis of national security
and surveillance (very serious, but never presented as such, and it was only presented because there was
no other way out of it; in other words the Guardian-Washington Post had a choice either to ’manage-
print’ the leak-stories or lose the ’breaking news of the year’ and ’management of it’s effect’ to others).
Anyway the newspaper goes out to shift the focus to another more confined and more domestic story,
the ever-growth of the British Police-Surveillance State (find the links to the articles below, in order of
the most recommended reading at the top).

Important Critical analysis on Traditions of British Policing

Before proceeding to these articles, let take a time out to mention how once- with all the usual in-
herent cultural and racial biases integral to the British Security and Police sector- the British Police
was the envy of the world, and personally our admired model of policing, well depicted, ’too idealistic’
perhaps, on the 1990s BBC TV Series written by Ben Elton starring Rowan Atkinson as Inspector
Fowler (called ’[1]The Thin Blue Line’), where we find himself and his small police force in battle
with the ’dark side of the police world’ (the CID/Special Branch) in all issues of surveillance (use of
CCTV on one episode; or entrapment to get a well-known criminal), to treatment and arrest of the
Minors/Juveniles, to my favourite the use of unofficial Police vehicles for police work (today we have
police cruising around with the so-called ’ghost cars’, that civilians cars with zero-police identifications
on them, seen in one episode where the entrapment fails in the court because one of the officers wore
a wrong, non-official, police uniform!), to use of violence rather than traditional British Policing
diplomatic and level-headed approach (American Cowboyish behaviour prevalent within today’s British
Police Forces; one of the real-life examples is the visit from one of these, our local Leicestershire Police,
to our residence looking for another house resident and unable to get a reply out of his apartment chose
instead to red-bloodiedly go for a more brute approach over level-headed approach of trying to knock
the door down using forced-entry tools, such as the ’rammer’, when they could instead just- that if they
had spent their heads and time with patience in the first place- known to traditional British policing work
to look around/investigate other options, they would have seen that one of his main windows was open
and that they could have had an easier entry into the flat by raising a ladder, after all it was only on first
floor that 13-15 feet from ground floor, the approach was stopped only when I had to stop them and tell
them I will get in touch with the idiot they were looking for when he comes around to get in touch with
them).

Anyway, that was the age of the great and the ideal modelled British Police, which even saw us
(myself especially) attracted to joining it in future. Alas, today’s force is completely unrecognizable
from that old ideal as it has become more detached from the local/immediate and greater communities
and societies they are set out to serve and protect. This is the greater contemporary British [and western]
societal crisis, a crisis symptomatic of the decadence of old regimes (prevalent in the so-called academic
studies of the ’rise and fall’ of powers, states etc theories).

The Articles On British Police-Surveillance State:

[2]http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/25/undercover-police-domestic-ex tremism-unit/print [3]Met
spied on critics of corruption [4]This betrayal of my family: Fury of Stephen’s father over revelation that
police spies ran secret campaign to ’dig up dirt’ on Lawrences [5]Double life of the cop ordered to dig the
dirt: Married officer slept with members of anti-racism group he was sent to infiltrate and attacked police
©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 421
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while undercover [6]Dozens of police spies face charges: After Lawrence smear scandal, purge on the
secret investigators [7]Shame of Britain’s police forces: More than 4,000 officers disciplined for criminal
behaviour in past five years [8]Group learns to sniff out drugs [9]Spy agencies win millions more to fight
terror threat [10]How can we trust a government that spies on us? One of the highly recommended
articles on NSA-GCHQ (Source: Der Spiegel); [11]Druckversion - Global Surveillance: The Public
Must Fight for its Right to Privacy - SPIEGEL ONLINE - News - International Other headline articles
of interests; [12]Forget the census, they could just Google us all: Government considers using search
engines as source of cheap info on citizens’ lives [13]Media attacks on Snowden ‘serving the interests
of the surveillance state’ [14]Barclays to sell off customers’ details: Bank accused of treating account
holders like ’cash cows’ over controversial plans [15]In Syria, Let Them Fight It Out [16]’Get them to
write a big check:’ Irish banker pulls bailout figure from ’arse’ in leaked tapes [17]Secret of the T-shirt
that could attract: Simple white short-sleeved top with large letter can make a man 12 % more attractive
| Mail Online

1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0096257/
2. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/public-must-fight-against-prism-and-tempora-surve
illance-a-907495-druck.html
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/24/metropolitan-police-spying-undercover-officers
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347690/Stephen-Lawrence-Fathers-fury-revelation-po
lice-spies-ran-secret-campaign-dig-dirt.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347724/Double-life-cop-ordered-dig-dirt-Married-of
ficer-slept-members-anti-racism-group-sent-infiltrate-attacked-police-undercover.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347708/Dozens-police-spies-face-charges-After-Lawr
ence-smear-scandal-purge-secret-investigators.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347785/Shame-Britains-police-forces-More-4-000-off
icers-disciplined-criminal-behaviour-past-years.html
8. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Group-learns-sniff-drugs/story-19394564-detail/story.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/spending-review/10142443/Spy-agencies-win-millions
-more-to-fight-terror-threat.html
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/24/how-trust-state-spies-citizens
11. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/public-must-fight-against-prism-and-tempora-surve
illance-a-907495-druck.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2348583/Forget-census-just-Google-Government-consid
ers-using-search-engines-source-cheap-info-citizens-lives.html
13. http://rt.com/op-edge/media-attacks-snowden-surveillance-state-234/
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2347721/Barclays-sell-customers-details-Bank-accuse
d-treating-account-holders-like-cash-cows-controversial-plans.html
15. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324577904578557193071973074.html?mod=rss_Opin
ion?mod=hp_opinion
16. http://rt.com/news/irish-banker-bailout-arse-tapes-184/
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2347706/Secret-T-shirt-attract-Simple-white-
short-sleeved-large-letter-make-man-12-attractive.html
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1.6.16 Reading BeyondThe Story: How Imams andMosques In Britain AreCon-
trolled By The State Security Apparatus! (2013-06-28 08:48)

On today’s Leicester Mercury there is [1]an informative published article (behind the story analysis) on
how this Friday (28th June 2013) during the Jumma [Friday] prayers all mosques across the Isles (UK)
will essentially coordinate their Friday-Summons on one particular issue, the grooming scandal. Now
this little coordination observation is the key to analysis based on ’behind the real story’, as it clearly
shows an ’invisible hand’ in play; well-managed approach to social control. This is why British or many
western Mosques have no real, or even merely spiritual, authorities, legitimacy or even same sacredness
found and directed at real mosques found in the home countries (independent places of worship not
politics and treachery); in other words, for many western Muslims, western mosques are essentially a
temporal [quick] place for prayers-visits and that is it, not assemble, or forum-ing or debating, meeting,
engaging, exchanging ideas and thoughts, philosophizing, teaching, community activities, and so forth
(the real essence of Mosques).

Anyway other stories include [2]the arrest of a ’75’-years old man in connection to attempted bombing
of a Walsall Mosque and Islamic Centre, and for other news headlines have a glimpse at the highly
selected list below;

[3]PressTV - UK far-right fascist group EDL mocks Stephen Hawking [4]Duwayne Brooks and the
Lawrences are not alone in needing answers | Simon Hattenstone | Comment is free | guardian.co.uk
[5]Prism: secret surveillance could destroy democracy rather than defend it

[6]The Criminal N.S.A. - NYTimes.com [7]UK spy agencies get $154mn bonus amid sweeping cuts
[8]UK austerity: ‘Diverting money from poor to rich under guise of economic crisis’ [9]C.I.A. Report
Finds Concerns With Ties to New York Police - NYTimes.com [10]Inside Guantanamo Bay: Horrifying
pictures show the restraint chairs, feeding tubes and operating theatre used on inmates in terror prison
| Mail Online [11]The terror diaspora - Le Monde diplomatique - English edition [12]Christian Muslim
Forum - Christian Muslim Forum [13]When Exercise Becomes an Addiction [14]Food really is addictive:
Study finds brain activity similar to heroin users after eating certain processed foods [15]New NSA leaks
show email surveillance under Obama [16]US Army restricts access to Guardian website over secrets in
NSA leak stories

1. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Pledge-denounce-evil-sex-grooming/story-19418076-detail/s
tory.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/jun/27/man-arrested-bomb-walsall-mosque
3. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/06/26/310959/scientist/
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/26/duwayne-brooks-lawrences-answers
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jun/26/prism-surveillance-could-destroy-democr
acy
6. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/28/opinion/the-criminal-nsa.html
7. http://rt.com/news/uk-intelligence-spy-budget-increase-252/
8. http://rt.com/op-edge/austerity-rich-poor-wight-269/
9. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/27/nyregion/cia-sees-concerns-on-ties-to-new-york-police.htm
l?hp&_r=0
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2349693/Inside-Guantanamo-Bay-Horrifying-pictures-r
estraint-chairs-feeding-tubes-operating-theatre-used-inmates-terror-prison.html
11. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-terror-diaspora
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12. http://www.christianmuslimforum.org/
13. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/06/24/addicted-to-endorphins
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2349007/Food-really-addictive-Study-finds-brain-a
ctivity-similar-heroin-users-eating-certain-processed-foods.html
15. http://rt.com/usa/nsa-leak-obama-surveillance-333/
16. http://rt.com/usa/guardian-access-restricted-army-367/
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1.6.17 Ismail Patel On OpenDemocracy: The New Era of Persecution of The
British-Muslims (Highly Recommended Reading) (2013-06-29 09:11)

Published on openDemocracy ([1]http://www.opendemocracy.net)

Britain’s long standing de-civilisation of Muslims

[2]Ismail Patel [1]

25 June 2013

The Woolwich murder and its backlash has exposed what has been apparent for decades - Britain’s
liberal democracy has failed to prevent the persecution and victimisation of its Muslims.

The horror of the murder of Lee Rigby on the streets of Woolwich cannot be understated. How-
ever, the immediate violent reaction against Muslims and Islamic institutes is a disturbing trend
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demonstrating a growing intolerance within Britain of its Muslim population. The fear that has been
exacerbated on the ground within Muslim communities, and the trend towards normalisation of religious
hatred towards Muslims propelled by these events, is not something new. This has been made possible
through a process of de-civilisation which has been in operation for decades and now stands exposed.

I will avoid using 9/11 as a reference point to deflect the chicken and egg debate. In this fray, the
protagonists have been the so called ‘Islamists’ on the one hand and those espousing liberal democracy
on the other. Around these two philosophies is a vortex into which all those with respective sympathies
are dragged into. Thus, they are forcibly castigated as falling squarely within one or other philosophical
position, irrespective of their independent reasoning.

The term ‘Islamist’ is a political ideology and is unhelpful when employed in this context. The
more nuanced term of Takfiri is better suited, which is an ideology viewing liberal democracies as a
challenge that corrupts, captures and exploits Muslim people and lands. However what sets them apart
is that they view violence as the first and only choice to redress grievances. Historically, the Takfiris
have posed violent threats to within Islam and Muslim leaders, and as early as the first century of Islam,
they were responsible for assassinating the caliph. Being mindful of the disparity in power, the Takfiris
today have relied on terror attacks with high visibility; something that has been termed ‘pornography of
violence’. The idea is to entice the liberal states to address the attack with a maximum reciprocity that
erodes the very basis upon which the latter’s ideologies are anchored. In effect the strategy is one of
engineering a major implosion through a minor explosion.

The liberal democracies which bask on individual freedoms - equality and fraternity with the Kan-
tian hope of ‘Perpetual Peace’ achievable by spreading these ideals - are thus challenged. Hence, in
order to achieve perpetual peace the liberal democracies are driven towards perpetual war. This in
effect is derived from Straussian philosophy that conspires towards making the majority of the globe
liberal, to be achieved by whatever means necessary including war. The philosophy simply termed
operates on the premise that unless the majority of the globe exists within the same parameters as we
do, there remains a possibility of conflict. This was taken to its final conclusion by Samuel Huntington
in his ‘Clash of Civilisations’ and championed by the neo-conservatives. In this framework both
Islam and liberal democracies desire parallel ambitions. However it is the Takfiris, like their counter-
part the neo-conservatives within liberal democracies, that resort to force as the means to achieve the end.

Within nationhood states, the central pivotal factor underpinning the authority of liberal democra-
cies rests in its claim to offer security to its citizens. In the absence of this, exploited by the Takfiris,
it becomes susceptible to challenge. Liberal democratic governments hence find themselves unable
to establish trust without subsuming the very fruits of freedom, equality and fraternity. We have
noted that while David Cameron talked about unity and claimed that those that did this will ‘make us
stronger;’ his Home Secretary was proposing to ban [Muslim] ‘Hate preachers’ from appearing on TV
and getting Google ‘by law to block extremist websites.’ This converged with London Mayor Boris
Johnson referring to Islamism as ‘a virus’ and in the same breath calling for a ban on Islamic societies at
university who observe segregated seating. The media went further with headlines such as ‘The enemy
is everywhere’ and ‘How to spot a terrorist living in your neighbourhood’.

The acts of violence by Takfiris identified as ’Islamists’ are now being used to unjustly profile
Muslims. The Prime Minister informed the Commons that he was setting up a task force to ‘drain the
swamp’ that is fostering ‘British Islamic extremism’, to be headed by cabinet ministers. Mr Cameron
specifically spoke of greater surveillance throughout the educational hierarchy, prisons, community
organisations and charities. Thus, in a scarcely disguised announcement, the government intends to
snoop on greater numbers of Muslims, increase stop and search, monitor financial activities with greater
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vigour and profile and label misdemeanours as terrorist acts with sensationalist arrests. While his
proactive approach to drain the metaphorical Islamic swamps received the nod from the right honourable
members of the House and the greater public, nothing practical was articulated on the other hand for
curbing the EDL’s racist and anti-Muslim bigotry.

The de-civilising process of Muslims is gaining momentum with the incessant reminders of the
past and persistent deliberation of future threats that feed into demonising Islam and creating ‘the
other’. These potent caricatures further permit accusations using a ‘liberal’ ideological approach, thus
permitting the state to undermine civil liberties while at the same time silencing dissent. Citizens are
convinced by the contrived threat level to acquiesce to the surrender of their rights. However, this strikes
at the heart of what the liberals champion.

The media in tandem with the politicians and ‘experts’ transformed the gruesome attack from murder
to terrorism not because of the nature of the act itself, but because the perpetrators were identified
as Muslim. The evil committed on a Woolwich street by two crazed people was now projected upon
Islam and 2.6 million British Muslims. Our political leaders, experts and media fed into the collective
paranoia borne from jaundiced narratives over the decades. The impact upon a society which has
already been instilled with a view of Islam as the existential threat and Muslims as the fifth column
meant the subsequent results were no surprise. What followed in the next twenty-four hours were
over a hundred attacks upon Muslims and within a fortnight the targeting of a dozen Mosques and
properties. This was accompanied by a torrent of abuse on the internet and media. The police weighed in
with ten highly publicised arrests, yet most were quietly released without charge. These factors further
stoke resentment in the country that shows outpouring, in some cases violent, at the slightest provocation.

The barbaric act of the two criminals being transmuted into terrorism helped render the de-civilising trend
of Islam and the British Muslims. This de-civilising trend over the past few decades has also had at least
two impacts on the Muslim community. First, when a crime is perpetrated by a Muslim it brings forth
Muslim community leaders and organisations in droves to side against the perpetrator, especially when
they are labelled as terrorist. Secondly, crimes committed against Muslims receive muted response as
shown by the failure by most of these same groups to condemn the butchering with a knife of seventy five
year old Mohammed Saleem on the streets of Birmingham, on 29 April. Similar silences have followed
the scores of attacks including arson on Islamic institutes since the Woolwich incident. This disparity
has led to young and pragmatic British Muslims feeling a sense of inadequacy coupled with reservations
about the need to continually reaffirm Muslim loyalties in response to acts they abhor and in which they
share no blame. As a result, they consider it an affront that they must be seen and heard to condemn them.

As the incoming vice president of academic affairs at King’s College London wrote ‘frankly, Muslims
do not need to have to reaffirm and clarify their faith in a way that creates the perception of them being
inferior from British society.’ This de-civilised status where Muslims experience greater erosion of civil
liberties, guilt by tenuous association and are labelled extremist – a term used to silence dissent and
alienate - means they are in effect assumed to be guilty until proven innocent. The result is the alienation
of many. Conversely, leading British Islamic groups have urged the government to consult them over
plans for combating extremism, in a bid to help police their own.

The external impact of the de-civilising of Muslims will ultimately have a detrimental impact on
all of society. Muslim communities as a whole will be forced to refrain from critical analysis of policies
of concern, especially those impacting Muslims outside of the UK. It will also fail to address the
grievances of the disenfranchised in any meaningful way besides outright condemnation. The resultant
current will be cementing mistrust amongst members of the community, pitting good/moderate against
bad/extremist Muslims as defined by the liberal apparatus, while all of them will remain under suspicion.
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The impact is a disunited community. While talk of a civil conflict within British Muslim communities
is unlikely, it will be politically moulded to become socially distrustful. This will directly lead to the
swelling of the swamp of discontent, the very danger Mr Cameron is attempting to drain, and will be
ripe for the Takfiris to find recruits.

While the acceleration of the de-civilising trend by the liberal democracies has become the norm
after every ‘terrorist incident’, many Muslims are questioning if the xenophobic past from mainland
Europe, where the de-civilising of Jews led to the Kristallnacht, can rear its ugly head once again to
haunt the present Muslims. The immediate lesson from the Woolwich murder seems to suggest that
for the majority of British Muslims, the future is perilous. Under the circumstances, the prudent move
would be to prepare for a nest away from the green and pleasant shores of this island in case urgent flight
becomes necessary. This would be a sad testimony to the failure of Britain’s liberal democracy.

[3] [7]

This article is published under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 licence. If you have
any queries about republishing please [4]contact us [8] . Please check individual images for licensing
details.

Source URL: [5]http://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/ismail-patel/britains-long-sta nding-de-ci-
vilisation-of-muslims
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Other recommended selected headlines and interesting studies;

On Foreign Policy and Muslim ’Radicalization’ (Source RT): [6]Woolwich message: Britons face grim
legacy of ’peacekeeping’ — RT News

FBI New Surveillance Super-Project, similarly to one depicted on the ’[7]Person of Interest’ TV Series
(Source RT): [8]FBI sued over secretive facial recognition program

For a fun pass-time infographic-mapping check out this from Der Spiegel on various nation’s perceptions
of other countries: [9]Photo Gallery: Atlas of Prejudices - SPIEGEL ONLINE - International

For a Cross-Generational Studies see Ipsos-MORI: [10]Home | Generations | Ipsos MORI

Added headlines July 2nd 2013:

[11]Young, qualified and jobless: plight of Europe’s best-educated generation | World news | The
Guardian [12]UK gov’t indifferent toward Islamophobia [13]Statement on covert police surveillance
of Newham Monitoring Project [14]Undercover oversight | Netpol [15]£85,000-a-year police tsar with
two homes claims £650 a month to live near the office even though he could stay at HQ for free [16]NSA
spied on EU diplomats in Washington, NY and Brussels – report [17]Greenwald on ‘coming’ leak: NSA
can obtain one billion cell phone calls a day, store them and listen [18]The Supreme Court made you less
free [19]New NSA leaks reveal how US is bugging its European allies [20]The Stone: The Gospel Ac-
cording to ‘Me’ [21]’What has this country come to?’: Mother who launched vile racist tram rant which
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was caught on camera is spared jail [22]Border security plan would boost top defense firms [23]Grumpy?
Eat a steak. Puffy ankles? Have a banana. Eat the right vitamin for your ailment [24]Human behaviour:
is it all in the brain – or the mind? | Science | The Observer [25]Six chemicals we consume in our food
and drink that should be banned
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4. http://www.opendemocracy.net/contact
5. http://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/ismail-patel/britains-long-standing-de-civilisation
-of-muslims
6. http://rt.com/news/peacekeeping-afghanistan-woolwich-somalia-388/
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Person_of_Interest_(TV_series)
8. http://rt.com/usa/disclose-facial-program-recognition-387/
9. http://www.spiegel.de/fotostrecke/photo-gallery-atlas-of-prejudices-fotostrecke-98525.html
10. http://ipsos-mori-generations.com/
11. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jul/01/jobless-europe-young-qualified/print
12. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/07/01/311652/uk-govt-indifferent-toward-islamophobia/
13. http://netpol.org/2013/06/25/statement-on-covert-police-surveillance-of-newham-monitoring-p
roject/
14. http://netpol.org/2013/06/21/undercover-oversight/
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2351621/85-000-year-police-tsar-homes-claims-650-mo
nth-live-near-office-stay-HQ-free.html
16. http://rt.com/news/nsa-spy-eu-diplomats-429/
17. http://rt.com/usa/nsa-greenwald-call-store-427/
18. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/dont-let-doma-fool-you--the-supreme-court-is-restric
ting-your-rights/2013/06/28/cd0afa1c-de85-11e2-b94a-452948b95ca8_story.html
19. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jun/30/nsa-leaks-us-bugging-european-allies
20. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/29/the-gospel-according-to-me/
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2352853/Emma-West-rant-Mother-launched-vile-racist-
tram-abuse-caught-camera-spared-jail.html
22. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/immigration-deal-would-boost-defense-manufacturers/2
013/07/01/d1c115e4-df63-11e2-b2d4-ea6d8f477a01_story.html
23. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2353214/Grumpy-Eat-steak-Puffy-ankles-Have-banana
-Eat-right-vitamin-ailment.html
24. http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/jun/30/brain-mind-behaviour-neuroscience-neuroimagin
g/print
25. http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/blog/2013/jun/28/six-chemicals-food-drink-banned
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http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/29/the-gospel-according-to-me/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2352853/Emma-West-rant-Mother-launched-vile-racist-tram-abuse-caught-camera-spared-jail.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2352853/Emma-West-rant-Mother-launched-vile-racist-tram-abuse-caught-camera-spared-jail.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/immigration-deal-would-boost-defense-manufacturers/2013/07/01/d1c115e4-df63-11e2-b2d4-ea6d8f477a01_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/immigration-deal-would-boost-defense-manufacturers/2013/07/01/d1c115e4-df63-11e2-b2d4-ea6d8f477a01_story.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2353214/Grumpy-Eat-steak-Puffy-ankles-Have-banana-Eat-right-vitamin-ailment.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2353214/Grumpy-Eat-steak-Puffy-ankles-Have-banana-Eat-right-vitamin-ailment.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/jun/30/brain-mind-behaviour-neuroscience-neuroimaging/print
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2013/jun/30/brain-mind-behaviour-neuroscience-neuroimaging/print
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/blog/2013/jun/28/six-chemicals-food-drink-banned
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1.7.1 Egypt & The Counter-Revolution II: How The West Fought Back
Against The so-called ’Arab Spring’ to restore Pro-Western Status Quo
(2013-07-04 10:33)

The idiots of so-called ”Arab Spring” truly appear to have deluded themselves to believing that they are
the masters of their fate, in other words, that they really hold the [mass] power of bringing about the
desired changes within their local societies through mass protests and armed violence.This, as this article
argues, is a dangerous self-delusional thinking and behaviour, as only through absolute violence to the
end against local puppets of all levels and their masters [found inside the local territories] can reforms
or revolutions be really achieved.

Of course for those who know better the truth is this: the real powers [manipulators] are the west-
ern powers behind the doors who manipulate and command the decisions on who should govern or not.
In other words, if those favoured by the western masters are also those favoured by local populace [out
on mass protests and so forth: the usual self-delusional idiocy] then ’the fates meets’ and the populace
are given the illusion of having the power to have brought change by their own action, when the fact
of the matter is that it was the small powerful busy groups who manipulated people and systems in
making sure that these stayed in favoured to pro-western interests as new actors/parties come to power
holding interests similarly identifiable to western interests/the old status quo. This is what happened
in Libya [The Western Corporations, supported by their tools of power, western security and political
elites, decided the fate of Libya) as [they did in] Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Yemen, Bahrain and even on the
well managed Qatari Transition; the last is well presented in the film ’Syriana’.

Thus within above noted ”revolutions”, the favoured new administrations can be recognized by
their background and residency, education, business relations and other relations, to have been well-
groomed as perfect western-clients, well-trained by CIA, MI6 and other shadowy groups. In short,
nothing really happened that jeopardized western interests in these states as long as these ”new pup-
pets” were presented to the delusional masses that these were also their own preferred choices for change!

However across Egypt, Tunisia and at the present Syria, the so-called Islamists [the Muslim Broth-
erhood], who have managed to stabilized their popularity roots within societies for generations, and
when the calls for changes came, everyone seemed tacitly to have turned to them in favour of their
ascendancy to power and not the easily identifiable pro-western ”liberals and democrats” puppets etc.
So, in the over-hyped democratic-lies (of popular elections), these parties were chosen by majority as
new governments, for the west this was absolutely unacceptable and thus ever since they [the west] have
decided to either [a] buy these parties, as they did the old deposed client-rulers, [b] or threaten them with
lose of power as they have since done with the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, as the party, whatever
so-called ”independent western media” presented it, is naturally stubbornly anti-western/American, it
was natural that in the end the western powers would orchestrate the so-called ”popular revolt” (or
’positively’ portrayed by western ”independent medias” as ”Egyptians Revolution II”,) that presented
as changes brought about by actual Egyptians and not the consortium of western states and regional
allies who have never trusted the Brotherhood [and feared the rise of it’s sub-branches across the
region]. So last night they ousted the democratically-elected president and party, Morsi and Muslim
Brotherhood for a pro-western Egyptian Military and ”independent Justice” [another pro-western stooge].

In short, the so-called ”Arab Spring” or ”Revolutions” is nothing but an initial unexpected shock
that has ever since been well returned to full control and management into the hands of the old Arab
masters, western powers, and the rest [mass populace] are just idiotic pawns deluding of their popular
democratic powers. This does leave one important point, only through arms can one free oneself from
the dominance of the other- and when these unavoidable path is taken then one must see it through
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mercilessly and ferociously to the last blood!

Headline selections:

muslim [1]‘British police secretly operated outside democratic control for years’ [2]Immigration: Le-
icester figures revealed (forget the article go direct to the [racist] comments) [3]Why so many are keen
to play down the debate on the NSA leaks [4]Young, gifted … and back on the dole [5]The wonderful
American world [6]Are they close? [7]Bahrain’s Fake Sectarian War [8]How Exercise Can Calm Anxiety
[9]Welcome to the (don’t be) (...)

[10]Nutritionist reveals the so-called healthy foods that can ruin a diet | Mail Online [11]Top 40 signs of a
midlife crisis revealed - Telegraph [12]Now a law that assumes you’re an organ donor: Welsh Assembly
bill means body parts will be used unless person had already opted out

1. http://rt.com/op-edge/uk-police-snowden-whistelblower-484/
2. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Immigration-Leicester-figures-revealed/story-19476380-det
ail/story.html
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/02/nsa-revelations-debate-edward-snowden
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/interactive/2013/jul/02/youth-unemployment-europe-experienc
es-interactive
5. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-wonderful-american-world-of-informers-and
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/shortcuts/2013/jul/03/how-close-to-getting-superpowers
7. http://www.foreignaffairs.com/print/136728
8. http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/?p=93570
9. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/welcome-to-the-don-t-be-evil-empire
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2353408/Nutritionist-reveals-called-healthy-foods
-ruin-diet.html
11. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/10156725/Top-40-signs-of-a-midlife-
crisis-revealed.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2354150/Now-law-assumes-youre-organ-donor-Welsh-Ass
embly-means-body-parts-used-unless-person-opts-out.html
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1.7.2 On Guantanamo Hunger Strike: Mos Def (the Rapper) & Reprieve (Hu-
man Rights Org) Attempt to Replicate The Inhumane Realities of Guan-
tanamo Force-Feeding (2013-07-08 15:21)

The video was made by the internationally-respected and recognized human rights support group,
Reprieve in collaboration with Yasiin Bey (aka Mos Def, an American Rapper). Mr. Bey takes the
role of a Guantanamo inmate in this clip and experience (to limited legality) the inhuman realities of
Guantanamo force-feeding.

Be Warned: The Video [4mins] must be disturbing for some watchers.

THE VIDEO LINK (Source: The Guardian):

[1]http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2013/jul/08/mos-def-force-fed-gu antanamo-bay-video

Or Reprieve webpage:

[2]http://www.reprieve.org.uk/press/2013 _07 _08 _guantanamo _force _feeding _yasiin _bey/

Other Headline Selections For You:

[3]’French PRISM’ revealed: All communications tracked, metadata collected

[4]Gran denies drones demo charge

[5]New crisis for Scotland Yard as it faces claims gangster boss infiltrated intelligence unit by paying
corrupt officers

[6]Global dissent and the UK

[7]MPs including cabinet ministers ’claiming housing and travel expenses for their children’

[8]Falkirk has revealed the rotten state of all our political parties

[9]New research: Global attitudes to privacy online

[10]Mastering the Internet and GCHQ

[11]US Postal Service photographing 160 billion letters annually

[12]Was Washington behind Egypt’s coup d’etat? — RT Op-Edge

[13]Whistleblower Snowden Claims German Intelligence in Bed with NSA - SPIEGEL ONLINE

[14]FISA Expands NSA Powers In Deep Secret

[15]NSA recruitment drive goes horribly wrong | World news | guardian.co.uk

[16]‘Everybody in Guantanamo has been tortured or abused’ - former detainee

[17]Somali American caught up in a shadowy Pentagon counterpropaganda campaign | StratRisks
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1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2013/jul/08/mos-def-force-fed-guantanamo-bay-video
2. http://www.reprieve.org.uk/press/2013_07_08_guantanamo_force_feeding_yasiin_bey/
3. http://rt.com/news/france-spying-nsa-citizens-672/
4. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Gran-denies-drones-demo-charge/story-19482566-detail/story.
html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2357863/New-crisis-Scotland-Yard-faces-claims-gangs
ter-boss-infiltrated-intelligence-unit-paying-corrupt-officers.html
6. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/73818
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2356609/MPs-including-cabinet-ministers-claiming-ho
using-travel-expenses-children.html
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/07/falkirk-rotten-state-political-parties
9. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/06/new-research-global-attitudes-to-privacy-onl
ine.html
10. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/06/mastering-the-internet-and-gchq.html
11. http://rt.com/usa/us-nsa-mail-spying-706/
12. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-egypt-muslim-brotherhood-704/?comment=yes+US+did-+http%3A%2F%2Fgeo
politicalintelligence.wordpress.com%2F2013%2F07%2F05%2Fegypt-morsi-the-muslim-brotherhood-the-
first-western-regional-allies-orchestrated-coup-de-etat-against-the-rise-of-popularly-elected-
islamist-governments%2F&recaptcha_challenge_field=&recaptcha_response_field=manual_challenge&d
oc_id=129704
13. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/whistleblower-snowden-claims-german-intelligence-
in-bed-with-nsa-a-909904.html
14. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/13819
15. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/shortcuts/2013/jul/05/national-security-agency-recruitment-
drive
16. http://rt.com/op-edge/gitmo-strike-torture-inmate-724/
17. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/13823

Suzanne Altmann (2013-07-18 22:02:12)
The way out of torture is paved with broken doctors! In solidarity with the hunger-striking people in Guantanamo
and most recently in California this is important to know. How this can be done, even on the condition of solitary
confinement? See here: http://spkpfh.de/Solitary _confinement.htm See also the Message of solidarity to the
30.000 California Prisoner Hunger Strikers: http://spkpfh.de/Kurzmeldungen2.htm #Message _of _solidarity

highfieldsoffice (2013-07-20 07:48:48)
Hi Suzanne, thanks for your comment, and we thought you might be interested with this little article from RT on
the issue you just engaged with, the california hunger-strike. The Link: [1]JG.

1. http://rt.com/usa/california-hunger-strike-retaliation-322/

Suzanne Altmann (2013-07-21 15:25:54)
Hi JG, thank you for your answer, but – maybe due to technical difficulties, I don’ know – I can’t see any
link. Can you post the link again? Or tell me the name of the particular article you have in mind? Honestly,
I would also be very interested what you or other people think of the video of Mr. Bey. A lot of comments
I read are either simply hostile or too abstract. I mean, a lot of people never think about being in prison,
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let alone in solitary confinement, hunger-striking. And surely most of the people in Guantanamo never
thought they would ever have any reason to think about such things. But being captured they had no choice
anymore, they had to think about it. So the thing anybody can learn from that is, that nobody is save from
such things. But instead of becoming anxious one can learn how to defend him- or herself even in such
situations, even shift from defending to offending, for example via hunger-strike. Knowing friend or foe is
most important in these situations. In the video it gets quite clear that the foe is the medical officer – he
is the one trying to break the protest of the hunger-striking prisoners via force feeding. As the anniversary
of the assault on the French Bastille (a prison) was just some days ago I would like to post also a small
poem, taken from the text "What we wanted to revolutionise so far?" ( http://spkpfh.de/Revolutionising
_the _revolution.htm ) The Albigenses are followed by the Hussites Who revenge bloodily what those have
suffered After Hus and Ziska come Luther, Hutten The 30 years, the fighters of the Cevennes, The assaulters on
the Bastille, AND SO FORTH. Again and again people have made revolutions! We should keep going! Suzanne

highfieldsoffice (2013-07-21 16:55:10)
Hi Suzanne, Thanks again for your comment, and for the article-link try googling this ’Inmates claim prison
guards are retaliating against hunger-strikers in California’, you will find articles from The Guardian (UK)
and the originally recommended via RT (Russia Today, here is the link again: http://rt.com/usa/california-
hunger-strike-retaliation-322/). You are on the point on revolutions and the likes, and the facts of the matter
is anything is possible even in the age of hyper-establishment-surveillance, but sadly western masses have
been well transformed into drones/zombies by their real corporate masters, no forseeable revolt within. In
other words, do not hold your breathe for any real change or reform. Anyway you might link this little blog;
http://internationalresistance.wordpress.com/ In Solidarity for Global Peace and Social Justice, Saeed.

Suzanne Altmann (2013-07-22 19:18:07)
Hi JG / Saeed, Thanks for the link. Reading your answers some thoughts came across my mind that I would
like to share with you. You say „no forseeable revolt within“. But the revolution happens everyday everywhere.
Everytime someone gets ill and therefore cannot cope with the requirements of capitalism there is a small
revolutionary occurrence. How did this person got ill? By the same capitalist working and living conditions. In
short: capitalism produces its own limit, because more and more people get ill (look around!). In the moment
illness is starting to protest nothing and nobody can stay the same. Have you, for example, ever been going to
work with 40°C fever? Fever strike, immediately! Or think about the millions of people with so-called dementia,
forgetting everything, no longer exploitable. Illness is stronger than capitalism, and it is stronger than the „army
in white“, the doctatorship, the medical doctors’ class. Everywhere you encounter illness you meet people who
are protesting – even if they don’t know. And each time it is an opportunity to take sides with illness. In terms
of class war: patients’ class against medical doctors’ class. Doing that is completely new and nothing is similar
to it. The same for the liberating effects coming with it: utopathy. If you or your readers would like to know
more, you may have a look at these texts of the Socialist Patients’ Collective / Patients’ Front, fighting for some
decades now on the side of the patients’ class: But there also exists an explosive mixture of bungled life and
consciousness ... (radio transmission): http://spkpfh.de/Radio _Dreyeckland _explosive _mixture.htm Illness
is substance and subject, also of all revolutions: http://spkpfh.de/Illness _is _substance _and _subject _of _all
_revolutions.htm Iatro-Imperialism: http://spkpfh.de/Iatroimperialism.html The Communist Manifesto for the
Third Millennium: http://spkpfh.de/GENOZIDengl.html It may not be your path, but let me tell you: If you see a
doctor, knock him down at once! Illnesses of the World unite! Suzanne

highfieldsoffice (2013-07-23 07:09:19)
Hi Suzanne, I appreciate your passionate frustration witht the system [capitalism]. I myself I was raised as a
passionate neo-marxist. We can all blame the system and lose the focus of the real problem [the greedy people
running the greedy corporations]; the past revolutionaries who managed to appreciate such a critical distinction
won (Russia, China, Cuba, Latin American, Vietnamese etc), but those who call themselves resistance or
revolutionaries and go after the system always lose (red armies of 60s/70s, African anti-colonialists etc). In short,
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anyone can give passion to revolutions, but they must have a viable alternative and at the present, sadly, for the
consumerists of western capitalists/liberalism system (that the masses of the world dependent on materialism and
wealth), there is no other viable alternative. Socialism is under attack from neoliberalists (go to ’opendemocracy’,
they have full articles on these plus the new ’socialist alternative’, referred to as the Kilburn Manifesto; you might
also wish to view our own/JG alternative version follow this link: http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/20-
13/01/28/our-role-in-the-making-of-a- new-political-party-international-justice-peace-party/ ). JG/Saeed
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1.7.3 Wishing You All A Great Holy Month of Ramadhan 1434 (2013-07-09 12:03)

From us, Jerusalem Group (at Leicester’s Highfields Office [UK]), to our readers and supporters across
the world and local, we wish you all a great and happy holy month of Ramadhan Kareem.

Have a Good Fasting Experience.
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1.7.4 On Anti-Muslims Domestic-Terror Attacks in Britain: A Second Bomb At-
tack [On A Mosque] In The West Midlands (Tipton) (2013-07-13 07:47)

[1]

Police investigate nail bomb explosion near West Midlands mosque

West Midlands force say they are treating attack as terrorist incident and suggest possible link with Lee
Rigby’s funeral

• [2]Vikram Dodd

• [3]The Guardian, Friday 12 July 2013 16.48 BST
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Police sealed off several streets in Tipton after reports of an explosion near a mosque. Photograph: Jack
Sullivan/Alamy

Police say they are treating an attempted nail bomb attack on a mosque as a terrorist incident.
West Midlands police said its counter terrorism unit was leading the investigation into the second bomb
attack against a mosque in the West Midlands in three weeks.

They said a "large explosion" was heard near the Kanzul Iman Mosque mosque in Binfield Street,
Tipton, where residents reported finding nails and debris. No injuries were reported. Adrian Bailey,
Labour MP for West Bromwich West, said it could have been a revenge attack for the murder of soldier
Lee Rigby, whose funeral was held .

First reports suggested a device had been thrown at the mosque just after 1pm and may have ex-
ploded in the car park.

In winter and autumn, the mosque would have been full for the main prayers of the week at that
time. But they were held about an hour earlier.

Bailey said: "Given that it is Drummer Lee Rigby’s funeral today, and previous attacks at mosques
across the country, it certainly seems that this may have been connected in some way.

"A nail bomb had exploded shortly after 1pm, when the mosque is usually at full capacity … The
devastation and potential loss of life that may have been suffered was avoided. Police are investigating
how the device ended up in the car park of the mosque, but it seems that it may have been placed there
by somebody using a disused railway tracks that overlook the mosque.

"At the early stages, everything points towards this being a premeditated attack."

Detectives believe those behind the attack intended to cause serious injury and that the suspected
device had enough explosive power to achieve this.
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A West Midlands police spokesperson explained why it was being treated as a terrorist incident:
"The reports of explosions and the nails found appear to indicate intent to cause serious inquiry or
damage."

The immediate suspects will be those linked to a far-right extremist ideology, which in recent years has
increasingly targeted Muslims, at least in its propaganda.

Police added they had no record of previous incidents at the mosque, but some locals said they
believed "threats" had been received.

Umar Zeeshan, 43, who was in the mosque, said: "It seems like the device was thrown from the
railway and landed in some bushes.”

"I was inside the mosque at the time, and heard an extremely loud bang.

"It frightened the life out of me, and before I knew it, we were being told to stay inside and that
an explosion had happened. As soon as I was told that, I immediately thought it would be in connection
with the recent attacks against other mosques."

Ahmadul Haque, a Tipton councillor, added: "Somebody came inside the mosque shouting, ’There’s
been an explosion, get out now.’

West Midlands police said residents were evacuated as a precaution: "Officers were called at 1.06pm
and are currently at the scene. A cordon has been set up and the immediate area has been evacuated.

"Some residents have reported finding debris in the area and finding nails. This is being investi-
gated by counter-terrorism detectives and forensic officers at the scene."

Since the murder of Lee Rigby there has been an increase in anti-Muslim attacks. In June an ex-
plosive device went off near a mosque in Walsall.

The device was found by a member of the public in an alleyway adjoining the Aisha Mosque and
Islamic Centre.

After that incident a pensioner was arrested on suspicion of causing an explosion likely to endanger
life. The 75-year-old man was released on bail as counter-terrorism officers continued their investigation.

Scotland Yard’s counter-terrorism unit are investigating an attack on a north London mosque which had
the letters EDL daubed nearby, which are the initials of the extremist English Defence League.
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• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Other Sources on the story:

[4] Terror in Tipton: Nail bomb explodes at mosque Friday prayers an hour after funeral takes
place of murdered soldier Lee Rigby

[5] Terror police investigating nail bomb attack at mosque

[6]’Terrorist’ blast near mosque in central England on day of Woolwich victim’s funeral

Other Selected Top Headlines of the Week:

[7]Microsoft let NSA and FBI access encrypted messages [8]Microsoft ’liaised with U.S. spy agencies’ to
hand over data from Hotmail and Skype users [9]Telstra implicated in US spying [10]Corruption UK: One
in 20 Britons admit to paying a bribe [11]Police ’spied on’ Lawrence inquiry [12]£1 BILLION credit card
spree by civil servants: How Whitehall mandarins spent your money on gourmet meals and fine wines
[13]UK has a CCTV for every 11 people [14]VIDEO: Speed-gun pupils target danger drivers [15]Big
Brother next door? Most of UK’s 6 million CCTV cameras are privately owned [16]CCTV Britain, the
world’s most paranoid nation | The Times [17]Cryptography is a key weapon in the fight against em-
pire states [18]http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/all-in-it-together-back lash-expected-as-
watchdog-confirms-mps-will-get-pay-rise-worth-up-to-12-per -cent-8701383.html [19]I can’t trust the
police, says Doreen Lawrence: Mother of murder victim Stephen ’doesn’t know what to believe any more’
in wake of smear claims [20]’I am a black woman. If you are allergic to black people, don’t come in’:
Yorkshire cafe owner warns potential customers she ’doesn’t bite’ after previous bad reactions [21]Obama
donors win top embassy jobs [22]PRISM & ‘purity’: NSA follows Nazi tradition [23]Photo Gallery:
Atlas of Prejudices [24]http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/10/washington-post-w alter-
pincus-correction [25]Omega-3 ’could raise cancer risk’ [26]Who’s at the top of Britain’s Tory party?
[27]Entire government of Luxembourg resigns after spying and corruption scandal forces its prime min-
ister to quit [28]France’s 500 top fortunes getting even bigger [29]A very British export [30]Political
Warfare

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/vikramdodd
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a-Hotmail-Skype-users.html
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86-detail/story.html
15. http://rt.com/news/cctv-uk-private-surveillance-918/
16. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/opinion/columnists/janiceturner/article3815608.ece
17. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/09/cryptography-weapon-fight-empire-states
-julian-assange
18. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/all-in-it-together-backlash-expected-as-watch
dog-confirms-mps-will-get-pay-rise-worth-up-to-12-per-cent-8701383.html
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2359514/Stephen-Lawrences-mother-Doreen-Lawrence-fe
lt-family-liaison-officers-spying-her.html
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2359316/Yorkshire-cafe-owner-Martha-Renee-Kolleh-pu
ts-sign-warn-customers-Im-black-woman.html
21. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jul/10/obama-donors-top-embassy-jobs-rewards
22. http://rt.com/op-edge/prism-nsa-follows-nazi-tradition-830/
23. http://www.spiegel.de/fotostrecke/fotostrecke-98525.html
24. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/10/washington-post-walter-pincus-correctio
n
25. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10172445/Omega-3-supplements-could-raise-prost
ate-cancer-risk.html
26. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/07/11/313360/tory/
27. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2360592/Entire-government-Luxembourg-resigns-spying
-corruption-scandal-forces-prime-minister-quit.html
28. http://www.france24.com/en/20130711-france-top-500-fortunes-getting-bigger-wealth-disparity
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1.7.5 OnCrimes AgainstWesternMuslims [Special Focus]: MatthewHarwood’s
Must Read Article On US Laws & American-Muslims [Source: Le Monde
Diplomatique] (2013-07-14 10:46)

For a British-focus report see the post below on the rise of ’domestic terror’ attacks against Muslims
[by white-extremists] in persons (check for more posts by typing ’Woolwich’ on our blog search space)
and places of gatherings (mosques, community centres etc: the first bomb attack was also in the West
Midalnds).

The study ’Mapping Muslims’ (see the article below for the link to the study in full is a must read
for all Muslims).

The article is truly a must-read for all Muslims.

Political violence and privilege

Why violent right-wing extremism doesn’t scare Americans

10 July, by Matthew Harwood

The evangelical Christians of Greenville County, South Carolina, are afraid.

There has been talk of informants and undercover agents luring young, conservative evangelicals
across the South into sham terrorist plots. The feds and the area’s police want to eliminate a particularly
extreme strain of evangelical Christianity opposed to abortion, homosexuality, and secularism, whose
adherents sometimes use violent imagery and speech. They fear such extreme talk could convince lone
wolves or small groups of Christian extremists to target abortion clinics, gay bars, or shopping malls for
attack. As a result, law enforcement has flooded these communities with informants meant to provide
an early warning system for any signs of such “radicalization.”

Converts, so important to the evangelical movement, are now looked upon with suspicion — the
more fervent, the more suspicious. In local barbecue joints, diners, and watering holes, the proprietors
are careful not to let FOX News linger onscreen too long, fearing political discussions that could be
misconstrued. After all, you can never be too sure who’s listening.

Come Sunday, the ministers who once railed against abortion, gay marriage, and Hollywood as
sure signs that the U.S. is descending into godlessness will mute their messages. They will peer out at
their congregations and fear that some faces aren’t interested in the Gospel, or maybe are a little too
interested in every word. The once vibrant political clubs at Bob Jones University have become lifeless
as students whisper about informants and fear a few misplaced words could leave them in a government
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database or worse.

Naturally, none of this is actually happening to evangelical Christians in South Carolina, across
the South, or anywhere else. It would never be tolerated. Yet the equivalents of everything cited above
did happen in and around the New York metropolitan area — just not to white, conservative, Christian
Americans. But replace them with American Muslims in the New York area and you have a perfect fit,
as documented by the recent report [1]Mapping Muslims. And New York is hardly alone.

Since 9/11, American law enforcement has taken a disproportionate interest in American Muslims
across the country, seeing a whole community as a national security threat, particularly in California and
New York City. But here’s the thing: the facts that have been piling up ever since that date don’t support
such suspicion. Not at all.

The numbers couldn’t be clearer: right-wing extremists have committed far more acts of political
violence since 1990 than American Muslims. That law enforcement across the country hasn’t felt
similarly compelled to infiltrate and watch over conservative Christian communities in the hopes of
disrupting violent right-wing extremism confirms what American Muslims know in their bones: to be
different is to be suspect.

Conducting suspicionless surveillance

In the aftermath of 9/11, law enforcement has infiltrated Muslim American communities and spied
on them in ways that would have outraged Americans, had such tactics been used against Christian
communities after the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995, or after any of the other hate crimes or anti-
abortion-based acts of violence committed since then by right-wing extremists.

Documents obtained through Freedom of Information Act requests by the American Civil Liber-
ties Union make clear that FBI agents in California [2]used community outreach programs to gather
intelligence at mosques and other local events, recording the opinions and associations of people not
suspected of any crime. In 2008, the FBI loosened its internal guidelines further, allowing agents
to [3]collect demographic information on ethnically concentrated communities and map them for
intelligence and investigative purposes.

There is no question that the most extreme example of such blanket, suspicion-less surveillance
has been conducted by the New York City Police Department (NYPD). As [4]revealed by the Associated
Press, the NYPD’s Intelligence Division carried out a secret surveillance program on the city’s varied
Muslim communities based on the erroneous belief that their religion makes them more susceptible to
violent radicalization.

The program, which continues today, looks something like this, according to Mapping Muslims:
“rakers,” or undercover officers, are sent into neighborhoods to identify “hot spots” — mosques, schools,
restaurants, cafes, halal meat shops, hookah bars — and told to chat up people to “gauge sentiment,”
while setting up “listening posts.” “Crawlers,” or informants, are then recruited and sent to infiltrate
mosques and religious events. They are ordered to record what imams and congregants say and take
note of who attended services and meetings.

These crawlers are encouraged to initiate “create and capture” conversations with their targets,
bringing up terrorism or some other controversial topic, recording the response, and then sharing it with
the NYPD. The intelligence unit also went [5]mobile, checking out and infiltrating American-Muslim
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student groups from Connecticut to New Jersey and even as far away as Pennsylvania.

When news of the NYPD’s spying program broke, it shattered trust within the city’s Muslim com-
munities, giving rise to general suspicion and fraying community ties of all sorts. This naturally raises
the question: How many terrorism plots were identified and disrupted thanks to this widespread and
suspicionless surveillance program? The answer: none.

Worse, the chief of the NYPD Intelligence Division [6]admitted in sworn testimony last summer
that the Muslim surveillance program did not even generate a single criminal lead. The incredibly
invasive, rights-eroding program was a complete bust, a total waste of the resources of the New York
City Police Department.

And that’s without even considering what is surely its most harmful aspect: the likelihood that, at
least in the short term, it has caused irreparable damage to the Muslim community’s trust in the police.
Surveillance, concludes the Mapping Muslims report, “has stifled constitutionally protected activity and
destroyed trust between American Muslim communities and the agencies charged with protecting them.”

When people fear the police, tips dry up, potentially making the community less safe. This is im-
portant, especially given that the Muslim-American community has helped prevent, depending on whose
figures you use, from [7]21 %-[8]40 % of all terrorism plots associated with Muslims since 9/11. That’s
grounds for cooperation, not alienation: a lesson that would have been learned by a police department
with strong ties to and trust in the community.

Numbers may not lie, but they sure can be ignored

The idea that American law enforcement’s mass surveillance of Muslim communities is a necessary,
if unfortunate, counterterrorism tool rests with the empirically false notion that American Muslims are
more prone to political violence than other Americans.

This is simply not true.

According to the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START),
[9]right-wing terrorists perpetrated 145 “ideologically motivated homicide incidents” between 1990 and
2010. In that same period, notes START, “al Qaeda affiliates, al Qaeda-inspired extremists, and secular
Arab Nationalists committed 27 homicide incidents in the United States involving 16 perpetrators or
groups of perpetrators.”

Last November, West Point’s Combating Terrorism Center published [10]a report on America’s vi-
olent far-right extremists. Its numbers were even more startling than START’s. “The consolidated
dataset,” writes report author Arie Perliger, “includes information on 4,420 violent incidents that
occurred between 1990 and 2012 within U.S. borders, and which caused 670 fatalities and injured 3,053
people.” Perliger also found that the number of far-right attacks had jumped 400 % in the first 11 years
of the 21st century.

It’s highly probable that the FBI drastically undercounts instances of terrorism perpetrated by right-wing
extremists because of cultural double standards. As the New America Foundation’s Peter Bergen has
[11]noted, attacks associated with anti-abortion or white supremacist ideologies are rarely, if ever,
counted as terrorist attacks. A typical example: the [12]massacre of worshippers at a Sikh temple in Oak
Creek, Wisconsin, in August 2012 by a white supremacist.
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Simply put, there is an unhealthy obsession among American law enforcement agencies (and American
society at large) with stopping violence perpetrated by American Muslims, one that is wholly out of line
with the numbers. There is no doubt that the events of 9/11 play into this — never mind that not one
hijacker was American — but there is something much darker at work here as well. It’s the fear of a
people, a culture, and a religion that most Americans do not understand and therefore see as alien and
dangerous.

The fear of the “other” has wiggled its way into the core of another American generation.

“While vile, all of this speech is protected by the first amendment”

Widespread surveillance and suspicion aren’t the only things American Muslims have to worry about,
feel frustrated by, or fear. They can also point to the way fellow American Muslims are treated in the
larger criminal justice system.

Since 9/11, the FBI has used tactics that clearly raise the issue of entrapment in arresting hundreds of
Muslims inside the U.S. on terrorism-related charges. Investigative journalist Trevor Aaronson, author
of [13]The Terror Factory: Inside the FBI’s Manufactured War on Terrorism, did the hard work of
compiling and analyzing [14]all of these cases between September 11, 2001, and August 2011. What he
found was alarming.

“Of the 508 defendants, 243 had been targeted through an FBI informant, 158 had been caught in
an FBI terrorism sting, and 49 had encountered an agent provocateur. Most of the people who didn’t
face off against an informant weren’t directly involved with terrorism at all, but were instead Category II
offenders, small-time criminals with distant links to terrorists overseas. Seventy-two of these Category
II offenders had been charged with making false statements, while 121 had been prosecuted for immi-
gration violations. Of the 508 cases, I could count on one hand the number of actual terrorists... who
posed a direct and immediate threat to the United States.”

Those numbers, however damning, still don’t fully reflect the inequity American Muslims face
within the U.S. criminal justice system when it comes to terrorism allegations. An analysis of two
separate but similar cases offers a clear sense of how terrorism allegations targeting the American
right and American Muslims in the criminal justice system can end with very different results. The
common question running through two federal terrorism prosecutions — one against a group of seven
anti-government right-wing Christian paranoids, better known as the Hutaree Militia, and the other
against a Massachusetts pharmacist and Islamic radical — is what kind of speech is protected by the
First Amendment and just who can rest safely under its shield?

In late March 2010, FBI raids led to the arrest of members of the Hutaree Militia across the Mid-
west. A Christian Patriot militia, Hutaree members believed that the end of the world was near and local,
state, and federal law enforcement officers were actually “foot soldiers” in the “New World Order.”
According to the[15]federal indictment, Hutaree leader David Brian Stone, Sr., planned the murder of
a local police officer. But that was just to be the bait. When law enforcement from across the nation
attended his burial, the Hutaree would attack the funeral procession with improvised explosive devices
and other homemade bombs, sparking a revolt against the government.

Seven Hutaree members were charged with at least four felonies, including seditious conspiracy and
conspiracy to use weapons of mass destruction. Like many post-9/11 counterterrorism investigations, the
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case was built via an undercover FBI agent, primarily by using the violent, antigovernment statements
some of the accused made as proof that a terrorist conspiracy existed. The defendants all filed motions for
a judgment of acquittal, arguing that the government didn’t have enough evidence to sustain a conviction.

In March 2012, Judge Victoria Roberts agreed with the motions of the defendants, acquitting all
seven on the most serious charges. (David Stone, Sr., and his son were [16]convicted of weapons-related
offenses and were sentenced to time served.) Read [17]Roberts’s decision and it’s hard to disagree with
her ruling, which concludes that the plot was all talk among paranoid people.

Referring to Stone Sr.’s anti-government statements, Roberts writes, “While vile, all of this speech is
protected by the First Amendment.” Ultimately, Roberts concluded, the government’s case was far too
flimsy. “The plethora of inferences the Government asks this Court to make are in excess of what the
law allows,” she wrote. “But the Government crosses the line from inference to pure speculation a
number of times in this case. Charges built on speculation cannot be sustained.”

Can anyone doubt, however, that if David Stone, Sr., had an Islamic-sounding name, he, his two
sons, and the four other codefendants would likely be spending the rest of their lives in a federal
penitentiary?

Does the first amendment have a blind spot for Muslims?

Consider the case of 29-year-old Tarek Mehanna. In April 2012, he was convicted of conspiracy to
provide material support to al-Qaeda, providing material support to terrorists, conspiracy to commit
murder in a foreign country, and lesser charges like lying to the FBI.

According to the federal government’s case, Mehanna and two associates went to a terrorist train-
ing camp in Yemen in 2004 with the intention of later making their way to Iraq to resist the U.S.
occupation of that country. Mehanna countered that he went to Yemen to study Islam and learn Arabic.
Whatever Mehanna intended, we know that, in fact, he never made it to any terrorist training camp.

That, however, wasn’t the alleged “crime” the FBI was most interested in. On his return from
Yemen, Mehanna began translating into English and posting jihadist videos and documents on the
Internet advocating that Muslims defend their lands against American imperialism. One video was
particularly gruesome. It showed the mutilation of the remains of U.S. personnel in Iraq after the
reported rape of an Iraqi girl by an American service member. After watching it, an associate asked
Mehanna whether there was a way to try the U.S. serviceman suspected of the crime. Mehanna replied,
“Who cares? Texas BBQ is the way to go.”

However grotesque or cruel Mehanna’s Internet activity or talk may have been, it all constituted
First-Amendment protected activity. The government, however, argued that Mehanna’s online activities
materially supported al-Qaeda, even though Mehanna was known to have rejected al-Qaeda’s worldview.
He did not, among other things, believe civilians should be targeted in response to the actions of their
government abroad. [18]His belief was clear enough: “Those who fight Muslims may be fought, not
those who have the same nationality as those who fight.”

The distinction didn’t matter. Mehanna is currently serving a 171/2-year sentence in a federal su-
permax prison. His thought crime: engaging in the same kind of violent but constitutionally-protected
online advocacy regularly engaged in by white supremacists and anti-government militias on the radical
Right.
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That, to say the least, is the benefit of the doubt American Muslims cannot take for granted in the
United States more than a decade after 9/11. White Christians rarely have to worry that an informant or
undercover agent has infiltrated their churches, their neighborhoods, or their student groups. They never
have to fear someone watching them and taking notes. They never have to question whether the new
person who seems so friendly may be just a little too friendly, just a little too provocative. They don’t
have to think twice before they say or post online something political, controversial, or even violently
angry. None of this is their responsibility, their burden in life, just because some random person within
their community lashes out in the name of God. And that’s how it should be, for everyone.

Selected Weekend Headlines:

[19]Tory party funding faces scrutiny [20]PM told to sack strategy chief [21]Revealed: Fracking industry
bosses at heart of coalition - UK Politics - UK - The Independent [22]About the Reuters article | Glenn
Greenwald | Comment is free | guardian.co.uk [23]Ignoring the facts: Fear and lawmaking in the UK
[24]Revealed: How a Blair fixer picked the judge for the David Kelly Inquiry just three hours after the
weapons inspector’s suicide [25]Mystery? 15 July 2003, Dr Kelly at the Commons [26]Is America’s love
affair with Apple and Google over? Tech giants fall in poll of country’s most trusted brands
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1.7.6 On Covert Action: [And] Marc Pitzke Excellent Article On Der Spiegel
(Very Informative) (2013-07-17 11:23)

Introduction to Covert Action:

Before reprinting the article below in full, lets take sometime off to discuss what covert action
means.

Covert Action is an operation conducted by a state or non-state to further it’s own preferred inter-
ests but without acknowledging it’s directorship of the operation; meaning, it seeks to distance itself
from the operations and when somehow evidence are produce of any trace of links/association to such an
operation, all sources involved will deny any relations to one another or to the operation itself (those on
ground (that conducting actual operations) tend to accept the practice of ’thrown to the wolves’ on their
own fate; meaning when captured or linked to such operations they can never tell of the associations to
the original sources, the masters behind the plans).

Covert Action is comprised of three distinct specialists areas;

1. Psychological Operations: This is where the primary aim is to undermine or support the opposing
side (friendly or foe) via the use of media outlets. This sees the intelligence and covert specialists
spend a great deal of time, energy and money trying to buy ’assets’ (that is key local, national or
international media personnel and owners) during ’peacetime years’ in order to be able to use these
to propagate their ”versions of truth and events”; Voice of America, CNN, Washington Times/Post.
New York Times, BBC, France24, Guardian, Telegraph, etc etc are some of the major ’assets’
controlled by western intelligence (and military) establishments for the ”interests of the state”. The
Article to be published below covers this aspect of covert action/operations.

2. Political Warfare: This is where the aim is to manipulate foreign domestic (and international) polit-
ical systems and structures to favour one’s own interests and/or ”pro-western individuals”, the best
contemporary example is the recent so-called ’coup’ in Egypt where to professionals and specialists
(like ourselves) the obvious hand of western powers (UK, US and France) can be easily seen behind
the shadows (like a puppet-masters shows). In other words, political warfare means the ability to
use so-called ”independent think-tanks or non-governmental organizations” and other societies or
front businesses (e.g. Save The Children, HSBC, British Council, Chamber of Commerce, Enter-
prise For Democracy etc) to incite political strife for change, from funding and directing protests,
riots, to funding pro-western political parties/politicians and so forth.

3. Paramilitary Activities. This is the ’last option’ when hope for a ’ease transition’ no longer looks
viable. During this phase the specialists provide secret [para]military training, advice and support
(arms, logistics etc) to local ’pro-western’ groups or parties to seek violent overthrow of local
regimes. Two excellent recent examples are Libya and Syria.

Above is the dark art of covert action or black operations.

The Article:

[1]
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07/15/2013 02:45 PM

Snowden Backlash

US Media Get Personal

By [2]Marc Pitzke in New York
As the mainstream American press goes after NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden and Guardian
journalist Glenn Greenwald, the leakers’ revelations are becoming an afterthought.

Walter Pincus, 80, knows his way around a scandal. The columnist and former reporter at the
Washington Post has written about Watergate and Iran-Contra, numerous intelligence-related affairs and
has won the Pulitzer Prize. But he has been criticized, even by his colleagues, for being too close to the
US government – especially the CIA, for which he spied in his younger years.

But now, Pincus has truly embarrassed himself: Last week the Washington Post had to add a
three-paragraph-long correction to a two-day-old Pincus [3]column, invalidating its core claims. This
was an unprecedented measure in the 136-year history of the American capital’s most lauded newspaper.

Pincus had speculated that whistleblower [4]Edward Snowden, as well as the two people centrally
responsible for publicizing the NSA revelations, Guardian reporter Glenn Greenwald and documentary
filmmaker Laura Poitras, had a political agenda and were surreptitiously "directed" by Wikileaks founder
Julian Assange. Pincus’ "evidence" turned out to be demonstrably false, rendering the "corrected" col-
umn – or what was left of it – little more than malicious gossip.

Greenwald, who has been caught in the US media crossfire for some time, immediately protested
against the "baseless innuendo" in [5]an open letter. The Washington Post waited over 48 hours before
correcting its blunder without comment.

A Growing Anti-Snowden Chorus

In his broadside against Snowden and Snowden’s press contacts, Pincus was going along with
both the government and the zeitgeist. A growing number of mainstream media outlets have been
focusing their criticism on the leakers – Snowden in Moscow, Greenwald in Rio – instead of the content
of their leaks. American headlines aren’t being dominated by the latest details of the seemingly endless
scandal, but by the men who brought them to light.
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This began at the Post when Snowden, before contacting Greenwald, offered his secrets to secu-
rity reporter Barton Gellman. Gellman [6]quickly discredited Snowden as "capable of melodrama,"
partly because of his uncompromising terms. Since then Snowden hasn’t provided any more revelations
to the paper.

And so it has continued. The financially struggling Post, which was responsible for exposing the
Watergate scandal, [7]derided the Guardian as "financially struggling" as well as "small and under-
weight even by British standards." "Why is a London-based news organization revealing so many secrets
about the American government?", it griped, as if that were only permitted of American journalists.

[8]A recent Post editorial, that may as well have been written by the White House, argued that
Snowden’s leak harms "efforts to fight terrorism" and "legitimate intelligence operations." The leaks
must immediately end, it argued – a strange conclusion from the grandmother of leak journalism. Colum-
nist Richard Cohen [9]didn’t hold back either: Snowden is "narcissistic," Greenwald is "vainglorious."

He wasn’t alone. In the New York Times David Brooks accused Snowden of having "betrayed
honesty and integrity." Roger Simon, chief political columnist at the website Politico, [10]referred to
Snowden as "the slacker who came in from the cold." Jeffrey Toobin, a New Yorker essayist, [11]called
him a "narcissist who deserves to be in prison." And Melissa Harris-Perry, from the otherwise progressive
cable channel MSNBC, [12]critized Snowden’s behavior as "compromising national security."

In the Huffington Post, [13]media critic Jeff Cohen called MSNBC the "official network of the
Obama White House" – a White House which, under president Obama, has famously declared war on
whistleblowers.

Guardian’s American Triumph

There’s another reason for the united media front: The Guardian is becoming a competitive threat
for American media outlets. The first Snowden video interview received almost seven million clicks on
the newspaper’s US website. "They set the US news agenda today," Associated Press star reporter Matt
Apuzzo [14]tweeted enviously.

Why? Janine Gibson, the Guardian’s American chief, [15]told the Huffington Post that their com-
petition has a "lack of skepticism on a whole" when it comes to national security. Critical scrutiny, she
said, has been considered "unpatriotic" since 9/11.

The greatest humiliation would be if the British usurper won a Pulitzer Prize. Only American me-
dia can apply for it, but the Prize committee accepted one submission by the Guardian last year. Its
reasoning? The newspaper has an "unmistakable presence" in the United States.

URL:

• [16]http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/nsa-spying-scandal-focus-on -edward-snowden-by-
us-media-a-911185.html
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Related SPIEGEL ONLINE links:

• [17]Photo Gallery Timeline of the NSA Spying Scandal [18]http://www.spiegel.de/fotostrecke/fotost-
recke-99138.html

• [19]’Broken Oath’ NSA Mudslinging Has Merkel on Defensive (07/15/2013)
[20]http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,911190,00.html

• [21]’United Stasi of America’ Light Artist Wanted by Berlin Police (07/12/2013)
[22]http://www.spiegel.de/international/germ any/0,1518,910818,00.html

• [23]Snowden Interview NSA and the Germans ’In Bed Together’ (07/07/2013)
[24]http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,909847,00.html

• [25]Merkel Speaks Chancellor Defends Intelligence Monitoring (07/10/2013)
[26]http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,910491,00.html

• [27]Edward Snowden Interview The NSA and Its Willing Helpers (07/08/2013)
[28]http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,910006,00.html

Related internet links

• [29] Washington Post:

Questions for Snowden

[30]http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/questions-for-s nowden/2013/-
07/08/d06ee0f8-e428-11e2-80eb-3145e2994a55 _story.html

• [31] Laura Poitras’ Email to Walter Pincus [32]http://ggsidedocs.blogspot.de/2013/07/email-to-
walter-pincus.html

• [33] Washington Post criticises the Guardian [34]http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-07-
01/lifestyle/40307527 _1 _the-guardian-washington-post-alan-rusbridger
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• [35] Washington Post:

The NSA is Doing What Google Does [36]http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-06-
10/opinions/39871066 _1 _pentagon-papers-dog-bites-man-daniel-ellsberg

• [37] Politico:

The Slacker Who Came in from the Cold

[38]http://www.politico.com/story/2013/06/the-slacker-who-came-in-from-th e-cold-92534.html

• [39] Jeff Cohen blog post [40]http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-cohen/how-do-you-know-when-
pres _b _3558857.html

• [41] Matt Apuzzo’s Twitter comment [42]https://twitter.com/mattapuzzo/status/34-
2630832294477825

• [43] Washington Post:

Plugging the Snowden Leaks

[44]http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/how-to-keep-edward-snowden-fro m-leaking-mo-
re-nsa-secrets/2013/07/01/4e8bbe28-e278-11e2-a11e-c2ea876a8f30 _story.html

• [45] New Yorker:

Edward Snowden is No Hero

[46]http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/06/edward-snowden- nsa-leaker-is-
no-hero.html

• [47] MSNBC:

Edward Snowden, Come on Home [48]http://tv.msnbc.com/2013/07/13/edward-snowden-come-
on-home/

• [49] Washington Post:

Snowden Knew the Risks [50]http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-06-09/world/39856622 _1
_intelligence-powers-single-point

• [51] Huffington Post:

Guardian Editor Sees Lack of Skepticism [52]http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/09-
/guardian-us-nsa-leaks _n _3412769.html SPIEGEL ONLINE is not liable for the content of ex-
ternal web pages.
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[53]UK anti-terror law allows border cops to seize phone data with no justification For excellent arti-
cles on the corrupt state of contemporary Britain see: [54]Corridors of powder: Drug scandal at the
Houses of Parliament after traces of cocaine are found on toilets across Palace of Westminster [55]Home
Office ’helped police spies’ [56]2,500 British bankers on at least 1million euros despite the financial
crisis [57]NHS hit for millions by overcharging ‘scam’ [58]Police find ’no evidence’ that officers tried
to smear Stephen Lawrence’s family and say man making claims won’t speak to them [59]Fraud chief
claimed £100,000 in expenses for commuting to London from the Lake District [60]Forensic science
graduate has been stopped 70 TIMES by police ’after splitting from her PC lover’ Others; [61] $32bn
industry [62]U.S. Repeals Propaganda Ban, Spreads Government-Made News To Americans | The Ca-
ble [63]A satellite dish on the roof of the US-backed broadcaster Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
(AFP Photo / Nana Jakrlova) US ends ban on ’domestic propaganda’ [64]U.S. government pays big
to snoop | StratRisks [65]Why ignorant racists still flourish in multicultural Italy | John Foot | Com-
ment is free | guardian.co.uk [66]’Join fight for privacy now!’ Stallman on Snowden & how to es-
cape surveillance [67]Creating a military-industrial-immigration complex - Le Monde diplomatique
- English edition [68]http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/blood-money-uks-123bn-a rms-s-
ales-to-repressive-states-8711794.html [69]NSA is more than just a spy network, it’s global fascism
[70]NSA Joke US Military Intervene over Facebook Event [71]The CIA’s New Black Bag Is Digital
- By Matthew M. Aid | Foreign Policy
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4. http://www.spiegel.de/international/topic/edward_snowden/
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7. http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-07-01/lifestyle/40307527_1_the-guardian-washington-
post-alan-rusbridger
8. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/how-to-keep-edward-snowden-from-leaking-more-nsa-sec
rets/2013/07/01/4e8bbe28-e278-11e2-a11e-c2ea876a8f30_story.html
9. http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-06-10/opinions/39871066_1_pentagon-papers-dog-bites
-man-daniel-ellsberg
10. http://www.politico.com/story/2013/06/the-slacker-who-came-in-from-the-cold-92534.html
11. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/comment/2013/06/edward-snowden-nsa-leaker-is-no-hero.
html
12. http://tv.msnbc.com/2013/07/13/edward-snowden-come-on-home/
13. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-cohen/how-do-you-know-when-pres_b_3558857.html
14. https://twitter.com/mattapuzzo/status/342630832294477825
15. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/09/guardian-us-nsa-leaks_n_3412769.html
16. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/nsa-spying-scandal-focus-on-edward-snowden-by-us-
media-a-911185.html
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cke-99138.html
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1.7.7 On Growing UK ’Domestic Terror’ Against British-Muslims: A Third
Bomb-Attack On Another West Midlands Mosque (Wolverhampton), and
selections of interesting news articles (2013-07-19 12:26)

The Main Story: A Third Bomb Attack In West Midlands

Follow the link to the story (Source: Daily Mail): [1]Bomb disposal units evacuate third Midland
mosque as police say device may have been activated THREE WEEKS ago

For Jokes of the week:

First, excusing the UK spies from the ’crime of the decade’ (mass surveillance as leaked by Ed-
ward Snowden), apparently ’they didnt do it’ (the usual expected behaviour, after all a system to watch
over it is made up of the former members and those benefiting from these secret services!): [2]British
spies did NOT use US Prism programme to get round UK law, intelligence watchdog rules

Second, Barclays hit with another punitive fine for a serious crime (another ”watchdog” excusing
one of it’s own, in essence): [3]Barclays hit with ANOTHER record fine of almost £300m for rigging
US energy market

For Informative Insight of dirty tricks:

The link to this article shows how when one (who was a former or a present member of the core
establishment) decided to blow the lid off the corrupted character of the system, then one will be target
ferociously in order to discredit his credibility or/and stability. The story is about Peter Francis, former
Met Police undercover cop who exposed the abuse of power within British Policing Establishment in
his book, this is how the establishment struck back: [4]SPECIAL INVESTIGATION: A very troubled
undercover cop and growing doubts over the police ’plot’ to smear the Lawrence family

UPDATED (Sat Jul 20th): For a reply to above smear tactics, read this little Guardian Article
[5]Whistleblower Peter Francis said he’d be smeared. He was right

Corrupted Broken Britain:

For the usual special focus on contemporary British Corrupted System make your choice from the
list of articles below:

[6]Cameron ’caved in to big tobacco’, Miliband claims in call for inquiry into Tory election guru who
lobbies for cigarette firms [7]Six police face sack over racist texts [8]Tory election guru can keep his
corporate clients secret until after general election despite new legislation to clean up lobbying [9]The
great outsourcing scandal: Firms ’cut corners’ to cream profits off public [10]Five rail bosses on £11m
gravy train: Three-year pay and bonus deal ’is a reward for failure’ [11]Double your money! UK private
security as terrorism vector Excellent Research Study: The article from Daily Mail on how to increase
your daily productive and to beat off those little day-slumps is highly recommended (I can personally
vouch for 95 per cent of these tips as very effective and do indeed work): [12]How 90 seconds of rock
can get you rolling: Psychologist offers tips to make us all more productive

added interesting selection of article: [13]Terror threat must not be exaggerated, warns watchdog - Tele-
graph [14]Obama wins back the right to indefinitely detain under NDAA [15]’You are being tracked’:
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ACLU reveals docs of mass license plate reader surveillance [16]A ghost of ignorance? Race and racism
in contemporary Italy [17]How to be a rogue superpower [18]Surveillance blowback - Le Monde diplo-
matique - English edition [19]Neoliberalism and the revenge of the “social” | openDemocracy
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1.7.8 Growing UpMuslim In America: A Financial Times (FT) Saturday’s Essay
(2013-07-20 08:08)

Before reprinting in full the article below from FT, for those interested on a British-Muslims
contemporary experiences (for example, the observed rise of domestic terror targeting British
Muslim; 3 bombs within a month and within close geographical proximity, west midlands) see
the next post below (or follow this link/sorry some of our wordpress functions are ’acting up’:
http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/07/19/on-growing-uk-domestic-terro r-against-british-
muslims-a-third-bomb-attack-on-another-west-midlands-mosq ue-wolverhampton-and-selections-of-
interesting-news-articles/).

The Article In Full:

July 19, 2013 2:08 pm

Growing up Muslim in America

By Anna Fifield

A generation of Muslim Americans has come of age in the shadow of 9/11 amid a climate of paranoia,
verbal abuse and vandalism. Anna Fifield reports
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Faiza Ali, community organiser for the Arab American Association, Brooklyn, New York

The sound of the muezzin calling Muslims to prayer rang out from the unassuming mosque on Fifth
Avenue, the main drag in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, one recent Friday lunchtime. “Hasten to the prayer,
hasten to success,” the voice intoned in Arabic.

Bearded men hurried to the mosque, which opened straight on to the street, while one woman
shrouded in black from head to toe yelled into her cell phone, also in Arabic. Another, in more colourful
hijab, struggled in vain to divert her children’s attention as they passed a shop whose cheap toys had
spilled on to the road.

With Ramadan approaching, the local Balady market displayed signs counting down the days until
the holy month of fasting began, as shoppers navigated their trolleys around towers of imported dates
and olive oil. Nearby, a shop touted “fashionable Islamic clothing” and a restaurant advertised “halal
Chinese” – no pork, no alcohol. The scene could almost have been one from Cairo or Damascus, except
for the shops with ads for phone cards in Spanish and the fact that the buses ran on time.

Bay Ridge is geographically close to the hipster Brooklyn neighbourhoods of Park Slope and Williams-
burg but could not be more culturally different. It is a world away from the financial district in Manhattan,
the epicentre of the September 11 2001 attacks. But Brooklyn is also home to the largest group of people
in the US who trace their lineage back to the Arab world, according to census data. And while the
heightened sense of a threat from Islamic terrorism that existed post-attacks may have gone, it has given
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way to a persistent, low-level paranoia that pervades the everyday lives of the million-plus Muslim Arab
Americans living here and throughout the country.

Islamophobia in the US is becoming entrenched, according to some Muslim leaders. “We’re liv-
ing in one of the most hostile civic environments for the Muslim community,” says Faiza Ali, a
community organiser at the Arab American Association in Bay Ridge. “And it’s gotten worse since
9/11.”

Hate-crime statistics collected by the Federal Bureau of Investigation showed a sharp spike in vio-
lence against Muslims after the 2001 attacks, which levelled out until 2009, when it started ticking
up again. There are always problems following events carried out by Muslims, such as the [1]Boston
Marathon bombings in March.

The US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission reports that in 2011, 21 per cent of the religion-
based complaints it received were from Muslims – although they comprise less than 1 per cent of the
population.

Situated in an old doctors’ clinic, the [2]Arab American Association provides advice on every-
thing from immigration to health insurance. It also fights practices it considers discriminatory, such
as the New York Police Department’s surveillance programme, revealed in 2011, under which agents
routinely observe Muslims going about their lives.

“Islamophobia has become institutionalised in New York – by our police department, elected offi-
cials, politicians who are running for office,” says Ali, a 28-year-old of Pakistani heritage, who became a
student activist after being harassed in the wake of the 2001 attacks. “The environment is really difficult.
It’s as if we are walking in a city that is our home but feeling like we are strangers,” she says in her office,
where the walls are decorated with signs bearing slogans such as “Praying while Muslim is NOT a crime!”
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Moustafa Bayoumi, literature professor at Brooklyn College and author

Examples can be seen across the country. In New York, opposition has raged against Muslim community
centres such as the Park 51 centre planned for near Ground Zero. In Florida, the pastor Terry Jones
wants to burn Korans. In Tennessee, vandalism and bomb threats greeted plans to open a mosque in
Murfreesboro. Then there are the attempts by state legislators in North Carolina and Oklahoma, among
others, to ban recognition of sharia law.

“I feel like the anti-Muslim feeling has really become more pronounced in the last few years,”
says Moustafa Bayoumi, a literature professor at Brooklyn College and author of the book How Does it
Feel to be a Problem: Being Young and Arab in America. He cites polls from The Washington Post and
The Economist that found that the number of people admitting to negative feelings towards Muslims
had risen from the 20 per cent bracket in 2002 to more than 50 per cent by 2010.

When his book came out in 2009, Muslim readers told Bayoumi it painted too positive a picture,
so much had the environment changed in the interim. It has since deteriorated further, he tells me as we
sit in a café selling organic chai lattes in the trendy Brooklyn neighbourhood of Prospect Park. “It took
a while for the narrative to take hold, that Muslims were the enemy population,” he says.

This is despite the fact that Islamic terrorism is well down the list of threats to life in the US.
Thirty-three Americans were killed by Muslim-American terrorists between the 2001 attacks and the end
of last year, according to Charles Kurzman, a professor of sociology at the University of North Carolina.
Twice as many – 66 – were killed in mass shootings by non-Muslims in 2012 alone.

The US has been through periods of hostility towards ethnic groups many times before, for exam-
ple towards German and Japanese Americans in the middle of the last century. But these have been
discrete periods in history. There is no end in sight for the war on terror.

. . .

For me, this issue is personal. My son was born in America but has an Arabic surname and is
growing up bilingual, although we are not religious in any direction. He has my lighter hair but his
father’s colouring. Once, in an airport, a woman asked me what he was “mixed with”. A look that fell
just short of horror passed over her face when I replied, “Iraqi.” I shudder to think of my son being on
the receiving end of that look, just because of his name or the way his skin tans at the merest hint of
summer.

I am one of many parents who worry. Arwa Aziz, a 41-year-old mother of two boys, moved her
youngest son Adam, now 13, from public school to a private Muslim school in Brooklyn because she
was concerned about him being bullied. “He got so shy as he was growing up, so I just thought he would
be better off there,” Aziz told me while we talked at the Arab American Association, showing each other
photos of our boys. “I tell my kids that they’re second-generation Americans, I won’t let them make us
feel weak.”
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Naemah Hegazy, 18, and Bouchra Tabit, 20, college students

Over iced coffee at the Dunkin’ Donuts on Fifth Avenue on a hot Saturday afternoon, Naemah Hegazy
and her cousin, Bouchra Tabit, lobbed back and forth the observations of young women. Tabit joked
about how she could be Miss Morocco, if only she lost 50 pounds, while Hegazy showed her funny
posts on Facebook. When a Justin Timberlake song came on, they broke out together in an unrestrained:
“Cause I don’t wanna lose you now, I’m lookin’ right at the other half of me.”

Hegazy, an 18-year-old of Egyptian and Moroccan descent, is studying political science at a col-
lege just north of New York City, while Tabit, two years her senior, has a part-time job at the local police
station but is studying to become a nurse.

Both can rattle off tales of petty harassment – such as being called a terrorist and enduring “ran-
dom” searches – that have been a constant presence in their lives since 2001, when they were just
children. “We are singled out as a race,” Hegazy says, and Tabit chimes in about the times she has been
told to “go back to your own country”. Hegazy bursts out: “This is not nobody’s country, yo.”

Many of the young Muslim Americans in Brooklyn can recount stories of public accusations of
being a terrorist, rocks being thrown through their car windows, being targeted for “flying while
Muslim”. Many know someone who has answered a knock at the door and found the FBI.

More than one-third – 36 per cent – of the American Muslim population is aged between 18 and
29, compared with just 22 per cent of the general public, according to the Pew Research Center. That
means that an entire generation of Muslim Arab Americans has never known an adult experience where
9/11 was not somewhere in the backdrop.

Some young Muslim Americans have tried to hide their faith, removing any outward signs of Is-
lam and changing their names. Mohammeds and Osamas become Mo and Sam. Some hope people will
mistake them for Puerto Rican.
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But academic research – including by Nadine Naber of the University of Michigan and Lori Peek
of Colorado State University – suggests that a much larger number of young Muslim Americans have
embraced their faith and are standing their ground in the face of widespread hostility.

A Pew Center study published in 2007 found that Muslim Americans under 30 were much more
religiously observant than older Muslim Americans, a trend that experts say has only become more
entrenched.

Hegazy and Tabit are both defiantly proud of their religion. Tabit, who has heavy black eye make-up un-
derneath aviator glasses, advertises her faith with a tight black hijab, which she began wearing a year ago.
“My friend’s mother died so I covered my head for the funeral, and I just never took it off,” she says. “Be-
fore I had guys trying to talk to me but now I don’t get much of that, so to me it’s about safety and respect.”

Hegazy, who goes to mosque as much as she can and observes Ramadan, plans to wear a head-
scarf one day. “I get a lot of questions like, ‘Why don’t you wear the hijab?”’ she says, describing the
novelty of being one of only five Arabs out of 1,300 students at her university. “I feel like it’s a personal
choice and it’s between me and God. When I’m ready I will put it on but I’m not ready yet. It’s a lot of
responsibility.”

. . .

©Reed Young

Oaday Musallam, 22, left, wants to go into business. Nasr al-Zindani, 21, right, wants to go into law
enforcement
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Hegazy was voted “most likely to have her own TV show” in her high-school graduating class and
dreams of being a political analyst on CNN or CBS. Holding an imaginary microphone up to her mouth,
she does a little anchor-meets-rapper ditty. “Listen y’all don’t know, but Bill O’Reilly has to go,” she
sings, referring to the conservative Fox News host who goes on regular rants about “Muslim jihadists”.

Tabit is assertive in other ways. She ticked the “African American” box on her college applica-
tion form because her family comes from Morocco. “They told me I wasn’t black,” she says, giving a
shrug.

Tabit’s mother Amina, who does not cover her hair, worries that her daughter will only suffer
more discrimination as a result of her appearance, especially when she tries to get a job. “When she put
on hijab, I was scared. I worry it will create problems for her,” she says.

Amina’s fears are rooted in reality. Saher Selod, a sociologist at Simmons College in Massachusetts, has
done research on the “de-Americanisation” of Muslims. “Women in hijab are more likely to be targets
for anti-Muslim ire, while it’s not usually until they give their name that the questions start for men,”
Selod says. “People start wondering about their religion and what associations they might have.”

The prospect of being judged on their names plays on the minds of Nasr al-Zindani and Oaday
Musallam, hanging out at the Stadium hookah lounge further up Fifth Avenue on a Saturday evening.
Both sport painstakingly styled beards and smoke a hookah or shisha water pipe while watching Prison
Break.

“My name is Oaday!” exclaims Musallam, a 22-year-old of Palestinian extraction who is now at
business college and dreams of owning his own company “so no one can boss me around”. He shares his
name with one of the sons of Saddam Hussein, the former Iraqi dictator. “I used to get a lot of trouble
for that in school. Lots of ‘Are you Saddam’s son?”’ he says.

In this environment of persistent unemployment, where there are many times more overqualified
candidates than job openings, they worry that their names will count against them, that they won’t even
get to an interview.

“Yeah, I worry about that sometimes, that they’ll see my last name and wonder about what con-
nections we have,” says Zindani, who is 21 and whose parents come from Yemen. “It’s all about security.
That’s what we love in America, that’s how it is.”

Zindani, who has just finished a degree in criminal justice, hopes to get a job in law enforcement.
“I want to be a cop,” he says between puffs on mango-and-strawberry-flavoured tobacco. “I just want to
get out on the streets and clean the bad guys out.”
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Boxer Sadam Ali and his brother Adam, 5. Ali is the first Arab American to represent the US in the
Olympics (Beijing, 2008)

Both men go on to recount a litany of occasions when they have been called terrorists or “Ay-rabs”, or
been “jumped” while on the street, or verbally abused while working the counter in a deli.

Like Hegazy and Tabit, they don’t hesitate to defend themselves. “We feel like it’s right, when
they talk about our religion and our beliefs, to defend ourselves, especially to people who we don’t
know,” says Musallam.

They take an equally pragmatic approach to the suspicion that they automatically fall under. “There
could be a lot of cops watching. They could be watching us right now. But I don’t pay any attention to
that. If they do, they do. It’s not like I’m doing anything bad,” he says.

Like Musallam, Sadam Ali, who became the first Arab American to represent the US in the Olympics
when he boxed in Beijing in 2008, also knows about having a difficult name.

“I like it because it’s a name that people don’t forget. I say, ‘Like Saddam Hussein and Muham-
mad Ali’,” he says as he play-spars with his five-year-old brother Adam at the boxing gym he started on
Fifth Avenue. “I wouldn’t change my name for the world. You shouldn’t be judged on your name,” says
Ali. “No matter what race you are, you can be successful when you work hard for something.”

. . .

Although many of the young people of Bay Ridge profess pride in their religion, the climate of
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suspicion about Islam is taking its toll on young Muslim Americans. Research by psychologist Mona
Amer of the American University in Cairo and Joe Hovey of the University of Toledo has found elevated
levels of depression among Arab Americans, most of them Muslim.

A quarter reported moderate to severe anxiety as a result of racial profiling and discrimination, ac-
cording to a study published in the journal Social Psychiatry and Psychiatric Epidemiology. The results
were especially striking given that admitting to mental health problems is generally considered taboo in
Muslim culture.

©Reed Young

Sami Nijam, 15, high-school student in Brooklyn

Sami Nijam, a 15-year-old of Palestinian heritage, regularly gets called “Bin Laden junior” or a “terrorist”
at his Brooklyn high school. “It’s supposed to be a joke but it gets to me a lot,” he says between shooting
hoops with his friends. “People want to think we’re all the same [as the 9/11 bombers],” he shrugs.

For many in the post-September 11 generation, this suspicion about Islam has coincided with the
period in their lives when teenagers are typically questioning their identity anyway. “There are a
lot of negative feelings in the air. How do you reconcile all of these things about who you are
suspected of being with who you know you are not?” asks Bayoumi. “That’s a difficult environment
for anyone, let alone a 14-year-old, and it certainly contributes to their sense of frustration, or alienation.”

Many young Muslims have responded by seeking solace from their peers. There has been a sharp
increase in Muslim students’ associations at universities, such as the Brooklyn College Islamic Society,
which was targeted by the NYPD. Membership has doubled to almost 1,200 in the past three years.
“They use the associations to find out who they are, a lot of that borne out of anxiety about being seen as
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unhuman,” says Bayoumi, who has become something of a one-man complaints department for Muslim
students at the college.

. . .

The huge, four-storey Muslim American Society in Bensonhurst, an old wedding hall located be-
tween a police station and a playground, has also seen an increase in membership in recent years. The
centre was a hive of activity one recent weekend. There was a big pre-Ramadan celebration on Saturday
night, with a packed schedule of speakers and a dinner, and on Sunday the hall on the fourth floor was
being festooned for a bridal shower.

©Reed Young

Mohammed Almathil, executive director of the Muslim American Society in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn

Next door, a bunch of women were jumping and kicking their way through a boot camp class, enjoying
the opportunity to shut the door and take off their headscarves. In the basement, a group of teenage boys
were busily repainting the classrooms where Arabic and Koran lessons take place under the tutelage of
Mohammed Almathil, the centre’s executive director. The noticeboard in the lobby advertised karate
classes, football leagues and Girl Scouts.

The number of people attending Friday prayers at the centre has risen from about 200 at the be-
ginning of 2011 to as many as 330 by the end of last year, according to Almathil, a Yemeni American
who wears a short beard and a kufi, a small skullcap. Almost all of the increase has been driven by
university students and young professionals. “The number one reason is that people are coming together
for the comfort and spirituality, to help them deal with their daily stresses,” he says.
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Almathil, who has a degree in psychology, says that institutionalised Islamophobia is causing some
young Muslims to lash out on social media, while others respond by cutting themselves off from society.
“They feel like they are being put under a lot of pressure so they are isolating or restricting themselves
somehow,” he says.

Aber Kawas is a member of the Muslim Students’ Association at City College in Manhattan but
calls the Muslim American Society her second home. “Young people feel like they are being attacked,
like people don’t understand their way of life. Muslim kids become more into their identity in college
and they flock together,” she says. “That happened to me. I would go to the MSA because it was
comfortable.”

Kawas, known as Abby, is the American-born daughter of Palestinian immigrant parents, whose
life was turned upside down after the September attacks. Her father got caught up in the law enforcement
authorities’ terrorism fishing expeditions, leading to him being deported – even though he was never
found to have been involved in anything related to terrorism.

Yet Kawas seldom stops smiling out from her tightly wrapped red headscarf. At her house, she
tells me how she loves Jane Austen. She has read Pride and Prejudice more times than she can remember,
not to mention watching the screen adaptations. “It’s just like our lives – we have social interaction but
there’s no dating,” she says. “I feel like a Muslim Elizabeth Bennet.”

©Reed Young

Aber Kawas, left, and her mother Manal, member of the Muslim Students’ Association and the Muslim
American Society
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Then, down at the Muslim American Society, she invokes another British period drama to explain why
she feels so comfortable there. “It’s just like that scene from Downton Abbey,” she says. “You know,
when the rich people were sitting around with each other and they said, ‘Isn’t it so much easier when
you don’t have to explain yourself?”’

Community organisers such as Faiza Ali have noticed that the climate of intolerance has essen-
tially led young Muslim Americans to put themselves in self-imposed quarantine. They fear the impact
that this will have on the development of civil society. “It’s scary when you think about the impact that
this is going to have on future generations of activists,” Ali says. “If people are afraid to speak out now
when they are in high school or college, what does this mean for the social justice movement?”

Others fear that society’s alienation of young Muslim Americans will contribute to some going off
the rails. No one is drawing a direct line between membership of community organisations and young
people being radicalised. But some wonder whether the alienation of a whole segment of society will tip
those prone to radicalisation over the edge.

Jim Zogby, president of the Arab American Institute, a Washington think-tank, says the climate of
suspicion creates a risk of instilling an “us and them” mindset in young Muslims. “What does all this do
to their development and psyche, if they’re thinking, ‘They don’t want me here?”’ he adds. A Maronite
Christian whose family comes from Lebanon, Zogby has been the subject of headlines intended to
associate him with extremists.

For her part, Kawas is conscious of the need to become part of her wider world, not just her Downton
Abbey equivalent set. As we climb the stairs at the Muslim American Association, she looks at me and
says: “If we all stay together all the time, people will never get to know us.”

Anna Fifield is an FT correspondent in Washington and begins a Nieman fellowship at Harvard
next month. Her last story for the magazine was about Hispanic voters.

To comment on this article, please email [3]magazineletters@ft.com

[4]Copyright The Financial Times Limited 2013.

For a selection of other news articles, see;

How to reward a traitor/collaborator: [5]Convicted Islamist Maajid Nawaz to stand as Liberal
Democrat candidate for marginal north London seat

for public surveillance: [6]Revealed: New blue-chip dirty tricks scandal after 12 years of silence
and intrusion, and [7]Revealed: The secret manual of dirty tricks - Crime - UK - The Independent

For dangerous laws passed as simply ridiculous laws: [8]Eric Pickles gives communities power to
outlaw spitting
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for our coming future insight (horizon-analysis): [9]Wearable computing is here already: How hi-
tech got under our skin - Features - Gadgets & Tech - The Independent

and finally, for the dangerous rise of western secret courts powers: [10]FISA court renews NSA
surveillance program

1. http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/bf11a1b0-df64-11e2-a9f4-00144feab7de.html
2. http://www.arabamericanny.org/
3. mailto:magazineletters@ft.com
4. http://www.ft.com/servicestools/help/copyright
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2370985/Maajid-Nawaz-Convicted-Islamist-Maajid-Nawa
z-stand-Liberal-Democrat-candidate-marginal-north-London-seat.html
6. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/exclusive-new-bluechip-dirty-tricks-scandal-reve
aled-after-12-years-of-silence-8721325.html
7. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/revealed-the-secret-manual-of-dirty-tricks-87213
27.html
8. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10191922/Eric-Pickles-gives-communitie
s-power-to-outlaw-spitting.html
9. http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/features/wearable-computing-is-her
e-already-how-hitech-got-under-our-skin-8721263.html
10. http://rt.com/usa/fisa-court-renew-authority-340/
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1.7.9 Nesrine Malik On The Guardian: Why Is The British Government Silence
Over Domestic Terrorism Attacks Against British-Muslims? (Also briefly
discussed is the Issue of marriage to westernized Muslims) (2013-07-23 11:08)

Before reprinting the article in full, let answer few recent questions;

[1] Yes, ”Radio Ramadan” run by the treacherous FMO (type ’fmo’ to read more articles on this)
is a government-funded propaganda tool.

[2] We think that the two missing young Muslims from the Highfields areas, Somali and Asian,
might have gone to the lands of resistance.

[3] On the issue of whether ’westernized’ Muslim girls are of marriage material, we are sorry to
say we can not generalize the answer and what we can say is only limited to our prejudicial preference.
In short, for us, westernized Muslims girls are not our cup of tea. We prefer a good sister, one proud
of her Muslim-ness with the usual traditions, e.g. Islamic clothing (not jeans, makeups, high-heels, no
’sunglasses’ (what the deal with these and modern women; trying to hide your age or something) all
these are turn off for our preference). Anyway, there might be some good ’westernized’ sisters out there
for some of you, as stated for us give us a good Muslim sister anytime (she can be independent and
professional, not stay at home etc) because we need a good sister since we are not very good Muslims (we
need to be saved, haha). Perhaps the ’Ideal’ [fictionalized] Muslim sister might be said to be that of the
character Rayyan on the Canadian sitcom, The Little Mosque on The Prairies; a perfect Western-Muslim,
not ’Westernized-Muslim’; do you see the difference, in short, to be westernized means losing one’s
proud Islamic roots/identity, while to be western means you are still proud Muslim with Islamic roots
and identity residing in the west!

The Article:

[1]

The government’s silence over attacks on Muslims is worrying, and divisive

The police have performed well following the recent terrorist attacks on Muslims, but from the politicians
… nothing
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• [2]

• – [3]Nesrine Malik

– [4]guardian.co.uk, Monday 22 July 2013 11.27 BST

’David Cameron’s silence on the matter not only alienates Muslims, but entrenches the view that they are
second-class citizens.’ Photograph: Andrew Winning/Reuters

Last week, a nail bomb [5]partially exploded at a mosque in the West Midlands – the fourth at-
tack in two months on mosques in Britain during Friday prayers. A suspect in one of those attacks
is also being questioned in connection with the killing of Mohammed Saleem, a Muslim pensioner in
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Birmingham, [6]who was stabbed to death as he returned home from prayers. The police response to
these attacks has been heartening, but the silence from government, and the establishment in general,
has been deeply worrisome.

When Lee Rigby was murdered, politicians of every stripe scrambled to condemn and reassure.
[7]Cobra, the country’s top emergency response mechanism, was convened under the home secretary,
Theresa May. David Cameron reassured Britons that "we will never buckle in the face of terrorism".
Compare this with near-silence that greeted the recent mosque attacks. Muslims have become accus-
tomed, almost resigned, to media double standards – there is no example starker than the wildly different
coverage of Rigby and Saleem’s killings. But the failure to mobilise, condemn and reassure on the part
of the political class is potentially far more dangerous.

It suggests not only that a Muslim life is less sacred than a non-Muslim one, but that Muslims do
not have the same rights as others to be reassured. That attacks on them are attacks on a minority, and
not on British citizens.

The significant (and some would say disproportionate) political and intelligence engagement in
the wake of the Rigby murder wasn’t entirely for practical purposes. Strong rhetoric combined with a
show of force is a necessary response on behalf of a government in order to calm and instil a sense of
safety in its citizens. The same sense of duty and urgency when British Muslims come under fire has
not been in evidence.

The job of sorting out the backlash has been left to policing – of English Defence League rallies,
mosques, and the investigation and following up of crime. It’s as if Muslims were only a troublesome
minority to be protected at the begrudging expense of the taxpayer. It has been local community leaders,
and Muslim MPs, that have anchored the response, thanking the police and appealing for calm. This is
not enough.

While policing may be practically effective, the failure of senior politicians, ministers, and No 10
to add to it the soft power of language, to denounce assaults and comfort Muslims as British citizens,
is inimical to the cause of integration. It serves both to aid radicalisation of Muslim youths, a state
brought about by a sense of otherness and marginalisation, and to instil the feeling that Muslims are
Muslims first, and Britons second. This not only alienates Muslims, but entrenches the view that they
are second-class citizens – effectively fair game.

The extent of Cameron’s engagement as head of state reaching out to a concerned populace has
been to comfort others vis-a-vis a Muslim threat, something for which he has been applauded.

Muslims are not members of a minority that should be grateful Cameron magnanimously declares
it not a threat. They are British citizens who are increasingly under more urgent and immediate risk of
terrorist attack than others.

These are not the everyday hate crimes that we have sadly become inured to, and which are faced
by all religious minorities. Jews in the UK, for example, [8]have for years experienced antisemitic
attacks including desecration of holy sites and abuse of religious figures. In this most recent wave of
targeting Muslims, however, we are not simply talking severed pig’s heads and swastikas, but violent
terrorist crime that aims to maim and claim lives. To some extent the disproportionality of the response
can be attributed to the fact that Britain has suffered a scarring terrorist attack perpetrated by Muslims,
and foiled others in the making. But the government is there to serve its citizens equally. Do we have to
wait until it is too late, until scores of Muslims have died in a counter-attack, before the political class
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turns the juggernaut of complacency around?

The constant refrain is that Muslims are an insular minority that poses an integration challenge,
existing on the fringes of British life. But when they are consistently treated by different standards in
terms of their rights as citizens to security and succour, it only confirms that the fringe is where they
belong.

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Selected Readings;

[9]Rise of the Warrior Cop - WSJ.com [10]Tory strategist in new lobbying row [11]Civil servant who
scooped £620k in secret redundancy package is among 1,300 Crown Prosecution Service workers
handed payouts (but none have been named) [12]Police attacked outside Paris after Islamic veil arrest
[13]Life Without Sex - NYTimes.com [14]Fast Time and the Aging Mind - NYTimes.com [15]Germany
intelligence cooperated with NSA as Merkel denied knowledge – report [16]The 102 top firms who
hired hackers... but the police won’t name them: MPs furious after being told to ’keep this report locked
in a safe’ [17]Big defense firms are faring well despite sequester added weds 24.07.13

Who is the man with the mosque bomb tattoo? ’EDL member’ poses brazenly with inking depicting
explosion at Muslim place of worship

• ’EDL supporter’ pictured with tattoo of a mosque being blown up

• Picture taken at EDL rally in Birmingham at the weekend

• Man can be seen lifting up his football shirt to reveal the image as he poses

• Police arrested 20 demonstrators after officers came under attack
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• Do you know the man with the mosque tattoo? Call us on 0203 615 1605

By [18]James Rush

PUBLISHED: 09:58, 24 July 2013 | UPDATED: 10:25, 24 July 2013

The man is understood to have been pictured revealing the inflammatory tattoo at an EDL rally in
Birmingham

Grinning brazenly as he lifts up his shirt to reveal an inflammatory image of a mosque being blown up,
this man was pictured openly with his offending tattoo at a far-right rally.
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The man, who is believed to be a supporter of the English Defence League, is understood to have been
pictured at the group’s rally, in Birmingham, at the weekend.

The man lifted his football shirt to reveal the image of the Muslim place of worship with the word
’Boom!’ written across it.

The image has sparked outrage after it was posted on micro-blogging site Twitter.

It was taken at a demonstration in Birmingham, according to The Sun, where police made 20 arrests
after officers came under attack on Saturday.

A 20-year-old woman has been charged with violent disorder and was due to appear in court earlier this
week.

Two men were also charged with offences connected to the EDL rally and a counter-protest in Birming-
ham city centre.

Officers made a total of 20 arrests, mainly for public order breaches, after being pelted with cans, bottles,
stones and other missiles during sporadic disorder.

Two men aged 26 and 22 have been bailed to appear before Walsall Magistrates’ Court on August 9
charged with possessing offensive weapons.

A police spokesman said: ’Police enquiries are ongoing to see whether any other offences were commit-
ted during the demonstrations.

’The wealth of exceptional quality CCTV within the area is likely to provide significant investigative
opportunities to bring a large number of offenders to justice for what, at times, appeared to be serious
offences.

’There were a total of three hospital admissions for minor injuries, one of which was a police officer
who received head injuries after being hit by bricks.
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’He was treated at hospital and later discharged.’

• If you know who the man with the tattoo is contact MailOnline on 0203 615 1605.

1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/nesrinemalik
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/nesrinemalik
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk-news/2013/jul/19/suspected-mosque-bombing-midlands?INTCMP=ILCN
ETTXT3487
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk-news/2013/jul/21/mosque-bombing-suspect-arrested-pensioner-mur
der
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2013/may/23/woolwich-attack-david-cameron-cobra-meeting
8. http://www.thecst.org.uk/docs/CST%20Incidents%20Report_Jan-June%202012.pdf
9. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323848804578608040780519904.html?mod=WSJ_hp_E
urope_EditorsPicks
10. http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/jul/21/tory-strategist-lynton-crosby-lobbying
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2371957/Civil-servant-scooped-620k-secret-redundanc
y-package-1-300-Crown-Prosecution-Service-workers-handed-payouts-named.html
12. http://www.france24.com/en/20130720-islamic-veil-arrest-sparks-violence-paris-suburb-france
-trappes
13. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/21/opinion/sunday/life-without-sex.html?hp&_r=0
14. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/21/opinion/sunday/fast-time-and-the-aging-mind.html?hp&_r=0
15. http://rt.com/news/germany-nsa-usa-xkeyscore-378/
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2375572/The-102-firms-hired-hackers--police-wont-MP
s-furious-told-report-locked-safe.html
17. http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/defense-firms-weathering-budget-cuts-more-ea
sily-than-expected/2013/07/23/d23c4f7e-f3b9-11e2-aa2e-4088616498b4_story.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=James+Rush
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1.7.10 Exposing The Gestapo-ification of UK Police/Your Weekend Readings:
Ian Herbert New Expose On The British Police State (The Independent)
(2013-07-27 10:10)

The Link to follow:

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/antiracism-smear-scandal-police-ta rgeted-sister-of-
black–paratrooper-who-died-in-custody-8734485.html?printS ervice=print

[1] Others on Gestapoification of British Police (more exposes after Peter Francis Bombshell Book):
http://netpol.org/2013/07/23/police-set-to-get-new-dispersal-powers/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/jul/26/ipcc-investigates-police-spied -alder-family

http://netpol.org/2013/07/25/jason-bishop-new-allegations-of-undercover-polic ing-of-protest/

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/exclusive-bigger-than-phone-hackin g–soca-sat-on-
bluechip-dirty-tricks-evidence-for-years-8730861.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2379577/Big-banks-paid-corrupt-detect ives-spy-hack-steal-
personal-data-run-financial-crash.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2377083/Police-forced-axe-Big-Brother -road-cameras-Town-
wins-landmark-victory-blanket-use-number-plate-spies.htm l

[2] On Dangerous New Laws Passed as Silly Laws:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2377291/Spitting-street-earn-80-fine- Pickles-backs-council-
wanted-pass-bylaw-banning-habit.html

[3] On Corrupted Establishment:

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jul/26/archbishop-of-canterbury-church-w onga

Other selections;

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/american-face-of-casual-raci sm-antisemitism-
and-sexism-laid-bare-in-us-big-brother-8732628.html

http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14315

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2379694/Could-fennel-beat-PMT-Women -given-drops-
seeds-felt-depressed-like-easier-jobs.html
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1.7.11 Leicester: A Profile of ”Planet’s Most Multicultural” City (The Indepen-
dent On Sunday) (2013-07-28 10:04)

[1]

We’re all in this together: How Leicester became a model of multiculturalism (even if that was never the
plan…)

’The original idea was that they would stay two or three years, make enough money to buy a trac-
tor, then go home. But they got into the rhythm of life here’

Peter Popham

Sunday, 28 July 2013

You couldn’t ask for a better symbol of the present, paradoxical state of multicultural Britain than
Jawaahir Daahir.
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She is a vigorous example of female empowerment: a Somali refugee in the Hague, she learnt
Dutch and studied for seven years to become a social worker there, while bringing up her six children.
She is also a conservative Muslim, like most of her compatriots. She combines the two – feminism and
religious piety – with no apparent strain. And it was because that combination is one that Britain can
deal with, while the Continent finds it unacceptable, that she is now happily settled in Leicester.

Daahir is under no illusions about what she left behind in Holland. "Holland is a lovely country,"
she says, "and in terms of housing and health, the system it is much better than here. And the standard
of education is not lower."

Yet, after 10 years living with her children in The Hague, she chose, like thousands of other So-
malis settled in Holland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, to move to Leicester.

"When the Somali community came to Leicester there was a sense of support and a welcoming
environment. For example, now there are lights, welcoming Ramadan. When I registered my children
for school, there were welcome signs in so many languages, including Somali. It was a culture shock,
because you don’t expect a Western city to welcome you in your own language. In Holland, even though
I participated actively in all sorts of different areas, I still felt separate, different. But here in Leicester
you feel a sense of belonging. You are not a foreigner, you are not an outsider. The society and the
system acknowledge you and consider you."

The murder of Private Lee Rigby two months ago was a watershed. Today, British multicultural-
ism is under assault from all directions.

Attacks on mosques and marches by the English Defence League are warnings of worse to come.
The Coalition’s attempt to bring down immigration rates is one of its most popular policies. Local
authority provision for ethnic minorities has been torpedoed by the cuts. In an authoritative new book,
David Goodhart, founding editor of Prospect magazine, asks hard questions about the economic and
political rationale for the mass immigration that has transformed the ethnic profile of so many of our
towns and cities. He finds an explanation for it in official absent-mindedness: happy to welcome
immigrants from Australia and Canada after the war, it only dawned slowly that the door had also been
left open for 400 million imperial subjects from the Indian subcontinent.

Britain obtained its dazzling array of new citizens with little conscious planning. And, as Good-
hart describes, in places such as Bradford and Tower Hamlets, the mixture of declining local industry
and a large, tight-knit population of immigrants from rural parts of Pakistan and Bangladesh has
produced severe social tension, culminating in the mill-town riots of 2001.

But as Jawaahir Daahir’s story reveals, that is not the whole picture. Slap in the middle of Eng-
land there is a city where an improbably rich mix of people and religions seems to be working rather well.
Leicester was a stronghold of Cromwell’s side during the Civil War; the short-lived Commonwealth
saw the blooming of 100 dissenting religious sects. Unlike the peoples of countries whose history is
dominated by a single hegemonic religion, we became accustomed to the idea that there might be 100
versions of the truth, and that civil peace depended on letting them alone: live and let live. Something
very similar is happening now.

Nobody planned for Leicester to become the most multicultural city on the planet. It just happened
that way. And for the early immigrants, too, there was little thought that they might make their lives here.

"The original idea was that they would work for a bit then go home," says Surinderpal Singh Rai,
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a Leicester Sikh whose father was one of the first arrivals. "That’s why nobody bought houses. My
father’s generation thought, we’ll stay two or three years here, make enough money to buy a tractor –
they were all farmers from the Punjab in India – then we’ll be set up for life. But they got into the rhythm
of life here, and the families started coming over in the 1960s. We were the sixth or seventh family to
come over in 1963."

In 2008, Manjula Sood, a primary-school teacher and city councillor, became the first Asian woman in
the country to be elected Lord Mayor. But when she first arrived in Leicester nearly 40 years before, she
wanted to turn tail and run.

She came with her husband, an Indian engineer who had a job with Marconi. "I arrived here on
18 December 1970," she says. "From Heathrow right up to Leicester it was snowing and so dull and dark.
We had a small flat in Highfields, a very old Victorian building and when I climbed the stairs, I thought,
’God, is this England?’ There were no carpets, no heating in the flat. So I told my husband, ’I’m not
staying here.’ I phoned my grandfather and said, ’I don’t want to stay.’ He shouted at me: ’Don’t you
dare say that, you can only come back with your husband.’ I said, ’There’s no money.’ He said, ’Why
did I give you an education? Do something!’"

New arrivals sensed this was a land of opportunity. It was rich, the heart of the empire. But it
was also cold, uncomfortable, unwelcoming. "When my father first arrived, he shared a house with 48
people," says Surinderpal Singh Rai.

In 1972, the dictator Idi Amin ordered Uganda’s large Asian minority to leave the country within
90 days. For most of them, the imperial "motherland" was the most obvious destination. And Leicester,
where Manjula Sood and Surinderpal Singh Rai were already living, was one place to aim for – so much
so that the city council took out advertisements to try to stop it happening.

"PRESENT CONDITIONS IN THE CITY ARE VERY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE MET BY
EARLIER SETTLERS," screamed Leicester’s ad in the Uganda Argus. In particular, it went on, there
were "several thousands of families on the housing list", "hundreds of children… awaiting places in
schools", while social and health services were "already stretched to the limit".

"Leicester is full up," was the message.

Leicester in 1972 looked into the crystal ball and did not like what it saw: that within a genera-
tion or so it would no longer be a city dominated by white, Anglo-Saxon Christians.

But the city fathers’ efforts to stop this change had the opposite effect. "The ad was gloriously
counterproductive," says Sir Peter Soulsby, the city’s mayor. "It brought Leicester to the attention of
people who had never thought of coming to the city." As a result, 5,000 Ugandan Asians poured into
Leicester, nearly one in five of the 27,000 who came to Britain.

And the Asian immigrants from East Africa – affluent professionals and businesspeople – were
better equipped to prosper than any before or since. "While others came to Britain from villages in
Bengal or Kashmir," says Suleman Nagdi, who arrived from what was then called Rhodesia, "we had
been immersed in Britishness – Jane Eyre and all that – from our school days, and that immersion helped
us integrate more quickly: we were familiar with the education and legal systems and everything else."

When the Ugandan Asians arrived, much of Leicester’s traditional industry was on its last legs.
"Through the 1970s and 1980s, you saw the collapse of the big family firms that dominated Leicester,"
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says Soulsby, "in hosiery and shoes and light engineering, companies such as Imperial Typewriters. All
of these were collapsing. And the large factories and the machines they used were becoming redundant."

But the new arrivals grasped that this disaster was also an opportunity. "What we had were some
very brave Asian entrepreneurs moving in, buying the buildings and some of the machinery and
recycling it," he goes on. "So Leicester still remains a city that does a lot of manufacturing, it just does
it differently. And the old slogan ’Leicester clothes the world’ is still true."

In the 40 years since, Leicester has become the poster city for multicultural Britain, a place where
the stunning number and size of the minorities – the 55 mosques, 18 Hindu temples, nine Sikh gurud-
waras, two synagogues, two Buddhist centres and one Jain centre – are seen not as a recipe for conflict
or a millstone around the city’s neck, but a badge of honour.

But in the 12 years since the attacks on America, punctuated by 7/7 and the Woolwich atrocity,
Britain’s faith in multiculturalism has begun to erode. After every act of Islamist terrorism, there has
been a spasm of revulsion. The average white liberal finds his brain hijacked by unexpected emotions.
What exactly are these people doing here? Why did we let them in? Why do some of them – even if
only a tiny minority – hate us so much?

As the city’s advertisement in the Uganda Argus brings home, creating a city in which (according
to the 2011 census) white Britons would constitute only 45 per cent of the population (the figure for
2001 was 61 per cent) was certainly never a political goal. In historical terms, it is just as unprecedented
a social experiment as the emancipation of women and gay people. And while the rest of Europe may
be on the same page as us with women and the gay community, or even a page or two further on, when
it comes to immigration, Britain is now in a league of its own. And that’s because, while "coloured"
immigration was for a long time seen as a question of race, it has long been clear that it is much more
significantly a matter of religion.

Jawaahir Daahir is clear that it was attitudes to religion that persuaded her to come.

"My motivation to move was religious freedom, cultural and religious freedom," she says. "My
worry was how my children could keep their identity as a Muslim, as a Somali. In Holland there was
anti-Muslim feeling from 9/11, but even before that it was a closed institutional system. The expectation
there is for new arrivals to assimilate, not to integrate while retaining their own identities. And for the
younger generation, it is very difficult because there is no acceptance or tolerance of differences."

This is one of the conundrums of our age, one which laid-back, permissive Holland epitomises:
how are the super-tolerant children of the European Enlightenment to react to the arrival of newcomers
who refuse to adopt the uniform of secular liberalism? How far do you tolerate those who themselves
have strict limits on what they will tolerate?

Daahir’s experience was that the Dutch were intolerant and rigid towards her religion. "If you are
wearing a scarf, it’s very difficult in Holland. My daughter – her school principal said she will be the
first and only one wearing a scarf. She went to the school and had a very tough time from students and
even teachers with their comments. They mocked the different dress code."

And Dutch secularism made no concessions to religious practice. "There were no facilities k or
understanding for Muslims," she goes on, "for example in terms of having praying facilities."

Despite the lower standard of social provision here, she has no regrets about moving to Leicester.
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"It’s great here. I heard these stories about Leicester and decided to visit after my friend came and I
thought, ’Wow, it’s true.’

"It’s about how you go about being multicultural. Leicester has managed over the years to have
leadership policies and procedures in place that embrace and celebrate diversity.

"I’m not saying everything is smooth and fine – obviously there will be issues and concerns and
because of human nature there are always things that need improvement – but I think in general it is well
ahead in terms of making it inclusive for religious communities. You feel it."

As atheists – who account for 23 per cent of Leicester’s population – like to point out, religion is
not a reliable recipe for communal harmony. Quite the reverse: as every religion enshrines an exclusive
explanation of the world, each has the potential to oppress and persecute those who think differently. And
often that’s how it works out. Muslims are often treated like second-class citizens in India, Christians in
Pakistan, Hindus in Bangladesh and Muslims in Burma.

Muslims and Sikhs lived in close proximity in the Punjab for centuries, but it was not an easy co-
habitation, and it ended in the horrendous blood-letting of Partition. And as Surinderpal Singh Rai points
out, the relationship was never an easy one, with conversion to Islam – including conversion by force,
with the threat of death for those who refuse –at the heart of the tension.

"It was because of forcible conversion by Muslims that Sikhism came into being," he says. "The
Mogul invaders of India in the 11th century forcibly converted Hindus into Muslims. The Ninth Sikh
Guru sacrificed himself for the sake of Hindus, to prevent them being converted."

In Leicester – as in the Punjab before Partition – the Sikh and Muslim communities are closely in-
tertwined: the huge Guru Tegh Bahadur Gurudwara on East Park Road is surrounded by four large
mosques. "One of the things we Sikhs don’t do is convert," he says. "We don’t proselytise. We can’t say
my religion is better than yours. But Muslims convert, by every means. Through literature and financial
inducement, and especially with children. There have been instances of this. It has been a worrying
trend at times. Because we don’t do it ourselves. We find it very irritating… If anything was going to
make everything explode, that would be the one issue."

Aware of that danger, both communities are working hard to defuse the tension. "After a recent
attack by Sikhs on a Muslim-owned restaurant, we all got together," he goes on, "Muslim, Sikh and
Hindu and condemned the attack and managed to keep the lid on it. There was a real, real fear that
it could explode… but we are all united together. We’ve had quite a few meetings with Muslims, the
Bishop of Leicester has been very active, we also visit each other’s places of worship; recently we
had one meeting in a mosque, there is a meeting planned for here. We work closely with the police as well.

While the mill towns of Burnley, Oldham and Bradford experienced race riots in 2001, Leicester
has ridden out its multicultural decades in considerable peace and harmony. The white population,
guided by the likes of Peter Soulsby, has responded with maturity and imagination to these epochal
demographic changes. And while there will always be grumbling about the "cosseting" of immigrants,
the facts speak for themselves. In the mid-1970s, the National Front was active in Leicester, and on one
occasion came close to winning a single council seat. But since then, they and their successors have
been notably unsuccessful in the city. If the minority of British whites are seething about the way the
city is changing, they are keeping it very much to themselves.

The Hindu festival of Diwali, the festival of Lights that takes place every October, has become
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the city’s biggest party, and the biggest such celebration outside India. In Delhi and Bombay, Diwali
is a Hindu affair; Muslims and others tend to stay at home. In Leicester, by contrast, all communi-
ties turn out for it. Religion, which can so easily poison communal relations, can also galvanise them, too.

"Leicester is more than just welcoming," says Claire Jackson, a Jewish teacher who moved here
from London 25 years ago. "I think you could go round all these different faith groups and find they’ve
all got a sense of belonging. There’s tremendous loyalty to the city. People actually do feel that they
belong here and are happy here.

"I got a teaching job at Moat Community College in the city which has 95 per cent Muslim students,
some Hindus. I loved being among those students. Being the only Jew there was interesting. Some
of them had never met a Jew. Some had found anti-Jewish propaganda online, so I thought it was my
responsibility to tell them who I was, because we got on fine. They were really lovely people. They ac-
cepted me completely and the parents were very hospitable. It’s the first time I felt I belonged anywhere."

Further News Headline Selections:

[2]Revealed: tobacco giant’s secret plans [3]Admit it. You love cheap clothes. And you don’t care about
child slave labour [4]Super publisher plot thickens [5]’I am private eye who spied for financiers protected
by police’: Jailed detective breaks silence as pressure grows to investigate companies on secret list given
to MPs [6]Democratic establishment unmasked: prime defenders of NSA bulk spying l Glenn Greenwald
| Comment is free | guardian.co.uk [7]George Osborne’s description of the economy is near-Orwellian
| Ha-Joon Chang | Comment is free | The Guardian The Joke of the Day: [8]Reuters / Richard Carson
Halliburton fined $200k over Gulf spill

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/this-britain/were-all-in-this-together-how-leicester-b
ecame-a-model-of-multiculturalism-even-if-that-was-never-the-plan-8732691.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/jul/28/philip-morris-plain-packaging
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jul/28/india-sweated-labour
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2013/jul/28/penguin-random-house-merger-reactions
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2380232/I-private-eye-spied-financiers-protected-po
lice-Jailed-detective-breaks-silence-pressure-grows-investigate-companies-secret-list-given-
MPs.html
6. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/25/democratic-establishment-nsa
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/26/george-osborne-economy-orwellian-on-mend
8. http://rt.com/usa/halliburton-guilty-destroying-evidence-spill-605/
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1.7.12 New Generation, Same Old Resistance Agenda: Our Contribution
To Global Resistance Against Colonialism, Imperialism and Corporate
Greed (2013-07-29 09:32)

Our contribution is made via our sister web-blog at [1]International Resistance | An Alliance for
International Peace & Social Justice

The blog and the strategic thoughts, or views, expressed are purely a personal product of only my-
self, Saeed (JG Acting Senior Officer), and not JG as an organization.

The blog is my personal passion for social liberal democracy, global peace and general anti-belligerence
(colonialism and imperialism) and Corporate greed.

The blog is made up only of pages and not posts, which means one should focus on reading these
(pages) only.

Enjoy.

Few selected headlines of the day:

[2]MPs’ £120k of freebies: They enjoy junkets at Royal Ascot, Wimbledon, the Olympics, Baftas... and
even pheasant shooting [3]Now 300 firms accused of using rogue detectives: Police reveal second ’secret’
dossier of names who have used illegal hacking [4]Protesters in 40 cities take part in Bradley Manning
‘International Day of Action’

1. http://internationalresistance.wordpress.com/
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2380536/MPs-120k-freebies-They-enjoy-junkets-Royal-
Ascot-Wimbledon-Olympics-Baftas--pheasant-shooting.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2380598/Now-300-firms-accused-using-rogue-detective
s-Police-reveal-second-secret-dossier-names-used-illegal-hacking.html
4. http://rt.com/usa/manning-trial-protests-verdict-688/
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1.8.1 The Weekly Edition: A Selection Of This Week’s Recommended Articles
and Stories (e.g. New Snowden’s Leaks) (2013-08-02 12:31)

[1]Guards are sexually assaulting me, says Shaker Aamer - the last Briton in Guantanamo Bay [2]GCHQ’s
site in Bude, Cornwall Exclusive: NSA pays £100m in secret funding for UK spy agency GCHQ [3]NSA
and GCHQ – too close for comfort [4]British spies ’paid £100million to do America’s dirty work’: How
the U.S. is secretly bankrolling GCHQ spy centre [5]NSA files: program collects ’nearly all we do online’
[6]NSA’s XKeyscore gives one-click real-time access to almost any internet activity [7]GCHQ: inside the
top secret world of Britain’s biggest spy agency [8]Party donors swell House of Lords [9]Bosses at Fraud
Office used secret e-mails to cover up £1m pay-offs: Civil servants used private addresses to prevent
other staff finding out [10]Revealed: Up to 6,000 ’beds in sheds’ set-up by rogue landlords are found by
spy plane’s thermal image camera [11]’Snoop on owners who don’t bin dog poo’ [12]Web searches led to
visit from police [13]Serco: the company running Britain [14]Age of ’zero hours’ jobs: Sports Direct staff
never know how long they’ll work - or what they’ll earn [15]Firms hired by Whitehall used rogue private
eyes: Revelation means ’secret hacking scandal’ has reached doors of Government [16]Law firms ’top
users of rogue private eyes’: Fifth of 102 companies uncovered as using corrupt investigators [17]Frack-
ing? Do it in the ’desolate North East, says Osborne’s father-in-law: Tory peer provokes fury with his
comments [18]"Leicestershire councils make £8 million profits from... [19]Parking fines rocket because
of the centre’s addiction to power [20]Todashev shooting inquiry rejected [21]Americans are now more
worried about civil liberties abuses than terrorism [22]Daniel Henninger: Obama’s Creeping Authoritari-
anism [23]Russia’s Middle-East End Game, at the Hands of the Post-Soviet Grandmaster [24]What does
your handwriting say about you? Study finds more than 5,000 personality traits are linked to how we
write [25]Think you know your cat? Think again: New video demystifies feline body language - and
reveals they probably DON’T want their tummy stroked | Mail Online [26]Rifle-wielding soldiers grow
breasts [27]Imagine a feudal country where 432 families own half the land

ADDED SUNDAY 04.08.2013

[28]BT and Vodafone among telecoms companies passing details to GCHQ | Business | The Guardian
[29]Crooks and lazy peers to be kicked out of Lords as party leaders scramble to reform upper chamber
[30]The real Minority Report? Kent Constabulary tests computer program to predict crime [31]How
rogue private investigators stole bank details for Lloyd’s of London: Shocking claim by detective at centre
of ‘blue-chip’ hacking storm [32]Racial profiling row as police hold 140 ’illegal immigrants’ and Home
Office TWEETS out the arrest pictures [33]Fraud bosses ’should return £1million pay-offs’: Agency
chief urges trio to return cash amid calls for wider corruption probe [34]MPs banned from worshiping
at the feet of idols like Thatcher and Churchill because their statues are being rubbed away [35]GCHQ
effectively prostituting itself to NSA [36]Ignore fracking outcry, planners told [37]’You were my greatest
love of my life’: Deeply personal emails sent between Colin Powell and a blonde Romanian diplomat
revealed by hacker [38]Duggan: ’no evidence of criminality’ [39]‘Humiliating’ body searches dissuading
Gitmo detainees from meeting lawyers [40]Every day in Guantanamo is Groundhog Day... whether
you’re a guard or a prisoner: A gripping dispatch from inside the notorious terrorist detention camp

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/guards-are-sexually-assaulting-me-says-the
-last-briton-in-guantanamo-bay-8740739.html
2. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk-news/2013/aug/01/nsa-paid-gchq-spying-edward-snowden
3. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/aug/01/nsa-gchq-cooperation-too-close-comfort
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2382932/US-gives-100m-spy-centre-Deal-raises-questi
ons-influence-GCHQ.html
5. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/31/nsa-top-secret-program-online-data
6. http://rt.com/news/xkeyscore-nsa-snowden-prism-858/
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7. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14457
8. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/aug/01/house-of-lords-new-peerages
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2382901/Bosses-Fraud-Office-used-secret-e-mails-cov
er-1m-pay-offs-Civil-servants-used-private-addresses-prevent-staff-finding-out.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381451/Slough-spy-plane-detects-6-000-illegal-beds
-sheds-thermal-imaging.html
11. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Snoop-owners-don-t-bin-dog-poo/story-19591502-detail/stor
y.html
12. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/01/new-york-police-terrorism-pressure-cooker
13. http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2013/jul/29/serco-biggest-company-never-heard-of
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381118/Age-zero-hours-jobs-Sports-Direct-staff-kno
w-long-theyll-work--theyll-earn.html
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381071/Firms-hired-Whitehall-used-rogue-private-ey
es-Revelation-means-secret-hacking-scandal-reached-doors-Government.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381658/Law-firms-users-rogue-private-eyes-Fifth-10
2-firms-uncovered-used-illegal-investigations.html
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2381353/Lord-Howell-Drill-shale-gas-North-East-deso
late-uninhabited.html
18. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Leicestershire-councils-make-8-million-profits/story-1960
0088-detail/story.html
19. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/01/parking-fines-rocket-centre-addiction-
power
20. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/01/florida-ibragim-todashev-shooting
21. http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/jul/29/poll-nsa-surveillance-privacy-pew
22. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324136204578639953580480838.html?mod=rss_Opin
ion?mod=hp_opinion
23. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14440
24. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2380858/What-does-handwriting-say-Study-find
s-5-000-personality-traits-linked-write.html
25. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2382007/Think-know-cat-Think-New-video-demys
tifies-feline-body-language--reveals-probably-DONT-want-tummy-stroked.html
26. http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2013/jul/29/german-soldiers-develop-enlarged-breasts
27. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/imagine-a-feudal-country-where-432-families-o
wn-half-the-land-welcome-to-scotland-8742545.html
28. http://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/aug/02/telecoms-bt-vodafone-cables-gchq
29. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2383896/Crooks-lazy-peers-kicked-Lords-party-leader
s-scramble-reform-upper-chamber.html
30. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/the-real-minority-report-kent-constabulary-tests
-computer-program-to-predict-crime-8744940.html
31. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2384212/How-rogue-private-investigators-stole-bank-
details-Lloyd-s-London-Shocking-claim-detective-centre-blue-chip-hacking-storm.html
32. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2383156/Police-arresting-139-illegal-immigrant-susp
ects-watchdog-launches-probe.html
33. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2383873/Fraud-bosses-return-1million-pay-offs-Agenc
y-chief-urges-trio-return-cash-amid-calls-wider-corruption-probe.html
34. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2383318/MPs-banned-worshiping-feet-idols-like-Thatc
her-Churchill-statues-rubbed-away.html
35. http://rt.com/op-edge/nsa-gchq-mutual-assistance-976/
36. http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/aug/03/ignore-fracking-protests-government-tell
s-planners
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1.8.2 Peter Van Buren On Open Democracy & TomDispatches: Western Totali-
tarianism Is Real & Here To Stay [And Expand]! (2013-08-07 15:04)

The article is an excellent case study of an expansion of modern day western totalitarianism. The article
examines the rise of United States Totalitarianism, or a ’Post-Constitutional America’ as the author
(Peter Van Buren) defines it.

The article is highly recommended reading. What is written in the article is found also inside
other so-called post-modern western states from ’Liberal’ France to ’Autocratic’ Britain, ’confused’
Germany and so forth.

READ AND BE SHOCKED!!!!

Published on openDemocracy ([1]http://www.opendemocracy.net)

Welcome to post-Constitution America

[2]Peter Van Buren [1]

5 August 2013
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What if your country begins to change and nobody notices? As the weaponry and technology of
war came home, so did a new, increasingly Guantanamo-ized definition of justice. This is one thing the
Bradley Manning case has made clear.

On July 30, 1778, the Continental Congress created the first American [3]whistleblower [10] pro-
tection law, stating “that it is the duty of all persons in the service of the United States to give the
earliest information to Congress or other proper authority of any misconduct, frauds, or misdemeanors
committed by any officers or persons in the service of these states.”

Two hundred thirty-five years later, on July 30, 2013, Bradley Manning was found [4]guilty [11]
on 20 of the 22 charges for which he was prosecuted, specifically for “espionage” and for videos of
[5]war atrocities [12] he released, but not for “aiding the enemy.”

Days after the verdict, with sentencing hearings in which Manning could receive 136 years of
prison time ongoing, the pundits have had their say. The problem is that they missed the most chilling
aspect of the Manning case: the way it ushered us, almost unnoticed, into post-Constitutional America.

The weapons of war come home

Even before the Manning trial began, the emerging look of that new America was coming into
view. In recent years, weapons, tactics, and techniques developed in Iraq and Afghanistan as well as in
the war on terror have begun arriving in “the homeland.”

Consider, for instance, the rise of the [6]warrior cop [13] , of increasingly up-armored police de-
partments across the country often filled with former military personnel encouraged to use the sort of
rough tactics they once wielded in combat zones. Supporting them are the kinds of weaponry that once
would have been inconceivable in police departments, including armored vehicles, typically bought with
Department of Homeland Security [7]grants [14] . Recently, the director of the FBI informed a Senate
committee that the Bureau was [8]deploying [15] its first drones over the United States. Meanwhile,
Customs and Border Protection, part of the Department of Homeland Security and already flying an
expanding fleet of Predator drones, the very ones used in America’s war zones, is eager to [9]arm [16]
them with “non-lethal” weaponry to “immobilize targets of interest.”
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Above all, surveillance technology has been coming home from our distant war zones. The Na-
tional Security Agency (NSA), for instance, pioneered the use of cell phones to track potential enemy
movements in Iraq and Afghanistan. The NSA did this in one of several ways. With the aim of remotely
turning on cell phones as audio monitoring or GPS devices, rogue signals could be sent out through an
existing network, or NSA software could be implanted on phones disguised as downloads of porn or
games.

Using fake cell phone towers that actually intercept phone signals en route to real towers, the US
could harvest hardware information in Iraq and Afghanistan that would forever label a phone and allow
the NSA to always uniquely identify it, even if the [10]SIM card [17] was changed. The fake cell towers
also allowed the NSA to gather precise location data for the phone, vacuum up metadata, and monitor
what was being said.

At one point, more than 100 NSA teams had been scouring [11]Iraq [18] for snippets of electronic
data that might be useful to military planners. The agency’s director, General Keith Alexander, changed
that: he devised a strategy called [12]Real Time Regional Gateway [19] to grab every Iraqi text, phone
call, email, and social media interaction. “Rather than look for a single needle in the haystack, his
approach was, ‘Let’s collect the whole haystack,”’ [13]said [19] one former senior US intelligence
official. “Collect it all, tag it, store it, and whatever it is you want, you go searching for it.”

Sound familiar, Mr. Snowden?

Welcome home, soldier (Part I)

Thanks to [14]Edward Snowden [20] , we now know that the “collect it all” technique employed
by the NSA in Iraq would soon enough be used to collect American metadata and other electronically
available information, including credit card transactions, air ticket purchases, and financial records. At
the vast new $2 billion [15]data center [21] it is building in Bluffdale, Utah, and at other locations, the
NSA is following its Iraq script of saving everything, so that once an American became a target, his or
her whole history can be combed through. Such searches do not require [16]approval [22] by a court, or
even an NSA supervisor. As it happened, however, the job was easier to accomplish in the US than in
Iraq, as [17]internet companies [23] and [18]telephone service providers [24] are required by secret law
to hand over the required data, neatly formatted, with no messy spying required.

When the US wanted something in Iraq or Afghanistan, they sent guys to kick down doors and
take it. This, too, may be beginning to happen here at home. Recently, despite other valuable and
easily portable objects lying nearby, [19]computers [25] , and only computers, were stolen from the law
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offices representing State Department whistleblower Aurelia Fedenisn. Similarly, a Washington law
firm representing NSA whistleblower [20]Tom Drake [26] had [21]computers [27] , and only computers,
stolen from its office.

In these years, the FBI has brought two other NSA wartime tools home. The Bureau now uses a
device called [22]Stingray [28] to recreate those battlefield fake cell phone towers and track people
in the US without their knowledge. Stingray offers some unique advantages: it bypasses the phone
company entirely, which is, of course, handy in a war zone in which a phone company may be controlled
by less than cooperative types, or if phone companies no longer cooperate with the government, or
simply if you don’t want the phone company or anyone else to know you’re snooping. American phone
companies seem to have been quite cooperative. [23]Verizon [29] , for instance, admits hacking its own
cellular modems (“[24]air cards [30] ”) to facilitate FBI intrusion.

The FBI is also following NSA’s lead [25]implanting spyware [31] and other hacker software de-
veloped for our war zones secretly and remotely in American computers and cell phones. The Bureau
can then remotely turn on phone and laptop microphones, even webcams, to monitor citizens, while files
can be pulled from a computer or implanted onto a computer.

Among the latest examples of war technology making the trip back to the homeland is the [26]aerostat
[32] , a tethered medium-sized blimp. Anyone who served in Iraq or Afghanistan will [27]recognize [33]
the thing, as one or more of them flew over nearly every military base of any size or importance. The
Army recently announced plans to operate two such blimps [28]over Washington, D.C [34] ., starting
in 2014. Allegedly they are only to serve as anti-missile defenses, though in our war zones they were
used as massive surveillance platforms. As a taste of the sorts of surveillance systems the aerostats were
equipped with abroad but the Army says they won’t have here at home, consider [29]Gorgon Stare [35] ,
a system that can transmit live images of an [30]entire town [36] . And unlike drones, an aerostat never
needs to land. Ever.

Welcome home, soldier (Part II)

And so to Bradley Manning.

As the weaponry and technology of war came home, so did a new, increasingly Guantanamo-ized
definition of justice. This is one thing the Manning case has made clear.
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As a start, Manning was treated no differently than America’s war-on-terror prisoners at Guan-
tanamo and the [31]black sites [37] that the Bush administration set up around the world. Picked up on
the “battlefield,” Manning was first [32]kept incommunicado [38] in a cage in Kuwait for two months
with no access to a lawyer. Then, despite being an active duty member of the Army, he was handed over
to the Marines, who also guard Guantanamo, to be held in a military prison in Quantico, Virginia. [39]

What followed were [33]three years of cruel detainment [40] , where, as might well have hap-
pened at Gitmo, Manning, kept in isolation, was deprived of clothing, communications, legal advice,
and sleep. The [34]sleep deprivation regime [41] imposed on him certainly met any standard, other than
Washington’s and possibly Pyongyang’s, for torture. In return for such abuse, even after a judge had
formally ruled that he was subjected to excessively harsh treatment, Manning will only get a [35]112-day
reduction [42] in his eventual sentence.

Eventually the Obama administration decided Manning was to be tried as a soldier before a mili-
tary court. In the courtroom, itself inside a [36]military facility [43] that also houses NSA headquarters,
there was a strikingly gulag-like atmosphere. His trial was built around secret witnesses and secret
evidence; severe restrictions were put on the press - the Army [37]denied [44] press passes to 270 of the
350 media organizations that applied; and there was a clear [38]appearance of injustice [45] . Among
other things, the [39]judge [46] ruled against nearly every defense motion.

During the months of the trial, the US military refused to release official transcripts of the pro-
ceedings. Even a private courtroom sketch artist was [40]barred [47] from the room. Independent
journalist and activist [41]Alexa O’Brien [48] then took it upon herself to attend the trial daily, defy the
Army, and make an [42]unofficial [44] [43]record [44] of the proceedings by hand. Later in the trial,
armed military police were stationed [44]behind reporter [49] s listening to testimony. Above all, the
feeling that Manning’s fate was predetermined could hardly be avoided. After all, President Obama, the
former Constitutional law professor, essentially proclaimed him [45]guilty [50] back in 2011 and the
Department of Defense didn’t hesitate to [46]state [51] more generally that “leaking is tantamount to
aiding the enemies of the United States.”

As at Guantanamo, rules of evidence reaching back to early English common law were turned up-
side down. In Manning’s case, he was convicted of espionage, even though the prosecution did not
have to prove either his intent to help another government or that harm was caused; a civilian court
had already [47]paved the way [52] for such a ruling in another whistleblower case. In addition, the
government was allowed to label Manning a [48]“traitor” and an “anarchist [47] ” in open court, though
he was on trial for neither [49]treason [53] nor [50]anarchy [54] . His Army [51]supervisor [55] in the
US and Iraq was allowed to [52]testify [56] against him despite having made biased and homophobic
statements about him in a [53]movie [57] built around portraying Manning as a sad, sexually-confused,
attention-seeking young man mesmerized by WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange. Finally, the same
judge who essentially harassed the press throughout Manning’s trial [54]issued [58] a 24-hour advance
notice of her verdict to ensure maximum coverage only of the denouement, not the process.
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Given all this, it is small comfort to know that Manning, nailed on the Espionage Act after [55]multiple
failures [59] in other cases by the Obama administration, was not convicted of the extreme charge of
“aiding the enemy.”

Not Manning alone

Some day, Manning’s case may be seen as a bitter landmark on the road to a post-Constitutional
America, but it won’t be seen as the first case in the development of the post-Constitutional system.
Immediately following 9/11, top officials in the Bush administration decided to “[56]take the gloves off
[60] .” Soon after, a wounded [57]John Walker Lindh [61] , the so-called [58]American Taliban [62]
, was captured on an Afghan battlefield, held in a windowless shipping container, refused access to a
lawyer even after he demanded one as an American citizen, and interrogated against his will by the FBI.
Access to medical care was used as a bribe to solicit information from him. “Evidence” obtained by
such means was then used to convict him in court.

[59]Jose Padilla [63] , a US citizen who clumsily plotted to detonate a [60]nonexistent “dirty bomb,” [64]
was held incommunicado for more than three years, over a year of which was in a South Carolina military
jail. He was arrested only as a [61]material witness [64] and was not formally charged with a crime until
years later. He was given no means to challenge his detention under habeas corpus, as President Bush
designated him an “[62]enemy combatant [65] .” [63]Pictures [66] of Padilla being moved wearing
sound-proof and light-proof gear strongly suggest he was subjected to the same psychosis-inducing
sensory deprivation used as “[64]white torture [67] ” against America’s [65]foreign enemies [68] in
Guantanamo.

Certainly, the most egregious case of pre-Manning post-Constitutional justice was the execution
of American citizen [66]Anwar al-Awlaki [69] by drone in Yemen, without due process or trial, for
being an al-Qaeda propagandist. In this, President Obama and his top counterterrorism advisors quite
literally took on the role of judge, jury, and executioner. In a similar fashion, again in Yemen, the US
[67]killed [70] al-Awlaki’s American teenage son, a boy no one claimed was connected to terrorism.
Obama administration lawyers went on to claim the [68]legal right [71] to execute US citizens without
trial or due process and have admitted to killing [69]four Americans [72] . Attorney General Eric Holder
[70]declared [73] that, “United States citizenship alone does not make such individuals immune from
being targeted.”

Then-FBI Director [71]Robert Mueller [74] , asked in a Congressional hearing if the FBI could as-
sassinate an American citizen in the United States, replied that he simply [72]did not know [75] . “I
have to go back. Uh, I’m not certain whether that was addressed or not.” He added, “I’m going to defer
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that to others in the Department of Justice.” As if competing for an Orwellian prize, an unnamed Obama
administration official [73]told [76] the Washington Post, “What constitutes due process in this case is a
due process in war.”

Post-Constitutional America

So welcome to post-Constitutional America. Its shape is, ominously enough, beginning to come
into view.

Orwell’s famed dystopian novel 1984 was not intended as an instruction manual, but just days be-
fore the Manning verdict, the Obama administration essentially [74]buried [77] its now-ironic-campaign
[75]promise [78] to protect whistleblowers, sending it down Washington’s version of the [76]memory
hole [79] . Post-9/11, torture famously stopped being torture if an American did it, and its users were
[77]not prosecutable [80] by the Justice Department.

Similarly, full-spectrum spying is not considered to violate the Fourth Amendment and does not
even require [78]probable cause [81] . [79]Low-level [82] NSA analysts have desktop access to the
private emails and phone calls of Americans. The Post Office photographs the envelopes of every one of
the 160 billion pieces of mail it handles, collecting the [80]metadata [83] of "to:" and "from:" addresses.
An Obama administration [81]Insider Threat Program [51] requires federal employees (including the
[82]Peace Corps [84] ) to report on the suspicious behavior of coworkers.

Government officials concerned over possible wrongdoing in their departments or agencies who
“go through proper channels” are [83]fired [85] or [84]prosecuted [86] . Government whistleblowers are
commanded to return to face [85]justice [87] , while law-breakers in the service of the government are
allowed to flee [86]justice [88] . CIA officers who destroy evidence of [87]torture [89] go free, while a
CIA agent who blew the whistle on [88]torture [59] is locked up.

[89]Secret [90] laws and secret [90]courts [91] can create [91]secret [92] law you can’t know about for
“crimes” you don’t even know exist. You can nonetheless be arrested for committing them. Thanks
to the PATRIOT Act, citizens, even [92]librarians [93] , can be served by the FBI with a [93]National
Security Letter [94] (not requiring a court order) demanding records and other information, and gagging
them from revealing to anyone that such information has been demanded or such a letter delivered.
Citizens may be held without trial, and denied their Constitutional rights as soon as they are designated
“[94]terrorists [95] .” Lawyers and habeas corpus are available only when the government allows.
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In the last decade, [95]10 times [96] as many employers turned to FBI criminal databases to screen
job applicants. The press is restricted when it comes to covering “open trials.” The [96]war [97] on
whistleblowers is metastasizing into a [97]war [98] on the First Amendment. People may now be
convicted based on secret testimony by unnamed persons. Military courts and jails can replace civilian
ones. Justice can be twisted and tangled into an almost unrecognizable form and then used to send a
young man to prison for decades. Claiming its actions lawful while shielding the [98]“legal” opinions
[99] cited, often even from Congress, the government can send its drones to assassinate its own citizens.

One by one, the tools and attitudes of the war on terror, of a world in which the “gloves” are eter-
nally off, have come home. The comic strip character Pogo’s classic [99]warning [100] - “We have met
the enemy and he is us” - seems ever less like a metaphor. According to the US government, increasingly
we are now indeed their enemy.

This piece is reposted from [100]TomDispatch.com [101] with that site’s permission.
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1.8.3 Emily Dugan On The Independent: On The Myth of British Multicultural-
ism (2013-08-08 08:33)

[1]

Only one in 10 Britons has close friend of different race

Survey reveals extent of social segregation in UK – along both ethnic and class boundaries

Emily Dugan

Wednesday, 7 August 2013

Just one in 10 Britons has a best friend from a different ethnic background, according to research
which reveals that racial segregation is still a major issue in the UK.
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The polling for The Challenge Network, which aims to encourage integration through youth and
community groups, found that Britons are in fact 8 per cent more likely to have no best friend at all than
one of a different ethnicity.

Craig Morley, the organisation’s chief executive and co-founder , said: “As UK communities be-
come increasingly diverse, there is a very real danger they actually become more segregated. We need
policies that actively promote integration, rather than foster segregation and ultimately lead to greater
social isolation.

“We rightly celebrate the rich mix of people and culture in this country, but when you dig a little
deeper you find that vast numbers are living parallel lives and interacting only with people very similar
to themselves.”

The research also showed how people are still separated education – and by extension, class – as
99 per cent of UK adults that went to state school have a friendship group who all went to state school
as well.

Sarah Mulley, associate director for migration at the Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR),
said: “There is clearly a concern that people don’t mix, either across ethnic lines or class lines, as you
might expect, if you think how mixed, particularly, our cities are.

“The question is what do you do about it, if anything? Government policy has been much too fo-
cused on citizen tests and what it means to be British – and not enough on the practical and everyday.
There are agonised discussions about what the questions in the citizen test should be, but [discussions
aren’t being had] about the way in which communities and relationships are built.”

The polling of more than 2,000 adults also found that two thirds of Britons believe that programmes
which bring young people from different backgrounds together, outside of the schools environment, are
important.

The figures about friendship across races were the same in adulthood and childhood. Just 10 per
cent of British adults had a best friend from a different ethnic background when they were at school, the
same proportion as in adulthood.

But Sunder Katwala, director of the British identity and integration think tank, British Future, was
sceptical about whether these figures showed segregation was something of concern in Britain. He said:
“We know for a fact that there’s increasing ethnic contact in Britain. The best evidence of that is the
doubling in the number of people of mixed ethnicity.”

He added: “In a country that’s 86 per cent white and 80 per cent white British, the important
question is about broader friendship groups.”

Ben Gidley, senior researcher at Oxford University’s Centre on Migration, Policy and Society,
said: “I think the evidence points to the trend of every ethnic group moving away from segregation and
towards mixing. That’s true for almost every ethnic group. The big exception to that is among white
British people, who are less likely to mix than they were a decade ago.

Dr Gidley added: “The school issue is interesting, because the ethnographic research I’ve done in
London suggests the barriers along class lines are growing as race barriers are decreasing.”
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Case study: ‘When I went to college, I tried to be diverse’

Frank Forrester, 17, from Croydon, south London, did not have many non-white friends when he
was growing up. Although he went to a diverse school, he said people usually hung around in “single-
race groups”. It was only in college that he formed more friendships with people from different ethnic
backgrounds. He said it had a “massively positive” effect on his life.

“When you’re younger you try and find people who are similar to you; it’s easier and less stress-
ful. But when I went to college, I tried to be more diverse. Now a lot of my friends are Asian, or from
Middle Eastern backgrounds. You have more interesting conversations and you feel more accepted.”

Sarah Morrison

More article selections;

[2]Revealed: BBC paid Graham Norton £2.61m last year - one of FOURTEEN stars earning more than
£500,000 a year [3]New revelations: Germany sends ’ massive amounts’ of phone, email data to NSA
[4]Obama task force revives SOPA provision outlawing online streaming [5]Homeland Security Taps
Generals to Run Domestic Drone Program: The Rise of Predators at Home

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/only-one-in-10-britons-has-close-friend-of-d
ifferent-race-8750993.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2386319/BBC-paid-Graham-Norton-2-61million-year.html
3. http://rt.com/news/germany-nsa-sharing-surveillance-179/
4. http://rt.com/usa/sopa-commerce-streaming-illegal-183/
5. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14590
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1.8.4 Open Security Special Focus On Modern Policing: Highly Recommended
Reading Selection (and Eid Mubarak to all) (2013-08-09 12:18)

From British Policing in Bahrain in suppressing popular democracy to examining modern [British and
others] approach to policing, asking whose police?

The list is highly recommended reading for those interested:

[1]Whose police? [2]Policing Bahrain: the long arm of the British [3]Entrepreneurial policing? Interna-
tional policing challenges [4]The history of British involvement in Bahrain’s internal security [5]Disrup-
tion policing: surveillance and the right to protest [6]The military grip on US policing [7]Police staff face
sex offences inquiry On Richard Dawkins New-Low on twitter; [8]Richard Dawkins’ tweets on Islam
are as rational as the rants of an extremist Muslim cleric On the end of Popular/Mass Democracy and the
rise of Lobby Democracy; [9]Politics at a crossroads: Disenchantment sees party membership plummet
On Islamophobism in the west; [10]’I don’t oppose Islam as a country...’ On Western Totalitarianism;
[11]Email services shut over NSA powers [12]Telecoms firms face privacy challenge
On the Joke of The Day; ”losing evidence”, hahah!!!! for those who have been following the story it
is about the bribery issue surrounding BAE, largest British Arms Industry, and Middle Eastern state,
Saudis. Apparently the evidence is ’lost’, which might mean the ”case” might be forced to stop-hahah
(security services and state trying to clean up their heavy finger-prints presence behind the ’deal’).
[13]Serious Fraud Office admits losing 32,000 BAE papers Others; [14]Charity boss who defended
six-figure salaries had his 60th birthday party funded by donations [15]Police asked to examine pay-offs
to BBC bosses [16]Britain to sell Typhoons to Bahrain [17]Councils ’bending the law’ on parking to
cash in from motorists [18]Can countries go bust? IMF created new form of modern mass slavery

[19]

Gregory Lauder-Frost exposed: The Tory fringe group leader with Nazi sympathies

Right-wing views and criminal past revealed of vice-president of the Traditional Britain Group

Andy McSmith
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Friday, 9 August 2013

The right-winger whose association with Jacob Rees-Mogg caused the senior Conserative MP great
embarrassment this week has added to concerns about his group’s relationship with the Tory party – by
launching a personal attack on the mother of Stephen Lawrence as “anti-English” and a “nobody”, as
more damaging revelations emerged about his past.

Gregory Lauder-Frost, the vice-president of the Traditional Britain Group, claimed the decision to
award a peerage to the mother of the murdered teenager was an example of a modern fashion for “filling
the House of Lords up with spivs”.

Mr Lauder-Frost and his organisation were a little-noticed Tory fringe group until the website Lib-
eral Conspiracy revealed that Mr Rees-Mogg had been guest speaker at one of its dinners – and
highlighted some of its questionable views.

A red-faced Mr Rees-Mogg has since admitted he did not make a proper check of the organisa-
tion’s beliefs before taking up its invitation. The MP told the BBC: “I clearly made a mistake. Mrs
Lawrence is a wonderful and courageous woman who has contributed to British public life and, in any
traditional view of Conservatism, she should be lauded for what she has done.”

But Mr Lauder-Frost, who campaigns to reintroduce what he calls “traditional” values into the
Tory Party, refused to back down on his views. Speaking to BBC London’s Vanessa Feltz show
yesterday, Mr Lauder-Frost said of Mrs Lawrence: “We do not feel there is any merit in raising such
a person to the peerage. She’s a complete nobody. She has been raised there for politically correct
purposes. She’s just a campaigner about her son’s murder.

“It’s ridiculous. She has made countless anti-English comments over the last 10 years. She’s no
friend of the English people.”

Referring to the 1999 Act of Parliament that removed most hereditary peers from the upper House, he
added: “They have kicked out people who have sat in the House of Lords for 1,000 years consecutively,
father to son, father to son, all that experience of running the country. We’re filling the House of Lords
with spivs.”

The Traditional Britain Group supports halting immigration and leaving the EU. Yesterday, Mr
Lauder-Frost, who lived in Zimbabwe when it was under white minority rule and known as Rhodesia,
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went further – saying that anyone living in the UK who was not of “European stock” should be offered
“assisted voluntary repatriation” to their “natural” homeland.

When it was pointed out to him that hundreds of thousands of British citizens from ethnic minori-
ties were born in the UK, he retorted: “As the Duke of Wellington said: ‘Being born in a stable doesn’t
make you a horse’.” Asked whether he considered his views to be racist, he replied; “I have said nothing
unpleasant about aliens at all.”

The Traditional Britain Group was founded in 2001, but made little impact until recently, when it
drew new recruits in reaction to David Cameron’s efforts to give the Conservative Party a more modern
image. Its website boasts that it has been “reinvigorated by a new, dynamic generation of young,
intelligent and passionate people”.

However, 62-year-old Mr Lauder-Frost is a veteran of the right-wing fringe of the Tory party with
a political record that dates back to Margaret Thatcher’s time. This was interrupted in 1992 when he was
imprisoned for two years after stealing £110,000 from a London health authority where he was employed
as payroll operations manager. At the court hearing, where he pleaded guilty to eight specimen charges,
his lawyer said he had taken the money to pay for a custody battle with the Polish ex-wife.

At the time he was chairman of the foreign affairs policy committee of the Monday Club, a pres-
sure group within the Tory party that was later banned by Iain Duncan Smith because of its views on
race. During one meeting, he provoked a walk out by right-wing European politicians by alleging that
the EU was forcing member countries to legalise homosexuality, and accusing them of “sympathising
with sodomites”.

A keen admirer of pre-war German culture, particularly its opera and films, he has frequently ex-
pressed the view that the UK should not have declared war on Germany in 1939, because the Nazis
had no quarrel with this country. In 1990, he criticised Thatcher for her ambiguous attitude to the
reunification of Germany. He called for Germany to be restored to its 1938 borders, which would have
involved absorbing a large part of what is now Poland. “Poland asked for it from 1919 onwards,” he
claimed in one post on Facebook.

He has called the Nuremburg trials of leading Nazis a “farce… without an ounce of legitimacy”
and has claimed that those who ordered the bombing Potsdam should be tried as war criminals. But he
defended the Luftwaffe’s bombardment of Coventry, saying: “Britain had all its small arms and tanks
manufactured at Coventry. If you did not want to be bombed you should not have declared war on a
country who had no quarrel with you.”

No holding back: The ‘wit and wisdom’ of Gregory Lauder-Frost

This woman [Doreen Lawrence] has done the British nation no favours whatsoever. If these peo-
ple don’t like us and want to keep attacking us they should go back to their natural homelands.

The Poles asked for it from 1919 onwards. It was Britain and France who made it a world war,
not Hitler.

Basically if you did not want to be bombed you should not have declared war on a country [Ger-
many] who had no quarrel with you.
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The barbarians who bombed [Potsdam] right at the very end of the war, serving no purpose what-
soever, should have been tried as war criminals.

The Nuremberg trials were a farce. They were show trials without an ounce of legitimacy.

The Africans never had it so good as when Britain governed their colonies there… We owe Africa
nothing whatsoever. It owes us eternal gratitude for lifting it out of barbarism.

1. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/74431
2. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/74424
3. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/74528
4. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/74487
5. http://www.opendemocracy.net/opensecurity/val-swain/disruption-policing-surveillance-and-ri
ght-to-protest
6. http://www.opendemocracy.net/opensecurity/ali-winston/military-grip-on-us-policing
7. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/aug/09/police-169-staff-predatory-sexual-behaviour
8. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/08/richard-dawkins-tweets-islam-muslim-no
bel
9. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/british-politics-at-a-crossroads-disenchantme
nt-with-westminster-sees-party-membership-plummet-8753054.html
10. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/australasia/i-dont-oppose-islam-as-a-country-austra
lian-ultranationalist-politician-stephanie-banister-in-car-crash-immigration-television-inte
rview-8752754.html
11. http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/aug/08/lavabit-email-shut-down-edward-snowden
12. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/aug/08/privacy-international-challenges-bt-vodafone
-gchq
13. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/aug/08/serious-fraud-office-bae-documents
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2387414/Charity-boss-defended-figure-salaries-60th-
birthday-party-funded-donations.html
15. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/police-asked-to-examine-payoffs-to-bbc-bosses-co
rporation-spent-60m-on-severance-deals-to-senior-figures-over-eight-years-report-reveals-875
3248.html
16. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/industry/defence/10233673/Britain-to-sell-T
yphoon-jets-to-Bahrain-despite-human-rights-record.html
17. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/motoring/news/10230858/Councils-accused-of-bending-law-on-parkin
g-enforcement.html
18. http://rt.com/op-edge/money-mass-slavery-debt-223/
19. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/gregory-lauderfrost-exposed-the-tory-fringe-g
roup-leader-with-nazi-sympathies-8755093.html
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1.8.5 Police States or How ”Democracies” Control Their Populations & Shut
Down Protests and Revolts: Val Swain On OpenDemocracy (A Must Read
Article on UK Disruptive Policing Model) (2013-08-10 10:13)

Published on openDemocracy ([1]http://www.opendemocracy.net)

Disruption policing: surveillance and the right to protest

[2]Val Swain [1]

8 August 2013

From overt, intrusive surveillance to ’network demolition’: disruption is central to the strategies
of intelligence-led policing. Deployed within the policing of protest, it poses a grave threat to the
exercise of dissent.

Modern intelligence-led policing is [3]a fully-fledged business model [12] that collects large vol-
umes of data from various sources, and carries out sophisticated network analysis. It creates personal
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profiles, maps networks, associations and connections, and predicts how individuals and groups will
act. This does not aim merely to detect, investigate and prosecute offences, but to prevent unwanted
events and activities from occurring in the first place. Disruption and deterrence sit at the heart of
’intelligence-led’ policing.

A crime-prevention strategy based on surveillance, disruption and network demolition may be jus-
tified when used against serious crime and organised syndicates. But the same approach towards protest
groups and political dissenters – including those which break the law – raises questions that are much
less straightforward. While ostensibly acting against criminality, intelligence-led policing of protest has
the potential to disrupt and deter the act of protest itself.

An intelligence-led ’control strategy’

The standard for police intelligence gathering in the UK was set out in the [4]National Intelligence
Model (NIM) [13] in 2000. A co-ordinated strategy on the collection, analysis and use of intelligence,
the NIM was produced by the National Criminal Intelligence Service, a home office policing body
now subsumed within the [5]Serious Organised Crime Agency [14] . It identifies a "control strategy"
in which resources are allocated for intelligence, prevention and enforcement, whilst "disruption" and
"network demolition" are emphasised.

The NIM details the use of personal profiles to “provide a detailed picture of the (potential) of-
fender and his associates for subsequent action”. This will include “habits, lifestyle, modus operandi,
addresses, places frequented, family-tree chart, photographs, risk to public, ability to protect him/herself,
and related information.” The clear reference to potential offenders reveals the wide scope for which
personal profiles can be used.

Information making up this profile can be obtained from a variety of sources, some overt (such as
the use of [6]police photographers and Forward Intelligence Teams (FIT) on protests [15] ) and some
covert, such as the use of [7]undercover police officers [16] and [8]informants [17] . Added to that is a
wide range of technological surveillance methods, such as the monitoring of websites, [9]social media
[18] and communications data.

It is important to note that many of these strategies operate with little oversight and regulation,
and the lack of emphasis on prosecution often means there is also no scrutiny by courts and the wider
criminal justice system.
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The police gaze

Overt surveillance has become normalised at political protest, as highlighted by campaign groups
such as [10]FITwatch [19] . The techniques used by Forward Intelligence Teams (FIT) are highly visible
and invasive. Participants in protest are noticeably photographed, often at close range, and individuals
identified as being ‘of interest’ may even be followed, ‘accompanied’ by uniformed officers. The tactic
is defended as being effective in deterring ’criminal activity’. But FIT surveillance of those who have
committed no criminal acts often deters protest itself. As academics Innes and Sheptycki identify, a
[11]’disruption policing’ [20] strategy can include the deliberate use of obvious and invasive overt
surveillance.

This "chilling effect" of surveillance on protest was recognised by Lord Collins in the Court of
Appeal, hearing a case brought by [12]Andrew Wood [21] in 2009. Wood had been subjected to close-up
photography by Metropolitan police FIT after leaving a meeting he had attended as an employee of
[13]Campaign Against the Arms Trade [22] . As well as taking his picture, the uniformed officers
followed him as he made his way home and tried to find out his identity. The surveillance was triggered
by the fact Wood had briefly spoken to a woman who was an existing target of FIT surveillance. There
was no suspicion he had done anything unlawful.

In this, and a later case brought by [14]John Catt [23] , the courts said that police actions had
been disproportionate and ordered the data relating to those individuals to be deleted. But the overarch-
ing policy for retaining vast quantities of personal data remains unaffected, highlighting the centrality of
personal profiles to ’disruption policing’ strategies.

Forward Intelligence Teams were [15]fiercely criticised by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constab-
ulary [24] (HMIC) in the aftermath of the [16]2009 G20 protests in London [25] , and as a result the role
has been restructured. This has given birth to a new public order role, one which looks likely to provoke
equal controversy: [17]Police Liaison Officers [26] (PLOs).

A friendly chat?

The role of PLOs is ostensibly one of facilitating protest and improving communication, two objectives
that are hard to criticise. [18]PLOs claim [27] that they act to ensure appropriate and proportionate
policing, and are adamant that, unlike FIT, their ‘primary role’ is not intelligence gathering. In their
distinctive baby-blue jackets, they have become a familiar presence at protests, and the role has been
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expanded to numerous forces across the country.

PLOs have not been consistently welcomed, however. A number of protest and legal support groups,
including [19]Netpol [28] , have accused the police of being less than honest in the way that PLOs are
used. They suggest that PLOs are [20]exploiting the trust and dialogue [29] they build up with protesters
to extract information and intelligence, and exert an excessive level of control over protest events.

PLOs were used as part of a police operation against [21]182 cyclists [30] participating in a criti-
cal mass bike ride in July 2012 during the London Olympics. In what was a clear demonstration of
disruption policing, all of the cyclists were stopped, detained and ultimately arrested for breaching
police-imposed conditions.

In a subsequent court case that was brought against only nine of the original 182, [22]the role of
PLOs [31] in laying the groundwork for this operation became clear. Police Liaison Officers had
attended previous Critical Mass processions in plain clothes to identify peer group influencers (critical
mass has no formal ‘organisers’); they prepared for the Critical Mass by reading relevant websites and
discussion forums; gathered ‘information’ about specific individuals; reviewed video footage in order to
identify individuals they had interacted with; and they supported public order commanders in enforcing
the disruption strategy that was used.

Interestingly the criteria for selecting the nine people to face prosecution were never made clear,
although it did not appear to relate to the strength of the individual prosecution cases. There was
suspicion, although it remains unproven, that the decision may have included a consideration of the
disruptive impact the prosecution of ‘key individuals’ may have had on other protest and political
networks.

Maintaining order - disrupting dissent

The disruption effect of overt surveillance and intelligence gathering is compounded when com-
bined with other public order strategies such as kettling (containment) and stop and search.

Stop and search powers have been routinely misused to create disruption and obtain protester data
over many years. Although there is no stop and search power that allows police to demand a name
and address, they routinely insist that personal details are given, sometimes under threat of arrest. The
intelligence value of such stop and search data is immense, as it provides police with a snap-shot of who
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was present at a set place and time.

The [23]Climate Camp [32] held in Kent in 2008 is a classic example of the use of stop and search as both
disruption and intelligence gathering – indeed in police feedback published after the protest, Forward
Intelligence Teams were commended for the [24]‘good intelligence and disruption’ [33] achieved.

Police set up airport-style stop and search areas, denying access to the camp to anyone who had
not been searched. At certain times people [25]waited hours [34] to be searched, and it is not known how
many simply gave up and left. Local people in particular were deterred from engaging with the camp
by both the queues and the excessive police presence. Police carried out a total of 8,218 searches (many
of which were subsequently [26]found to be unlawful [35] ), and established a specialist unit to extract
and collate intelligence – names and addresses – from search documentation. Information extracted was
entered on the [27]Kent Police stop and search database [33] .

There seems to be little will in police and government circles to critically examine the over-extension
of police powers to obtain personal details. While stop and search more generally was criticised in a
[28]recent report [36] by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) intelligence was addressed
only as a ‘valuable by-product’ of stop and search, which police forces should do more to retain and
analyse.

Police kettles, used to detain groups of protesters to prevent a breach of the peace, also tick the
boxes of being an effective form of disruption, as well as a plentiful source of protest intelligence.
Larger groups have been detained in kettles for up to eight hours, often in [29]dreadful and even
dangerous conditions. [37] The containment of smaller groups for shorter periods (typically 1-3 hours)
is commonplace, and tends to result in bringing protest to an end. While the European Court of Human
Rights [30]has held [38] that kettles should not be used to ‘directly or indirectly stifle or discourage
protest’ where there is no serious risk to disorder, this is not the experience of many protesters.

The UN Special Rapporteur, in [31]reporting on the policing of protest in the UK [39] , condemned
kettling for its ‘powerful chilling effect’ on the exercise of freedom of assembly. He also declared his
concern “that kettling is used for intelligence gathering purposes, by compelling those kettled to disclose
their name and address as they leave the kettle”.

Protesters contained in kettles will normally have committed no criminal offence, and as a result
will not be under any legal obligation to give their data. Despite this, Netpol have received many reports
of police using force to obtain photographs, dragging protesters physically in front of FIT, or pulling
hair to lift a face for the camera.
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Police have routinely threatened arrest under [32]section 50 of the Police Reform Act 2002 [40]
when protesters have refused to give personal details. Section 50 grants police power to demand
personal details where they suspect involvement in anti-social behaviour, and has continued to be used
even though [33]HMIC has warned [24] that use of section 50 against peaceful protests would not be
lawful.

This has been reaffirmed in the case of Susannah Mengesha who was held in a protest kettle after
a demonstration near Piccadilly. There had been no violence or disorder, and Susannah was not
suspected of any offence. Once released she was told she must provide her name and address and submit
to being filmed by police cameras, or face arrest. Fearful of being unable to leave to pick up her young
daughter from a child-minder she complied, but then brought a [34]judicial review [41] of the police
actions.

The High Court were unequivocal, finding that it was “not lawful for the police to maintain the
containment for the purposes of obtaining identification, whether by questioning or by filming [and] not
lawful to require identification to be given and submission to filming as the price for release.”

Extracting individuals

Another example of intelligence-led policing in action is the use of [35]pre-emptive arrests [42] in
advance of the royal wedding in 2011. On the basis of largely undisclosed intelligence dozens of
preventative arrests were made, including people who just happened to be staying in known activist
buildings, while others were rounded up on the day [36]sitting in a café [43] drinking coffee. No
evidence was found that any of them intended to attack the wedding or accompanying celebrations.

The most disturbing royal wedding case was probably that of Brian Hicks. Although he had no
criminal convictions in the last twenty years, Brian was ‘known’ to the intelligence unit of the Metropoli-
tan police. While walking on his own in central London, carrying nothing more menacing than a packet
of crisps, Brian was stopped by a Forward Intelligence Team, arrested and taken to a police station where
he was strip searched and kept for several hours. Once the royal event was over, he was released without
charge. He is currently seeking to appeal a [37]high court judgement [44] that upheld the legality of his
arrest.

The right to protest?
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The promise of intelligence-led policing is appealing - it claims to stop crime and prevent disorder
by focusing on the ‘bad guys’. The reality, though, is that intelligence-led policing involves the sys-
tematic surveillance and detailed intelligence gathering not only on suspects, but on potential suspects.
In the increasingly criminalised area of political protest, that means all of us. The police have the
capacity to map the associations, connections, activity, and even, through social media, the comments
and opinions, of more people than ever before.

Their ability to act on that data is, in the context of intelligence-led policing, largely uncontained
by models of accountability and transparency. Operating away from the scrutiny of the criminal justice
system, there are no checks and balances, no public visibility, and no effective accountability. Frequently
demands from politicians that ‘better intelligence’ is developed and used to prevent the recurrence of
all incidents of disorder, from the [38]student protests in 2010 [45] to the [39]2011 summer riots [46] ,
bolster these police powers. In the surveillance and disruption of political protest the police are off on a
frolic of their own.

Despite the promises made, intelligence-led policing is not likely to stop disorder, violence or crime. It
does, however, have the potential to blow a huge hole through our civil rights and fundamental freedoms.

For further readings (open democracy this week’s special focus on modern policing) click on this
link (or click on the next post below):

http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/08/09/open-security-special-focus- on-modern-policing-
highly-recommended-reading-selection-and-eid-mubarak-to- all/

1. http://www.opendemocracy.net/
2. http://www.opendemocracy.net/author/val-swain
3. http://jratcliffe.net/papers/Ratcliffe%20and%20Guidetti%20%282008%29%20State%20police%20str
ucture%20and%20ILP.pdf
4. http://www.intelligenceanalysis.net/National%20Intelligence%20Model.pdf
5. http://www.soca.gov.uk/
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forward_Intelligence_Team
7. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2011/oct/19/undercover-police-law-men-there
8. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2009/apr/24/strathclyde-police-plane-stupid-recruit-spy
9. http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/home-news/police-develop-technology-to-monitor-social-ne
works.18357627
10. http://www.fitwatch.org.uk/about/
11. http://www.upsi.org.uk/storage/publications/International%20Criminal%20Justice%20Review%20V
olume%2014pages1_24.pdf
12. http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2009/414.html
13. http://www.caat.org.uk/
14. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-sussex-21783596
15. http://www.hmic.gov.uk/media/adapting-to-protest-nurturing-the-british-model-of-policing-20
091125.pdf
16. http://www.channel4.com/news/articles/uk/met+police+to+pay+g20+protest+compensation/3587057
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1.8.6 Minority Vote: HowWe Correctly Foresaw The Trend, and Why The Next
Trend Is Much Strategically Important! (2013-08-12 11:20)

In one of our old posts (click the link: http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/07/looking-into-
the-future-of-v oting-behaviour-in-uk-what-might-happen-when-the-british-minorities-voters- grow/)
we made a note on how the observed dynamic trend from the 2012 US Presidential election which saw
a small, but growing and dynamic, sector of the American ethnic minorities (namely, the Latino and
Asians) redefining the US electoral dynamics by proving to be the most decisive factor in the contest
for presidency, and we argued how such a trend was naturally going to happen across the western
”multicultural” world, for example, as we saw with the accounted rising number in ethnic population
from 2011 UK Census.

Anyway, today the newspapers have printed the new published study which recognize our predic-
tion that in the future (to them apparently as early as 2015 which we do not agree with, we see it as too
early) the ethnic vote will be a key defining ’swing/deciding vote’.

This new trend, minority vote, of course is not going to change much, especially the strategic cul-
ture of Britain, or the west in general, in how it interacts and behave domestically or internationally
even with the pressure from this new formidable voting block/pressure group. However what might
change this Western/British dominant and persistent strategic culture (wehrmacht kaiserlich/imperial
worldview and domestically Victorian Whig-ism/ethnocentrism) is the rise of ethnic politicians inside
the western world. Of course, those preexisting self-interested old power-families will try as hard as
they have done throughout generations to hold on their power mantles by manipulating (filling in; that
is, still dominating the actual real power centres of governments such as the bureaucracies, the security
services/law enforcement etc). But once the evolution is in phase even the most cleverest of manipulation
attempts and designs can never stop the wheels in motion. This is what happened to Ancient Greece,
Ancient Rome, Ottoman Empire, Pharaoh’s Egypt, Colonies during Imperial Ages (16th century to the
present), the discovery of the Americas and the inevitable armed-robbery of the lands from the natives
to new European settlers.

Important Dictum is: What destroys the foreign bodies/states, is the intake of foreign bodies/people, and
which in time ascend to key power centres leaving the old body unrecognizable or completely valueless
(the biological effects of a foreign virus to a healthy foreign body is an apt example)!

Anyhow here are the links to the new study;

[1] Minority vote could sway election [The Guardian]

[2] Minority vote could decide 2015 election [The Telegraph]

Others;

[3]France may enact headscarf ban at universities [4]French police arrest soldier over mosque attack
plan [5]British workers’ wages suffer one of biggest falls in Europe with only Greece, Portugal and
the Netherlands faring worse [6]Police Taser 80 animals in three years: Targets include 75 dogs, a cow
on loose in town centre and a runaway ram they were ’unable to contain’ [7]Search for star of ethnic
journalism: Nominations open for talent from minority background who has promoted multi-cultural
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Britain [8]Intelligent people just as likely to be racists, the only difference being they are less likely
to act on their beliefs [9]Mega to run ‘cutting-edge’ encrypted email after Lavabit’s ‘privacy seppuku’
[10]Sensors Report Gunfire Directly to Police in 70 U.S. Cities, No 911 Call Needed

1. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/aug/11/ethnic-minority-votes-decisive-general-elec
tion
2. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10236888/Minority-vote-could-decide-2015-election.
html
3. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/08/06/us-france-islam-headscarf-idUSBRE9750MG20130806
4. http://www.france24.com/en/20130812-france-police-arrest-soldier-over-mosque-attack-plan-ra
dical-far-right
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2389273/British-workers-wages-suffer-biggest-falls-
Europe-Greece-Portugal-Netherlands-faring-worse.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2389452/Police-Taser-80-animals-years-Targets-inclu
de-75-dogs-cow-loose-town-centre.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2389593/Search-star-ethnic-journalism-Nominations-o
pen-talent-minority-background-promoted-multi-cultural-Britain.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2389545/Intelligent-people-just-likely-racists-diff
erence-likely-act-beliefs.html
9. http://rt.com/news/mega-secure-email-lavabit-359/
10. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14645
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1.8.7 Huma Qureshi On The Guardian: Muslim Women and Work-
place/Employment Discriminations (2013-08-13 13:10)

’The glass ceiling is incredibly low for Muslim women’

Prejudice based on their religious clothing and faith is creating extra barriers for workers in the UK

Many Muslim women spoke of disparaging comments about their dress. Photograph: Caroline
Schiff/Getty Images

Muneera, a 19-year-old art student from London, wants to set up her own business selling her
paintings. But she wears a headscarf, and she is concerned that it might be difficult. "I don’t know if it’ll
be a real problem, or if it’s all in my head. I want to know how to deal with it if people in the business
world act differently towards me because of my scarf." Muneera’s friend Nour, meanwhile, wants to
be a doctor. "I don’t really get career advice at college," she says. "So talking to other Muslim women
helps. When I see them doing their own thing and getting on with their careers, it’s really motivating."
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Muneera and Nour went to the Urban Muslim Woman Show, an annual networking event that
took place earlier this summer, in order to meet new contacts who might guide them in their careers.
Like many Muslim women, they fear their professional identity may be distorted by the hijab and the
presumptions people have about it.

Some of the barriers facing them affect all women, such as unequal pay and gender discrimina-
tion. But many Muslim women face extra difficulties, such as prejudice based on their religious clothing
and faith, while others feel sidelined in terms of career advice or guidance.

In December last year, an all-party parliamentary report found Muslim women of south Asian ori-
gin are susceptible to triple discrimination because of their gender, ethnicity and [1]religion. The report,
published by the Runnymede Trust, expressed concern that Pakistani and Bangladeshi women were
more likely to be made redundant in comparison with other women and found employers made generic
stereotypes about them, such as expecting them to want to stop working after having children. Many
Muslim women interviewed for the report spoke of disparaging comments made about their dress.
Others, including second-generation, highly-educated graduates, said job offers only materialised after
they removed their hijabs; many felt written off by recruitment companies.

When Fauzia, 32, first started work in the banking sector as a graduate, she was determined to
make a good impression on her predominately male colleagues. But she found they didn’t take her
seriously and rarely noted her contributions. She feels certain it was because she was not just the only
woman in the office, but also because she wore a headscarf.

"They used to refer to me as ’the girl with the sheet on her head’. They thought it was funny, but
it was incredibly hurtful," says Fauzia. "I felt belittled every day. It was like they didn’t want to
acknowledge me as a real person by using my name."

Sara Khan from the Muslim women’s rights group Inspire says: "The glass ceiling is incredibly
low for Muslim women. The Muslim women I work with say that they don’t understand why they aren’t
given the same chances as other women. They question whether it’s their name or the way they dress."

Numerous recommendations were put forward after the publication of the Runnymede Trust re-
port, such as increasing the take-up of "blankname" job application forms. But few, if any, of the report’s
recommendations have been implemented.

"It’s incredibly complex," says Khan. "The transition from leaving education to entering the labour
market is where Muslim women can find themselves disadvantaged. There’s an assumption that Muslim
women will marry younger and have children younger whereas, really, there are so many Muslim
women who want to work. Recruitment agencies could do a lot more with graduate Muslim women in
terms of putting them forward for positions, but job centres also have a role to play in helping women
with writing their CV and basic interview skills."

Many Muslim women, like Muneera and Nour, are looking elsewhere for career advice. Initia-
tives like the Muslim Women’s Network, which offers training schemes and highlights female role
models, and the Urban Muslim Woman Show are proving popular.

Nuna, a 38-year-old banker, says she has never encountered discrimination in her career (she does
not wear a headscarf). But she feels it is important for Muslim women to support each other: "What’s
missing for me is simply having a concentration of like-minded Muslim women in the workplace. So
surely it can only be a good thing to bring women who share similar beliefs together."
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Others;

[2]’Islamophobic’: Muslim leader denounces France [3]‘Islamophobic France’: Muslim leader urges
govt to act [4]Police spying: Met chief was briefed [5]Watched from a waste bin: UK pulls plug on ‘spy’
trash cans [6]Armed PC who had sex with married woman while on duty KEPT his job - because he could
still reach gun in holster round his ankles [7]Inventor Elon Musk reveals new super-fast ‘Hyperloop’
transport [8]US Domestic Drone Use Sidesteps Warrants for Thermal Imaging

1. http://www.theguardian.com/world/religion
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/muslim-leader-denounces-islamophobic-france-
as-air-force-sergeant-accused-of-planning-mosque-attack-8758129.html
3. http://rt.com/news/islamophobic-france-mosque-attack-venissieux-422/
4. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/aug/12/met-chief-briefed-spying-lawrence-campaign
5. http://rt.com/news/trash-bin-surveillance-wifi-402/
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2390211/Armed-PC-sex-married-woman-duty-kept-job-re
ach-gun-holster-round-ankles.html
7. http://rt.com/usa/elon-musk-hyperloop-transport-395/
8. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14657
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1.8.8 France’s Revived Islamophobia: Attack On A 16-Yrs Old Muslim Veiled
Girl By Two Assailants (2013-08-14 08:21)

‘Climate of Islamophobia’: Two attackers rip veil off French girl

Published time: August 14, 2013 00:49

A 16-year old girl was attacked in Paris suburb and had the Islamic veil she was wearing torn
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from her face. As anti-Islamic attacks in France soar, a French Muslim leader condemned the ‘climate
of Islamophobia’ and urged the government to act.

The teenager was leaving a friend’s house in Trappes at about 5:45 pm, when she was attacked by
two “European looking” men, one of whom was also described as having a shaven head.

Her assailants then shouted anti-Muslim and racist abuse at her while brandishing a box cutter, be-
fore tearing off her veil, pushing her to the ground and hitting her.

A third man intervened saving the girl and the attackers fled by car. The victim was driven to
hospital in Trappes, the same blighted suburb of Paris that saw violent clashes between police and
mainly Muslim youths last month.

A source told the newspaper le Parisien that she was treated for “light scratch marks” on her face
and throat. She reported the incident to the police on Tuesday.

The French Interior Minister Manuel Valls was quick to condemn the attack.

“I severely condemn this newest demonstration of anti-Muslim hatred and intolerance. Police ser-
vices have been fully mobilized so that the authors of this unacceptable attack are identified, found,
arrested and handed over to the courts,” he said.

This latest attack is one of many anti-Muslim incidents in France, which have risen by 60 % in re-
cent months.

There were two days of rioting in Trappes in July after a woman in full Islamic head gear was
stopped by police. While in June, a Muslim woman allegedly had a miscarriage after being assaulted
by skinheads in Argenteuil, although it was not clear if the attack was the direct cause of the loss of her
baby. This came just three weeks after another attack on a veiled woman in Argenteuil.

Also on Tuesday a man was arrested in the southern city of Avignon for writing anti-Islamic slo-
gans on several buildings including the Palais des Papes, a Unesco World heritage Site.

The spike in hate crimes against Muslims in France has led to Kamel Kabtane, the rector of the
Grand mosque in Lyon, to urge the government of President Francoise Hollande to take “serious
measures” to counter the rising tide of Islamophobia in France.

Addressing over 100 supporters who were gathered outside the Forkane mosque in Venissieux, a
suburb of Lyon, he spoke of his extreme concern for the arrest of a soldier, who was detained at the Mont
Verdan airbase last Wednesday for allegedly planning a series of terrorist attacks against the Forkane
mosque.

“The fact that a soldier has been arrested for a terrorist plot shows a climate of Islamophoboia
reigns in France today, we cannot deny it."

He added that the presence of such “back sheep” in the army was proof that it has been “infected” by
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the extreme right.

The vice president of the far right party the National Front was quick to contradict the Muslim
cleric’s words.

He said on the French TV that Kabtane’s comments “didn’t make sense.”

“Does this mean that one day the French people woke up and said ‘today I will be intolerant?”’
he said, adding that the French “are a welcoming people but we hate communitarianism,” in an apparent
reference to minority groups in French society.

Others;

[1]Grasping politicians pocket spinster’s £500,000 legacy she bequeathed to government to spend ’as
they may think fit’ [2]Tories and Lib Dems accused of pocketing £520,000 mystery donation [3]On the
trail of Britain’s undercover police [4]Google: Gmail users ‘have no legitimate expectation of privacy’

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2392343/Grasping-politicians-pocket-spinsters-500-0
00-legacy-bequeathed-government-spend-think-fit.html
2. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10241522/Tories-and-Lib-Dems-accused-of-pocketing-
520000-mystery-donation.html
3. http://www.opendemocracy.net/opensecurity/merrick-badger/on-trail-of-britains-undercover-po
lice
4. http://rt.com/usa/google-gmail-motion-privacy-453/
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1.8.9 With Arms Not Peaceful Protests (Sit-Ins): The Lessons From The So-
Called ”Arab Spring” and Egypt For the Rest of The [Islamic] World
(2013-08-15 09:43)

What post (so-called) ”Arab Spring” has clearly illustrated is that democracy, as properly defined and
practised, will never be allowed to rein across the Muslim World not by so-called ”Islamists” but rather
by major western powers and their weakling regional cohorts and muppets, simply because the Muslim
World does not trust the west and has no love for the west (even when attempts of bribery and buy-outs
to win hearts and minds take place across the region), which in essence also means the loss of great
influence, control, command and management of regional politics by such old colonial-imperial western
powers in the region (Chomsky’s articles and interviews on the guardian are highly recommended:

[1] 6-mins Video: http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/video/2011/aug/31/noam-chomsky-
terro rism-video

[2] http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/cifamerica/2012/feb/14/losing-the-wo rld-american-
decline-noam-chomsky

[3] http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/cifamerica/2012/feb/15/imperial-way- american-
decline-noam-chomsky)

In other words, Islamic Democracy is a a great threat and danger for the west, hence it will never
be allowed to take the reins of political discourse and rule, as such we are presented by well-architect-ed
”popular coups” against the majority-popularly elected Islamist governments across the regions (which
started against the popularly elected Hamas in early 2000 in Palestine). Next in line as we forecasted in
the past is of course Tunisia (already burning), Libya (to clean out the Islamic Democrats voices), within
the Gulf Countries (to stamp out the powerful and popular Muslim Brotherhoods) etc.

In short, the lessons from so-called ”Arab Spring” and Egypt (most recent) is simple, arms not
peaceful protests make and secure real democratic revolutions and clean out foreign colonial/imperial
hold on your countries’ sovereign rights. The recent ”coups” are merely western-engineered counter-
revolutions efforts to return these precious nations and greater region to it’s comfortable mastering-hands
(to continue to enslave and dominate, and steal from these regions with ease).

FIGHT BACK DO NOT SIT-DOWN!!!

Other selected and recommended readings;

[1]Astonishing moment Egyptian woman attempts to stop military bulldozer running over wounded
protester during clashes
the case of the UK police spy sent out against the honourable George Galloway (Respect MP), ’white-
washed and buried in the news’;

[2]Policeman charged with leaking plans to arrest Anjem Choudary to his wife who worked for George
Galloway On British [Political] Corruption (of course when it happens inside the western countries and
not the third world states it is referred to as ”Fraud”); [3]How many more plundered wills? Questions over
Joan’s bequest... and the £7million others left to the nation [4]BBC bosses responsible for controversial
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payoffs are wined and dined by firm probing severance pay deals [5]It’s holiday time again for Cameron:
PM and family head to Scottish Islands and Cornwall just a fortnight after visiting Portugal [6]Revealed:
How you could be living in a seat where Cameron, Miliband and Clegg think your vote is only worth
just 14p [7]Curtains for curtains! The window that blocks out heat and light at flick of a switch | Mail
Online News From the US; [8]Google tells US court: Gmail users can’t expect privacy [9]Ex-bosses
at JPMorgan unlikely to face charges [10]Gunboat diplomacy: How US military support aids Bahrain’s
dictatorship [11]Snowden: American media ’abdicated their role as check to power’ [12]NSA, DEA,
IRS Lie About Fact That Americans Are Routinely Spied On By Our Government: Time For A Special
Prosecutor [13]Obama tramples the Constitution [14]Government surveillance spurs Americans to fight
back [15]Op-Ed: Racial Profiling Lives On

Others [added sat 17.08.13]

[16]Shocking moment girl kicks elderly Asian man, 80, to the ground causing his turban to fall off be-
fore spitting in his face [17]A meeting with the PM? That’ll be £6,000: Businessmen offered access
to Cameron at Tory conference while party members are sidelined [18]Senior civil servants’ tax bills
paid using public money [19]NSA broke privacy rules THOUSANDS of times a year and hid it from
regulators, new documents leaked by Snowden reveal [20]Reuters / Dado Ruvic Facebook makes you
unhappy

[21]Detective jailed for three years after asking domestic violence victims to touch his groin and have
sex with him [22]Sale of listings firm could hand Hunt £15m and propel him to top of Cabinet rich list
[23]’Uncontrolled by FISA court, NSA commits thousands of privacy violations per year’ [24]N.S.A.
Often Broke Rules on Privacy, Audit Shows [25]Court: Ability to police U.S. spying program is limited
[26]NSA privacy breaches ’tip of iceberg’

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2393637/Egyptian-woman-attempts-stop-military-bulld
ozer-running-wounded-protester-clashes.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2393077/Policeman-charged-leaking-plans-arrest-Anje
m-Choudary-wife-worked-George-Galloway.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2393943/How-plundered-wills-As-Tories-Lib-Dems-sham
ed-giving-spinsters-520-000-parties-face-demands-review-bequests.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2393758/BBC-bosses-responsible-controversial-payoff
s-wined-dined-firm-probing-severance-pay-deals.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2394051/Its-holiday-time-Cameron-PM-family-head-Sco
ttish-Islands-Cornwall-just-fortnight-visiting-Portugal.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2393295/Revealed-How-living-seat-Cameron-Miliband-C
legg-think-vote-worth-just-14p.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2394004/Curtains-curtains-The-window-blocks-
heat-light-flick-switch.html
8. http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/google-tells-us-court-gmail-u
sers-cant-expect-privacy-8762280.html
9. http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/08/15/us-jpmorgan-whale-drew-idUSBRE97E06620130815
10. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-military-support-bahrain-protests-490/
11. http://rt.com/usa/nsa-snowden-us-media-russia-486/
12. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14786
13. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/george-will-obamas-unconstitutional-steps-worse-than
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1.8.10 David Miranda, Glenn Greenwald & The Detention Drama: The New
Despotic Western Police States or How Western ”Democracies” Initimi-
date and Harass Their Own [Inter]National Peaceful Political Activists or
non-state mouthpiece journalists (2013-08-19 11:51)

The amazing (and one that should be distressing) breaking story today is, of course, that of the illegal
detention of Messr. Glenn Greenwald’s (Guardian Contributor) partner, the Brazilian David Miranda,
on his arrival at UK Heathrow Airport under the so-called ”counter-terrorism Act” apparently (which in
itself is an absolute danger to whatever claims of ”democratic nature of our nationhood” there is or was,
as these undermine the so-called concept of ”rule of law” by using this as a loophole to it’s legitimacy
and authority as found within any other authoritarian nations).

The truth, of course, is that the act was merely a part of the usual traditional dirty methods/tricks
used by our western ”democracies” (police/security and states) in intimidating and harassing their/our
own legitimate and peaceful political activists (and anyone that ”drift off the line”); again there are no
differences between Chinese or Russian or whatever non-western despotic or police state to our own
today, the line is today completely non-existent (from blurring greyish to a complete vanish).

Below are some of the story links from various media platforms (chose any);

[1]’Even the Mafia had rules’: Fury over ’despotic’ tactics as partner of journalist who reported
Edward Snowden’s spying revelations is held at Heathrow for nine hours [2]Guardian writer’s partner
detained at Heathrow [3]Partner of journalist linked to Edward Snowden held under Terrorism Act at
Heathrow And for Glenn Greenwald’s direct response (today’s) check out this or see below for a full
article (reprinted with respect to Guardian’s copyright laws); [4]Glenn Greenwald: a failed attempt at
intimidation Also to appreciate the regime/state-run media character of the BBC one should lift the
protest against it (which we have always called upon) and listen to how the story is ”reported” or not
(try both the radio and tv platforms); from [1] absent Glenn Greenwald’s name mentioning, [2] to
absent protests from many respected international actors, individuals and organizations, [3] to being
buried at either the end or middle and [4] with little coverage (only in passing and in few seconds)
and so forth (upholding of details and so forth). Also for another excellent story on policing state
nature of our contemporary western ”democracies” read this by Peter Francis (the whistle-blowing
ex-undercover police); [5]Police ’spied on activists for agency’ For highly recommended old post (from
the Guardian) on these intimidation and harassing tactics of detention using ”counter-terrorism acts” at
UK Ports, [must] read these very excellent articles by the brilliant activist and journalist Amy Goodman
(of Democracy Now); http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2012/04/28/cispa-security-serv
ices-my-own-personal-experiences/ http://geopoliticalintelligence.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/excellent-
reading- amy-goodman-and-intelligence-services-rogueness/ For other interesting headlines of the day
check out this list; [6]EU collects ’too little’ data on anti-Muslim attacks | Europe | DW.DE | 17.08.2013
[7]Living as a Muslim in Paris [8]Your confidential medical records for sale... at just £1: Hunt insists
plan to sell details to private firms is vital to combat epidemics - but critics fear ’unprecedented’ privacy
threat [9]Nigel Farage suggests ’violent’ revolution against Brussels could be only way for stubborn EU
nations to save their democracies [10]Assassination TIME: Sr. journalist ‘can’t wait’ to justify drone
strike that will kill Assange [11]Was Princess Diana MURDERED by British soldier? Metropolitan
Police ’assessing credibility’ of new claim made in court martial of SAS sniper Danny Nightingale
[12]Spying on Its Own The NSA’s Deep Bag of Tricks [13]Lobbying bill a ’dog’s breakfast’ [14]UK
law has no power over us, says Google: Outrage at search giant’s arrogance in snooping case [15]The
slave trade of British nail bars: How victims of human trafficking from Vietnam are exploited in beauty
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salons and forced into prostitution [16]Cameron ’plotting new Lib Dem pact’: Prime Minister has
’privately discussed plans with cabinet ministers for agreement if he fails to win majority in 2015’ Glenn
Greenwald Response In Full:

[17]

[18]

Glenn Greenwald: detaining my partner was a failed attempt at intimidation

The detention of my partner, David Miranda, by UK authorities will have the opposite effect of the one
intended
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• [19]

• – [20]Glenn Greenwald

– [21]The Guardian, Monday 19 August 2013

At 6:30 am this morning my time - 5:30 am on the East Coast of the US - I received a telephone
call from someone who identified himself as a "security official at Heathrow airport." He told me that
my partner, [22]David Miranda, had been "detained" at the London airport "under Schedule 7 of the
Terrorism Act of 2000."

David had spent the last week in Berlin, where he stayed with Laura Poitras, the US filmmaker
who has worked with me extensively on the [23]NSA stories. A Brazilian citizen, he was returning to
our home in Rio de Janeiro this morning on British Airways, flying first to London and then on to Rio.
When he arrived in London this morning, he was detained.

At the time the "security official" called me, David had been detained for 3 hours. The security
official told me that they had the right to detain him for up to 9 hours in order to question him, at which
point they could either arrest and charge him or ask a court to extend the question time. The official -
who refused to give his name but would only identify himself by his number: 203654 - said David was
not allowed to have a lawyer present, nor would they allow me to talk to him.

I immediately contacted the Guardian, which sent lawyers to the airport, as well various Brazilian
officials I know. Within the hour, several senior Brazilian officials were engaged and expressing
indignation over what was being done. The Guardian has the full story [24]here.

Despite all that, five more hours went by and neither the Guardian’s lawyers nor Brazilian offi-
cials, including the Ambassador to the UK in London, were able to obtain any information about David.
We spent most of that time contemplating the charges he would likely face once the 9-hour period elapsed.

According to [25]a document published by the UK government about Schedule 7 of the Terrorism
Act, "fewer than 3 people in every 10,000 are examined as they pass through UK borders" (David was
not entering the UK but only transiting through to Rio). Moreover, "most examinations, over 97 %, last
under an hour." An appendix to that document states that only .06 % of all people detained are kept for
more than 6 hours.

The stated purpose of this law, as the name suggests, is to question people about terrorism. The
detention power, claims the UK government, is used "to determine whether that person is or has been
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involved in the commission, preparation or instigation of acts of terrorism."

But they obviously had zero suspicion that David was associated with a terrorist organization or
involved in any terrorist plot. Instead, they spent their time interrogating him about the NSA reporting
which Laura Poitras, the Guardian and I are doing, as well the content of the electronic products he was
carrying. They completely abused their own terrorism law for reasons having nothing whatsoever to do
with terrorism: a potent reminder of how often governments lie when they claim that they need powers
to stop "the terrorists", and how dangerous it is to vest unchecked power with political officials in its name.

Worse, they kept David detained right up until the last minute: for the full 9 hours, something
they very rarely do. Only at the last minute did they finally release him. We spent all day - as every hour
passed - worried that he would be arrested and charged under a terrorism statute. This was obviously
designed to send a message of intimidation to those of us working journalistically on reporting on the
NSA and its British counterpart, the GCHQ.

Before letting him go, they seized numerous possessions of his, including his laptop, his cellphone,
various video game consoles, DVDs, USB sticks, and other materials. They did not say when they
would return any of it, or if they would.

This is obviously a rather profound escalation of their attacks on the news-gathering process and
journalism. It’s bad enough to prosecute and imprison sources. It’s worse still to imprison journalists
who report the truth. But to start detaining the family members and loved ones of journalists is simply
despotic. Even the Mafia had ethical rules against targeting the family members of people they felt
threatened by. But the UK puppets and their owners in the US national security state obviously are
unconstrained by even those minimal scruples.

If the UK and US governments believe that tactics like this are going to deter or intimidate us in
any way from continuing to report aggressively on what these documents reveal, they are beyond
deluded. If anything, it will have only the opposite effect: to embolden us even further. Beyond that,
every time the US and UK governments show their true character to the world - when they prevent the
Bolivian President’s plane from flying safely home, when they threaten journalists with prosecution,
when they engage in behavior like what they did today - all they do is helpfully underscore why it’s so
dangerous to allow them to exercise vast, unchecked spying power in the dark.

David was unable to call me because his phone and laptop are now with UK authorities. So I
don’t yet know what they told him. But the Guardian’s lawyer was able to speak with him immediately
upon his release, and told me that, while a bit distressed from the ordeal, he was in very good spirits and
quite defiant, and he asked the lawyer to convey that defiance to me. I already share it, as I’m certain
US and UK authorities will soon see.
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David Miranda, Glenn Greenwald and Detention Drama (Part 2): The Day The Secretive British Police State
Came Out In Open (and Aganist the Over-Hailed Western ”Independent Media”)! | Jerusalem Group (2013-08-20
15:15:23)
[…] http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/08/19/david-miranda-glenn-greenwal d-the-detention-drama-t…
[…]
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1.8.11 David Miranda, Glenn Greenwald and Detention Drama (Part 2): The
Day The Secretive British Police State Came Out In Open (and Aganist
the Over-Hailed Western ”Independent Media”)! (2013-08-20 15:15)

For the first part follow the link below:

http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/08/19/david-miranda-glenn-greenwal d-the-detention-
drama-the-new-despotic-western-police-states-or-how-western -democracies-initimidate-and-harass-
their-own-international-peaceful-politi cal/

[1]

David Miranda detention: a betrayal of trust and principle

This subverted the benefit of the doubt that liberal democracies ask for when they arm themselves against
terrorism
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• [2]

• – [3]Editorial

– [4]The Guardian, Monday 19 August 2013 23.49 BST

Long before the partner of the Guardian journalist Glenn Greenwald was [5]detained at Heathrow
airport on Sunday, the law that was used to hold him and remove his possessions had been effectively
discredited in its present form. [6]Schedule 7 of the Terrorism Act 2000 is a sweeping power to detain
for up to nine hours. It gives border police a power of detention for questioning without specific
suspicion or a right to be represented. It is [7]one of the strongest police powers on the statute book – a
useful weapon for security services trawling for information but a potential source of injustice waiting
to happen. It has provoked some of the strongest community complaints about the way UK terrorism
laws operate in practice. Parliament is already scheduled to reform it.

[8]David Miranda’s detention should be seen in the context of the implicit acceptance by the Home
Office, which is bringing forward the current changes, that [9]parts of the law are too sweeping. But Mr
Miranda’s detention is extraordinary nevertheless. It raises important new issues that parliament cannot
now ignore and will have to debate if its terrorism law reform bill is to be in any way meaningful, just
or proportionate.

Part of this is because there is not the slightest suggestion that Mr Miranda is a terrorist. But Mr
Miranda does live with and work with [10]Mr Greenwald, who has broken most of the stories about
US and UK state [11]surveillance based on leaks from the NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. None
of that work involves committing, preparing or instigating acts of terrorism, or anything that could
reasonably fall within even the most capacious definition of such activities. Yet anyone who imagines
that Mr Miranda was detained at random at Heathrow is not living in the real world.

The reality about [12]schedule 7 of the 2000 act is that it is a legal power tailored to the half-world of
ports and airports. It gives police powers to do things to people in that half-world that they could not
do in the real one. In the real world, legal checks and balances apply – in America, ironically, some of
these go under the name of [13]"Miranda rights". In the half-world, people can be held and questioned,
searches carried out and property confiscated without particular suspicion or legal safeguards. There
were 69,000 such stops last year, only a handful of which led to arrests.

Mr Miranda’s detention was part security service fishing trip, part police harassment exercise and
part government warning signal to journalists and whistleblowers. It was an attempt to intimidate
journalism in one of the zoned-off jurisdictional spaces where such a thing can happen without legal
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redress. It was done simply because it could be done – and doubtless because the Americans wanted it
done – and for no other reasons.

The detention of Mr Miranda subverts the benefit of the doubt that liberal democracies ask for when they
arm themselves against terrorism. States pass anti-terror laws that grant exceptional powers on the strict
understanding that terror poses exceptional threats and that such powers will be used proportionately.
The Miranda detention betrays that understanding, since it does not involve terrorism in any way.
Democratic leaders have likewise claimed to recognise the legitimacy of a public debate about the pro-
portionate nature of the state’s weaponry against terrorism. This case suggests the state takes us for fools.

Because of schedule 7’s troubling history, parliament already has both a chance and a responsibil-
ity to prove otherwise. Schedule 7 should be radically tightened, so that exceptional powers are applied
only in genuinely exceptional terror-related cases. Detentions should require reasonable suspicion. Con-
fiscated materials should be returned quickly, where no charge is brought or national security involved,
as fingerprints and DNA samples now are. Access to a lawyer should be allowed. If parliament rises to
the occasion, perhaps some good may have come from what is otherwise a disgraceful episode of state
harassment of independent journalism and free citizens.

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Other recommended readings on the story;
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[14]UK freedoms, farewell! Detention of Miranda reveals vindictiveness of wounded police state [15]UK
ordered Guardian to destroy hard drives in effort to stop Snowden revelations [16]Journalists under threat:
the day agents came and smashed our hard drives [17]US was given ‘heads up’ on detention of Snowden
reporter’s partner at Heathrow [18]Schedule 7 of the Terrorism Act explained Other headlines; [19]Green
MP Caroline Lucas arrested at fracking protest [20]5 companies that make money by keeping Americans
scared [21]CIA admits role in 1953 Iranian coup [22]Force-feeding of prisoners ordered [23]QI contes-
tants know the questions in advance

1. http://www.theguardian.com/uk
2. http://www.theguardian.com/profile/editorial
3. http://www.theguardian.com/profile/editorial
4. http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian
5. http://www.theguardian.com/world/david-miranda
6. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/aug/19/david-miranda-detention-schedule-7-terrorism-act
7. https://terrorismlegislationreviewer.independent.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/report-te
rrorism-acts-2011.pdf
8. http://www.theguardian.com/world/david-miranda
9. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/19/david-miranda-detention-terrorism-law-watchdog
10. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/18/david-miranda-detained-uk-nsa
11. http://www.theguardian.com/world/surveillance
12. http://www.theguardian.com/law/schedule-7
13. http://www.mirandarights.org/
14. http://rt.com/op-edge/uk-gay-greenwald-freedom-police-679/
15. http://rt.com/news/guardian-hard-drives-destroyed-697/
16. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/19/david-miranda-schedule7-danger-reporte
rs
17. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/snowden-affair-us-was-given-headsup-before-h
eathrow-detention-of-journalists-partner-david-miranda-8773642.html
18. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/aug/19/david-miranda-detention-schedule-7-terrorism-act
19. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/green-mp-caroline-lucas-arrested-as-antifrac
king-protests-reach-fever-pitch-8774189.html
20. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14886
21. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/19/cia-admits-role-1953-iranian-coup
22. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/20/california-hunger-strike-force-feeding
23. http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/quite-interesting-contestants-on-bb
c-quiz-show-know-the-questions-in-advance-8775265.html
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1.8.12 DavidMiranda, GlennGreenwald&Edward Snowden (Part 3): TheHow
&Why The Secretive British Police State Came Out? (2013-08-21 09:07)

As observed this week the secretive British Police State was openly visible with approval from so-called
’democratic government’ at No.10 Downing Street.

The crucial question is how and why now do we ’see’ such a secretive police state in open?

The answer is simple: it is as a result of what might correctly be referred to as ”internal war”
among the pillars of support for such a secretive police regime in UK. To put it in other words, the
secretive police state went after one of it’s own [the so-called] ”independent western media”, and being
a vocal platform it publicized such a ”criminal act” against itself, but just like the rest of these pillars of
support (media, courts, law enforcement, corporations, ”NGOs”, civil societies etc) they never publicize
such criminal acts when these take place against innocent people (as Simon Jenkins today satirically
echoed the US post-NSA leaks counter-argument that ”the Innocent should not be worried” with such a
growing surveillance state; see the full article reprinted below).

In short, British state has always been a secretive police state, and the British people en masses
only get to see it or hear about it when such a regime experience internal wars among each others but
not when such a power goes after the innocent people; from peaceful political activists to protesters and
so forth.

BRITAIN IS, AND HAS ALWAYS BEEN, A SECRETIVE POLICE STATE, EITHER CHOSE
TO LIVE BY IT OR DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT (AND IT IS NOT IMPOSSIBLE TO DO SOME-
THING ABOUT IT EVEN WITH IT’S TENTACLES EVERYWHERE: WHERE THERE IS A WILL
FOR A CHANGE THERE IS ALWAYS A WAY TO BRING CHANGE)!!!

SIMON JENKINS EXCELLENT ARTICLE ON GUARDIAN TODAY:

[1]
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So the innocent have nothing to fear? After David Miranda we now know where this leads

The destructive power of state snooping is on display for all to see. The press must not yield to this
intimidation

• [2]

• – [3]Simon Jenkins
– [4]The Guardian, Tuesday 20 August 2013 20.30 BST

’But it remains worrying that many otherwise liberal-minded Britons seem reluctant to take seriously the
abuses revealed in the nature and growth of state surveillance.’ Photograph: Yannis Behrakis/Reuters
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You’ve had your fun: now we want the stuff back. With these words the British government em-
barked on the most bizarre act of state censorship of the internet age. [5]In a Guardian basement,
officials from GCHQ gazed with satisfaction on a pile of mangled hard drives like so many book burners
sent by the Spanish Inquisition. They were unmoved by the fact that copies of the drives were lodged
round the globe. They wanted their symbolic auto-da-fe. Had the Guardian refused this ritual they said
they would have obtained a search and destroy order from a compliant British court.

Two great forces are now in fierce but unresolved contention. The [6]material revealed by Ed-
ward Snowden through the Guardian and the Washington Post is of a wholly different order from
[7]WikiLeaks and other recent whistle-blowing incidents. It indicates not just that the modern state is
gathering, storing and processing for its own ends electronic communication from around the world; far
more serious, it reveals that this power has so corrupted those wielding it as to put them beyond effective
democratic control. It was not the scope of NSA surveillance that led to Snowden’s defection. It was
hearing his boss lie to Congress about it for hours on end.

Last week in Washington, Congressional investigators discovered that the America’s [8]foreign in-
telligence surveillance court, a body set up specifically to oversee the NSA, [9]had itself been defied
by the agency "thousands of times". It was victim to "a culture of misinformation" as orders to destroy
intercepts, emails and files were simply disregarded; an intelligence community that seems neither intel-
ligent nor a community commanding a global empire that could suborn the world’s largest corporations,
draw up targets for drone assassination, blackmail US Muslims into becoming spies and haul passengers
off planes.

Yet like all empires, this one has bred its own antibodies. The American (or Anglo-American?)
surveillance industry has grown so big by exploiting laws to combat terrorism that it is as impossible
to manage internally as it is to control externally. It cannot sustain its own security. Some two million
people were reported to have had access to the WikiLeaks material disseminated by Bradley Manning
from his Baghdad cell. Snowden himself was a mere employee of a subcontractor to the NSA, yet had
full access to its data. The thousands, millions, billions of messages now being devoured daily by US data
storage centres may be beyond the dreams of Space Odyssey’s HAL 9000. But even HAL proved vulner-
able to human morality. Manning and Snowden cannot have been the only US officials to have pondered
blowing a whistle on data abuse. There must be hundreds more waiting in the wings – and always will be.

There is clearly a case for prior censorship of some matters of national security. A state secret
once revealed cannot be later rectified by a mere denial. Yet the parliamentary and legal institutions
for deciding these secrets are plainly no longer fit for purpose. They are treated by the services they
supposedly supervise with falsehoods and contempt. In America, the constitution protects the press
from pre-publication censorship, leaving those who reveal state secrets to the mercy of the courts and
the judgment of public debate – hence the Putinesque treatment of Manning and Snowden. But at least
Congress has put the US director of national intelligence, James Clapper, under severe pressure. Even
President Barack Obama has welcomed the debate and accepted that the Patriot Act may need revision.

In Britain, there has been no such response. GCHQ could boast to its American counterpart of its
"light oversight regime compared to the US". Parliamentary and legal control is a charade, a patsy of
the secrecy lobby. The press, normally robust in its treatment of politicians, seems cowed by a regime
of informal notification of "defence sensitivity". This [10]D-Notice system used to be confined to cases
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where the police felt lives to be at risk in current operations. In the case of Snowden the D-Notice has
been used to warn editors off publishing material potentially embarrassing to politicians and the security
services under the spurious claim that it "might give comfort to terrorists".

Most of the British press (though not the BBC, to its credit) has clearly felt inhibited. As with the
"deterrent" smashing of Guardian hard drives and the [11]harassing of David Miranda at Heathrow, a
regime of prior restraint has been instigated in Britain whose apparent purpose seems to be simply to
show off the security services as macho to their American friends.

Those who question the primacy of the "mainstream" media in the digital age should note that it
has been two traditional newspapers, in London and Washington, that have researched, co-ordinated and
edited the Snowden revelations. They have even held back material that the NSA and GCHQ had proved
unable to protect. No blog, Twitter or Facebook campaign has the resources or the clout to confront the
power of the state.

There is no conceivable way copies of the Snowden revelations seized this week at Heathrow could aid
terrorism or "threaten the security of the British state" – as charged today by [12]Mark Pritchard, an MP
on the parliamentary committee on national security strategy. When the supposed monitors of the secret
services merely parrot their jargon against press freedom, we should know this regime is not up to its
job.

The war between state power and those holding it to account needs constant refreshment. As Snowden
shows, the whistleblowers and hacktivists can win the occasional skirmish. But it remains worrying that
many otherwise liberal-minded Britons seem reluctant to take seriously the abuses revealed in the nature
and growth of state surveillance. The arrogance of this abuse is now widespread. The same police force
that harassed Miranda for nine hours at Heathrow is the one recently revealed as using surveillance
to blackmail Lawrence family supporters and draw up lists of trouble-makers to hand over to private
contractors. We can see where this leads.

I hesitate to draw parallels with history, but I wonder how those now running the surveillance
state – and their appeasers – would have behaved under the totalitarian regimes of the 20th century. We
hear today so many phrases we have heard before. The innocent have nothing to fear. Our critics merely
comfort the enemy. You cannot be too safe. Loyalty is all. As one official said in wielding his legal
stick over the Guardian: "You have had your debate. There’s no need to write any more."

Yes, there bloody well is.
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• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Other headlines;

[13]Revealed: Cameron sent Cabinet Secretary to order Guardian editor to destroy computers containing
’highly sensitive’ data supplied by spy whistleblower Edward Snowden [14]The Camerons chillaxing
(again) in Cornwall: ’Bad back’ doesn’t stop Prime Minister enjoying FOURTH holiday this year - in
his favourite navy polo shirt (again) [15]WikiLeaks: Govts attacks on media ‘signalling rise of fascism
in UK, US’ [16]Without investigative journalists, the UK will move closer to a police state [17]Video
captures police brutality in French suburb | The Observers [18]Soca chief, Trevor Pearce, treated hack-
ing committee ‘with contempt’ [19]Leicester city councillors are paid £970,000 [20]Facial Scanning Is
Making Gains in Surveillance - NYTimes.com
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1.8.13 The Release ofMubarak: Another Lesson for ”Revolutionary”Wannabes
and Idiots of ”Arab Spring” (Also Reprinted in Full Is An Excellent RT
Article By Tony Gosling) (2013-08-23 12:34)

It is so simple that an eight year old child can appreciate the realities behind so-called ”Arab Spring”
and it’s ”Counter-Revolution” aftermath taking place across the Arabian World.

One: Gaddafi is Assassinated, so are his most closest confidants and minsters across the world af-
ter the western orchestrated overthrow of the Libyan Legitimate State. Why? They knew where the dead
bodies were buried, literary! It was a last means to shut them up for good, so to speak.

Two: Saleh is undergoing a well-managed tranisiton. He is an indispensable source of western
support in colonizing his state and people. The idiot does not know much so he continues to live for
now, and still in power in Yemen.

Three: Ben Ali is ’In Exile’ under the protective cover of his old masters, the French, and will probably
never be allowed to face any threat of being charged or harmed, unless in the hands of his masters/owners.

Four: The Puppets of GCC (Gulf Cooperation Countries), the western appointed monarchs of Ara-
bia (Oman, Qatar, Saudi, Jordan, UAE, Bahrain etc) are still firmly in place supported in every means by
their western masters, from advanced repressive arms to repressive and rapacious mercenaries (brown-
skinned South Americans and black-skinned Africans (cheap colonial foot-soldiers/labour) are recruited,
trained and then covered with balaclavas to ”appears” as ordinary Arabs; Blackwater run these contracts).

In short, as we have always stated the so-called ”Arab Spring” is a disgraceful act in the history
of Muslims but nothing of a surprise in the history of, spineless and easily manipulable peoples as, the
Arabs. It started as a legitimate popular regional grievance for reforms and changes then [as traditionally]
hijacked and exploited by old western masters of the Arabs using the idiots in the streets as their tools
for continuing oppressive and enslavement policies (colonialism: never died) across the region. Hence
we, the union nationalists and republicans, never accepted it or thought of it as an opportune moment to
engage for change!

For Tony Gosling excellent RT article, read it full below:

Why former ’Black Ops.’ SAS sleep with a gun under their pillow

Beginning his working life in the aviation industry and trained by the BBC, Tony Gosling is a British
land rights activist, historian & investigative radio journalist.

[1]Get short URL
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Published time: August 22, 2013 14:21

Tags

[2]Accident, [3]Security, [4]UK

If the death, 16 years ago this month, of Diana in Paris is not a huge establishment cover-up, the failure
of the ’People’s Princess’ to lie down certainly makes it appear like one.

Despite no paparazzi being at the scene of the crash that was allegedly caused by 4 to 6 high
powered motorbikes which sped off, photographers are still blamed by much of the London media. The
coroner’s court verdict of ’Unlawful Killing’ should have scotched forever the idea that the car crash
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was an ’accident’ but such a ’coincidence theory’ still circulates as fact.

Royal skullduggery was entirely normal in Medieval England. Even in the up-tight 1880s the trail
to London’s Jack the Ripper and his murders of prostitutes led back, through prominent freemasons, to
the royal household. Stephen Knight’s 1976 book ’Jack the Ripper, The Final Solution’, showed young
Edward VII had a taste for sexual adventure and three prostitutes had been attempting to blackmail the
royal family.

This weekend came the extraordinary revelation that a former British special forces ’Soldier N’
knew, ’it was the SAS who arranged Princess Diana’s death and that has been covered up’. His parents
spelt it out in a letter to a senior military officer, which appeared in evidence in the case of another
[5]former SAS soldier, Danny Nightingale.

While Nightingale had been caught in possession of an illegal firearm and ammunition, ’Soldier
N’ himself had quite a cache, a hand grenade, stun grenades, a Glock pistol and hundreds of rounds of
ammunition at his home.

So are these former SAS men ’gun crazy’ reprobates as the prosecution would have us believe?
Or, having first or second hand knowledge of political assassinations, might they be justified in fearing
for their lives?

The idea that the military might be used for secret ’black operations’ abroad is nothing new. For
example during ’regime change’ operations to destabilize Libya in March 2011, eight British soldiers
and secret service officers on ’black ops.’ [6]were arrested by Libyan rebels in the Benghazi hinterland.

But their use against domestic political rivals is much more controversial, like the 1974 Watergate
revelations. US secret service men were found to have been spying on the opposition democratic party
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back in 1972 and Republican president Nixon was subsequently impeached and forced out of office.

Political leaders using the armed forces as their personal plaything and conspiring with rogue ele-
ments in the military, was reflected right across Europe in NATO’s [7]Operation Gladio. Described
by one soldier as "the most secret operation ever", it allegedly involved the commissioning of terrorist
acts, roughly from 1970-1990, against the European public by secret meetings of NATO Intelligence in
Brussels.

"The [8]role of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in sponsoring Gladio and the extent
of its activities during the Cold War era, and its relationship to right-wing terrorist attacks
perpetrated in Italy during the "Years of Lead" (late 1960s to early 1980s) and other similar
clandestine operations, is the subject of ongoing debate and investigation but has never been
proven. Switzerland and Belgium have had parliamentary inquiries into the matter."

The geopolitical stakes were high. The aim was to sacrifice innocent citizens creating a fake far-left
threat across Europe, particularly in left-wing Italy, to strongarm politicians, press and public into
accepting US military aid. This included Cruise Missiles that they otherwise saw as unnecessary and an
exacerbation of international tensions.

It is in this context then that we should examine these latest allegations about the death of Princess Diana.
It is certainly not unprecedented that ’special forces’ might be used to eliminate a political rival. Former
Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro [9]was assassinated by his political rivals, who were thought to be
connected both to Operation Gladio and Italy’s secret cabala of the day, Licio Gelli’s P2 Masonic lodge.

These events were not entirely ignored by the London media. The BBC’s Timewatch programme
collaborated with director, Allan Francovich, to document Gladio in three 1992 films. [10]The Ring
Masters, [11]The Puppeteers and [12]The Foot Soldiers contain jaw-dropping interviews with soldiers
and jailed fascists, about attacks on police stations and the execution, by NATO, of hundreds of innocent
passers-by. No wonder they wanted Gladio kept so secret.

Put yourself in the shoes of a soldier ordered to carry out a murder or assassination. At the time,
these missions are probably painted as daring actions by senior officers. Only after time, as the truth
emerges, do soldiers see they have been duped and dishonored. Many realize the only way to regain
their dignity is to do the unthinkable and go public.
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Former soldier Paul Bruce’s book [13]The Nemesis File, for example, purports to detail a British Army
execution squad in Northern Ireland. Far from imposing a rule of law, the British government, claims
the author, secretly authorized a programme of executions of Irish Republican suspects known as ’Shoot
To Kill’. Bruce’s book even has colored maps with an ’X marks the spot’ where the victims’ bodies were
said to be buried in unmarked graves.

So, back to the present, and after two comprehensive police enquiries both in France and the UK,
a coroners’ inquest into the circumstances surrounding Diana’s death recorded a verdict of ’Unlawful
Killing’.

Journalist and comedian Keith Allen spent four years and £2.5m making a comprehensive docu-
mentary [14]’Unlawful Killing’. Completed in 2011 Allen’s ’inquest into the inquest’ exposes evidence
that the killing was no ’accident’ but appeared timed to smash to oblivion Diana’s imminent engagement
to Dodi Al-Fayed.

Even though he paid for it, Al-Fayed appears to have lost control of the film, and its worldwide
distribution has been entirely blocked, as has any free online release. Only the Iranian English language,
Channel Press TV, now banned in the UK and blocked by YouTube has aired any clips and reviewed the
film. Demanding 87 cuts, royal lawyers have effectively censored it.

However, a retired Australian journalist, John Morgan, has carried out a comprehensive investiga-
tion in his 150 page 2012 book [15]’Paris London Connection, The Assassination of Princess Diana’.
He describes the main motives behind her killing as Diana’s support for the HALO anti-land mines
campaign and the immense power she had to embarrass and upstage the royal family.
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The final straw came, Morgan alleges, when young William and Harry returned with Diana from a
’wonderful and magical’, in her words, 10 day trip to Dodi’s St Tropez villa in July 1997 and the happy
couple prepared to announce their engagement.

Morgan believes a Muslim step-father for William and Harry was seen in Zionist-leaning royal
circles as unacceptable. He argues the decision to kill Diana was made at a hastily organized Balmoral
meeting of the ’Way Ahead Group’ on Wednesday 23rd July, 1997. This was the last of a series of
meetings specifically to deal with the threat a divorced and freewheeling Diana posed to the royal family.

As the masterminds, Morgan places MI6 officers, Sherard Cowper-Coles and Richard Spearman,
in Paris specifically for the period immediately running up to the ’accident’, replacing MI6 Paris’s
station chief, Eugene Curley, who was recalled to London. Cowper-Coles subsequently received a
knighthood and left MI6 over a multiple bribery scandal that hit private arms manufacturer, BAe
Systems.
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There should be few surprises in the revelation that SAS soldiers may have been secretly ordered to
assist in orchestrating Diana’s Mercedes to crash. Indeed former MI6 officer Richard Tomlinson swore
an affidavit in May 1999 that he had seen an identical ’tunnel crash’ plan while at MI6 which was being
considered to orchestrate the death of former Yugoslav president, Slobodan Miloševic.

Miloševic didn’t die in a tunnel but was charged in 2001 with ’Crimes Against Humanity’ at the
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in The Hague. In March 2006 he died in
suspicious circumstances, apparently poisoned through his prison food a few months before the verdict
was due.

The statements, views and opinions expressed in this column are solely those of the author and do not
necessarily represent those of RT.

For Further recommended articles of the week;

The Video link below is for Operation Gladio, A NATO orchestrated ”European Leftist Terrorism” in
the 1970s;

[16]Operation Gladio - Full 1992 documentary BBCby hejjagheterpal24,217 views [17]Black Heli-
copters Britain’s Blind Faith in Intelligence Agencies [18]Must Read: Glimmerglass Intercepts Undersea
Cable Traffic for Spy Agencies [19]The workers who can never make ends meet: Four million suffer
sleepless nights because they run out of money every single month [20]Justice Secretary Chris Grayling
forced to defend call centres staffed by prisoners who question families about the contents of their home
[21]US, UK looking for pretext to escalate intervention in Syria [22]UK’s secret Middle East web surveil-
lance base revealed in Edward Snowden leaks [23]The great health supplements con: How firms like
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Seven Seas and Vitabiotics exaggerate benefits of pills used by millions says Which? [24]How we now
sleep for just six hours and 41 minutes a night (and even LESS if you live in Coventry) added saturday
Aug 24 2013:

[25]Judge bans burqa in London court [26]The scourge of cyber crime: One fifth of Brits have had their
e-mail, social network or bank accounts hacked - and some have lost more than £10,000 [27]Speaker’s
five-star world tour on the taxpayer: Bercow racks up £96,000 travel bill with stays at a string of top
hotels in Washington, Athens and New Delhi [28]’Privacy rights don’t exist in US anymore’ [29]The
Terrorism Act 2000, David Miranda and the rule of law. [30]Miranda’s detention is a direct attack on
freedom of the press

1. http://rt.com/op-edge/uk-sas-black-operation-diana-842/
2. http://rt.com/tags/accident/
3. http://rt.com/tags/security/
4. http://rt.com/tags/uk/
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2396975/Diana-assassination-claims-mystifying-stunt
-loose-cannon-sniper-say-royal-bodyguards-MPs.html
6. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-12658054
7. http://wikispooks.com/wiki/Operation_Gladio
8. http://wikispooks.com/wiki/Operation_Gladio
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kidnapping_of_Aldo_Moro
10. http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLB9077C7C41BE4260
11. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcj92FooKYQ
12. http://www.google.ru/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&ved=0CC0QtwIwAQ&url=h
ttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DT5v95u5t284&ei=uhwWUsbaOqnL4ASo_IGgDw&usg=AFQjCNFGDG
mgaWXRM7paqS6RQFCc0YF17w&sig2=QHBS0zCAvcZqZrGZPOj4ew
13. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/sas-executed-ira-suspects-soldier-claims-1583110.html
14. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unlawful_Killing_%28film%29
15. http://www.examiner.com/article/book-reveals-princess-diana-was-murdered-by-royal-family
16. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGHXjO8wHsA
17. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/the-cozy-relationship-between-britain-and-its-int
elligence-apparatus-a-917689.html
18. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/14949
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2399458/4-million-workers-suffer-sleepless-nights-r
un-money-month.html
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2399511/Justice-Secretary-Chris-Grayling-forced-def
end-centres-staffed-prisoners-question-families-contents-home.html
21. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-syria-chemical-weapons-intervention-854/
22. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/exclusive-uks-secret-middle-east-internet-sur
veillance-base-revealed-in-edward-snowden-leaks-8781082.html
23. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2399370/Health-supplements-Which-says-firms-like-Se
ven-Seas-Vitabiotics-exaggerate-benefits.html
24. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2398728/How-sleep-just-hours-41-minutes-night-LES
S-live-Coventry-Travelodge-survey.html
25. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/aug/23/judge-refuses-muslim-to-wear-burqa-court
26. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2401285/The-scourge-cyber-crime-One-fifth-Brits-e-m
ail-social-network-bank-accounts-hacked--lost-10-000.html
27. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2401197/Speaker-John-Bercows-star-world-tour-taxpay
er.html
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28. http://rt.com/op-edge/privacy-breached-security-us-nsa-898/
29. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/08/the-terrorism-act-2000-david-miranda-and-the
-rule-of-law.html
30. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/08/mirandas-detention-is-a-direct-attack-on-fre
edom-of-the-press.html
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1.8.14 On Syria (A War Communique): Any Western Invasion (or propagan-
daly referred to as ”Humanitarian Intervention”) Is a Legitimate Casus
Belli For Global Muslim Mobilization For Self-Defensive War [Or Actual
Meaning of Jihad] (2013-08-26 09:29)

COMMUNIQUE NO. I: PREPARING & MOBILIZING FOR WAR

THE POINT IS SIMPLE, AND FULLY ENDORSED AND SUPPORTED BY OURSELVES AS
MUSLIM NATIONALISTS:

THAT ANY (OR ANOTHER OF) WESTERN INVASION OF SYRIA (AN[OTHER] ISLAMIC
LAND WITH A PROUD HISTORY OF ISLAMIC RESISTANCE AGAINST CRUSADERS) IS A
LEGITIMATE CASUS BELLI (THAT IS, CAUSE OF WAR) FOR A FULL GLOBAL MUSLIM MO-
BILIZATION TO SYRIA TO FIGHT AGAINST THE NEW COLONIAL/CRUSADING/WESTERN
INVASION.

IN A MORE REFINED WORDS: ALL GUNS SHOULD FROM THERE FORTH BE DIRECTED
AGAINST THE FRESH INVADING WESTERN FORCES AND THEIR LOCAL PROXY-PUPPETS
’SUPPORTING FORCES’ (FSA ETC).

ONCE THE INVADING FORCES ARE REPELLED OUT OF THE COUNTRY THEN THOSE
WHO MOBILIZED AS A RESULT OF THE WESTERN INVASION OF ANOTHER ISLAMIC
COUNTRY (WHEN WILL IT STOP IF WE FAIL TO MOBILIZE FOR ACTION TO DISCOUR-
AGE ANY MORE AGGRESSION AGAINST MUSLIM PEOPLE AND LANDS), SHOULD BE
PREPARED TO DISARM AND GO BACK TO LIVING PEACEFUL AS A PEACEFUL AND
RESPONSIBLE MEMBER OF CIVILIZED SOCIETY, AND NOT ENGAGE IN ANY CRIMINAL
ACTIVITIES OR BEHAVIOUR, OR ANY FURTHER AGGRESSION AGAINST WESTERN OR
LOCAL REGIONAL FORCES OR WESTERN HOME-COUNTRIES OR CITIZENS FOUND ANY-
WHERE IN THE WORLD.

ALSO, TO REINFORCE THE STATED GOAL IS TO RID SYRIA OF HER WESTERN INVADING
FORCES AND NOT TO BE CAUGHT IN WHAT IS ALREADY TAKING PLACE A LOCAL CIVIL
WAR OF PROXIES; LET THE IDIOTS KILL EACH OTHER IT SHOULD NEVER BE YOUR
CONCERN.

IT IS BETTER TO HAVE MUSLIMS KILLING EACH OTHER THAN HAVING NON-MUSLIMS,
WITH GREED-OLD-COLONIAL INTERESTS, UNDERTAKING SUCH KILLING AND ENSLAVE-
MENT THAT FOLLOWS NATURALLY AFTER.

WESTERN INVASION OF SYRIA, ANOTHER ISLAMIC COUNTRY, MEANS A GRAND WAR ON
MUSLIMS NOT ASSAD NOT ”TERRORISM” AND IT’S THE DUTY OF EVER ABLE MUSLIM
TO PREPARE AND MOBILIZE TO DEFEND A MUSLIM COUNTRY FROM FALLING VICTIM
TO THESE OLD COLONIAL AGGRESSORS!!!!!
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1.8.15 On Syria: The Four Critical Questions The ”Independent” Western Me-
dia and Commentators Refuse To Ask (2013-08-29 10:33)

First Question, and undoubtedly the most important, is;

Why would Assad Syrian Armed Forces on a tactical and operational advantages on the battle-
field at the present (that is winning massively against the ”rebels”) commit a suicide of using pre-warned
(as red-line for intervention) chemical weapons?

So far no one has cared to ask such a question, from their trigger-happy leaders or ”experts”.

Second Question is;

Who is the main source of the new ”evidence” of chemical use by Assad forces?

The answer is know around as the Palestine-Jews. But so far no one has followed up on what be-
hind it’s presentation (the interests) and so forth.

Third Question is;

Who gave the ”West” (UK, US and France/NATO) prerogative powers of world governance/police?

Final Question is;

Why no one has ever asked what are the so-called ”national security” concerns of Syria repeat-
edly purported by western leaders and media?

All these questions echoes the pre-Iraq War of 2003 failure of ”independent” western media in
asking tough questions and merely accepting their national governments side of the story without
investigating actual facts. And when ”the war is over” it is when they ”start pointing fingers of unan-
swered pre-war questions and issues” (a tactic used merely for propaganda reasons not actual journalism).

Whatever happens these are the questions we should all ask ourselves seriously to distinguish be-
tween a ”humanitarian intervention wars” and actual wars of colonial/corporate self-interests.

For an excellent collection of this week headline articles, check out the selected list below;

[1]Attempted arson attack on Harlow mosque [2]French Muslim girl, 16, tries to kill herself after two
men threatened her with a box cutter and ripped off her veil [3]French girl attempts suicide after ‘veil
attack’ [4]NYPD labels mosques terror enterprises [5]The NYPD Division of Un-American Activities
[6]The real threat to our way of life? Our politicians and securocrats [7]Privatised justice and the erosion
of democracy in the UK [8]Fourteen years and counting: Iraq inquiry report delayed until 2014 [9]Private
security giant faces police inquiry into possible fraud over £285m prison contract [10]Facebook reveals
25,000 government requests for data [11]The war on Iran begins…in Syria — RT Op-Edge [12]Hans
Blix: the west has no police mandate [13]Codename ’Apalachee’ How America Spies on Europe and
the UN [14]Reddit co-founder sought work with shadowy intelligence firm, WikiLeaks reveals — RT
USA [15]Something rotten in American politics The hustlers and parasites who make up Washington’s
political establishment [16]The world according to the global power brokers — RT Op-Edge [17]From
billionaire’s yacht Blair urges Syria attack, but...This war monger is the very last man we should listen
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to [18]Tony Blair ’asked for Government aid’ [19]Fighting Fatigue in the Afternoon With Exercise -
WSJ.com [20]Theft, blackmail and sexual exploitation: Homeless ’under threat’ in private B &Bs, says
report

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/harlow-mosque-damaged-in-attempted-arson-attack-
8784888.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2402980/French-Muslim-girl-16-tries-kill-men-threat
ened-box-cutter-ripped-veil.html
3. http://www.france24.com/en/20130827-french-muslim-girl-veil-attack-suicide-skinheads-islamo
phobia-paris-police
4. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/08/28/320898/nypd-mosques-terrorism-organizations/
5. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/15008
6. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/27/real-threat-terrorist-politicians-nati
onal-security
7. http://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/michael-turner/privatised-justice-and-erosion-of-de
mocracy-in-uk
8. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/exclusive-chilcot-report-into-iraq-conflict-w
ill-not-be-released-until-2014-as-david-cameron-echoes-tony-blair-with-moral-case-for-war-87
88203.html
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2404791/Private-security-giant-faces-police-inquiry
-possible-fraud-285m-prison-contract.html
10. http://www.france24.com/en/20130827-facebook-reveals-25000-government-requests-data
11. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-war-iran-begins-syria-096/
12. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/28/chemical-weapons-west-global-policeman
13. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/secret-nsa-documents-show-how-the-us-spies-on-eur
ope-and-the-un-a-918625.html
14. http://rt.com/usa/stratfor-reddit-ohanian-intelligence-work-029/
15. http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21583978-hustlers-and-parasites-who-make-up-wa
shingtons-political-establishment-something
16. http://rt.com/op-edge/world-economy-power-brokers-forum-996/
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-2403499/From-billionaires-yacht-Blair-urges-Syria
-attack--This-war-monger-man-listen-to.html
18. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/tony-blair/10270257/Tony-Blair-asked-for-Governmen
t-aid.html
19. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323608504579024773708604060.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_MIDDLETopNews
20. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/exclusive-vulnerable-under-threat-in-unregula
ted-bbs-says-report-8786827.html
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1.8.16 On Syria: The Farce of Parliament ’Vote’ and How Your Leicester[shire]
MPs Voted (Incl. Your Recommended Weekend Readings) (2013-08-31 09:48)

A simple statement.

Parliamentary Vote (Against Syria Aggression) or Not once the bombs start raining on Syria Britain will
find some excuse to overthrow the No vote and get herself into the aggression. This is a fact based on
[a] previous British behaviour and [b] her perception of her ’global image or disillusioned role’.

For a list of how your Leicestershire MPs voted got to [1]Leicestershire MPs vote on Syria | Le-
icester Mercury. Check out closely the ’For Votes’, most are ’Friends of Palestine Jews’; in pay or other
perks.

For other highly recommended [headline] readings from this week check out this selected list;

[2]NYPD spying on Mosques is ‘outrageous’ [3]Big Brother Britain? UK government makes third largest
number of requests for Facebook user information in the world [4]Little Britain: The mouse that (finally)
roared [5]From ’Free’ West to fascist fire-starters in 60 yrs: Where did we go so wrong? [6]’Why are
we hiring racists?’ Storm over police recruit who was disciplined for sending racist ’jokes’ to colleagues
[7]Why do we still fool ourselves that Britain is a great power? | Mail Online [8]NSA pays U.S. firms
millions for communications network access [9]NSA pays major telecom companies for access to data
networks [10]Syria hit could up Raytheon payday [11]The Black Budget [12]Snowden reveals US intel-
ligence’s black budget: $52.6 billion on secret programs [13]Your tax dollars at work: Inside the United
States’ $52.6B “black budget” [14]Diana, that SAS murder claim - and why it may not be as mad as you
think: Sue Reid, who’s studied all the evidence, has found tantalising new clues

1. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Leicestershire-MPs-vote-Syria/story-19730562-detail/story
.html
2. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/08/30/321179/nypd-spying-mosques-outrageous/
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2405375/Big-Brother-Britain-UK-government-ma
kes-largest-number-requests-Facebook-user-information-world.html
4. http://rt.com/op-edge/little-britain-syria-mouse-roared-213/
5. http://rt.com/op-edge/west-us-nazi-war-syria-210/
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2405686/Storm-police-recruit-Tony-Bristow-disciplin
ed-sending-racist-jokes-colleagues.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-2404992/Why-fool-Britain-great-power.html
8. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/nsa-paying-us-companies-for-access-to
-communications-networks/2013/08/29/5641a4b6-10c2-11e3-bdf6-e4fc677d94a1_story.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/nsa-telecom-payment-data-190/
10. http://www.politico.com/story/2013/08/syria-strike-could-bring-raytheon-payday-96045.html?h
p=r4
11. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/black-budget-summary-details-us-spy-n
etworks-successes-failures-and-objectives/2013/08/29/7e57bb78-10ab-11e3-8cdd-bcdc09410972_stor
y.html
12. http://rt.com/usa/snowden-leak-black-budget-176/
13. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/15105
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2407571/Princess-Diana-SAS-murder-claim--mad-think-
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1.9.1 On Syria: Congress To Vote For War (Yes), Because AIPAC Has Paid Al-
ready! (2013-09-01 13:20)

The new breaking news is of course the ”postponement” of ”surgical strikes” by Americans and ”her
allies” on Syria which was initially planned last [mid] week and then forwarded to next week (after John
Kerry, US Secretary of State or to those unfamiliar with the title, a foreign secretary, ’declaration of war’
speech this week; by the way, J. Kerry is a Jew whose family originally changed their Jewish-sounding
name, as most of the earlier Jewish immigrants to US, to a more ”Gentile”, i.e. is a Jewish word for
more European/Americanized/non-Jewish names) and now US is going for a magic trick to fool the
idiots of the world that ”democracies” still have to listen to their ”representatives” by giving a Congress
a ”voice” (something that most American administrations in power tend to avoid when seeking a violent
aggression on others who have not harmed them or their interests, of course unless an administration
believes fully that the vote will pass for yes- in other words, the administration will get their little small
wars!).

The British Regime decided to try this also during the week with a narrow defeat of very few
votes (mostly as a result of those who chose to play ’diplomacy’ by ’staying away’ from the parliament
during the voting phase.

Anyway, the Congress to our opinion will pass the vote (and s is the opinion of many other, for
example [1]Congressional approval just a ‘democratic add-on’ to Obama’s war with Syria — RT Op-
Edge ) with either an overwhelming Yes or a very similar result to ours (UK), that is a narrow win (not
defeat, the only difference to ours), because the Contemporary American Congress is overwhelmingly
pro-Jewish, and are mostly on pay of AIPAC (the powerful American pro-Jewish Lobby Group), unlike
the UK we are only now becoming the focus of greater Jewish interest groups within the political-security
establishments in manipulating and shaping UK Foreign Policies.

In short, US will go to war- which will probably mean....................

For further selected headline readings, browse the list below for your interests;

[2]Soldier killing: mosques on guard [3]Universal rights - except for Muslims [4]Police helped rogue
private eye to steal criminal records... then covered it up: Serving officers illegally aided master blagger
working for blue-chip firms [5]Syria crisis: Britain will play active role in military action despite vote
defeat [6]Syria crisis: ’You can sell arms without always having to use them. Germany does’ [7]Forces
Preparing for Possible Strike on Syria | INFOgraphics | RIA Novosti [8]Test ’reveals Facebook, Twitter
and Google snoop on emails’: Study of net giants spurs new privacy concerns [9]Enemy within: FBI
to keep closer eye on Syrians in US ahead of strike [10]Five myths about millennials - The Washington
Post [11]The high street of the future is like nothing we know

1. http://rt.com/op-edge/congressional-approval-obama-democracy-265/
2. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/01/lee-rigby-braintree-mosque-harlow
3. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/aug/31/barack-obama-jay-leno-muslim-universal
-rights
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2407988/Police-helped-rogue-private-eye-steal-crimi
nal-records--covered-up.html
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/syria/10278355/Syria-crisis-Britain-wi
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ll-play-active-role-in-military-action-despite-vote-defeat.html
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/syria/10278398/Syria-crisis-You-can-se
ll-arms-without-always-having-to-use-them.-Germany-does.html
7. http://en.rian.ru/infographics/20130829/183043168/Forces-Preparing-for-Possible-Strike-on-S
yria.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2407949/Test-reveals-Facebook-Twitter-Google-snoop-
emails-Study-net-giants-spurs-new-privacy-concerns.html
9. http://rt.com/usa/syria-fbi-strikes-surveillance-260/
10. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-myths-about-millennials/2013/08/30/a6d9a854-ff6
c-11e2-9711-3708310f6f4d_story.html?hpid=z3
11. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/special-report-the-high-street-of-the-futur
e-is-like-nothing-we-know-8793017.html
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1.9.2 On Syria: Told You- Senate Committee On Foreign Affairs PASSES The
’Syria War Bill’! (2013-09-05 10:00)

The passing of the bill is the first stage to full Congress ”permission” for war (kind of first reading-meet-
approved private bill here in UK).

Here is the link to the breaking news: [1]Senate Foreign Relations Committee approves plan to
strike Syria

Obama yesterday, using his oratorical gift, ”claimed” ”the world” not the US government that ”set down
the red-lines”, what world Mr. Obama? The entire world is protesting against any intervention, so tell
us what world or ”international community” you are referring to?

Is it the world of private security and military industries (Raytheon smiling as profit are rising by
50 per cent)?

Is it the world of the global Jews, to continue to shelter their own in the lands of Palestine?

Is it the the world of global mega-corporations (oil, telecommunications etc)?

Could he answer the facts? Of course not, and the ”independent” media will never ask these ques-
tions.

WELL HERE IS SOMETHING.

WE, THE GLOBAL MUSLIM, WE [HAVE] AND WILL NEVER FORGET, OUR TIME WILL
COME (REMEMBER TODAY ONE IS IN POSITION TO DO AS ONE FEELS, TOMORROW THE
POSITION OF FREEDOM OF ACTION WILL CHANGE, AND AS THE CHINESE SAY, ’HIDE
YOUR STRENGTHS, AND BID FOR TIME’.

For further selected and recommended headline readings browse the list below;

[2]British police are third highest users of Facebook data globally [3]Notting Hill Carnival like Soviet
Russia, says Clarkson: Top Gear presenter says event is now dominated by police [4]Revealed: How
Harry was rushed to safe-house during ferocious gun battle at Camp Bastion after Taliban fighters infil-
trated base in assassination plot [5]Democratic value? The sale of the edited electoral register [6]Back
me or I’ll sack you: Furious Cameron fires policy adviser Jesse Norman for not supporting military ac-
tion in Syria [7]Nidal Hasan’s beard shaved by force [8]Sold for £5 - your personal details: Councils
cash in on names and addresses, fuelling junk mail blitz [9]Personal details in smartphone fitness apps
’sold to other firms’: 20 most used products pass information to nearly 70 companies [10]Parliament’s
computers used to log on to porn websites 300,000 times in a year [11]UK-funded biofuel project ‘leaves
Africans hungry’ [12]US military sick and tired of war, have no faith in government [13]‘I did not join
for this’: US military men speak out against Syria strike [14]We want to topple Assad: Obama raises
stakes as No10 refuses to rule out more help for Syria rebels [15]US aims to overthrow all independent
govts in the Middle East [16]US evokes ghost of Hitler as PR campaign against Assad goes crazy — RT
Op-Edge [17]DEA has more extensive domestic phone surveillance op than NSA [18]Lost in translation...
From not bad to quite good, how British trait of being polite stops us from saying what we really mean
[19]Listening to music is good for the heart [20]Red faces after agency kills ’unflattering’ Hollande pic
[21]Saudi Arabia’s ’Chemical Bandar’ behind the Syrian chemical attacks?
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1. http://rt.com/usa/senate-foreign-committee-syria-strike-420/
2. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/08/facebook-adds-to-transparency-debate.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2408601/Notting-Hill-Carnival-like-Soviet-Russia-sa
ys-Clarkson-Top-Gear-presenter-says-event-dominated-police.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2411779/Revealed-How-Prince-Harry-whisked-Camp-Bast
ion-safe-house-US-Marines-battled-Taliban-suicide-squad-infiltrated-base-assassination-attem
pt.html
5. http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2013/09/democratic-sale-edited-electoral.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2411064/David-Cameron-fires-Jesse-Norman-Number-10-
policy-board-failing-Syria-vote.html
7. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/04/nidal-hasan-beard-shaved-force
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2408558/Councils-sell-personal-details-fuelling-jun
k-mail-blitz.html
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2409486/Personal-details-smartphone-fitness-apps-so
ld-firms-20-used-products-pass-information-nearly-70-companies.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2410261/Parliaments-computers-used-log-porn-website
s-300-000-times-year.html
11. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/biofuel-project-funded-by-uk-leaves-africans
-without-food-8793617.html
12. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-military-sick-syria-war-352/
13. http://rt.com/usa/us-against-syria-strike-313/
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2409922/We-want-topple-Assad-Obama-raises-stakes-No
10-refuses-rule-help-Syria-rebels.html
15. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-overthrow-middle-east-328/
16. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-hitler-campaign-against-assad-329/
17. http://rt.com/usa/at&t-phone-surveillance-dea-325/
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2408583/From-bad-quite-good-trait-polite-stops-sayi
ng-really-mean.html
19. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthnews/10278977/Listening-to-music-is-good-for-the-he
art.html
20. http://www.france24.com/en/20130904-red-faces-after-agency-kills-unflattering-hollande-pic
21. http://rt.com/op-edge/saudi-chemical-behind-syrian-attack-421/
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1.9.3 Covert Action In Action (On Syria): How to Recognize The Exploita-
tion and Inflitration of Agents Inside ”Independent” Media and Political-
Security Establishment (Source: Mondo/StratRisk) (2013-09-08 12:23)

Before publishing the article in full (highly recommended reading), I would like to say how I have
started watching that Burn Notice (entertaining, but full of crap mostly) TV Show.

Anyway what caught my attention was episode 6 (Series 7, the most recent), where he narrates
the relationship between covert operatives and running- I was like what (he just blew the cover for all
operatives lying low, haha). All covert operatives run, especially in the slow period of waiting (it can
be a day, a month, a year, a decade). The secret is simple, operatives run because running symbolically
represents running away from their past demons; the unspeakable things one did or witnessed done in
the name of ”national security”. This is why most operatives when they run you can probably pick
them out (esp. those ’good ones’ , or rather one with moral conscious not those criminally insane),
you can pick them out, because they will always appear aloof and unconnected to the present, that
unable to get even an attention from you or even make an eye contact, or seemingly unconnected to
where they are (seemed miles away from the present environment and time). They seem to float and
float around, and with greater the speed the bad is the recounting of the old memories. Most of the
time they wont even recognize or be alert to an approaching person or thing until one gets to close,
and that’s when the training, and alertness, kicks in and he or she is probably going to be ready to put
you done (so stay a distance, but do not really worry they are trained to assess in mini-seconds, that
is, able to recognize a real threat to an innocent person approaching, either a stranger or an ’acquittance’).

Anyway here is the recommended article and at the end we will leave a selected list of this week
recommended headline articles for your weekend reading. For other reading post on covert operations,
just type ’covert ops or action’ on search box above.

[1]Shady PR operatives, pro-Israel ties, anti-Castro money: Inside the Syrian opposition’s DC spin ma-
chine

[2]Source: Mondo

[3]
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During the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on Syria on September 3, Secretary of
State John Kerry and Senator John McCain both cited a Wall Street Journal editorial by Elizabeth
O’Bagy to support their assessment of the Syrian rebels as predominately “moderate,” and potentially
Western-friendly.

“She works with the Institute of War,” Kerry said of O’Bagy. “She’s fluent in Arabic and spent
an enormous amount of time studying the opposition and studying Syria. She just published this the
other day. Very interesting [Wall Street Journal] article, which I commend to you.”

Kerry added, “I just don’t agree that a majority are al-Qaida and the bad guys.”

What Kerry and McCain neglected to mention was that O’Bagy had been [4]recently hired as the
political director of the Syrian Emergency Task Force (SETF), a little known outfit that functions as a
lobbying arm of the Syrian opposition in Washington.

Until today, O’Bagy had failed to note her role as a paid Syrian opposition lobbyist in her Wall
Street Journal byline and did not note the position in her official bio at the Institute for the Study of
War. Only after a storm of criticism did the Wall Street Journal insert a note in O’Bagy’s recent op-ed
[5]disclosing her paid position at SETF. O’Bagy was also compelled to amend her bio with a [6]lengthy
clarification about her work at SETF.

But her work at the Institute for the Study of War should have been enough to set off alarm bells.

“Logrolling for war”

The Institute for the Study of War’s (ISW) board of directors is led by William Kristol. Kimberly
Kagan, the group’s president, was on General Stanley McChrystal’s strategic review team in 2009,
advocating for a dramatic expansion of the US presence in Afghanistan. Her husband is Frederick
Kagan, the AEI fellow who is the uncle of fellow neocon Robert Kagan.

In its 2011 annual report [7][PDF], the Institute for the Study of War (ISW) detailed its close working
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relationship with Palantir Technologies, a private surveillance firm [8]contracted by Bank of America in
2011 in an unsuccessful plot to dismantle Anonymous and sabotage Glenn Greenwald.

The report listed New York Times reporter Michael Gordon as “ISW’s journalist in residence.”
Back in January 2013, Gordon [9]published an article pushing claims that Syrian army forces had used
sarin gas, thus crossing Obama’s “red line” and triggering a US intervention. Noting that the State
Department could not confirm the information in Gordon’s report, former Defense Intelligence Agency
officer Pat Lang [10]accused Gordon of “logrolling for war in Syria.”

Despite his past affiliation with a think tank dedicated to pushing for US intervention in Syria,
Gordon [11]remains on the Times’ Syria beat.

Rebel marketing

When O’Bagy took to Twitter to boast about McCain’s “shout out” to her during the Senate hear-
ing on Syria, the conservative writer Charles C. Johnson (who recently [12]reported on O’Bagy’s
lobbying) [13]asked her if she was in fact employed by the Syrian Emergency Task Force.

“Yes I do humanitarian aid work through the organization,” O’Bagy told Johnson. “Can’t go to
Syria frequently and not help the people.”

But O’Bagy’s work has less to do with tending to the needs of war-stricken refugees than it does
with leveraging the media to agitate for US intervention. Indeed, she has been among the most
prominent and widely cited commentators marketing the Syrian rebels as a bunch of America-friendly
moderates.

As she said during an August 26 [14]appearance on Fox News, “What I’ve tried to show through
this research and by traveling around with many of these rebel groups is that there are actually a majority
of the opposition that would be aligned with U.S. interests.”

The Cuban Connection
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Last summer, I encountered an exceptionally talkative young Syrian man at a tweet-up of Middle
East-oriented activists in Washington DC’s Woodley Park area. Having learned that I was a journalist,
he struck up a conversation, telling me eagerly about his work on behalf of the Syrian opposition through
something called the Syrian Emergency Task Force.

About thirty seconds into our chat, I could tell that the young man was not the most sophisticated
operator. “We’re really trying to get in with the Jews,” he told me. “We feel like the Americans really
listens to them the most, so we’re working with them all we can.”

“We prefer to be referred to as the yahood,“ I responded in a deadpan tone, prompting nervous
laughter from a few friends who were listening in on the conversation.

Unfazed by the sarcastic aside, the activist told me about meetings at WINEP and entreaties to
AIPAC. He mentioned Radwan Ziadeh, director of the Syrian Center for Political & Strategic Studies,
as a key emissary between SETF and pro-Israel lobbyists.

Ziadeh [15]appeared at the American Jewish Committee’s 2011 Global Forum to make the case
for Western intervention in Syria. Ziadeh was among the self-proclaimed “foreign policy experts” who
signed an August 27 [16]open letter to Obama calling for military intervention in Syria. Other “experts”
lending their names to the letter included Karl Rove, Elliot Abrams, Governor Tim Pawlenty, and
veteran anti-abortion activist Gary Bauer.

As our conversation continued, the Syrian activist revealed to me a recent training session SETF
had arranged between Syrian opposition figures and Cuban exiles in Coral Gables, Florida. Florida’s
Republican Gov. Rick Scott attended the seminar, he said with pride, greeting a who’s who of hardline
anti-Castro activists who had spent decades pushing for the overthrow of Cuba’s socialist regime.

When I returned home, I searched for details of the meeting and discovered a single [17]press re-
lease posted on the anti-Castro web portal Directorio. I could find no coverage of the seminar in any US
media.

According to the press release, participants in the seminar pledged “To coordinate all of our politi-
cal, diplomatic, logistic and humanitarian efforts in pursuit of the liberation of Cuba and Syria; hence
constituting a United Front for Freedom and Democracy; Therefore, the Cuban Resistance and the
Syrian Revolution jointly declare: The people want the overthrow of the dictatorial regimes of Assad
and Castro.”
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On its website, SETF [18]cites as one of its landmark achievements securing $1 million in human-
itarian aid “from the Cuban-American community.”

WINEP ties, pressing for regime change

At the helm of the SETF, which is registered as a 501 c-4 lobbying organization, is a previously
unknown activist named Mouaz Moustafa. Back in May, Moustafa arranged a meeting between John
McCain and a group of Free Syrian Army fighters. The photo-op quickly transformed into a public
relations disaster when Lebanon’s The Daily Star [19]reported that one of the man posing with McCain
had kidnapped 11 Shiite pilgrims a year before.

Since emerging as SETF’s Executive Director, Moustafa has forged close ties with WINEP, the
neocon-oriented think tank founded as an ancillary of AIPAC. Formerly [20]listed as a WINEP “expert”
– his page on the think tank’s site has disappeared – Moustafa [21]spoke at WINEP’s Soref Symposium
this year.

By Moustafa’s side at the conference was [22]Louay Sakka, the founder of the [23]Syrian Support
Group, the only organization licensed by the US government to send financial and supposedly non-lethal
support to the Free Syrian Army. In soliciting donations, the group notes, “We leave it up to the people
on the ground to judge how financial assistance can best put to use.”

With Congress set to vote on a resolution authorizing the US to strike Syria, SETF has issued an
[24]action alert on its website urging supporters to light up congressional phone lines urging “yes” votes.
In a [25]call with the White House, SETF urged much broader action in Syria than the “limited strikes”
Obama has asked Congress to authorize. The group is dedicated to regime change, and is pressing for
any and all military measures to accomplish the mission — even, apparently, boots on the ground.

Selected headlines;

[26]Decisive vote? [27]Jackson: UK needs affirmative action [28]Church of England has £10m invested
in arms firm [29]The Usual Suspects Hamburg Police Accused of Racial Profiling [30]The harrowing
moment six-hour-old baby is taken away from his parents by social workers in video that secret court
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tried to stop you seeing [31]UK and US spy agencies routinely broke online security locks to access
data of billions [32]NSA can tap into BlackBerry, iOs, and Android systems – report [33]UN warns:
state secrets not an excuse [34]The dream of global hegemony | StratRisks [35]The lies we tell to appear
intelligent: Eight in ten of us fake cleverness in social situations to appear more attractive [36]A secret
world Conversations with writer John le Carré [37]The implications of this week’s reporting of NSA
stories continue to grow
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Covert Action In Action (Part II): Ms. Elizabeth O’Bagy, ”The Syrian Expert” Is Thrown Out/Sacrificed to Cover
Further Investigation Into The New Powers of Institute For The Study of War (ISW) On Contemporary Post-9/11
US Government Fore (2013-09-12 10:19:10)
[…] the post below, ‘Covert Action In Action (On Syria)‘, we discussed the exploitation and infiltration of
‘covert actors’ within […]
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1.9.4 Introducing Liberal Fascism: John Pilger MUST READ Guardian Article
(and few on NSA and Smartphone, CIA Fabricated Syria Chem-Attack,
John Hopkins and Prof. Matthew Green and more) (2013-09-11 13:40)

The first of the must reads article is of course by John Pilger which appeared today on The Guardian
(On Liberal Fascism or Militarist West): [1]click here (or see the full article reprinted here below).

The second is an excellent article by The Independent written by Andreas Whittam Smith (On
How The West Is Losing The World, By Pretending To Be The Responsible Policeman): [2]Click Here.

Third excellent article is from Der Spiegel on NSA [new leaks] and the targeting of the new Smart-
phones, Blackberries etc: [3]Click Here., and for a similarly related article on this new level of economic
espionage (which has always been denied, and claimed as only conducted by foreign nations like China
against the west), see RT article ([4]here).

And for the most shocking of these must read article is that which comes from The Guardian ac-
counting on how even the academic sphere is no longer truly ”free and independent” (this of course
has never been s even in the past, but this is the new levels of western totalitarianism), relates to the
story about a John Hopkins Professor who was forced to take down his blog for ’being to critical on
government/NSA criminal behaviour’: [5]Click Here.

On CIA and Syria Chemical Lies: [6]Click Here.

On French New Education Law which will see a full ban on Muslim Headscarves at schools, [7]click here.

On the silence of Asian Girls Sex-Abuses and Exploitation, [8]click here.

On Church Of England possessing shares (investing) with shady businesses (for example Wonga
Pay-Day Loans and now), e.g. Arms Manufacturers (while ”preaching peace”!!!!); [9]click here.

For just pass-a-day articles for amusement and interests, see the little selection below;

[10]Deputy speaker on sex charges [11]House of Commons Deputy Speaker Nigel Evans re-arrested on
suspicion of indecent assault and sexual touching after two further alleged victims come forward [12]Po-
lice fitness test ’is biased in favour of fat male officers’ because it prioritises strength and forces women to
endure ’sexist’ conditions [13]http://www.independent.co.uk/student/news/nearly-half-of-new-harvard-
students-admit-to-cheating-8804898.html [14]Naked man caught ’having sex’ with Land Rover

1. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/10/silent-military-coup-took-over-washing
ton/print
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/once-the-west-set-out-to-conquer-the-world-thos
e-days-have-gone-for-ever-8807245.html
3. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/how-the-nsa-spies-on-smartphones-including-the-bl
ackberry-a-921161.html
4. http://rt.com/news/us-spied-brazil-oil-588/
5. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/10/nsa-matthew-green-takedown-blog-post-j
ohns-hopkins
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6. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-syria-cia-fabrication-620/
7. http://rt.com/news/muslim-secularism-charter-schools-652/
8. http://www.theguardian.com/society/2013/sep/10/abuse-asian-girls-missed-white-victims
9. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/15292
10. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/sep/10/nigel-evans-sexual-offences-charges
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2416604/House-Commons-Deputy-Speaker-Nigel-Evans-ar
rested-suspicion-indecent-assault-sexual-touching-alleged-victims-come-forward.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2415777/Police-fitness-test-biased-favour-fat-male-
officers-prioritises-strength-forces-women-endure-sexist-conditions.html
13. http://www.independent.co.uk/student/news/nearly-half-of-new-harvard-students-admit-to-chea
ting-8804898.html
14. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/10301408/Naked-man-caught-having-se
x-with-Land-Rover.html
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1.9.5 Covert Action In Action (Part II): Ms. Elizabeth O’Bagy, ”The Syrian Ex-
pert” Is Thrown Out/Sacrificed to Cover Further Investigation Into The
New Powers of Institute For The Study of War (ISW) On Contemporary
Post-9/11 US Government Foreign-Security Pol (2013-09-12 10:19)

On the post below, ’[1]Covert Action In Action (On Syria)’, we discussed the exploitation and infiltration
of ’covert actors’ within specific nations pillars of power, e.g. the media etc, and reprinted an excellent
article on the case of Ms. Elizabeth O’Bagy, a 26 years old American from The Institute For The Study
of War (ISW, a right-wing and militarist US-funded ”think-tank”). Ms. O’Bagy has been riding high
on the 15-mins fame as a well-recognized, ’respected’ and popular ”Syrian Expert” (even cited by top
policymakers, in the likes of Kerry and McCain) but as things stand she has been outed as to be not what
she claims to be; for the full story [2]follow this link.

What is interesting for those ’expert’ in the field and profession is that what seemed to have hap-
pened is the traditional ”sacrificial lamb” thrown out to the hounding wolves (the press and politicians
searching and asking hard questions) in order to protect the new heights of power of the Kagans, husband
and wife, ’founded’ ISW, which has grown proportionally out of power in directing, influencing and
at times, manipulating the ”terror hysteria” prevalent within US administrations and nation-psyche, by
engaging directly with US Foreign-Security-inclined policies; from directly supporting field operations
in Afghanistan to Iraq and other places (Petreaus right-hand people, apparently), to setting an agenda for
US global militarization.

In short, Ms. O’Bagy is an operative sacrificed to protect the real culprit of propaganda and policy-
manipulation in the shadows, ISW!

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/covert-action-in-action-on-syria-how-to-re
cognize-the-exploitation-and-inflitration-of-agents-inside-independent-media-and-political-s
ecurity-establishment-source-mondostratrisk/
2. http://rt.com/usa/elizabeth-obagy-syria-commentator-fired-736/
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1.9.6 On The Disturbing Growing Trend: How Laws Are Used To ”De-
Islamitize” (Against) Western Muslims! (2013-09-14 08:11)

The has been a disturbingly growing trend inside the western world today where laws are exploited,
manipulated and used against Muslims in order to de-Islamitize these western Muslims; in other words,
that is criminalizing traditions of Islamic (cultural-religious) ways of life. The creeping trend we warned
about for sometime now; yesterday is veil ban, tomorrow will be mosque prayers, and then perhaps
(nightmarishly) a complete ban on religious expressions, associations and practices.

Of course the trend started in France with the Veil-ban, and recently followed by this little aptly
called ”Secularism Charter” where Muslims and other religious are banned from wearing or displaying
any of their religious-cultural symbols dressings or practises ([1]click here for the article- France24).
This is followed by a similar ”Charter” being debated at the present in Canada ([2]click here- France24).
Also this week a German court ruled against segregation for Muslim schoolgirls during co-ed swimming,
the case was brought by an 11-years old Moroccan-German girl who refused to swim, even when fully
covered with a ’burqini’ (special Muslim Ladies swimming attire), with boys ([3]click here for the story-
Der Spiegel and [4]here - The Economist).

Here at home, in UK, we had this week the overwhelmingly defeated calls by a Birmingham col-
lege to ban in the use of veil, burqa and other forms of Muslim wears during classes (or any general
visits inside the campus areas) apparently for ”security measures” ([5]click here- Daily Mail). Then
we have Mr. Cameron (UK PM) stating his willingness to lending his full support to such a ban at his
children local school ([6]click here- Telegraph).

On other Muslim related headlines, staying in UK, we have the report of 56’000 Muslims stopped
and questioned under Schedule 7 of ”anti-terror laws” ([7]click here- The Guardian), and the refusal by
Scotland Yard to disclose more details on such detention based on profiling ([8]click here- The Guardian).

On local Leicester news, of course we have had the big story of a murder attack on a Muslim
family in Spinney Hills (Wood Hills, near Jamia Mosque; [9]click here for the story- Leicester Mercury).
For how much expenses your local Leicestershire MPs spent in the past year, 1.5m, [10]follow this link
(Leicester Mercury).

For other selected headlines, browse the list below;

[11]The pivot to Africa [12]NSA masqueraded as Google to spy on web users - report [13]Use VPN!
Former ’Most Wanted Hacker’ Mitnick talks Snowden, NSA, and privacy [14]So, what do you do? ’I
f*** people over for money,’ says trainee City lawyer [15]The age of contentment is 37: Study reveals top
ten life goals for men and women - and we’ve completed most of them by that age [16]Henry Kissinger:
The 90-year-old ’war criminal’ helping to frame the foreign policy of Obama

1. http://www.france24.com/en/20130908-france-schools-get-secularism-charter
2. http://www.france24.com/en/20130912-canada-quebec-religion-symbols-elections-separatists
3. http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/commentary-german-court-made-right-call-on-gym-
class-burqini-ruling-a-921862.html
4. http://www.economist.com/blogs/erasmus/2013/09/muslims-and-bathing-costumes
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2419835/Ban-Muslim-students-wearing-religious-veils
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-scrapped-Birmingham-college-public-outcry.html
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10308610/David-Cameron-would-support-a-b
an-on-Muslim-veils-at-his-childrens-school.html
7. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/sep/12/56000-detained-counter-terrorism-powers
8. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/sep/13/police-court-reports-anti-muslim-bias
9. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/members-family-killed-horrific-house/story-19795084-detai
l/story.html
10. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/MPs-claim-nearly-pound-1-5m-expenses/story-19790639-detai
l/story.html
11. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-pivot-to-africa
12. http://rt.com/news/nsa-disguised-google-spy-801/
13. http://rt.com/op-edge/kevin-mitnick-vpn-network-775/
14. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/clifford-chance-trainee-lawyer-faces-sack-after-describin
g-his-work-as-fing-people-over-for-money-8814754.html
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2419580/The-age-contentment-37-Study-reveals-life-g
oals-men-women--weve-completed-age.html
16. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/profiles/henry-kissinger-a-diplomatic-colossus-who
-is-still-a-key-influence-in-us-amid-syria-crisis-8815533.html

The Disturbing Breaking Story: Dear Muslims Sisters (In UK), Prepare Yourselves For The Coming Islamic Veil
Ban! | Jerusalem Group (2013-09-16 10:45:43)
[…] manipulated and used against traditional Islamic [Religious-Cultural] Ways of Life. For Part one click here
or go directly to the next post below; the post discusses (with original source-links) German mixed […]
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1.9.7 The Disturbing Breaking Story: Dear Muslims Sisters (In UK), Prepare
Yourselves For The Coming Islamic Veil Ban! (and apparently is for your
best of interests!!!!) (2013-09-16 10:45)

This is part two of the recent disturbing headlines across Europe and UK on how laws are manipulated
and used against traditional Islamic [Religious-Cultural] Ways of Life. For Part one [1]click here or go
directly to the next post below; the post discusses (with original source-links) German mixed swimming
laws, Birmingham College defeat, France and Canada new ’Secular Laws’ etc.

For the upcoming UK Islamic Veil Ban, read the following collections below from UK mainstream
(broadsheet) media, and why you should (if a Muslim sister) for such inevitable event/law taking place,
because even under facade of Liberalism and ”Britishness” you (and us all, as Muslims and minorities)
we are not really accepted as ’British’, that is the ugly truth held strongly within the establishment (and
general national sentiment), hence you will always hear the cries of ”let them integrate to our, real,
British way of life”, from those who deem themselves as British and us (all minorities, Muslim or not)
as just pesty-immigrants!

The best reasoning (typical of British ’BS’) is that the Veil Ban is purely of interests of the Mus-
lim sisters, apparently, to be ”set free” from the bonds of their ”mastering male counterpart”!!!!

[2]Lib Dem minister calls for debate on Islamic veil | Politics | The Guardian [3]Fully veiled women
hinder progressive Islam - Comment - Voices - The Independent [4]Veils ’not appropriate in school’ [5]It
is not appropriate for students to wear veil in the classroom, says Nick Clegg [6]Nick Clegg could support
ban on veils in classrooms [7]Full-face veils are ’inappropriate’ in schools, Clegg warns as Tory MP calls
for ban because ’they make women invisible’ [8]Ban ’offensive’ full-face veils in ALL schools because
’they make women invisible,’ urges Tory MP [9]We need ’national debate’ on veils in court - former DPP

Added Sat Sept 21, 2013;

[10]Is the veil the biggest issue we face in the UK? [11]Who wears them? [12]’Islam is not a race’ is a
cop out [13]Simon Jenkins: spare us a ’national debate’ Others;

[14]Bill Maher: US world’s policeman or school bully? [15]NSA ‘Follow the Money’ branch spied on
Visa customers, SWIFT transactions – report and few other interesting readings; [16]High life of the BBC
fatcats: The ex-Deputy DG enjoying his £3.4million pension aged just 55 and the designer-clad payoff
queen accused of lying to MPs

[17]UK bioethicists promoting a second wave of eugenics [18]The 10 best fonts [19]Cheating death
[20]Say Goodbye to the Password [21]Ditch the diet! Why carrying a few extra pounds can actually
make you live longer [22]Letter to an unknown whistleblower - Le Monde diplomatique - English edition

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/09/14/on-the-disturbing-growing-trend-how-laws-a
re-used-to-de-islamitize-against-western-muslims/
2. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/sep/16/debate-muslim-veil-lib-dem-minister/print
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/fully-veiled-women-hinder-progressive-islam-881
7963.html
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4. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/sep/16/veils-classrooms-airport-nick-clegg
5. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/not-appropriate-for-students-to-wear-veil-in-
classroom-says-nick-clegg-8818145.html
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/nick-clegg/10311986/Nick-Clegg-could-support-ban-o
n-veils-in-classrooms.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2421744/Full-face-veils-inappropriate-schools-Clegg
-warns-Tory-MP-calls-ban-make-women-invisible.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2421613/Ban-offensive-face-veils-ALL-schools-make-w
omen-invisible-urges-Tory-MP.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10312159/We-need-national-debate-on-ve
ils-in-court-former-DPP.html
10. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/16/veil-biggest-issue-uk-niqab-debate
11. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/reality-check/2013/sep/20/how-many-wear-niqab-uk
12. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/20/islam-race-richard-dawkins
13. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/16/spare-us-national-debate-veils
14. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/14/usa-worlds-policeman-school-bully
15. http://rt.com/news/nsa-spy-visa-swift-893/
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2420470/High-life-BBC-fatcats-The-ex-Deputy-DG-enjo
ying-3-4million-pension-aged-just-55-designer-clad-payoff-queen-accused-lying-MPs.html
17. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/15416
18. http://www.theguardian.com/theobserver/gallery/2013/sep/14/the-10-best-fonts
19. http://www.theguardian.com/money/2013/sep/20/cryonics-death-insurance-policies
20. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323585604579008620509295960.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_MIDDLESecondNews
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2427117/Ditch-diet-Why-carrying-extra-pounds-actu
ally-make-live-longer.html
22. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/letter-to-an-unknown-whistleblower
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1.9.8 Your Weekend Reading: Articles from Around The World (2013-09-28 14:21)

[1]Man ’planned to blow up mosques with home-made nail bombs after stock-piling chemicals at his
home’ [2]Don’t follow France’s burqa ban. It has curbed liberty and justice [3]Swiss Canton Approves
Burqa Ban [4]Activists ’intimidated at UK border’ [5]Google has more access to No10 than me, says top
Tory: Admission shows growing political clout of internet firm [6]’Let’s discuss kickbacks over lunch’:
Tory donor’s firm fined £55m over Libor fixing [7]Caroline Lucas to be charged for ’breaching police
order and blocking the highway’ during fracking protests [8]Black fire commander ’was called Frank
Bruno by other firefighters and passed over for promotion for seven years’ [9]Ethnic doctors far less
likely to reach senior posts in NHS [10]British Gas broke into businesswoman’s home over an unpaid
bill despite not having any gas appliances in her flat [11]Morales: Obama can invade any country for
US energy needs [12]Latin America’s Left Gets Cozy [13]Seymour Hersh on Obama and NSA [14]The
Stone: The Banality of Systemic Evil [15]Can you spot a rhetorical fallacy? | Protagoras | Comment is
free | theguardian.com [16]New video exposes NYPD brutalizing students in protest against Petraeus’
professorship [17]Selling an Invasion? Consult Joseph Goebbels [18]Special report: fixing (...)

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2435632/Man-planned-blow-mosques-home-nail-bombs-st
ock-piling-chemicals-home.html
2. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/21/dont-ban-veil-in-uk
3. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303759604579091182009097924.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
p_sections_world
4. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/sep/24/border-force-intimidate-human-rights-workers
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2432795/Google-access-No10-says-Tory-Admission-show
s-growing-political-clout-internet-firm.html
6. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/lets-discuss-kickbacks-over-lunch-tory-dono
rs-firm-fined-55m-over-libor-fixing-8839198.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2431832/Caroline-Lucas-charged-breaching-police-ord
er-blocking-highway-fracking-protests.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2431562/Black-commander-called-Frank-Bruno-West-Mid
lands-firefighters-passed-promotion.html
9. http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/health-news/ethnic-doctors-far-
less-likely-to-reach-senior-posts-in-nhs-8842397.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2431864/British-Gas-broke-businesswomans-home-unpai
d-despite-having-gas-appliances-flat.html
11. http://rt.com/news/morales-interview-obama-un-442/
12. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-e20e
7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=168955
13. http://www.theguardian.com/media/media-blog/2013/sep/27/seymour-hersh-obama-nsa-american-me
dia
14. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/09/15/the-banality-of-systemic-evil/
15. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/sep/13/how-to-argue-rhetorical-fallacies/prin
t
16. http://rt.com/usa/nypd-brutality-students-petraeus-173/
17. http://english.pravda.ru/opinion/columnists/27-09-2013/125760-invasion_propaganda-0/
18. http://mondediplo.com/blogs/special-report-fixing-intelligence-on-syria
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1.10.1 British-Muslims Under Attack: Forced-Assimilations and De-
Islamitization Continues! (2013-10-05 08:47)

Well the onslaught on Western Muslims traditional (religious-cultural) beliefs and practices continues
inside the western ”democracies” (correctly also known as ”Liberal Fascism”).

This week we have seen and heard of;

[1] Top British Politicians, including the PM whose role in these sort of sensitive national politi-
cal discourses bordering on outright religious affairs has always been expected, traditionally, to be
neutral, stating their open support for a ban on Muslim Veil/Niqab and Hijabs;

Article 1, The Telegraph: [1]Cameron supports Muslim veil ban in schools and courts

Article 2, Daily Mail: [2]Ban the burka in our classrooms, says Boris: London Mayor tells radio
phone-in that schools should have right to make pupils show faces to teachers

Article 3, Financial Times (the ”Good Muslims” beating the drums of their paying-masters): [3]The
Diary: Mishal Husain on Malala Yousafzai, the niqab debate and cycling in London - FT.com

Then we had the forced closure of a Muslim school for ’enforcing’ Islamic practices; hey idiots, it
is why it is a Muslim School in the first place!:

Article 1, The Guardian: [4]Muslim school closes as Ofsted calls

Article 2, The Guardian: [5]Muslim boys in school beard ban

And watch out for these ”Good Muslim [Secularists]” (another bunch of sell-outs and collabora-
tors): [6]Secular Democracy

For other recommended headlines, please browse the list below for your interests;

[7]Why the British public should be worried about GCHQ [8]Government impedes police inquiry into
sexual assault at UK detention centre [9]The obedient media [10]Op-Ed: Nixon and Kissinger’s Forgot-
ten Shame [11]Former Qwest CEO says refusal to comply with NSA spying landed him in jail [12]NSA
targets web tool that protects users’ anonymity [13]GCHQ faces legal fight over privacy [14]Lavabit
founder defied FBI order [15]Scientists create DNA tracking tags, might soon be used to track protesters
as well as animals [16]Tiny white elite dominates US political donor landscape – study [17]No to ‘exten-
sion of colonialism’: Gambia quits Commonwealth [18]Transgender bodybuilding sculptor [19]Capitol
Hill car chase was ’another senseless killing by the police’ [20]Kissinger: USA needs the whole world,
not just Syria - English pravda.ru

1. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/david-cameron/10342501/David-Cameron-supports-Musl
im-veil-ban-in-schools-and-courts.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2442202/Boris-Johnson-says-ban-burka-classrooms-sch
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ools-right-make-pupils-faces.html
3. http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/8d9088dc-29b4-11e3-9bc6-00144feab7de.html
4. http://www.theguardian.com/education/2013/oct/02/muslim-faith-school-closes-on-first-day-of
-ofsted-inspection
5. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/03/muslim-boys-beards-breach-school-rules
6. http://www.seculardemocracy.org/
7. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/03/edward-snowden-files-john-lanchester
8. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/75767
9. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/75774
10. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/30/opinion/nixon-and-kissingers-forgotten-shame.html
11. http://rt.com/usa/qwest-ceo-nsa-jail-604/
12. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/04/nsa-gchq-attack-tor-network-encryption
13. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/oct/03/gchq-legal-challenge-europe-privacy-surveill
ance
14. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/03/lavabit-ladar-levison-fbi-encryption-keys-snow
den
15. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/15704
16. http://rt.com/usa/campaign-donors-rich-usa-590/
17. http://rt.com/news/gambia-leaves-commonwealth-nations-657/
18. http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/oct/03/heather-cassils-transgender-bodybuilder
-artist
19. http://rt.com/op-edge/brian-becker-capitol-hill-shooting-746/
20. http://english.pravda.ru/world/americas/03-10-2013/125795-kissinger_usa_syria-0/
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1.10.2 Week In News: Your Weekend Readings! (2013-10-13 12:33)

[1]Mosque graffiti left worshippers in fear of attack [2]’Instead of tea I got a mouth of bacon!’: TGI
Friday’s staff ’tricked devout Muslim woman into tasting PORK after cramming bits of it in her’ drink
straw’ [3]’Schedule 7 powers too intrusive’ [4]The Hunger Strikes [5]Guantánamo: harsh tactics revealed
[6]Guantánamo Bay: the Hunger Strikes [7]CCTV to monitor ’lazy’ road workers [8]Tory MP Liam Fox
claims THREE PENCE for 100-yard car journey he could have walked in less than A MINUTE [9]Every
last penny [10]Police colluded in blacklisting plan [11]Imperialism destabilizing Africa [12]Ecuador’s
Correa: Obama’s exceptionalism talk reminiscent of Nazi rhetoric before WWII [13]American ’ex-
ceptionalism’ as exemplified by US international lawlessness [14]USA’s cowboy democracy is terror-
ism dressed in noble clothes [15]Latin American Countries Put Up Front Against Corporate Lawsuits
[16]New twist in Diana SAS mystery: Why are detectives examining this image discovered on the elu-
sive Soldier N’s laptop... of snipers from his unit aiming at cars from bridge in the Welsh countryside?
[17]Drug firms paid to attend meeting of FDA panel [18]US & UK intel target Tor’s tough encryption
[19]Venezuela without Chavez, Argentina next? [20]Routines of the most creative minds [21]Under
the hood: Astonishing glimpse into secretive rituals and mundane family life of Ku Klux Klan mem-
bers across America [22]Prehistoric elephant had giant spoonbill instead of trunk which had in-built
’scythe’ used to cut its food [23]Neuro-enhancement in the military: far-fetched or an inevitable future?
| Science | theguardian.com [24]A Tiny Pronoun Says a Lot About You [25]Where on earth are the rich-
est 1 %? [26]France struggles to address racial profiling by police [27]Should you stretch before run-
ning? [28]Stephen Lawrence’s brother WAS picked on by the Met: Officer to be disciplined for stopping
teacher for no reason [29]What IS the taxman doing? Despite outrage at big firms not paying their way
the amount of uncollected tax rises to £35BILLION [30]’Racist’ LA police dogs only bite Latinos and
African-Americans [31]Hedge fund investing in Royal Mail employs George Osborne’s friend [32]Why
do leaves turn red?

1. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Mosque-graffiti-left-worshippers-fear-attack/story-199252
04-detail/story.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2444469/TGI-Fridays-staff-tricked-devout-Muslim-wom
an-tasting-PORK-cramming-bits-drink-straw.html
3. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/oct/11/schedule-7-powers-intrusive-committee
4. http://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2013/oct/11/guantanamo-bay-hunger-strikes-video-anim
ation
5. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/12/us-military-stormed-hunger-striker-cell
6. http://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2013/oct/11/guantanamo-bay-hunger-strikes-video-anim
ation
7. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/road-and-rail-transport/10372733/CCTV-to-monitor-laz
y-road-workers.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2446476/Liam-Fox-claims-3p-100-yard-car-journey-wal
ked-minute.html
9. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/oct/06/tory-liam-fox-expenses-car-journey
10. http://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/oct/12/police-blacklist-construction-workers-watch
dog
11. http://rt.com/op-edge/africa-kenya-nigeria-violence-812/
12. http://rt.com/news/correa-us-exceptionalism-dangerous-748/
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1.10.3 Week’s Headlines In Review: Your Weekend Readings (2013-10-19 08:32)

[1]Police face secret files legal challenge [2]Police: Duggan gun ’disappeared’ [3]Teenager admits she
punched Sikh pensioner, 80, to the ground and spat in his face in brutal attack [4]Former prostitute pic-
tured with George Osborne is raided by police on eve of ’tell-all’ book about her dominatrix past [5]FCO
hoards 1m historic files in secret archive [6]Gang of youths tormenting family must be tracked down, says
MP | Leicester Mercury [7]French veil sacking case goes back to court [8]’I always get stopped’: Mo
Farah reveals his trouble at US immigration thanks to his full name [9]Letting agents ‘willing to discrim-
inate against black people’ [10]Estate agents ’veto black tenants’ [11]Surveillance ’putting right to chal-
lenge state at risk’ [12]MI5 threat assessment does not match concrete terrorist activities [13]’You have no
right to be in the UK and you should leave’: Extraordinary moment immigration minister tells five-time
failed asylum seeker to go home on live TV [14]House of Lords welcomes Doreen Lawrence: Stephen’s
mother receives rousing cheer as she takes seat as a peer [15]Screenshot from YouTube video/Josh Moyo
US cops in disturbing ‘stop and frisk’ video [16]US police detain blacks for saying ‘Hi’ [17]NSA harvest-
ing hundreds of millions of personal email contact lists - report [18]EU Parliament Report Europe Has
880,000 Slave Laborers [19]The etiquette of war and surveillance - Le Monde diplomatique - English edi-
tion [20]Blame bad parents for Britain’s ills, says Sir Michael Wilshaw [21]Biggest spies in the Pacific?
It’s not the Chinese, it’s the Americans [22]French police board school bus to arrest 15-year-old Roma
schoolgirl so she could be thrown out of France with her family [23]Reuters / Ueslei Marcelino NSA has
your contact lists [24]Emerging Challenges: What’s In Store for the New Global Powers [25]Western
PR firms bid for Bahrain contract: The ‘acceptable’ face of repression [26]Pounding Pavement by Heel
or Toe - NYTimes.com [27]The C.I.A.’s Torture Secretsby Jane Mayer

1. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/oct/18/police-legal-challenge-secret-files-proteste
rs
2. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/oct/15/mark-duggan-gun-sock-marksman-inquest
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2465976/Teenager-admits-punched-Sikh-pensioner-80-g
round-spat-face-brutal-attack.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2457345/Mistress-Pain-pictured-George-Osborne-raide
d-police-eve-book-release.html
5. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/oct/18/foreign-office-historic-files-secret-archive
6. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Gang-youths-tormenting-family-tracked-says-MP/story-19952
662-detail/story.html
7. http://www.france24.com/en/20131017-french-veil-sacking-case-goes-back-court
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2461631/Mo-Farah-reveals-trouble-US-immigration-tha
nks-name.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/property/rentingproperty/10376760/Letting-agents-willing-to-disc
riminate-against-black-people.html
10. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/14/london-estate-agents-discriminate-black-people
-bbc-investigation
11. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/oct/13/gchq-surveillance-right-challenge-state-law
12. http://rt.com/op-edge/mi5-uk-threat-level-958/
13. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2458617/Mark-Harper-tells-time-failed-asylum-seeker
-home-live-TV.html
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2461931/House-Lords-welcomes-Doreen-Lawrence.html
15. http://rt.com/usa/video-shows-stop-frisk-181/
16. http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/10/15/329493/us-police-detain-blacks-hi/
17. http://rt.com/usa/nsa-collecting-email-contact-lists-197/
18. http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/eu-reports-estimates-880-000-slave-laborers-in-e
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urope-a-927778.html
19. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-etiquette-of-war-and-surveillance
20. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10381632/Blame-bad-parents-for-Britains-
ills-says-Sir-Michael-Wilshaw.html
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1.10.4 Recommended: Articles on British Muslim Converts (The Guardian) and
Neo-Imperialism In Africa (Robert Fisk) (2013-10-20 11:35)

Article One: Converts’ Tales

Converting to Islam: British women on prayer, peace and prejudice

Around 5,000 British people convert to Islam every year – and most of them are women. Six of them
talk about prejudice, peace and praying in car parks

• Veronique Mistiaen

• [1]The Guardian, Friday 11 October 2013 18.15 BST
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Ioni Sullivan: ’In my heart, I began to consider myself a Muslim.’ Photograph: Felicity McCabe for the
Guardian

Ioni Sullivan, local authority worker, 37, East Sussex

I’m married to a Muslim and have two children. We live in Lewes, where I’m probably the only hijabi
in the village.

I was born and raised in a middle-class, left-leaning, atheist family; my father was a professor,
my mother a teacher. When I finished my MPhil at Cambridge in 2000, I worked in Egypt, Jordan,
Palestine and Israel. Back then, I had a fairly stereotypical view of [2]Islam, but became impressed with
the strength the people derived from their faith. Their lives sucked, yet nearly everyone I met seemed
to approach their existence with a tranquillity and stability that stood in contrast to the world I’d left
behind.

In 2001, I fell in love with and married a Jordanian from a fairly non-practising background. At
first we lived a very western lifestyle, going out to bars and clubs, but around this time I started an
Arabic course and picked up an English copy of the Qur’an. I found myself reading a book that claimed
that the proof of God’s existence was in the infinite beauty and balance of creation, not one that asked
me to believe God walked the Earth in human form; I didn’t need a priest to bless me or a sacred place to
pray. Then I started looking into other Islamic practices that I’d dismissed as harsh: fasting, compulsory
charity, the idea of modesty. I stopped seeing them as restrictions on personal freedom and realised they
were ways of achieving self-control.

In my heart, I began to consider myself a Muslim, but didn’t feel a need to shout about it; part of
me was trying to avoid conflict with my family and friends. In the end it was the hijab that "outed" me
to wider society: I began to feel I wasn’t being true to myself if I didn’t wear it. It caused some friction,
and humour, too: people kept asking in hushed tones if I had cancer. But I’ve been pleasantly surprised
at how little it has mattered in any meaningful relationship I have.

Anita Nayyar, social psychologist and gender equalities activist, 31, London
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Anita Nayyar: ’One of the biggest challenges I face is the prohibition of women from the mosque.’
Photograph: Felicity McCabe for the Guardian

As an Anglo-Indian with Hindu grandparents who lived through the partition of India and Pakistan, and
saw family shot by a Muslim gang, I was brought up with a fairly dim view of what it was to be Muslim.

I was a very religious Christian, involved in the church, and wanted to become a vicar. At 16, I
opted for a secular college, which is where I made friends with Muslims. I was shocked by how normal
they were, and how much I liked them. I started debates, initially to let them know what a terrible
[3]religion they followed, and I started to learn that it wasn’t too different from Christianity. In fact,
it seemed to make more sense. It took a year and a half before I got to the point of conversion, and I
became a Muslim in 2000, aged 18. My mother was disappointed and my father quietly accepting. Other
members of my family felt betrayed.

I used to wear a scarf, which can mean many things. It can be a signifier of one’s faith, which is
helpful when you don’t wish to be chatted up or invited to drink. It can attract negative attention
from people who stereotype "visibly" Muslim women as oppressed or terrorist. It can also get positive
reactions from the Muslim community.

But people expect certain behaviour from a woman in a headscarf, and I started to wonder whether I was
doing it for God or to fulfil the role of "the pious woman". In the end, not wearing the scarf has helped
make my faith invisible again and allowed me to revisit my personal relationship with God.
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One of the biggest challenges I face is the prohibition of women from the mosque. It’s sad to go
somewhere, ready to connect with a higher being, only to be asked to leave because women are not
allowed. In the past, I have prayed in car parks, my office corridor and in a fried chicken shop. The
irony is that while my workplace would feel it discriminatory to stop me praying, some mosques do not.

Dr Annie (Amina) Coxon, consultant physician and neurologist, 72, London

Dr Annie (Amina) Coxon: ’After 9/11, my relationship with my sister-in-law changed and I am no longer
welcome in their home.’ Photograph: Felicity McCabe for the Guardian

I’m English back to the Normans. I was brought up in the US and Egypt, before coming to boarding
school in the UK at six, then doing medical training in London and the US. I’ve been married twice,
have three stepchildren and five stepgrandchildren.

I converted 21 years ago. It was the result of a long search for a more spiritual alternative to Catholicism.
Initially, I didn’t consider Islam because of the negative image in the media. The conversion process
was gradual and ultimately guided by the example of the mother of the current Sultan of Oman – one of
my patients – and by a series of dreams.
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My family were initially surprised, but accepted my conversion. After 9/11, however, my rela-
tionship with my sister-in-law changed and I am no longer welcome in their home. I have friends for
whom my conversion is an accepted eccentricity, but I lost many superficial ones because of it.

When I converted, I was told by the imam that I should dress modestly, but didn’t need to wear
the hijab because I was already old. During Ramadan, however, I do warn patients that I’ll look a bit
different if they see me coming back from the mosque. The response has been fascination rather than
repulsion.

I tried to join various Islamic communities: Turkish, Pakistani and Moroccan. I went to the Mo-
roccan mosque for three years without one person greeting me or wishing me "Eid Mubarak". I had
cancer and not one Muslim friend (except a very holy old man) came to pray with me in nine months
of treatment. But these are small annoyances compared with what I’ve gained: serenity, wisdom and
peace. I’ve now finally found my Muslim community and it is African.

Many Muslims come to London as immigrants. Their ethnic identity is tied to the mosque; they
don’t want white faces there. We are pioneers. There will be a time when white converts won’t be seen
as freaks.

Kristiane Backer, TV presenter, 47, London
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Kristiane Backer: ’It has been a challenge transforming my TV work in line with my new-found values.’
Photograph: Felicity McCabe for the Guardian

I grew up in Germany in a Protestant but not terribly religious family, then in 1989 moved to London
to present on MTV Europe. I interviewed everyone from Bob Geldof to David Bowie, worked hard
and partied hard, but something was missing. At a moment of crisis, I was introduced to the cricketer
Imran Khan. He gave me books on Islam and invited me to travel with him through Pakistan. Those
trips opened a new dimension in my life, an awareness of spirituality. The Muslims I met touched me
profoundly through their generosity, dignity and readiness to sacrifice for others. The more I read, the
more Islam attracted me. I converted in 1995.

When the German media found out, a negative press campaign followed and within no time my
contract was terminated. It was the end of my entertainment career. It has been a challenge transforming
my TV work in line with my new-found values, but I am working on a Muslim culture and lifestyle
show. I feel I have a bridging role to play between the Muslim heritage community and society at large.

Most Muslims marry young, often with the help of their families, but I converted at 30. When I
was still single 10 years later, I decided to look online. There, I met and fell in love with a charming,
Muslim-born TV producer from Morocco who lived in the US. We had a lot in common and married
in 2006. But his interpretation of Islam became a way of controlling me: I was expected to give up
my work, couldn’t talk to men and even had to cut men out of old photographs. I should have stood
up to him, because a lot of what he asked of me was not Islamic but cultural, but I wanted to make the
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marriage work. Insha Allah my future husband will be more trusting and focused on the inner values of
Islam, rather than on outward restrictions.

I have no regrets. On the contrary: my life now has meaning and the void that I used to feel is
filled with God, and that is priceless.

Andrea Chishti, reflexologist and secondary school teacher, 47, Watford

Andrea Chishti: ’Islam has strengthened my ethics and morals.’ Photograph: Felicity McCabe for the
Guardian

I have been happily married for 18 years to a British-born Muslim of Pakistani origins. We have a son,
11, and a daughter, eight.

Fida and I met at university in 1991. My interest in Islam was a symbiosis of love and intellec-
tual ideas. Fida wanted a Muslim family, and by 1992 my interest in Islam had developed significantly,
so I chose to convert. It took us three more years to get married. During that time, we battled things out,
met friends and families, agreed on how to live together.

I grew up in Germany, in a household where religion did not play a prominent role. My father was an
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atheist, but my mother and my school left me with a conviction that spirituality was important. When I
converted, my father thought it was crazy, but he liked my husband; even so, he bought me a little flat so I
"could always come back". My mother was shocked, horrified even. We had a typical Pakistani wedding
with Fida’s large extended family, and I moved to another country, so it was a lot for her to deal with.
His family were not all happy either, because they’d have preferred someone from a Muslim background.

I don’t feel I need to dress differently. I don’t feel I need to wear hijab in my daily life, but I am
very comfortable wearing it in public when performing religious duties. I don’t wear it also out of
consideration for my mother, because it was a huge issue for her.

I was a sensible teenager. I didn’t drink. I am a teacher. So, I didn’t drop out of an old life to
find a new one. But Islam has strengthened my ethics and morals, and given a good foundation for our
family life.

You sometimes feel like a "trophy" because you are white. If you go to a gathering, everyone
wants to help and teach you and take you under their wing, up to the point where I found it suffocating.
But, mostly, a lot of conversion problems are human problems, women’s problems.

Anonymous, software developer, East Midlands

’I feel my family will be disappointed, somewhat embarrassed and also scared that the world will treat
me unfairly if I’m Muslim.’ Photograph: Felicity McCabe for the Guardian

I was the talk of the student Islamic society when I became a Muslim: happy-go-lucky, trendy, outspoken
me. After meeting Muslims at university, I’d become intrigued. I started studying Islam and taking heed
of the Qur’an’s teachings. Two years later, at 23, I took my shahadah (Islamic profession of faith).

The fact that my family were Sikhs intrigued many Muslims. I was handed many sisters’ phone
numbers and people wanted to meet me. Then it all went quiet: the sisters were too busy. It hurt; I was
alone.

I am single, 26, and live at home with my family who are non-practising Punjabi Sikhs. My fam-
ily and Sikh friends have yet to learn of my conversion, but I am not hiding my copies of the Qur’an.
I want my family to see that I’m studying Islam with a fine-tooth comb, so they’ll know I’ve made a
well-informed decision; Islam has given me a sense of independence and serenity, I’ve become more
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accepting of what life throws at me and less competitive. But I feel they will be disappointed, somewhat
embarrassed and also scared that the world will treat me unfairly if I’m Muslim.

Becoming a Muslim is not easy: people say hurtful things about your faith, and it’s a struggle to
fit in with pious-looking sisters who wear traditional Arabic dress. It’s also hard to kiss goodbye to
nights out in bars with friends. I loved to party; I still do. I take pride in my appearance: I wear makeup,
dresses and heels. Initially, I went in all guns blazing and covered every inch of my body. I used to go
to work in the hijab and remove it as I drove back into my home city. It was as if I was leading a double
life and that became tiresome and stressful, so I stopped.

I would like to marry sooner rather than later, but how will I ever find a suitable husband? Most
Muslims find mingling with women haram [forbidden by Islamic law]. Because I am not fully out in the
open, Muslim men won’t know I exist.

• This article was edited on 14 October 2013. Since the interviews, Kristiane Backer’s personal
circumstances have changed, and the piece has been changed to reflect this. Also, an additional,
anonymous interviewee has been added at the end.

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Article Two: Neo-Imperialism
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More than jihadism or Iran, China’s role in Africa is Obama’s obsession

Where America brings drones, the Chinese build roads. Al-Shabaab and co march in lockstep with this
new imperialism

• [4]

• – [5]John Pilger

– [6]The Guardian, Wednesday 9 October 2013 20.15 BST
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Hu Jintao, who stepped down as Chinese president last year, in Tanzania on a tour intended to cement
China’s ties with Africa. Photograph: STR New / Reuters/REUTERS

Countries are "pieces on a chessboard upon which is being played out a great game for the domi-
nation of the world", [7]wrote Lord Curzon, the viceroy of India, in 1898. Nothing has changed. The
shopping mall massacre in Nairobi was a bloody facade behind which a full-scale invasion of Africa and
a war in Asia are the great game.

The al-Shabaab shopping mall killers came from Somalia. If any country is an imperial metaphor,
it is Somalia. Sharing a language and religion, Somalis have been divided between the British, French,
Italians and Ethiopians. Tens of thousands of people have been handed from one power to another.
"When they are made to hate each other," wrote a British colonial official, "good governance is assured."

Today Somalia is a theme park of brutal, artificial divisions, long impoverished by World Bank
and IMF "structural adjustment" programmes, and saturated with modern weapons – notably President
Obama’s personal favourite, the drone. The one stable Somali government, the [8]Islamic Courts, was
"well received by the people in the areas it controlled", reported the US Congressional Research Service,
"[but] received negative press coverage, especially in the west". Obama crushed it; and last January
Hillary Clinton, then secretary of state, presented her man to the world. "Somalia will remain grateful
to the unwavering support from the United States government," effused President Hassan Mohamud.
"Thank you, America."

The shopping mall atrocity was a response to this – just as the Twin Towers attack and the Lon-
don bombings were explicit reactions to invasion and injustice. Once of little consequence, jihadism
now marches in lockstep with the return of unfettered imperialism.

Since Nato reduced modern Libya to a Hobbesian state in 2011, the last obstacles to Africa have
fallen. "Scrambles for energy, minerals and fertile land are likely to occur with increasingly intensity,"
[9]report Ministry of Defence planners. As "high numbers of civilian casualties" are predicted, "per-
ceptions of moral legitimacy will be important for success". Sensitive to the PR problem of invading a
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continent, the arms mammoth [10]BAE Systems, together with Barclays Capital and BP, warns that "the
government should define its international mission as managing risks on behalf of British citizens". The
cynicism is lethal. British governments are repeatedly warned, not least by the parliamentary intelligence
and security committee, that foreign adventures beckon retaliation at home.

With minimal media interest, the US African Command (Africom) has deployed troops to 35 African
countries, establishing a familiar network of authoritarian supplicants eager for bribes and armaments.
In war games a "soldier to soldier" doctrine embeds US officers at every level of command from general
to warrant officer. The British did this in India. It is as if Africa’s proud history of liberation, from
[11]Patrice Lumumba to Nelson Mandela, is consigned to oblivion by a new master’s black colonial
elite – whose "historic mission", warned Frantz Fanon half a century ago, is the subjugation of their own
people in the cause of "a [12]capitalism rampant though camouflaged". The reference also fits the son
of Africa in the White House.

For Obama, there is a more pressing cause – China. Africa is China’s success story. Where the
Americans bring drones, the Chinese build roads, bridges and dams. What the Chinese want is resources,
especially fossil fuels. Nato’s bombing of Libya drove out 30,000 Chinese oil industry workers.
More than jihadism or Iran, China is Washington’s obsession in Africa and beyond. This is a "pol-
icy" known as the "[13]pivot to Asia", whose threat of world war may be as great as any in the modern era.

This week’s meeting in [14]Tokyo between John Kerry, the US secretary of state, Chuck Hagel,
the defence secretary, and their Japanese counterparts accelerated the prospect of war. Sixty per cent of
US naval forces are to be based in Asia by 2020, aimed at China. Japan is re-arming rapidly under the
rightwing government of Shinzo Abe, who came to power in December with a pledge to build a "new,
strong military" and circumvent the "peace constitution".

A US-Japanese anti-ballistic-missile system near Kyoto is directed at China. Using long-range
Global Hawk drones the US has sharply increased its provocations in the East China and South China
seas, where Japan and China [15]dispute the ownership of the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands. Both countries
now deploy advanced vertical take-off aircraft in Japan in preparation for a blitzkrieg.

On the Pacific island of Guam, from where B-52s attacked Vietnam, the biggest military buildup
since the Indochina wars includes 9,000 US marines. In Australia this week an arms fair and military
jamboree that diverted much of Sydney is in keeping with a government propaganda campaign to justify
an unprecedented US military build-up from Perth to Darwin, aimed at China. The vast [16]US base at
Pine Gap near Alice Springs is, as Edward Snowden disclosed, a hub of US spying in the region and
beyond; it is also critical to Obama’s worldwide assassinations by drone.

’We have to inform the British to keep them on side," McGeorge Bundy, an assistant US secretary
of state, once said. "You in Australia are with us, come what may." Australian forces have long played
a mercenary role for Washington. However, China is Australia’s biggest trading partner and largely
responsible for its evasion of the 2008 recession. Without China, there would be no minerals boom: no
weekly mining return of up to a billion dollars.

The dangers this presents are rarely debated publicly in Australia, where Rupert Murdoch, the pa-
tron of the prime minister, Tony Abbott, controls 70 % of the press. Occasionally, anxiety is expressed
over the "choice" that the US wants Australia to make. A report by the Australian Strategic Policy
Institute warns that any US plan to strike at China would involve "blinding" Chinese surveillance, intel-
ligence and command systems. This would "consequently [17]increase the chances of Chinese nuclear
pre-emption … and a series of miscalculations on both sides if Beijing perceives conventional attacks
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on its homeland as an attempt to disarm its nuclear capability". In his address to the nation last month,
Obama said: "What makes America different, what makes us exceptional, is that we are dedicated to act."

John Pilger’s new film, Utopia, is released on 15 November

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.
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1.10.5 Seamus Milne Greatest Work To Date: On Spies, NSA and Illusions of
’Western Democracy’ (Highly Recommended) (2013-10-26 08:41)

[1]

It’s the spies, not the leaks, that threaten our security

The NSA-GCHQ machine is about global power, not protecting its citizens. US and British intelligence
still fuel the terror threat

• [2]

• – [3]Seumas Milne

– [4]The Guardian, Wednesday 23 October 2013 19.06 BST
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GCHQ: much of what it does ’has nothing to do with terrorism or security at all’. Photograph: GCHQ /
BRITISH MINISTRY OF DEFENCE / HANDOUT/EPA

The war on terror has been a boon to the British intelligence services. After decades in which
they became notorious for "counter-subversion" operations against political activists and trade unionists,
colluding with death squads in Northern Ireland and helping the US to overthrow elected governments
around the world, the spooks have at last had a chance to play the good guys.

Instead of the seedy anti-democratic gang that plotted against a Labour prime minister, they can
claim to be the first line of defence against indiscriminate attacks on the streets of Britain. MI5 has well
over doubled in size in the past 10 years. Glamorised beyond parody in TV dramas such as Spooks, the
spying agencies’ uncheckable pronouncements about their exploits and supposed triumphs are routinely
relayed by the media as fact. The same has been true in the US, but on a far larger canvas.

So faced with the avalanche of leaks from the National Security Agency and GCHQ about the
epic scale of their blanket electronic surveillance, both at home and abroad, the masters of Anglo-
American espionage have played the "national security" card for all it’s worth. The revelations of NSA
contractor Edward Snowden in the Guardian have been a "gift" to terrorists, the head of MI5 Andrew
Parker claimed, [5]eagerly supported by the prime minister. The leaks were the "most catastrophic loss
to British intelligence ever", insisted David Omand, the former head of GCHQ. They were cheered on
by the trusties of the British press – a fertile recruiting ground for British intelligence and the CIA over
many years. National security has been imperilled, they all warned, as Tory demands for the Guardian
to be prosecuted have grown.

In reality, national security is a catchphrase so elastic as to be meaningless. As MI5 [6]helpfully
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explains, government policy is "not to define the term, in order to retain the flexibility ... to adapt to
changing circumstances" – in other words, political expediency.

If it simply meant protecting citizens from bombs on buses and trains, of course, most people
would sign up for that. But as the Snowden leaks have moved from capability to content, it’s been driven
home that much of what NSA and GCHQ (virtually one organisation) are up to has nothing to do with
terrorism or security at all, but, as might be expected, the exercise of naked state power to gain political
and economic advantage.

In the past few days the French have discovered (courtesy of Le Monde) that the NSA harvested
70m digital communications in France in one month, with special focus on French-American telecoms
firm Alcatel-Lucent, while the Mexicans have learned (via Der Spiegel) that their president’s emails were
hacked into by US intelligence to "plan international investments" and strengthen US diplomatic leverage.

Something similar happened to Brazil’s president Dilma Rousseff, just as world leaders were tar-
geted at the G20, while India and Germany were among other countries treated to the full electronic
harvest treatment. Terrorism was clearly well down the priority list.

The protests of French and other western governments, which of course have their own, less effec-
tive espionage capability and collude with the US across the board, are largely for public consumption.
France was among several European states that cravenly bowed to US pressure to [7]force the Bolivian
president Evo Morales’s aircraft to land this summer, in a hamfisted attempt to kidnap the elusive
whistleblower Snowden.

But it is the scale and reach of the NSA-GCHQ operation – and the effective global empire it is
used to police – that sets it apart. And when it comes to terrorism, the evidence is that the US and British
intelligence agencies are fuelling it as much as fighting it.

Take drone attacks, which are Obama’s weapon of choice in the new phase of the war on terror.
They are [8]reckoned to have killed up to 3,613 (926 of them civilians, including 200 children) in
Pakistan alone. [9]Amnesty International this week argued that US officials should stand trial over
evidence of war crimes in the Pakistan drone campaign. Human Rights Watch has made a similar case
over the slaughter in Yemen.

The drone war is run by the CIA and US military. But, as the Snowden leaks confirm (this time
in the [10]Washington Post), the NSA is intimately involved in what are often anything but "targeted
killings" – as is GCHQ, now facing legal action in London over war crimes brought by the son of a
Pakistani victim of a 2011 drone attack. Drones have, [11]as the New York Times put it, "replaced
Guantánamo as the recruiting tool of choice for militants", cited as justification by jihadists for attacks
on western cities.

The same goes for the role of US and British intelligence, serviced by the NSA and GCHQ, in a
decade of torture and state kidnapping. As the evidence of MI5 and MI6 complicity with CIA black
sites, "extraordinary rendition", waterboarding and genital mutilation has built up – from Bagram to
Guantánamo, Pakistan to Morocco – [12]court case has followed police investigation. You might call it
a recruitment "gift" to al-Qaida. But neither the agencies nor the politicians supposed to supervise them
have yet been held to account.

Meanwhile, despite its multiple failures, the war on terror keeps expanding, spreading terror as it
goes. The [13]new front is Africa, where the [14]US military is now involved in 49 out of 54 states.
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Two years after what was supposed to have been a successful intervention in Libya, the country is again
on the brink of a new civil war, its prime minister begging to be rescued from the backlash over another
US kidnapping.

It’s a democratic necessity that the Snowden leaks are used to bring some genuine accountability
to the NSA-GCHQ machine and its lawless industrial-scale espionage. But to frame the controversy as a
trade-off between security and privacy misses the wider picture. The main western intelligence agencies
are instruments of global dominance, whose role in the rest of the world has a direct impact on their own
citizens. It’s not the revelations that threaten our security, but the agencies and their political masters
themselves.

Twitter: [15]@SeumasMilne

• © 2013 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.

Further Recommended Readings (From the world of news headlines);

[16]Russell Brand rails against ’corporate and economic exploitation’ in viral BBC interview [17]Memos
reveal GCHQ efforts to keep mass spying secret [18]‘Press handling with talking heads’: Snowden files
reveal enormous GCHQ efforts to escape legal challenge [19]Force police to record EVERY time they
speak to the public to restore trust in the wake of Plebgate, says senior Tory MP [20]Should Police Officers
Wear Cameras? [21]Your 10 year old is locked up overnight in a police cell. All right? [22]Police are
using high-voltage Tasers on children as young as 11 almost every day, new figures reveal [23]’Middle
class don’t trust us either’, admits senior police officer [24]Mother battered unconscious offered £150 by
police to drop charges [25]Civilian police worker thrown in the cells by her police colleagues and told
she faced life behind bars all for revealing her boss cheated the taxpayer

[26]The high street giants avoiding millions in tax [27]‘Code of conduct’ for tracking consumer move-
ment at retail stores released with industry support [28]Best jobs still go to public school pupils as
privately-educated workers are 7 % more likely to get high-flying positions [29]Britain’s arms indus-
try is advertising its vulnerability [30]Future under surveillance | openDemocracy [31]Boy, 13, hold-
ing toy rifle shot dead by police [32]Don’t be drunk or have sex on duty! New guidelines for police
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ethics after scandals which have shaken public trust [33]Officer who pepper-sprayed peaceful protesters
gets £25,000 for ’psychiatric injuries’ [34]Seeking Online Refuge From Spying Eyes - NYTimes.com
[35]Whose Internet? [36]Mark Zuckerberg makes $6 million a day [37]Top 10 US CEOs earn $100m+
each [38]The NSA files: how they affect you [39]NSA monitored calls of 35 world leaders after US offi-
cial handed over contacts [40]Armed agents seize records of reporter, Washington Times prepares legal
action [41]Skull Find Simplifies Evolution Theory [42]Fossil skulls rewrite human history [43]A good
night’s sleep really does clear the mind: Scientists find the brain flushes itself of toxic waste while you are
asleep [44]Now that’s an underground art scene: Futuristic home features a drive-thru gallery beneath the
front garden [45]No more sources [46]Ostel: Encrypted Phone Calls [47]Occupy.here [48]the Guardian
Project [49]What America has become [50]The poison index [51]Why We Have Sex (Beyond the Obvi-
ous) [52]A PhD with your coffee? Your barista might be better educated than you [53]The business of
America is (...) [54]Op-Ed: Don’t Arm Thy Neighbor
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1.10.6 The Interview That Shook The British Establishment: Russell Brand
(UK’s Grillo) On BBC Newsnight and A Call To A Very Modern British
Revolution (2013-10-27 16:26)

This is the highly recommended link to view the complete 10mins interview between Jeremy Paxman
(BBC Newsnight/The Establishment Representative) and Russell Brand (British answer to Italian Beppe
Grillo):

[1]WATCH: Russell Brand brings the message of revolution to Newsnight

others (also see post below added Sat 26th Oct);

[2]A History of Secretsby Jill Lepore [3]‘Self-censored UK media’ frightened to show true outrage with
global spying [4]The Right Way to Network Online [5]Alastair Campbell’s job with dictator was ’set up
by Tony Blair’

1. http://www.newstatesman.com/staggers/2013/10/watch-russell-brand-brings-message-revolution-
newsnight
2. http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2013/06/24/130624fa_fact_lepore
3. http://rt.com/op-edge/global-spying-uk-media-792/
4. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303376904579135321182378570.html?mod=trending
_now_2
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2477665/Alastair-Campbells-job-dictator-set-Tony-Bl
air.html
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1.11.1 A Week In Review: Your Weekend Readings (2013-11-02 18:06)

First, a ’gentlemanly battle’ between a pro-establishment New York Times columnist (Keller) and one
of the heroes of our generation (Greenwald), an exciting reading:

[1]Keller: Is Glenn Greenwald the Future of News? Then, world of madness (in Leicester!); [2]People
caught spitting in street face £80 fine Then the usual greed of the few corrupt;

[3]Profits for energy firms DOUBLE in a year adding £50 to every family’s bill while wholesale prices
barely change Oh, and they found Savile’s driver dead, apparently ’suicide’, mmm; [4]Savile’s convicted
paedophile BBC driver found dead on day he was due to stand trial for sex crimes uncovered in Yewtree
probe

the real face of ’western/British democracy’; [5]Cameron hints at ‘tougher measures’ if media contin-
ues publishing Snowden leaks [6]Britain’s GCHQ shepherding mass surveillance operations throughout
Europe [7]Freedom of Informationby Ken Auletta [8]RELEASE US: a short film on police brutality
[9]Oakland activist allegedly fired after police tracked him at protest, alerted his employer [10]What
poppies, Prince George and the NSA tell us about freedom [11]Now Barclays probed over the rigging of
foreign currency rates: Regulators investigate claims traders manipulated £3trillion-a-day market [12]It
knows all about your life, now it wants to get inside your HEAD: Facebook trialling new technology to
track users’ behaviour online [13]A medal at the British embassy for Birmingham’s Neo-Nazi terrorist
— RT Op-Edge Gleen Greenwald says his final goodbye from The Guardian. First they force him out of
US (while a columnist for Salon), and now the Guardian????; [14]As I leave the Guardian, I am proud
of the way we have reported the NSA story finally some interesting research studies for your intellectual
feeding; [15]Young women use gossip to shun pretty rivals when looking for a sexual partner [16]Top
turn-ons? Clean sheets and weight loss: Survey finds what really is most effective at getting your partner
into bed [17]Survival of the unfittest... [18]So much for social mobility… 1,000 years after William the
Conquerer invaded, you still need a Norman name like Darcy or Percy to get ahead [19]Moral in the
morning, but dishonest later in the afternoon: Our ability to tell the truth wanes over the course of a day
[20]What your dog’s tail wagging tells you about his emotions [21]The Stone: Psyching Us Out

1. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/28/opinion/a-conversation-in-lieu-of-a-column.html?hp
2. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/People-caught-spitting-street-face-80-fine/story-19997714
-detail/story.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2478251/Energy-firms-profits-DOUBLE-year.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2478642/Jimmy-Saviles-BBC-driver-David-Smith-dead-s
ex-crimes-trial.html
5. http://rt.com/news/cameron-tougher-measures-snowden-leaks-885/
6. http://rt.com/news/gchq-surveillance-european-agencies-107/
7. http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2013/10/07/131007fa_fact_auletta
8. http://www.opendemocracy.net/charles-shaw/release-us-short-film-on-police-brutality
9. http://rt.com/usa/oakland-activist-fired-protest-886/
10. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/oct/30/poppies-prince-george-nsa
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2480688/Barclays-probed-rigging-foreign-currency-ra
tes.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2480681/Facebook-trialling-new-technology-track-use
rs-behaviour-online.html
13. http://rt.com/op-edge/uk-domestic-terrorism-press-902/
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14. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/oct/31/glenn-greenwald-leaving-guardian
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2478074/Young-women-use-gossip-shun-pretty-rivals
-looking-sexual-partner.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2478096/Clean-sheets-weight-loss-revealed-turn-on
s.html
17. http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/features/survival-of-the-unfitt
est-8909453.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2479271/1-000-years-invaded-need-Norman-like-Darcy-
Percy-ahead.html
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2480419/Our-ability-tell-truth-wanes-course-
day.html
20. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/what-your-dogs-tail-wagging-tells-you-about-his-e
motions-8916518.html
21. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/10/31/psyching-us-out/
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1.11.2 The Big Headlines Of The Week: Cambridgeshire Police & British Police
State Model, On Hijab and so forth... (2013-11-16 08:29)

[1]Police tried to spy on students, footage shows [2]Muslim face veil ’is a kind of bag’ and women
shouldn’t wear it in court, says Ken Clarke [3]’Public should decide if Islamic veil should be banned
in court’, says Lord Chief Justice [4]Yassin Kadi’s ordeal at the hands of the US security services is
Kafka incarnate [5]Councils to be given powers to ban peaceful protests that might disturb local residents
[6]’Britain is run by a privately-educated elite’: Ex-Tory PM John Major condemns ’truly shocking’
dominance of the privileged [7]They’re STILL at it... Hundreds of MPs - including Ed Miliband and
Nick Clegg - get their energy bills paid on expenses [8]MPs use £3.6million in taxpayers’ money to rent
offices from their own political parties in ’back door subsidy’ [9]Senior Conservative MP uses political
contacts to further business empire [10]Rural police ’more racist’: Study of stop-and-search powers finds
black people are 12 times more likely to be stopped [11]Tesco to start using Minority Report-style face
scanners to blitz us with adverts as we queue to pay [12]Why did Cameron not reveal links to Press curb
group? [13]Apathy? Alienation? Four in ten voters reject ALL parties [14]GCHQ set up fake LinkedIn
pages to spy on companies [15]If security at universities isn’t for students, who is it for? [16]Druckversion
- Quantum Spying: GCHQ Used Fake LinkedIn Pages to Target Engineers - SPIEGEL ONLINE - News -
International [17]Google reads all emails, Microsoft warns [18]Fighting against peace: Why US doesn’t
want an end to wars [19]Conspiracy theories? No one does it better than West’s elite — RT Op-Edge
[20]C.I.A. Is Said to Pay AT &T for International Call Records [21]To Persuade People, Tell Them a
Story - WSJ.com [22]Police set to rule out foul play in ’spy in a bag’ mystery (the joke of the day!!!!!!)
[23]TPP Uncovered: WikiLeaks releases draft of highly-secretive multi-national trade deal — RT USA
[24]TPP draft: United States reasserts its role as a world’s schoolyard bully [25]Officials Say C.I.A. Is
Collecting Data on Global Transactions [26]Confirmed: CIA, NSA, IRS collected and shared Americans’
personal information

1. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/nov/14/police-cambridge-university-secret-footage
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2486692/Muslim-face-veil-kind-bag-women-shouldnt-we
ar-court-says-Ken-Clarke.html
3. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10427276/Lord-Chief-Justice-public-should-decide-i
f-Islamic-veil-should-be-allowed-in-court.html
4. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2013/nov/08/yassin-kadi-ordeal-us-kafka-inc
arnate
5. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/councils-to-be-given-powers-to-ban-peaceful-p
rotests-that-might-disturb-local-residents-8940535.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2499073/The-dominance-privilege-truly-shocking-says
-Major-Former-PM-blames-Labour-collapse-social-mobility-UK.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2486858/MPs-including-Ed-Miliband-Nick-Clegg-energy
-bills-paid-expenses.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2507168/MPs-use-3-6million-taxpayers-money-rent-off
ices-political-parties-door-subsidy.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/conservative/10429206/Senior-Conservative-MP-uses-
political-contacts-to-further-business-empire.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2501912/Rural-police-racist-Study-stop-search-power
s-finds-black-people-12-times-likely-stopped.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2486895/Tesco-start-using-Minority-Report-style-fac
e-scanners-blitz-adverts-queue-pay.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2486847/Why-did-David-Cameron-reveal-links-Press-cu
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rb-group.html
13. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/apathy-alienation-how-disengaged-four-in-ten-
voters-reject-all-parties-8940389.html
14. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/gchq-used-quantum-insert-technique-to-set-up
-fake-linkedin-pagesand-spy-on-mobile-phone-giants-8931528.html
15. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/76574
16. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/ghcq-targets-engineers-with-fake-linkedin-pages-a
-932821-druck.html
17. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/10426704/Google-reads-all-emails-Microsoft-war
ns.html
18. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-afghanistan-pakistan-talks-288/
19. http://rt.com/op-edge/conspiracy-theory-west-poisoning-648/
20. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/07/us/cia-is-said-to-pay-att-for-call-data.html?hp
21. http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303482504579177651982683162
22. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/10445222/Police-set-to-rule-out-foul-p
lay-in-spy-in-a-bag-mystery.html
23. http://rt.com/usa/wikileaks-tpp-ip-dotcom-670/
24. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-trade-tpp-wikileaks-734/
25. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/15/us/cia-collecting-data-on-international-money-transfers-o
fficials-say.html?hp
26. http://rt.com/usa/cia-irs-nsa-personal-information-730/
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1.11.3 A Week In Review: Your Weekend Readings - 23rd Nov 2013
(2013-11-23 09:28)

[1]’Excessive’ surveillance knocks UK down table for ’free and open web’ [2]’Lack of a war’ blamed
for Army recruitment failure: Outrage over comments made by chief of company responsible for em-
ploying new soldiers [3]Police are cracking down on students – but what threat to law and order is an
over-articulate history graduate? | Aditya Chakrabortty | Comment is free | The Guardian [4]Police ’fid-
dle figures by accusing victims of making up crimes’ [5]You can’t trust crime figures, says police chief:
Derbyshire’s top officer breaks ranks to say staff at every level ’inadvertently’ manipulate figures [6]Po-
lice crime figures are meaningless. Ban them [7]Three police officers suspended after footage emerges
of one of them apparently PUNCHING shoplifter as they detain him in department store [8]Privately-
educated graduates a THIRD more likely to get top jobs: Social mobility tsar in call to ’break open closed
shop’ [9]’Tell the world Guantánamo truth’ [10]Private firms tout mass surveillance to regimes [11]Web
founder issues spying warning [12]So much for the interrogation: Spy chiefs knew what questions were
going to be asked BEFORE parliamentary committee [13]Councillor in race row says black people and
white people can’t work together [14]Do Social Media Help Firms Discriminate? [15]Immunity for US
troops in Afghanistan reveals colonial nature of Security Pact [16]‘Illegal’ Spanish protests to face huge
€600,000 euro fines [17]Cigarette-smoking toddler who shocked the world with his 40-a-day habit has
given up... now he’s addicted to food [18]Interns: all work, no pay

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/media/online/excessive-surveillance-knocks-uk-down-table-
for-free-and-open-web-8955250.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2510919/Lack-war-blamed-Army-recruitment-failure-Ou
trage-comments-chief-company-responsible-employing-new-soldiers.html
3. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/18/police-students-threat-law-and-order-p
olitics
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2508558/Police-fiddle-figures-accusing-victims-maki
ng-crimes.html
5. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2510952/You-trust-crime-figures-says-police-chief-D
erbyshires-officer-breaks-ranks-say-staff-level-inadvertently-manipulate-figures.html
6. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/21/police-crime-figures-meaningless-ban-t
hem
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2511346/Three-police-officers-suspended-footage-eme
rges-apparently-PUNCHING-shoplifter-detain-department-store.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2510513/Privately-educated-graduates-THIRD-likely-j
obs.html
9. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/18/guantanamo-bay-british-resident
10. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/18/private-firms-mass-surveillance-technologies
11. http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/22/tim-berners-lee-online-surveillance-inter
net-wikipedia-encrypting-spying
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2508779/Spy-chiefs-fed-questions-advance-parliament
ary-committee-hearing.html
13. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10467952/Councillor-in-race-row-says-black-people-
and-white-people-cant-work-together.html
14. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303755504579208304255139392.html?mod=WSJUK_hp
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http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/18/guantanamo-bay-british-resident
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/18/private-firms-mass-surveillance-technologies
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/22/tim-berners-lee-online-surveillance-internet-wikipedia-encrypting-spying
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/22/tim-berners-lee-online-surveillance-internet-wikipedia-encrypting-spying
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2508779/Spy-chiefs-fed-questions-advance-parliamentary-committee-hearing.html
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10467952/Councillor-in-race-row-says-black-people-and-white-people-cant-work-together.html
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http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303755504579208304255139392.html?mod=WSJUK_hpp_MIDDLETopNews
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p_MIDDLETopNews
15. http://rt.com/op-edge/us-troops-withdrawal-afghanistan-070/
16. http://rt.com/news/spain-protests-law-fine-036/
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2508985/Cigarette-smoking-toddler-shocked-world-40-
day-habit-given--hes-addicted-food.html
18. http://www.theguardian.com/money/2013/nov/22/interns-all-work-no-pay-internships
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1.11.4 A Week In Review: Your Weekend Readings – 30th Nov 2013
(2013-11-30 08:26)

[1]Angola bans Islam and shuts down all mosques across the country because it ’clashes with state re-
ligion of Christianity’ [2]Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg secretly briefed wealthy investors at his
glamorous French neighbour’s dinner [3]’Racist’ judges are MORE likely to jail black and Asian crim-
inals for the same offences - and give them longer sentences, says Ministry of Justice [4]‘Courts are bi-
ased against blacks’ says official report [5]Police ‘narrow and discredited’ says ex-Met boss [6]Reuters
/ Omar Sobhani Handcuffed US teen shot dead in cop car [7]The NSA and surveillance ... made simple
[8]Boris Johnson declares ’greed is good’ [9]How Blair ’plotted to topple Mugabe by invading Zim-
babwe’ [10]Mini-busted! Teacher driving pupils on trip collared by blundering police hunting for stolen
mini-bus [11]Egypt court jails 14 women ’Muslim Brotherhood members’ for 11 years for belonging to
’terrorist organisation’ [12]Overturning burka ban would be ’undemocratic’ says French government - as
Muslim woman, 23, challenges controversial law at the European Court of Human Rights [13]US govt
caught using pirated software for military, settles for $50mn [14]How UK ordered Mau Mau files to be
destroyed: Archives reveal how staff ’cleansed’ dirty documents relating to colonial crimes [15]Revealed:
How the British Empire’s dirty secrets went up in smoke 50 years ago [16]Politicians fiddled their ex-
penses because they were bored by increasingly ’irrelevant’ Parliament, says John Bercow [17]Revealed:
The top five regrets of the dying, from working too hard, missing out on family time and not saying ’I
love you’ [18]The painkillers that contain too much salt: Soluble versions of paracetamol, aspirin and
ibuprofen put patients at 22 % more risk of strokes [19]Oversized baskets, messy sales rails, tiny floor
tiles and complex escalator layout: Spot the high street’s sneakiest sales tricks [20]Nothing left? In search
of (a new) social democracy [21]Men’s Backpacks Are Back - WSJ.com

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2513388/Angola-bans-Islam-shuts-mosques.html
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2512525/Nick-Clegg-secretly-briefed-wealthy-investo
rs-glamourous-French-neighbours-dinner.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2512758/Racist-judges-MORE-likely-jail-black-Asian-
criminals-offences--longer-sentences-says-Ministry-Justice.html
4. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/courts-are-biased-against-blacks-with-white-offe
nders-less-likely-to-be-jailed-for-similar-crimes-says-official-report-8959804.html
5. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/police-narrow-and-discreditedsays-exmet-boss-895
9792.html
6. http://rt.com/usa/teen-shot-police-car-128/
7. http://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2013/nov/26/nsa-gchq-surveillance-made-simple-video-
animation
8. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/nov/27/boris-johnson-thatcher-greed-good
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2514557/How-Blair-plotted-topple-Mugabe-invading-Zi
mbabwe.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2514410/Teacher-Gillian-Hainsworth-accused-stealing
-minibus-children-police-blunder.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2514648/Egypt-court-jails-14-women-Muslim-Brotherho
od-members-11-years-belonging-terrorist-organisation.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2514561/Overturning-burka-ban-undemocratic-says-Fre
nch-government.html
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13. http://rt.com/usa/us-army-pirated-software-413/
14. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2515353/How-UK-ordered-Mau-Mau-files-destroyed-Arch
ives-reveal-staff-cleansed-dirty-documents-relating-colonial-crimes.html
15. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/revealed-how-british-empires-dirty-secrets-w
ent-up-in-smoke-in-the-colonies-8971217.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2514625/Politicians-fiddled-expenses-bored-increasi
ngly-irrelevant-Parliament-says-John-Bercow.html
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2515508/Top-regrets-dying-revealed.html
18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2514144/The-painkillers-contain-salt-Soluble-vers
ions-paracetamol-aspirin-ibuprofen-patients-22-risk-strokes.html
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2513274/Oversized-baskets-messy-sales-rails-tiny-
floor-tiles-complex-escalator-layout-Spot-high-streets-sneakiest-sales-tricks.html
20. http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/77202
21. http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304439804579206061898536106?mod=trendin
g_now_4
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1.11.5 Al-Qaeda 3.0: The Making of a United Muslim Front for Liberation and
Unity (2013-11-30 13:11)

One has to chose sides even when one is confronted with family feud. And for me, I always chose the
’right’ side but only when it is truly on the right or seek to change to be completely on the right.

In short, the two documents attached here are my advice to Global Muslim (Our) fighting resistance
forces against neo-colonialism. I have shared these documents with some of the fighting forces in the
past and most recent via twitter and now I am sharing publicly for the first-time with you my close-friends.

[1] Main Document (laying out the new [winning] strategy):

http://www.fileswap.com/dl/tuNfDGPQd/

OR [1]new strategic doctrine (for direct document access)

[2] Supporting Notes (Statement I):

http://www.fileswap.com/dl/MAwSVqorMy/

OR [2]statement 1 (for direct document access)

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/11/30/al-qaeda-3-0-the-making-of-a-united-muslim
-front-for-liberation-and-unity/new-strategic-doctrine/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/11/30/al-qaeda-3-0-the-making-of-a-united-muslim
-front-for-liberation-and-unity/statement-1/
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1.12.1 Al-Qaeda 3.0: Statement No.2 On War and Politics (The Right Strategy)
(2013-12-01 13:27)

Do not worry it is not ’Al-Qaeda’, but when you title the post as such it captures the attention of many
who should be reading these posts.

The new advice is a communique/statement No.2 discussing the right thinking on contemporary
character of war and future of our politics.

[1]Click Here for the Four-Page PDF Document.

If you have not yet read the previous two documents, see the post below or [2]click here for the
first primary reading (20-Pages or so) and then [3]here for statement No. 1 (3-Pages).

1. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/12/01/al-qaeda-3-0-statement-no-2-on-war-and-pol
itics-the-right-strategy/statement-2/
2. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/11/30/al-qaeda-3-0-the-making-of-a-united-muslim
-front-for-liberation-and-unity/new-strategic-doctrine/
3. http://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/11/30/al-qaeda-3-0-the-making-of-a-united-muslim
-front-for-liberation-and-unity/statement-1/
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1.12.2 AL-QAEDA 3.0: THE REMAKING/RETHINKING/REDEFINING OF
NEW GLOBAL ISLAMIC RESISTANCE (READ THE FULL TEXTS)
(2013-12-03 13:14)

Thought might be a good idea to paste here full text of these recent three advisory papers;

AL-QA’IDA 3.0

(NOT REALLY, IT IS A)

UNITED MUSLIM/ISLAMIC FRONT

for Liberation & Unity

UNITING ALL MUSLIMS UNDER ONE VANGUARD REVOLUTIONARY FRONT

BY:
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ABU ISLAM AL-SÃHIL

A THIRD GENERATION REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGIST

Dedicated to all falling Mujaheedins

For their deaths to have not been in vain, we must strive for unity above all differences
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FOREWORD

Al-Qa’ida and other self-identifying Islamic Liberations or Revolutionary Movements across the world
have all, sadly, totally failed the Global Muslim Ummah’s (and nations) inspirations for a truly popular
vanguard leadership front towards a grand Islamic revolution with the primary goal of liberating and
unifying all Muslims; Shias, Sunnis, Moderates, Secularists, Islamists (Conservatives) and all other
residing within Islamic Lands. The major reason for this failure is to be found within the two inter-related
factors, namely, that of the hasty transformation of original Al-Qa’ida, or other groups, conceived as
a special military formation (or to be exact a sort of an Islamic global expeditionary special forces) in
defense of Global Muslims from internal tyrants and puppet-rulers and external invaders and colonists,
and the related second factor which rose as a result in the rise of Salafists/Wahhabists cadre-ship into the
leadership positions of many of these liberating and revolutionary groups.

Thus the new Wahhabists/Salafist-inclined (and dominated) leadership transformed what was mainly
a good, though still infantile, idea of Grand Islamic liberation and revolution towards a real desired
Muslim unity into a project that sought to enforce ’re-Islamitization by extremes’ of both the Muslim
and Non-Muslim world in accordance to the strict teachings and practices of Islam as preached and
taught by their dominant school of thought, that is Salafism-Wahhabism-Qutbism branches of Islamic
Political Philosophies.

In other words, for example, the original idea as conceived under Sheikh Abdullah Azzam for Al-
Qa’ida as a special expeditionary forces in defense of Global Muslims was very admirable and naturally
popular with so much promises as a real vanguard for Global Muslim in transforming itself into a
full revolutionary center and ideal. However the Salafication of Al-Qai’da under Osama Bin Laden’s
Egyptian (Salafists-Wahhabists) dominated leadership brought undesirable new direction which sought
to transform/hijack a perfect idea into a terrible idea that muddle itself as it went along and thus alienating
and losing both the support of the Muslims (the critical popular support required for any liberation or
revolutions to be successful) and the peaceful non-Muslim world populations (foolishly uniting the
enemies with their own popular bases).

It is these facts (justly related) which has brought the necessary need to redefine and recreate the
idea of Islamic Liberation and Revolution as embodied within every original Islamic revolutionary
movement’s. The new Vanguard, referred to as United Muslim Front for Liberation and Unity (or UM,
Arabic for mother, or UMFLU) is based not on religious ideals and laws but rather it is, and will be,
based on rationally pragmatic political principles where the division and conflicts between the so-called
©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 629
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Muslim Modernists (democrats, secularist, liberals etc) and those of Muslim [neo-]conservatives (aka
’Islamists’ or ’extremists’) will be avoided and negotiated for acceptable middle-way so to be able to
unite as one, as we should- this is the only way to achieve absolute victory for the revolution!

We will fight for Global Muslim Ummah not God or foreign Masters. We will fight to liberate
and unite. We will fight to govern by good laws of wo/mankind; laws that which protect the freedom
to believe and worship whatever ones wishes to; laws that protect individual and civic rights; laws
that uphold social and political equalities between all races, colors, genders, sexualities and all other
differences (natural or not); laws that protect our environment and our resources for our generations and
global peace and security; laws that prevent us from ever again to be dominated by others (from outside
or inside); laws that are blind to sexual, religious, political or cultural or even biological differences
among ourselves or outsiders (as one can be anything and be assured full protection of the rule of law);
and laws that are enshrined to check on powers of those who govern in order to protect the governed
from their personal collective or individual greed or tyranny; laws that will insure safety and protection
of property, life and happiness.

In short, UM (United Muslim Front) will institute a federal republic government founded on good
laws [non-secular and non-religious just political]; laws made by our people (and their representatives)
for the benefit of our people’s prosperity, happiness and freedoms.

Abu Islam Al-Sâhil
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INTRODUCTION: ADAPT OR DIE-OUT

Any entity, be it a state, non-state actor, an organization or business, co-exist with the apprecia-
tion of the supreme logic of survival, that is to survive one must either adapt or die; that to strategically
fit or rather be able to re-adapt via a process of lesson-learned approach with ever-changing and
dynamic external environment, specifically in relation to it’s immediate environment and greater societal
cultural milieu of the time. Thus the logic goes like this: failure to adapt or to be able to appreciate
lessons-learned of previous failures or successes will inevitably leads to a worthless death of such an
entity in time (with no results). This immediate need to adapt or face death is why I am writing this
important strategic (operational and tactical) manual for the benefit of the global Islamic revolutionary
cause to provide a unified leadership doctrine and inspiration with a real chance of winning.

All revolutionary movements have to accept the simple inevitable fact that though their fighters
might be some of the world first class warriors in the battlefield, when these simply lack political-
strategic mind, observable within many of these contemporary groups, such a complete absence of the
appreciation of political nature within all forms of war or political violence they will inevitably lead
to their easy defeat by their enemies because these [a] can not provide a genuine political blueprint for
governance, and [b] if these do provide such a manifesto, these tend to be highly unpopular as these
appear to offer an old model of tyranny and repression under new ’class of military or tyrannical elites’.
This is why whenever the Islamic fighting parties/forces dominate the battlefields and declare, what is
to be a temporal, victory, they are always easy to be swept away, because these tend to lack the strong,
and key, rooted [political] foundations in relations to the local populace support as most of the time
they rather end up antagonizing these local bases through their harsh practices and outdated laws all of
which do not strategically fit to contemporary world; a world seeking real freedom (as every generations
throughout history have sought inherently).

In short this manual sets out a new doctrine (under a new and younger leadership) with a greater
©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 631
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chance of strategic fit by thus re-mending old issues and concerns, and weaknesses. In order to achieve
this, the manual (the new doctrine and leadership) argues it is necessary for the old Islamic revolution-
ary/liberation movements to [a] put political consideration above military and/or religious preferences,
which means [b] embracing a pragmatic and rational-based political position which balances the interests
of hardcore Muslim [neo-]conservatives (so-called ’Islamists’) and those of Moderate Muslims (the
Modernists, hereafter). What this means is simply that the new proposed vanguard front (in doctrine and
leadership) will not seek to [super]impose religious value or ideals, nor predominate itself with military
operations but rather seek a political-military solution that satisfy the logic of revolutionary movements
and actions and contemporary social-political and cultural milieu.

In sum, the New Front/UM will conduct itself purely in accordance to the revolutionary practices
and theories where politics, not military or religious, goals and vision will set out the desired grand
(political, operational and tactical) strategic end-goals of Global Muslim Liberation and Unity. All
Muslims (Sunni or Shia, and of course any others including non-Muslim Muslim nationals; from
Coptic Christians, Syrian or Lebanese Christians or Jews, Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Idol-Worshipers,
secularists, sexually-different, and so forth) will all be treated as Muslim Nationals (citizens of Islam as
a multi-racial and ethnicities supranational structure and not as forced followers of Islam as a religious
movement). There will never ever be attacks deliberately conceived or not against one-another (Muslim
Ummah/Nationals) or even the peaceful non-Muslim populations within inside our territories or inside
own western or non-western territories.

The primary target of the New Front (UM) is the old enemies of global peace and justice; the pri-
mary culprits of global greed, colonialism, imperialism, exploitation and wars and insecurities– western
mega-corporations (old powerful families) supported by western political-security-information elites.

What this means is that western public are not our enemies. Western armed forces are not our en-
emies (but just a mere exploited tools of our western corporate enemies who present their greedy
corporate interests as national interests and thus successfully sells wars of aggression against the rest
of the world in order to maintain their greedy holds on other’s resources and wealth). Western states
or real elected governments are not our enemies. Our enemies are internally all puppet-rulers (and
these will be approached with diplomatic offers for repenting for an exchange of bloodless reforms and
acceptance of a global Muslim republican government ruled by good laws and good governance under
one flag (Palestine-Flag as Supra-Islamic Revolutionary Front Flag of Unity); externally, the enemies
are the actual masters of our internal enemies, the mega-corporations/old families of the west from
Banking to Pharmaceuticals, Energy, Communications and so forth (see below for more details).

This is the New Front doctrine and vision under New Management/Leadership and Strategic Doc-
trine towards a Global Muslim Liberation and Unity.
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IMPORTANT POINTS [NEVER LEARNED PREVIOUSLY]:

1. In order to win the revolution the New Front can not afford to limit our thinking to primarily
military strategy and operations (and tactics). Instead all revolutionary and liberation movements
coming under our unified vanguard front (umbrella) needs to accept the founded truth that politics
always command over the military thinking and practices as Clausewitz noted war is nothing but a mere
continuation of politics by other means, and stressed by every revolutionary fighters and leaders ever
since from Lenin to Mao, Guevara to Arafat.

2. By thus accepting the supremacy of politics over military issues the New Front will come to
appreciate the obvious fact that the modern world is ’democratic craze’! And by accepting such a logic,
or what the Communist called ”scientific contradiction”, the New Front accepts to embrace such a
contradiction by turning that ”craze for democracy” into their own policy; as such robbing the enemies
who constantly make use of ”defending democracy or spreading freedoms” as their jus/casus de bellum
(cause of war), while at the same time by choosing to embrace democracy the New Front will also achieve
the ability to expanding their popular base among the Greater Mix of Muslims beyond the small nucleus
of hardcore Salafist base (who the New Front will extend the hand of co-operation but will never allow
to be commanded by a vile idea as the enforcement of ’Salafication’ of Global Muslims; a true return to
7th Century Dark world of no science, no knowledge, no progress, no enlightenment and just mindless
barbarism). Here the New Front re-clarifies one important conceptual point that is, being a Muslim
can be understood within very two distinct typological categories; a Muslim as a believer of Islam as a
religion (Mu’umin), and a Muslim as Natural Citizen/National of Islamic Commonwealth (when United
or Separated, hence what happens over there always matter to all Muslims at home-countries or abroad,
the diaspora; this conceptual re-definition is in itself of high added-value nature as it re-creates and
re-emphasis Inter-Muslim Patriotism and Kinship, defeating enemies counter-propaganda of Sunni-Shia
or Moderates-Radical divisions).

3. Thus as the New Front accepts the rationale to expand the popular base beyond the limited
Salafists to include even the wrongly-hated Shias and ”moderates” (or Muslim Secularists), then
without a grain of doubt Victory will be Ours/Muslims In time! (Drones, Robotics, Special Forces or
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Not) As by approaching anew through this strategy the New Front would have just turned itself from
small fishes confined to a much smaller swimming (operational space and popular bases) on a little
pond to fishes surrounded by ocean of supporting waters (bigger pools of recruits, support and unlimited
operational spaces), every where it goes it will forever be covered/screened by popular support: a true
popular vanguard for an Islamic Revolution!

4. By expanding the base the New Front can now freely co-ordinate the grand Revolutionary War
by initially limiting our operational thinking to Guerrilla warfare supported by highly sophisticated and
advanced models of Underground Networks remodeled after the Communists Approaches.

Important Note:

Make Sure all members, from top to bottom, are from now-on are to be acquainted with the Com-
munists Underground Revolutionary Doctrines and Practices such as those based on the practices of
compartmentalization, the parallel mirroring ”supreme executives councils” with main leadership always
to be placed within secret underground parties.

In sum, the New Front needs to first swallow hard the need to embrace democracy (openly, truly
and totally) as the truth is even when prophet (PBUH) was to re-appear today, himself as an intelligent
individual he would recognize the need to adapt with the changing global social, political and economic
cultures, structures and systems. Hence from here the New Front will learn the need to expand their
preexisting limited bases of support that beyond the hardcore Salafists and moving to our Shias, Seculars
and so forth brothers and sisters and thus truly reforming and transforming into a true Popular Islamic
Revolutionary Vanguard with a real chance for a total and real victory.

Finally, by changing the outlook at strategic level in embracing politics before military, the New
Front can now embrace a total Guerrilla Warfare Strategy at operational and tactical co-ordinated among
the divided groups across our Islamic World. And before proceeding onward, I can point out one further
important point concerning on who are our real enemies?

RE-DEFINING THE ENEMIES: NOT THE WESTERN NATIONS BUT THE WESTERN COLO-
NIAL ELITES
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The New Front needs to re-clarify (and thus make it clear to the world) the character of the our
(Global Muslims) enemies in simplicity and absolute clarity.

These [enemies] parties should henceforth be NOT western States or publics/populations but
rather their own self-hated (that internally hated by their own publics due to their inequalities in
wealth, their autocratic practices of favoritism, greed etc) elitist elements within which exploit national
resources for their own personal greedy commercial, and not national, interests. These enemies should
be recognized as the big western (and puppets) corporations, e.g. the Oil and Energy Industries, like BP,
Exxo, Shell, Texaco, Aramco etc, and including all other big corporations, like Supermarkets (Walmart,
Tesco etc), Banks (Barclays, HSBC), Travel agencies and so forth; in short, meaning all and any western
multi-national corporations including ”military-defense Industries” (BAE, Boeing, Carlyle Group, and of
course including all Law Enforcement, Policing, Military Forces, and Security Agencies like MI5, CIA
and their agents, collaborators etc), as well as so-called ”independent” think-tanks (such as Brookings
Institute, Council of Foreign Relations) and All Western Media both personalities (individuals working
for these, Muslims or not) and their physical structures (their headquarters, offices, universities etc).
Finally the so-called Non- Governmental Organizations (NGOs) which are mostly openly exploited by
western security services for espionage (e.g. ”Save The Children” or ”Polio Drive” etc).

All of the above mentioned ”new clarified enemies” should be from here forth be recognized as
the legitimate and the primary (ONLY) targets and NEVER EVER the WESTERN PUBLICS/Nationals,
this is primarily to remove our enemies need to justify popular national authority to ”fight terrorism”,
and thus by robbing their claims of ”fighting terror” their aggression will be clearly seen as nothing
but personal greed, natural to these elite networks since the heydays of colonialism (strongly linked
especially between the US, UK and French establishments). This new strategy should be made absolute
public with clear following apology to ”all past terror and crimes” committed by Muslim Revolutionaries
against western publics and states, stating ”We were fighting the right people but through the wrong
strategy and tactic, and thus from here onward we promise to restrain our action only to these parties (our
real, and greater world, because of these parties natural colonial/xenophobic tendencies and exploitations
of other resources, enemies; even the use of recent evidence of new ’scramble for Africa Colonization’
efforts by these three primarily real ”axis of evils” parties, US, UK and France elites as seen in Mali,
Libya, Djibouti etc. can be used as proof)”.

Important Point:

Make sure that those who chose to come into ”hot or active battlefields” under guise of humani-
tarian services for independent NGOs, innocent or not, will be held and if found guilty punished
accordingly to the internationally recognized laws of war in such a field; in other words, outside the
three main legitimate groups to be found within the hot or active battlefields, namely, [1] local populace,
[2] enemy forces and [3] Our own forces, everyone else outside these three groups will be treated as
enemy agent and will be prosecuted according to aforementioned laws after appearing in front of locally
established courts of law and founded guilty of no local connections or ignoring the warning to stay
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away from hot areas even under claims of humanitarian efforts! This is to warn western civilians to try
and stay away in order to avoid collateral damages, and unintended harm upon themselves as innocent
civilians.

By undertaking this new enemy strategy, and thus moving away from the old ”Far Enemy” or
other Models (”terrorism” etc), the New Front will not only popularize itself;

[a] but correctly represent itself as a continuation of the old war of national liberations against
colonists, and thus appealing to the world through facts and evidence that the war is against the ”greater
world own old enemies”, big western corporations and secret greedy commercial interested parties
supported by ”national” resources like intelligence agencies and armies, a logical tactic which might
even win within western states military rank-and-files who might refuse to fight for ”fat cats” interests
and not for national self-defense interests.

[b] Of course by limiting the enemies, in clarifying who these are as small greedy parties who are
after colonizations and exploitations, like the Communists used correctly (but approached it badly in
execution as a new tyranny) such an argument the New Front will, or might, also be able to enlarge their
enemies’ enemies parties; in other words, by correctly turning and representing our revolutionary war
as a continuation of the old ”wars of national liberations” against white-colonists (led by US, UK and
France elites under the guise and veils of responsibility to Protect, R2P, or Humanitarian Operations,
or Freedom wars, or ”War On Terror” etc), the New Front might (and should responsibly) inspire new
African revolutionary groups, or western ”red Marxists”, or Latin American Marxists, South East Asia
and so forth- Make it A Global Movement for Neo-Liberational Efforts against western neo-colonialists.

[c] By re-clarifying the enemies, the New Front will also be able to concentrate its resources ef-
fectively and efficiently through highly selective operations rather than random acts as well as be able
to maintain a well co-ordinated strategy from here onwards.

In short, the need to re-clarify in clarity and in public who are to be our/Muslims (represented by
the New Front) deemed real enemies and targets will lessen greater burden on war resources as well as
time-line, and while having a vice-versa effect on our enemies increasing their huge war efforts burdens
of legitimacy, authority and operational freedom and spaces, as well circles (alliance) of friends, while
increasing that of enemies.

So what needs to be done.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?

1. The New Front needs political cadres (from social and political sciences, or art and humanities
studies) more than fighters and those of technical studies background (e.g. engineers etc).

2. The New Front needs to start building up sophisticated networks of underground cells of all
types, from intelligence to logistics, propaganda etc in supporting the visible guerrilla fighters efforts,
before reaching the new areas of operations (before, during and after operations) for civil affairs. These
are important in ”preparing the battlefield” (through ”Intelligence Preparation of Battlefields” efforts,
IPB) before guerrillas reach these areas by spreading propaganda, educating and preparing local populace
on what is to be expected from the New (not old) Front, and their enemies, and after victory. These
parties will also be able to separate loyalists, supporters, and collaborators, and also do and undertake
many other things/tasks; from storing food, cache arms and so forth: Sun Tzu counseled ’Wars are won
before they are actually fought”- lets remember this!

3. The New Front will have to accept the primacy of Politics before Military, meaning every
trained fighter should be first and foremost a diplomat, a political representative of the cause as well as
an armed-propagandist, engineer, a police officer, a magistrate, a politician, a bureaucrat before being a
fighting soldier! The Communist Model, hence the importance of getting in-depth acquittance with the
Communist teachings, doctrines and practices during the Cold War Years.

4. The need for a strong unified leadership, young not the old Guards, so to be able to appreciate
the need to embrace changes as related on this key document and as learned in order to adapt strategi-
cally to new environments and cultures by embracing democracy. This core, as all other regional to
lower levels, leadership cadres must all be located within the underground structures never visible.

[1] On Tactics:

1. No Suicide Bombings or Any Indiscriminate Terrorism (Only Selective against collaborators,
officials, soldiers, and never ever against civilians, Muslims or not etc). These two tactical approaches
tend to loss more support bases among all sectors of Muslim populace, especially the young [western-
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ized or not] Muslims whose greatest fear is being used primarily as an ”exploding bomb” and not as a
mujaheedin (a combat fighter who can fight one battle after another); a fear well-exploited by western
states propaganda. And as already stated no operations within western states! This removal of suicide
bombing will reserve fighting numbers, a critical factor for all revolutionary movements!

2. Only Guerrilla based tactics of hit-and-run, sabotage by underground parties, and so forth should be
embraced, with full recognizable uniforms (black and green squares for urban operatives/combatants;
green for forest and jungle operations; white for arctic conditions etc: uniforms based on environment
like chameleons as long as one publicize their designated combat uniforms in order to be recognizable
by the opposing sides, this is in accordance to laws of wars especially for non-underground person-
nel/forces).

[2] On Operations:

The so-called regional affiliates or franchises of Salfists-Al-Qaeda should be turned into disciplined
autonomous-leading regional guerrilla outfits/groups modeled after the American Regional Command
Centers, e.g. AFRICOM, EUROCOM etc.

[a] AQIM (Al-Qai’da in the Maghreb) should take the leadership responsibilities of North Africa
and Sahara Region. Under their leadership, groups should be divided to within areas of national terri-
torial operations, e.g. Libyans autonomous to Libyan Operations, but overall strategic and operational
leadership lies with AQIM council (which should be made up of each of regional groups key leadership
members, e.g. a leader of Libyan outfit should have a liaison political-military representative at such a
council but never in person, just like the leadership at AQIM will have a similar ”political commissar”
at these respective regional command centers).

[b] Al-Shabab and the Horn of (and East) Africa Leadership, with subordinate roles for MYC
(Muslim Youth Center of Kenya) etc.

[c] AQAP (Al-Qai’da in Arabian Peninsula) and Greater Arabia Regional Leadership (that encom-
passing the entire GCC, Gulf Co-operation Council Countries) but working closely with Houthis and
other local Outfits not against.
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[d] Middle East should be led by Syria-Based Group (revised: favorably the newly formed Islamic
Front), with subordinate groups in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine and Iraq. However Hizbullah
should be viewed and treated as an equal-senior leadership group as well as Hamas-Fatah to oversee
inside Palestine operations.

[e] Iran is, and should be, out of operational reach. It is a Muslim nation with a strong anti-imperialism
philosophies, a shared similarity, and should be courted diplomatically as an ally and later as legitimate
part of the union.

[f] The Old Guards based in the borders of Afghan-Pakistan should be in control of Greater South-East
Asia, supported by Kashmir-based groups.

[g] Far East should be the responsibility of Abu Sayyaf Group, MILF and others, shared leader-
ship role and responsibilities.

[h] The Caucuses, of course, belongs to the Chechnyans, also to include Bosnia and other former
Ottoman Principalities within their leadership role.

These will be regional command centers for military and political operations. These groups do
not have the authority or the legitimacy to force the ’Salafication’ of local populace and thus all
local populations/lands once liberated should be left to their customary traditional ways of life and
governance and in time we will slowly as a unified single governing authority enforce internationally
recognized rule of laws (good republican laws based on human and civil rights etc) NOT behind doors
salafication!

THE NEW PROPOSED POLITICAL MANIFESTO:

1. An Islamic Federal Republican (a modern Khilafah version) Constitution with all frames of In-
ternational Rule of Law and Human Rights, however applied within Islamic Traditions; which means
in Public behaving in accordance to moderate Islamic Cultural Traditions; in Private Homes, Offices or
Gatherings, all must enjoy absolute and total freedom to behave as they wish from listening to Music,
act, sing, dance, etc.
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2. ”Very Selective Reformed Sharia Laws”: NO HARSH ANCIENT PRACTICES, No gender in-
equalities, yes to freedom to educate or to be artistic and so forth.

3. European Union Modeled Federal Islamic Union/Khilafah. Our union will be called Islamic
Federal Republic (IFR).

4. Muslim is a national and not necessary a believer or a follower of Islam as a religion.

5. Respect for all Colors, Races, Genders, Sexualities (gay or straight, trans-gender etc), Reli-
gious, or Non, Beliefs.

6. On Foreign Policy: No Colonialism, No Imperialism, No Puppets Monarchs or Leaders. On
Defense Policy only Self-Defense. On Economics, 100 per cent Nationalization of key strategic
resources, managed as 30 per cent ”privatization” and 70 per cent nationalization of other resources and
sectors, such as banking etc.

7. Institutionalization of A Martial [Spartan] State/Union. Where each able citizen will be well
trained in military affairs and be ready to serve the union integrity from external or internal threats. At
age 10-12 (Junior Scouts) for both genders, 12-14 yra old (Senior Scouts) all genders, 14-16 (junior
cadet, chosen services), 16-18 (senior cadets), 18-21 (university military corps), 21-23 (mandatory two
years operational services; then chose to work within military or private), and from 23 onwards (to 50
years old able-bodies) be ready for re-enlistment or mobilization in time of war or emergencies.

8. No Ownership, Control or Operating of Islamic Resources or Lands by Foreigners, especially
old enemies of international peace and security, (the mega-corporations, and their western loyal-servants
political-security elites.

9. No recognition of so-called ’international institutions’, e.g. UN, IMF, World Bank etc!

RULES OF CONDUCT:
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For Guerrillas and everyone else;

1. Absolute Full Respect & Courtesy To All People, Muslims or Not.

2. Never Infringe Upon Private Properties Without Full Permission From Owners.

3. Never Break, Steal or Confiscate Anything from All Groups of People. If Accidentally broken,
or had to be by necessity be confiscated, IOUs should be issued, or cash should be paid, or any sort or
legitimate and equal replacement should be made.

4. No Favoritism or Corruption due to Tribal or Religious Affiliations.

5. No Harsh Sharia Laws, especially Corporeal Punishments which should be replaced by other
more Humane forms of Punishments, such as jail sentencing, payments, returns of goods etc.

6. No preoccupations with adultery or Music, or any forms of entertainment or practices deemed
”non-religious” such as acting, singing, walking holding hands etc. Only ’Standard Legal Normal
Policing’ orders should be carried out to insure security and peace.

7. DO NOT INTERFERE WITH LOCAL CULTURES AND PRACTICES, OR GENERAL
ESTABLISHED LIBERTIES & TRADITIONS EVEN IF THESE ARE ”UN-ISLAMIC” BY
ATTEMTPING TO DICATE ”ALIEN” LAWS OR ORDERS!!!!

8. DO NOT ENFORCE ”RELIGIOUS PRATICES” ON LOCAL POPULACE IN ANY
FORMSWHATSOEVER!!! Leave the people to freely go about their ordinary ways of daily lives.

9. Never Ever Touch the Local Women, ever, or physically handling or abusing any local mem-
bers even those arrested (male or female), or even enemies soldiers should be treated with utmost
courtesy in order to win them over your side or when left free to go ”to sow the seeds or defiance to
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serve” (to show we are not the bad guys portrayed by western-elites controlled media)

For Underground personnel;

1. Absolute Secrecy through Sophisticated Systems of Compartmentalization of cuts-outs.

2. Sophisticated levels of divisions of labor and responsibilities, e.g. intelligence, logistics, sup-
plies, liaisons etc.

3. ALL MUST SWEAR AN OATH on either Quran for Islamists or for secularists a ”Honor Oath” on
complete loyalty to the cause to death or victory!

4. Maintain a well-regulated special-classed ”terror teams” for selective missions only against col-
laborators, traitors, officials and ONLY WITHIN/INSIDE our Islamic nations never outside (that is
within western states).

5. The penalty for treason, after secret court hearings, should be Death.

6. Do everything to win more support, recruits and financial bases; hearts and minds.

ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT POINTS:
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Look towards Communists Doctrines and Practices on revolutions, underground and guerrillas.

Symbols are important, start embracing these (move away from Haram-ization of these valuable
practices); for example Uniforms should be more modern, full black cargo trousers, black shirt and
jacket, black beret with a ’union flag’ placed on the shoulders with colors mentioned above. Embrace
Music. Create a new National Anthems which includes all stated principles here, from rule of laws,
democracy, politics before religion.

Make available the new constitution, rules of laws and symbols, spreading these in the approach
of the past revolutionary movements. Use Graffiti, Drawings, videos to spread own message. On Media
make use of sisters beside the brothers, to symbolize the equality of efforts and investment of a new equal
Islamic society of the future united under our new leadership. Include the sisters in the underground
and visible guerrilla forces, side by side, without the need to cover themselves etc (but orders and laws
should be clear and no unlawful or illegal fraternization without full consent of both parties (who fell in
love during the struggle). Anyone found guilty of sex abuses of fellow sister comrades will be shot if
found guilty after trial.

Undermine the enemies every chance, as already stated above, making it a war of [Islamic] Na-
tional Liberation against same old colonists and their local puppets as it should be, not a religious war
(and as it should be naturally).

And continuously never ceasing to encourage others within the developing or under-developed
worlds to see it as such as well as to define their own grievances and poverty or other forms of injustice
(social, political and economic) as the crimes of these [enemies] parties (UK, US, France). In other
Words, Be The New Global Revolution Vanguard.

At the same time try to divide the big players by making clearer that new contracts will be handed to
eastern powers or Scandinavian Countries with no corporate or governmental relations with ”the big
three enemies” and their businesses etc. Make it clear that the western enemies parties will be robbed of
all their contracts and freedom to own, control or operate within Islamic states and it’s natural resources.
However small and medium based enterprises/business with no links or associations to bigger players
are free to tender in proposals to operate without ownership inside our lands (part of the constitution).

This is it for now. By Following this document VICTORY WILL BE OURS!
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Yours Brother,

Abu Islam Al-Sãhil.

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. I: TO UNITE OR TO DIVIDE?

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil

What is the difference between a brilliant leadership (genius) and a bad leadership (non-genius)?

The brilliant leadership or Genius seeks to unite the factions so to create a popular movement
with a powerful force behind it, in numbers and passion. The bad or non-genius leadership seeks to
‘’take advantage” of existing divisions to ‘carve’ itself a ‘niche’ support and base. The former, that is the
genius, always wins and when it does it survives forever due to its broader popularity and representation
as a result of its ability to unite all divide parties or people under one umbrella. The latter, the non-genius,
never wins and if it does (out of some miracles) it never survives for long as it is always weak within
and thus its inability or its preoccupation with divided factions within always make it vulnerable to
internal uprising, revolts or challenges springing up naturally or by design and management of external
(sponsoring internal) parties and powers.

So who are the geniuses and non-geniuses of Islamic resistance and revolutionary parties today?

Everyone is non-genius today especially the so-called Salafist-based movements (Al-Qaida and its
affiliates). But being a non-genius today does not mean one cannot change into genius-led movements
as long as one accepts to learn the lessons of the past.

So what are these lessons today to learn?

On my strategic document for a United Muslim Front for Liberation and Unity I mention of a
number of things that need changing, for example;

1. Ceasing all operations against (directed at) innocent civilians, Muslim and Non-Muslims (espe-
cially outside Muslim Lands). This, when done/undertaken as a favoured tactic as it is today, it
loses us popular support and sympathy and thus increasing our enemies moral standing and sup-
port and general alliances in strength. The perfect example of how this sort of ‘self-limitations’
on operations works can be observed in the study of the ‘Vietnam Model’. What is a Vietnam
Model? Vietnam Model explains how during the 1960s through to 1970s when US waged highly
belligerent and imperial war on the nation of Vietnam with all the crimes committed on her people,
the Vietnamese resistance forces never even thought of targeting American innocent civilians (be-
heading, kidnapping etc). The crimes against the nation of Vietnam was summed up by the events
in My Lai; the Pillage, the rapes and the complete total annihilation (genocide) against the locals.
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What the Vietnamese Resistances Forces did instead, and what I beieve we should do from learn-
ing, is that they kept fighting against legitimate uniformed and non-uniformed clandestine enemies
parties, which saw them holding a moral platform and in the end won the war; as one Vietnamese
General informed his American counterpart, ‘Though we [Vietnamese forces] never won a single
battle, We won the war’. This was brought by a huge global (western and American) support for
Vietnamese against their own national governments and forces, which saw a mini-civil war inside
western nations (in US, for example, saw the rise of Black Panther, Weather Underground, Hippies
Protests, Veterans protests all pro-Vietnamese etc). This is what our own resistance should try to
attain, the moral platform for a moral victory, rather than going around acting idiotic, barbaric and
alienating and making all fearful of us, and to stress, stop beheading people, torturing or beating
them and publicizing these foolish acts (even when not publicized, these should never be prac-
tised, ever!). Treat every individual in your custody or areas of operations with utmost respect and
in accordance to international (civilized societies) laws [of war and crimes] even (and especially)
enemies combatants.

2. The cessation of Suicide Bombing. This I have already discussed. It is simply stupid to be blowing
people up when these people can fill in the ranks of sustainable fighters/combatants. And this tactic
also discourages new youths and other to fill in the ranks and support the resistance for fear of being
used as exploding-bombs.

3. Added: Cease Making it A Religious War and instead transform it into a National People’s War for
Greater Muslim Ummah Liberation and Unity. This means if you come or go to fight motivated by
love and loyalty to your God[s] then that should be your private/individual source of motivation
and not enforce it as a collective law. The collective law should be simply the drive to liberate
and unite our Muslim people and homelands under good laws and government in order to stop
humiliation, exploitation and enslavement by neo-colonial foreign powers supported by internal
puppetryanny (puppet rulers installed by foreign masters who are tyrannical and dictatorial).

In short, and for now, unite rather than exacerbating divisions within Islam. Do not preoccupy
yourselves with Sunni-Shia or Moderates-Extremists divisions, these, alas, have been architected by
both internal and external forces to keep you/us (Muslims) more divide and thus weak; never capable of
uniting and concentrating as a powerful single force against your enemies.

Jazakallah

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. II: A DISCUSSION ON WAR & POLITICS

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil
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1. On The Character of Contemporary War

First let’s simplify the point I have been making throughout, that is, the need to clarify and cor-
rectly identify the nature or character of the present war, or in other words, the urgent need to re-define
or remake, away from our enemies self-justifiable definition that, the character of the contemporary
wars are ’religious’. Our definition needs to move towards the making of a truly ’national people’s war’,
simple.

Thus, the contemporary war should never be accepted (in definition or character) as a religious
(or sectarian/inter-Muslim Civil) war, but we need to simply define it and practise it as truly a national
people’s war, that is a natural a continuation (new stages) of old-aged wars of national liberations against
external colonial powers. Simple. To make contemporary wars as religious wars is a fool’s strategy as the
war will never be won in this contemporary social-political age and environment. To make it a national
people’s war is the only answer to give it no chance of the war being lost. This statement is supported by a
simple observation: it does not matter how hard, how long or how much is put in funding the need to win
Global Muslim hearts and minds the enemies will never win in convincing Global Muslims and Global
Non-Muslim Population that there ’wars’ today against Muslims are ’righteous and just war’. However,
when Muslim resistances forces ’fight right’ there is always a popular sympathy for their fight as observed
in early phases of Iraq insurgency, do you remember the popular global support for end to the occupation!

Let’s stop here for now, but I must repeat myself in order to emphasis the seriousness of this fact.
That is, this war today should never be a war for the God[s] (religious) but should be truly a war for
the Muslim People/Ummah liberation and unity (a People’s War). This is the only way to achieve total
victory and unite as all, that is the co-ordination of the shiite and sunni-based resistance side by side,
turning our guns and our anger at the enemies (as defined in the original document). Once we have
defeated the enemies (internal and external), we can then seek a peaceful co-existence by letting our
people, the Global Muslim Ummah, to decide and define the nature and form of their future’s laws and
government (see below for the discussion on politics).

Before leaving this section let us remind ourselves of the lessons of wars as taught by some of the
masters of war. Clausewitz warned and advised that one should never mistake the character of the war
being fought on as doing so is the first phase to one’s own total defeat. Clausewitz also understood the
unstoppable force of ’people’s war’ when well executed by a genius, as seen also throughout history.
So let’s heed to these lessons and stop the foolishness for the single core goal of liberation and unity;
turning our guns away from each other and towards the enemies.

2. On Politics: Let The Ummah Decide!

Here the point is simple. Let the Muslim Populace/Ummah decide on the form and structure of
their future government and laws under the new modern version of Khilafah (Islamic Federal Republic).
There should be constant referendums and votes to let, and allow, them to decide and participate fully
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on the bigger policies and laws of the government.

Let them decide between being governed by laws of humans or laws of Gods, or both (according
to the best of the two, as I have proposed and will soon publish the political manifesto that outline in
detail the structures and systems of future government).

Let them decide if they want to be ruled by so-called ’Islamists’ and their desires to erect Sharia-
based form of rule and government or to be ruled and governed by democratic systems.

Let them define the extent and nature of their future governments limits and powers. However,
the Republican Constitution based on Human, Civil and Individual Rights and Liberties should never
be infringed upon or substituted for anything else and should always be placed higher as supreme laws
of the Republic in order to check on those human vices of greed, corruption, violence and abuses of power.

For one point needs to be clarified and stressed is that under ’Islamic Laws and Government’ the
new Republic will never cease to suffer another defeat and old divisions. Why, because there will always
be;

• No competitive education; traditions of ’forbidding’ the education of Muslim women (my sister
was forced of her education at the age of 9, and she is the genius of the two of us). Or the traditions
of ’forbidding’ the ’western education’ as corrupt and secular, all illogical and harmful for our
inevitable contest for global power relations as well as maintaining the union as One Republic.

• No competitive scientific and technological breakthrough as a result. This is self-explanatory. With
”limitations” on ”what is acceptable as proper education” and ”who can be educated and who can
not”, we will sacrifice the future of our young Republic even before it matures. Why because
without education, there will, inevitably, be the absence of scientific and technological progress
and development, which will weaken our competitive nature against external advanced states who
embrace science, technologies and other new forms of human breakthroughs.

• No competitive human capital. In short, without both of the above out citizens will be useless in
relation to making our new Republic a power to be respected and reckoned with.

• No competitive economies. As we wont be able to produce good economic ideas and leaders.

• No competitive arms. As we will never be able to challenge our enemies on military sphere es-
pecially in terms of matching their advanced weapon systems capabilities. When they reach our
shores with massive advanced aircraft carriers sheltering 150 or so advanced weapon systems from
drones, to fighter jets to well-trained combat forces, we will be left naked to their combat power.

• No Good Government or Laws. Without any of the above there will simply be no good government
or laws, as the future privileged will continue to dominant the ’upper echelon’ of power with no
chance to ordinary citizens of hoping t reach such status in social mobility. Corruption, as today,
will continue to be ripe. Greed and spineless nature of their character to ’sell-out’ to foreign masters
will be inevitable, since the social contract is non-existent and weak. Accountability is non-existent.
Even their own (that is those in power) abilities and confidence of defending our borders is non-
existent as a result of weak national human capital and it’s effect on zero scientific and technological
achievements.
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In short, under any form of strict and traditional Islamic-based government and laws there will
continue to be a massive gap in national intellectual, scientific and technological knowledge, all of
which are key to remaining competitive in a highly competitive (zero-sum) global politics, economies
and security. Without education and freedom to learn, or to freely express oneself and to create an equal
society there will always be a gap in scientific and technological breakthroughs required to create and
maintain a sustainable competitive economies and arms of force (with advanced weapon systems and
the likes).

In other words, under an Islamic rule, the Islamic world (the great contradiction) will never be
able to exist for long as single union; it will be open to new invasions, new colonisations and new
challenges (internally and externally; from medical problems due to shortage of highly qualified and
trained medical staff, to shortage of self-sufficient medicine productions, R &D and so forth). The
paradox of religiosity and politics.

This is why the answer is the ’hated truth’, that is, only by embracing ’good principles and prac-
tices of liberal democracy’, while maintaining our Islamic Cultural traditions can we really hope, and
have a true chance, on not only winning the war but also insuring we keep the victory for the long long
term because we would be investing in our people human capital projects; from free education to free
healthcare, to freedom of creativity, expression, participation in politics and society and so forth. This
is our only future!

If our people decide to vote for ’Islamist parties’ and rule (form of government based on Sharia)
we will respect this but this will only apply to those locales which has voted so and not national federal
spheres. In other words, the Republican Constitution we are to institute which promises a range of
liberties and rights can never and will never be allowed to be trampled with it will be the supreme law
of the lands and the people in the face of all authorities (God[s] or Not) and can only be overturned or
modified by a majority of over 80 per cent of the Global Muslim Population Votes (not so-called political
representatives)!!!!

Political Manifesto is to come, Inshallah.

Jazakallah

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.
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1.12.3 Al-Qaeda 3.0 (United Muslim Front): Statement No. 3 (A Further Discus-
sion On The Vietnamese Model, Full-Text) (2013-12-08 14:22)

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. III: A FURTHER DISCUSSION ON THE ’VIETNAMESE MODEL’

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil

First let’s recap what we mean by ’Vietnamese Model’?

A Vietnamese Model refers to my argument that the contemporary global Islamic resistance need to
conduct themselves in accordance to what was observed or studied in reference to the Vietnam Wars of
1960-70s in their quest for Global Muslim liberation and unity.

The Vietnamese suffered incredibly all forms of despicable acts imaginable from mass atrocities, to mass
genocide, mass rapes, mass pillages, mass extermination, mass environmental and resources destruction
and many of the kind of mass crimes against humanity. However the Vietnamese as a people and as
the resistance (especially the Vietcong Forces) never ever resorted to similar despicable behavioural acts
against their enemies. They did not cross over and committed acts of crimes or terror against peace-
loving innocent Americans or any other peaceful innocent westerners (people or states). They did not
nilly-willy blew themselves up. They did not make the war a religious war (instead they cleverly made it
a national people’s war, as I keep argue for). In other words, the Vietnamese never lived by the principles
and practices of ’an eye for an eye’ as practised by their enemies, rather they cleverly (actually very very
clever) sought out the opposite (the highest point of moral justice), their primary goal, in essence, was to
win the war through a moral defeat of their enemies.
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To further simplify what this point means, is this, they, the Vietnamese resistance and people, left their
enemies, US and allies, to defeat themselves through their illegal, immoral and highly belligerent imperial
dirty wars. By doing so, what the Vietnamese achieved was a strategic masterpiece of a victory; the ever
sought out model by every war practitioners and strategists. Through patience and not over-reaction the
Vietnamese people and their fierce resistance took every despicable criminal acts committed against them
(without doing same) and chose to openly held accountable the shadow/secret governments behind global
western wars of aggression and imperialism. This was a masterstroke which won the war for the ’little
resistance’. As first their resolution and strategy strengthened internal will for a long protracted ugly war
against foreign imperial enemies as local Vietnamese wholeheartedly turned to their resistance for support
even when defeat looked inevitable and imminent at times. Secondly, the strategy paid off by turning an
entire peace-loving world against western imperial aggression committed on a peaceful state of Vietnam
and as diplomatic isolation and protests built, so too internally, that is within western states themselves,
similar peace-loving western people/population started to voice their protests against their ’actual elected’
governments and their ’secret governments’ aggressive wars. All these, by logic, thus forced those local
national western ’actual elected’, not shadowy and secret, governments to finally also voice their own
protest and to lobby their powerful parallel secret/shadowy governments (architects of western wars of
aggressions and colonialism) to bring an end to their dirty wars, fearful (i.e. the elected governments) of
losing their hold on national power as elected government (the power of electoral democracies even in
limits).

In short, this is what our contemporary global Islamic resistance should try to do today (learn and embrace
as their own strategic blueprint) by emulating the Vietnamese (hence Vietnam Model for Victory); leave
our enemies to tighten their own nooses and thus to hang themselves by their own dirty and belligerent
hands or deeds. Hold them accountable. Turn their popular support into popular protests. Leave them
isolated, vulnerable and weakened with no one to support them morally, psychologically or physically.
Take their illegal authority and legitimacy for illegal and imperialistic wars away from them. This is the
only way the resistance today can win this [yet another of western secret/shadowy governments] dirty
war.

Assalam Aleikum Warhamtullahi Wabarkatul,

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.
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1.12.4 Interesting Headlines for Your Weekend Reading! (2013-12-14 12:38)

[1]Asians stopped 11 times more often [2]Britain is up to its neck in US dirty wars and death squads [3]UK
police threaten Guardian editor with terrorism charges over Snowden leaks [4]Guardian may face terror
charges over stolen secrets: Met Deputy Commissioner confirms she is investigating whether newspaper
broke the law [5]Students: ’police used excessive force’ [6]Minister claimed £6,000 expenses for London
hotel stays despite having his OWN £1million flat just 15 minutes’ walk from Parliament [7]Nick Clegg
in ’cover-up’ storm as emails about £12million handout to charity linked to his wife Miriam are blocked
from public [8]PM and cronies off to charm China: Party of 131 includes his father-in-law, a neighbour,
an ex-soccer star - and the man who gave the world Big Brother [9]£750,000 second job shows I am a
success, says Stephen Phillips MP [10]The mother, the C-section baby and ’secret British court’ [11]BBC
U-turn on charity probe: Corporation to screen documentary that alleges millions in donations were
invested in tobacco and arms firms [12]Mistake of multiculturalism aided extremists says PM: Report
finds politicians’ failure to tackle the hard-line views allowed fanaticism to take root [13]Over 700,000
people on US watch list: Once you get on, there’s no way off [14]Florida cop arrested for refusing to
remove Guy Fawkes mask in Obamacare protest [15]NSA collects 5 billion records a day on cellphones
[16]How the NSA is tracking people through their phones [17]French lawmakers propose police and tax
officials have warrantless access to live user internet data [18]This crime-predicting robot aims to patrol
our streets by 2015 [19]’Masturbation is good for health’ and prevents cystitis, diabetes and cancer |
Mail Online [20]Migraines link to plastic cups and bottles: ’Gender-bending’ chemical in packaging
may trigger the attacks [21]What does your pee say about your health? New diagram shows when to be
alarmed - and what you might be suffering from [22]The Stone: A Cultural Class in Crisis [23]‘Nothing is
beyond our reach’: Evil octopus strangling the world becomes latest US intelligence seal [24]Happiness
is resisting answering your mobile: People who can ignore texts or calls are likely to be more contented
[25]Six-figure salaries for pay panel: Civil servants charged with reviewing MPs’ pay earn more than
backbenchers [26]How Comic Relief invests millions in arms, tobacco and alcohol - by BBC: Panorama
expose also reveals charity is sitting on £100m and will not say how money is spent [27]Canada split over
hijab-style Muslim police uniform [28]Veil threat: UK Muslims outraged by possible ban on religious
dress in public [29] Fear & intimidation: UK students unite against ‘persecution’ [30]British public
support pay rise for MPs, says watchdog

1. http://www.theguardian.com/law/2013/dec/05/asian-people-stopped-uk-borders-analysis
2. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/dec/04/britain-up-to-neck-in-us-dirty-wars-on
-terror
3. http://rt.com/news/guardian-questioned-terrorism-miranda-669/
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2517561/Alan-Rusbridger-says-love-Britain-defends-S
nowden-leaks.html
5. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/dec/05/police-clash-student-london
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2516338/Minister-claimed-6-000-expenses-London-hote
l-stays-despite-having-OWN-1million-flat-just-15-minutes-walk-Parliament.html
7. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2516231/Nick-Clegg-cover-storm.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2516585/PM-cronies-charm-China-Party-131-includes-f
ather-law-neighbour-ex-soccer-star--man-gave-world-Big-Brother.html
9. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/conservative/10490339/750000-second-job-shows-I-am
-a-success-says-Stephen-Phillips-MP.html
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10. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/the-mother-the-csection-baby-and-secret-brit
ish-court-a-secrecy-scandal--or-the--birth-of-a-scare-story-8986804.html
11. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2517163/BBC-air-documentary-alleges-Comic-Relief-in
vested-tobacco-arms.html
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2518504/Mistake-multiculturalism-aided-extremists-s
ays-PM-Report-finds-politicians-failure-tackle-hard-line-views-allowed-fanaticism-root.html
13. http://rt.com/usa/federal-watch-list-unchecked-612/
14. http://rt.com/usa/florida-cop-arrested-anonymous-mask-667/
15. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/nsa-tracking-cellphone-locations-worl
dwide-snowden-documents-show/2013/12/04/5492873a-5cf2-11e3-bc56-c6ca94801fac_story.html
16. http://apps.washingtonpost.com/g/page/national/how-the-nsa-is-tracking-people-right-now/634
/
17. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/16885
18. http://stratrisks.com/geostrat/16888
19. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2518802/Masturbation-good-health-prevents-cystiti
s-diabetes-cancer.html
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2516645/Migraines-link-plastic-cups-bottles-Gende
r-bending-chemical-packaging-trigger-attacks.html
21. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2518197/What-does-pee-say-health-New-diagram-show
s-alarmed--suffering-from.html
22. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/11/30/the-real-humanities-crisis/
23. http://rt.com/usa/nro-satellite-octopus-emblem-854/
24. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2520475/Happiness-resisting-answering-mobile
-People-ignore-texts-calls-likely-contented.html
25. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2520484/Six-figure-salaries-pay-panel-Civil-servant
s-charged-reviewing-MPs-pay-earn-backbenchers.html
26. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2521057/BBC-Panorama-expose-reveals-Comic-Relief-si
tting-100m-say-money-spent.html
27. http://www.france24.com/en/20131209-edmonton-canada-police-uniform-islamic-veil-women-quebe
c-secular-muslim
28. http://rt.com/news/ban-muslim-veils-debate-913/
29. http://rt.com/news/uk-student-protest-persecution-975/
30. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/dec/12/british-public-support-pay-rise-mps-watchdo
g
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1.12.5 This Week In Headlines: Your Sunday Short-Readings (2013-12-22 13:20)

[1]Peer admits ’clocking in’ for cash [2]Police fiddle crime stats – watchdog [3]’A culture of cronyism
and broken leadership’: The withering verdict of MPs on BBC over payoffs debacle [4]Who really holds
the key to Britain’s ’invisible handcuffs’? — RT Op-Edge [5]The Stone: In Praise of Failure [6]The
over-policing of America [7]AFP Photo / Tom Penningto Police get prediction-based warrants [8]The
Late, Great American WASP [9](U//FOUO) U.S. Army Presentation: If You Learn Nothing Else About
Arab Culture

1. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/dec/17/lord-hanningfield-clocking-in-expenses
2. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/dec/18/police-crime-figures-manipulation-chief-insp
ector
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2524359/A-culture-cronyism-broken-leadership-The-wi
thering-verdict-MPs-BBC-payoffs-debacle.html
4. http://rt.com/op-edge/uk-modern-slavery-crime-555/
5. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/12/15/in-praise-of-failure/
6. http://mondediplo.com/openpage/the-over-policing-of-america
7. http://rt.com/usa/texas-warrants-future-prediction-crimes-449/
8. http://uk.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304367204579268301043949952.html?mod=WSJEurope_hp
p_LEFTTopStories
9. http://publicintelligence.net/call-arab-culture/
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1.12.6 Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United Muslim Front for Liberation & Unity: The Re-
making of The Global Islamic Resistance (2013-12-22 13:27)

UNITED MUSLIM/ISLAMIC FRONT

for Liberation & Unity

UNITING ALL MUSLIMS UNDER ONE VANGUARD REVOLUTIONARY FRONT

BY:

ABU ISLAM AL-SÃHIL

A THIRD GENERATION REVOLUTIONARY STRATEGIST

Dedicated to all falling Mujaheedins

For their deaths to have not been in vain, we must strive for unity above all differences

FOREWORD
Al-Qa’ida and other self-identifying Islamic Liberations or Revolutionary Movements across the world
have all, sadly, totally failed the Global Muslim Ummah’s (and nations) inspirations for a truly popular
vanguard leadership front towards a grand Islamic revolution with the primary goal of liberating and
unifying all Muslims; Shias, Sunnis, Moderates, Secularists, Islamists (Conservatives) and all other
residing within Islamic Lands. The major reason for this failure is to be found within the two inter-related
factors, namely, that of the hasty transformation of original Al-Qa’ida, or other groups, conceived as
a special military formation (or to be exact a sort of an Islamic global expeditionary special forces) in
defense of Global Muslims from internal tyrants and puppet-rulers and external invaders and colonists,
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and the related second factor which rose as a result in the rise of Salafists/Wahhabists cadre-ship into the
leadership positions of many of these liberating and revolutionary groups.

Thus the new Wahhabists/Salafist-inclined (and dominated) leadership transformed what was mainly
a good, though still infantile, idea of Grand Islamic liberation and revolution towards a real desired
Muslim unity into a project that sought to enforce ‘re-Islamitization by extremes’ of both the Muslim
and Non-Muslim world in accordance to the strict teachings and practices of Islam as preached and
taught by their dominant school of thought, that is Salafism-Wahhabism-Qutbism branches of Islamic
Political Philosophies.

In other words, for example, the original idea as conceived under Sheikh Abdullah Azzam for Al-
Qa’ida as a special expeditionary forces in defense of Global Muslims was very admirable and naturally
popular with so much promises as a real vanguard for Global Muslim in transforming itself into a
full revolutionary center and ideal. However the Salafication of Al-Qai’da under Osama Bin Laden’s
Egyptian (Salafists-Wahhabists) dominated leadership brought undesirable new direction which sought
to transform/hijack a perfect idea into a terrible idea that muddle itself as it went along and thus alienating
and losing both the support of the Muslims (the critical popular support required for any liberation or
revolutions to be successful) and the peaceful non-Muslim world populations (foolishly uniting the
enemies with their own popular bases).

It is these facts (justly related) which has brought the necessary need to redefine and recreate the
idea of Islamic Liberation and Revolution as embodied within every original Islamic revolutionary
movement’s. The new Vanguard, referred to as United Muslim Front for Liberation and Unity (or UM,
Arabic for mother, or UMFLU) is based not on religious ideals and laws but rather it is, and will be,
based on rationally pragmatic political principles where the division and conflicts between the so-called
Muslim Modernists (democrats, secularist, liberals etc) and those of Muslim [neo-]conservatives (aka
‘Islamists’ or ‘extremists’) will be avoided and negotiated for acceptable middle-way so to be able to
unite as one, as we should- this is the only way to achieve absolute victory for the revolution!

We will fight for Global Muslim Ummah not God or foreign Masters. We will fight to liberate
and unite. We will fight to govern by good laws of wo/mankind; laws that which protect the freedom
to believe and worship whatever ones wishes to; laws that protect individual and civic rights; laws
that uphold social and political equalities between all races, colors, genders, sexualities and all other
differences (natural or not); laws that protect our environment and our resources for our generations and
global peace and security; laws that prevent us from ever again to be dominated by others (from outside
or inside); laws that are blind to sexual, religious, political or cultural or even biological differences
among ourselves or outsiders (as one can be anything and be assured full protection of the rule of law);
and laws that are enshrined to check on powers of those who govern in order to protect the governed
from their personal collective or individual greed or tyranny; laws that will insure safety and protection
of property, life and happiness.

In short, UM (United Muslim Front) will institute a federal republic government founded on good
laws [non-secular and non-religious just political]; laws made by our people (and their representatives)
for the benefit of our people’s prosperity, happiness and freedoms.

Abu Islam Al-Sâhil

INTRODUCTION: ADAPT OR DIE-OUT
Any entity, be it a state, non-state actor, an organization or business, co-exist with the appreciation
of the supreme logic of survival, that is to survive one must either adapt or die; that to strategically
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fit or rather be able to re-adapt via a process of lesson-learned approach with ever-changing and
dynamic external environment, specifically in relation to it’s immediate environment and greater
societal cultural milieu of the time. Thus the logic goes like this: failure to adapt or to be able to
appreciate lessons-learned of previous failures or successes will inevitably leads to a worthless death
of such an entity in time (with no results). This immediate need to adapt or face death is why I am
writing this important strategic (operational and tactical) manual for the benefit of the global Islamic
revolutionary cause to provide a unified leadership doctrine and inspirationwith a real chance of winning.

All revolutionary movements have to accept the simple inevitable fact that though their fighters
might be some of the world first class warriors in the battlefield, when these simply lack political-
strategic mind, observable within many of these contemporary groups, such a complete absence of the
appreciation of political nature within all forms of war or political violence they will inevitably lead
to their easy defeat by their enemies because these [a] can not provide a genuine political blueprint for
governance, and [b] if these do provide such a manifesto, these tend to be highly unpopular as these
appear to offer an old model of tyranny and repression under new ‘class of military or tyrannical elites’.
This is why whenever the Islamic fighting parties/forces dominate the battlefields and declare, what is
to be a temporal, victory, they are always easy to be swept away, because these tend to lack the strong,
and key, rooted [political] foundations in relations to the local populace support as most of the time
they rather end up antagonizing these local bases through their harsh practices and outdated laws all of
which do not strategically fit to contemporary world; a world seeking real freedom (as every generations
throughout history have sought inherently).

In short this manual sets out a new doctrine (under a new and younger leadership) with a greater
chance of strategic fit by thus re-mending old issues and concerns, and weaknesses. In order to achieve
this, the manual (the new doctrine and leadership) argues it is necessary for the old Islamic revolution-
ary/liberation movements to [a] put political consideration above military and/or religious preferences,
which means [b] embracing a pragmatic and rational-based political position which balances the interests
of hardcore Muslim [neo-]conservatives (so-called ‘Islamists’) and those of Moderate Muslims (the
Modernists, hereafter). What this means is simply that the new proposed vanguard front (in doctrine and
leadership) will not seek to [super]impose religious value or ideals, nor predominate itself with military
operations but rather seek a political-military solution that satisfy the logic of revolutionary movements
and actions and contemporary social-political and cultural milieu.

In sum, the New Front/UM will conduct itself purely in accordance to the revolutionary practices
and theories where politics, not military or religious, goals and vision will set out the desired grand
(political, operational and tactical) strategic end-goals of Global Muslim Liberation and Unity. All
Muslims (Sunni or Shia, and of course any others including non-Muslim Muslim nationals; from
Coptic Christians, Syrian or Lebanese Christians or Jews, Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Idol-Worshipers,
secularists, sexually-different, and so forth) will all be treated as Muslim Nationals (citizens of Islam as
a multi-racial and ethnicities supranational structure and not as forced followers of Islam as a religious
movement). There will never ever be attacks deliberately conceived or not against one-another (Muslim
Ummah/Nationals) or even the peaceful non-Muslim populations within inside our territories or inside
own western or non-western territories.

The primary target of the New Front (UM) is the old enemies of global peace and justice; the
primary culprits of global greed, colonialism, imperialism, exploitation and wars and insecurities– west-
ern mega-corporations (old powerful families) supported by western political-security-information elites.

What this means is that western public are not our enemies. Western armed forces are not our en-
emies (but just a mere exploited tools of our western corporate enemies who present their greedy
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corporate interests as national interests and thus successfully sells wars of aggression against the rest
of the world in order to maintain their greedy holds on other’s resources and wealth). Western states
or real elected governments are not our enemies. Our enemies are internally all puppet-rulers (and
these will be approached with diplomatic offers for repenting for an exchange of bloodless reforms and
acceptance of a global Muslim republican government ruled by good laws and good governance under
one flag (Palestine-Flag as Supra-Islamic Revolutionary Front Flag of Unity); externally, the enemies
are the actual masters of our internal enemies, the mega-corporations/old families of the west from
Banking to Pharmaceuticals, Energy, Communications and so forth (see below for more details).

This is the New Front doctrine and vision under New Management/Leadership and Strategic Doc-
trine towards a Global Muslim Liberation and Unity.

IMPORTANT POINTS [NEVER LEARNED PREVIOUSLY]:
1. In order to win the revolution the New Front can not afford to limit our thinking to primarily military
strategy and operations (and tactics). Instead all revolutionary and liberation movements coming under
our unified vanguard front (umbrella) needs to accept the founded truth that politics always command
over the military thinking and practices as Clausewitz noted war is nothing but a mere continuation of
politics by other means, and stressed by every revolutionary fighters and leaders ever since from Lenin
to Mao, Guevara to Arafat.

2. By thus accepting the supremacy of politics over military issues the New Front will come to
appreciate the obvious fact that the modern world is ‘democratic craze’! And by accepting such a logic,
or what the Communist called ”scientific contradiction”, the New Front accepts to embrace such a
contradiction by turning that ”craze for democracy” into their own policy; as such robbing the enemies
who constantly make use of ”defending democracy or spreading freedoms” as their jus/casus de bellum
(cause of war), while at the same time by choosing to embrace democracy the New Front will also achieve
the ability to expanding their popular base among the Greater Mix of Muslims beyond the small nucleus
of hardcore Salafist base (who the New Front will extend the hand of co-operation but will never allow
to be commanded by a vile idea as the enforcement of ‘Salafication’ of Global Muslims; a true return to
7th Century Dark world of no science, no knowledge, no progress, no enlightenment and just mindless
barbarism). Here the New Front re-clarifies one important conceptual point that is, being a Muslim
can be understood within very two distinct typological categories; a Muslim as a believer of Islam as a
religion (Mu’umin), and a Muslim as Natural Citizen/National of Islamic Commonwealth (when United
or Separated, hence what happens over there always matter to all Muslims at home-countries or abroad,
the diaspora; this conceptual re-definition is in itself of high added-value nature as it re-creates and
re-emphasis Inter-Muslim Patriotism and Kinship, defeating enemies counter-propaganda of Sunni-Shia
or Moderates-Radical divisions).

3. Thus as the New Front accepts the rationale to expand the popular base beyond the limited
Salafists to include even the wrongly-hated Shias and ”moderates” (or Muslim Secularists), then
without a grain of doubt Victory will be Ours/Muslims In time! (Drones, Robotics, Special Forces or
Not) As by approaching anew through this strategy the New Front would have just turned itself from
small fishes confined to a much smaller swimming (operational space and popular bases) on a little
pond to fishes surrounded by ocean of supporting waters (bigger pools of recruits, support and unlimited
operational spaces), every where it goes it will forever be covered/screened by popular support: a true
popular vanguard for an Islamic Revolution!

4. By expanding the base the New Front can now freely co-ordinate the grand Revolutionary War
by initially limiting our operational thinking to Guerrilla warfare supported by highly sophisticated and
advanced models of Underground Networks remodeled after the Communists Approaches.
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Important Note:
Make Sure all members, from top to bottom, are from now-on are to be acquainted with the Communists
Underground Revolutionary Doctrines and Practices such as those based on the practices of compart-
mentalization, the parallel mirroring ”supreme executives councils” with main leadership always to be
placed within secret underground parties.

In sum, the New Front needs to first swallow hard the need to embrace democracy (openly, truly
and totally) as the truth is even when prophet (PBUH) was to re-appear today, himself as an intelligent
individual he would recognize the need to adapt with the changing global social, political and economic
cultures, structures and systems. Hence from here the New Front will learn the need to expand their
preexisting limited bases of support that beyond the hardcore Salafists and moving to our Shias, Seculars
and so forth brothers and sisters and thus truly reforming and transforming into a true Popular Islamic
Revolutionary Vanguard with a real chance for a total and real victory.

Finally, by changing the outlook at strategic level in embracing politics before military, the New
Front can now embrace a total Guerrilla Warfare Strategy at operational and tactical co-ordinated among
the divided groups across our Islamic World. And before proceeding onward, I can point out one further
important point concerning on who are our real enemies?

RE-DEFINING THE ENEMIES: NOT THE WESTERN NATIONS BUT THE WESTERN COLO-
NIAL ELITES
The New Front needs to re-clarify (and thus make it clear to the world) the character of the our (Global
Muslims) enemies in simplicity and absolute clarity.

These [enemies] parties should henceforth be NOT western States or publics/populations but
rather their own self-hated (that internally hated by their own publics due to their inequalities in
wealth, their autocratic practices of favoritism, greed etc) elitist elements within which exploit national
resources for their own personal greedy commercial, and not national, interests. These enemies should
be recognized as the big western (and puppets) corporations, e.g. the Oil and Energy Industries, like BP,
Exxo, Shell, Texaco, Aramco etc, and including all other big corporations, like Supermarkets (Walmart,
Tesco etc), Banks (Barclays, HSBC), Travel agencies and so forth; in short, meaning all and any western
multi-national corporations including ”military-defense Industries” (BAE, Boeing, Carlyle Group, and of
course including all Law Enforcement, Policing, Military Forces, and Security Agencies like MI5, CIA
and their agents, collaborators etc), as well as so-called ”independent” think-tanks (such as Brookings
Institute, Council of Foreign Relations) and All Western Media both personalities (individuals working
for these, Muslims or not) and their physical structures (their headquarters, offices, universities etc).
Finally the so-called Non- Governmental Organizations (NGOs) which are mostly openly exploited by
western security services for espionage (e.g. ”Save The Children” or ”Polio Drive” etc).

All of the above mentioned ”new clarified enemies” should be from here forth be recognized as
the legitimate and the primary (ONLY) targets and NEVER EVER the WESTERN PUBLICS/Nationals,
this is primarily to remove our enemies need to justify popular national authority to ”fight terrorism”,
and thus by robbing their claims of ”fighting terror” their aggression will be clearly seen as nothing
but personal greed, natural to these elite networks since the heydays of colonialism (strongly linked
especially between the US, UK and French establishments). This new strategy should be made absolute
public with clear following apology to ”all past terror and crimes” committed by Muslim Revolutionaries
against western publics and states, stating ”We were fighting the right people but through the wrong
strategy and tactic, and thus from here onward we promise to restrain our action only to these parties (our
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real, and greater world, because of these parties natural colonial/xenophobic tendencies and exploitations
of other resources, enemies; even the use of recent evidence of new ‘scramble for Africa Colonization’
efforts by these three primarily real ”axis of evils” parties, US, UK and France elites as seen in Mali,
Libya, Djibouti etc. can be used as proof)”.

Important Point:
Make sure that those who chose to come into ”hot or active battlefields” under guise of humanitarian
services for independent NGOs, innocent or not, will be held and if found guilty punished accordingly
to the internationally recognized laws of war in such a field; in other words, outside the three main
legitimate groups to be found within the hot or active battlefields, namely, [1] local populace, [2] enemy
forces and [3] Our own forces, everyone else outside these three groups will be treated as enemy agent
and will be prosecuted according to aforementioned laws after appearing in front of locally established
courts of law and founded guilty of no local connections or ignoring the warning to stay away from hot
areas even under claims of humanitarian efforts! This is to warn western civilians to try and stay away
in order to avoid collateral damages, and unintended harm upon themselves as innocent civilians.

By undertaking this new enemy strategy, and thus moving away from the old ”Far Enemy” or
other Models (”terrorism” etc), the New Front will not only popularize itself;

[a] but correctly represent itself as a continuation of the old war of national liberations against
colonists, and thus appealing to the world through facts and evidence that the war is against the ”greater
world own old enemies”, big western corporations and secret greedy commercial interested parties
supported by ”national” resources like intelligence agencies and armies, a logical tactic which might
even win within western states military rank-and-files who might refuse to fight for ”fat cats” interests
and not for national self-defense interests.

[b] Of course by limiting the enemies, in clarifying who these are as small greedy parties who are
after colonizations and exploitations, like the Communists used correctly (but approached it badly in
execution as a new tyranny) such an argument the New Front will, or might, also be able to enlarge their
enemies’ enemies parties; in other words, by correctly turning and representing our revolutionary war
as a continuation of the old ”wars of national liberations” against white-colonists (led by US, UK and
France elites under the guise and veils of responsibility to Protect, R2P, or Humanitarian Operations,
or Freedom wars, or ”War On Terror” etc), the New Front might (and should responsibly) inspire new
African revolutionary groups, or western ”red Marxists”, or Latin American Marxists, South East Asia
and so forth- Make it A Global Movement for Neo-Liberational Efforts against western neo-colonialists.

[c] By re-clarifying the enemies, the New Front will also be able to concentrate its resources ef-
fectively and efficiently through highly selective operations rather than random acts as well as be able
to maintain a well co-ordinated strategy from here onwards.

In short, the need to re-clarify in clarity and in public who are to be our/Muslims (represented by
the New Front) deemed real enemies and targets will lessen greater burden on war resources as well as
time-line, and while having a vice-versa effect on our enemies increasing their huge war efforts burdens
of legitimacy, authority and operational freedom and spaces, as well circles (alliance) of friends, while
increasing that of enemies.

So what needs to be done.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE?
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1. The New Front needs political cadres (from social and political sciences, or art and humanities studies)
more than fighters and those of technical studies background (e.g. engineers etc).

2. The New Front needs to start building up sophisticated networks of underground cells of all
types, from intelligence to logistics, propaganda etc in supporting the visible guerrilla fighters efforts,
before reaching the new areas of operations (before, during and after operations) for civil affairs. These
are important in ”preparing the battlefield” (through ”Intelligence Preparation of Battlefields” efforts,
IPB) before guerrillas reach these areas by spreading propaganda, educating and preparing local populace
on what is to be expected from the New (not old) Front, and their enemies, and after victory. These
parties will also be able to separate loyalists, supporters, and collaborators, and also do and undertake
many other things/tasks; from storing food, cache arms and so forth: Sun Tzu counseled ‘Wars are won
before they are actually fought”- lets remember this!

3. The New Front will have to accept the primacy of Politics before Military, meaning every
trained fighter should be first and foremost a diplomat, a political representative of the cause as well as
an armed-propagandist, engineer, a police officer, a magistrate, a politician, a bureaucrat before being a
fighting soldier! The Communist Model, hence the importance of getting in-depth acquittance with the
Communist teachings, doctrines and practices during the Cold War Years.

4. The need for a strong unified leadership, young not the old Guards, so to be able to appreciate
the need to embrace changes as related on this key document and as learned in order to adapt strategi-
cally to new environments and cultures by embracing democracy. This core, as all other regional to
lower levels, leadership cadres must all be located within the underground structures never visible.

[1] On Tactics:
1. No Suicide Bombings or Any Indiscriminate Terrorism (Only Selective against collaborators, officials,
soldiers, and never ever against civilians, Muslims or not etc). These two tactical approaches tend to loss
more support bases among all sectors of Muslim populace, especially the young [westernized or not]
Muslims whose greatest fear is being used primarily as an ”exploding bomb” and not as a mujaheedin (a
combat fighter who can fight one battle after another); a fear well-exploited by western states propaganda.
And as already stated no operations within western states! This removal of suicide bombing will reserve
fighting numbers, a critical factor for all revolutionary movements!

2. Only Guerrilla based tactics of hit-and-run, sabotage by underground parties, and so forth should be
embraced, with full recognizable uniforms (black and green squares for urban operatives/combatants;
green for forest and jungle operations; white for arctic conditions etc: uniforms based on environment
like chameleons as long as one publicize their designated combat uniforms in order to be recognizable by
the opposing sides, this is in accordance to laws of wars especially for non-underground personnel/forces).

[2] On Operations:
The so-called regional affiliates or franchises of Salfists-Al-Qaeda should be turned into disciplined
autonomous-leading regional guerrilla outfits/groups modeled after the American Regional Command
Centers, e.g. AFRICOM, EUROCOM etc.

[a] AQIM (Al-Qai’da in the Maghreb) should take the leadership responsibilities of North Africa
and Sahara Region. Under their leadership, groups should be divided to within areas of national terri-
torial operations, e.g. Libyans autonomous to Libyan Operations, but overall strategic and operational
leadership lies with AQIM council (which should be made up of each of regional groups key leadership
members, e.g. a leader of Libyan outfit should have a liaison political-military representative at such a
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council but never in person, just like the leadership at AQIM will have a similar ”political commissar”
at these respective regional command centers).

[b] Al-Shabab and the Horn of (and East) Africa Leadership, with subordinate roles for MYC
(Muslim Youth Center of Kenya) etc.

[c] AQAP (Al-Qai’da in Arabian Peninsula) and Greater Arabia Regional Leadership (that encom-
passing the entire GCC, Gulf Co-operation Council Countries) but working closely with Houthis and
other local Outfits not against.

[d] Middle East should be led by Syria-Based Group (revised: favorably the newly formed Islamic
Front), with subordinate groups in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine and Iraq. However Hizbullah
should be viewed and treated as an equal-senior leadership group as well as Hamas-Fatah to oversee
inside Palestine operations.

[e] Iran is, and should be, out of operational reach. It is a Muslim nation with a strong anti-imperialism
philosophies, a shared similarity, and should be courted diplomatically as an ally and later as legitimate
part of the union.

[f] The Old Guards based in the borders of Afghan-Pakistan should be in control of Greater South-East
Asia, supported by Kashmir-based groups.

[g] Far East should be the responsibility of Abu Sayyaf Group, MILF and others, shared leader-
ship role and responsibilities.

[h] The Caucuses, of course, belongs to the Chechnyans, also to include Bosnia and other former
Ottoman Principalities within their leadership role.

These will be regional command centers for military and political operations. These groups do
not have the authority or the legitimacy to force the ‘Salafication’ of local populace and thus all
local populations/lands once liberated should be left to their customary traditional ways of life and
governance and in time we will slowly as a unified single governing authority enforce internationally
recognized rule of laws (good republican laws based on human and civil rights etc) NOT behind doors
salafication!

THE NEW PROPOSED POLITICAL MANIFESTO:
1. An Islamic Federal Republican (a modern Khilafah version) Constitution with all frames of Inter-
national Rule of Law and Human Rights, however applied within Islamic Traditions; which means in
Public behaving in accordance to moderate Islamic Cultural Traditions; in Private Homes, Offices or
Gatherings, all must enjoy absolute and total freedom to behave as they wish from listening to Music,
act, sing, dance, etc.

2. ”Very Selective Reformed Sharia Laws”: NO HARSH ANCIENT PRACTICES, No gender in-
equalities, yes to freedom to educate or to be artistic and so forth.

3. European Union Modeled Federal Islamic Union/Khilafah. Our union will be called Islamic
Federal Republic (IFR).

4. Muslim is a national and not necessary a believer or a follower of Islam as a religion.
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5. Respect for all Colors, Races, Genders, Sexualities (gay or straight, trans-gender etc), Reli-
gious, or Non, Beliefs.

6. On Foreign Policy: No Colonialism, No Imperialism, No Puppets Monarchs or Leaders. On
Defense Policy only Self-Defense. On Economics, 100 per cent Nationalization of key strategic
resources, managed as 30 per cent ”privatization” and 70 per cent nationalization of other resources and
sectors, such as banking etc.

7. Institutionalization of A Martial [Spartan] State/Union. Where each able citizen will be well
trained in military affairs and be ready to serve the union integrity from external or internal threats. At
age 10-12 (Junior Scouts) for both genders, 12-14 yra old (Senior Scouts) all genders, 14-16 (junior
cadet, chosen services), 16-18 (senior cadets), 18-21 (university military corps), 21-23 (mandatory two
years operational services; then chose to work within military or private), and from 23 onwards (to 50
years old able-bodies) be ready for re-enlistment or mobilization in time of war or emergencies.

8. No Ownership, Control or Operating of Islamic Resources or Lands by Foreigners, especially
old enemies of international peace and security, (the mega-corporations, and their western loyal-servants
political-security elites.

9. No recognition of so-called ‘international institutions’, e.g. UN, IMF, World Bank etc!

RULES OF CONDUCT:
For Guerrillas and everyone else;

1. Absolute Full Respect & Courtesy To All People, Muslims or Not.

2. Never Infringe Upon Private Properties Without Full Permission From Owners.

3. Never Break, Steal or Confiscate Anything from All Groups of People. If Accidentally broken,
or had to be by necessity be confiscated, IOUs should be issued, or cash should be paid, or any sort or
legitimate and equal replacement should be made.

4. No Favoritism or Corruption due to Tribal or Religious Affiliations.

5. No Harsh Sharia Laws, especially Corporeal Punishments which should be replaced by other
more Humane forms of Punishments, such as jail sentencing, payments, returns of goods etc.

6. No preoccupations with adultery or Music, or any forms of entertainment or practices deemed
”non-religious” such as acting, singing, walking holding hands etc. Only ‘Standard Legal Normal
Policing’ orders should be carried out to insure security and peace.

7. DO NOT INTERFERE WITH LOCAL CULTURES AND PRACTICES, OR GENERAL
ESTABLISHED LIBERTIES & TRADITIONS EVEN IF THESE ARE ”UN-ISLAMIC” BY
ATTEMTPING TO DICATE ”ALIEN” LAWS OR ORDERS!!!!

8. DO NOT ENFORCE ”RELIGIOUS PRATICES” ON LOCAL POPULACE IN ANY
FORMSWHATSOEVER!!! Leave the people to freely go about their ordinary ways of daily lives.

9. Never Ever Touch the Local Women, ever, or physically handling or abusing any local mem-
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bers even those arrested (male or female), or even enemies soldiers should be treated with utmost
courtesy in order to win them over your side or when left free to go ”to sow the seeds or defiance to
serve” (to show we are not the bad guys portrayed by western-elites controlled media)

For Underground personnel;

1. Absolute Secrecy through Sophisticated Systems of Compartmentalization of cuts-outs.

2. Sophisticated levels of divisions of labor and responsibilities, e.g. intelligence, logistics, sup-
plies, liaisons etc.

3. ALL MUST SWEAR AN OATH on either Quran for Islamists or for secularists a ”Honor Oath” on
complete loyalty to the cause to death or victory!

4. Maintain a well-regulated special-classed ”terror teams” for selective missions only against col-
laborators, traitors, officials and ONLY WITHIN/INSIDE our Islamic nations never outside (that is
within western states).

5. The penalty for treason, after secret court hearings, should be Death.

6. Do everything to win more support, recruits and financial bases; hearts and minds.

ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT POINTS:
Look towards Communists Doctrines and Practices on revolutions, underground and guerrillas.

Symbols are important, start embracing these (move away from Haram-ization of these valuable
practices); for example Uniforms should be more modern, full black cargo trousers, black shirt and
jacket, black beret with a ‘union flag’ placed on the shoulders with colors mentioned above. Embrace
Music. Create a new National Anthems which includes all stated principles here, from rule of laws,
democracy, politics before religion.

Make available the new constitution, rules of laws and symbols, spreading these in the approach
of the past revolutionary movements. Use Graffiti, Drawings, videos to spread own message. On Media
make use of sisters beside the brothers, to symbolize the equality of efforts and investment of a new equal
Islamic society of the future united under our new leadership. Include the sisters in the underground
and visible guerrilla forces, side by side, without the need to cover themselves etc (but orders and laws
should be clear and no unlawful or illegal fraternization without full consent of both parties (who fell in
love during the struggle). Anyone found guilty of sex abuses of fellow sister comrades will be shot if
found guilty after trial.

Undermine the enemies every chance, as already stated above, making it a war of [Islamic] Na-
tional Liberation against same old colonists and their local puppets as it should be, not a religious war
(and as it should be naturally).

And continuously never ceasing to encourage others within the developing or under-developed
worlds to see it as such as well as to define their own grievances and poverty or other forms of injustice
(social, political and economic) as the crimes of these [enemies] parties (UK, US, France). In other
Words, Be The New Global Revolution Vanguard.

At the same time try to divide the big players by making clearer that new contracts will be handed to
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eastern powers or Scandinavian Countries with no corporate or governmental relations with ”the big
three enemies” and their businesses etc. Make it clear that the western enemies parties will be robbed of
all their contracts and freedom to own, control or operate within Islamic states and it’s natural resources.
However small and medium based enterprises/business with no links or associations to bigger players
are free to tender in proposals to operate without ownership inside our lands (part of the constitution).

This is it for now. By Following this document VICTORY WILL BE OURS!

Yours Brother,

Abu Islam Al-Sãhil.

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. I: TO UNITE OR TO DIVIDE?

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil
What is the difference between a brilliant leadership (genius) and a bad leadership (non-genius)?

The brilliant leadership or Genius seeks to unite the factions so to create a popular movement
with a powerful force behind it, in numbers and passion. The bad or non-genius leadership seeks to
‘’take advantage” of existing divisions to ‘carve’ itself a ‘niche’ support and base. The former, that is the
genius, always wins and when it does it survives forever due to its broader popularity and representation
as a result of its ability to unite all divide parties or people under one umbrella. The latter, the non-genius,
never wins and if it does (out of some miracles) it never survives for long as it is always weak within
and thus its inability or its preoccupation with divided factions within always make it vulnerable to
internal uprising, revolts or challenges springing up naturally or by design and management of external
(sponsoring internal) parties and powers.

So who are the geniuses and non-geniuses of Islamic resistance and revolutionary parties today?

Everyone is non-genius today especially the so-called Salafist-based movements (Al-Qaida and its
affiliates). But being a non-genius today does not mean one cannot change into genius-led movements
as long as one accepts to learn the lessons of the past.

So what are these lessons today to learn?

On my strategic document for a United Muslim Front for Liberation and Unity I mention of a
number of things that need changing, for example;

1. Ceasing all operations against (directed at) innocent civilians, Muslim and Non-Muslims (espe-
cially outside Muslim Lands). This, when done/undertaken as a favoured tactic as it is today, it
loses us popular support and sympathy and thus increasing our enemies moral standing and sup-
port and general alliances in strength. The perfect example of how this sort of ‘self-limitations’
on operations works can be observed in the study of the ‘Vietnam Model’. What is a Vietnam
Model? Vietnam Model explains how during the 1960s through to 1970s when US waged highly
belligerent and imperial war on the nation of Vietnam with all the crimes committed on her people,
the Vietnamese resistance forces never even thought of targeting American innocent civilians (be-
heading, kidnapping etc). The crimes against the nation of Vietnam was summed up by the events
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in My Lai; the Pillage, the rapes and the complete total annihilation (genocide) against the locals.
What the Vietnamese Resistances Forces did instead, and what I beieve we should do from learn-
ing, is that they kept fighting against legitimate uniformed and non-uniformed clandestine enemies
parties, which saw them holding a moral platform and in the end won the war; as one Vietnamese
General informed his American counterpart, ‘Though we [Vietnamese forces] never won a single
battle, We won the war’. This was brought by a huge global (western and American) support for
Vietnamese against their own national governments and forces, which saw a mini-civil war inside
western nations (in US, for example, saw the rise of Black Panther, Weather Underground, Hippies
Protests, Veterans protests all pro-Vietnamese etc). This is what our own resistance should try to
attain, the moral platform for a moral victory, rather than going around acting idiotic, barbaric and
alienating and making all fearful of us, and to stress, stop beheading people, torturing or beating
them and publicizing these foolish acts (even when not publicized, these should never be prac-
tised, ever!). Treat every individual in your custody or areas of operations with utmost respect and
in accordance to international (civilized societies) laws [of war and crimes] even (and especially)
enemies combatants.

2. The cessation of Suicide Bombing. This I have already discussed. It is simply stupid to be blowing
people up when these people can fill in the ranks of sustainable fighters/combatants. And this tactic
also discourages new youths and other to fill in the ranks and support the resistance for fear of being
used as exploding-bombs.

3. Added: Cease Making it A Religious War and instead transform it into a National People’s War for
Greater Muslim Ummah Liberation and Unity. This means if you come or go to fight motivated by
love and loyalty to your God[s] then that should be your private/individual source of motivation
and not enforce it as a collective law. The collective law should be simply the drive to liberate
and unite our Muslim people and homelands under good laws and government in order to stop
humiliation, exploitation and enslavement by neo-colonial foreign powers supported by internal
puppetryanny (puppet rulers installed by foreign masters who are tyrannical and dictatorial).

In short, and for now, unite rather than exacerbating divisions within Islam. Do not preoccupy your-
selves with Sunni-Shia or Moderates-Extremists divisions, these, alas, have been architected by both
internal and external forces to keep you/us (Muslims) more divide and thus weak; never capable of
uniting and concentrating as a powerful single force against your enemies.

Jazakallah

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. II: A DISCUSSION ON WAR & POLITICS

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil
1. On The Character of Contemporary War

First let’s simplify the point I have been making throughout, that is, the need to clarify and cor-
rectly identify the nature or character of the present war, or in other words, the urgent need to re-define
or remake, away from our enemies self-justifiable definition that, the character of the contemporary
wars are ‘religious’. Our definition needs to move towards the making of a truly ‘national people’s war’,
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simple.

Thus, the contemporary war should never be accepted (in definition or character) as a religious
(or sectarian/inter-Muslim Civil) war, but we need to simply define it and practise it as truly a national
people’s war, that is a natural a continuation (new stages) of old-aged wars of national liberations against
external colonial powers. Simple. To make contemporary wars as religious wars is a fool’s strategy as the
war will never be won in this contemporary social-political age and environment. To make it a national
people’s war is the only answer to give it no chance of the war being lost. This statement is supported by a
simple observation: it does not matter how hard, how long or how much is put in funding the need to win
Global Muslim hearts and minds the enemies will never win in convincing Global Muslims and Global
Non-Muslim Population that there ‘wars’ today against Muslims are ‘righteous and just war’. However,
when Muslim resistances forces ‘fight right’ there is always a popular sympathy for their fight as observed
in early phases of Iraq insurgency, do you remember the popular global support for end to the occupation!

Let’s stop here for now, but I must repeat myself in order to emphasis the seriousness of this fact.
That is, this war today should never be a war for the God[s] (religious) but should be truly a war for
the Muslim People/Ummah liberation and unity (a People’s War). This is the only way to achieve total
victory and unite as all, that is the co-ordination of the shiite and sunni-based resistance side by side,
turning our guns and our anger at the enemies (as defined in the original document). Once we have
defeated the enemies (internal and external), we can then seek a peaceful co-existence by letting our
people, the Global Muslim Ummah, to decide and define the nature and form of their future’s laws and
government (see below for the discussion on politics).

Before leaving this section let us remind ourselves of the lessons of wars as taught by some of the
masters of war. Clausewitz warned and advised that one should never mistake the character of the war
being fought on as doing so is the first phase to one’s own total defeat. Clausewitz also understood the
unstoppable force of ‘people’s war’ when well executed by a genius, as seen also throughout history.
So let’s heed to these lessons and stop the foolishness for the single core goal of liberation and unity;
turning our guns away from each other and towards the enemies.

2. On Politics: Let The Ummah Decide!

Here the point is simple. Let the Muslim Populace/Ummah decide on the form and structure of
their future government and laws under the new modern version of Khilafah (Islamic Federal Republic).
There should be constant referendums and votes to let, and allow, them to decide and participate fully
on the bigger policies and laws of the government.

Let them decide between being governed by laws of humans or laws of Gods, or both (according
to the best of the two, as I have proposed and will soon publish the political manifesto that outline in
detail the structures and systems of future government).

Let them decide if they want to be ruled by so-called ‘Islamists’ and their desires to erect Sharia-
based form of rule and government or to be ruled and governed by democratic systems.

Let them define the extent and nature of their future governments limits and powers. However,
the Republican Constitution based on Human, Civil and Individual Rights and Liberties should never
be infringed upon or substituted for anything else and should always be placed higher as supreme laws
of the Republic in order to check on those human vices of greed, corruption, violence and abuses of power.

For one point needs to be clarified and stressed is that under ‘Islamic Laws and Government’ the
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new Republic will never cease to suffer another defeat and old divisions. Why, because there will always
be;

• No competitive education; traditions of ‘forbidding’ the education of Muslim women (my sister
was forced of her education at the age of 9, and she is the genius of the two of us). Or the traditions
of ‘forbidding’ the ‘western education’ as corrupt and secular, all illogical and harmful for our
inevitable contest for global power relations as well as maintaining the union as One Republic.

• No competitive scientific and technological breakthrough as a result. This is self-explanatory. With
”limitations” on ”what is acceptable as proper education” and ”who can be educated and who can
not”, we will sacrifice the future of our young Republic even before it matures. Why because
without education, there will, inevitably, be the absence of scientific and technological progress
and development, which will weaken our competitive nature against external advanced states who
embrace science, technologies and other new forms of human breakthroughs.

• No competitive human capital. In short, without both of the above out citizens will be useless in
relation to making our new Republic a power to be respected and reckoned with.

• No competitive economies. As we wont be able to produce good economic ideas and leaders.

• No competitive arms. As we will never be able to challenge our enemies on military sphere es-
pecially in terms of matching their advanced weapon systems capabilities. When they reach our
shores with massive advanced aircraft carriers sheltering 150 or so advanced weapon systems from
drones, to fighter jets to well-trained combat forces, we will be left naked to their combat power.

• No Good Government or Laws. Without any of the above there will simply be no good government
or laws, as the future privileged will continue to dominant the ‘upper echelon’ of power with no
chance to ordinary citizens of hoping t reach such status in social mobility. Corruption, as today,
will continue to be ripe. Greed and spineless nature of their character to ‘sell-out’ to foreign masters
will be inevitable, since the social contract is non-existent and weak. Accountability is non-existent.
Even their own (that is those in power) abilities and confidence of defending our borders is non-
existent as a result of weak national human capital and it’s effect on zero scientific and technological
achievements.

In short, under any form of strict and traditional Islamic-based government and laws there will continue
to be a massive gap in national intellectual, scientific and technological knowledge, all of which are key
to remaining competitive in a highly competitive (zero-sum) global politics, economies and security.
Without education and freedom to learn, or to freely express oneself and to create an equal society there
will always be a gap in scientific and technological breakthroughs required to create and maintain a
sustainable competitive economies and arms of force (with advanced weapon systems and the likes).

In other words, under an Islamic rule, the Islamic world (the great contradiction) will never be
able to exist for long as single union; it will be open to new invasions, new colonisations and new
challenges (internally and externally; from medical problems due to shortage of highly qualified and
trained medical staff, to shortage of self-sufficient medicine productions, R &D and so forth). The
paradox of religiosity and politics.

This is why the answer is the ‘hated truth’, that is, only by embracing ‘good principles and prac-
tices of liberal democracy’, while maintaining our Islamic Cultural traditions can we really hope, and
have a true chance, on not only winning the war but also insuring we keep the victory for the long long
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term because we would be investing in our people human capital projects; from free education to free
healthcare, to freedom of creativity, expression, participation in politics and society and so forth. This
is our only future!

If our people decide to vote for ‘Islamist parties’ and rule (form of government based on Sharia)
we will respect this but this will only apply to those locales which has voted so and not national federal
spheres. In other words, the Republican Constitution we are to institute which promises a range of
liberties and rights can never and will never be allowed to be trampled with it will be the supreme law
of the lands and the people in the face of all authorities (God[s] or Not) and can only be overturned or
modified by a majority of over 80 per cent of the Global Muslim Population Votes (not so-called political
representatives)!!!!

Political Manifesto is to come, Inshallah.

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. III: A FURTHER DISCUSSION ON THE ‘VIETNAMESE MODEL’

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil

First let’s recap what we mean by ‘Vietnamese Model’?

A Vietnamese Model refers to my argument that the contemporary global Islamic resistance need to
conduct themselves in accordance to what was observed or studied in reference to the Vietnam Wars of
1960-70s in their quest for Global Muslim liberation and unity.

The Vietnamese suffered incredibly all forms of despicable acts imaginable from mass atrocities, to mass
genocide, mass rapes, mass pillages, mass extermination, mass environmental and resources destruction
and many of the kind of mass crimes against humanity. However the Vietnamese as a people and as
the resistance (especially the Vietcong Forces) never ever resorted to similar despicable behavioural acts
against their enemies. They did not cross over and committed acts of crimes or terror against peace-
loving innocent Americans or any other peaceful innocent westerners (people or states). They did not
nilly-willy blew themselves up. They did not make the war a religious war (instead they cleverly made it
a national people’s war, as I keep argue for). In other words, the Vietnamese never lived by the principles
and practices of ‘an eye for an eye’ as practised by their enemies, rather they cleverly (actually very very
clever) sought out the opposite (the highest point of moral justice), their primary goal, in essence, was to
win the war through a moral defeat of their enemies.
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To further simplify what this point means, is this, they, the Vietnamese resistance and people, left their
enemies, US and allies, to defeat themselves through their illegal, immoral and highly belligerent imperial
dirty wars. By doing so, what the Vietnamese achieved was a strategic masterpiece of a victory; the ever
sought out model by every war practitioners and strategists. Through patience and not over-reaction the
Vietnamese people and their fierce resistance took every despicable criminal acts committed against them
(without doing same) and chose to openly held accountable the shadow/secret governments behind global
western wars of aggression and imperialism. This was a masterstroke which won the war for the ‘little
resistance’. As first their resolution and strategy strengthened internal will for a long protracted ugly war
against foreign imperial enemies as local Vietnamese wholeheartedly turned to their resistance for support
even when defeat looked inevitable and imminent at times. Secondly, the strategy paid off by turning an
entire peace-loving world against western imperial aggression committed on a peaceful state of Vietnam
and as diplomatic isolation and protests built, so too internally, that is within western states themselves,
similar peace-loving western people/population started to voice their protests against their ‘actual elected’
governments and their ‘secret governments’ aggressive wars. All these, by logic, thus forced those local
national western ‘actual elected’, not shadowy and secret, governments to finally also voice their own
protest and to lobby their powerful parallel secret/shadowy governments (architects of western wars of
aggressions and colonialism) to bring an end to their dirty wars, fearful (i.e. the elected governments) of
losing their hold on national power as elected government (the power of electoral democracies even in
limits).

In short, this is what our contemporary global Islamic resistance should try to do today (learn and embrace
as their own strategic blueprint) by emulating the Vietnamese (hence Vietnam Model for Victory); leave
our enemies to tighten their own nooses and thus to hang themselves by their own dirty and belligerent
hands or deeds. Hold them accountable. Turn their popular support into popular protests. Leave them
isolated, vulnerable and weakened with no one to support them morally, psychologically or physically.
Take their illegal authority and legitimacy for illegal and imperialistic wars away from them. This is the
only way the resistance today can win this [yet another of western secret/shadowy governments] dirty
war.

Assalam Aleikum Warhamtullahi Wabarkatul,

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. IV: DISCUSSION ON SUCCESSFUL MILITARY OPERATIONS
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By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil

What is the secret of a successful military operation?

The answer lies in the ability to bring the enemies to you, or popularly know as the genius abilities of
marshalling initiative, surprise, economy of force, concentration of mass, aggression etc (aka the princi-
ples of war) to ones advantage; weakening the enemies while strengthening one’s position vis-a-vis the
former.

So how does one achieve such a success, that is bring the enemies to one’s own ‘turf’? The answer lies
in the abilities of the resistance in

assaulting repeatedly the soft targets that is known as ‘the Long Tail or feeding tubes’

of any military operations. For example, during conventional or Guerilla warfare the primary source of
attack (that is the long tail within this environment/context) are those thing that will force the division
of concentrated enemies forces in order to protect these key resources. This is similar to any warfare
including the present Global Islamic Global Resistance.

Lets take the Aemanes Oil Complex assault in Algeria or the Westgate Mall Assault both of these were
over-the-top idiotic operations which could have been done much cleverer by ‘attacking’ (and thus avoid-
ing endangering innocent civilians lives) these structures ‘long/feeding tails/tubes’. What do I mean here?
The first point of attack was ‘BP’ and the second ‘Financial Centre’. So the question is how could these
two attacks have been conducted within a much more successful operational model which I will discuss
here now.

First, the operational model discussed here can be observed to have the positive advantage of achieving [a]
an assault on the enemy, while [b] preserving ones own limited forces and of course [c] not unnecessarily
endangering any innocent civilians lives. Secondly, the operational model seeks to ’bring out’ and thus
’spread thinly’ the enemies heavily concentrated and well-protected and supported (with heavy weapon
systems) forces. Thus the attacks could, and acting as general model for every resistance, seek to assault
’Enemies Oil Companies and Financial centres’ by going after ’their feeding tubes’ (the long-tails). For
example, logistic convoys of oil transporting trucks or ’neighbourhoods’ or isolated streets ’Petrol/Gas
Stations’ (all done with finesse that do not endanger any non-combatant individual lives; owners, drivers
etc); this means for example ’taking over’ a local ’Gas Station’ and ’removing the precious asset/product’
(that is oil and gas reserves) by either via cleverly pre-conceiving indigenous ways or means to take it
with yourselves on retreat (post-ops) or laying waste to it, e.g. burning it while making sure no non-
combatant individual lives are put on risk towards any form of fatality or death (that is clearing these
areas of civilians before ’ridding/stripping it away of its asset’).

Above described seemingly ’small’ action actual is worth unmatched military engagements as
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these very small and seemingly worthless act in time will accumulate into massive pains for the enemies
whose primary focus within the urban-centric approach to fighting insurgency is to secure the financial
and economic as well as ensuring painstakingly the social continuum and well-being of primary centres
of the country.

These ’small operations’ will also in time force the enemies concentrated forces to divide and thus thin
themselves up and be ready to be picked one by one away from their supporting ’force multipliers’; that is
well-protected bases, aerial and ground-based weapon systems; sympathising populace areas; very close
lines of concentrations (extending their long tails and creating more vulnerability) and so forth.

In short, my advice here is pick the ’feeding tubes’ (which are everywhere and not well-defended or even
with zero-protection at most of the times). These small operations will force the division of enemy forces
while also providing opportunities for underground combat cells to slowly pick these off one by one and
to expand co-ordination with their close guerilla forces. In other words, military operations do not need to
be [a] very big or decisive which will focus on forces-to-forces engagement, especially within the earlier
phases of resistance where everything is highly limited and vulnerable, and also [b] not pre-occupied
with ‘Media Attention’ but rather feasibility and value!

IMPORTANTWARNING:

What has been discussed here

does not mean that, or give licence to, any resistance forces as free to target indiscriminately any
‘businesses’ or economic structures inside our [resistance] areas of operations (which we defined
and limited to inside Muslim Nations Only!).

Instead what I have sought to impress upon is the need to selectively and intelligently target ONLY our
enemies financial and economic assets (and their supporting political, security and social structures). This
means

not targeting local popular markets but instead selecting the critical and isolated ‘feeding tubes/long tails’
of our [resistance] enemies economic and financial assets, structures, wealth, products and services;

meaning limiting operations on the mega-global western corporations (which I have painstakingly defined
in a very narrowest of focus) and their local puppets and collaborators assets.

Above can be achieved by [a] embracing the ’Mafia Tactic’ of reinforcing absolute ban on any products or
services produced and provided by these enemies corporations, for example, if a local shop sells products
traceable to these firms, e.g. BP petrol or gas, or Nestle or Medicines from these companies, then first the
owner should receive a clear warning to remove all these products (well specified on the document sent
out), and to only sell the alternatives attained from within the emerging markets. If the owner refuses or
ignore the warning he or she should not face any physical retaliation or harm but rather a simple visit by
specially hired ’local street thugs or goons’ to ransack [in open daylight/public] the shop

by forcefully removing the said products selectively not ’criminally’ thrashing or damaging the propri-
etor’s said business
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(and public statement should be read or published-and-pinned on said business establishment explaining
such an act of vandalism as well as the hired-thugs must be informed of post-consequences of any

out of control

criminal behaviours beyond agreed established terms, that is go in and remove the given list of prohibited
items only not undertake monetary theft or abuses or further unwarranted criminal vandalism).

In short, no local Muslims Nationals-owned businesses should be targeted but

only foreign businesses, their products, services, wealth, businesses and services (and local business
people collaborating with these and, f course, not in personal bodily harm only assets-targeting; a special
form of resistance own ’financial targeting strategy’ to cut off the money, investment, profit etc making
it unprofitable and undesirable for foreign big corporations establishing and maintaining businesses or
investment inside our nations- the bleeding strategy).

Assalam Aleikum Warhamtullahi Wabarkatul,

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.

Our Movement Goes Into Activation & Membership Is Now OPEN: Spirit of Resistance and of Prophet/No to
Puppets & No to Neo-Conservatives | Jerusalem Group (2015-08-13 15:03:47)
[…] Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United Muslim Front for Liberation & Unity: The Remaking of The Global Islamic &n…
[…]

RECRUITMENT Phase Two (Military Leadership; Officers & Junior Officers): Full Training to be Provided
(No Pay Initially) | Jerusalem Group (2016-03-20 14:01:03)
[…] Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United Muslim Front for Liberation & Unity: The Remaking of The Global Islamic &n…
[…]
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1.12.7 Al-Qaeda 3.0: Bravo to AQAP For Heeding To Level-Headed Advice!
(2013-12-24 10:25)

My first ’briefs’ or drafts of those ”Al-Qaeda 3.0” documents (see the page above), were first ”leaked”
to affiliates close to AQAP (the resistance from my ancestral home-country); these were leaked when
some forum administrators (linked closely to AQAP) picked my original drafts sent to a friend who
apparently shared with them. These administrators emailed myself with ”congratulations” and wanted
to make my documents available to their members which of course I did not answer back.

Anyway, I am proud my ’works’ may [is or might] change the course of the Global Islamic Resis-
tance thus at least when my [grand]child ask me ”what did you do during the ”wars”?”, I can proudly
say, ”I did this!” (and not ashamed about it).

AQAP recent PR retraction on the hospital assault as the work of a rogue resistance fighter was i
reckon to the point of my advice, so (one might claim) too is the ’Mali AP Documents’ written by
Droukhel of AQIM, and even the most recent Al-Zawahiri’s ”Brief Guidelines on .........”.

Do I support Salafi-Jihad? HELL NO (I am a secular non-practicing National Social liberal demo-
crat Muslim)!!!!!!!!

But I will and do always support the wronged-parties, Muslim or Not.

headlines-

[1]This isn’t ’feminism’. It’s Islamophobia [2]Citizenship stripped from Britons fighting in Syria
[3]Moazzam Begg’s passport confiscated after Syria trip

1. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/dec/22/this-isnt-feminism-its-islamophobia
2. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/dec/23/theresa-may-strips-citizenship-britons-syria
3. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/22/moazzam-begg-passport-confiscated
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1.12.8 UMF Communique: ISIL Is An Enemy of Global Islamic Resistance!
(2013-12-25 10:12)

I believe Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL), so-called ”Al-Qaeda” Iraqi-Syrian Branch, is nothing
but a dangerous subversive enemy of the greater Global Islamic Resistance and should be treated no
different from the enemies of Global Ummah. Other fighting resistance forces (partisans etc) should
turn their backs (and guns) on these idiots, who are largely conducting themselves like criminal bandits,
attacking innocent civilians (Christians, Non-Salafists Muslims, Shia Brothers and Sisters etc).

Spread the Message.
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1.12.9 2014 A Year for Change: New Year Message For Greater Global Islamic
Resistance (2013-12-26 12:10)

Below are key set of advice for Greater Global Islamic Resistance for coming 2014. Lets make 2014 a
Year for Responsible & Intelligent Change in our quest for Liberation, Freedom and Unity (Victory).

Most of these points are dealt with in details on the page above, titled ’Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United
Muslim Front’ (Highly Recommended Reading).

1. Stop fuelling internal (intra-Islamic) divisions. These so-claimed ”historical divisions and enmity”
is central focus of our enemies strategy of ”divide and rule”. This means all Muslims (Sunni or
Shias, or whatever, secular etc) are of one Kinship Familial Blood. We are citizens of Islamic
World, simple.

2. Stop Targeting innocent civilians, Muslims or non-Muslims. Period.

3. Stop overseas operations against Non-Muslim states (meaning, in particular, western nations and
their peace-loving peoples).

4. Any person with privileged information of intended criminal [or ”terror”] acts against peaceful
civilians should report the responsible criminal parties to responsible local authorities esp. inside
(and thus outside Islamic world) western nations, with the so-called ”Lone Wolves”.

5. Any groups that continue to misbehave or conduct themselves irresponsibly like ISIL (in particular
this group) should be condemned, isolated, chastised and blacklisted among the Greater Global
Islamic Resistance as criminal, terrorists and mostly as a subversive enemy agents. Remember
’Operation Gladio’, the enemies will always make an effort to ’create and raise parallel ”resistance”
units’ to pretend to be part of greater Global Islamic Resistance and to act badly so to ruin our
reputation among our own people, their own people (to legitimize their criminal greedy foreign
wars of ”intervention or humanitarian, or ”against terror” etc) and to the global public.

6. DO NOT IMPOSE ’SALAFICATION OR ISLAMIFICATION’ on liberated areas and peoples.

7. LEAVE LIBERATED AREAS AND PEOPLE TO THEIR CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS
EVEN IF THESE ARE ”NON-ISLAMIC” BY NATURE OR CONDUCT.

8. Respect others beliefs (religious, political or cultural).

9. Respect others choices and freedoms (religious, cultural, political or sexual).

10. Operations should be conducted inside the borders of Islamic World Only and against criminal,
weak-spine puppet tyrants and their supporting ’pillars’.

11. All efforts of peaceful and diplomatic rapprochements should be prioritized before any ’armed acts’
on the ’puppet regimes’. Efforts should be made ’to win over’ the key pillars and thus isolating the
puppet-leaders bases.

12. Underground networks MUST be prepared and set out to support resistance efforts across the
greater Islamic World; these can make sure that ”wars” are never lost as each time the resistances
face a setbacks these covert networks can pop-up and re-create the old battlegrounds for new en-
gagements.
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13. Strategic Objective in this war should be ONLY TO LIBERATE AND UNITE not to enforce new
religious-tyranny or ’force Islamisation’ etc. Everyone should be left to their freedoms and customs.
simple. The war is and should be another stage in the long running wars of national liberation
against greedy foreign imperial and colonial powers.

Have a great 2014!!!

Lets be responsible for a chance of victory!
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2.1.1 Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United Muslim Front: [Statement No. IV] A Discussion
On Successful Military Operations (2014-01-01 13:19)

HOT OFF THE PRESS!!!!!!!!!!!!

UNITED MUSLIM FRONT FOR LIBERATION AND UNITY

STATEMENT NO. IV: DISCUSSION ON SUCCESSFUL MILITARY OPERATIONS

By: Abu Islam Al-Sahil

What is the secret of a successful military operation?

The answer lies in the ability to bring the enemies to you, or popularly know as the genius abilities of
marshalling initiative, surprise, economy of force, concentration of mass, aggression etc (aka the princi-
ples of war) to ones advantage; weakening the enemies while strengthening one’s position vis-a-vis the
former.

So how does one achieve such a success, that is bring the enemies to one’s own ‘turf’? The answer lies
in the abilities of the resistance in

assaulting repeatedly the soft targets that is known as ‘the Long Tail or feeding tubes’
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of any military operations. For example, during conventional or Guerilla warfare the primary source of
attack (that is the long tail within this environment/context) are those thing that will force the division
of concentrated enemies forces in order to protect these key resources. This is similar to any warfare
including the present Global Islamic Global Resistance.

Lets take the Aemanes Oil Complex assault in Algeria or the Westgate Mall Assault both of these were
over-the-top idiotic operations which could have been done much cleverer by ‘attacking’ (and thus avoid-
ing endangering innocent civilians lives) these structures ‘long/feeding tails/tubes’. What do I mean here?
The first point of attack was ‘BP’ and the second ‘Financial Centre’. So the question is how could these
two attacks have been conducted within a much more successful operational model which I will discuss
here now.

First, the operational model discussed here can be observed to have the positive advantage of achieving [a]
an assault on the enemy, while [b] preserving ones own limited forces and of course [c] not unnecessarily
endangering any innocent civilians lives. Secondly, the operational model seeks to ’bring out’ and thus
’spread thinly’ the enemies heavily concentrated and well-protected and supported (with heavy weapon
systems) forces. Thus the attacks could, and acting as general model for every resistance, seek to assault
’Enemies Oil Companies and Financial centres’ by going after ’their feeding tubes’ (the long-tails). For
example, logistic convoys of oil transporting trucks or ’neighbourhoods’ or isolated streets ’Petrol/Gas
Stations’ (all done with finesse that do not endanger any non-combatant individual lives; owners, drivers
etc); this means for example ’taking over’ a local ’Gas Station’ and ’removing the precious asset/product’
(that is oil and gas reserves) by either via cleverly pre-conceiving indigenous ways or means to take it
with yourselves on retreat (post-ops) or laying waste to it, e.g. burning it while making sure no non-
combatant individual lives are put on risk towards any form of fatality or death (that is clearing these
areas of civilians before ’ridding/stripping it away of its asset’).

Above described seemingly ’small’ action actual is worth unmatched military engagements as

these very small and seemingly worthless act in time will accumulate into massive pains for the enemies
whose primary focus within the urban-centric approach to fighting insurgency is to secure the financial
and economic as well as ensuring painstakingly the social continuum and well-being of primary centres
of the country.

These ’small operations’ will also in time force the enemies concentrated forces to divide and thus thin
themselves up and be ready to be picked one by one away from their supporting ’force multipliers’; that is
well-protected bases, aerial and ground-based weapon systems; sympathising populace areas; very close
lines of concentrations (extending their long tails and creating more vulnerability) and so forth.

In short, my advice here is pick the ’feeding tubes’ (which are everywhere and not well-defended or even
with zero-protection at most of the times). These small operations will force the division of enemy forces
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while also providing opportunities for underground combat cells to slowly pick these off one by one and
to expand co-ordination with their close guerilla forces. In other words, military operations do not need to
be [a] very big or decisive which will focus on forces-to-forces engagement, especially within the earlier
phases of resistance where everything is highly limited and vulnerable, and also [b] not pre-occupied
with ‘Media Attention’ but rather feasibility and value!

IMPORTANTWARNING:

What has been discussed here

does not mean that, or give licence to, any resistance forces as free to target indiscriminately any
‘businesses’ or economic structures inside our [resistance] areas of operations (which we defined
and limited to inside Muslim Nations Only!).

Instead what I have sought to impress upon is the need to selectively and intelligently target ONLY our
enemies financial and economic assets (and their supporting political, security and social structures). This
means

not targeting local popular markets but instead selecting the critical and isolated ‘feeding tubes/long tails’
of our [resistance] enemies economic and financial assets, structures, wealth, products and services;

meaning limiting operations on the mega-global western corporations (which I have painstakingly defined
in a very narrowest of focus) and their local puppets and collaborators assets.

Above can be achieved by [a] embracing the ’Mafia Tactic’ of reinforcing absolute ban on any products or
services produced and provided by these enemies corporations, for example, if a local shop sells products
traceable to these firms, e.g. BP petrol or gas, or Nestle or Medicines from these companies, then first the
owner should receive a clear warning to remove all these products (well specified on the document sent
out), and to only sell the alternatives attained from within the emerging markets. If the owner refuses or
ignore the warning he or she should not face any physical retaliation or harm but rather a simple visit by
specially hired ’local street thugs or goons’ to ransack [in open daylight/public] the shop

by forcefully removing the said products selectively not ’criminally’ thrashing or damaging the propri-
etor’s said business
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(and public statement should be read or published-and-pinned on said business establishment explaining
such an act of vandalism as well as the hired-thugs must be informed of post-consequences of any

out of control

criminal behaviours beyond agreed established terms, that is go in and remove the given list of prohibited
items only not undertake monetary theft or abuses or further unwarranted criminal vandalism).

In short, no local Muslims Nationals-owned businesses should be targeted but

only foreign businesses, their products, services, wealth, businesses and services (and local business
people collaborating with these and, f course, not in personal bodily harm only assets-targeting; a special
form of resistance own ’financial targeting strategy’ to cut off the money, investment, profit etc making
it unprofitable and undesirable for foreign big corporations establishing and maintaining businesses or
investment inside our nations- the bleeding strategy).

Assalam Aleikum Warhamtullahi Wabarkatul,

Abu Islam Al-Sahil.
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2.1.2 George Monbiot On The Guardian: Further Extension of British Police
State (MUST READ) (2014-01-08 13:28)

Until the late 19th century much of our city space was owned by private landlords. Squares were gated,
streets were controlled by turnpikes. The great unwashed, many of whom had been expelled from the
countryside by acts of enclosure, were also excluded from desirable parts of town.

Social reformers and democratic movements tore down the barriers, and public space became a
right, not a privilege. But social exclusion follows inequality as night follows day, and now, with little
public debate, our city centres are again being privatised or semi-privatised. They are being turned by
the companies that run them into soulless, cheerless, pasteurised piazzas, in which plastic policemen
harry anyone loitering without intent to shop.

Street life in these places is reduced to a trance-world of consumerism, of conformity and atom-
isation in which nothing unpredictable or disconcerting happens, a world made safe for selling
mountains of pointless junk to tranquillised shoppers. Spontaneous gatherings of any other kind –
unruly, exuberant, open-ended, oppositional – are banned. Young, homeless and eccentric people are, in
the eyes of those upholding this dead-eyed, sanitised version of public order, guilty until proven innocent.

Now this dreary ethos is creeping into places that are not, ostensibly, owned or controlled by cor-
porations. It is enforced less by gates and barriers (though plenty of these are reappearing) than by legal
instruments, used to exclude or control the ever widening class of undesirables.

The existing rules are bad enough. Introduced by the [1]1998 Crime and Disorder Act, antisocial
behaviour orders (asbos) have criminalised an apparently endless range of activities, subjecting thou-
sands – mostly young and poor – to bespoke laws. They have been used to enforce a kind of caste
prohibition: personalised rules which prevent the untouchables from intruding into the lives of others.

You get an asbo for behaving in a manner deemed by a magistrate as likely to cause harassment,
alarm or distress to other people. Under this injunction, the proscribed behaviour becomes a criminal
offence. Asbos have been granted which forbid the carrying of condoms by a prostitute, homeless
alcoholics from possessing alcohol in a public place, a soup kitchen from giving food to the poor, a
young man from walking down any road other than his own, children from playing football in the street.
They were used to ban peaceful protests against the Olympic clearances.

Inevitably, more than half the people subject to asbos break them. As Liberty says, these injunc-
tions “set the young, vulnerable or mentally ill up to fail”, and fast-track them into the criminal justice
system. They allow the courts to imprison people for offences which are not otherwise imprisonable.
One homeless young man was sentenced to five years in jail for begging: an offence for which no
custodial sentence exists. Asbos permit the police and courts to create their own laws and their own
penal codes.

All this is about to get much worse. On Wednesday the [2]Antisocial Behaviour, Crime and Polic-
ing Bill reaches its report stage (close to the end of the process) in the House of Lords. It is remarkable
how little fuss has been made about it, and how little we know of what is about to hit us.

The bill would permit injunctions against anyone of 10 or older who “has engaged or threatens to
engage in conduct capable of causing nuisance or annoyance to any person”. It would replace asbos
with ipnas ([3]injunctions to prevent nuisance and annoyance), which would not only forbid certain
forms of behaviour, but also force the recipient to discharge positive obligations. In other words, they
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can impose a kind of community service order on people who have committed no crime, which could,
the law proposes, remain in force for the rest of their lives.

The bill also introduces public space protection orders, which can prevent either everybody or par-
ticular kinds of people from doing certain things in certain places. It creates new dispersal powers,
which can be used by the police to exclude people from an area (there is no size limit), whether or not
they have done anything wrong.

While, as a result of a successful legal challenge, asbos can be granted only if a court is satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt that antisocial behaviour took place, ipnas can be granted on the balance of
probabilities. Breaching them will not be classed as a criminal offence, but can still carry a custodial
sentence: without committing a crime, you can be imprisoned for up to two years. Children, who cannot
currently be detained for contempt of court, will be subject to an inspiring new range of punishments for
breaking an ipna, including three months in a young offenders’ centre.

Lord Macdonald, formerly the director of public prosecutions, points out that “it is difficult to
imagine a broader concept than causing ‘nuisance’ or ‘annoyance”’. The phrase is apt to catch a vast
range of everyday behaviours to an extent that may have serious implications for the rule of law”.
Protesters, buskers, preachers: all, he argues, could end up with ipnas.

The Home Office minister, Norman Baker, once a defender of civil liberties, now the architect of
the most oppressive bill pushed through any recent parliament, claims that the amendments he offered
in December will “reassure people that basic liberties will not be affected”. But Liberty describes them
as “a little bit of window-dressing: nothing substantial has changed.”

The new injunctions and the new dispersal orders create a system in which the authorities can pre-
vent anyone from doing more or less anything. But they won’t be deployed against anyone. Advertisers,
who cause plenty of nuisance and annoyance, have nothing to fear; nor do opera lovers hogging the
pavements of Covent Garden. Annoyance and nuisance are what young people cause; they are inflicted
by oddballs, the underclass, those who dispute the claims of power.

These laws will be used to stamp out plurality and difference, to douse the exuberance of youth,
to pursue children for the crime of being young and together in a public place, to help turn this nation
into a money-making monoculture, controlled, homogenised, lifeless, strifeless and bland. For a
government which represents the old and the rich, that must sound like paradise.

[4]How to Build a Secure Container [5]How to Encrypt Your Email [6]NSA’s Secret Toolbox: Unit
Offers Spy Gadgets for Every Need [7]The capitalist cabal behind austerity [8]The ’cronies’ honours list:
Controversy over knighthood for PR man who holidayed with Cameron and awards to Tory and LibDem
donors [9]Rise in citizenship-stripping as government cracks down on UK fighters in Syria [10]Is this
the most joyful street performance EVER ? - YouTube

1. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/37/contents
2. https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/anti-social-behaviour-crime-and-police-bill
3. https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/anti-social-behaviour-crime-and-police-bill
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4. http://www.spiegel.de/international/sending-leaks-how-to-encrypt-your-data-in-a-container-a
-930039.html
5. http://www.spiegel.de/international/how-to-encrypt-emails-protect-yourself-from-online-spyi
ng-a-930665.html
6. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/nsa-secret-toolbox-ant-unit-offers-spy-gadgets-fo
r-every-need-a-941006.html
7. http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2013/dec/30/susan-george-secret-capitalist-ca
bal-behind-european-austerity
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2531404/The-cronies-honours-list-Controversy-knight
hood-PR-man-holidayed-Cameron-awards-Tory-LibDem-donors.html
9. http://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/2013/12/23/rise-in-citizenship-stripping-as-government
-cracks-down-on-uk-fighters-in-syria/
10. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIDoxqllEfY
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2.1.3 Salafi Jihadists & ”Arab Spring Revolutionaries”: A Band of [Criminally]
Fools & Idiots! (2014-01-11 13:53)

If the majority of Greater Islamic Resistance across the Greater Islamic World today were to be primary
fighting, truly, for the liberation and unity (and the protection of the honour of Muslim People and
Nations), then there contemporary wars could have been won in less than a decade. However, and
with greater sadness, the contemporary ”resistance” and ”revolutionaries” are made up of band of fools
and traitors, respectively: the Salafis are the Fools failing to realizing that there unique selling point
”Islam is the answer” is, as one would put it, ”so yesterday” and ”so feared as a brand” to be universally
accepted, passively supported or actively embraced by Greater Muslims; then you have the young
”wannabe-Rambos” running around as ”Free Libyan or Syrian Armies” whose connection to outside
”old masters” is nothing new but same treacherous criminal behaviour of the former deposed regimes.

In short, No Muslim, or at least NO MUSLIM WITH BRAINS, will ever waste his or her time or
energy to move an inch to go to so-called ”Jihadi Lands” when the cause of the ”violence” is fearfully
old-new religious tyranny of the Salafi Jihadis (Al-Qaeda and Allies) or same old sell-out spineless
criminal puppetry of ”New Young Revolutionaries” of so-called” Arab Spring. For us, intellectual
nationalists and republicans, we will bide our time and wait out for these fools and idiots to either kill
each other out, wear one another out or just fade out, as the great Chinese say goes ”Bide for Time, and
Never show your Strength”!!!

Good Luck to Losers and Idiots!!!!

Good Article for Reading (unrelated): [1]First world war was an imperial bloodbath, not a noble
cause

and for business-people (owners): [2]The Open-Office Trap

1. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jan/08/first-world-war-imperial-bloodbath-war
ning-noble-cause
2. http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/currency/2014/01/the-open-office-trap.html
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2.1.4 David Davis (Senior Tory MP) On The Daily Mail: HowModern Technolo-
gies Are Used By Modern ’Demo-Fascists’ Police States To Spy On You
(Recommended Reading) (2014-01-12 12:37)

Your mobile phone is watching YOU, writes DAVID DAVIS: Campaigning former Shadow Home Sec-
retary’s own phone log reveals the insidious tracking of our every move

By [1]David Davis

PUBLISHED: 00:02, 12 January 2014 | UPDATED: 11:22, 12 January 2014

British security services using American technology to spy on our personal details; German leader
Angela Merkel’s phone bugged; 60�million Spanish phone calls monitored by the US National Security
Agency in just one month.

When this super-sized snooping operation is challenged, its defenders claim that the information
collected is harmless.

It is ‘only metadata’, we are told, and does not reveal the content of phone calls and emails. If that
sounds reassuring, it shouldn’t. In the wrong hands, a database containing seemingly innocent metadata
(meaning data about data) could be used as an automated blackmail machine.
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iSpy: How David Davis’s phone recorded his movements across Manchester in a single day last year

The authorities are forcing service providers to store the phone numbers we called and were called from,
the email addresses we sent messages to and received messages from, and the time and place we did so
– in other words, they are tracking us using metadata.

We know this for a fact thanks to the documents leaked by whistleblower Edward Snowden.

To see exactly what metadata can do, I asked my mobile phone provider to give me all the data they
held on me for a year.What they gave me filled a shelf. At first glance, the information looked harmless
– just a long list of numbers, co-ordinates, dates and times. But what it revealed was approximately 40
‘data points’ every day, monitoring where I had been at any one time for a year.

Using the data, I plotted a day in my life on a map. I could see exactly where I had been at pretty
much every point of the day. The day I chose was one I had spent at party conference, where I had met
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members of the public, journalists and colleagues from Parliament.

So in conjunction with those people’s phone records, the data would show everybody I met that day at
least as well as if I had been a prisoner on a tag.

An open book to the authorities: Mr Davis pictured at the Tory Conference in Manchester last year

That is before they look at who I called or texted – and if they had their way, at every website I visited
and every email I sent.
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The State rarely asks for information which isn’t of use to it. With this metadata they can learn as much
about me as they can by reading my emails or eavesdropping on my calls.

And not only information about me but about the people I come into contact with. If you happen to be
in a room with me then – thanks to an EU treaty – they can access your phone data too.

Metadata is a useful tool. Phone numbers all have the same format. Dates and times can be recorded
in a standard way. It makes locating you and learning about your habits easier than monitoring, storing
and transcribing one of the 130�million mobile phone calls we Brits make every day.

What is more, the numbers you call can be revealing in themselves. Many phone lines have a single
purpose, like those for ChildLine and the Samaritans. There are helplines for people struggling with drug
addiction, for gay and lesbian people who need support, and for victims of rape or domestic violence.

Even if the State cannot listen to the conversation, simply knowing that you have called a specific
number can tell it something very personal about you.

In fact, analysing our communications can reveal our whole social network. People on intimate terms
are more likely to contact each other late in the evening. If those calls suddenly stop, it is fair to assume
that the relationship has ended. If the database shows that you only call a particular number once a year,
you are most likely not close to that person. Similarly, a sequence of phone calls can tell a story. If a
young woman calls her doctor, then her mother, then a man she has spoken to every day for the last three
months, and then an abortion helpline, you do not need to hear those conversations to figure out what is
going on.

The same goes for text messages. Take the practice of using them to make donations. Often the content
is just a word like ‘DONATE’. What matters is the number you text it to – which is part of the metadata.

If you text ‘GIVE’ to 70010, you make a donation to Comic Relief. If you had texted the same word
to 62262 last year, you would have helped fund President Obama’s re-election campaign. The content,
which the State cannot see, would tell it almost nothing. The metadata, which it can see, can show what
charities you support, your religious faith and even your political allegiance.

When it comes to internet activity, the argument that metadata is non-intrusive holds even less water.
For young people in particular, friendships and relationships are largely digital activities. People hold
entire conversations online. By monitoring internet activity, the State could track not just the time and
date of yesterday’s emails, but also the context of yesterday’s conversations. In Germany, this kind of
monitoring is not permitted. In 2010 their Constitutional Court overturned a law that required all phone
and email data to be kept for six months. Judges ordered the destruction of vast amounts of personal
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data held by telecoms companies. In a nation that remembers the Stasi, this State monitoring touched a
nerve.

Since the Snowden revelations, we know that our security services have engaged in legally dubious
gathering and monitoring of our metadata. We know that they, along with many Ministers, want the
legal power to do this on an even bigger scale. This has serious implications for our privacy. Even if
you believe Ministers are saints, not everyone who has access to your data will be. I have spent a year
unravelling action by some members of one arm of the State – the police – to stitch up former Chief
Whip Andrew Mitchell.

This is not a new phenomenon. Earlier this year, a former undercover policeman revealed that senior
officers asked him to ‘dig dirt’ on the family of Stephen Lawrence in order to deflect attention from the
claims of racism against them.

Everyday accessories: But our modern gadgets log so much about our lives that it allows those with
access to the data to build up a frighteningly detailed picture of our lives, loves and locations

However, the issue is not just potential State abuse of data. If the State acquires so much sensitive
information, it too becomes a target for hackers and criminals who want the data for their own ends.

Hackers have gained access to the email accounts of US government officials and to sensitive IMF
records. They regularly attack Government computers, aiming to steal defence secrets and personal tax
details.

That is why the NSA’s decision to weaken encryption protection on Hotmail, Facebook, Yahoo and
Google was so utterly foolish. Of course that made it easier for them to access users’ personal data, but
it also makes it easier for cyber criminals.

To add insult to injury, governments are usually pretty bad at protecting data. Between 2004 and 2008,
the MoD alone lost 121 memory sticks and 747 laptops. In 2007, HMRC lost two CDs containing the
names, addresses and National Insurance numbers of 25�million people.

More recently, an NHS official lost a memory stick holding the medical details of 6,000 people. The
data was encrypted, but the password was written on an attached Post-it note.
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The Snowden files show not just what our security services have been up to, but also what they want
to achieve – the monitoring and collection of all digital and mobile communication. Given their job
description, that is understandable. But in a free society, it is not acceptable.

This article is a copyright of The Daily Mail.

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=David+Davis
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	The Independent: How The British MI5 Coerce British-Somalis to Spy On Their Own Communities (2013-01-07 18:47)
	For Your Self-Enlightement: Articles From This Week Newspapers (2013-01-11 12:50)
	Spinney Hills LPU: A Militarized Police Station Inside The ''Local Terrorists Hotbed''!!!!! (2013-01-12 16:17)
	Glenn Greenwald (The Guardian): In 4-Years, The West Have Bombed & Invaded 8 Muslim Nations (Is This not a 'War on Islam'?, he asks) (2013-01-15 11:48)
	St.Phillips Centre: Your ''Friendly'' Inter-Faith Society or A Church/Diocese With A Secret? (Doubling as a Counter-Terrorism & ''Re-Education'' Centre) (2013-01-19 10:29)
	The Daily Mail's First Exclusive Interview With Mahdi Hashi in The New York Jail: The Torture in Djibouti Ordeal In the Hands of CIA (with British Government ''Acquiescence'') (2013-01-20 10:36)
	Important Additional Information for Muslims & Counter-Terrorism (and those in Leicester on FMO) and A Great Reading Collection from Public Intelligence (2013-01-20 19:11)
	A Very Bad Week For HM Police Forces & Other Headlines (2013-01-23 13:25)
	This Week Headline Selections of Interests: Islamic Social Enterprise etc (2013-01-25 16:25)
	Leicestershire Police Statement On Thurnby Lodge's Pig's Head Incident (Leicester Mercury) & A Detailed Torture Account of Mahdi Hashi In Djibouti (RT) (2013-01-26 09:17)
	Guardian's List of Drone Users In UK (half-truth and half-baked, though still informative) (2013-01-27 11:39)
	Our Role In The Making of A New Political Party: International Justice & Peace Party (2013-01-28 11:54)
	Interesting Headlines From The Worldwide Media Sources This Week (2013-01-30 16:30)

	February
	From The Guardian [UK]: British Media & The Perpetuation of Islamophobism (2013-02-01 16:22)
	Sunday Evening Readings: Plenty to Keep You Well-Informed (2013-02-03 15:36)
	Associated Press: The Unspeakable Civil Rights Crimes Against The Western Muslims Today (MUST READ!!) (2013-02-04 15:21)
	A Full-Packed Selection for Your Weekend Reading (2013-02-09 15:45)
	EU New Laws On Surveillance and Privacy: European Citizens & Visitors Should Have None (Of Course, In The Name of Greater Common Security!) (2013-02-10 12:21)
	The New York Times Editorial: NYPD and Surveillance of Innocent Muslims (reprinted in full) (2013-02-10 12:23)
	The Guardian Expose On A Surveillance State & Modern Technologies (with a Video) (2013-02-11 07:47)
	Victorian Minds: A Brief History of British Racial Attitudes Towards The Coloured-Races (2013-02-11 18:11)
	Shariah: An Excellent Scholarly Explanation By Noah Feldman (2013-02-13 07:44)
	Your Weekend Selected Reading Collection (2013-02-16 08:44)
	Sunday Readings: A Collection of News Headlines (2013-02-17 12:26)
	Is The ''Black Standard'' Being Embraced [With Ease] Today As The Global Muslims/Ummah ''Union Flag/Jack''? (2013-02-17 12:43)
	Thurnby Lodge Offender Walk Free From Court Sentencing (Source: Leicester Mercury) (2013-02-18 13:29)
	Our Fee-Based Services (For Fund-Raising Purposes Only) (2013-02-19 11:49)
	White Leicester: The Myth of A Multi-Culturally Representative Leicester (Evidence: The Council & Police) (2013-02-20 19:20)
	White Leicester/Britain [Part II]: Senior Muslim Police Evidence & Others (2013-02-21 11:42)
	Our Published Paper: Do You Legitimize The Existence of A ''Jewish State''? (2013-02-22 13:49)
	Weekend Readings: A Selection of Interesting Headlines (2013-02-23 15:46)
	Seth MacFarlane (Creator of Family Guy..) On Oscars' Night: Jews Control Hollywood! (2013-02-27 11:57)
	''....And The War Goes On'': Our Choice of February 2013 Winning Photo (2013-02-28 11:23)

	March
	[[UPDATED Saturday]] Hey Muslims, Is The Message Received?: The Case of Loughborough ''Counter-Terror'' ''Arrests'' of Muslim TEENAGERS (under 17s) & The Secret of Invisible Long-Arm of Law Explained (2013-03-01 12:52)
	The Stripping of British-Muslim's British Citizenship: Calling For An Urgent United Front Against British Government's Dangerously Unconstitutional & Undemocratic Practice (2013-03-03 13:20)
	The UN Human Rights to US & UK Governments (Source: The Guardian): Stand Up & Be Accounted For Your Crimes In The Name of ''Fighting Terror'' (It's About Time) (2013-03-05 19:35)
	Good Night, General [Hugo Chavez]: March 6th 2013 A Sad Day For Global Resistance (2013-03-06 08:27)
	Our ADVICE To Muslims Youths [Incl. Students] & Sisters: How Not To Be Exploited & Turned Into An Informer/Agent Against Your Innocent Fellow Muslims [Without Self-Awareness] (2013-03-07 17:01)
	[[RE-EDITED & UPDATED]] Our Advice To Muslims [No. 2]: The Value of Day-To-Day Self-Documentary (2013-03-09 10:55)
	Leicester Mercury: Named & Shamed Muslims Under-Age Sex Groomers From Highfields (2013-03-09 14:07)
	[UPDATED: END-NOTES I] A Simple Self-Defence Instructions For Muslim Sisters: What To Do When Faced With A Potential Attacker (Dog or Person)? (2013-03-10 12:15)
	Another Muslim Teenager Arrested: How UK Police Fight Austerity Cuts By Fighting Imagined ''Terror'' & ''Enemy In The Midst'' (2013-03-12 12:14)
	British-Muslims In Britain Today: The Truth (2013-03-13 13:31)
	Kings College London Report (Published Via The Guardian): EDL Exploiting Sex-Grooming Issue For Own Anti-Islam Agenda (2013-03-13 16:15)
	The Guardian Exclusive: An Historic Defeat Against Modern-Day British Police State (Lets All Follow With Our Own Legal Requests!) (2013-03-14 18:58)
	Your Great Weekend Readings: Muslims In The News (Destruction of Makkah; Leicester Council Pay; etc) (2013-03-16 08:04)
	Sunday March 17th 2013 Headlines (2013-03-17 11:37)
	((ADDED END-NOTES: Tues 18th March)) Human, All Too Human [Exclaimed Nietzsche]: The Good & Bad of Humans (2013-03-18 16:52)
	[[ADDED NOTES: Sat 23rd March 2013]] Who Are We Really: Revealing The Dominant Strategic Cultures of Global Races/Nations [A Socio-Psycho-Behavioural Analysis] (2013-03-22 14:41)
	[[ADDED ENDNOTES]] On Syria & The General Realities Of War [Fighting] (2013-03-25 11:48)
	Your Long [Easter Holidays] Week-End Readings: Spying On American-Muslims (New Report), UK Police In The News & Others (2013-03-28 12:09)
	Get Ready For Summer: Our Simple & Free Fitness and Health Guidelines (2013-03-29 13:40)

	April
	The Guardian On The ''Day Britain Changed'': Explaining The New Laws Coming In Effect From April 2013 (2013-04-01 18:11)
	Islam-e-stan: Our Detailed Vision of An Islamic Union [Document 24 pp] (2013-04-02 10:23)
	Talk of The Day: The New British Social Research Study That Redefines British Social Class/Strata (BBC-ESCR) (2013-04-04 15:25)
	On The Stripping Of The British Citizenship: How To Fight Back With A Winning Chance? (2013-04-08 10:43)
	Wikileaks: New Round of Diplomatic & Intelligence Cables Leaks (and many other interesting readings) (2013-04-09 18:31)
	A Must Read Paper From SpinWatch: The UK Government Deliberately Designed War On Muslims/Islam (2013-04-10 14:05)
	Our Rules of Conduct (2013-04-13 08:18)
	Your Week-End Reading: From This Week Global Headlines (2013-04-13 15:20)
	On Soft Issue: Al Bundy's Comedic Take On Men-Women Relationship Dynamics (2013-04-14 13:05)
	Training I: Organization (2013-04-15 11:30)
	Our Virtual Training Centre is up: Check It Out! (2013-04-15 11:51)
	From Guantanamo With Pains: The New York Times Publishes Detainee Samir Naji Al Hassan Moqbel's Letter (2013-04-15 13:47)
	[[ADDED END-NOTES]] URGENT CAMPAIGN CALL: STOP THE ''SEGREGATION DEBATE'' ON IT'S HEELS (IT IS A RELIGIOUS PRACTICE NOT A POLITICAL ISSUE)! (2013-04-16 10:45)
	On ''Segregation Debate'' Campaign: Read Our Full Press Release (prepared and sent out) (2013-04-17 12:03)
	@Campaign: Our Campaign to Stop the Politicization of Religious Practice & What you can do? (2013-04-18 10:12)
	[[Added: Amir Shakeer Amazing Story]]This Week In News: Our [Not-To-Be-Missed] Highly Recommended Weekend Readings For You (2013-04-20 07:52)
	Training II: Education (2013-04-22 13:23)
	Our Training: We Just Added A New Page On Leadership Educational Training (2013-04-22 17:20)
	The News Channel (2013-04-23 11:56)
	Two Excellent Articles (+): On Islamophobia & Ameer Shakeer (And A Discussion On ''Terror'') (2013-04-24 10:33)
	Post-Boston Debate On US & Muslims: On Muslim Women Rights and Collective Muslim Surveillance (Source: New York Times) (2013-04-25 12:02)
	The Almost Complete Efforts Towards Western Totalitarianism: How The West Is Too Close to a V For Vendetta Scenario! (2013-04-26 12:22)
	A Dim Future For Generation Y (Born c.1980s): A Study Published By The Urban Institute (Source: The Atlantic) (2013-04-29 11:41)
	ACT OF TERROR: A DOCUMENTARY BY A VICTIM [GEMMA ATKINSON] OF UK STATE POLICE OVER-USED ''ANTI-TERROR'' LAWS (WITH ORIGINAL FOOTAGES) (2013-04-30 13:11)

	May
	STOP STRIPPING BRITISH CITIZENSHIP: SUPPORT OUR PETITION AT CHANGE.ORG (2013-05-02 15:11)
	The Petition Is NOW ACTIVE to Stop The Unconstitutional Practice of Stripping British Citizenship (2013-05-03 09:39)
	On Syria: An Excellent Piece From RT (Russia Today) Op-Ed Section (2013-05-04 11:41)
	Chow-Time At Guantanamo: In Pictures (Just the Instruments Used In The Force-Feeding) (2013-05-06 09:11)
	Pork-Meat Supplied As Halal Meal To Leicester Muslim School Kids: Here is The Full List of The Affected Schools (2013-05-10 10:27)
	Great Articles For Your Weekend Intellectual Readings: Revealed- The Other Face of The British Politics & Society (2013-05-12 10:49)
	On 'Segregated' Debate: Now They Equate Traditional And The [Universally] Legally Recognized Islamic Religious Practices As ''Strong Probable Causes of ''Radicalization'' (and ''Terrorism'')! (2013-05-13 13:38)
	Who Is The Culprit and Victim: On The Myths & Realities of Modern Western/British ''Enemies'' (The Muslim ''Terrorists'') [ADDED Sat 18th May 2013: YOUR WEEKEND READINGS] (2013-05-14 15:56)
	Spinning Out Of Trouble (British-Style): The Pork Meat Drama, Now The Argument Is..... (2013-05-23 10:56)
	[UPDATED] Woolwich: How On 24th April 2013 Saeed's Article Predicted The Event With Accuracy! (2013-05-28 09:50)
	After Woolwich (and the important lesson): The Guardian Publishes Statistics (MAMA Source) on Growing Number of Attacks On British Muslims (2013-05-28 17:33)
	X Is The Answer (2013-05-30 17:59)

	June
	[updated] CHECK OUT THESE AMAZING TRADITIONAL WESTERN BS/HYPOCRISY STILL IN ACTION TO THIS DAY! (2013-06-01 10:41)
	What is Wrong With The Muslim World? (2013-06-03 15:22)
	Amazing Breaking News: £1000 Fine (No Jail Sentence or Even Being Fired) For A British Soldier Who Sexually Assaulted An Afghan Underage Boy! (2013-06-05 10:22)
	The Resistance Black List: Here is The Real Face of The Enemies of The (Islamic and Greater) World! (2013-06-06 10:41)
	Homa Khaleeli Good Article On The Guardian: On The Rise of UK Islamophobia Post-Woolwich (2013-06-06 15:39)
	The Biggest Breaking Story Of The Week (NSA Surveillance): The Illusion of A Perfect Western Democracy (When seen Nakedly It is As Totalitarian & Undemocratic As Any Other)! (2013-06-07 10:59)
	Henry Porter On The Observer: A Good Summary of The NSA-GCHQ & Modern Western Surveillance States (2013-06-10 18:36)
	Arrest Glenn Greenwald!: Neocon US House Rep. Peter King (R) at It Again (Source: FP) (2013-06-13 10:23)
	Leicester Anti-Muslim Attacks: 'First Officially Reported' Local Cases of Anti-Islam Violence (Source: Leicester Mercury) (2013-06-13 11:35)
	Simon Jenkins On The Guardian: Britain's response to the NSA story? Back off and shut up (2013-06-19 08:03)
	Tom Engelhardt On Le Monde: A Fantastic Article on The New Rise of Western Surveillance State [Post-NSA-GCHQ Leaks] (2013-06-21 15:30)
	UK's Surveillance Reach Is Greater Than That of US (We Told You So): Edward Snowden [The Whistleblower] New Round of Tangible Evidence on The Great New Western Surveillance-Police State (with an added discussion on intelligence services) (2013-06-22 09:44)
	Community Park Games: Leicestershire Police 'Steals' Our Idea [not the first time, ha]! (2013-06-23 11:27)
	News Alert & Important Advice: First Bombing Target on Midlands Muslim, The Ever-Spinning Pork Story & Watch Out For Your Cars! (2013-06-24 08:45)
	The British-Western Crisis: The Disintergration of Society From It's Institutions (A Very Bad Week For UK Police) (2013-06-26 08:22)
	Reading Beyond The Story: How Imams and Mosques In Britain Are Controlled By The State Security Apparatus! (2013-06-28 08:48)
	Ismail Patel On OpenDemocracy: The New Era of Persecution of The British-Muslims (Highly Recommended Reading) (2013-06-29 09:11)

	July
	Egypt & The Counter-Revolution II: How The West Fought Back Against The so-called 'Arab Spring' to restore Pro-Western Status Quo (2013-07-04 10:33)
	On Guantanamo Hunger Strike: Mos Def (the Rapper) & Reprieve (Human Rights Org) Attempt to Replicate The Inhumane Realities of Guantanamo Force-Feeding (2013-07-08 15:21)
	Wishing You All A Great Holy Month of Ramadhan 1434 (2013-07-09 12:03)
	On Anti-Muslims Domestic-Terror Attacks in Britain: A Second Bomb Attack [On A Mosque] In The West Midlands (Tipton) (2013-07-13 07:47)
	On Crimes Against Western Muslims [Special Focus]: Matthew Harwood's Must Read Article On US Laws & American-Muslims [Source: Le Monde Diplomatique] (2013-07-14 10:46)
	On Covert Action: [And] Marc Pitzke Excellent Article On Der Spiegel (Very Informative) (2013-07-17 11:23)
	On Growing UK 'Domestic Terror' Against British-Muslims: A Third Bomb-Attack On Another West Midlands Mosque (Wolverhampton), and selections of interesting news articles (2013-07-19 12:26)
	Growing Up Muslim In America: A Financial Times (FT) Saturday's Essay (2013-07-20 08:08)
	Nesrine Malik On The Guardian: Why Is The British Government Silence Over Domestic Terrorism Attacks Against British-Muslims? (Also briefly discussed is the Issue of marriage to westernized Muslims) (2013-07-23 11:08)
	Exposing The Gestapo-ification of UK Police/Your Weekend Readings: Ian Herbert New Expose On The British Police State (The Independent) (2013-07-27 10:10)
	Leicester: A Profile of ''Planet's Most Multicultural'' City (The Independent On Sunday) (2013-07-28 10:04)
	New Generation, Same Old Resistance Agenda: Our Contribution To Global Resistance Against Colonialism, Imperialism and Corporate Greed (2013-07-29 09:32)

	August
	The Weekly Edition: A Selection Of This Week's Recommended Articles and Stories (e.g. New Snowden's Leaks) (2013-08-02 12:31)
	Peter Van Buren On Open Democracy & TomDispatches: Western Totalitarianism Is Real & Here To Stay [And Expand]! (2013-08-07 15:04)
	Emily Dugan On The Independent: On The Myth of British Multiculturalism (2013-08-08 08:33)
	Open Security Special Focus On Modern Policing: Highly Recommended Reading Selection (and Eid Mubarak to all) (2013-08-09 12:18)
	Police States or How ''Democracies'' Control Their Populations & Shut Down Protests and Revolts: Val Swain On OpenDemocracy (A Must Read Article on UK Disruptive Policing Model) (2013-08-10 10:13)
	Minority Vote: How We Correctly Foresaw The Trend, and Why The Next Trend Is Much Strategically Important! (2013-08-12 11:20)
	Huma Qureshi On The Guardian: Muslim Women and Workplace/Employment Discriminations (2013-08-13 13:10)
	France's Revived Islamophobia: Attack On A 16-Yrs Old Muslim Veiled Girl By Two Assailants (2013-08-14 08:21)
	With Arms Not Peaceful Protests (Sit-Ins): The Lessons From The So-Called ''Arab Spring'' and Egypt For the Rest of The [Islamic] World (2013-08-15 09:43)
	David Miranda, Glenn Greenwald & The Detention Drama: The New Despotic Western Police States or How Western ''Democracies'' Initimidate and Harass Their Own [Inter]National Peaceful Political Activists or non-state mouthpiece journalists (2013-08-19 11:51)
	David Miranda, Glenn Greenwald and Detention Drama (Part 2): The Day The Secretive British Police State Came Out In Open (and Aganist the Over-Hailed Western ''Independent Media'')! (2013-08-20 15:15)
	David Miranda, Glenn Greenwald & Edward Snowden (Part 3): The How & Why The Secretive British Police State Came Out? (2013-08-21 09:07)
	The Release of Mubarak: Another Lesson for ''Revolutionary'' Wannabes and Idiots of ''Arab Spring'' (Also Reprinted in Full Is An Excellent RT Article By Tony Gosling) (2013-08-23 12:34)
	On Syria (A War Communique): Any Western Invasion (or propagandaly referred to as ''Humanitarian Intervention'') Is a Legitimate Casus Belli For Global Muslim Mobilization For Self-Defensive War [Or Actual Meaning of Jihad] (2013-08-26 09:29)
	On Syria: The Four Critical Questions The ''Independent'' Western Media and Commentators Refuse To Ask (2013-08-29 10:33)
	On Syria: The Farce of Parliament 'Vote' and How Your Leicester[shire] MPs Voted (Incl. Your Recommended Weekend Readings) (2013-08-31 09:48)

	September
	On Syria: Congress To Vote For War (Yes), Because AIPAC Has Paid Already! (2013-09-01 13:20)
	On Syria: Told You- Senate Committee On Foreign Affairs PASSES The 'Syria War Bill'! (2013-09-05 10:00)
	Covert Action In Action (On Syria): How to Recognize The Exploitation and Inflitration of Agents Inside ''Independent'' Media and Political-Security Establishment (Source: Mondo/StratRisk) (2013-09-08 12:23)
	Introducing Liberal Fascism: John Pilger MUST READ Guardian Article (and few on NSA and Smartphone, CIA Fabricated Syria Chem-Attack, John Hopkins and Prof. Matthew Green and more) (2013-09-11 13:40)
	Covert Action In Action (Part II): Ms. Elizabeth O'Bagy, ''The Syrian Expert'' Is Thrown Out/Sacrificed to Cover Further Investigation Into The New Powers of Institute For The Study of War (ISW) On Contemporary Post-9/11 US Government Foreign-Security Pol (2013-09-12 10:19)
	On The Disturbing Growing Trend: How Laws Are Used To ''De-Islamitize'' (Against) Western Muslims! (2013-09-14 08:11)
	The Disturbing Breaking Story: Dear Muslims Sisters (In UK), Prepare Yourselves For The Coming Islamic Veil Ban! (and apparently is for your best of interests!!!!) (2013-09-16 10:45)
	Your Weekend Reading: Articles from Around The World (2013-09-28 14:21)

	October
	British-Muslims Under Attack: Forced-Assimilations and De-Islamitization Continues! (2013-10-05 08:47)
	Week In News: Your Weekend Readings! (2013-10-13 12:33)
	Week's Headlines In Review: Your Weekend Readings (2013-10-19 08:32)
	Recommended: Articles on British Muslim Converts (The Guardian) and Neo-Imperialism In Africa (Robert Fisk) (2013-10-20 11:35)
	Seamus Milne Greatest Work To Date: On Spies, NSA and Illusions of 'Western Democracy' (Highly Recommended) (2013-10-26 08:41)
	The Interview That Shook The British Establishment: Russell Brand (UK's Grillo) On BBC Newsnight and A Call To A Very Modern British Revolution (2013-10-27 16:26)

	November
	A Week In Review: Your Weekend Readings (2013-11-02 18:06)
	The Big Headlines Of The Week: Cambridgeshire Police & British Police State Model, On Hijab and so forth... (2013-11-16 08:29)
	A Week In Review: Your Weekend Readings - 23rd Nov 2013 (2013-11-23 09:28)
	A Week In Review: Your Weekend Readings – 30th Nov 2013 (2013-11-30 08:26)
	Al-Qaeda 3.0: The Making of a United Muslim Front for Liberation and Unity (2013-11-30 13:11)

	December
	Al-Qaeda 3.0: Statement No.2 On War and Politics (The Right Strategy) (2013-12-01 13:27)
	AL-QAEDA 3.0: THE REMAKING/RETHINKING/REDEFINING OF NEW GLOBAL ISLAMIC RESISTANCE (READ THE FULL TEXTS) (2013-12-03 13:14)
	Al-Qaeda 3.0 (United Muslim Front): Statement No. 3 (A Further Discussion On The Vietnamese Model, Full-Text) (2013-12-08 14:22)
	Interesting Headlines for Your Weekend Reading! (2013-12-14 12:38)
	This Week In Headlines: Your Sunday Short-Readings (2013-12-22 13:20)
	Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United Muslim Front for Liberation & Unity: The Remaking of The Global Islamic Resistance (2013-12-22 13:27)
	Al-Qaeda 3.0: Bravo to AQAP For Heeding To Level-Headed Advice! (2013-12-24 10:25)
	UMF Communique: ISIL Is An Enemy of Global Islamic Resistance! (2013-12-25 10:12)
	2014 A Year for Change: New Year Message For Greater Global Islamic Resistance (2013-12-26 12:10)


	2014
	January
	Al-Qaeda 3.0 or United Muslim Front: [Statement No. IV] A Discussion On Successful Military Operations (2014-01-01 13:19)
	George Monbiot On The Guardian: Further Extension of British Police State (MUST READ) (2014-01-08 13:28)
	Salafi Jihadists & ''Arab Spring Revolutionaries'': A Band of [Criminally] Fools & Idiots! (2014-01-11 13:53)
	David Davis (Senior Tory MP) On The Daily Mail: How Modern Technologies Are Used By Modern 'Demo-Fascists' Police States To Spy On You (Recommended Reading) (2014-01-12 12:37)



